
DIAMOND PUBLICATIONS 

 

MAY230001 

PREVIEWS #418 JULY 2023 

PREVIEWS is your ul#mate guide to comics, graphic novels and pop-culture merchandise available 

from your local comic book shop... revealed up to two months in advance! Read detailed product 

descrip#ons and storylines for hundreds comic books and graphic novels from the top comic book 

publishers and see the coolest toys and pop-culture merchandise on Earth! Plus PREVIEWS Exclusive 

items you'll find nowhere else! It's a great monthly read to find out what's at comic shops! Each issue 

includes a download code for a FREE digital edi#ons of this month's PREVIEWS and Marvel 

PREVIEWS! This July issue features items scheduled to ship in September 2023 and beyond. 

(STL261733) 

Catalog, SC, 480pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230002 

PREVIEWS #418 JULY 2023 CUSTOMER ORDER FORM 

PREVIEWS makes it easy for you to order every item in the catalog with this separate order form 

booklet! This July issue features items scheduled to ship in September 2023 and beyond. 

(STL261734) 

Comic-sized, 48pgs SRP: PI  

 

MAY230006 

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #281 

Game Trade Magazine, the monthly publica#on of Alliance Game Distributors, is your guide to what's 

new in the worlds of gaming! With ar#cles on new and upcoming games, previews, reviews, game-

related comics and fic#on, self-contained mini-games or game modules, plus product informa#on on 

upcoming game releases, Game Trade Magazine is your essen#al guide to gaming today! This June 

issue features items scheduled to ship in September 2023 and beyond. (STL261731) 

Magazine SRP: PI  

 

MAY230008 

MARVEL PREVIEWS VOL 6 #23 JULY 2023 (BUNDLE OF 10) 

Each issue of Marvel PREVIEWS is a comic book-sized, 120-page, full-color guide and preview to all of 

Marvel's upcoming releases — it's your #1 source for advanced informa#on on Marvel Comics! This 

August issue features items scheduled to ship in October 2023 and beyond. (STL274938) 

120pgs SRP: $1.25 



 

PREMIER PUBLISHERS 

 

IMAGE COMICS 

 

MAY230009 

BIG GAME #1 (OF 5) CVR A LARRAZ (CENSORED) (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Pepe Larraz 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

The comics event of the summer is here! 

 

Okay, this is so top secret we can't even show you the main cover because it spoils something 

MASSIVE. Just trust us when we say that this is going to be the comic book event of 2023-and it's 

NOT what you're expec#ng.  

 

Does the crossover really go that wide? Yes, it does. BIG GAME pulls together KICK-ASS, KINGSMAN, 

NEMESIS, THE MAGIC ORDER, and ALL the Millarworld franchises in one special event. This must be 

ordered like CRAZY! (STL276012) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230010 

BIG GAME #1 (OF 5) CVR B LARRAZ B&W VAR (CENSORED) (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Pepe Larraz 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

The comics event of the summer is here! 

 

Okay, this is so top secret we can't even show you the main cover because it spoils something 

MASSIVE. Just trust us when we say that this is going to be the comic book event of 2023-and it's 

NOT what you're expec#ng.  

 



Does the crossover really go that wide? Yes, it does. BIG GAME pulls together KICK-ASS, KINGSMAN, 

NEMESIS, THE MAGIC ORDER, and ALL the Millarworld franchises in one special event. This must be 

ordered like CRAZY! (STL276013) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230011 

BIG GAME #1 (OF 5) CVR C FORBIDDEN CVR (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Pepe Larraz 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

The comics event of the summer is here! 

 

Okay, this is so top secret we can't even show you the main cover because it spoils something 

MASSIVE. Just trust us when we say that this is going to be the comic book event of 2023-and it's 

NOT what you're expec#ng.  

 

Does the crossover really go that wide? Yes, it does. BIG GAME pulls together KICK-ASS, KINGSMAN, 

NEMESIS, THE MAGIC ORDER, and ALL the Millarworld franchises in one special event. This must be 

ordered like CRAZY! (STL276014) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230012 

BIG GAME #1 (OF 5) CVR D QUITELY (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Pepe Larraz (CA) Frank Quitely 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

The comics event of the summer is here! 

 

Okay, this is so top secret we can't even show you the main cover because it spoils something 

MASSIVE. Just trust us when we say that this is going to be the comic book event of 2023-and it's 

NOT what you're expec#ng.  

 



Does the crossover really go that wide? Yes, it does. BIG GAME pulls together KICK-ASS, KINGSMAN, 

NEMESIS, THE MAGIC ORDER, and ALL the Millarworld franchises in one special event. This must be 

ordered like CRAZY! (STL276015) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230013 

BIG GAME #1 (OF 5) CVR E (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Pepe Larraz 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

The comics event of the summer is here! 

 

Okay, this is so top secret we can't even show you the main cover because it spoils something 

MASSIVE. Just trust us when we say that this is going to be the comic book event of 2023-and it's 

NOT what you're expec#ng.  

 

Does the crossover really go that wide? Yes, it does. BIG GAME pulls together KICK-ASS, KINGSMAN, 

NEMESIS, THE MAGIC ORDER, and ALL the Millarworld franchises in one special event. This must be 

ordered like CRAZY! (STL276016) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230014 

BIG GAME #1 (OF 5) CVR F (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Pepe Larraz 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

The comics event of the summer is here! 

 

Okay, this is so top secret we can't even show you the main cover because it spoils something 

MASSIVE. Just trust us when we say that this is going to be the comic book event of 2023-and it's 

NOT what you're expec#ng.  

 



Does the crossover really go that wide? Yes, it does. BIG GAME pulls together KICK-ASS, KINGSMAN, 

NEMESIS, THE MAGIC ORDER, and ALL the Millarworld franchises in one special event. This must be 

ordered like CRAZY! (STL276017) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230015 

BIG GAME #1 (OF 5) CVR G BLANK SKETCH CVR (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Pepe Larraz (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

The comics event of the summer is here! 

 

Okay, this is so top secret we can't even show you the main cover because it spoils something 

MASSIVE. Just trust us when we say that this is going to be the comic book event of 2023-and it's 

NOT what you're expec#ng.  

 

Does the crossover really go that wide? Yes, it does. BIG GAME pulls together KICK-ASS, KINGSMAN, 

NEMESIS, THE MAGIC ORDER, and ALL the Millarworld franchises in one special event. This must be 

ordered like CRAZY! (STL276676) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230016 

CHRONONAUTS TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Sean Murphy 

SPECIAL LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICE OF $9.99! Corbin Quinn and Danny Reilly are #me travelers 

whose plans go off-course, leading to wild adventures in the #me-stream. Collects CHRONONAUTS 

#1-4. (STK675189) (MAY150488) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230017 

CHRONONAUTS TP VOL 02 (MR) 



(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Eric Canete 

THE BOYS ARE BACK. Time-traveling physicists and best friends Corbin Quinn and Danny Reilly 

aNempt to conquer the future in their latest adventure. But 

when their own mission goes awry, a face from the past calls upon them to fulfill a unique, and 

sinister, assignment. A liNle bit older but none the wiser, Corbin and Danny return with a BANG in the 

second volume of this MARK MILLAR classic. Collects CHRONONAUTS: FUTURESHOCK #1-4. 

(STL139212) (JAN200195) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230018 

HIT-GIRL TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Ricardo Lopez Or#z (CA) Amy Reeder 

The pint-sized "Punisher-meets-Polly-Pocket" has leQ America behind and set off to serve jus#ce 

around the world. First stop: Colombia. A mother seeking vengeance for the murder of her child 

enlists Hit-Girl to destroy his killer, but Mindy has bigger plans for Colombia's most feared hitman. 

Collects HIT-GIRL #1-4. (STL078621) (APR180502) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230019 

HIT-GIRL TP VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Eduardo Risso 

HIT-GIRL'S IN CANADA. Our adolescent assassin is locked, loaded, and ready to seriously mess up 

some Canadians. JEFF LEMIRE and EDUARDO RISSO take on MARK MILLAR's psycho#c 12-year-old 

Hit-Girl for the next stop on her blood-soaked world tour. No amount of ice, snow, or Moun#es will 

prevent Mindy from slaughtering her latest enemies. Collects HIT-GIRL #5-8. (STL090009) 

(AUG180158) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230020 

HIT-GIRL TP VOL 03 ROME (MR) 

(W) Rafael Scavone (A/CA) Rafael Albuquerque 



HIT-GIRL'S IN ROME. Mindy's racing around the Italian city, in hot pursuit of a cargo thief. When she 

finally gets hold of the stolen package — a bejewelled human skull — she uncovers a macabre story 

that leads her deep into the dark, criminal underbelly of Rome. Collects HIT-GIRL #9-12. (STL094191) 

(DEC180060) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230021 

HIT-GIRL TP VOL 04 (MR) 

(W) Kevin Smith (A) Pernille Orum (CA) Francesco Francavilla 

HIT-GIRL: THE GOLDEN RAGE OF HOLLYWOOD. The adolescent assassin tears Tinsel Town a new one 

when she realizes her life's being drama#zed for the silver screen. Hit-Girl storms sets, wages war on 

fat-cat movie bosses, and lures old enemies out of hiding in this kamikaze Californian bloodbath. 

Collects Hit-Girl 13-16. (STL107308) (APR190066) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230022 

HIT-GIRL TP VOL 05 (MR) 

(W) Daniel Way (A) Goran Parlov (CA) Gigi Cavenago 

Hit-Girl's in Hong Kong. She's hun#ng a merciless gang leader — responsible for drug trafficking, 

kidnapping, extor#on and bloody gang warfare. Yet all is not what it seems, and Hit-Girl's ready to 

recruit allies from the darkest, dir#est corners of Hong Kong. A hyper violent, Hong Kongese assault 

from everyone's favorite adolescent assassin. Collects Hit-Girl Season 2 issues #5-8. (STL121973) 

(AUG190127) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230023 

HIT-GIRL TP VOL 06 (MR) 

(W) Peter Milligan (A) Alison Sampson (CA) Declan Shalvey 

HIT-GIRL'S IN MUMBAI. Mindy lands in India looking for a new mission, and uncovers mu#lated 

children forced to beg in the streets. Time for Hit-Girl to track down their gang master and serve 

jus#ce. A riot of colour and bloodshed from your favorite tween superhero in the heart of India. 

Collects HIT-GIRL SEASON TWO issues #9-12. (STL135984) (DEC190101) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230024 

JUPITERS LEGACY TP VOL 01 NETFLIX ED (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Wilfredo Torres, Davide Gianfelice (CA) Frank Quitely 

In mid-century America, the world’s greatest superheroes face epic threats in public while baNling 

private scandals behind closed doors. Now adapted into a big-budget NeVlix Original series, get in on 

the ground floor with one of the most cri#cally acclaimed superhero series of the past 10 years. 

COLLECTS JUPITER'S CIRCLE #1-6 (STL163500) (JUL200104) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230025 

JUPITERS LEGACY TP VOL 02 NETFLIX ED (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Wilfredo Torres & Various (CA) Frank Quitely 

By day, they are the world’s greatest heroes. By night, they struggle with the same problems as the 

rest of us, and as the pressure increases on these super-celebri#es, one of the team breaks away to 

become embroiled in the social unrest and poli#cal upheaval of America in the 1960s. You’ve never 

read a book like JUPITER’S LEGACY before, now a major NeVlix Original series. 

COLLECTS JUPITER'S CIRCLE, VOL. 2 #1-6 (STL163512) (JUL200105) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230026 

JUPITERS LEGACY TP VOL 03 NETFLIX ED (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Frank Quitely 

Set one genera#on aQer the previous volume, America's superheroes have all had children, but can 

they ever fill their parents' shoes? More interested in celebrity and corporate sponsorship, the 

beau#ful, twenty-something heroes of the modern era only want to be famous. However, worse is 

their poli#cal aspira#ons and a plan to take control away from a fallible and weak humanity. 

COLLECTS JUPITER'S LEGACY #1-5. (STL163513) (JUL200106) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 



MAY230027 

JUPITERS LEGACY TP VOL 04 NETFLIX ED (MR) 

(W) Mike Millar (A/CA) Frank Quitely 

The superheroes have taken over the world, and only the supervillains can save us from their 

disastrous mistakes and monumental hubris. Hutch and Chloe have been in hiding with their son, but 

now they’re gathering a team of supervillains to go back to America to retake the White House in the 

name of all humanity. This is a must-read modern classic! 

COLLECTS JUPITER'S LEGACY, VOL. 2 #1-5 (STL163523) (JUL200107) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230028 

KICK-ASS NEW GIRL TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) John Romita Jr. 

KICK-ASS IS BACK-ready to wipe out the city's criminal lowlives, destroy its gangs, and save its 

communi#es from decay. But there's a new face beneath the old mask, a new figure wearing that 

famous green and yellow spandex. Who is this new vigilante superhero? Who can fill Dave Lizewski's 

shoes? WHO IS THE NEW KICK-ASS? Find out in the first collec#on of KICK-ASS: THE NEW GIRL. MARK 

MILLAR and JOHN ROMITA JR. reunite for the next chapter of the greatest superhero comic of all 

#me. Collects KICK-ASS: THE NEW GIRL #1-6. (STL082742) (JUL180249) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230029 

KICK-ASS NEW GIRL TP VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Steve Niles (A/CA) Marcelo Frusin 

Kick-Ass is taking over. Pa#ence has wiped out Hoops Lucero and seized control of his criminal 

opera#ons, feeding money back into the neighborhood. But not everyone's happy with Kick-Ass' new 

power, and her old enemies have been lying in wait. Violencia's set to bust out of jail and get his 

bloody revenge on your favorite superhero. Collects KICK-ASS #7-12. (STL094193) (FEB190085) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY230030 

KICK-ASS NEW GIRL TP VOL 03 (MR) 



(W) Steve Niles (A) Marcelo Frusin (CA) Chris#an Ward 

AQer the bloody defeat of Violencia and Santos, there's no rest for Kick-Ass. She now has a criminal 

empire at her finger#ps, and bags of blood money at her disposal. New threats emerge from out of 

town as she destroys Russian meth labs and raNles the Mexican cartels. Can she take down her 

enemies, keep her family alive, and keep her iden#ty secret? Collects KICK-ASS #13-18. (STL120038) 

(AUG190132) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY230031 

KICK-ASS NEW GIRL TP VOL 04 (MR) 

(W) Steve Niles (A) Marcelo Frusin (CA) John Romita Jr. 

It's Kick-Ass versus Hit-Girl. Mindy screeches into Albuquerque to kill the Dave imposter who's been 

running gangs in New Mexico. Old superhero allies become enemies as Hit-Girl sets out to avenge 

Dave and stop Pa#ence's criminal opera#ons for good. Can Pa#ence survive, hunted by the best 

assassin in the business? And could she kill a child to save herself? 

 

Collects KICK-ASS VS. HIT-GIRL #1-5 (STL161562) (MAR210104) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY230032 

MPH TP 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Duncan Fregredo 

Growing up in Detroit, Roscoe and his friends know all about hard luck. But their fates take a 

different turn when they stumble upon a street drug called MPH—liNle pills that give them the 

power of super speed, and the opportunity of a life#me. But zooming through their riches has its 

downsides. When #me is your only asset, what happens when the clock runs out? (STK664771) 

(FEB150530) 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230033 

FISHFLIES #1 (OF 6) CVR A LEMIRE (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jeff Lemire 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 



 

JEFF LEMIRE (GIDEON FALLS, Sweet Tooth) brings you a new tale of small-town surrealist horror in 

this special extra-length debut issue!  

 

When a brutal and violent crime puts the life of an innocent teenage boy in the balance, it sets off a 

chain of events in bucolic Bell River, Ontario that will permanently change several residents' lives. 

And as the manhunt heats up, a lonely girl named Franny Fox will form an unlikely friendship with a 

fugi#ve that leads them on an odyssey of discovery and redemp#on. (STL276018) 

MATURE THEMES 

64pgs, FC (1 of 6) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230034 

FISHFLIES #1 (OF 6) CVR B MOMOKO (MR) 

(W/A) Jeff Lemire (CA) Peach Momoko 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

JEFF LEMIRE (GIDEON FALLS, Sweet Tooth) brings you a new tale of small-town surrealist horror in 

this special extra-length debut issue!  

 

When a brutal and violent crime puts the life of an innocent teenage boy in the balance, it sets off a 

chain of events in bucolic Bell River, Ontario that will permanently change several residents' lives. 

And as the manhunt heats up, a lonely girl named Franny Fox will form an unlikely friendship with a 

fugi#ve that leads them on an odyssey of discovery and redemp#on. (STL276019) 

MATURE THEMES 

64pgs, FC (1 of 6) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230035 

AD AFTER DEATH HC 

(W) ScoN Snyder (A/CA) Jeff Lemire 

What if we found a cure for death? Two of comics' most acclaimed creators, SCOTT SNYDER 

(WYTCHES, Batman, American Vampire) and JEFF LEMIRE (DESCENDER, PLUTONA, Moon Knight, 

Sweet Tooth) unite to create an epic like no other, set in a future where a gene#c cure for death has 

been found. Years aQer the discovery, one man starts to ques#on everything, leading him on a mind-

bending journey that will bring him face-to-face with his past and his own mortality. A unique 

combina#on of comics, prose, and illustra#on, A.D.: AFTER DEATH is an oversized hardcover graphic 



novel wriNen by SNYDER and fully painted by LEMIRE. Collects AD: AFTER DEATH #1-3. (STL035000) 

(FEB170689) 

HC, 8x10, 256pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY230036 

BONE ORCHARD MYTHOS HC PASSAGEWAY (MR) 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Andrea Sorren#no 

From the crea#ve team of GIDEON FALLS and PRIMORDIAL comes the first book in a bold and 

ambi#ous new shared horror universe! When a geologist is sent to a remote lighthouse to inves#gate 

strange phenomenon he finds a seemingly endless pit in the rocks. But what lurks within and how 

will he escape its pull? 

 

THE PASSAGEWAY is the first of a dozen new interconnected projects making up THE BONE ORCHARD 

MYTHOS from LEMIRE and SORRENTINO! (STL219554) (MAR220009) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 96pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY230037 

FAMILY TREE TP VOL 01 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Phil Hester 

When an eight-year-old girl begins to transform into a tree, her single Mom, troubled brother, and 

possibly insane grandfather embark on a bizarre and heart-wrenching odyssey across the back roads 

of America, desperately searching for a way to cure her horrifying transforma#on before it's too late.  

Bestselling, award-winning writer JEFF LEMIRE (ROYAL CITY, DESCENDER, Sweet Tooth) and superstar 

ar#st PHIL HESTER (Shipwreck, Green Arrow) come together for FAMILY TREE, a genre-defying epic 

about the lengths a mother will go to keep her children safe in a world of unspeakable horrors. 

Collects FAMILY TREE #1-4 (STL148451) (FEB200094) 

SC, 96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230038 

FAMILY TREE TP VOL 02 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Phil Hester & Various 

The supernatural family drama con#nues! Grandpa Judd refuses to give up the fight with the 

Arborists, even as his young granddaughter Meg begins what could be her final transforma#on into a 



tree…or is it the world that will be transformed forever? Collects FAMILY TREE #5-8. (STL159112) 

(AUG200089) 

SC, 96pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230039 

FAMILY TREE TP VOL 03 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Phil Hester & Various 

The supernatural family drama concludes! Grandpa Judd refuses to give up the fight with the 

Arborists, even as his young granddaughter Meg begins what could be her final transforma#on into a 

tree…or is it the world that will be transformed forever? Collects FAMILY TREE #9-12. (STL170902) 

(JAN210132) 

SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230040 

PLUTONA TP 

(W) Jeff Lemire, Emi Lenox (A/CA) Emi Lenox 

Five kids discover the body of the world's greatest super hero, Plutona, in the woods aQer school one 

day. This discovery sends them on a dark journey that will threaten to tear apart their friendship and 

their lives. Collects PLUTONA #1-5. (STK695223) (MAR160642) 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230041 

ROYAL CITY TP VOL 01 NEXT OF KIN 

(W/A/CA) Jeff Lemire 

In his most ambi#ous and most personal project to date, JEFF LEMIRE spins the cap#va#ng and 

engaging story of a family from the small factory town of Royal City and the ghosts that haunt them.  

In a return to the literary and thema#c territory of LEMIRE’s breakthrough graphic novel Essex 

County, ROYAL CITY follows Patrick Pike, a fading literary star who reluctantly returns to the once-

thriving factory town where he grew up. Patrick is quickly drawn back into the dramas of his two 

adult siblings, his overbearing mother, and his browbeaten father, all of whom are s#ll haunted by 

different versions of his youngest brother, Tommy, who drowned decades ago. 

As each member of the family struggles to keep themselves above water, it quickly becomes clear 

that Tommy’s death isn’t the only dark secret tearing the town, and this family, apart at the seams. 

Can each member of the Pike family come to terms with their own guilt over Tommy’s death, and 

make peace with the many versions of Tommy that s#ll haunt them, or will they all be dragged down 

below the river along with his lingering ghost? ROYAL CITY promises to be a sprawling serialized 

graphic novel that will chart the lives, loves, and losses of a troubled family and a vanishing town, 



across three decades. JEFF LEMIRE is the creator of DESCENDER (with DUSTIN NGUYEN), A.D.: AFTER 

DEATH (with SCOTT SNYDER), Roughneck, Secret Path (with GORD DOWNIE), PLUTONA (with EMI 

LENNOX), Essex County, Sweet Tooth, Trillium, and The Underwater Welder. He had also wriNen 

celebrated stories featuring Green Arrow, Animal Man, Bloodshot, Wolverine, Hawkeye, Teen Titans, 

the Valiant, the X-Men, and Inhumans for the major comic book publishers. (STL048519) (JUL170757) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230042 

ROYAL CITY TP VOL 02 SONIC YOUTH (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jeff Lemire 

A new chapter of superstar creator JEFF LEMIRE’s cri#cally acclaimed new series is here. In this 

second installment of bestselling author JEFF LEMIRE’s (DESCENDER, PLUTONA, Sweet Tooth) 

ambi#ous new series, we travel back to the year 1993 and follow the then teenaged Pike siblings and 

see the last week of Tommy Pike's life unfold. The mysteries of his death and all the sins that now 

plague the Pike family are brought to light in this heartbreaking new storyline. Collects ROYAL CITY 

#6-10. (STL062290) (FEB180679) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230043 

ROYAL CITY TP VOL 03 WE ALL FLOAT ON (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jeff Lemire 

When a new member of the family arrives in the fading industrial town of Royal City looking for 

answers, the past and present all come together, and the Pike family must face the truths about their 

youngest brother's death decades earlier.  

The concluding chapter of ROYAL CITY, the genera#on-spanning saga of one family haunted by their 

own private ghosts from the New York Times bestselling writer and ar#st, JEFF LEMIRE (GIDEON 

FALLS, Sweet Tooth, Essex County). Collects ROYAL CITY #11-14. (STL082722) (AUG180188) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230044 

UNTOLD TALES OF I HATE FAIRYLAND #1 (OF 5) (MR) 

(W) SkoYe Young, Dean Rankine (A) Aaron Conley, Dean Rankine (CA) Mike Del Mundo 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 



A five-issue anthology series featuring Untold Tales based on Eisner Award-winning writer  SKOTTIE 

YOUNG's bestselling comic, I HATE FAIRYLAND, with stories wriNen and drawn by a stellar lineup of 

creators. 

 

BULLY WARS co-creators SKOTTIE YOUNG and AARON CONLEY pit Gert against an uncouth barbarian 

in "Bruud the Brutal." And in "Don't Trust the P.I.G. in Apartment 23," by DEAN RANKINE (Simpsons 

Comics, Invader Zim), Gert finds herself at the wrong end of a classic fairy tale. (STL276296) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230045 

I HATE FAIRYLAND DLX HC VOL 01 (NEW PTG) (MR) 

(W) SkoYe Young (A) SkoYe Young, Jeffrey Chamba Cruz (CA) SkoYe Young 

From SKOTTIE YOUNG, New York Times bestselling, Eisner Award-winning cartoonist of The 

Wonderful Wizard of Oz graphic novels, Rocket Raccoon, and Fortunately, the Milk, comes a sa#rical 

fairytale adventure that smashes its cute liNle face against hilariously violent comedy that's definitely 

NOT bed#me story material for the kiddies (unless your parents are super cool and don't screen your 

entertainment, then...whatever). 

In this oversized DELUXE HARDCOVER, join Gert (a grown woman in a six-year-old girl's body, who 

has been stuck in a the magical world of Fairyland for over 30 years) on a maddening quest to return 

home. It's just her, a fly named Larry, a giant blood-soaked baNle-axe and an endless amount of cute 

and cuddly Fairylanders standing in her way.  

Collects I HATE FAIRYLAND #1-10, along with EXCLUSIVE EXTRAS! (STL170394) (JUL208714) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 8x11, 312pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAY230046 

I HATE FAIRYLAND DLX HC VOL 02 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) SkoYe Young 

From SKOTTIE YOUNG-the New York Times bestselling and Eisner Award-winning cartoonist of The 

Wonderful Wizard of Oz graphic novels, Rocket Raccoon, and Fortunately, the Milk-comes the 

con#nua#on of Gertrude's gruesome gallop through the sugar-sprinkled fantasy world of Fairyland. 

In this second oversized deluxe hardcover collec#on, our axe-wielding ace really buckles down on 

geYng the FLUFF out of Fairyland, but aQer baNling a cosplay cohort and a riddle-prone goblin king, 

there's just the itsy-bitsy, barely worth men#oning, insignificant maNer of an extended stay in a 

fantasy netherworld to deal with. Collects I HATE FAIRYLAND #11-20, I HATE IMAGE FCBD SPECIAL, 

and exclusive extras! (STL107309) (MAY190049) 



MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x11, 336pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAY230047 

I HATE FAIRYLAND TP VOL 01 MADLY EVER AFTER (MR) 

(W/A/CA) SkoYe Young 

An Adventure Time/Alice in Wonderland-style epic that smashes its cute liNle face against grown-up, 

Tank Girl/Deadpool-esque violent madness. Follow Gert, a forty year old woman stuck in a six year 

old's body who has been trapped in the magical world of Fairyland for nearly thirty years. Join her 

and her giant baNle-axe on a delighVully blood-soaked journey to see who will survive the girl who 

HATES FAIRYLAND. 

 

Collec#ng: I Hate Fairyland 1-5 

 

M (STK698145) (JAN160644) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230048 

I HATE FAIRYLAND TP VOL 02 FLUFF MY LIFE 

(W/A/CA) SkoYe Young 

All hail Gertrude, the new Queen of Fairyland. AQer thirty years of wreaking havoc across this 

magical world to find her way back home, she must now overcome her biggest challenge yet...ruling 

the place she hates most. Join Gert as she con#nues her never-ending quest to get the FLUFF out of 

Fairyland. The hilariously brutal fairytale adventure con#nues by superstar cartoonist SKOTTIE 

YOUNG. Collects I HATE FAIRYLAND #6-10. (STL021778) (OCT160683) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230049 

I HATE FAIRYLAND TP VOL 03 GOOD GIRL (MR) 

(W/A/CA) SkoYe Young 

Gert finally realizes that being such a murderous maniac might be the reason she's not been able to 

find her way out of the candy-coated world of Fairyland that has been her nightmare for over 40 

years. She sets off on a new quest to redeem herself and tries to earn her way back home with good 

deeds and kindness and love and whatever other mushy, touchy-feely things she can manage.  



The epic and hilarious fantasy quest from fan-favorite cartoonist SKOTTIE YOUNG con#nues. 

Collects I HATE FAIRYLAND #11-15. (STL048509) (AUG170669) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230050 

I HATE FAIRYLAND TP VOL 04 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) SkoYe Young 

What started as a normal, everyday, child-sucked-into-a-magical-land-to-fulfill-an-inane-quest has 

changed Fairyland forever. In the con#nua#on of SKOTTIE YOUNG'S saccharine fantasy-sa#re, 

Gertrude hands over the spotlight to Larry, Duncan Dragon, and some of Fairyland's other suppor#ng 

cast, misfits, and forgoNen threats. Collects I HATE FAIRYLAND #16-20. (STL074453) (JUN180176) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230051 

ANTARCTICA #1 CVR A ROBERTS 

(W) Simon Birks (A/CA) Wili Roberts 

SERIES PREMIERE 

 

Stargate meets His Dark Materials in a new non-stop sci-fi ac#on blockbuster! 

 

Hannah's life imploded the day her father failed to return from the secre#ve Smith-Petersen 

Research Sta#on in Antarc#ca. Alone and on the street, she's at her lowest ebb when a friend offers 

help. Retrained as an engineer, Hannah secures a job at the same Antarc#c sta#on to search for her 

father and stumbles headfirst into a conspiracy that threatens everything she's ever believed. 

(STL276672) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230052 

ANTARCTICA #1 CVR B WHITE 

(W) Simon Birks (A) Wili Roberts (CA) Lyndon White 

SERIES PREMIERE 



 

Stargate meets His Dark Materials in a new non-stop sci-fi ac#on blockbuster! 

 

Hannah's life imploded the day her father failed to return from the secre#ve Smith-Petersen 

Research Sta#on in Antarc#ca. Alone and on the street, she's at her lowest ebb when a friend offers 

help. Retrained as an engineer, Hannah secures a job at the same Antarc#c sta#on to search for her 

father and stumbles headfirst into a conspiracy that threatens everything she's ever believed. 

(STL276673) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230053 

PURR EVIL #1 (OF 6) CVR A BRAGA (MR) 

(W) Mirka Andolfo (A/CA) Laura Braga 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

  

THERE IS NO ESCAPING THE MEWING EVIL… 

 

Rita loves her daughter Deb, but a dark evil from her past threatens the lives of anyone who gets too 

close to it. Can the bond between two women overcome a life built on blood and lies? And what 

secret is lurking in the Morando family's apartment?  

 

WriNen by Harvey Award-winning superstar MIRKA ANDOLFO (SWEET PAPRIKA, MERCY, 

UNNATURAL, Punchline) and illustrated by fan-favorite LAURA BRAGA (WITCHBLADE, Future State: 

The Next Batman, Harley Quinn, DC Bombshells), PURR EVIL is a stand-out story about the 

rela#onship between a mother who gave everything for her daughter and a daughter who needs to 

figure out her role in a world that she's about to doom! (STL276020) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230054 

PURR EVIL #1 (OF 6) CVR B ANDOLFO (MR) 

(W) Mirka Andolfo (A) Laura Braga (CA) Mirka Andolfo 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

  



THERE IS NO ESCAPING THE MEWING EVIL… 

 

Rita loves her daughter Deb, but a dark evil from her past threatens the lives of anyone who gets too 

close to it. Can the bond between two women overcome a life built on blood and lies? And what 

secret is lurking in the Morando family's apartment?  

 

WriNen by Harvey Award-winning superstar MIRKA ANDOLFO (SWEET PAPRIKA, MERCY, 

UNNATURAL, Punchline) and illustrated by fan-favorite LAURA BRAGA (WITCHBLADE, Future State: 

The Next Batman, Harley Quinn, DC Bombshells), PURR EVIL is a stand-out story about the 

rela#onship between a mother who gave everything for her daughter and a daughter who needs to 

figure out her role in a world that she's about to doom! (STL276021) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230055 

PURR EVIL #1 (OF 6) CVR C MOMOKO (MR) 

(W) Mirka Andolfo (A) Laura Braga (CA) Peach Momoko 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

  

THERE IS NO ESCAPING THE MEWING EVIL… 

 

Rita loves her daughter Deb, but a dark evil from her past threatens the lives of anyone who gets too 

close to it. Can the bond between two women overcome a life built on blood and lies? And what 

secret is lurking in the Morando family's apartment?  

 

WriNen by Harvey Award-winning superstar MIRKA ANDOLFO (SWEET PAPRIKA, MERCY, 

UNNATURAL, Punchline) and illustrated by fan-favorite LAURA BRAGA (WITCHBLADE, Future State: 

The Next Batman, Harley Quinn, DC Bombshells), PURR EVIL is a stand-out story about the 

rela#onship between a mother who gave everything for her daughter and a daughter who needs to 

figure out her role in a world that she's about to doom! (STL276022) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230056 

PURR EVIL #1 (OF 6) CVR D SOZO (MR) 



(W) Mirka Andolfo (A) Laura Braga (CA) Maika Sozo 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

  

THERE IS NO ESCAPING THE MEWING EVIL… 

 

Rita loves her daughter Deb, but a dark evil from her past threatens the lives of anyone who gets too 

close to it. Can the bond between two women overcome a life built on blood and lies? And what 

secret is lurking in the Morando family's apartment?  

 

WriNen by Harvey Award-winning superstar MIRKA ANDOLFO (SWEET PAPRIKA, MERCY, 

UNNATURAL, Punchline) and illustrated by fan-favorite LAURA BRAGA (WITCHBLADE, Future State: 

The Next Batman, Harley Quinn, DC Bombshells), PURR EVIL is a stand-out story about the 

rela#onship between a mother who gave everything for her daughter and a daughter who needs to 

figure out her role in a world that she's about to doom! (STL276023) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230057 

DEEP BEYOND TP VOL 01 

(W) Mirka Andolfo, Davide Goy (A/CA) Andrea Broccardo 

In an underpopulated future Earth, devastated by the dire consequences of the millennium bug, the 

survival of mankind—and, maybe, of the planet itself—is handled by a small number of people. 

These are talented scien#sts who, despite the adverse situa#on and the stupid feuds that con#nue to 

divide the small number of people s#ll alive, try to understand and study what is hidden in the 

depths of the abyss—something mysterious and dangerous, which could eventually cause an even 

worse and more destruc#ve catastrophe! 

 

The 100 meets LOW, with a hint of Death Stranding in the brand-new sci-fi thriller series from 

acclaimed creator MIRKA ANDOLFO (UNNATURAL, MERCY, SWEET PAPRIKA), teaming up with writer 

DAVID GOY, rising-star ar#st ANDREA BROCCARDO (Star Wars: Doctor Aphra, Empyre: X-Men), and 

colorist BARBARA NOSENZO (The Ballad of Halo Jones). 

 

Collects DEEP BEYOND #1-6. (STL195683) (JUN210120) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230058 



DEEP BEYOND TP VOL 02 

(W) Mirka Andolfo, David Goy (A/CA) Andrea Broccardo 

Dr. Pamela Bell is missing, and an unlikely group of misfit researchers is in hot pursuit. But there is 

also a traitor among them, someone who would rather Pam not be found at all. Will the intrepid 

researchers get the answers they seek in the depths, or will the things they discover there only bring 

about new — and more dangerous — ques#ons? The 100 and Death Stranding meet LOW in the 

thrilling conclusion of the high-octane dystopian adventure series from acclaimed creator MIRKA 

ANDOLFO (UNNATURAL, MERCY, SWEET PAPRIKA), writer DAVID GOY, rising-star ar#s tANDREA 

BROCCARDO (Star Wars: Doctor Aphra, Empyre: X-Men), and colorist BARBARA NOSENZO (The Ballad 

of Halo Jones). 

 

COLLECTS DEEP BEYOND #7-12. (STL201655) (JAN220189) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230059 

MIRKA ANDOLFO MERCY TP (MR) 

(W/A) Mirka Andolfo (CA)  Artgerm 

MERCY, a goth-inspired, Victorian monster series explores topics of "otherness," damna#on and 

redemp#on, and what it means to be a monster in a horror graphic novel perfect for fans of Penny 

Dreadful, Crimson Peak, The Alienist, Parasol Protectorate, and Dark Shadows. 

This new graphic novel by acclaimed creator MIRKA ANDOLFO (UNNATURAL) is a gothic horror tale 

where mysteries and unspeakable sins are blended together in a unique and sensual way.  

Washington State, late nineteenth century. During the frenzied historical era commonly known as the 

Klondike Gold Rush, a mysterious woman arrives in Woodsburgh, a small mining town close to the 

Canadian border. 

It's been a few years since the Swanson mine was closed following the terrible accident that claimed 

the lives of so many men and women, including the owner's and the city it's s#ll struggling in search 

for a new place on the map of the country.  

Elegant and extraordinarily wealthy, Lady Hellaine arrives in the city accompanied by her faithful 

butler Goodwill and seNles in one of the most luxurious mansions in town. A lifestyle that contrasts 

sharply with that of the majority of the popula#on, forced to choose between humble craQs and 

illegal ac#vi#es. 

No one is aware of the reasons that led such a classy lady to move from SeaNle to the small village, 

but her arrival certainly did not go unno#ced. Especially in the eyes of Lady Swanson, widow of the 

late mine owner and leading figure of the local bourgeoisie. Lady Hellaine's plans will bring her on a 

collision course with the powerful Lady Swanson, who, for reasons not en#rely ra#onal, distrusts the 

newcomer. 



Meanwhile, the streets and surroundings of Woodsburgh are flooded in blood: a heinous creature is 

killing incau#ous ci#zens, wreaking havoc on their bodies. Enough to induce local authori#es to 

impose a strict curfew aQer sunset. 

And with the falling of the first snow, the "Woodsburgh Devil"'s fury seems to have even increased. 

What's the connec#on, if any, between this disturbing presence and the ivory-skinned stranger? 

Who is Lady Hellaine, really? And what's her secret agenda?  

Collects MIRKA ANDOLFO'S MERCY #1-6 (STL149896) (SEP200097) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230060 

MIRKA ANDOLFO SWEET PAPRIKA TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Mirka Andolfo 

Paprika is a successful New York businesswoman. She neglects her personal life and rela#onships in 

favor of pursuing her career. Her heart was broken by an old flame, and her rigid upbringing has 

made her introverted to a debilita#ng degree. Despite all this, she s#ll wants a roman#c rela#onship-

she just doesn't know what she's doing. Not like Dill, the handsome delivery boy with an angelic 

aYtude who's always surrounded by besoNed women. He doesn't have a worry in the world, and 

that makes Paprika very nervous. But maybe he's the guy who can help her with her feelings-and 

with sex. 

Bridget Jones's Diary meets Sex and the City with a pinch of The Devil Wears Prada in the new 

interna#onal hit by acclaimed creator MIRKA ANDOLFO (UNNATURAL, MERCY). 

Collects MIRKA ANDOLFO'S SWEET PAPRIKA #1-6 (STL201645) (NOV210141) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230061 

MIRKA ANDOLFO SWEET PAPRIKA TP VOL 02 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Mirka Andolfo 

Fierce businesswoman Paprika's problems are far from over. AQer (more or less) skillfully juggling an 

unbearable ex and a deviant father, she s#ll faces work tension-and sexual tension-with charming 

producer Za'atar. With only a few weeks un#l their fated mee#ng in Italy, Paprika breaks every rule in 

her life to hire the sunny, uninhibited angel Dill to teach her how to be a true queen between the 

sheets. But with some of her trauma and anxie#es s#ll unresolved, and with misunderstandings and 

jealousies running rampant, it doesn't take long for all hell (and heaven) to break loose. 



Bridget Jones's Diary meets Sex and the City with a pinch of The Devil Wears Prada in the steamy 

finale of the interna#onal hit by acclaimed creator MIRKA ANDOLFO (UNNATURAL, MERCY). Collects 

SWEET PAPRIKA #7-12. (STL214854) (JUN220195) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230062 

UNNATURAL OMNIBUS HC (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Mirka Andolfo 

Leslie J. Blair is a simple pig girl. She loves sushi, and she hates her job. Her world is dominated by a 

totalitarian government that interferes in the personal lives of its ci#zens, punishing transgressors for 

so-called "unnatural" rela#onships. Leslie dreams of something different for herself, 

but these dreams are quickly becoming dangerous. And when she wakes up, it feels as if she's being 

watched. 

For the first #me, the whole suspenseful ero#c fantasy series that made MIRKA ANDOLFO (MERCY, 

SWEET PAPRIKA, DEEP BEYOND, Punchline, Wonder Woman) a rising star is collected in a unique 

hardcover book, featuring loads of bonus content and an all-new cover by MIRKA herself. 

COLLECTS UNNATURAL #1-12. (STL196626) (AUG210140) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230063 

SCRAPPER #1 (OF 6) CVR A FERREYRA 

(W) Cliff Bleszinksi, Alex De Campi (A) Sandy Jarrell (CA) Juan Ferreyra 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

Game design genius CLIFF BLESZINSKI (Gears of War, Fortnite) makes his comics debut with cri#cally 

acclaimed writer ALEX DE CAMPI (DRACULA, MOTHERF**KER!, PARASOCIAL) and fan-favorite ar#st 

SANDY JARRELL (Bombshells, Lynx)!  

 

Blade Runner-style ac#on mixes with big emo#ons as stray dog Scrapper and his buddy Tank fight for 

jus#ce against the totalitarian forces of a post-apocalyp#c domed city. But when the fight comes to 

his home, Scrapper will face losing what's most important to him-and gain a terrifying truth in the 

process. (Don't worry, Mom. The dog doesn't die.) (STL276288) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6) SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY230064 

SCRAPPER #1 (OF 6) CVR B JARRELL 

(W) Cliff Bleszinksi, Alex De Campi (A/CA) Sandy Jarrell 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

Game design genius CLIFF BLESZINSKI (Gears of War, Fortnite) makes his comics debut with cri#cally 

acclaimed writer ALEX DE CAMPI (DRACULA, MOTHERF**KER!, PARASOCIAL) and fan-favorite ar#st 

SANDY JARRELL (Bombshells, Lynx)!  

 

Blade Runner-style ac#on mixes with big emo#ons as stray dog Scrapper and his buddy Tank fight for 

jus#ce against the totalitarian forces of a post-apocalyp#c domed city. But when the fight comes to 

his home, Scrapper will face losing what's most important to him-and gain a terrifying truth in the 

process. (Don't worry, Mom. The dog doesn't die.) (STL276289) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230065 

SCRAPPER #1 (OF 6) CVR C FERREYRA 

(W) Cliff Bleszinksi, Alex De Campi (A) Sandy Jarrell (CA) Juan Ferreyra 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

Game design genius CLIFF BLESZINSKI (Gears of War, Fortnite) makes his comics debut with cri#cally 

acclaimed writer ALEX DE CAMPI (DRACULA, MOTHERF**KER!, PARASOCIAL) and fan-favorite ar#st 

SANDY JARRELL (Bombshells, Lynx)!  

 

Blade Runner-style ac#on mixes with big emo#ons as stray dog Scrapper and his buddy Tank fight for 

jus#ce against the totalitarian forces of a post-apocalyp#c domed city. But when the fight comes to 

his home, Scrapper will face losing what's most important to him-and gain a terrifying truth in the 

process. (Don't worry, Mom. The dog doesn't die.) (STL276290) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230066 

24 PANELS TP 

(W) Alan Moore & Various (A) Melinda Gebbie & Various (CA) Tula Lotay 



In June 2017, the Grenfell fire killed 72 people in a 24-story tower block in West London. 24 PANELS 

is an anthology comic to support the PTSD needs of the survivors. Curated by KIERON GILLEN (THE 

WICKED + THE DIVINE), it features 24 stories, each no longer than 24 panels. Half drawn from 

professional creators who volunteered their #me and half drawn from open submissions, 24 PANELS 

is about community, hope, and (most of all) raising as much money as possible. (STL100279) 

(SEP180079) 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230067 

TWISTED ROMANCE TP (MR) 

(W) Alex De Campi & Various (A) Ka#e Skelly & Various (CA) Alajandra Gu#errez 

Four stories of love and lust from comics' coolest ar#sts and writer ALEX de CAMPI! First, a demon 

prowls the 1978 New York disco scene in "OLD FLAMES," drawn by KATIE SKELLY. Then, a curvy 

photographer's assistant falls in love with someone way out of her league in "TWINKLE & THE STAR," 

with art from ALEJANDRA GUTIÉRREZ. A spacefleet captain captures a most infuria#ng pirate in 

"INVINCIBLE HEART," drawn by CARLA SPEED McNEIL. And a princess runs away with a dragon in 

"TREASURED," featuring art by TRUNGLES. Plus steamy prose romance stories from awesome folks 

like MAGEN CUBED and VITA AYALA, and more comics shorts about love from MEREDITH McCLAREN, 

SARAH HORROCKS, MARGARET TRAUTH, and SARAH WINIFRED SEARLE. Collects TWISTED ROMANCE 

#1-4. (STL074413) (JUN180087) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 200pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230068 

SWAN SONGS #1 CVR A SIMMONDS (MR) 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A/CA) Mar#n Simmonds 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

W. MAXWELL PRINCE (ICE CREAM MAN, HAHA) con#nues his weird, winning one-shot formula with 

this all-new mul#-ar#st project that explores the way things END…and also how they never really do.   

 

SWAN SONGS comprises stories about endings…The End of the World. The End of a Marriage. The 

End of a Sentence. The End of the End of the World!  (Which I suppose one might consider the 

BEGINNING of a new world…) 

 

And along for the terminal ride are some of comics' best and brightest ar#sts! The first apocalyp#c 

issue, "The End of the World," is drawn by none other than THE DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH's MARTIN 



SIMMONDS.  Future ar#sts for future endings include CASPAR WIJNGAARD (HOME SICK PILOTS), and 

FILIPE ANDRADE (The Many Deaths of Leila Star), with more to be announced. 

 

All things come to a close; these are the SWAN SONGS. (STL276291) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230069 

SWAN SONGS #1 CVR B MALAVIA (MR) 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A) Mar#n Simmonds (CA) Nimit Malavia 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

W. MAXWELL PRINCE (ICE CREAM MAN, HAHA) con#nues his weird, winning one-shot formula with 

this all-new mul#-ar#st project that explores the way things END…and also how they never really do.   

 

SWAN SONGS comprises stories about endings…The End of the World. The End of a Marriage. The 

End of a Sentence. The End of the End of the World!  (Which I suppose one might consider the 

BEGINNING of a new world…) 

 

And along for the terminal ride are some of comics' best and brightest ar#sts! The first apocalyp#c 

issue, "The End of the World," is drawn by none other than THE DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH's MARTIN 

SIMMONDS.  Future ar#sts for future endings include CASPAR WIJNGAARD (HOME SICK PILOTS), and 

FILIPE ANDRADE (The Many Deaths of Leila Star), with more to be announced. 

 

All things come to a close; these are the SWAN SONGS. (STL276292) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230071 

HAHA TP (MR) 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A) Mar#n Morazzo & Various (CA) Vanesa R. Del Rey 

ICE CREAM MAN writer W. MAXWELL PRINCE brings his signature style of oneshot storytelling to the 

world of clowns—and he's invited SOME OF THE BEST ARTISTS IN COMICS to join him for the ride. 



HAHA is a genre-jumping, throat-lumping look at the sad, scary, hilarious life of those who get paid to 

play the fool—but these ain't your typical jokers. With chapters drawn by VANESA DEL REY 

(REDLANDS), GABRIEL WALTA (Vision), ROGER LANGRIDGE (Thor), and more, 

HAHA peeks under the big top, over the rainbow, and even inside a balloon to tell a wide-ranging 

slew of stories about "funny" men and women, proving that some things are so sad you just have to 

laugh. 

COLLECTS HAHA #1-6 (STL179412) (JUL210093) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230072 

ICE CREAM MAN TP VOL 01 SEUSS PARODY EDITION 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A/CA) Mar#n Morazzo 

Chocolate, vanilla, existen#al horror, addic#on, musical fantasy... there's a flavor for everyone's 

misery. ICE CREAM MAN is a genre-defying comic book series, featuring disparate "one-shot" tales of 

sorrow, wonder, and redemp#on. Each installment features its own cast of strange characters, 

dealing with their own special sundae of suffering. And on the periphery of all of them, like the 

twinkly music of his colorful truck, is the Ice Cream Man?a weaver of stories, a purveyor of sweet 

treats. Friend. Foe. God. Demon. The man who with a snap of his fingers?lickety split!?can change 

the course of your life forever. 

WriNen by W. MAXWELL PRINCE (ONE WEEK IN THE LIBRARY), with art by MARTíN MORAZZO 

(SNOWFALL, GREAT PACIFIC). Collects issues 1-4. (STL221048) (NOV218560) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230073 

ICE CREAM MAN TP VOL 01 RAINBOW SPRINKLES (NEW PTG) 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A/CA) Mar#n Morazzo 

Chocolate, vanilla, existen#al horror, addic#on, musical fantasy... there's a flavor for everyone's 

misery. ICE CREAM MAN is a genre-defying comic book series, featuring disparate "one-shot" tales of 

sorrow, wonder, and redemp#on. Each installment features its own cast of strange characters, 

dealing with their own special sundae of suffering. And on the periphery of all of them, like the 

twinkly music of his colorful truck, is the Ice Cream Man?a weaver of stories, a purveyor of sweet 

treats. Friend. Foe. God. Demon. The man who with a snap of his fingers?lickety split!?can change 

the course of your life forever. 

WriNen by W. MAXWELL PRINCE (ONE WEEK IN THE LIBRARY), with art by MARTíN MORAZZO 

(SNOWFALL, GREAT PACIFIC). Collects issues 1-4. (STL221047) (NOV218559) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 



 

MAY230074 

ICE CREAM MAN TP VOL 02 STRANGE NEAPOLITAN (MR) 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A/CA) Mar#n Morazzo 

The cri#cally acclaimed series of not-so-sweet singular stories con#nues with four more tales of woe 

and wonder. Here: the ballad of a falling man; a three-flavored silent medita#on; a young girl's quest 

with her dead best friend; a potpourri of suburban emergencies. Plus: more is revealed about the 

mischievous Ice Cream Man and his history with the dark cowboy, Caleb. Collects ICE CREAM MAN 

#5-8. (STL082739) (OCT180089) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230075 

ICE CREAM MAN TP VOL 03 HOPSCOTCH MELANGE (MR) 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A/CA) Mar#n Morazzo 

ICE CREAM MAN con#nues with four more strange, sad stories. Plus: more is revealed about the 

mischievous Ice Cream Man and his history with the dark cowboy, Caleb. Collects ICE CREAM MAN 

#9-12. (STL107310) (APR190070) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230076 

ICE CREAM MAN TP VOL 04 TINY LIVES (MR) 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A/CA) Mar#n Morazzo 

The cri#cally acclaimed horror anthology drives back into town, offering four new stories that zoom 

in on folks who are just barely scraping by-and willing to do anything to change that.  

Collects ICE CREAM MAN #13-16 (STL120036) (OCT190104) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230077 

ICE CREAM MAN TP VOL 05 OTHER CONFECTIONS (MR) 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A/CA) Mar#n Morazzo, Chris O'Halloran 



See here four more strange and sad stories of the cri#cally lauded horror-adjacent anthology series, 

ICE CREAM MAN. See here a tetrad of atypical tales: a suppura#ng superhero sa#re; a lamenta#on of 

lost memory; a field guide for being a ghost; a roNen retelling of your favorite children's stories. See 

here some other confec#ons, too. See here, see here! 

Collects ICE CREAM MAN #17-20 (STL144030) (JUN200166) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230078 

ICE CREAM MAN TP VOL 06 JUST DESSERTS (MR) 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A) Mar#n Morazzo (CA) Chris O'Halloran 

Here comes the Ice Cream Man for another helping of biNer sweets: four more cavity-inducing 

stories of suffering and surviving—with unlimited sundae toppings. Just try not to rot your teeth on 

these sickly sequen#al morsels, which, if you're not careful, could lodge themselves under the gums, 

deep into the roots, far beyond the reach of even the best den#st.  Now, open wide… 

Collects ICE CREAM MAN #21-24. (STL164522) (APR210233) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230079 

ICE CREAM MAN TP VOL 07 CERTAIN DESCENTS (MR) 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A/CA) Mar#n Morazzo, Chris O'Halloran 

ICE CREAM MAN-the cri#cally acclaimed, bestselling anthological comic book series-con#nues here 

with four more unfortunate, enerva#ng episodes of descent: a plane falls from the sky; a man climbs 

to the boNom of his family tree; Oscar's blood pressure dips below 90/60! It's a compendium of 

comedowns carefully calibrated for curious and cresVallen content consumers…so come join us 

below. 

Collects ICE CREAM MAN #25-28 (STL201647) (DEC210176) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230080 

ICE CREAM MAN TP VOL 08 SUBJECTS & OBJECTS (MR) 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A/CA) Mar#n Morazzo, Chris O'Halloran 



Open wide for four more scoops of the bestselling, cri#cally acclaimed psycho-horror comic ICE 

CREAM MAN. Here, bound with medium-grade paper glue, are four tales of objec#ve subjec#vity: a 

man’s last wishes are carried out; a controlled experiment loses all control; a cosmic scale is balanced 

(in verse!); Doug tries his darndest to get clean. It’s another assemblage of anguish and ennui for the 

anthologically inclined art appreciator. Lickety split, y’all! Collects ICE CREAM MAN #29-32. 

(STL227065) (SEP220190) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230081 

ONE WEEK IN THE LIBRARY GN (MR) 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A) John Amor (CA) Frazer Irving 

Welcome to the Library. It's here that every story ever wriNen is catalogued and monitored by a 

single man, who's begun to no#ce something strange: the books are rebelling. Image Comics proudly 

presents this experimental graphic novella from writer W. MAXWELL PRINCE and ar#st JOHN AMOR, 

which recounts a troublesome week in the Library via seven short stories-one for each day-that use 

comics, infographics, prose, and poetry to play with the graphic medium and explore the mul#valent 

world of living narra#ve. (STL021789) (SEP160780) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230082 

THIS ENDS TONIGHT #1 (OF 3) CVR A LEE (MR) 

(W) Gerry Duggan & Various (A/CA) Jae Lee 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

GERRY DUGGAN (currently wri#ng X-Men and Iron Man) and JAE LEE (the Eisner-winning ar#st from 

Inhumans and Hellshock) team up with co-writers KELVIN MAO and ROBERT WINDOM and colorist 

JUNE CHUNG for this ac#on-packed three-issue LIMITED SERIES, which tells interconnected stories of 

violence and mayhem in Las Vegas.   

 

In this issue, two sisters fight their way across Vegas in a savage race to save their lives. (STL276294) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230083 



THIS ENDS TONIGHT #1 (OF 3) CVR B LEE (MR) 

(W) Gerry Duggan & Various (A/CA) Jae Lee 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

 

GERRY DUGGAN (currently wri#ng X-Men and Iron Man) and JAE LEE (the Eisner-winning ar#st from 

Inhumans and Hellshock) team up with co-writers KELVIN MAO and ROBERT WINDOM and colorist 

JUNE CHUNG for this ac#on-packed three-issue LIMITED SERIES, which tells interconnected stories of 

violence and mayhem in Las Vegas.   

 

In this issue, two sisters fight their way across Vegas in a savage race to save their lives. (STL276295) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230084 

ANALOG CYBER DYSTOPIAN NOIR TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) David O'Sullivan 

Currently in development for film at Lionsgate with John Wick Director Chad Stahelski aNached! 

2024: the world has been mass-doxxed, and the internet is only for porn. Every email, photo, and 

document ever sent rains down out of the cloud, and only a fool would send a secret over the web.  

This is the era of the "Paper Jockeys": armed couriers with a briefcase of secrets who'll get your 

sensi#ve informa#on around the globe or die trying. Human punching bag Jack McGinnis and his 

partner Oona are two of the best couriers in the business. For a price, they'll move your sensi#ve 

informa#on where it needs to go as they fight off fascists, criminals, and spies.  

From new star DAVID O'SULLIVAN and GERRY DUGGAN, writer of Deadpool and Uncanny Avengers. 

Collects ANALOG #1-5. (STL082712) (JUL180142) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230085 

ANALOG TP VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) David O'Sullivan, Mike Spicer (CA) David O'Sullivan 

The internet has collapsed, and now it's up to steadfast armed couriers called Ledger Men to move 

sensi#ve informa#on around the world in locked briefcases. In the wake of the chaos and conspiracy 

of ANALOG, VOL. 1, one such Ledger Man, hard-drinking human punching bag Jack McGinnis, must 



unravel the mystery of his nemesis' return to power and survive a burn no#ce from his old pals in the 

intelligence community. Collects ANALOG #6-10. (STL120023) (DEC190084) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230086 

DARK ROOM HC VOL 01 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) ScoN Buoncris#ano, Tamra Bonvillain 

The hunt for a camera containing an undeveloped photo of the face of true evil threatens to wipe 

out New York City one chilly autumn evening. Doune Mahoney is the curator of a private collec#on of 

extremely dangerous cursed objects, and her night's about to go to hell. Werewolves, secret 

socie#es, blessed animals, cursed objects, and more, in a fantasy horror comedy from X-Men and 

Deadpool writer GERRY DUGGAN, your new favorite ar#st SCOTT BUONCRISTIANO, and color ar#st 

extraordinaire TAMRA BONVILLAIN. Take a deep dive into THE DARK ROOM, a world the creators will 

be returning to for many years. Includes the first appearance of your new favorite characters, 

including Walt, the dancing bones of Times Square, and his blessed boom box. (STL224321) 

(MAR220085) 

HC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY230087 

DEAD EYES TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) John McCrea 

Meet Mar#n Dobbs. He's a hot-tempered, foul-mouthed former mercenary and gun-for-hire who's 

just been forced out of re#rement-with both funny and violent results. DEAD EYES is equal parts 

Unforgiven, The Equalizer, and Robin Hood, from two of comics' most irreverent creators: writer 

GERRY DUGGAN (Deadpool) and ar#st JOHN McCREA (Hitman)! Collects DEAD EYES #1-4. 

(STL139209) (DEC190081) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230088 

INFINITE HORIZON TP 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Phil Noto 

The Eisner nominated series inspired by The Odyssey is finally completed and collected. The Soldier 

With No Name survived years of war only to be stranded halfway across the globe when the conflict 

ended. GeYng home means going through the hell: Escaping shipwrecks, bea#ng a vicious opponent 



wearing a cyclop#c combat armor... and resis#ng the siren's call of a predatory society. Containing 

bonus material by ar#st PHIL NOTO. (STK374060) (FEB120448) 

SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY230089 

LAST CHRISTMAS TP (MR) 

(W) Gerry Duggan, Brian Posehn (A) Rick Remender, Hilary Barta (CA) Rick Remender 

AQer the apocalypse - humanity is without hope: un#l Santa is pulled 

from the North Pole and spurred into ac#on.  The book collects all 

five hilarious and ac#on-packed issues and comes loaded with extras 

from the writers and ar#sts. Santa, his elves, and Gary the Snowman 

take on zombies and marauders for the fate of a good liNle boy.  Read 

it to the kids when you tuck them in this Christmas Eve. 

 

RETAILER WARNING: MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR ALL AGES 

 (STK322734) (SEP061796) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230090 

WEIRD WORK #1 (OF 4) CVR A KANE (MR) 

(W) Jordan Thomas (A/CA) Shaky Kane 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

  

Legendary Bri#sh ar#st SHAKY KANE (THE BULLETPROOF COFFIN) and writer JORDAN THOMAS 

(Frank At Home On The Farm) are your guides through the corrupt, seedy streets of Stellar City in 

their new MINISERIES! The hard-boiled noir of LA Confiden#al mixes with the bright, alien-filled 

worlds of Futurama in this crime epic. Following months of gang shoo#ngs, Detec#ve Ovra Sawce is 

paired with a new partner on a triple homicide. But what were a billionaire's assistant, a hood-

turned-cult leader and Sawce's former partner doing in that warehouse? (STL276297) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY230091 

WEIRD WORK #1 (OF 4) CVR B ALLRED (MR) 

(W) Jordan Thomas (A) Shaky Kane (CA) Michael Allred 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

  

Legendary Bri#sh ar#st SHAKY KANE (THE BULLETPROOF COFFIN) and writer JORDAN THOMAS 

(Frank At Home On The Farm) are your guides through the corrupt, seedy streets of Stellar City in 

their new MINISERIES! The hard-boiled noir of LA Confiden#al mixes with the bright, alien-filled 

worlds of Futurama in this crime epic. Following months of gang shoo#ngs, Detec#ve Ovra Sawce is 

paired with a new partner on a triple homicide. But what were a billionaire's assistant, a hood-

turned-cult leader and Sawce's former partner doing in that warehouse? (STL276298) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230092 

WEIRD WORK #1 (OF 4) CVR C RODRIGUEZ (MR) 

(W) Jordan Thomas (A) Shaky Kane (CA) Javier Rodriguez 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

  

Legendary Bri#sh ar#st SHAKY KANE (THE BULLETPROOF COFFIN) and writer JORDAN THOMAS 

(Frank At Home On The Farm) are your guides through the corrupt, seedy streets of Stellar City in 

their new MINISERIES! The hard-boiled noir of LA Confiden#al mixes with the bright, alien-filled 

worlds of Futurama in this crime epic. Following months of gang shoo#ngs, Detec#ve Ovra Sawce is 

paired with a new partner on a triple homicide. But what were a billionaire's assistant, a hood-

turned-cult leader and Sawce's former partner doing in that warehouse? (STL276299) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230093 

WEIRD WORK #1 (OF 4) CVR D DARROW (MR) 

(W) Jordan Thomas (A) Shaky Kane (CA) Geof Darrow 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

  

Legendary Bri#sh ar#st SHAKY KANE (THE BULLETPROOF COFFIN) and writer JORDAN THOMAS 

(Frank At Home On The Farm) are your guides through the corrupt, seedy streets of Stellar City in 



their new MINISERIES! The hard-boiled noir of LA Confiden#al mixes with the bright, alien-filled 

worlds of Futurama in this crime epic. Following months of gang shoo#ngs, Detec#ve Ovra Sawce is 

paired with a new partner on a triple homicide. But what were a billionaire's assistant, a hood-

turned-cult leader and Sawce's former partner doing in that warehouse? (STL276300) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230094 

BULLETPROOF COFFIN TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) David Hine, Shaky Kane (A/CA) Shaky Kane 

Steve Newman cleans house for the dead un#l the day he stumbles upon a collec#on of comic books 

that shouldn’t exist. Dinosaurs, zombies, provoca#ve women and a hero willing to give up his life for 

his dreams. 

THEY SAID: “Amazing,” “Automythological,” “Baffling,” “Bananas,” “Beau#ful,” “Campy,” “Cool,” 

“Creepy,”  “Delicate,” “Delirious,” “Exci#ng,” “Exhilara#ng,” “Fascina#ng,” “Funny,” “Grotesque,” 

“Haun#ng,” “Imaginificent,” “Kitschy,” “Meta-fic#onal,” “Moody,” “Obsessive-compulsive,” “Original,” 

“Over-the-top,” “Phenomenal,” “Poe#c,” “Psychoac#va#ng,” “Quirky,” “Radical,” “Razor-sharp,” 

“Remarkable,” “Schizophrenic,” “Solipsis#c,” “Sublime,” “Subtle,”  “Trippy,” “Vibrant,” “Virtuosic,” 

“Visceral,” “Vital,” “Wacky,” “Weird,” “Wonky,” “Zany.” 

  

WE SAY: The most fun you can have with your clothes on! Read naked for extra thrills! (STK437560) 

(FEB110428) 

MATURE THEMES 

200pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY230095 

BULLETPROOF COFFIN TP VOL 02 DISINTERRED (MR) 

(W) David Hine (A/CA) Shaky Kane 

Collec#ng the second season of the mind-blowing cult favorite. Featuring the origin of The Shield of 

Jus#ce, Tales from the Haunted Jazz Club, The Hateful Dead bubblegum cards, the loathsome Kiss 

The Clown, Coffin Fly versus The Red Menace and the legendary cut-up issue - "84." What more 

could you ask for? 

Okay… We added some "Behind the Scenes" extras, too. Happy now? 

Collects THE BULLETPROOF COFFIN: DISINTERRED #1-6 (STK470689) (JUN120446) 

MATURE THEMES 

200pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 



 

MAY230096 

IMPACT WINTER ROOK (ONE-SHOT) (MR) 

(W) Travis Beacham (A/CA) Andrea Milana 

"…an excellent addi#on to your vampire library." -AIPT 

  

Hundreds of years before a comet hit Earth and created a cold, dark world ruled by vampires… 

  

A wandering Roman centurion saved a woman from being sacrificed by druids. Honor bound to 

return Fionnuir to her homeland, Rook embarked on a journey across ancient Britain, where all 

manner of human and inhuman creatures dwelled…but none more dangerous than the demon he'd 

sworn himself to. 

  

From creator TRAVIS BEACHAM (Pacific Rim) and ar#st ANDREA MILANA (Dahlia in the Dark) comes a 

new official prequel to the hit Audible Original. (STL276301) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230097 

DEMONIC TP (MR) 

(W) Christopher Sebela (A/CA) Niko Walter 

Detec#ve ScoN Graves will do anything to protect his family… even bargain away his soul. Now, the 

only thing to fear isn't New York's worst criminals, but what's already raging inside of him. AQer all, 

what's the cost of your soul when it's already damaged? Created by ROBERT KIRKMAN, this vigilante 

answers to no man, only the demon within. Collects DEMONIC #1-6. (STL028544) (JAN170799) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230098 

OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Paul Azaceta 

NEW HORROR FROM THE WALKING DEAD CREATOR, ROBERT KIRKMAN! 



Kyle Barnes has been plagued by demonic possession all his life and now he needs answers. 

Unfortunately, what he uncovers along the way could bring about the end of life on Earth as we 

know it. Collects OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA #1-6. (STK656971) (OCT140637) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230099 

OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA TP VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Paul Azaceta 

In light of recent revela#ons, Kyle feels like he's star#ng to piece together the answers he's looking 

for. But while he feels a new sense of purpose...is Reverend Anderson's life falling apart? Catch up on 

the new hit horror series from the creator of THE WALKING DEAD! Collects OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & 

AZACETA #7-12. (STK678604) (JUL150633) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230100 

OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA TP VOL 03 LITTLE LIGHT (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Paul Azaceta 

Kyle is faced with the most emo#onal exorcism he's performed yet... as he begins to learn more 

about his abili#es and what's really happening around him. Secrets are revealed that will change 

everything. Collects OUTCAST #13-18. (STL003173) (MAR160681) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230101 

OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA TP VOL 04 (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Paul Azaceta 

Answers are given and secrets are revealed as Kyle Barnes and Sidney have a conversa#on that will 

change EVERYTHING. Kyle has never been in more danger. THE WALKING DEAD creator ROBERT 

KIRKMAN's latest horror hit is now a Cinemax TV show and available on iTunes now. Collects 

OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA #19-24. (STL025364) (DEC160821) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 



 

MAY230102 

OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA TP VOL 05 (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Paul Azaceta 

A major turning point in the series! New characters are introduced! Big things are in store for Kyle 

Barnes as he’s faced with something he never could have prepared for—hope! (STL048514) 

(JUL170853) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230103 

OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA TP VOL 06 (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Paul Azaceta 

The town of Rome, West Virginia has always been a hotbed of demonic ac#vity... but with Kyle 

Barnes gathering allies to oppose them, the forces of darkness must also rally their forces for the 

coming WAR! Collects OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA #31-36. (STL074465) (MAY180210) 

MATURE THEMES 

128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230104 

OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA TP VOL 07 (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Paul Azaceta 

The darkness is closing in on Kyle Barnes… the endgame approaches. Collects OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN 

& AZACETA #37-42. (STL107318) (MAY190050) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230105 

OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA TP VOL 08 (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Paul Azaceta, Elizabeth Breitweiser 

The beginning of the end is upon us. Allison has been possessed...but it's unlike any possession we've 

seen before. How will this affect Kyle's mission to save the world now that the great merge has 

begun? Collects OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA #43-48. (STL144037) (OCT200094) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230106 

WANTED #1 SPECIAL COLLECTOR ED (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) J. G. Jones 

SPECIAL 20th ANNIVERSARY EDITION! 

 

Celebrate 20 years of Millarworld this month with this special gold-logo edi#on of the comic that 

started it all, featuring the reprinted first issue of WANTED itself alongside exclusive interviews, 

sketches, and behind-the-scenes material! Learn how WANTED went from the page to the screen in 

record #me and set a course for not only the Angelina Jolie movie, but the NeVlix empire that came 

aQer. (STL276302) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230107 

AMERICAN JESUS TP VOL 01 CHOSEN (NEW EDITION) (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Peter Gross (CA) Jodie Muir 

"CHOSEN." AQer surviving a freak accident, a twelve-year-old boy discovers he's the returned Jesus 

Christ. He can turn water into wine, make the crippled walk...he can even raise the dead. How will he 

deal with his des#ny and lead the world through a conflict that's been thousands of years in the 

making? 

Collects AMERICAN JESUS: CHOSEN #1-3 (STL150968) (FEB200102) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230108 

AMERICAN JESUS TP VOL 02 NEW MESSIAH (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Peter Gross (CA) Jodie Muir 

AMERICAN JESUS returns with "THE NEW MESSIAH." A virgin pregnancy in '70s New York leads a 

young couple to flee for their lives as evil forces close in to destroy them. Yet more bloodshed lies 

ahead for their daughter, Catalina, who refuses to accept her des#ny as the savior of mankind. 

Collects AMERICAN JESUS: THE NEW MESSIAH #1-3 (STL150965) (FEB200103) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230109 

AMERICAN JESUS TP VOL 03 REVELATION (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Peter Gross, Tomm Coker (CA) Jodie Muir 

It’s the end of the world as we know it. An#christ Jodie Chris#anson is now the president of the 

United States and organizing the collapse of the global economy via wars and pandemics as he 

ushers in the microchipping of the human popula#on and his father's infernal New World Order. 

Christ has returned in the form of Catalina, but what chance does she have with the whole world 

against her? 

Collects AMERICAN JESUS: REVELATION #1-3 (STL240964) (MAY228049) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230110 

MILLAR & MCNIVEN NEMESIS PREMIERE HC (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Steve McNiven 

CIVIL WAR? Nothing. KICK-ASS? A warmup. What if the smartest, toughest costumed bad ass in the 

world was totally evil? Meet Nemesis. He’s systema#cally been destroying the lives of every police 

chief in Asia, and he’s now set his sights on Washington, DC. Between you and me, the police don’t 

have a chance. Do not miss the book that EVERYONE is talking about by the crea#ve team that made 

CIVIL WAR the biggest book of the decade. Collec#ng MILLAR & MCNIVEN'S NEMESIS #1-4. 

(STL078001) (NOV178294) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY230111 

SPACE BANDITS TP (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) MaNeo Scalera 

Thena Khole and Cody Blue are among the universe's most-wanted felons. Each the leader of their 

own criminal ops, they run heists across the galaxies-hopping from ship to ship to fleece everyone 

inside. But when both women are betrayed by their crews, the bandits only have one thing on their 

minds: REVENGE. 

Collects SPACE BANDITS #1-5 (STL131508) (NOV190064) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230112 

PARASOCIAL HC (MR) 

(W) Alex De Campi (A) ScoN Henderson (CA) Erica Henderson 

In the middle of the pandemic, a fading genre-TV actor, fresh from his long-running series' 

cancella#on, collides with an obsessive fan at a Texas conven#on. When she lures him to her home, 

he'll have to put on the greatest performance of his life simply to survive un#l morning. Unless, of 

course, he's the real monster… 

 

Bestselling, cri#cally acclaimed duo ALEX DE CAMPI and ERICA HENDERSON (DRACULA, 

MOTHERF**KER!) reunite for another stylish horror reinterpreta#on-this #me the psychosexual 

thriller. (STL270426) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

MAY230113 

DRACULA MOTHERF--KER HC 

(W) Alex De Campi (A/CA) Erica Henderson 

Vienna, 1889: Dracula's brides nail him to the boNom of his coffin. Los Angeles, 1974: an aging starlet 

decides to raise the stakes. Crime scene photographer Quincy Harker is the only man who knows it 

happened, but will anyone believe him before he gets his own chalk outline? And are Dracula's three 

brides there to help him... or use him as bait? A pulpy, pulse-pounding graphic novel of California 

psych-horror from acclaimed creators ALEX DE CAMPI and ERICA HENDERSON. (STL159110) 

(JUL200019) 

HC, 72pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230114 

ALL AGAINST ALL TP (MR) 

(W) Alex Paknadel (A/CA) Caspar Wijngaard 

Writer ALEX PAKNADEL (DC vs. Vampires: All Out War), ar#st CASPAR WIJNGAARD (HOME SICK 

PILOTS), and leNerer HASSAN OTSMANE-ELHAOU present a primal vision of humanity gone terribly 

wrong. 

 



In the distant future, a race of disembodied alien conquerors called the Operators moves from world 

to world, harves#ng promising species for their most impressive physical traits. Their quest for ever-

more-effec#ve host bodies leads them to a forgoNen research sta#on, where animal specimens from 

a dead Earth, along with a small human boy named Helpless, have been collected and preserved in a 

savage ar#ficial jungle environment. But as the Operators descend on the research sta#on in search 

of an apex predator to harvest, they'll find more than they bargained for when they learn that 

Helpless is anything but! 

 

"PAKNADEL's sharp mind and WIJNGAARD's vibrant art mesh brilliantly to create this brutal, 

fascina#ng, and visually stunning sci-fi world." -JAMES TYNION IV (THE DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH) 

 

Collects ALL AGAINST ALL #1-5 (STL256013) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230115 

HOME SICK PILOTS TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Dan WaNers (A/CA) Caspar Wijngaard 

In the summer of 1994, a haunted house walks across California. Inside is Ami, lead singer of a high 

school punk band-who's been missing for weeks. How did she get there? What do these ghosts 

want? And does this mean the band has to break up?  

Expect three-chord songs and big bloody ac#on as Power Rangers meets The Shining (yes really), and 

as writer DAN WATTERS (Lucifer, COFFIN BOUND) and ar#st CASPAR WIJNGAARD (LIMBO, Star Wars, 

Peter Cannon: Thunderbolt) delve into the horrors of misspent youth.  

COLLECTS HOME SICK PILOTS #1-5. (STL174063) (MAR210099) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230116 

HOME SICK PILOTS TP VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Dan WaNers (A/CA) Caspar Wijngaard 

There is a haunted house that has learned to walk. As it chases her across the country, Ami, lead 

singer of the Home Sick Pilots, regrets teaching it how. But when the military aNempts to develop 

their own ghost-powered weapon, the Old James House might be the only defense the world has 

against what they unleash. 

COLLECTS HOME SICK PILOTS #6-10. (STL194199) (SEP210108) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230117 

HOME SICK PILOTS TP VOL 03 (MR) 

(W) Dan WaNers (A/CA) Caspar Wijngaard 

At long last, it’s the Home Sick Pilots—in a walking haunted house—versus the Nuclear Bastards—in 

a mech fueled by the sins of the na#on. A baNle of the bands to end all baNles…and probably the 

world as we know it.  

DAN WATTERS (Arkham City: The Order of the World, COFFIN BOUND) and CASPAR WIJNGAARD (Star 

Wars, Peter Cannon: Thunderbolt) return for the thrilling final volume of bloody ac#on, busted guitar 

pedals, and ghosts.  

Collects HOME SICK PILOTS #11-15 (STL224333) (MAY220150) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230118 

LIMBO TP (MR) 

(W) Dan WaNers (A/CA) Jan Wijngaard 

A detec#ve with no memory, no iden#ty, and no manners. A femme fatale seeking escape from a 

powerful crime lord. A voodoo queen with a penchant for mixtapes and hi-tops. A goat-ea#ng TV... A 

surreal neon-noir fusing hardboiled pulp with an 80's VHS visual aesthe#c, dripping with neon and 

sta#c. Collects LIMBO #1-6. (STL000369) (FEB160630) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230119 

ART OF INVINCIBLE SEASON 1 HC 

(W) Marc Sumerak 

The official behind-the-scenes companion to Prime Video's hit animated series, INVINCIBLE! 

 

THE ART OF INVINCIBLE SEASON 1 features exclusive character, background, and vehicle designs, key 

art, and more! This volume takes fans behind the scenes and includes interviews with key crea#ves, 

including INVINCIBLE comic creators ROBERT KIRKMAN & CORY WALKER. (STL276478) 



HC, 11x12, 200pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230120 

ART OF AMCS WALKING DEAD UNIVERSE HC (MR) 

(W) MaNhew K. Manning (CA) Brian Rood 

Published by Skybound & produced by AMC Networks Publishing, discover the 

behind-the-scenes pre-produc#on & produc#on art for AMC's THE WALKING DEAD shows: The 

Walking Dead, Fear the Walking Dead, and The Walking Dead: World Beyond, all in one incredible 

collec#on! Includes never-before-seen original sketches, concept art, 

storyboards, previs art, set concept and engineering art, promo#onal concept to comple#on key art, 

special product illustra#ons, in-world product art, and much more. Also includes a brand-new 

wraparound cover featuring over 50 characters from across all the shows. 

 

Features an introduc#on by Chief Content Officer, SCOTT M. GIMPLE, as well as other compelling 

anecdotes and fun facts from The Walking Dead Universe creators and crew. A 

must-have for anyone who has ever shouted, "We are the Walking Dead!" (STL192044) (MAY210096) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 240pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY230121 

INVINCIBLE HC VOL 01 ULTIMATE COLL 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Cory Walker, Ryan ONley (CA) Ryan ONley 

NOW A HIT ANIMATED SERIES ON PRIME VIDEO!  

 

Start here with a massive hardcover collec#ng the first 13 issues of the greatest superhero comic in 

the universe, from visionary creator Robert Kirkman (The Walking Dead), along with acclaimed ar#sts 

Cory Walker and Ryan ONley, including with all the extras from the soQcover collec#ons.  

 

When Mark Grayson inherits superpowers at seventeen, it's a dream come true - un#l he learns that 

being a hero isn't as black and white as the comic books he read as a kid.  

 

INVINCIBLE comic issues #1-13 (trade paperback volumes 1 & 2) (STL194600) (MAR218711) 

HC, 400pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 



MAY230122 

INVINCIBLE HC VOL 02 ULTIMATE COLL (NEW PTG) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Joshua Luna & Various (CA) Ryan ONley & Various 

In the aQermath of Mark’s revela#on concerning his father he’s forced to pick up the pieces of his life 

and carry on. The ULTIMATE COLLECTION, VOL. 2 collects Invincible’s struggle to become his own 

man, to stand on his own and live his own life. This is a can’t miss for any INVINCIBLE fan and a 

perfect addi#on to any bookshelf. Forward by LOST co-creator DAMON LINDELOF. Collects 

INVINCIBLE #14-24, #0 and the FREE COMIC BOOK DAY 2004 story along with LOADS of extras. 

(STL047808) (JAN178813) 

HC, 352pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230123 

INVINCIBLE HC VOL 03 ULTIMATE COLL (NEW PTG) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Ryan ONley 

Collec#ng the forma#ve issues in the growing of Invincible as a superhero.  This volume collects 

Invincible's violent baNle with the villainous Angstrom Levy, his reunion with his estranged father and 

the bloody baNle with the Viltrumites.  This is a can't-miss for any Invincible fan and a perfect 

addi#on to any bookshelf. Collects INVINCIBLE #25-35 along with LOADS of extras. (STL196283) 

(APR218003) 

HC, 336pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230124 

INVINCIBLE HC VOL 04 ULTIMATE COLL (NEW PTG) 

Witness Invincible’s transi#on from new hero just star#ng out to an established superhero! This 

volume collects Invincible’s violent baNle with the villainous Reanimen, the invasion aNempt by the 

Sequids from Mars and the introduc#on of the Viltrumite agent, Anissa. This is a can’t-miss for any 

INVINCIBLE fan and a perfect addi#on to any bookshelf. Collects INVINCIBLE #36-47 (STL185775) 

(DEC209052) 

HC, 312pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230125 

INVINCIBLE HC VOL 05 ULTIMATE COLL (NEW PTG) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Ryan ONley 

Witness Invincible's transi#on from new hero just star#ng out to an established superhero! This 

volume collects Invincible's confronta#on with his Cecil Steadman, the return of the Reanimen and 

the beginning of a bold new era for Invincible! Collects INVINCIBLE #49-60. (STL194091) 

(MAR218491) 



HC, 352pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230126 

INVINCIBLE HC VOL 06 ULTIMATE COLL (NEW PTG) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Ryan ONley & Various (CA) Ryan ONley 

This is the volume you've been wai#ng for! The Invincible War, set in mo#on by Angstrom Levy! The 

epic baNle with Conquest! The final build up to the Viltrumite War! The Squid invasion of Earth! It's 

all inside, and it's almost too much for one superhero to handle. This is probably the most explosive, 

most ac#on-packed volume of Invincible to date ? don't miss out! Collects Invincible #60-70 and 

Invincible Returns #1. (STL197723) (APR218745) 

HC, 336pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230127 

INVINCIBLE HC VOL 07 ULTIMATE COLL 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Ryan ONley, Cliff Rathburn (CA) Ryan ONley 

At last: the seventh hardcover collec#on of the greatest superhero comic in the universe! This 

volume reprints the Viltrumite War storyline, as well as the stories showing the ripple effects on 

Earth resul#ng from Mark's decisions following that landmark baNle. Collects INVINCIBLE #71-84. 

(STK458985) (DEC110499) 

HC, 368pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230128 

INVINCIBLE HC VOL 08 ULTIMATE COLL 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Ryan ONley & Various (CA) Ryan ONley 

In the aQermath of the Viltrumite War, friends become enemies, enemies become allies, and Mark 

Grayson’s future as Invincible ends here. Collects issues INVINCIBLE #85-96 (STK523867) (FEB130422) 

HC, 296pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230129 

INVINCIBLE HC VOL 09 ULTIMATE COLL 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Ryan ONley & Various (CA) Ryan ONley, John Rauch 

Invincible's baNle with Dinosaurus kicks off the start of a very tumultuous #me in Mark Grayson's life. 

Collects Invincible #97-108. (STK645730) (JUN140506) 

HC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 



 

MAY230130 

INVINCIBLE HC VOL 10 ULTIMATE COLL 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Ryan ONley, Cliff Rathburn (CA) Ryan ONley 

A new beginning for Invincible as things take a turn down a dark path. Everything changes as 

Invincible is betrayed by one of his own, and Earth will never be the same. Collects INVINCIBLE #109-

120. (STK684077) (SEP150505) 

HC, 304pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230131 

INVINCIBLE HC VOL 11 ULTIMATE COLL (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Ryan ONley & Various (CA) Ryan ONley, Nathan Fairbairn 

While Mark Grayson and Eve have been gone... things have goNen worse on Earth. And their lives 

will never be the same again. Collects INVINCIBLE #121-132. (STL031599) (MAR170859) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 304pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230132 

INVINCIBLE HC VOL 12 ULTIMATE COLL 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Ryan ONley & Various (CA) Ryan ONley 

THE END OF ALL THINGS-the final INVINCIBLE story-is collected in one volume. This mega-story 

touches every corner of the Invincible Universe, and when it's over... MARK GRAYSON'S STORY IS 

OVER. Every single story for the past 13 years has been leading up to this! Collects INVINCIBLE #133-

144. (STL070965) (MAR180692) 

HC, 344pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230133 

GOOD COMICS FOR BAD PEOPLE AN EXTRA FABULOUS COLL HC (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Zach Stafford 

"ZACH STAFFORD's comics find a way to combine extreme absurdity and real, honest emo#on in a 

way that is endlessly fascina#ng to me." -NATHAN PYLE (Strange Planet) 

  

For fans of Strange Planet, MR. LOVENSTEIN PRESENTS: FAILURE, and the Sarah's Scribbles 

collec#ons! 



 

Master of the hilarious, unpredictable, and just plain weird ZACH STAFFORD's GOOD COMICS FOR 

BAD PEOPLE marks his graphic novel debut, and features all the laughter, absurdity, and bodily fluids 

that have made his worldwide mega-hit webcomic so (in)famous! 

  

Includes all your favorite Extra Fabulous Comics, plus book-exclusive comics that can't be found 

online and an introduc#on by SARAH ANDERSON, the mastermind behind Sarah's Scribbles. 

(STL268230) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 6x8, 240pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230134 

MR LOVENSTEIN PRESENTS FAILURE HC (MR) 

(W/A/CA) J.L. Westover 

ADVANCE SOLICIT 

 

TRIM SIZE: 6" x  6" 

 

For fans of Strange Planet, Adulthood Is A Myth: A "Sarah Scribbles" Collec#on, and Dinosaur 

Therapy! 

 

In his (incredibly sweaty) new book, webcomics superstar J. L. WESTOVER offers up painfully hilarious 

observa#ons and cringeworthy situa#ons, uni#ng us all through one of life's most relatable 

experiences-failure. 

 

All your favorite MR. LOVENSTEIN comics are right here, including brand-new book-exclusive comics 

that can't be found online! (STL227801) (JUN220141) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x6, 232pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230135 

LOVESICK TP (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Luana Vecchio 

"Nature has a kind of innocent cruelty, while man… Why can't man's cruelty be called innocent?" 



 

In one of the most lurid corners of the dark web, subscribers pay a high price to be maimed, 

tortured, and killed by ruthless and irresis#ble dominatrix DOMINO. This is what they call love in the 

LOVESICK CLUB. But as Domino faces emerging threats and moun#ng pressure from a needy 

audience, what price will she have to pay for success in this literally cuNhroat world? And what will 

she have to become to survive? 

 

LUANA VECCHIO invites you into a digital underworld of blood and neon to explore the limits of 

consent, love, and idolatry in one of the most ero#c and extreme stories in recent years! 

 

Collects LOVESICK #1-7 (STL256001) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 240pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY230136 

BOLERO TP (MR) 

(W) WyaN Kennedy (A/CA) Luana Vecchio 

It's Christmas in snowy Los Angeles, and Devyn "Dagger" Dagny is heartbroken. Her twelve-year 

rela#onship with her ex Natasha has just come to a tragic end, she's an aimless college dropout 

floundering at her job, and now her best friend is geYng married to the wrong guy. 

But what if she could start all over again? 

A mysterious stranger. Something called an "an#-door" and a "mother-key." Only 53 chances. Eternal 

Sunshine of the Spotless Mind meets Locke and Key as writer WYATT KENNEDY and ar#st LUANA 

VECCHIO take you on an emo#onal journey across the mul#verse. (STL224334) (MAY220128) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 264pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY230137 

NEMESIS RELOADED TP (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Jorge Jimenez 

The world's most evil comic book character is back! Who is Nemesis, and why does this eccentric 

billionaire who dresses up in a mask and cape want to terrorize people instead of helping them? Isn't 

that how this is supposed to go? Trigger warning: Too violent and just too cool for some! Don't say 

we didn't warn you. 

 



Collects NEMESIS: RELOADED #1-5 (STL256004) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230138 

KICK-ASS DAVE LIZEWSKI YEARS TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) John Romita Jr., Tom Palmer (CA) John Romita Jr. 

It's been a decade since teen comic book nerd Dave Lizewski donned his homemade Kick-Ass 

costume and took to the streets of NYC to fight the city's hardest criminals. Relive what happens 

when Dave Lizewski asks himself "How come nobody's ever become a superhero before?" and makes 

his teenage superhero daydreams an ass-kicking reality. Superstar creators Mark Millar and John 

Romita, Jr. present this true 21st-century classic. Collects Kick-Ass #1-8. (STL072986) (DEC170572) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 216pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230139 

KICK-ASS DAVE LIZEWSKI YEARS TP VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) John Romita Jr., Tom Palmer (CA) John Romita Jr. 

This month marks 10 YEARS OF KICK-ASS-the greatest superhero comic of all #me! That also means 

it's been 10 years since Hit-Girl, the world's deadliest tween assassin, exploded onto the scene to 

slaughter super villains and serve hot jus#ce to the scum of New York City. In KICK-ASS: THE DAVE 

LIZEWSKI YEARS, VOL. 2, she trains a novice Kick-Ass in the lethal figh#ng styles she learned from Big 

Daddy. In return, Kick-Ass is helping her survive middle school...without any bloodshed. When Kick-

Ass gets benched, Hit-Girl has to take on the mafia solo. Collects HIT-GIRL #1-5. (STL072987) 

(DEC170573) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230140 

KICK-ASS DAVE LIZEWSKI YEARS TP VOL 03 (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) John Romita Jr., Tom Palmer (CA) John Romita Jr. 

Dave Lizewski has taken a HORRIFYING and EXHILARATING plunge. Armed with minimal combat 

training and a pair of batons, he donned a mask and set out to become a real superhero, Kick-Ass. 

And he succeeded. Wildly. Kick-Ass and tween black belt Hit-Girl took on the mafia-and won. But his 

arch nemesis Red Mist now thinks superheroes are passé and has become the world's most 



notorious super villain. His first target? Dave Lizewski's family. Collects KICK-ASS 2: BALLS TO THE 

WALL #1-7. (STL072990) (DEC170574) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230141 

HUCK TP 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Rafael Albuquerque 

In a quiet seaside town, a gas sta#on clerk named Huck secretly uses his special giQs to do a good 

deed each day. But when his story leaks, a media firestorm erupts, bringing him uninvited fame. As 

pieces of Huck's past begin to resurface, it's no longer clear who his friends are - or whose lives may 

be in danger. This series from writer MARK MILLAR and ar#st RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE presents a 

comic book unlike anything you've read before. (STL005732) (APR160798) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230142 

KINGSMAN SECRET SERVICE TP CVR B MOVIE CVR 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Dave Gibbons 

KINGSMAN reinvents the spy genre for the 21st century. The story follows a Bri#sh secret agent who 

takes his wayward nephew under his wing and trains him to become a gentleman spy. Together, they 

uncover a plot that links kidnapped celebri#es with a plot to eradicate 90 percent of the human race! 

This 2017 edi#on comes with a limited edi#on FOX MOVIE COVER. (STL057027) (JUL170694) NOTE: 

Not available in Australia, New Zealand, and the UK. 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230143 

STARLIGHT TP VOL 01 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Goran Parlov (CA) John Cassaday 

Forty years ago, Duke McQueen was the space hero who saved the universe. But then he came back 

home, got married, had kids, and grew old. Now his children have leQ and his wife has passed away, 

leaving him alone with nothing except his memories...un#l a call comes from a distant world asking 

him back for his final and greatest adventure. (STK656974) (DEC140693) 

SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230144 



SUPERCROOKS PREMIERE HC (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar, Nacho Vigalondo (A/CA) Leinil Francis Yu 

When the market is flooded with compe##on, and the authori#es are always on your tail, what's an 

all-American super villain to do? Go to Spain, of course! Johnny Bolt convinces his villainous pals to 

pull off one last heist in the land of bullfigh#ng and churros — but will culture shock get to them 

before the policia do? And when Johnny's target is revealed as the Bastard, the greatest super villain 

of all #me, things go horribly wrong — but it's too late to turn back. A massive secret in the American 

super-hero community might just work in their favor — and if the Supercrooks can survive, it will 

mean an enormous payday! From the writer who brought you KICK-ASS and the ar#st of SUPERIOR 

and SECRET INVASION! Collec#ng SUPERCROOKS #1-4. (STL078010) (NOV178296) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY230145 

OBLIVION SONG BY KIRKMAN & DE FELICI COMPENDIUM TP 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Lorenzo De Felici, Annalisa Leoni (CA) Lorenzo De Felici 

The en#re series, collected in a single volume for the first #me! 

 

A decade ago, 300,000 ci#zens of Philadelphia were suddenly lost in Oblivion. The government made 

every aNempt to recover them, but aQer many years, they gave up. Nathan Cole…won't. He makes 

daily trips, risking his life to try and rescue those s#ll living in the apocalyp#c hellscape of Oblivion. 

But maybe…Nathan is looking for something else? Why can't he resist the siren call of the Oblivion 

Song? 

  

Collects OBLIVION SONG BY KIRKMAN AND DE FELICI #1-36 (STL276479) 

SC, 824pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY230146 

BLACK SCIENCE COMPENDIUM TP (MR) 

(W) Rick Remender (A/CA) MaNeo Scalera & Various 

Scien#st Grant McKay has done the impossible: he has punched through the barriers of reality in a 

desperate bid to unravel the mysteries hidden within the prime universe at the center of the 

Eververse. But what lies beyond the veil is not epiphany, but chaos. Now Grant and his family are 

lost, living ghosts shipwrecked on an infinite ocean of alien worlds, barreling through the long-

forgoNen, ancient, and unimaginable dark realms. The only way is forward, through the delirium of a 

million universes, with no way home. The BLACK SCIENCE COMPENDIUM edi#on collects the en#re 



run of the seminal series that launched the mul#verse craze by the cri#cally acclaimed team of RICK 

REMENDER (LOW, DEADLY CLASS) and MATTEO SCALERA (KING OF SPIES, Batman). 

Collects BLACK SCIENCE #1-43 (STL261493) (FEB230101) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 1104pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY230147 

INVINCIBLE COMPENDIUM TP VOL 01 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Ryan ONley, Cory Walker (CA) Ryan ONley 

NOW A HIT ANIMATED SERIES ON PRIME VIDEO!  

The first nine volumes of the greatest superhero comic in the universe from visionary creator Robert 

Kirkman (The Walking Dead), along with acclaimed ar#sts Cory Walker and Ryan ONley, are collected 

in one massive paperback edi#on, as Mark Grayson discovering that having his father superpowers 

and being a hero isn't what he expected!  

INVINCIBLE comic issues #0-47 (trade paperback volumes 1 through 9) (STK446180) (JUN110511) 

SC, 1136pgs, FC SRP: $64.99 

 

MAY230148 

INVINCIBLE COMPENDIUM TP VOL 02 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Ryan ONley & Various (CA) Ryan ONley, John Rauch 

It's here: the second massive paperback collec#on of the greatest superhero comic in the universe! 

Witness Invincible's transi#on from new kid on the block to established superhero! Collects 

INVINCIBLE #48-96. (STK616872) (JUN130481) 

SC, 1184pgs, FC SRP: $64.99 

 

MAY230149 

INVINCIBLE COMPENDIUM TP VOL 03 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Ryan ONley & Various (CA) Ryan ONley 

It's here: the third massive paperback collec#on of the greatest comic in the universe. Witness the 

conclusion of Mark Grayson's epic adventures, from "The Death of Everyone" to "The End of All 

Things." Collects INVINCIBLE #97-144. (STL074455) (MAY180161) 

1112pgs, FC SRP: $64.99 

 

MAY230150 



SAGA COMPENDIUM TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Brian K. Vaughan (A/CA) Fiona Staples 

THE ULTIMATE BINGE-READ! Collec#ng the first nine volumes of the cri#cally acclaimed, New York 

Times bestselling series into one massive paperback, this compendium tells the en#re story (so far!) 

of a girl named Hazel and her star-crossed parents. Features 1,300 pages of gorgeously graphic full-

color artwork, including a new cover from Eisner Award-winning SAGA co-creator FIONA STAPLES. 

Collects SAGA #1-54. (STL120051) (MAY190044) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 1328pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY230151 

SPAWN COMPENDIUM TP VOL 01 (NEW EDITION) (MR) 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Todd McFarlane & Various (CA) Todd McFarlane 

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN FULL COLOR! 

TODD McFARLANE unleashed his signature crea#on, SPAWN, in 1992. In doing so, he created the 

most successful independent comic book in history. Add in collabora#ons with industry giants ALAN 

MOORE, FRANK MILLER, TONY DANIEL, and GRANT MORRISON, and SPAWN's future as a legend was 

sealed. 

Collected now in full color, McFARLANE's hyper-detailed artwork comes to life like never before. 

Relive all the excitement of everyone's favorite an#-hero with this new collec#on. 

Collects SPAWN #1-50. (STL177481) (DEC200125) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 1136pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY230152 

SPAWN COMPENDIUM TP VOL 02 

(W) Todd McFarlane, Brian Holguin (A) Todd McFarlane & Various (CA) Todd McFarlane 

COLLECTED FOR THE FIRST TIME IN FULL COLOR! 

TODD McFARLANE unleashed his signature crea#on, SPAWN, in 1992. In doing so, he created the 

most successful independent comic book in history.  

SPAWN COMPENDIUM, VOL. 2 presents the con#nued tales of Spawn as he journeys from the back 

alleys of New York City to the pits of Hell itself. Featuring incredible art from GREG CAPULLO 

(Batman) and stories from writers TODD McFARLANE and BRIAN HOLGUIN. 

Collects SPAWN #51-100 (STL197477) (OCT210101) 

SC, 1084pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 



 

MAY230153 

SPAWN COMPENDIUM TP VOL 03 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Brian Holguin & Various (CA) Todd McFarlane 

Todd McFarlane unleashed his signature crea#on, SPAWN, in 1992. In doing so, he created the most 

successful independent comic book in history. 

Join Spawn in SPAWN COMPENDIUM, VOL. 3 as he discovers the true meaning of beoming a 

Hellspawn and seNles on a path of bloody revenge in search of a way back to humanity! 

Includes SPAWN #101-150, collected for the first #me in FULL COLOR and featuring some never-

before-collected issues! (STL223474) (APR220146) 

SC, 1136pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY230154 

SPAWN COMPENDIUM TP VOL 04 (NEW EDITION) 

(W) Brian Holguin & Various (A) Angel Medina & Various (CA) Todd McFarlane, Whilce Portacio 

TODD McFARLANE unleashed his signature crea#on, SPAWN, in 1992. In doing so, he created the 

most successful independent comic book in history.  

Join Spawn in SPAWN COMPENDIUM, VOL. 4 as he discovers the true meaning of becoming a 

Hellspawn and seNles on a path of bloody revenge in search of a way back to his humanity! 

Includes SPAWN #151-200, collected for the first #me in FULL COLOR and featuring some never-

before-collected issues! 

Collects SPAWN #151-200 (STL229344) (OCT220081) 

SC, 1136pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY230155 

WALKING DEAD COMPENDIUM TP VOL 01 (NEW PTG) (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Tony Moore (CA) Charlie Adlard 

The first eight volumes of this fan-favorite series collected into one massive paperback collec#on.  

Get it while supplies last! Collects THE WALKING DEAD #1-48. RETAILER WARNING: MAY NOT BE 

SUITABLE FOR ALL AGES. (STK392897) (MAR092419) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 1088pgs, B&W SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY230156 



WALKING DEAD COMPENDIUM TP VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Charlie Adlard, Cliff Rathburn 

Returning with the second eight volumes of the fan-favorite, New York Times Best Seller series 

collected into one massive paperback collec#on! This is the perfect collec#on for any fan of the 

Emmy Award-winning television series on AMC: over one thousand pages chronicling the next 

chapter of ROBERT KIRKMAN's Eisner Award-winning con#nuing story of survival horror- beginning 

with Rick Grimes' struggle to survive aQer the prison raid, to the group's finding short solace in The 

Community, and the devasta#on that follows… In a world ruled by the dead, we are finally forced to 

finally start living.  Collects THE WALKING DEAD #49-96. (STK472746) (AUG120496) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 1068pgs, B&W SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY230157 

WALKING DEAD COMPENDIUM TP VOL 03 (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard & Various (CA) Charlie Adlard 

Just in #me for the new season of  The Walking Dead on AMC, the fan-favorite, New York Times  

bestselling series returns with its third massive paperback collec#on! With over 1,000 pages, this 

volume contains the next chapter of  ROBERT KIRKMAN's Eisner Award-winning con#nuing story of 

survival horror.  Rick Grimes's dream of rebuilding civiliza#on is tested as the people of Alexandria 

come into contact with other communi#es that have developed their own methods of survival. 

Collects THE WALKING DEAD #97-144. (STK681491) (AUG150497) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 1104pgs, B&W SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY230158 

WALKING DEAD COMPENDIUM TP VOL 04 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard & Various (CA) Charlie Adlard, Dave Stewart 

The New York Times bestselling, Eisner Award winning THE WALKING DEAD series takes readers on 

the harrowing journey of Rick Grimes returns with its FOURTH massive paperback collec#on! With 

over 1,000 pages, this volume contains the final chapter in Robert Kirkman (Super Dinosaur, Oblivion 

Song, Invincible) and Charlie Adlard's Eisner Award-winning story of survival horror upon which the 

hit AMC television series is based. 

 

From the Whisperers to the Commonwealth, Rick Grimes meets new allies and enemies to the way 

to reclaiming the world from the dead. Wars are started, and dear friends fall… Collects THE 

WALKING DEAD #145-193. (STL120059) (JUL190111) 

SC, 1200pgs, B&W SRP: $59.99 



 

MAY230159 

RADIANT PINK TP VOL 01 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV 

(W) Meghan Camarena, Melissa Flores (A/CA) Emma Kubert 

When video game streamer and secret superhero Eva is invited to the biggest charity stream event of 

the year, she sees her chance to use her plaVorm for good. But when a surprise aNack sends her 

hurtling across dimensions, Eva will have to rely on everything she has to make it home in one piece. 

 

Streaming superstar MEGHAN CAMARENA and MELISSA FLORES (THE DEAD LUCKY) are joined by 

third-genera#on comic ar#st EMMA KUBERT (INKBLOT) for a universe-hopping thrillride from the 

world of RADIANT BLACK! 

 

RADIANT PINK is a Massive-Verse series. 

 

Collects RADIANT PINK #1-5 (STL239158) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230160 

COWL TP VOL 01 PRINCIPLES OF POWER A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV ( 

(W) Kyle Higgins, Alec Siegel (A) Rod Reis (CA) Trevor McCarthy 

The Chicago Organized Workers League once stood as a beacon of hope against an epidemic of 

organized crime and an unbeatable "brotherhood" of Super-Villains. Now, in 1962, the union faces a 

disillusioned public, scandal, and a new era of threats. Collects issues #1-5 of the breakout series. 

(STK648549) (AUG140586) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230161 

COWL TP VOL 02 THE GREATER GOOD A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV (MR) 

(W) Kyle Higgins, Alec Siegel (A) Rod Reis (CA) Trevor McCarthy 

With super villain threats a problem of the past, a strike on his hands, and scandal on the horizon, 

Geoffrey Warner has taken dras#c steps to breathe life back into the Chicago Organized Workers 

League. But how far will his false-flag opera#on reach? Is there any line he won't cross for "the 

greater good?" Collects C.O.W.L. #7-11 (STK669784) (APR150574) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230162 

DEAD LUCKY TP VOL 01 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV 

(W) Melissa Flores (A/CA) French Carlomagno 

San Francisco is changing. Tech consor#um MORROW is buying up land, their peacekeeper robots 

looming on every corner-and wherever Morrow isn't, the local gangs are. 

 

Bibiana Lopez-Yang is changing too. The incident in Afghanistan that killed her platoon leQ her able to 

control electricity-and haunted by the ghosts of those she lost. With some unlikely friends, Bibi might 

just have a chance to save her city. But against an enemy this powerful, it won't be enough to be 

good. She'll have to be lucky. 

 

MELISSA FLORES (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers) and FRENCH CARLOMAGNO (RADIANT BLACK) 

bring you the latest superhero story from the MASSIVE-VERSE! 

 

THE DEAD LUCKY is a Massive-Verse series. 

 

Collects THE DEAD LUCKY #1-6 (STL237242) (JAN230106) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230163 

RADIANT RED TP VOL 01 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV 

(W) Cherish Chen (A) David Lafuente, Miquel Muerto (CA) David LaFuente, Miquel Muerto 

To her students, Satomi Sone is a diligent middle school teacher. To her fiancé and parents, she’s the 

rock of the family. To the world, she’s RADIANT RED, bank robber-turned-maNer-absorbing 

superhero. But when Chicago’s criminal underbelly comes calling, she’s going to have to decide who 

she is, and quickly—before the world chooses for her. 

From writer CHERISH CHEN and all-star art team DAVID LAFUENTE and MIQUEL MUERTO comes a 

standalone story from the world of the Image Comics’ smash hit RADIANT BLACK! 

Collects RADIANT RED #1-5 (STL227071) (OCT220059) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 



MAY230164 

ROYAL CITY COMPENDIUM TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jeff Lemire 

"Buzzing with a me#culously controlled intensity that's propelled by its deeply flawed and richly 

imagined cast of characters, JEFF LEMIRE is at his best." -IGN 

 

In a return to the literary and thema#c territory of JEFF LEMIRE's breakthrough graphic novel Essex 

County, ROYAL CITY follows Patrick Pike, a fading literary star who reluctantly returns to the once-

thriving factory town where he grew up. There, Patrick is quickly drawn back into the dramas of his 

two adult siblings, his overbearing mother, and his browbeaten father, all of whom are s#ll haunted 

by different versions of his youngest brother, Tommy, who drowned decades ago.  

 

ROYAL CITY is a sprawling, ambi#ous graphic novel that charts the lives, loves, and losses of a 

troubled family and a vanishing town across three decades. 

  

Collects ROYAL CITY #1-14 (STL261486) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 400pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY230165 

ASCENDER DLX ED HC (MR) 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Dus#n Nguyen 

The complete Eisner Award-winning space fantasy epic from writer JEFF LEMIRE (GIDEON FALLS, 

Sweet Tooth) and ar#st DUSTIN NGUYEN (DESCENDER, LITTLE MONSTERS) collected in a deluxe 

edi#on hardcover! 

Ten years aQer the conclusion of DESCENDER, magic has taken the place of machinery and the rules 

of the universe are very different. Andy and Effie’s daughter Mila spends her days exploring the 

lonely wilds of the planet Sampson and trying to stay out of the clutches of the all-powerful vampire 

witch known only as “Mother.” But like her parents, Mila doesn’t like to play by the rules, and when a 

certain robot pal of her dad’s shows up, nothing will ever be the same!  

LEMIRE & NGUYEN reunite to take readers on an unforgeNable fantasy quest with all the scope and 

heart of the sci-fi classic DESCENDER! 

Collects ASCENDER #1-18 (STL224342) (JUL220080) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 456pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 



MAY230166 

O/A BONE ORCHARD MYTHOS HC BLACK FEATHERS (MR) 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A) Andrea Sorren#no, Dave Stewart (CA) Andrea Sorren#no 

From the acclaimed crea#ve team behind GIDEON FALLS, PRIMORDIAL, and THE PASSAGEWAY comes 

TEN THOUSAND BLACK FEATHERS, the newest entry into the ambi#ous shared horror universe of 

THE BONE ORCHARD MYTHOS by LEMIRE & SORRENTINO! 

 

Trish and Jackie are best friends and avid gamers. But when the line between reality and their fantasy 

world is blurred by an evil darkness, can they be the heroes of their own story? 

 

BURST: THE BONE ORCHARD MYTHOS is an ever-expanding universe that features self-contained 

graphic novels and limited series about the horrors wai#ng to be discovered within the Bone 

Orchard. 

  

Collects THE BONE ORCHARD MYTHOS: TEN THOUSAND BLACK FEATHERS #1-5 

 

Select praise for TEN THOUSAND BLACK FEATHERS: 

 

"An unnerving and intriguing addi#on to THE BONE ORCHARD MYTHOS." -Comic Book Resources 

 

"There's no skep#cism leQ to be held about what LEMIRE & SORRENTINO are capable of, and TEN 

THOUSAND BLACK FEATHERS delivers everything fans of horror and suspense comics might hope to 

find." -ComicBook.com 

 

"Works brilliantly as either a standalone story or the con#nua#on of a larger narra#ve." -AIPT  

 

"Near perfect. It balances horror and fantasy to create a wholly new and frightening world in an 

instant classic." -Comicon.com (STL250772) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY230167 

DESCENDER DLX ED HC VOL 01 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Dus#n Nguyen 



Young Robot boy Tim-21 and his companions struggle to stay alive in a universe where all androids 

have been outlawed and bounty hunters lurk on every planet. WriNen by award-winning creator, 

JEFF LEMIRE, DESCENDER is a rip-roaring and hearVelt cosmic odyssey. LEMIRE pits humanity against 

machine, and world against world, to create a sprawling epic. Collects DESCENDER #1-16. 

(STL052318) (SEP170620) 

HC, 7x11, 400pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY230168 

DESCENDER DLX ED HC VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Dus#n Nguyen 

From the award-winning crea#ve team of JEFF LEMIRE and DUSTIN NGUYEN, DESCENDER is a rip-

roaring and hearVelt cosmic odyssey that pits humanity against machine, and world against world, to 

create a sprawling sci-fi epic. This second oversized hardcover collec#on sees the final solu#on of the 

Harvesters come to frui#on as the fate of the en#re galaxy rests in the hands of one young robot 

who's finally ready to take the great leap forward. Collects DESCENDER #17-32. (STL125245) 

(SEP190089) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x11, 424pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY230169 

GIDEON FALLS DLX ED HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Andrea Sorren#no, Dave Stewart 

The first book of the Eisner Award-winning horror series from writer JEFF LEMIRE (Sweet Tooth, Black 

Hammer) and ar#st ANDREA SORRENTINO (Old Man Logan, Joker: Killer Smile) collected in a deluxe 

edi#on hardcover! 

The lives of a washed-up Catholic priest arriving in a small town full of dark secrets and a reclusive 

young man obsessed with a conspiracy in the city's trash become intertwined around the mysterious 

legend of the Black Barn-an otherworldly building alleged to have appeared in both the city and the 

small town throughout history, bringing death and madness in its wake. 

Rural mystery and urban horror collide in this character-driven medita#on on obsession, mental 

illness, and faith from the creators that writer BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS said "will go down as one of 

the greatest comic teams of all #me!" This edi#on features plenty of extras including a variant cover 

gallery from some of comics' best ar#sts, like CLIFF CHIANG, JOCK, TULA LOTAY, SKOTTIE YOUNG, and 

many more! 

Collects issues #1-16. (STL179467) (JUN210126) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 432pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 



 

MAY230170 

GIDEON FALLS DLX ED HC VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Andrea Sorren#no 

The second book of the Eisner Award-winning horror series from writer JEFF LEMIRE (Sweet Tooth, 

Black Hammer) and ar#st ANDREA SORRENTINO (PRIMORDIAL, Old Man Logan) collected in a deluxe 

edi#on hardcover! 

 

The Black Barn con#nues to wreak havoc on the lives of our heroes as they are forced to confront 

their greater fears within its walls. Reali#es are finally converging and the end is nigh! Will they be 

able to stop the Laughing Man, or will he triumph in spreading his evil throughout the mul#verse? 

 

Rural mystery and urban horror collide in this character-driven medita#on on obsession, mental 

illness, and faith from the creators that writer BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS said: "will go down as one of 

the greatest comic teams of all #me!" This edi#on features plenty of extras, including a variant cover 

gallery from some of comics' best ar#sts and revealing behind-the-scenes insight into the inner 

workings of GIDEON FALLS. Collects GIDEON FALLS #17-27. (STL227796) (JUN220163) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x11, 336pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230171 

PRIMORDIAL HC (MR) 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Andrea Sorren#no, Dave Stewart 

Mind-bending sci-fi and Cold War thriller collide in this 6-issue series by the bestselling, Eisner-

winning crea#ve team behind GIDEON FALLS! In 1957, the USSR made history by launching a dog 

named Laika into Earth's orbit. Two years later, the USA responded with two monkeys, Able and 

Baker. These animals never returned. But unbeknownst to everyone, they did not die in orbit…they 

were taken. And now they are coming home. 

Collects PRIMORDIAL #1-6. (STL214859) (FEB220096) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 173pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY230172 

SCOTCH MCTIERNAN VERSUS FORCES OF EVIL TP (MR) 

(W) Gerry Duggan, Brian Posehn (A/CA) ScoN Koblish 



The love these former Deadpool creators have for MAD Magazine, ac#on movies, and weed comes 

through in the funniest comic you'll read this year. The ac#on spans from America's failed war on 

drugs, to a monster ball and a dystopian future of late stage capitalism, all the way to the story of the 

unlikeliest Ghost Of Christmas Future.  

 

The complete adventures of stoner soldier Scotch McTiernan are collected here in their en#rety for 

the first #me, and it's everything you could want from an ac#on comedy. 

 

Collects THE SECRET HISTORY OF THE WAR ON WEED ONE-SHOT, HALLOWEEN PARTY ONE-SHOT, and 

SCOTCH McTIERNAN'S HOLIDAY PARTY ONE-SHOT (STL261492) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230173 

MARIJUANAMAN HC 

(W) Joe Casey (A/CA) Jim Mahfood 

A new hero for our #mes - from the fer#le imagina#on of music superstar, ZIGGY MARLEY! A noble 

champion has arrived on Earth, and he brings an important message even as he struggles to save his 

own planet. JOE CASEY (GØDLAND, BUTCHER BAKER) and JIM MAHFOOD (KICK DRUM COMIX, MIX 

TAPE) join forces to bring you this all-new jam, telling a tale of high adventure! We guarantee: This is 

not the comic you think it is! (STK437403) (FEB110419) 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY230174 

TWO GRAVES TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Genevieve Valen#ne (A/CA) Ming Doyle, Annie Wu 

Emilia and the man with the veil of smoke have set out for the ocean in a stolen truck. There's a 

bloody handprint on his neck. She's beginning to worry it's hers. 

  

Death stole Emilia-the first #me in his very long life that he hasn't carried over the soul he was 

assigned to carry over. It would be roman#c, except that they're being hunted. 

  

Death and the Maiden go on a road trip. Nobody gets out alive. 

  



The first volume of a new series from writer GENEVIEVE VALENTINE (Catwoman), illustrated in 

compe#ng points of view by ANNIE WU (Hawkeye, Black Canary) and MING DOYLE (The Banks, DC 

Comics: Anatomy of a Metahuman). 

  

Collects TWO GRAVES #1-6 (STL255991) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230175 

OPHIUCHUS TP 

(W) Alexis Leriger De La Plante, Natasha Tara Petrovic (A) Natasha Tara Petrovic, Alexis Leriger De La 

Plante (CA) Natasha Tara Petrovic 

ALI LERIGER DE LA PLANTE and NATASHA TARA PETROVI? bring their popular webcomic OPHIUCHUS 

to Image Comics! OPHIUCHUS is the story of the lone sentry of an ancient, inac#ve gate. One day, a 

strange being breaks through and infects her with a virus. And shortly aQer, she is approached by two 

machines, who implore her to follow them to the center of the universe to put an end to that virus-a 

malevolent being which rots all worlds. (STL122016) (JUN190029) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230176 

PRETTY DEADLY TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Kelly Sue DeConnick (A/CA) Emma Rios 

KELLY SUE DeCONNICK (Avengers Assemble, Captain Marvel) and EMMA RÍOS (Dr. Strange, Osborn) 

present the collected opening arc of their surprise-hit series that marries the magical realism of 

Sandman with the western brutality of Preacher. Death's daughter rides the wind on a horse made of 

smoke and her face bears the skull marks of her father. Her origin story is a tale of retribu#on as 

beau#fully lush as it is unflinchingly savage. (STK636968) (FEB140533) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230177 

PRETTY DEADLY TP VOL 02 THE BEAR (MR) 

(W) Kelly Sue DeConnick (A/CA) Emma Rios 

KELLY SUE DeCONNICK (Captain Marvel, BITCH PLANET) and EMMA RÍOS  (ISLAND, MIRROR) present 

the follow up to the Eisner-nominated, New York Times bestselling PRETTY DEADLY VOL. 1: THE 

SHRIKE.  Sarah Fields is dying and her children strike a bargain with the Immortals: give them one 



month more, un#l the moon is full again, to find her youngest son so that he may see her one last 

#me. But the boy is far, far away, in the trenches of France, stalked by the Reapers of Vengeance and 

Cruelty. Collects PRETTY DEADLY #6-10. (STL000372) (FEB160697) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230178 

PRETTY DEADLY TP VOL 03 THE RAT (MR) 

(W) Kelly Sue DeConnick (A/CA) Emma Rios 

The Eisner-nominated, New York Times bestselling world of PRETTY DEADLY returns, this #me to the 

sun-soaked strips of '30s-era Hollywood. Here, the best and brightest are dimmed and broken and 

the granddaughter of Sara Fields is found dead. Desperate to solve her murder, her heartbroken 

uncle calls on the Reaper of Vengeance to aid him. Collects PRETTY DEADLY: THE RAT #1-5. 

(STL135977) (JAN200224) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230179 

CLEMENTINE GN BOOK 02 

(W/A/CA) Tillie Walden 

"A triumph of the zombie genre." -SHANNON WATTERS (Lumberjanes) 

 

FROM THE WORLD OF ROBERT KIRKMAN'S THE WALKING DEAD! 

 

TILLIE WALDEN's acclaimed trilogy con#nues!  

 

Clemen#ne and her new friends are rescued by an island community led by enigma#c doctor Miss 

Morro. But just as Clemen#ne's scars are finally beginning to heal, she discovers dark secrets that 

threaten to tear her new life apart.  

 

Can Miss Morro be trusted? What about the rest of the islanders? And just how far will Clemen#ne 

go to protect the ones she loves? (STL240055) 

SC, 6x9, 296pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 



MAY230180 

CLEMENTINE GN BOOK 01 

(W/A/CA) Tillie Walden 

ADVANCE SOLICIT 

 

"A triumph of the zombie genre." -SHANNON WATTERS (Lumberjanes) 

 

FROM THE WORLD OF ROBERT KIRKMAN'S THE WALKING DEAD! 

 

TILLIE WALDEN's acclaimed trilogy con#nues!  

 

Clemen#ne and her new friends are rescued by an island community led by enigma#c doctor Miss 

Morro. But just as Clemen#ne's scars are finally beginning to heal, she discovers dark secrets that 

threaten to tear her new life apart.  

 

Can Miss Morro be trusted? What about the rest of the islanders? And just how far will Clemen#ne 

go to protect the ones she loves? (STL201676) (APR220009) 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230181 

EVERYDAY HERO MACHINE BOY GN 

(W) Irma Kniivila, Tri Vuong (A) Tri Vuong, Irma Kniivila (CA) Irma Kniivila, Tri Vuong 

It's a bird, it's a plane, it's… Machine Boy!  

When Machine Boy falls from the sky into the domed city of Mega 416, he leaves a wake of 

destruc#on in his path… un#l Karate Grandpa is able to turn on his heart. Now, Machine Boy wants 

nothing more than to become a hero! Whether he is figh#ng giant bugs in the school's basement, 

rescuing cats from trees, or making the perfect spagheY sauce, Machine Boy is always looking for 

the best way to help others. But when his heart begins to interact dangerously with other debris 

from space, Machine Boy wonders if he can be a power for good aQer all.  

Rising stars TRI VUONG (LEGO NINJAGO) and IRMA KNIIVILA (Year of the Dog) present a funny and 

engaging adventure that asks—can you override your own programming? (STL201679) (JUL220073) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY230182 



SEA SERPENTS HEIR GN BOOK 01 

(W) Mairghread ScoN (A/CA) Pablo Tunica 

For teenage Aella, growing up is hard. Even harder when you find out that you're the reincarna#on of 

an ancient sea serpent that's des#ned to destroy the world, in a graphic novel trilogy from acclaimed 

creators Mairghread ScoN and Pablo Tunica. 

THE END OF THE WORLD IS COMING. 

For Aella, life on Kinamen Isle is one of boredom. Spending her days fishing and minding her aunts, 

she dreams of life beyond the horizon. 

Everything changes, however, when she awakens an ancient evil within herself as it's revealed that 

she's the reincarna#on of Xir, the serpent that almost destroyed the world. Worse yet, a fana#cal 

religious organiza#on has arrived on Kinamen Isle in search of Xir.  

As Aella is forced to fight for her life, she'll discover that her en#re world is not what it seems. Her 

aunts know more than they let on and what exactly does the infamous Pirate Queen want with 

Aella? 

From the team of Mairghread ScoN (Star Wars: Resistance, Guardians of the Galaxy) and Pablo Tunica 

(TMNT Universe) comes an extraordinary tale of growing up and changing your fate. (STL201677) 

(AUG220118) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230183 

LASTMAN TP VOL 03 

(W)  Balak & Various (A) Michael Sanlaville, Bas#en Vives 

The hit French fight comic comes to Skybound! 

 

Un#l now, the Valley of Kings has been sheltered in rela#ve peace. But when Richard Aldana creates 

a breach in the RiQ, can Adrian and Marianne fix it before the Valley of the Kings erupts into absolute 

chaos?   

 

Find out in the third thrilling installment of the LASTMAN series from the powerhouse team of 

BALAK, MICHAËL SANLAVILLE & BASTIEN VIVÈS! Perfect for readers of INVINCIBLE and ULTRAMEGA! 

 

Collects LASTMAN, VOL. 5 and LASTMAN, VOL. 6 (STL272880) 

SC, 6x9, 416pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY230184 



LASTMAN TP VOL 01 

(W)  Balak & Various (A/CA) Michael Sanlaville, Bas#en Vives 

The hit French fight comic comes to Skybound! 

Adrian Velba has trained all year to fight in the Valley of the Kings’ legendary tournament. However, 

despite his ambi#on, he has no chance of winning. Not only is his partner unable to compete, but at 

12 years old, Adrian is the longest of longshots. That is, un#l a mysterious, powerful stranger enters 

town, offering to join forces with Adrian. But who is Richard Aldana? And why in a world of magic 

does he rely solely on his fists? 

The mul#-volume, ac#on-packed LASTMAN series starts here! Perfect for readers of INVINCIBLE and 

ULTRAMEGA! (STL227799) (AUG220122) 

SC, 6x9, 416pgs, PC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY230185 

LASTMAN TP VOL 02 

(W/A/CA) Michael Sanlaville, Bas#en Vives 

The hit French fight comic comes to Skybound! 

 

Un#l now, the Valley of Kings has been sheltered in rela#ve peace. But when Richard Aldana creates 

a breach in the RiQ, can Adrian and Marianne fix it before the Valley of the Kings erupts into absolute 

chaos?   

 

Find out in the third thrilling installment of the LASTMAN series from the powerhouse team of 

BALAK, MICHAËL SANLAVILLE & BASTIEN VIVÈS! Perfect for readers of INVINCIBLE and ULTRAMEGA! 

 

Collects LASTMAN, VOL. 5 and LASTMAN, VOL. 6 (STL237261) (JAN230129) 

SC, 416pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY230186 

RADIANT BLACK TP VOL 04 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV 

(W) Kyle Higgins (A) Marcello Costa, Eduardo Ferigato (CA) Marcello Costa 

Something alien has landed on Earth-but what is it? As governments and gangs race to unlock its 

hidden secrets, Nathan and Marshall will be forced to make a dangerous journey that threatens to 

change their rela#onship forever. 

 



RADIANT BLACK is a Massive-Verse series.  

 

Collects RADIANT BLACK #19-24 (STL237262) 

SC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230187 

ORDINARY GODS TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Kyle Higgins, Joe Clark (A) Felipe Watanabe, Frank William (CA) Felipe Watanabe 

For fans of THE OLD GUARD and GOD COUNTRY comes a globe-spanning ac#on epic from writers 

KYLE HIGGINS (RADIANT BLACK) and JOE CLARK and ar#st FELIPE WATANABE (The Flash)! 

 

Five gods from a realm beyond our own, leaders in the "War of Immortals." Trapped on a planet 

made into a prison, forced into an endless cycle of human death and reincarna#on. 

 

Christopher is 22. He's got two loving parents and a 12-year-old sister. He works at a paint store. He's 

in therapy. He's one of the Five. To save everything he cares about, Christopher will have to 

reconnect with his past lives and do the unthinkable: become a god again. 

  

Collects ORDINARY GODS #1-6 (STL201646) (NOV210137) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230188 

RADIANT BLACK TP VOL 01 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV 

(W) Kyle Higgins, Cherish Chen (A) Marcello Costa, David Lafuente (CA) Marcello Costa, Eduardo 

Ferigato 

THE MOST ACCLAIMED NEW SERIES OF 2021! 

Visionary writer KYLE HIGGINS (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, Ultraman) and ar#st MARCELO 

COSTA reinvent super heroes for a new genera#on! Nathan BurneN has just turned 30, and things 

aren't great—he's working (and failing) at two jobs, his credit card debt is piling up, and his only 

move…is moving back home with his parents. 

But when Nathan discovers the ethereal, cosmic RADIANT, he's given the power to radically change 

his fortunes...unless the Cosmic Beings who created them succeed in taking them back by any means 

necessary. Oh, and did we men#on there's a RED RADIANT who wants Nathan dead? The next must-

read comic book series STARTS HERE. 



Collects RADIANT BLACK #1-6. (STL182068) (JUN210166) 

SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230189 

RADIANT BLACK TP VOL 02 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV 

(W) Kyle Higgins & Various (A) Marcello Costa & Various (CA) Marcello Costa 

The first wave of cosmic forces has arrived on Earth, desperate to reclaim the Radiant, and the only 

thing standing in their way is RADIANT BLACK and some unexpected new allies. And aQerwards, as 

#me goes on and the world begins to heal, Marshall makes a drama#c choice that sends him to a 

place beyond imagina#on, a place that just might change everything — again. 

COLLECTS RADIANT BLACK #7-12. (STL201637) (JAN220204) 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230190 

RADIANT BLACK TP VOL 03 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV 

(W) Kyle Higgins, Laurence Holmes (A) Marcello Costa & Various 

Alien sword guy? Dealt with. Best friend? Saved. Giant space war? A problem for another day. With 

all the big problems handled, Marshall is looking forward to some good old-fashioned down#me. 

 

But the power of the Radiants won't stay secret forever, and as his personal life starts to unravel, 

Marshall will face a gauntlet of new foes that threaten to put an early end to his superhero career!  

Collects RADIANT BLACK #13-18. (STL224352) (JUN220176) 

SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230191 

ROGUE SUN TP VOL 01 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV 

(W) Ryan ParroN (A/CA)  Abel, Chris O'Halloran 

Yesterday: New Orleans' greatest hero, ROGUE SUN, was murdered. Today: rebellious teenager 

DYLAN SIEGEL discovers that Rogue Sun was his estranged father, Marcus —and that he's inherited 

his father's mantle. Tasked with protec#ng our world from the forces of the supernatural —and 

solving his father's murder —Dylan will be forced to come to terms with the man he's spent the 

majority of his life ha#ng. 

  



From acclaimed writer RYAN PARROTT (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, Dead Day) and rising star 

ar#st ABEL (Harley Quinn, Crimes of Passion) comes A SUPERNATURAL MURDER MYSTERY that 

explores the complicated bond between father and son and cements itself squarely in a corner of the 

IMAGE COMICS' SUPERHERO UNIVERSE! 

  

Collects ROGUE SUN #1-6 (STL219552) (JUN220149) 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230192 

SPAWN SCORCHED TP VOL 02 

(W) Sean Lewis, Todd McFarlane (A) Stephen Segovia (CA) Thomas Nachlik 

The Scorched team is back with a renewed sense of purpose and a new vision for approaching the 

threats on their horizon. The Sin Devourers return alongside their creator K and his diabolical plan to 

master humanity at all costs. Will the Scorched be able to stop K before it's too late? 

  

Collects THE SCORCHED #7-12 (STL259887) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230193 

SPAWN SCORCHED TP VOL 01 

(W) Sean Lewis, Todd McFarlane (A) Stephen Segovia, Paolo Siqueira 

From the smash-hit new series from the SPAWN UNIVERSE: THE SCORCHED!  

Hellspawns were never meant to work together. That kind of power is just too vola#le, too 

dangerous. THE SCORCHED, however, have no other choice. They are the Hellspawns and Angels 

working together to save humanity from those that seek to enslave it: She-Spawn, Redeemer, 

Medieval, Gunslinger, and Reaper. 

Collects THE SCORCHED #1-6 (STL229356) (AUG220148) 

SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230194 

GUNSLINGER SPAWN TP VOL 01 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A/CA) BreN Booth 

Gunslinger Spawn is a man out of #me, lost in the future and in search of a way back to his past. He 

has many scores to seNle with those who’ve done him wrong, but aQer he’s thrown headfirst into a 



far greater conflict—one concerning the fate of humanity—he finds his revenge might just have to 

wait for a bit. 

Collects GUNSLINGER SPAWN #1-6 (STL229346) (MAY220144) 

SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230195 

KING SPAWN TP VOL 01 

(W) Todd McFarlane, Sean Lewis (A/CA) Javi Fernandez 

When one of the vilest creatures ever imprisoned in Hell is released back onto Earth, Spawn follows 

the clues right into a trap set just for him. But why does Kincaid want Spawn to ascend the throne of 

Hell, and what of the prophecy of the KING SPAWN? Collects KING SPAWN #1-6. (STL224318) 

(MAR220096) 

SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230196 

KING SPAWN TP VOL 02 

(W) Sean Lewis, Todd McFarlane (A) Javi Fernandez & Various (CA) Javi Fernandez 

Spawn returns to where his journey began: New York City. This is where the God Throne, the Dead 

Zones, and the prophecy of King Spawn all collide. Will Spawn take the crown, or will he doom the 

world instead? 

  

Collects KING SPAWN #7-12 (STL259883) (JAN230127) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230197 

MEDIEVAL SPAWN WITCHBLADE TP VOL 01 

(W) Brian Haberlin, Brian Holguin (A/CA) Brian Haberlin 

SPAWN AND WITCHBLADE TOGETHER AGAIN FOR THE FIRST TIME IN DECADES!  

An ancient evil sweeps the world, destroying and corrup#ng everything in its path. When a knight 

SPAWNs from out of the shadows to save all, he is touted as their benevolent king of old, 

miraculously returned. But is he their savior, or their destroyer? ith an evil queen, a knight in search 

of his past, and a young girl with an ancient weapon that could destroy them all, the world is in more 

danger than ever. Collects MEDIEVAL SPAWN / WITCHBLADE #1-4. NOTE: Features an augmented 

reality cover and interiors for both iOS and Android devices. (STL084952) (JUL180157) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 



 

MAY230198 

SPAWN RECORD BREAKER TP (MR) 

(W) Todd McFarlane, ScoN Snyder (A) Todd McFarlane & Various 

Collected together for the first #me, the issues that lead up to and include the RECORD BREAKING- 

SPAWN #301! This is the storyline that changes everything! Including art from industry giants like 

GREG CAPULLO, JASON SHAWN ALEXANDER, CLAYTON CRAIN, JEROME OPEÑA, and FRANCESCO 

MATTINA. As well as a story Penciled by Todd McFarlane himself. Collects SPAWN #298-301. 

(STL221512) (FEB220104) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230199 

ARCADE KINGS #3 (OF 5) CVR A 

(W) Dylan BurneN (A/CA) Dylan BurneN & Various 

ROUND THREE: FIGHT! 

Unable to match his brother Joe's power and skills, Ken discovered a new place to train: the Row, 

home to the most highly compe##ve arcades in Infinity City. But when Victor McMax's bid to take 

over the en#re city brings his high-powered goons there, Ken has no choice but to protect his new 

home-and put his fists to work. (STL276034) 

48pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY230200 

ARCADE KINGS #3 (OF 5) CVR B DURR 

(W) Dylan BurneN (A) Dylan BurneN & Various (CA)  Durr, Nuri 

ROUND THREE: FIGHT! 

Unable to match his brother Joe's power and skills, Ken discovered a new place to train: the Row, 

home to the most highly compe##ve arcades in Infinity City. But when Victor McMax's bid to take 

over the en#re city brings his high-powered goons there, Ken has no choice but to protect his new 

home-and put his fists to work. (STL276035) 

48pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY230203 

BATTLE CHASERS #11 CVR A LULLABI (MR) 



(W) Joe Madureira (A/CA) Ludo Lullabi 

The baNle con#nues! Garrison draws on the power of his cursed blade! Secrets are revealed. 

(STL276038) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230204 

BATTLE CHASERS #11 CVR B MADUREIRA (MR) 

(W) Joe Madureira (A) Ludo Lullabi (CA) Joe Madureira 

The baNle con#nues! Garrison draws on the power of his cursed blade! Secrets are revealed. 

(STL276039) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230205 

BATTLE CHASERS #11 CVR C MEYERS (MR) 

(W) Joe Madureira (A) Ludo Lullabi (CA) Jonboy Meyers 

The baNle con#nues! Garrison draws on the power of his cursed blade! Secrets are revealed. 

(STL276040) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230206 

BATTLE CHASERS #11 CVR D MEYERS (MR) 

(W) Joe Madureira (A) Ludo Lullabi (CA) Jonboy Meyers 

The baNle con#nues! Garrison draws on the power of his cursed blade! Secrets are revealed. 

(STL276041) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230207 

BLOOD TREE #6 



(W) Peter J. Tomasi (A) Maxim Simic (CA) Chris#an Alamy, Brad Anderson 

MINISERIES FINALE 

 

The fates of detec#ves Dario Azzaro and Maria Diaz are revealed, and our emo#onal, ac#on-packed 

story concludes in a brutal, epic showdown that has the Angel Killer's winged vic#ms raining down all 

across New York City. (STL276042) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230208 

BONE ORCHARD TENEMENT #2 (OF 10) CVR A SORRENTINO (MR) 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A) Andrea Sorren#no, Dave Stewart (CA) Andrea Sorren#no 

Eisner-winning crea#ve team JEFF LEMIRE & ANDREA SORRENTINO con#nue the biggest, most 

essen#al project yet in the bold and ambi#ous shared horror universe of THE BONE ORCHARD 

MYTHOS! 

 

The seven neighbors of TENEMENT seek to answer the ques#on: Who (or what) is "US'UUUL"? Will 

they find the answer before the unholy terror is already upon them? (STL276043) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 10) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230209 

BONE ORCHARD TENEMENT #2 (OF 10) CVR B WARD (MR) 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A) Andrea Sorren#no, Dave Stewart (CA) Chris#an Ward 

Eisner-winning crea#ve team JEFF LEMIRE & ANDREA SORRENTINO con#nue the biggest, most 

essen#al project yet in the bold and ambi#ous shared horror universe of THE BONE ORCHARD 

MYTHOS! 

 

The seven neighbors of TENEMENT seek to answer the ques#on: Who (or what) is "US'UUUL"? Will 

they find the answer before the unholy terror is already upon them? (STL276044) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 10) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230210 

DARK RIDE #8 CVR A BRESSAN & LUCAS (MR) 



(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrei Bressan, Adriano Lucas 

END OF STORY ARC 

 

BURST: "Get on the bandwagon of DARK RIDE, trust me" -ComicBook.com 

  

The showdown between Halloween and Sam is here! 

  

The winner will control the future of the Dante family…and Devil Land! (STL276045) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230211 

DARK RIDE #8 CVR B HOUSE (MR) 

(W) Joshua Williamson (A) Andrei Bressan, Adriano Lucas (CA) Maan House 

END OF STORY ARC 

 

BURST: "Get on the bandwagon of DARK RIDE, trust me" -ComicBook.com 

  

The showdown between Halloween and Sam is here! 

  

The winner will control the future of the Dante family…and Devil Land! (STL276046) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230212 

DARK RIDE #8 CVR C GANUCHEAU (MR) 

(W) Joshua Williamson (A) Andrei Bressan, Adriano Lucas (CA) Paulina Ganucheau 

END OF STORY ARC 

 

BURST: "Get on the bandwagon of DARK RIDE, trust me" -ComicBook.com 

  



The showdown between Halloween and Sam is here! 

  

The winner will control the future of the Dante family…and Devil Land! (STL276047) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230214 

DEAD LUCKY #8 CVR A CARLOMAGNO MV 

(W) Melissa Flores (A/CA) French Carlomagno 

 

Bibi faces unexpected resistance in her plan to destroy Morrow, and as her new foe begins to enact 

his own plans for the city, will Bibi be able to survive long enough to see it through? 

 

THE DEAD LUCKY is a Massive-Verse series. (STL276049) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230215 

DEAD LUCKY #8 CVR B JOHNSON MV 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) French Carlomagno (CA) MaNhew Johnson 

 

Bibi faces unexpected resistance in her plan to destroy Morrow, and as her new foe begins to enact 

his own plans for the city, will Bibi be able to survive long enough to see it through? 

 

THE DEAD LUCKY is a Massive-Verse series. (STL276050) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230216 

DEAD ROMANS #5 (OF 6) CVR A MARINKOVICH (MR) 

(W) Fred Kennedy (A/CA) Nick Marinkovich 

Arminius basks in the glow of victory, but he s#ll has not found Honoria, so his armies' cries ring 

hollow. Honoria and her companions reach the Roman camp, where the remaining generals plot one 

final, desperate effort to snatch victory from disaster. (STL276051) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230217 

DEAD ROMANS #5 (OF 6) CVR B MARINKOVICH (MR) 

(W) Fred Kennedy (A/CA) Nick Marinkovich 

Arminius basks in the glow of victory, but he s#ll has not found Honoria, so his armies' cries ring 

hollow. Honoria and her companions reach the Roman camp, where the remaining generals plot one 

final, desperate effort to snatch victory from disaster. (STL276052) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230218 

DEAD ROMANS #5 (OF 6) CVR C BRUNETTE (MR) 

(W) Fred Kennedy (A) Nick Marinkovich (CA) Rob BruneNe 

Arminius basks in the glow of victory, but he s#ll has not found Honoria, so his armies' cries ring 

hollow. Honoria and her companions reach the Roman camp, where the remaining generals plot one 

final, desperate effort to snatch victory from disaster. (STL276053) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230219 

DEAD ROMANS #5 (OF 6) CVR D ANDRASOFSZKY (MR) 

(W) Fred Kennedy (A) Nick Marinkovich (CA) Kalman Andrasofszky 

Arminius basks in the glow of victory, but he s#ll has not found Honoria, so his armies' cries ring 

hollow. Honoria and her companions reach the Roman camp, where the remaining generals plot one 

final, desperate effort to snatch victory from disaster. (STL276054) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230220 

DEAD ROMANS #5 (OF 6) CVR E MARINKOVICH (MR) 

(W) Fred Kennedy (A/CA) Nick Marinkovich 



Arminius basks in the glow of victory, but he s#ll has not found Honoria, so his armies' cries ring 

hollow. Honoria and her companions reach the Roman camp, where the remaining generals plot one 

final, desperate effort to snatch victory from disaster. (STL276055) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230221 

DEEP CUTS #4 (OF 6) 

(W) Kyle Higgins, Joe Clark (A) Diego Greco (CA) Chris Brunner 

New York City. 1956. Fresh out of prison, a giQed but troubled musician struggles to put his band-and 

his life-back together. The DEEP CUTS team is joined by Eisner Award-winning ar#st RAMÓN K PÉREZ 

(STILLWATER, Tale of Sand) for a #me-hopping tale of injus#ce, redemp#on, and bebop! (STL276056) 

56pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230222 

FIRE POWER BY KIRKMAN & SAMNEE #25 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Chris Samnee, MaNhew Wilson 

NEW STORY ARC 

  

FIRE POWER RETURNS with an extra-length 44-page story!  

  

AQer learning Wei Lun killed his parents, Owen cannot let the past go. (STL276502) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230223 

GUNSLINGER SPAWN #22 CVR A WILLIAMS III 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) BreN Booth (CA) J. H. Williams 

When the Gunslinger arrived in the present day, he was aNacked by a demonic being. He thought 

that creature was destroyed. He's about to find out how wrong he was. (STL276057) 

SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAY230224 

GUNSLINGER SPAWN #22 CVR B GLAPION 



(W) Todd McFarlane (A) BreN Booth (CA) Jonathan Glapion 

When the Gunslinger arrived in the present day, he was aNacked by a demonic being. He thought 

that creature was destroyed. He's about to find out how wrong he was. (STL276058) 

SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAY230225 

GUNSLINGER SPAWN #22 CVR C WILLIAMS III VIRGIN 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) BreN Booth (CA) J. H. Williams 

When the Gunslinger arrived in the present day, he was aNacked by a demonic being. He thought 

that creature was destroyed. He's about to find out how wrong he was. (STL276059) 

SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAY230226 

HAUNT YOU TO THE END #2 CVR A MUTTI 

(W) Ryan Cady (A/CA) Andrea MuY 

FIRST NIGHT, FIRST NIGHTMARES. AQer a bumpy landing, the expedi#on splits up to explore Isla 

Lodo-"the most haunted place on earth." While an away team sets out for the other side of the 

island, MaN Park and Callum Shah take their first risky steps into the ominous ruin of Rasmussen 

Manor. (STL276060) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230227 

HAUNT YOU TO THE END #2 CVR B HENDERSON 

(W) Jack Cady (A) Andrea MuY (CA) Trevor Henderson 

FIRST NIGHT, FIRST NIGHTMARES. AQer a bumpy landing, the expedi#on splits up to explore Isla 

Lodo-"the most haunted place on earth." While an away team sets out for the other side of the 

island, MaN Park and Callum Shah take their first risky steps into the ominous ruin of Rasmussen 

Manor. (STL276061) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230228 

HEY KIDS COMICS VOL 03 SCHLOCK OF THE NEW #4 (OF 6) (MR) 

(W/A) Howard Chaykin (CA) Don Cameron 



AQer years of being kept at bay, a new genera#on finally scales the castle walls, only to discover the 

hacks have beaten a hasty retreat, leaving nothing behind them but nostalgia. 

 

The newcomers arrive with a bill of rights. Management hands them a bill of goods. (STL276062) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230229 

I HATE FAIRYLAND #7 CVR A BEAN (MR) 

(W) SkoYe Young (A/CA) BreN Bean 

The only Gert to fear is Gert herself! Gert needs to get the fluff out of Fairyland, and King Cloudeus is 

doing everything he can to make that happen. But he knows the only one who can get rid of Gert is 

every other Gert who ever lived. So let the baNle BEGIN! (That's the most #mes I've ever typed GERT 

in a solicit. PreNy impressive, right?) 

 

Eisner Award-winning writer SKOTTIE YOUNG (MIDDLEWEST, TWIG, THE ME YOU LOVE IN THE DARK) 

and ar#st BRETT BEAN (Marvel's Rocket and Groot) return to I HATE FAIRYLAND for a brand-new 

story (STL276063) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230230 

I HATE FAIRYLAND #7 CVR B BEAN (MR) 

(W) SkoYe Young (A/CA) BreN Bean 

The only Gert to fear is Gert herself! Gert needs to get the fluff out of Fairyland, and King Cloudeus is 

doing everything he can to make that happen. But he knows the only one who can get rid of Gert is 

every other Gert who ever lived. So let the baNle BEGIN! (That's the most #mes I've ever typed GERT 

in a solicit. PreNy impressive, right?) 

 

Eisner Award-winning writer SKOTTIE YOUNG (MIDDLEWEST, TWIG, THE ME YOU LOVE IN THE DARK) 

and ar#st BRETT BEAN (Marvel's Rocket and Groot) return to I HATE FAIRYLAND for a brand-new 

story (STL276064) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY230231 

I HATE FAIRYLAND #7 CVR C MOMOKO (MR) 

(W) SkoYe Young (A) BreN Bean (CA) Peach Momoko 

The only Gert to fear is Gert herself! Gert needs to get the fluff out of Fairyland, and King Cloudeus is 

doing everything he can to make that happen. But he knows the only one who can get rid of Gert is 

every other Gert who ever lived. So let the baNle BEGIN! (That's the most #mes I've ever typed GERT 

in a solicit. PreNy impressive, right?) 

 

Eisner Award-winning writer SKOTTIE YOUNG (MIDDLEWEST, TWIG, THE ME YOU LOVE IN THE DARK) 

and ar#st BRETT BEAN (Marvel's Rocket and Groot) return to I HATE FAIRYLAND for a brand-new 

story (STL276065) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230232 

I HATE THIS PLACE #10 CVR A TOPILIN & LOUGHRIDGE (MR) 

(W) Kyle Starks (A/CA) Artyom Topilin, Lee Loughridge 

SERIES FINALE  

  

BURST: "This con#nues to be a must-read horror series." -Sequen#al Planet 

 

Witness the thrilling, ac#on-packed final issue of I HATE THIS PLACE to see if it concludes with the 

literal end of the world and massive amounts of death…or a "happy" ending for our beloved 

heroines.  

  

(If we're being honest, it could really go either way.) (STL276066) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230233 

I HATE THIS PLACE #10 CVR B EXPLICIT VAR (MR) 

(W) Kyle Starks (A/CA) Artyom Topilin, Lee Loughridge 

SERIES FINALE  



  

BURST: "This con#nues to be a must-read horror series." -Sequen#al Planet 

 

Witness the thrilling, ac#on-packed final issue of I HATE THIS PLACE to see if it concludes with the 

literal end of the world and massive amounts of death…or a "happy" ending for our beloved 

heroines.  

  

(If we're being honest, it could really go either way.) (STL276067) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230234 

IMMORTAL SERGEANT #7 (OF 9) 

(W) Joe Kelly (A/CA) Ken Niimura 

A night in jail cools heads but breaks a burgeoning bond. Sarge throws cau#on and his rela#onship 

with Michael in the crapper and makes for the heart of Atlanta-alone. There, Sarge stares down the 

truth of the terrible mission he's set upon. (STL276068) 

40pgs, B&W (7 of 9) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230235 

IN HELL WE FIGHT #2 CVR A JOK 

(W) John Layman (A/CA)  Jok 

Hostage or houseguest? In the deepest, darkest heart of hell, three best friends have rescued a 

kidnapped angel. Now they have to decide what to do with her. (STL276069) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230236 

IN HELL WE FIGHT #2 CVR B NGUYEN 

(W) John Layman (A)  Jok (CA) Dus#n Nguyen 

Hostage or houseguest? In the deepest, darkest heart of hell, three best friends have rescued a 

kidnapped angel. Now they have to decide what to do with her. (STL276070) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY230238 

INDIGO CHILDREN #5 (MR) 

(W) Curt Pires, Rockwell White (A/CA) Alex DioNo, Dee Cunniffe 

Following the tragic events of issue four, the Indigo Children race against the clock to escape Kabul. 

Help arrives in the form of an unlikely ally. Also: A glimpse of Director Rand's past. (STL276072) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230239 

JUNK RABBIT #4 (OF 5) CVR A ROBINSON (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jimmie Robinson 

The Junk Rabbit's hidden lair is revealed, opening the door for poli#cal and military forces to capture 

and expose the Rabbit's secret iden#ty. Meanwhile, a bloody connec#on between the homeless and 

the ultra-rich is finally ripped open. (STL276073) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230240 

JUNK RABBIT #4 (OF 5) CVR B ROBINSON (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jimmie Robinson 

The Junk Rabbit's hidden lair is revealed, opening the door for poli#cal and military forces to capture 

and expose the Rabbit's secret iden#ty. Meanwhile, a bloody connec#on between the homeless and 

the ultra-rich is finally ripped open. (STL276074) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230241 

JUNK RABBIT #4 (OF 5) CVR C DAMOOSE (MR) 

(W/A) Jimmie Robinson (CA) Seth Damoose 

The Junk Rabbit's hidden lair is revealed, opening the door for poli#cal and military forces to capture 

and expose the Rabbit's secret iden#ty. Meanwhile, a bloody connec#on between the homeless and 

the ultra-rich is finally ripped open. (STL276075) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230242 

JUNK RABBIT #4 (OF 5) CVR D ROBINSON (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jimmie Robinson 

The Junk Rabbit's hidden lair is revealed, opening the door for poli#cal and military forces to capture 

and expose the Rabbit's secret iden#ty. Meanwhile, a bloody connec#on between the homeless and 

the ultra-rich is finally ripped open. (STL276481) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230243 

KAYA #10 CVR A CRAIG 

(W/A/CA) Wes Craig 

Lost in a dark and dangerous realm, Jin makes a deal to escape. But what has he promised in the 

bargain-and to whom? Meanwhile, Kaya con#nues her search for Jin with an unexpected ally while 

her friends fight off a Mutant ambush, and not all of them will survive! "Kaya in the Poison Lands" 

approaches its epic conclusion.  

 

Featuring a variant cover by head-lopping metal lord ANDREW MACLEAN! (STL276076) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230244 

KAYA #10 CVR B MACLEAN 

(W/A) Wes Craig (CA) Andrew MacLean 

Lost in a dark and dangerous realm, Jin makes a deal to escape. But what has he promised in the 

bargain-and to whom? Meanwhile, Kaya con#nues her search for Jin with an unexpected ally while 

her friends fight off a Mutant ambush, and not all of them will survive! "Kaya in the Poison Lands" 

approaches its epic conclusion.  

 

Featuring a variant cover by head-lopping metal lord ANDREW MACLEAN! (STL276077) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230245 



KING SPAWN #24 CVR A WILLIAMS III 

(W) Sean Lewis (A) Javi Fernandez (CA) J. H. Williams 

New York has always been a mel#ng pot of different people and cultures, but now it's become a 

prime des#na#on for some unsavory characters from the wrong side of Hell. Spawn thinks it's about 

#me he put a stop to that. (STL276078) 

SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAY230246 

KING SPAWN #24 CVR B TOMASELLI 

(W) Sean Lewis (A) Javi Fernandez (CA) Francesco Tomaselli 

New York has always been a mel#ng pot of different people and cultures, but now it's become a 

prime des#na#on for some unsavory characters from the wrong side of Hell. Spawn thinks it's about 

#me he put a stop to that. (STL276079) 

SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAY230247 

KING SPAWN #24 CVR C WILLIAMS III VIRGIN 

(W) Sean Lewis (A) Javi Fernandez (CA) J. H. Williams 

New York has always been a mel#ng pot of different people and cultures, but now it's become a 

prime des#na#on for some unsavory characters from the wrong side of Hell. Spawn thinks it's about 

#me he put a stop to that. (STL276080) 

SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAY230248 

KLIK KLIK BOOM #2 (OF 5) (MR) 

(W) Doug Wagner (A/CA) Douglas Dabbs, MaN Wilson 

Assassins overrun Sprout and Serena's flophouse hotel only to find Sprout has turned the building 

into a booby-trapped kill box of dirty bed sheets and polaroids. Surrounded by chaos, Serena 

discovers Sprout hasn't come to New York City just to play dress-up…but to murder a man. 

(STL276081) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230249 



LOVE EVERLASTING #9 CVR A CHARRETIER 

(W) Tom King (A/CA) Elsa Charre#er 

"TOO HIP FOR LOVE," Part Four 

Joan is done running and must now confront who she is, what she is, what her world is. And in this 

penul#mate issue of the second arc, Joan comes face to face with a death that changes her forever. 

What does the end of everything mean to the woman whose life and loves are seemingly eternal? 

(STL276495) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230250 

LOVE EVERLASTING #9 CVR B ZARCONE 

(W) Tom King (A) Elsa Charre#er (CA) Marley Zarcone 

"TOO HIP FOR LOVE," Part Four 

Joan is done running and must now confront who she is, what she is, what her world is. And in this 

penul#mate issue of the second arc, Joan comes face to face with a death that changes her forever. 

What does the end of everything mean to the woman whose life and loves are seemingly eternal? 

(STL276496) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230251 

MONARCH #6 CVR A LINS 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A/CA) Alex Lins 

MINISERIES FINALE 

 

"STRANGER FROM ABOVE," Part Six 

The shocking conclusion! Travon, our teenage hero growing up in Compton, has been revealed as the 

alien invaders' Monarch-an emissary sent to Earth with the inten#on of taking over the planet. But 

love has goNen the beNer of him, and now he fights for the life of Daysha and every human on the 

planet! With former friends now turned enemies and an alien horde breathing down his neck, can 

Travon find a way to defeat them both, save the world, and get the girl…or is the human race 

doomed?! 

 

From RODNEY BARNES, the star comics writer behind the Eisner-nominated series KILLADELPHIA and 

the writer/execu#ve producer of HBO's Winning Time, and up-and-coming Marvel ar#st ALEX LINS 

comes the epic finale in a tale of love, triumph, disaster, and defeat! (STL276084) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY230252 

MONARCH #6 CVR B VISIONS 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Alex Lins (CA) Chris Visions 

MINISERIES FINALE 

 

"STRANGER FROM ABOVE," Part Six 

The shocking conclusion! Travon, our teenage hero growing up in Compton, has been revealed as the 

alien invaders' Monarch-an emissary sent to Earth with the inten#on of taking over the planet. But 

love has goNen the beNer of him, and now he fights for the life of Daysha and every human on the 

planet! With former friends now turned enemies and an alien horde breathing down his neck, can 

Travon find a way to defeat them both, save the world, and get the girl…or is the human race 

doomed?! 

 

From RODNEY BARNES, the star comics writer behind the Eisner-nominated series KILLADELPHIA and 

the writer/execu#ve producer of HBO's Winning Time, and up-and-coming Marvel ar#st ALEX LINS 

comes the epic finale in a tale of love, triumph, disaster, and defeat! (STL276085) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230253 

MONSTRESS #45 (MR) 

(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Sana Takeda 

Zinn is back in the world where they were once imprisoned, and painful secrets about their past are 

coming to the surface. Meanwhile, Maika inves#gates a mask possessed by the imprisoned Defiled-a 

mask that bears a striking resemblance to the long-sought Mask of the Shaman-Empress. 

(STL276511) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230254 

MONSTRESS #46 (MR) 

(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Sana Takeda 

Maika must confront the embodiment of her child self, whose tragic mistakes she has long been 

unable to face-or even remember. If she fails, there's no telling what the Defiled Monstra will do to 

her young self's ghostly presence. (STL276522) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230255 

NEWBURN #9 (MR) 

(W) Chip Zdarsky, David Brothers (A) Jacob Phillips, Nick DragoNa (CA) Jacob Phillips 

NEW STORY ARC 

 

When Newburn is asked to inves#gate a missing mafioso, Emily begins to wonder how far he's willing 

to go for his work-and to protect himself. 

 

PLUS: the beginning of "GO BACK," a thrilling backup story from acclaimed ar#st NICK DRAGOTTA 

(EAST OF WEST, GHOST CAGE) and writer DAVID BROTHERS (Good Devils). (STL276508) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230256 

NO ONE #5 (OF 10) CVR A BORGES MV (MR) 

(W) Kyle Higgins, Brian Buccellato (A/CA) Geraldo Borges 

As Julia struggles with the reac#on to her podcast and Ben's inves#ga#on hits yet another wall, a 

shocking development in the case of Richard Roe threatens to upend everything-and may bring 

NO/ONE even closer to the light. 

 

PLUS! The story con#nues in "Who is No/One," a monthly companion podcast starring RACHAEL 

LEIGH COOK (She's All That) and PATTON OSWALT (NeVlix's The Sandman, Minor Threats, Marvel's 

M.O.D.O.K.)! 

 

NO/ONE is a Massive-Verse series. (STL276086) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 10) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230257 

NO ONE #5 (OF 10) CVR B JANSON MV (MR) 



(W) Kyle Higgins, Brian Buccellato (A) Geraldo Borges (CA) Klaus Janson 

As Julia struggles with the reac#on to her podcast and Ben's inves#ga#on hits yet another wall, a 

shocking development in the case of Richard Roe threatens to upend everything-and may bring 

NO/ONE even closer to the light. 

 

PLUS! The story con#nues in "Who is No/One," a monthly companion podcast starring RACHAEL 

LEIGH COOK (She's All That) and PATTON OSWALT (NeVlix's The Sandman, Minor Threats, Marvel's 

M.O.D.O.K.)! 

 

NO/ONE is a Massive-Verse series. (STL276087) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 10) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230258 

NO ONE #5 (OF 10) CVR C ENGLERT MV (MR) 

(W) Kyle Higgins, Brian Buccellato (A) Geraldo Borges (CA) Mark Englert 

As Julia struggles with the reac#on to her podcast and Ben's inves#ga#on hits yet another wall, a 

shocking development in the case of Richard Roe threatens to upend everything-and may bring 

NO/ONE even closer to the light. 

 

PLUS! The story con#nues in "Who is No/One," a monthly companion podcast starring RACHAEL 

LEIGH COOK (She's All That) and PATTON OSWALT (NeVlix's The Sandman, Minor Threats, Marvel's 

M.O.D.O.K.)! 

 

NO/ONE is a Massive-Verse series. (STL276088) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 10) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230259 

NOCTERRA #16 CVR A DANIEL & MAIOLO (MR) 

(W) ScoN Snyder (A) Tony S. Daniel, Marcelo Maiolo (CA) Marcelo Maiolo, Tony S. Daniel 

END OF STORY ARC 

 

"NO BRAKES," Part Five 



Thirteen years ago, the sun set and never returned. Now, with the forces of darkness staring them 

down, it's up to Val, Em, and the Ferrymen to save humankind from total blackout. NOCTERRA's 

latest arc comes to its stunning conclusion in a no-holds-barred showdown! (STL276504) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230260 

NOCTERRA #16 CVR B PAQUETTE & MCCAIG (MR) 

(W) ScoN Snyder (A) Tony S. Daniel, Marcelo Maiolo (CA) Yanick PaqueNe, Dave McCaig 

END OF STORY ARC 

 

"NO BRAKES," Part Five 

Thirteen years ago, the sun set and never returned. Now, with the forces of darkness staring them 

down, it's up to Val, Em, and the Ferrymen to save humankind from total blackout. NOCTERRA's 

latest arc comes to its stunning conclusion in a no-holds-barred showdown! (STL276505) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230261 

OLD DOG #6 CVR A SHALVEY (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Declan Shalvey 

END OF STORY ARC 

 

The exci#ng new ac#on series by DECLAN SHALVEY concludes its first chapter! 

 

AQer suffering a massive loss, we learn a stunning revela#on. Jack is ques#oning his place in Black 

Circle. Looking to lick his wounds, he seeks refuge at the Lynch ancestral home in Ireland. But his 

isola#on is soon interrupted when Retriever tracks him down. And she wasn't the only one… 

(STL276089) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230262 



OLD DOG #6 CVR B HINKLE (MR) 

(W/A) Declan Shalvey (CA) Greg Hinkle 

END OF STORY ARC 

 

The exci#ng new ac#on series by DECLAN SHALVEY concludes its first chapter! 

 

AQer suffering a massive loss, we learn a stunning revela#on. Jack is ques#oning his place in Black 

Circle. Looking to lick his wounds, he seeks refuge at the Lynch ancestral home in Ireland. But his 

isola#on is soon interrupted when Retriever tracks him down. And she wasn't the only one… 

(STL276090) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230263 

OLD DOG #6 CVR C BARRETT (MR) 

(W/A) Declan Shalvey (CA) Philip BarreN 

END OF STORY ARC 

 

The exci#ng new ac#on series by DECLAN SHALVEY concludes its first chapter! 

 

AQer suffering a massive loss, we learn a stunning revela#on. Jack is ques#oning his place in Black 

Circle. Looking to lick his wounds, he seeks refuge at the Lynch ancestral home in Ireland. But his 

isola#on is soon interrupted when Retriever tracks him down. And she wasn't the only one… 

(STL276484) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230264 

PHANTOM ROAD #5 CVR A WALTA (MR) 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A) Gabriel Hernandez Walta, Jordie Bellaire (CA) Gabriel Hernandez Walta 

Everything heats up when Dom and Birdie find themselves trapped in the truck by another unending 

mass of monsters. But a sudden revela#on changes the nature of their mission and poses more 

ques#ons about their cargo than answers. (STL276091) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230265 

PHANTOM ROAD #5 CVR B AJA (MR) 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A) Gabriel Hernandez Walta, Jordie Bellaire (CA) David Aja 

Everything heats up when Dom and Birdie find themselves trapped in the truck by another unending 

mass of monsters. But a sudden revela#on changes the nature of their mission and poses more 

ques#ons about their cargo than answers. (STL276092) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230266 

RADIANT BLACK #25 CVR A COSTA MV 

(W) Kyle Higgins, Joe Clark (A) Marcello Costa, Eduardo Ferigato (CA) Marcello Costa 

NEW STORY ARC 

 

The Radiants were stolen. An empire, vaster than space, has come to claim them. The end of the 

world is here. THE CATALYST WAR begins. 

 

And amidst the chaos, Nathan and Marshall will make the biggest decision of their lives: who will be 

Radiant Black? 

 

RADIANT BLACK is a Massive-Verse series. (STL276506) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230267 

RADIANT BLACK #25 CVR B COSTA MV 

(W) Kyle Higgins, Joe Clark (A) Marcello Costa, Eduardo Ferigato (CA) Marcello Costa 

NEW STORY ARC 

 

The Radiants were stolen. An empire, vaster than space, has come to claim them. The end of the 

world is here. THE CATALYST WAR begins. 

 



And amidst the chaos, Nathan and Marshall will make the biggest decision of their lives: who will be 

Radiant Black? 

 

RADIANT BLACK is a Massive-Verse series. (STL276507) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230268 

ROGUE SUN #14 CVR A VECCHIO MV 

(W) Ryan ParroN (A)  Abel (CA) Luana Vecchio 

Trapped in the last place he ever expected to be and cut off from his friends and family, Dylan 

struggles towards freedom with help from an unlikely source-and Caleb makes his first step towards 

a surprising goal. 

 

ROGUE SUN is a Massive-Verse series. (STL276093) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230269 

ROGUE SUN #14 CVR B MOORE MV 

(W) Ryan ParroN (A)  Abel (CA) Alex Moore 

Trapped in the last place he ever expected to be and cut off from his friends and family, Dylan 

struggles towards freedom with help from an unlikely source-and Caleb makes his first step towards 

a surprising goal. 

 

ROGUE SUN is a Massive-Verse series. (STL276094) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230270 

SAVAGE DRAGON #268 CVR A LARSEN (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Erik Larsen 

NEW STORY ARC  

 

"THE NEW KID IN TOWN" 



Malcolm Dragon is seNling in to his new home on the West Coast - and his new job - containing and 

controlling the all-out mayhem in the region! It's the start of a bold new direc#on as Malcolm Dragon 

assembles his team and faces a threat of unparalleled propor#ons! Strap in, for the ride of a life#me! 

(STL276095) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230271 

SAVAGE DRAGON #268 CVR B RETRO 70S TRADE DRESS (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Erik Larsen 

NEW STORY ARC  

 

"THE NEW KID IN TOWN" 

Malcolm Dragon is seNling in to his new home on the West Coast - and his new job - containing and 

controlling the all-out mayhem in the region! It's the start of a bold new direc#on as Malcolm Dragon 

assembles his team and faces a threat of unparalleled propor#ons! Strap in, for the ride of a life#me! 

(STL276096) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230272 

SAVAGE STRENGTH OF STARSTORM #3 CVR A DREW CRAIG 

(W) Drew Craig (A) Drew Craig, Jason Finestone (CA) Drew Craig 

AQer quelling the zombie threat in Beaconsfield, Starstorm finds himself in a baNle with a 

Tyrannosaurus rex that has mysteriously appeared in the Hudson. Meanwhile, unbeknownst to him, 

plans proceed with a sect of the Galac#c Armada known as the Tiger Clan to capture the Starstorm 

weapon for the mysterious princess ZShan Draigo. (STL276097) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230273 

SAVAGE STRENGTH OF STARSTORM #3 CVR B WES CRAIG 

(W) Drew Craig (A) Drew Craig, Jason Finestone (CA) Wes Craig 

AQer quelling the zombie threat in Beaconsfield, Starstorm finds himself in a baNle with a 

Tyrannosaurus rex that has mysteriously appeared in the Hudson. Meanwhile, unbeknownst to him, 



plans proceed with a sect of the Galac#c Armada known as the Tiger Clan to capture the Starstorm 

weapon for the mysterious princess ZShan Draigo. (STL276098) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230274 

SPAWN SCORCHED #20 CVR A WILLIAMS III 

(W) Sean Lewis (A) Stephen Segovia (CA) J. H. Williams 

The world is in chaos as the Horsemen con#nue their plans or Armageddon. Are the Scorched strong 

enough to stand in their way? (STL276106) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAY230275 

SPAWN SCORCHED #20 CVR B RANDAL 

(W) Sean Lewis (A) Stephen Segovia (CA) Von Randal 

The world is in chaos as the Horsemen con#nue their plans or Armageddon. Are the Scorched strong 

enough to stand in their way? (STL276107) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAY230276 

SPAWN SCORCHED #20 CVR C WILLIAMS III VIRGIN 

(W) Sean Lewis (A) Stephen Segovia (CA) J. H. Williams 

The world is in chaos as the Horsemen con#nue their plans or Armageddon. Are the Scorched strong 

enough to stand in their way? (STL276108) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAY230277 

SOMETHING EPIC #3 CVR A KUDRANSKI 

(W/A/CA) Szymon Kudranski 

Upon delving into his gallery of dreams and discovering new perspec#ves on his power, Danny 

decides to test the scope of his abili#es…with liNle success. Twenty-nine pages of story and art for 

the regular price of just $3.99! (STL276099) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY230278 

SOMETHING EPIC #3 CVR B KUDRANSKI 

(W/A/CA) Szymon Kudranski 

Upon delving into his gallery of dreams and discovering new perspec#ves on his power, Danny 

decides to test the scope of his abili#es…with liNle success. Twenty-nine pages of story and art for 

the regular price of just $3.99! (STL276100) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230279 

SOMETHING EPIC #3 CVR C KUDRANSKI 

(W/A/CA) Szymon Kudranski 

Upon delving into his gallery of dreams and discovering new perspec#ves on his power, Danny 

decides to test the scope of his abili#es…with liNle success. Twenty-nine pages of story and art for 

the regular price of just $3.99! (STL276101) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230280 

SOMETHING EPIC #3 CVR D KUDRANSKI 

(W/A/CA) Szymon Kudranski 

Upon delving into his gallery of dreams and discovering new perspec#ves on his power, Danny 

decides to test the scope of his abili#es…with liNle success. Twenty-nine pages of story and art for 

the regular price of just $3.99! (STL276102) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230281 

SPAWN #344 CVR A WILLIAMS III 

(W) Rory McConville (A) Carlo Barberi (CA) J. H. Williams 

Gaia's secrets are laid bare. The true history of the Universe itself will be revealed. (STL276103) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAY230282 

SPAWN #344 CVR B TOLEDANO 

(W) Rory McConville (A) Carlo Barberi (CA) Marcial Toledano 



Gaia's secrets are laid bare. The true history of the Universe itself will be revealed. (STL276104) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAY230283 

SPAWN #344 CVR C WILLIAMS III VIRGIN 

(W) Rory McConville (A) Carlo Barberi (CA) J. H. Williams 

Gaia's secrets are laid bare. The true history of the Universe itself will be revealed. (STL276105) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAY230284 

STARSIGNS #3 (MR) 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A/CA) Megan Levens, Kelly Fitzpatrick 

Ta#ana and her mysterious employer close in on Rana and Clarence as they race to save the newest 

Starsign-a frightened kid-from federal agents. 

 

Superhuman astrological drama from Eisner winner SALADIN AHMED and sci-fi fave MEGAN LEVENS! 

(STL276109) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230285 

STONEHEART #5 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Emma Kubert 

As they're finding a way to escape Lightspring Canyon, Eve splits Shayde Whisper and Eldon Redwood 

up and forces Shayde to fight in an underground gambling ring. Scrambling, emo#onally 

compromised, and under stress, Shayde unfortunately falls short. (STL276110) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230286 

SUMMONERS WAR AWAKENING #4 (OF 6) 

(W) Jus#n Jordan (A/CA) Luca ClareY, Igor Mon# 



An official #e-in to the worldwide hit mobile game SUMMONERS WAR! 

  

Trapped between the bounty hunter Malakhan and a legion of S#odani soldiers, will Rai and Tomas 

be sacrificed as part of Captain Eve's master plan? (STL276497) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230287 

TERRORWAR #4 (MR) 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Dave Acosta, Jay Leisten (CA) Dave Acosta, Ivan Plascencia 

Sent on a suicide mission in the midst of a massive Terror aNack, Muhammad and his crew learn the 

unthinkable truth of the war they've been figh#ng. 

 

Eisner winner SALADIN AHMED and horror star DAVE ACOSTA up the sci-fi stakes! (STL276112) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230288 

TIME BEFORE TIME #25 CVR A SHALVEY (MR) 

(W) Declan Shalvey, Rory McConville (A)  Geoffo, Chris O'Halloran (CA) Declan Shalvey 

NEW STORY ARC 

While a masked vigilante stalks The Syndicate, Marston finds himself on the verge of achieving his 

ul#mate goal.  

The final arc of the hit #me-travel series begins with art by GEOFFO (BURNOUTS, Future State: 

Gotham). (STL276113) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230289 

TIME BEFORE TIME #25 CVR B MARRON (MR) 

(W) Declan Shalvey, Rory McConville (A)  Geoffo, Chris O'Halloran (CA) Eoin Marron 

NEW STORY ARC 

While a masked vigilante stalks The Syndicate, Marston finds himself on the verge of achieving his 

ul#mate goal.  



The final arc of the hit #me-travel series begins with art by GEOFFO (BURNOUTS, Future State: 

Gotham). (STL276696) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230290 

VOID RIVALS #2 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Lorenzo De Felici, Matheus Lopes (CA) Lorenzo De Felici 

ROBERT KIRKMAN & LORENZO DE FELICI's new shared universe con#nues here! 

  

AQer the jaw-dropping reveal in the debut issue, everything Darak and Solila thought they knew 

about the Sacred Ring's never-ending war has changed.  

  

To deliver the truth back home, they must first get off this deadly planet-by any means necessary. 

(STL276115) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230291 

WALKING DEAD DLX #66 CVR A FINCH & MCCAIG (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig 

FEAR THE HUNTERS concludes! For Rick to ensure the group's safety, they must do unspeakable 

things. 

  

This deluxe presenta#on in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features another installment of CuYng 

Room Floor and creator commentary. (STL276121) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230292 

WALKING DEAD DLX #66 CVR B ADLARD & MCCAIG (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig 

FEAR THE HUNTERS concludes! For Rick to ensure the group's safety, they must do unspeakable 

things. 



  

This deluxe presenta#on in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features another installment of CuYng 

Room Floor and creator commentary. (STL276122) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230293 

WALKING DEAD DLX #66 CVR C HANS (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) Stephanie Hans 

FEAR THE HUNTERS concludes! For Rick to ensure the group's safety, they must do unspeakable 

things. 

  

This deluxe presenta#on in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features another installment of CuYng 

Room Floor and creator commentary. (STL276123) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230294 

WALKING DEAD DLX #66 CVR D TEDESCO (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) Julian To#no Tedesco 

FEAR THE HUNTERS concludes! For Rick to ensure the group's safety, they must do unspeakable 

things. 

  

This deluxe presenta#on in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features another installment of CuYng 

Room Floor and creator commentary. (STL276491) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230295 

WALKING DEAD DLX #67 CVR A FINCH & MCCAIG (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) David Finch, Dave McCaig 

The mission towards Washington, D.C. is disrupted by a haun#ng surprise. (STL276124) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230296 

WALKING DEAD DLX #67 CVR B ADLARD & MCCAIG (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig 

The mission towards Washington, D.C. is disrupted by a haun#ng surprise. (STL276125) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230297 

WALKING DEAD DLX #67 CVR C HUGHES (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) Conor Hughes 

The mission towards Washington, D.C. is disrupted by a haun#ng surprise. (STL276126) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230298 

WALKING DEAD DLX #67 CVR D TEDESCO (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) Julian To#no Tedesco 

The mission towards Washington, D.C. is disrupted by a haun#ng surprise. (STL276492) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230299 

W0RLDTR33 #4 CVR A BLANCO (MR) 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Fernando Blanco, Jordie Bellaire (CA) Fernando Blanco 

Ellison has fallen deeper into the Undernet than he ever could have imagined. Now the life of one of 

his closest friends hangs in the balance…and PH34R is winning.  

 

Strap in as mul#ple Eisner Award-winning writer JAMES TYNION IV (THE DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH) 

and FERNANDO BLANCO (Detec#ve Comics) chart new fron#ers of horror! (STL276116) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230300 

W0RLDTR33 #4 CVR B RIOS (MR) 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Fernando Blanco, Jordie Bellaire (CA) Emma Rios 

Ellison has fallen deeper into the Undernet than he ever could have imagined. Now the life of one of 

his closest friends hangs in the balance…and PH34R is winning.  

 

Strap in as mul#ple Eisner Award-winning writer JAMES TYNION IV (THE DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH) 

and FERNANDO BLANCO (Detec#ve Comics) chart new fron#ers of horror! (STL276117) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

BOOM! STUDIOS 

 

MAY230304 

SIRENS OF THE CITY #1 (OF 6) CVR A RANDOLPH 

(W) Joanne Starer (A/CA) Khary Randolph 

New York City. 1980s.  Runaway teen Layla struggles to survive on the mean streets, far from home. 

 

But now every supernatural creature from the darkest corners of the urban grime is aQer Layla… and 

the child-to-be she never wanted growing inside her.… 

 

This griNy urban fantasy created by Joanne Starer (The Gimmick) and Excellence’s Khary Randolph 

shines a light on bodily autonomy in a patriarchal world. (STL275681) 

32pgs, PC (1 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230305 

SIRENS OF THE CITY #1 (OF 6) CVR B FRISON 

(W) Joanne Starer (A) Khary Randolph (CA) Jenny Frison 

New York City. 1980s.  Runaway teen Layla struggles to survive on the mean streets, far from home. 

 



But now every supernatural creature from the darkest corners of the urban grime is aQer Layla… and 

the child-to-be she never wanted growing inside her.… 

 

This griNy urban fantasy created by Joanne Starer (The Gimmick) and Excellence’s Khary Randolph 

shines a light on bodily autonomy in a patriarchal world. (STL275684) 

32pgs, PC (1 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230306 

SIRENS OF THE CITY #1 (OF 6) CVR C FOIL RANDOLPH 

(W) Joanne Starer (A/CA) Khary Randolph 

New York City. 1980s.  Runaway teen Layla struggles to survive on the mean streets, far from home. 

 

But now every supernatural creature from the darkest corners of the urban grime is aQer Layla… and 

the child-to-be she never wanted growing inside her.… 

 

This griNy urban fantasy created by Joanne Starer (The Gimmick) and Excellence’s Khary Randolph 

shines a light on bodily autonomy in a patriarchal world. (STL275686) 

32pgs, PC (1 of 6) SRP: $6.99 

 

MAY230311 

SIRENS OF THE CITY #1 (OF 6) CVR H FOC REVEAL 

(W) Joanne Starer (A) Khary Randolph (CA)  TBA 

New York City. 1980s.  Runaway teen Layla struggles to survive on the mean streets, far from home. 

 

But now every supernatural creature from the darkest corners of the urban grime is aQer Layla… and 

the child-to-be she never wanted growing inside her.… 

 

This griNy urban fantasy created by Joanne Starer (The Gimmick) and Excellence’s Khary Randolph 

shines a light on bodily autonomy in a patriarchal world. (STL275994) 

32pgs, PC (1 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230313 

BRZRKR POETRY OF MADNESS #1 CVR A SKROCE (MR) 



(W) Keanu Reeves, Steve Skroce (A/CA) Steve Skroce 

A sea of gore and devasta#on awaits as B, through a fateful chance encounter, safeguards the 

advanced and ancient realm of Atlan#s as its unstoppable protector. 

 

But a sickly king serves as a symbol for the rot inside, as the security and bliss created through B’s 

violence is shallow… The cracks created by a secret cult might spell a monstrous end for the 

legendary city, one beyond even B’s ability to save. 

 

Renowned filmmaker and record-shaNering comic creator Keanu Reeves joins acclaimed writer and 

ar#st Steve Skroce (Doctor Strange) for a one-shot special that fans of LovecraQian horror would be 

mad to miss! (STL276335) 

MATURE THEMES 

56pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230314 

BRZRKR POETRY OF MADNESS #1 CVR B CHAREST (MR) 

(W) Keanu Reeves, Steve Skroce (A) Steve Skroce (CA) Travis Charest 

A sea of gore and devasta#on awaits as B, through a fateful chance encounter, safeguards the 

advanced and ancient realm of Atlan#s as its unstoppable protector. 

 

But a sickly king serves as a symbol for the rot inside, as the security and bliss created through B’s 

violence is shallow… The cracks created by a secret cult might spell a monstrous end for the 

legendary city, one beyond even B’s ability to save. 

 

Renowned filmmaker and record-shaNering comic creator Keanu Reeves joins acclaimed writer and 

ar#st Steve Skroce (Doctor Strange) for a one-shot special that fans of LovecraQian horror would be 

mad to miss! (STL276336) 

MATURE THEMES 

56pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230315 

BRZRKR POETRY OF MADNESS #1 CVR C FOIL SKROCE (MR) 

(W) Keanu Reeves, Steve Skroce (A/CA) Steve Skroce 

A sea of gore and devasta#on awaits as B, through a fateful chance encounter, safeguards the 

advanced and ancient realm of Atlan#s as its unstoppable protector. 



 

But a sickly king serves as a symbol for the rot inside, as the security and bliss created through B’s 

violence is shallow… The cracks created by a secret cult might spell a monstrous end for the 

legendary city, one beyond even B’s ability to save. 

 

Renowned filmmaker and record-shaNering comic creator Keanu Reeves joins acclaimed writer and 

ar#st Steve Skroce (Doctor Strange) for a one-shot special that fans of LovecraQian horror would be 

mad to miss! (STL276343) 

MATURE THEMES 

56pgs, FC SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY230316 

BRZRKR POETRY OF MADNESS #1 CVR D FOIL CHAREST (MR) 

(W) Keanu Reeves, Steve Skroce (A) Steve Skroce (CA) Travis Charest 

A sea of gore and devasta#on awaits as B, through a fateful chance encounter, safeguards the 

advanced and ancient realm of Atlan#s as its unstoppable protector. 

 

But a sickly king serves as a symbol for the rot inside, as the security and bliss created through B’s 

violence is shallow… The cracks created by a secret cult might spell a monstrous end for the 

legendary city, one beyond even B’s ability to save. 

 

Renowned filmmaker and record-shaNering comic creator Keanu Reeves joins acclaimed writer and 

ar#st Steve Skroce (Doctor Strange) for a one-shot special that fans of LovecraQian horror would be 

mad to miss! (STL276345) 

MATURE THEMES 

56pgs, FC SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY230322 

BRZRKR (BERZERKER) TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Keanu Reeves, MaN Kindt (A) Ron Garney (CA) Rafael Grampá 

A WAR WITH NO END, A MAN WITH NO LIMITS. 

The man known only as B. is half-mortal and half-God, cursed and compelled to violence...even at 

the sacrifice of his sanity.   

But aQer centuries, B. may have finally found a refuge – working for the U.S. government to fight the 

baNles too violent and too dangerous for anyone else.  



In exchange, B. will be granted the one thing he desires: the truth about his endless blood-soaked 

existence…and how to end it. 

Keanu Reeves makes his comic book wri#ng debut alongside New York Times bestselling co-writer 

MaN Kindt (Folklords, Grass Kings) and acclaimed ar#st Ron Garney (Juggernaut) in a brutally violent 

new series about one immortal warrior’s fight through the ages. 

Collects BRZRKR #1-4. (STL167623) (MAY210997) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230323 

BRZRKR (BERZERKER) TP VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Keanu Reeves, MaN Kindt (A) Ron Garney (CA) Rafael Grampá 

Half-mortal and half-god, cursed and compelled to violence, the man known only as B. begins 

wandering the world anew. 

 

AQer enduring a series of experiments and missions, B.’s memories of his origins will be finally 

restored. But what does this revela#on mean for his future? 

 

Keanu Reeves con#nues his comic book wri#ng debut alongside New York Times bestselling co-writer 

MaN Kindt (Folklords, Grass Kings) and legendary ar#st Ron Garney (Wolverine, Captain America) in a 

brutally violent new series about one immortal warrior’s fight through the ages. 

 

Collects BRZRKR #5-8 (STL211103) (MAY220365) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230324 

ALICE NEVER AFTER #1 (OF 5) CVR A PANOSIAN (MR) 

(W) Dan Panosian (A) Giorgio SpalleNa, Dan Panosian (CA) Dan Panosian 

Alice finally got her wish. Wonderland has become her new home, but with her abuser’s avatar with 

the uncanny grin turning the mad residents of a moonstruck world against her, she’s clawing for a 

liNle ra#onality amongst the chaos. 

 



As Alice’s sister Edith and her childhood friend Earl fight for a way to bring her back, Alice has to 

contend with whether or not her torment is due to her father, herself, or maybe a curious 

combina#on of both… 

 

Superstar writer Dan Panosian (Unkindness of Ravens, Black Tape) and ar#st Giorgio SpalleNa (007: 

For King & Country) explore the morbid side of escapism in this twisted tale that blurs the line 

between fantasy and reality. (STL276351) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230325 

ALICE NEVER AFTER #1 (OF 5) CVR B FRISON (MR) 

(W) Dan Panosian (A) Giorgio SpalleNa, Dan Panosian (CA) Jenny Frison 

Alice finally got her wish. Wonderland has become her new home, but with her abuser’s avatar with 

the uncanny grin turning the mad residents of a moonstruck world against her, she’s clawing for a 

liNle ra#onality amongst the chaos. 

 

As Alice’s sister Edith and her childhood friend Earl fight for a way to bring her back, Alice has to 

contend with whether or not her torment is due to her father, herself, or maybe a curious 

combina#on of both… 

 

Superstar writer Dan Panosian (Unkindness of Ravens, Black Tape) and ar#st Giorgio SpalleNa (007: 

For King & Country) explore the morbid side of escapism in this twisted tale that blurs the line 

between fantasy and reality. (STL276466) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230326 

ALICE NEVER AFTER #1 (OF 5) CVR C 10 COPY INCV FRISON (MR) 

(W) Dan Panosian (A) Giorgio SpalleNa, Dan Panosian (CA) Jenny Frison 

Alice finally got her wish. Wonderland has become her new home, but with her abuser’s avatar with 

the uncanny grin turning the mad residents of a moonstruck world against her, she’s clawing for a 

liNle ra#onality amongst the chaos. 

 



As Alice’s sister Edith and her childhood friend Earl fight for a way to bring her back, Alice has to 

contend with whether or not her torment is due to her father, herself, or maybe a curious 

combina#on of both… 

 

Superstar writer Dan Panosian (Unkindness of Ravens, Black Tape) and ar#st Giorgio SpalleNa (007: 

For King & Country) explore the morbid side of escapism in this twisted tale that blurs the line 

between fantasy and reality. (STL276467) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230327 

ALICE NEVER AFTER #1 (OF 5) CVR D 25 COPY INCV LEE (MR) 

(W) Dan Panosian (A) Giorgio SpalleNa, Dan Panosian (CA) In-Hyuk Lee 

Alice finally got her wish. Wonderland has become her new home, but with her abuser’s avatar with 

the uncanny grin turning the mad residents of a moonstruck world against her, she’s clawing for a 

liNle ra#onality amongst the chaos. 

 

As Alice’s sister Edith and her childhood friend Earl fight for a way to bring her back, Alice has to 

contend with whether or not her torment is due to her father, herself, or maybe a curious 

combina#on of both… 

 

Superstar writer Dan Panosian (Unkindness of Ravens, Black Tape) and ar#st Giorgio SpalleNa (007: 

For King & Country) explore the morbid side of escapism in this twisted tale that blurs the line 

between fantasy and reality. (STL276468) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230328 

ALICE NEVER AFTER #1 (OF 5) CVR E 50 COPY INCV (MR) 

(W) Dan Panosian (A) Giorgio SpalleNa, Dan Panosian (CA)  TBA 

Alice finally got her wish. Wonderland has become her new home, but with her abuser’s avatar with 

the uncanny grin turning the mad residents of a moonstruck world against her, she’s clawing for a 

liNle ra#onality amongst the chaos. 

 



As Alice’s sister Edith and her childhood friend Earl fight for a way to bring her back, Alice has to 

contend with whether or not her torment is due to her father, herself, or maybe a curious 

combina#on of both… 

 

Superstar writer Dan Panosian (Unkindness of Ravens, Black Tape) and ar#st Giorgio SpalleNa (007: 

For King & Country) explore the morbid side of escapism in this twisted tale that blurs the line 

between fantasy and reality. (STL276469) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230329 

ALICE NEVER AFTER #1 (OF 5) CVR F FOC REVEAL VAR (MR) 

(W) Dan Panosian (A) Giorgio SpalleNa, Dan Panosian (CA)  TBA 

Alice finally got her wish. Wonderland has become her new home, but with her abuser’s avatar with 

the uncanny grin turning the mad residents of a moonstruck world against her, she’s clawing for a 

liNle ra#onality amongst the chaos. 

 

As Alice’s sister Edith and her childhood friend Earl fight for a way to bring her back, Alice has to 

contend with whether or not her torment is due to her father, herself, or maybe a curious 

combina#on of both… 

 

Superstar writer Dan Panosian (Unkindness of Ravens, Black Tape) and ar#st Giorgio SpalleNa (007: 

For King & Country) explore the morbid side of escapism in this twisted tale that blurs the line 

between fantasy and reality. (STL276470) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230330 

ALICE NEVER AFTER #1 (OF 5) CVR G UNLOCKABLE PANOSIAN (MR) 

(W) Dan Panosian (A) Giorgio SpalleNa, Dan Panosian (CA) Dan Panosian 

Alice finally got her wish. Wonderland has become her new home, but with her abuser’s avatar with 

the uncanny grin turning the mad residents of a moonstruck world against her, she’s clawing for a 

liNle ra#onality amongst the chaos. 

 



As Alice’s sister Edith and her childhood friend Earl fight for a way to bring her back, Alice has to 

contend with whether or not her torment is due to her father, herself, or maybe a curious 

combina#on of both… 

 

Superstar writer Dan Panosian (Unkindness of Ravens, Black Tape) and ar#st Giorgio SpalleNa (007: 

For King & Country) explore the morbid side of escapism in this twisted tale that blurs the line 

between fantasy and reality. (STL276471) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230331 

ALICE EVER AFTER TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dan Panosian (A) Giorgio SpalleNa (CA) Dan Panosian 

Alice first visited Wonderland as a child. Now an adult, it’s her only escape from her cold, strange 

reality. But to go back, Alice needs something stronger than mushrooms… 

 

AQer con#nuing down a terrible path, Alice is commiNed to the dreaded asylum. Will Alice ul#mately 

escape from her uncaring family and childhood trauma in Wonderland, or face her demons in 

reality? 

 

Return to Wonderland in this dark sequel by superstar ar#st and writer Dan Panosian (An Unkindness 

of Ravens, Canary) and ar#st Giorgio SpalleNa (Red Sonja: Black, White, Red), perfect for fans of Neil 

Gaiman's Snow, Glass, Apples, and Mirka Andolfo’s Mercy and Fables. 

 

Collects Alice Ever AQer #1-5. (STL248448) (OCT220337) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY230332 

ONCE UPON A TIME AT END OF WORLD #7 CVR A WADA (MR) 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Leila Del Duca (CA) Kevin Wada 

A secluded suburban community is the last thing Maceo and Mezzy expected to find, especially one 

so well-preserved and packed with everything one would need to thrive in the wasteland. 

 

As more people come to reside in this seNlement called Golgonooza, it flourishes, and becomes a 

home for Mezzy and Maceo, just as they become home to each other.   



 

However, the wasteland won’t feel sa#sfied with being shut out for long… (STL276425) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230333 

ONCE UPON A TIME AT END OF WORLD #7 CVR B CONNECTING VAR GOD 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Leila Del Duca (CA) Cory Godbey 

A secluded suburban community is the last thing Maceo and Mezzy expected to find, especially one 

so well-preserved and packed with everything one would need to thrive in the wasteland. 

 

As more people come to reside in this seNlement called Golgonooza, it flourishes, and becomes a 

home for Mezzy and Maceo, just as they become home to each other.   

 

However, the wasteland won’t feel sa#sfied with being shut out for long… (STL276426) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230338 

POWER RANGERS UNLIMITED HYPERFORCE #1 CVR A VALERIO (C: 1-0- 

(W) Melissa Flores, Meghan Camarena (A) Federico Sabba#ni (CA) Keyla Valerio 

Celebrate the Rangers’ 30th Anniversary as prolific Power Rangers storyteller Melissa Flores and 

acclaimed writer, media personality and voice of the HyperForce Pink Ranger in the HyperForce RPG,  

Meghan Camarena (Radiant Pink), bring the fan-favorite HyperForce Rangers from the screen to the 

page–for their first dedicated full-length story since their morphinominal first season! 

 

Mistress Vile, formerly known as Rita Repulsa, and Dark Specter have invaded the Morphin Grid, but 

it will take far more than just the Mighty Morphin and Omega Rangers to stop them! 

 

As the dark contagion spreads and puts the Rangers in their most vulnerable state yet, the 

HyperForce Rangers will have to scour the mul#verse for as many unexpected allies as they can, 

while they’re pushed to their limits… (STL276352) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not 

Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

40pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 



 

MAY230339 

POWER RANGERS UNLIMITED HYPERFORCE #1 CVR B FOIL (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Melissa Flores, Meghan Camarena (A) Frederico Sabba#ni (CA) Goni Montes 

Celebrate the Rangers’ 30th Anniversary as prolific Power Rangers storyteller Melissa Flores and 

acclaimed writer, media personality and voice of the HyperForce Pink Ranger in the HyperForce RPG,  

Meghan Camarena (Radiant Pink), bring the fan-favorite HyperForce Rangers from the screen to the 

page–for their first dedicated full-length story since their morphinominal first season! 

 

Mistress Vile, formerly known as Rita Repulsa, and Dark Specter have invaded the Morphin Grid, but 

it will take far more than just the Mighty Morphin and Omega Rangers to stop them! 

 

As the dark contagion spreads and puts the Rangers in their most vulnerable state yet, the 

HyperForce Rangers will have to scour the mul#verse for as many unexpected allies as they can, 

while they’re pushed to their limits… (STL276353) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not 

Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

40pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230342 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #110 CVR A CLARKE (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Simona Di Gianfelice (CA) Taurin Clarke 

Zedd and the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers working together? If they’re going to have a shot at 

defea#ng Mistress Vile, you beNer believe it! 

 

But Mistress Vile has an army on her side in the desperate fight for Safehaven, and as leaders and 

heroes collide, a well-kept secret on a mysterious island on earth houses the darkest consequences 

imaginable for the Grid itself… (STL276375) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in 

select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230343 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #110 CVR B LEE (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Simona Di Gianfelice (CA) In-Hyuk Lee 

Zedd and the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers working together? If they’re going to have a shot at 

defea#ng Mistress Vile, you beNer believe it! 



 

But Mistress Vile has an army on her side in the desperate fight for Safehaven, and as leaders and 

heroes collide, a well-kept secret on a mysterious island on earth houses the darkest consequences 

imaginable for the Grid itself… (STL276376) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in 

select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230347 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #110 CVR F FOC REVEAL VAR (C: 1 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Marco Renna (CA)  TBA 

Zedd and the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers working together? If they’re going to have a shot at 

defea#ng Mistress Vile, you beNer believe it! 

 

But Mistress Vile has an army on her side in the desperate fight for Safehaven, and as leaders and 

heroes collide, a well-kept secret on a mysterious island on earth houses the darkest consequences 

imaginable for the Grid itself… (STL276473) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in 

select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230349 

MMPR TMNT II TP (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Ryan ParroN (A/CA) Dan Mora 

Six months aQer the Teenagers With AYtude and the Heroes In A Half Shell teamed up to defeat the 

unholy alliance of Rita Repulsa and Shredder, a new threat forces them to reunite! 

 

Unlikely alliances and unlikely sanctuaries abound as the Rangers and Turtles put their heads 

together and create a secret weapon… but it might change them in ways they can’t come back from! 

 

Forbidden alliances collide as radically enhanced, mind blowing Zord combina#ons baNle it out, and 

reunited friends face Krang as a true force to be reckoned with–but will it be enough to send him 

back to Dimension X? 

 

Long#me Power Rangers architect Ryan ParroN (Rogue Sun) joins forces with superstar ar#st Dan 

Mora (World’s Finest, Once & Future) to deliver the follow-up to the hit crossover! 

 



Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers / Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II #1-5. (STL274791) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & 

others). 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY230350 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #31 CVR A DELL EDERA 

(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

AQer narrowly surviving the Duplicitype, Erica Slaughter must s#ll reckon with the murderous CuNer 

in order to save the people of Tribula#on. 

 

Separated from Dolly and driven by desperate rage, CuNer won't stop un#l she exacts her revenge on 

Erica. (STL276400) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230351 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #31 CVR B FRISON 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA) Jenny Frison 

AQer narrowly surviving the Duplicitype, Erica Slaughter must s#ll reckon with the murderous CuNer 

in order to save the people of Tribula#on. 

 

Separated from Dolly and driven by desperate rage, CuNer won't stop un#l she exacts her revenge on 

Erica. (STL276401) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230352 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #31 CVR C FOIL DELL EDERA 

(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

AQer narrowly surviving the Duplicitype, Erica Slaughter must s#ll reckon with the murderous CuNer 

in order to save the people of Tribula#on. 

 

Separated from Dolly and driven by desperate rage, CuNer won't stop un#l she exacts her revenge on 

Erica. (STL276474) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 



 

MAY230353 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #31 CVR D FOIL FRISON 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA) Jenny Frison 

AQer narrowly surviving the Duplicitype, Erica Slaughter must s#ll reckon with the murderous CuNer 

in order to save the people of Tribula#on. 

 

Separated from Dolly and driven by desperate rage, CuNer won't stop un#l she exacts her revenge on 

Erica. (STL276475) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230354 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #31 CVR E 25 COPY INCV 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA) James Harren 

AQer narrowly surviving the Duplicitype, Erica Slaughter must s#ll reckon with the murderous CuNer 

in order to save the people of Tribula#on. 

 

Separated from Dolly and driven by desperate rage, CuNer won't stop un#l she exacts her revenge on 

Erica. (STL276476) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230355 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #31 CVR F 50 COPY INCV 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA) Jenny Frison 

AQer narrowly surviving the Duplicitype, Erica Slaughter must s#ll reckon with the murderous CuNer 

in order to save the people of Tribula#on. 

 

Separated from Dolly and driven by desperate rage, CuNer won't stop un#l she exacts her revenge on 

Erica. (STL276477) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230358 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #31 CVR I FOC REVEAL 



(W) James TynionIV (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA)  TBA 

AQer narrowly surviving the Duplicitype, Erica Slaughter must s#ll reckon with the murderous CuNer 

in order to save the people of Tribula#on. 

 

Separated from Dolly and driven by desperate rage, CuNer won't stop un#l she exacts her revenge on 

Erica. (STL276404) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230360 

HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER TP VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) James TynionIV, Werther Dell'Edera (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Mateus Manhanni 

Jace Boucher’s past and present collide, with new revela#ons from his youth shedding light on his 

current mission as ar#st Antonio Fuso (Lost Falls, GI Joe: Cobra) joins returning writer Tate Brombal 

(Behold, Behemoth) for the next chapter of “The Butcher’s” story! 

 

No longer the monster hunter he once was and unaware of Aaron’s fate, Jace must protect the 

orphans under his care. Can he save them from not just the monsters, but a rage and guilt more 

terrifying than the children have ever witnessed? Jace will have to make a difficult choice between 

vengeance, loyalty, and rescue from certain death!   

 

Meanwhile Sunny has to deal with monsters within and without, while caught between the White 

Masks and a cruel pair of eyes watching from between the trees… 

 

Collects House of Slaughter #11-15. (STL274782) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230361 

GRIM #11 CVR A FLAVIANO 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A/CA)  Flaviano 

While Jess, Lilah, and Eddie feel the touch of hellfire for the first #me ever, Jess begins to build an 

army as fears of an all out war arise, and knows it will be up to her to take back the AQerlife! 

 

But some#mes Hell is all it’s cracked up to be, as Marcel finds himself torturously reunited with his 

lover. (STL276393) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230362 

GRIM #11 CVR B ORZU 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A)  Flaviano (CA) Zu Orzu 

While Jess, Lilah, and Eddie feel the touch of hellfire for the first #me ever, Jess begins to build an 

army as fears of an all out war arise, and knows it will be up to her to take back the AQerlife! 

 

But some#mes Hell is all it’s cracked up to be, as Marcel finds himself torturously reunited with his 

lover. (STL276394) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230366 

GRIM #11 CVR F FOC REVEAL VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A)  Flaviano (CA)  TBA 

While Jess, Lilah, and Eddie feel the touch of hellfire for the first #me ever, Jess begins to build an 

army as fears of an all out war arise, and knows it will be up to her to take back the AQerlife! 

 

But some#mes Hell is all it’s cracked up to be, as Marcel finds himself torturously reunited with his 

lover. (STL276398) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230367 

GRIM #11 CVR G UNLOCKABLE VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A/CA)  Flaviano 

While Jess, Lilah, and Eddie feel the touch of hellfire for the first #me ever, Jess begins to build an 

army as fears of an all out war arise, and knows it will be up to her to take back the AQerlife! 

 

But some#mes Hell is all it’s cracked up to be, as Marcel finds himself torturously reunited with his 

lover. (STL276399) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230368 



BEHOLD BEHEMOTH TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tate Brombal (A/CA) Nick Robles 

Greyson's world crumbles following his brother's mysterious death, with sleepless nights haunted by 

vivid nightmares of a terrifying monster, pushing him to the brink of losing not just his job as a social 

worker, but his mind. 

 

Soon his newest case–an orphaned girl named Wren–is found at the scene of a murder, and her 

connec#on to his dreams will send them both on a journey that Greyson could have never imagined, 

especially not their role in the end of the world and the world to come—a world of monsters. 

 

Eisner Award-nominated and bestselling author Tate Brombal (House of Slaughter) debuts his first 

original series alongside red hot ar#st Nick Robles (The Dreaming: Waking Hours). 

 

Collects Behold, Behemoth #1-5. (STL263103) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY230369 

KNOW YOUR STATION TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sarah Gailey (A) Liana Kangas (CA) Becca Carey 

The wealthiest people in the solar system abandoned the Earth for a sanctuary in space, leaving the 

poor to die from climate change. But the 1% won’t be safe for long… because a murderer is on the 

loose, with the rich as their target! 

 

Soon Elise, an employee on the billionaires’ space sta#on, is wrapped up in a deadly inves#ga#on, 

dragged deeper into the conspiracy as the last body she wants to go missing does. Even worse, her 

withdrawals from a highly addic#ve substance are geYng worse and causing terrible hallucina#ons.  

 

But those drug-induced delusions are nothing compared to the gut-wrenchingly grisly discoveries at 

the heart of this deadly whodunnit… 

 

Bestselling novelist Sarah Gailey (Eat the Rich, Just Like Home) and rising ar#s#c star Liana Kangas 

(TRVE KVLT) take a stab at the ultra-wealthy, their dreams of escaping the planet they’ve put in peril, 

and the consequences of that economic terror in the near future… (STL274788) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 



 

MAY230370 

MOSELY TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Rob Guillory (A) Sam LoVi (CA) Sam LoQi 

In the hyper-technological world of the late 21st century, Mosely is a biNer old janitor on a mission 

from a higher power—to unleash holy Hell upon the “too big to fail” Tech Gods. 

 

Can one man bring down the corporate powers who’ve used their vast influence to oppress an all-

too-complacent human race (and hopefully win back the favor of his estranged family while he’s at 

it)? 

 

Mosely’s taking up the Holy Hammer and you beNer believe he’s gonna smash some $h!t un#l he 

sets mankind free! 

 

But what will happen to humans, if he succeeds, when they’ve been reliant on AI and technology for 

so long? 

 

From Farmhand creator Rob Guillory (Chew) and Sam LoVi (Harley Quinn), Mosely is a sa#rical sci-fi 

blockbuster perfect for fans of Eve! 

 

Collects Mosely #1-5. (STL274792) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY230371 

COMPLETE INSUFFERABLE BY MARK WAID TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mark Waid (A) Peter Krause (CA) John Cassaday 

What happens when your crime-figh#ng sidekick grows up to be an arrogant egomaniac? Worse, 

what on Earth could force the two of you together for one last case? Nocturnus and his former 

protégé, Galahad, will find out—if they don't kill each other first. 

 

Later, on the trail of the murderer who bankrupted them, Galahad and Nocturnus are forced to travel 

overseas-where their connec#ons and resources are of no use to them! 

 



They finally return to a city under siege by an army of supervillains–only Nocturnus and Galahad can 

save the lives of millions. However, they have no resources, no weapons, and nothing but one 

another to depend on!  

 

The classic cape-and-cowl series from creators Mark Waid (World’s Finest, Kingdom Come) and Peter 

Krause (Irredeemable), joined by colorist Nolan Woodard and leNerer Troy Peteri, together in a 

complete collec#on for the first #me ever! 

 

Collects Insufferable #1-8, Insufferable: On The Road #1-6, and Insufferable: Home Field Advantage 

#1-4. (STL274768) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 440pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230372 

WILDS END #2 (OF 6) CVR A CULBARD 

(W) Dan AbneN (A/CA) I.N.J. Culbard 

While the crew of the Merry Beet hide at a cafe in town from the horror around them, they do the 

worst thing imaginable during an alien invasion–split up! 

 

The familiar and mundane become weapons of terror as even the lampposts–connected to the 

mysterious lights in the sky–reveal even more disturbing new abili#es than deadly heat rays! 

 

But despite their best efforts, Skipper, Flo, Roddy, Howie, Stevie, and Eddie will say goodbye to one of 

their friends… who won’t survive past the first night… (STL276389) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230373 

WILDS END #2 (OF 6) CVR B CAREY 

(W) Dan AbneN (A) I.N.J. Culbard (CA) Becca Carey 

While the crew of the Merry Beet hide at a cafe in town from the horror around them, they do the 

worst thing imaginable during an alien invasion–split up! 

 

The familiar and mundane become weapons of terror as even the lampposts–connected to the 

mysterious lights in the sky–reveal even more disturbing new abili#es than deadly heat rays! 



 

But despite their best efforts, Skipper, Flo, Roddy, Howie, Stevie, and Eddie will say goodbye to one of 

their friends… who won’t survive past the first night… (STL276390) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230376 

GHOSTLORE #3 (OF 12) CVR A LEOMACS 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A)  Leomacs, Vanesa R. Del Rey (CA) Vanesa R. Del Rey 

Harmony and Lucas strive to live their lives together in the wake of the violent tragedy, but their 

differences con#nue to put a strain on the situa#on. 

 

When Harmony encounters another ghost and decides to help them find peace, it may be the final 

push to finally put her and Lucas on separate paths. (STL276370) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 12) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230377 

GHOSTLORE #3 (OF 12) CVR B DEL REY 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A)  Leomacs, Vanesa R. Del Rey (CA) Vanesa R. Del Rey 

Harmony and Lucas strive to live their lives together in the wake of the violent tragedy, but their 

differences con#nue to put a strain on the situa#on. 

 

When Harmony encounters another ghost and decides to help them find peace, it may be the final 

push to finally put her and Lucas on separate paths. (STL276371) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 12) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230381 

SEASONS HAVE TEETH #4 (OF 4) CVR A KHALIDAH 

(W) Dan WaNers (A) Sebas#an Cabrol (CA) Qis#na Khalidah 

Shaken from his experiences, Andrew only wants to go home, despite the swirling rumors of his 

Pulitzer eligibility. But home will have to wait, as the final, deadly season pursues and ravages life 

wherever it can find it—including his. 

Alone but sheltered from the literal thrashing of Winter, will Andrew find the warmth and 

redemp#on necessary to complete his photo series, or will his efforts be in vain? (STL276383) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 



 

MAY230383 

SEASONS HAVE TEETH #4 (OF 4) CVR C FOC REVEAL VAR 

(W) Dan WaNers (A) Sebas#an Cabrol (CA)  TBA 

Shaken from his experiences, Andrew only wants to go home, despite the swirling rumors of his 

Pulitzer eligibility. But home will have to wait, as the final, deadly season pursues and ravages life 

wherever it can find it—including his. 

Alone but sheltered from the literal thrashing of Winter, will Andrew find the warmth and 

redemp#on necessary to complete his photo series, or will his efforts be in vain? (STL276385) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230384 

NEIGHBORS #5 (OF 5) CVR A MERCADO (MR) 

(W) Jude Ellison S. Doyle (A) Le#zia Cadonici (CA) Miguel Mercado 

Cunnanock, a town determined to tear the Gowdie family apart, can no longer hide the evil force 

behind the horror. 

As the Gowdies come face-to-face with it, the true details of Oliver's trauma comes to light, while 

Casey becomes even more erra#c and dangerous. Will help from an unexpected source be enough to 

save their family? (STL276380) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230385 

NEIGHBORS #5 (OF 5) CVR B ALLEN (MR) 

(W) Jude Ellison S. Doyle (A) Le#zia Cadonici (CA) Raul Allen 

Cunnanock, a town determined to tear the Gowdie family apart, can no longer hide the evil force 

behind the horror. 

As the Gowdies come face-to-face with it, the true details of Oliver's trauma comes to light, while 

Casey becomes even more erra#c and dangerous. Will help from an unexpected source be enough to 

save their family? (STL276381) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230387 



CREED #2 (OF 4) CVR A MANHANINI 

(W) LaToya Morgan, Jai Jamison (A) Wilton Santos, Alitha Mar#nez (CA) Mateus Manhanini 

Con#nuing the CREED saga under the Crea#ve Direc#on of Michael B. Jordan 

Amara will fight by any means necessary, even if it means going to someone forbidden-someone who 

lived in the shadow of her grandfather, Apollo Creed. 

Will she have what it takes to pass the rigorous test of her new trainer, and navigate the wounds of 

her family's past? (STL276356) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230388 

CREED #2 (OF 4) CVR B LANDRO 

(W) LaToya Morgan, Jai Jamison (A) Wilton Santos, Alitha Mar#nez (CA) Valen#ne De Landro 

Con#nuing the CREED saga under the Crea#ve Direc#on of Michael B. Jordan 

Amara will fight by any means necessary, even if it means going to someone forbidden-someone who 

lived in the shadow of her grandfather, Apollo Creed. 

Will she have what it takes to pass the rigorous test of her new trainer, and navigate the wounds of 

her family's past? (STL276357) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230391 

CREED #2 (OF 4) CVR E 50 COPY INCV RAHZZAH 

(W) LaToya Morgan, Jai Jamison (A) Wilton Santos, Alitha Mar#nez (CA)  Rahzzah 

Con#nuing the CREED saga under the Crea#ve Direc#on of Michael B. Jordan 

Amara will fight by any means necessary, even if it means going to someone forbidden-someone who 

lived in the shadow of her grandfather, Apollo Creed. 

Will she have what it takes to pass the rigorous test of her new trainer, and navigate the wounds of 

her family's past? (STL276360) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230393 

EXPANSE THE DRAGON TOOTH #4 (OF 12) CVR A WARD 

(W) Andy Diggle (A)  Rubine (CA) Chris#an Ward 

The first lore-expanding arc of the Kickstarter sensa#on comes to an explosive close! 



Working together, Avasarala and Drummer piece together the true nature of the mysterious "Dragon 

Tooth". The Rocinante joins a baNle group of OPA pirate-hunters for a final showdown with the 

notorious pirate Sohiro, but they get more than they bargained for! 

But it's up to The Rocinante and its crew to secure the alien Ring Gates-and the future of the human 

race... (STL276366) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 12) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230394 

EXPANSE THE DRAGON TOOTH #4 (OF 12) CVR B RIVAS 

(W) Andy Diggle (A)  Rubine (CA) Baldemar Rivas 

The first lore-expanding arc of the Kickstarter sensa#on comes to an explosive close! 

Working together, Avasarala and Drummer piece together the true nature of the mysterious "Dragon 

Tooth". The Rocinante joins a baNle group of OPA pirate-hunters for a final showdown with the 

notorious pirate Sohiro, but they get more than they bargained for! 

But it's up to The Rocinante and its crew to secure the alien Ring Gates-and the future of the human 

race... (STL276367) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 12) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230397 

DUNE HOUSE HARKONNEN #7 (OF 12) CVR A SWANLAND (MR) 

(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Fran Galan (CA) Raymond Swanland 

The hit prequel comics adapta#on from legendary authors Brian Herbert & Kevin J. Anderson 

con#nues! 

Suffering from heartbreak, Liet leaves Arrakis on the first step to a fateful encounter, and a 

tormented Gurney Halleck falls in with smugglers on Geidi Prime. Meanwhile Duncan's training 

con#nues, along with the crackdowns on the Ixian rebellion, and Leto and Kailea's rela#onship takes 

a tense turn. (STL276362) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (7 of 12) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230398 

DUNE HOUSE HARKONNEN #7 (OF 12) CVR B MURAKAMI (MR) 

(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Fran Galan (CA) Reiko Murakami 

The hit prequel comics adapta#on from legendary authors Brian Herbert & Kevin J. Anderson 

con#nues! 



Suffering from heartbreak, Liet leaves Arrakis on the first step to a fateful encounter, and a 

tormented Gurney Halleck falls in with smugglers on Geidi Prime. Meanwhile Duncan's training 

con#nues, along with the crackdowns on the Ixian rebellion, and Leto and Kailea's rela#onship takes 

a tense turn. (STL276363) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (7 of 12) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230401 

ALL-NEW FIREFLY GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JAYNE HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1- 

(W) David M. Booher (A) Vincenzo Federici (CA) Mona Finden 

Jayne faces the fury of a family he's long neglected. But even if he can find a way to patch things up... 

a distress call from Requiem could spell disaster. Pure devasta#on may be in store, along with 

internal conflict, distrust as half the crew hunts for a dangerous target, and a secret on Jayne's end 

that no one truly expected! Despite Jayne trying to recklessly play hero, will the crew find more than 

they bargained for? Will the help of newly-trained allies be enough for Inara, Simon and Leonard to 

survive their newest enemy and find the cargo they pursue? 

Acclaimed comics writer David M. Booher (Specs), ar#st Vincenzo Federici (Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles: The Armageddon Game), colorist Francesco Segala (Maskerade), and Eisner-nominated 

leNerer Jim Campbell (Damn Them All) reveal brand new mysteries, and the threat of an even 

deadlier weapon than the crew of the Serenity could have prepared for! Collects All-New Firefly #5-8. 

(STL274764) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY230402 

VAMPIRE SLAYER (BUFFY) #16 CVR A PATRIDGE 

(W) Sarah Gailey (A) Kath Lobo (CA) Skylar Patridge 

In a bloody ritual involving Willow and Buffy, Drusilla's portal puts everyone in peril, with only Buffy 

having the Slayer chops to stop her! 

But with the Baby Crab hungry for portal-energy... his true monstrous form might be something 

unstoppable to behold! (STL276386) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230403 

VAMPIRE SLAYER (BUFFY) #16 CVR B YOSHITANI 

(W) Sarah Gailey (A) Kath Lobo (CA) Yoshi Yoshitani 



In a bloody ritual involving Willow and Buffy, Drusilla's portal puts everyone in peril, with only Buffy 

having the Slayer chops to stop her! 

But with the Baby Crab hungry for portal-energy... his true monstrous form might be something 

unstoppable to behold! (STL276387) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230405 

SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE OGN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kurt Vonnegut, Ryan North (A) Albert Monteys (CA) Albert Monteys, ScoN Newman 

Centering on the infamous firebombing of Dresden, Billy Pilgrim's odyssey through #me reflects the 

mythic journey of our own fractured lives as we search for meaning in what we fear most. 

Billy Pilgrim's journey is at once a farcical look at the horror and tragedy of war where children are 

placed on the frontlines and die (so it goes), and a moving examina#on of what it means to be fallibly 

human. 

An American classic and one of the world's seminal an#war books, Kurt Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse-

Five is faithfully presented in graphic novel form for the first #me from Eisner Award-winning writer 

Ryan North (How to Invent Everything: A Survival Guide for the Stranded Time Traveler) and Eisner 

Award-nominated ar#st Albert Monteys (Universe!). (STL274797) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY230406 

FENCE REDEMPTION #2 (OF 4) CVR A JOHANNA 

(W) C.S. Pacat (A/CA)  Johanna the Mad 

Old schools and old exes bring Seiji to a boiling point. 

While Seiji and Jesse exchange blows with their words, Nicolas works to master a new move, and 

finally gets the chance to face his bully in combat... (STL276420) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230407 

FENCE REDEMPTION #2 (OF 4) CVR B PAGOWSKA 

(W) C.S. Pacat (A)  Johanna the Mad (CA) Magdalena Pagowska 

Old schools and old exes bring Seiji to a boiling point. 

While Seiji and Jesse exchange blows with their words, Nicolas works to master a new move, and 

finally gets the chance to face his bully in combat... (STL276421) 



32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230409 

GIANT DAYS LIBRARY ED HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) John Allison (A/CA) Max Sarin 

Spring is in the air at Sheffield University. The flowers are blooming, the birds are singing, and close 

friends Susan, Esther, and Daisy are all surviving their first year of university by the skin of their teeth. 

By the year's second half, Susan and McGraw's fledgling rela#onship is already on the rocks, and 

Esther is not dealing well with the pressure of academia, while Daisy is just trying to keep everyone 

and everything from falling apart. Combined with house-hun#ng for second year, indie film fes#vals, 

and online da#ng, can the girls make it to the end of summer term? 

The Giant Days Library Edi#on Volume 2, wriNen by John Allison (Wicked Things, Steeple) and 

illustrated by Max Sarin (Harley Quinn: The Animated Series: The Eat. Bang! Kill Tour) and Liz Fleming 

(Steven Universe) collects eight more issues of the Eisner Award-winning and Harvey Award-

nominated series, as well as an issue of the original webcomic in a deluxe hardcover. 

Collects Giant Days #9-16. (STL274777) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 256pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

DYNAMITE 

 

MAY230410 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR A MAER 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Shannon Maer 

Following directly from the pages of Red Sonja #0, the She-Devil finds herself on the run, framed for 

murder, and with an unseen force tugging at the back of her mind. Join Sonja as she races to unravel 

the mystery of “His Master’s Voice!” WriNen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja 

superstar Walter Geovani (with colors by Omi Remalante, Jr.), this brand-new series dives deep into 

Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like never before. And all this is wrapped up in an 

amazing series of covers: Shannon Maer, Jimmy Cheung, Alan Quah, Bryan Hitch, Joanie Brosas 

(Cosplay), Jenny Frison, and MANY more — including the Dynamite Debut of Bjorn Barends! 

(STL276344) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230411 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR B CHEUNG 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Jim Cheung 



Following directly from the pages of Red Sonja #0, the She-Devil finds herself on the run, framed for 

murder, and with an unseen force tugging at the back of her mind. Join Sonja as she races to unravel 

the mystery of “His Master’s Voice!” WriNen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja 

superstar Walter Geovani (with colors by Omi Remalante, Jr.), this brand-new series dives deep into 

Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like never before. And all this is wrapped up in an 

amazing series of covers: Shannon Maer, Jimmy Cheung, Alan Quah, Bryan Hitch, Joanie Brosas 

(Cosplay), Jenny Frison, and MANY more — including the Dynamite Debut of Bjorn Barends! 

(STL276406) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230412 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR C QUAH 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Alan Quah 

Following directly from the pages of Red Sonja #0, the She-Devil finds herself on the run, framed for 

murder, and with an unseen force tugging at the back of her mind. Join Sonja as she races to unravel 

the mystery of “His Master’s Voice!” WriNen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja 

superstar Walter Geovani (with colors by Omi Remalante, Jr.), this brand-new series dives deep into 

Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like never before. And all this is wrapped up in an 

amazing series of covers: Shannon Maer, Jimmy Cheung, Alan Quah, Bryan Hitch, Joanie Brosas 

(Cosplay), Jenny Frison, and MANY more — including the Dynamite Debut of Bjorn Barends! 

(STL276407) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230413 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR D HITCH 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Bryan Hitch 

Following directly from the pages of Red Sonja #0, the She-Devil finds herself on the run, framed for 

murder, and with an unseen force tugging at the back of her mind. Join Sonja as she races to unravel 

the mystery of “His Master’s Voice!” WriNen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja 

superstar Walter Geovani (with colors by Omi Remalante, Jr.), this brand-new series dives deep into 

Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like never before. And all this is wrapped up in an 

amazing series of covers: Shannon Maer, Jimmy Cheung, Alan Quah, Bryan Hitch, Joanie Brosas 

(Cosplay), Jenny Frison, and MANY more — including the Dynamite Debut of Bjorn Barends! 

(STL276408) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230414 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR E COSPLAY 



(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA)  Cosplay 

Following directly from the pages of Red Sonja #0, the She-Devil finds herself on the run, framed for 

murder, and with an unseen force tugging at the back of her mind. Join Sonja as she races to unravel 

the mystery of “His Master’s Voice!” WriNen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja 

superstar Walter Geovani (with colors by Omi Remalante, Jr.), this brand-new series dives deep into 

Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like never before. And all this is wrapped up in an 

amazing series of covers: Shannon Maer, Jimmy Cheung, Alan Quah, Bryan Hitch, Joanie Brosas 

(Cosplay), Jenny Frison, and MANY more — including the Dynamite Debut of Bjorn Barends! 

(STL276409) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230415 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR F COLLAGE 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani 

Following directly from the pages of Red Sonja #0, the She-Devil finds herself on the run, framed for 

murder, and with an unseen force tugging at the back of her mind. Join Sonja as she races to unravel 

the mystery of “His Master’s Voice!” WriNen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja 

superstar Walter Geovani (with colors by Omi Remalante, Jr.), this brand-new series dives deep into 

Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like never before. And all this is wrapped up in an 

amazing series of covers: Shannon Maer, Jimmy Cheung, Alan Quah, Bryan Hitch, Joanie Brosas 

(Cosplay), Jenny Frison, and MANY more — including the Dynamite Debut of Bjorn Barends! 

(STL276410) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230416 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR G FRISON 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Jenny Frison 

Following directly from the pages of Red Sonja #0, the She-Devil finds herself on the run, framed for 

murder, and with an unseen force tugging at the back of her mind. Join Sonja as she races to unravel 

the mystery of “His Master’s Voice!” WriNen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja 

superstar Walter Geovani (with colors by Omi Remalante, Jr.), this brand-new series dives deep into 

Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like never before. And all this is wrapped up in an 

amazing series of covers: Shannon Maer, Jimmy Cheung, Alan Quah, Bryan Hitch, Joanie Brosas 

(Cosplay), Jenny Frison, and MANY more — including the Dynamite Debut of Bjorn Barends! 

(STL276411) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230417 



RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR H EASTMAN 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Following directly from the pages of Red Sonja #0, the She-Devil finds herself on the run, framed for 

murder, and with an unseen force tugging at the back of her mind. Join Sonja as she races to unravel 

the mystery of “His Master’s Voice!” WriNen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja 

superstar Walter Geovani (with colors by Omi Remalante, Jr.), this brand-new series dives deep into 

Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like never before. And all this is wrapped up in an 

amazing series of covers: Shannon Maer, Jimmy Cheung, Alan Quah, Bryan Hitch, Joanie Brosas 

(Cosplay), Jenny Frison, and MANY more — including the Dynamite Debut of Bjorn Barends! 

(STL276412) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230418 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR I MIGNOLA 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Mike Mignola 

Following directly from the pages of Red Sonja #0, the She-Devil finds herself on the run, framed for 

murder, and with an unseen force tugging at the back of her mind. Join Sonja as she races to unravel 

the mystery of “His Master’s Voice!” WriNen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja 

superstar Walter Geovani (with colors by Omi Remalante, Jr.), this brand-new series dives deep into 

Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like never before. And all this is wrapped up in an 

amazing series of covers: Shannon Maer, Jimmy Cheung, Alan Quah, Bryan Hitch, Joanie Brosas 

(Cosplay), Jenny Frison, and MANY more — including the Dynamite Debut of Bjorn Barends! 

(STL276413) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230419 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR J BLANK AUTHENTIX 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA)  Blank Cover 

Following directly from the pages of Red Sonja #0, the She-Devil finds herself on the run, framed for 

murder, and with an unseen force tugging at the back of her mind. Join Sonja as she races to unravel 

the mystery of “His Master’s Voice!” WriNen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja 

superstar Walter Geovani (with colors by Omi Remalante, Jr.), this brand-new series dives deep into 

Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like never before. And all this is wrapped up in an 

amazing series of covers: Shannon Maer, Jimmy Cheung, Alan Quah, Bryan Hitch, Joanie Brosas 

(Cosplay), Jenny Frison, and MANY more — including the Dynamite Debut of Bjorn Barends! 

(STL276414) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY230447 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR ZL MAER PREMIUM METAL (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Shannon Maer 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi#on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las#ng dye-infused prin#ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi#on enhancement ligh#ng the collec#ng community on fire! (STL276452) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

MAY230448 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR ZM PARRILLO LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Get Lucio Parrillo's cover for Red Sonja #1 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi#on! 

(STL276453) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230449 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR ZN EASTMAN LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Get Kevin Eastman's cover for Red Sonja #1 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi#on! 

(STL276454) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230450 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR ZO FRISON LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Jenny Frison 

Get Jenny Frison's cover for Red Sonja #1 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi#on! 

(STL276455) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230451 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR ZP LINSNER LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 



Get the Joseph Michael Linsner cover for Red Sonja #1 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin 

Edi#on! (STL276456) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230452 

RED SONJA 2023 #1 CVR ZQ SIDESHOW STATUE LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1- 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani 

Get the Sideshow Statue cover for Red Sonja #1 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi#on! 

(STL276457) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230453 

ADVENTURES OF RED SONJA OMNIBUS HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Roy Thomas,  Various (A) Frank Thorne,  Various (CA) Frank Thorne 

"Know also, O prince, that in those selfsame days that Conan the Cimmerian did stalk the Hyborian 

Kingdoms, one of the few swords worthy to cross with his was that of Red Sonja, warrior woman out 

of majes#c Hyrkania. Forced to flee her homeland because she spurned the advances of a king and 

slew him instead, she rode west across the Turanian Steppes and into the shadowed mists of 

legendry." 

— The Nemedian Chronicles 

This comprehensive collec#on reprints the classic Red Sonja tales from Marvel Feature #1-7, Red 

Sonja issues #1-15, and the She-Devil's appearances from the original Marvel Comics series The 

Savage Sword of Conan in a single impressive volume. Presented with fully remastered color pages, 

this #meless tome also features a beau#ful cover by legendary Red Sonja ar#st FRANK THORNE. 

(STL256045) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 648pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY230454 

UNBREAKABLE RED SONJA TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Giovanni Valleta & Various (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Red Sonja carries a hazy vision that lurks just out of reach in her memories. The answer to that 

mysterious moment will unlock a journey of forbidden magic and searing steel as Sonja’s past and 

present collide in a quest beyond anything our scarlet-haired hero has faced before! 

 

Dynamite Entertainment is proud to present a sweeping story of sword and sorcery and high 

adventure by writer JIM ZUB (Conan the Barbarian, Dungeons & Dragons, Avengers) and ar#sts 



GIOVANNI VALLETTA (John Wick, James Bond) and JONATHAN LAU (BaNlestar Galac#ca, Warlord of 

Mars)! Collects Unbreakable Red Sonja #1-5 and the one-shot Red Sonja and Cub. (STL271819) (C: 0-

1-2) 

SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY230455 

RED SONJA 50TH ANN POSTER BOOK SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(A)  Various 

2023 marks fiQy years of the She-Devil with a Sword’s adventures, and to honor the occasion 

Dynamite is going big! Join the celebra#on with this oversized trade paperback showcasing 20 of the 

most gorgeous Red Sonja covers ever to see print, as rendered by some of the greatest names in 

comics! 

 

Made to display, each poster is printed on heavy cardstock paper at 12"" x 16"" and easily removed 

from the body of the book. Line your walls with one of comics’ most devasta#ngly striking heroines! 

(STL276622) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 42pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY230456 

INVINCIBLE RED SONJA HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Amanda Conner, Jimmy PalmioY (A)  Moritat (CA) Amanda Conner 

WriNen by the award-winning fan favorites AMANDA CONNER and JIMMY PALMIOTTI, Red Sonja 

finds herself on a spectacular journey filled with pirates, mermaids, princesses, and poli#cal intrigue 

as the threat of two kingdoms hangs in the balance. All this, plus the spectacular art of MORITAT and 

a cover by AMANDA CONNER and PAUL MOUNTS makes THE INVINCIBLE RED SONJA a series not to 

be missed! With so many challenges, Sonja will need to be INVINCIBLE to overcome these odds! 

 

All 10 issues in one amazing volume. (STL208233) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXI #12 (DEC210655) 

HC, 360pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAY230457 

O/A ART OF RED SONJA HC VOL 02 

Fiery in spirit, skilled in combat, lusty and bawdy in her revelry, the crimson-tressed heroine Red 

Sonja, known also as "The She-Devil with a Sword", is renowned as fantasy's most prominent female 

character. Since 2005, Dynamite Entertainment has been the proud home to Red Sonja, publishing 



hundreds of comics that have garnered cri#cal acclaim and the devo#on of a ravenous fan base. This 

second volume of the Art of Red Sonja showcases the fantas#c illustrators and painters that have so 

perfectly captured the character's essence on cover artwork since 2010, including such comic book 

luminaries as Jay Anacleto, Ed Benes, Joe Benitez, Dan Brereton, Amanda Conner, Sergio Davila, 

Jenny Frison, Lucio Parrillo, Paul Renaud, Alex Ross, Mel Rubi, Marguerite Sauvage, Nicola ScoN, and 

many more! (STL019127) 

HC, 336pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAY230458 

FRANK THORNE RED SONJA ART ED HC VOL 01 

(W) Roy Thomas, Bruce Jones (A/CA) Frank Thorne 

Celebrate the seminal work of legendary fantasy illustrator Frank Thorne with this gorgeous 

hardcover collec#on, presen#ng for the first #me the actual storyboard artwork from his complete 

1976 run of swords-and-sorcery icon Red Sonja's appearances in the Marvel Feature comic book 

series. Scanned in high-resolu#on color and printed at original size, Frank Thorne's Red Sonja Art 

Edi#on preserves every detail of the ar#st's me#culous skill and hard work, while simultaneously 

presen#ng a complete storyline for the enjoyment of long#me She-Devil fans. (STK627064) 

(OCT131038) 

HC, 8x11, 128pgs, FC SRP: $150.00 

 

MAY230459 

FRANK THORNE RED SONJA ART ED HC VOL 02 

(W) Roy Thomas & Various (A/CA) Frank Thorne 

Following-up on the best-selling, and soon to be sold out Volume 1, celebrate fantasy illustra#on's 

shining star with Frank Thorne's second Red Sonja Art Edi#on! The consummate She-Devil ar#st 

shares his original storyboards from the first six issues of the acclaimed 1977 Red Sonja comic book 

series. Scanned in high-resolu#on color and printed at original size, this gorgeous hardcover 

collec#on preserves every detail of the ar#st's me#culous skill and hard work, while simultaneously 

presen#ng a complete storyline for all to enjoy. (STK640894) (JAN148073) 

HC, 11x17, 128pgs, FC SRP: $150.00 

 

MAY230460 

FRANK THORNE RED SONJA ART ED HC VOL 03 

(W) Roy Thomas, Clara Noto (A/CA) Frank Thorne 

The third and final volume in Dynamite Entertainment's Red Sonja Art Edi#on line dedicated to 

fantasy illustra#on's shining star, Frank Thorne! The defining She-Devil ar#st shares his original 

storyboards from the issue #7 through #11 of the acclaimed 1970s Red Sonja comic book series. 

Scanned in high-resolu#on color and printed at original size, this gorgeous hardcover collec#on 



preserves every detail of the ar#st's me#culous skill and hard work, while simultaneously presen#ng 

a complete storyline for all to enjoy. (STK663551) (DEC141329) 

HC, 9x12, 104pgs, FC SRP: $150.00 

 

MAY230461 

RED SONJA HYRKANIAS LEGACY BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2) 

Red Sonja: Hyrkania's Legacy is a coopera#ve, modular-adventure board game for 1-4 players, 

expandable to 6. 

 

The game allows players to par#cipate as one of their favorite Red Sonja Comic Book characters 

ranging from the Barbarian Osin, the famous Red Sonja herself. These heroes will champion all that is 

the Hyborian good in 90 minutes as the players travel across the realm of Hyrkania and face 

dangerous warriors, mythical beasts and the walking souls that haunt the lands. 

 

Collect lore-enriched relics, ar#facts, weapons and special awards under a heated deadline while re-

telling some of Red Sonja's best adventures in comic book and open source fic#ons history! 

  

This game will challenge you and excite you. Everything you need is provided at the gaming table, 

just bring your friends, your love of Red Sonja (knowledge of Red Sonja lore op#onal), and your thirst 

for adventure! Onward to a world of high adventure! (STL078320) (FEB181374) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230462 

O/A GARTH ENNIS COMPLETE BATTLEFIELDS TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A)  Various (CA) John Cassaday 

This massive 248 page TPB collects the first three BaNlefields story arcs.  Nine issues in all! The Night 

Witches, Dear Billy and Tankies, and features bonus materials such as sketches and commentary 

from Ennis along with a complete cover gallery by series cover ar#sts John Cassaday and Garry 

Leach! Recommended for Mature Readers. (STK453103) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 248pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY230463 

GARTH ENNIS COMPLETE BATTLEFIELDS TP VOL 03 (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Russell Braun, Carlos Ezquerra (CA) Garry Leach 



Two rive#ng tales of war, as only bestselling graphic novelist Garth Ennis can deliver! In "The Green 

Fields Beyond," veteran Sergeant S#les leads the Tankies on the killing fields of Korea during the 

Chinese spring offensive of 1951. It's Bri#sh steel against massed Communist hordes, as our heroes 

are cut off and outnumbered ten to one! In "The Fall and Rise of Anna Kharkova," the USSR's pilot 

heroine flies straight into trouble as her aircraQ is shot down behind German lines. Anna faces her 

worst nightmare as a prisoner of the Nazis, and events are set in mo#on that will see her made an 

outcast among her own people. (STL052324) (SEP171500) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY230464 

RED SONJA GOLD COLL COIN #1 LEE (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Jim Lee 

Real, authen#c, uncirculated U.S. half dollar 24kt gold plated coin has genuine and color art painted 

on one side, with the original coin sculpt showing on the other. Each limited edi#on coin comes in an 

acrylic protec#ve case and includes a cer#ficate of authen#city. (STL276653) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY230465 

RED SONJA GOLD COLL COIN #2 JUSKO (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Joe Jusko 

Real, authen#c, uncirculated U.S. half dollar 24kt gold plated coin has genuine and color art painted 

on one side, with the original coin sculpt showing on the other. Each limited edi#on coin comes in an 

acrylic protec#ve case and includes a cer#ficate of authen#city. (STL276654) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY230466 

RED SONJA GOLD COLL COIN #3 LINSNER (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Real, authen#c, uncirculated U.S. half dollar 24kt gold plated coin has genuine and color art painted 

on one side, with the original coin sculpt showing on the other. Each limited edi#on coin comes in an 

acrylic protec#ve case and includes a cer#ficate of authen#city. (STL276655) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY230467 



RED SONJA GOLD COLL COIN #4 PARRILLO (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Real, authen#c, uncirculated U.S. half dollar 24kt gold plated coin has genuine and color art painted 

on one side, with the original coin sculpt showing on the other. Each limited edi#on coin comes in an 

acrylic protec#ve case and includes a cer#ficate of authen#city. (STL276656) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY230468 

RED SONJA GOLD COLL COIN #5 SOZOMAIKA (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Real, authen#c, uncirculated U.S. half dollar 24kt gold plated coin has genuine and color art painted 

on one side, with the original coin sculpt showing on the other. Each limited edi#on coin comes in an 

acrylic protec#ve case and includes a cer#ficate of authen#city. (STL276657) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY230469 

RED SONJA GOLD COLL COIN CASE BONUS COIN THORNE (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Frank Thorne 

In honor of Red Sonja's 50th Anniversary, all 5 coins (Thorne, Jusko, Linsner, Parrillo and Sozomaika) 

are packaged together in a handsome case with a bonus 6th coin by the legendary Frank Thorne! 

Real, authen#c, uncirculated U.S. half dollar 24kt gold plated coin has genuine and color art painted 

on one side, with the original coin sculpt showing on the other. Each limited edi#on coin comes in an 

acrylic protec#ve case and includes a cer#ficate of authen#city. (STL276658) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $149.95 

 

MAY230470 

RED SONJA 50TH ANNIVERSARY DOOR POSTER (MR) 

(W) Joseph Michael Linsner 

AQer five decades of adventures, Red Sonja is finally ready to come home with you! And what beNer 

way to welcome the Queen of Warrior Women than with this brand-new, life-sized poster of the 

crimson-haired barbarian in all her mar#al glory? Measuring 24" x 72", this full-length feast for the 

eyes is exquisitely rendered by fan-favorite ar#st Joseph Michael Linsner, and will complement any 

dwelling, from the humblest peasant’s hut to the grandest vizier’s palace! (STL276665) 

MATURE THEMES 

Poster, 24x72, FC SRP: $34.95 



 

MAY230471 

RED SONJA 50TH ANN TRADING CARD SET MINI BOX FOIL PACK (C: 0 

50 years aQer she first exploded into comic books in 1973, Red Sonja remains the greatest warrior 

woman of them all! The She-Devil with a Sword has hacked and slashed her way into the hearts of 

sword-and-sorcery fans around the world. With her fiery red hair, flashing broadsword, and bikini 

chainmail armor, this champion of the Hyborian Age is a match for any man — and a tempta#on for 

all of them. Now more popular than ever, the beau#ful Sonja and her savage fury are celebrated with 

all the honor she is due in this special 50th anniversary trading card set, featuring art by Frank 

Thorne, Amanda Conner, Howard Chaykin, Lucio Parrillo, Jae Lee, J. ScoN Campbell, Peach Momoko, 

Mel Rubi, Frank Cho, Moritat, Kevin Eastman, Carlos Rafael, Patrick BerkenkoNer, Jenny Frison, Dan 

Brereton, Paul Renaud, Esteban Maroto, Joseph Michael Linsner, Peach Momoko, Lesley "Leirix" Li, 

Elias Chatzoudis, Mirka Andolfo, Mike Mayhew, Jay Anacleto, Fabiano Neves, Sway, Carlos Gomez, Ale 

Garza, Roberto Castro, Walter Geovani, and many others. Plus a Rachel Hollon cosplay photo card! 

 

A collector's dream, this set includes an 18-card base set as well as Dynamite chase cards that 

include: 6 signed cards, 12 Line Art cards, 9 puzzle cards, and a 50th anniversary box-topper pack of 5 

special cards that includes a sketch card, a metal card, a signed card, and 2 chase cards. Plus 

hundreds of exclusive, one-of-a-kind, hand drawn, full color original art signed sketch cards. Every 

signed card features a color ink or ultra-rare gold ink signature!  

 

Sketch Card ar#sts include; Aaron Laurich, Aaron Swafford, Adam Talley, Ally Cat, Alpay Ya??z, 

Alperen Geçgel, Amanda Rachels, Andy Bohn, Anthony Richichi, April Reyna, Arwenn Necker, Ashe, 

Bianca Thompson, Bill Maus, Bobby Blakey, Caesar Crawford, Carl Kent, Celina Hernandez, Chris 

Foulkes, Chris Zarichansky, Cris#na Eleuterio, Clint Hagler, Clinton W. Yeager, Dan Curto, Dan Lawler, 

Dan Walls, Daniel Gorman, Danny Hayman, David Day, David VanDyke, Debjit Kar, Elfie Lebouleux, 

Elisangela Santos, Gambit Melendes, Emrah Ç?ld?r, Emre Varl?ba?, Ernest Romero, Fernando 

Jimenez, Flipe Arts, Floydman, Gordon Purcell, Jackson Ong, Jaime Lopez, J Hammond, James 

Nungesser, Jamie Richards, Jason Montoya, Jason Mooers, Jay Taylor, Jeffrey C. Benitez, Jesse 

Lundberg, Jessica Osborne, Joe DelBeato, Julie Hunt, Jorge Pacheco, Karl Jones, Keith Farnum, Ken 

Haeser, Kevin Meinert, Kevin Munroe, Kris#n Allen, Kirs#ne Danica Lim, Lance Footer, Lee Hunt, 

Limuel Pinzon, Lindsey Greyling, Lucy Fidelis, Mariano Nicieza, Mark Stroud, Martheus Wade, MaN 

BuYch, MaN Stewart, Mike LaPeruta, Mike Mastermaker, Mike Munshaw, Mikey Chiume Jr., Miki 

Okazaki, Monty Anderson, Nick Caponi, Omar Soto de la Torre, Paul Hill, Paul Maitland, Quinton 

Baker, Raphael Pedro Mendes Costa, Rhiannon Owens, Richard Johnson, Richard Stewart, Robert 

Stewart, Roger Bonet, Rusty Gilligan, Samuel Mar#nez, Sat Phoun, SmiNy's Art Studio, Stéphane 

Censi, Stephen Miller, Todd Mulrooney, Tom Romano, Tracey Medina, Tyler Lenaz, Vanessa Solis, 

Verónica Louro, Veronica O'Connel, Walter Figueroa, Will Torres, Wilson Ramos, XinJix, Zachary 

Woolsey, Zap Brandinelli, and many more!  

 

Each individual foil-pack comes in enhanced packaged with a colorful sliding-tray mini-box and 

includes 2 Base Cards, 2 Signed Sketch Cards, 1 Line Art Card, 1 Puzzle Card, and 1 Signed Card. Every 

specially designed, 4-color display box includes 12 mini-box foil-packs.  



 

THE COMPLETE SET INCLUDES: 

• 18 Base Cards (2 per pack) 

• 12 Line Art Cards (1 per pack) 

• 9 Card Art Puzzle (1 per pack) 

• 6 Signed Cards (1 per pack) 

• 6 Special Metal Cards 

• 50th Anniversary Special 5 Card Box Topper Chase Set (2 special printed cards, 1 signed card, 1 

metal card, and 1 sketch card) 

• Thousands of Color Sketch Cards (2 per pack) (STL276646) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY230472 

RED SONJA 50TH ANN TRADING CARD SET DISPLAY (12CT) (C: 0-1-2 

50 years aQer she first exploded into comic books in 1973, Red Sonja remains the greatest warrior 

woman of them all! The She-Devil with a Sword has hacked and slashed her way into the hearts of 

sword-and-sorcery fans around the world. With her fiery red hair, flashing broadsword, and bikini 

chainmail armor, this champion of the Hyborian Age is a match for any man — and a tempta#on for 

all of them. Now more popular than ever, the beau#ful Sonja and her savage fury are celebrated with 

all the honor she is due in this special 50th anniversary trading card set, featuring art by Frank 

Thorne, Amanda Conner, Howard Chaykin, Lucio Parrillo, Jae Lee, J. ScoN Campbell, Peach Momoko, 

Mel Rubi, Frank Cho, Moritat, Kevin Eastman, Carlos Rafael, Patrick BerkenkoNer, Jenny Frison, Dan 

Brereton, Paul Renaud, Esteban Maroto, Joseph Michael Linsner, Peach Momoko, Lesley “Leirix” Li, 

Elias Chatzoudis, Mirka Andolfo, Mike Mayhew, Jay Anacleto, Fabiano Neves, Sway, Carlos Gomez, Ale 

Garza, Roberto Castro, Walter Geovani, and many others. Plus a Rachel Hollon cosplay photo card! 

 

A collector’s dream, this set includes an 18-card base set as well as Dynamite chase cards that 

include: 6 signed cards, 12 Line Art cards, 9 puzzle cards, and a 50th anniversary box-topper pack of 5 

special cards that includes a sketch card, a metal card, a signed card, and 2 chase cards. Plus 

hundreds of exclusive, one-of-a-kind, hand drawn, full color original art signed sketch cards. Every 

signed card features a color ink or ultra-rare gold ink signature!  

 

Sketch Card ar#sts include; Aaron Laurich, Aaron Swafford, Adam Talley, Ally Cat, Alpay Ya??z, 

Alperen Geçgel, Amanda Rachels, Andy Bohn, Anthony Richichi, April Reyna, Arwenn Necker, Ashe, 

Bianca Thompson, Bill Maus, Bobby Blakey, Caesar Crawford, Carl Kent, Celina Hernandez, Chris 

Foulkes, Chris Zarichansky, Cris#na Eleuterio, Clint Hagler, Clinton W. Yeager, Dan Curto, Dan Lawler, 

Dan Walls, Daniel Gorman, Danny Hayman, David Day, David VanDyke, Debjit Kar, Elfie Lebouleux, 

Elisangela Santos, Gambit Melendes, Emrah Ç?ld?r, Emre Varl?ba?, Ernest Romero, Fernando 



Jimenez, Flipe Arts, Floydman, Gordon Purcell, Jackson Ong, Jaime Lopez, J Hammond, James 

Nungesser, Jamie Richards, Jason Montoya, Jason Mooers, Jay Taylor, Jeffrey C. Benitez, Jesse 

Lundberg, Jessica Osborne, Joe DelBeato, Julie Hunt, Jorge Pacheco, Karl Jones, Keith Farnum, Ken 

Haeser, Kevin Meinert, Kevin Munroe, Kris#n Allen, Kirs#ne Danica Lim, Lance Footer, Lee Hunt, 

Limuel Pinzon, Lindsey Greyling, Lucy Fidelis, Mariano Nicieza, Mark Stroud, Martheus Wade, MaN 

BuYch, MaN Stewart, Mike LaPeruta, Mike Mastermaker, Mike Munshaw, Mikey Chiume Jr., Miki 

Okazaki, Monty Anderson, Nick Caponi, Omar Soto de la Torre, Paul Hill, Paul Maitland, Quinton 

Baker, Raphael Pedro Mendes Costa, Rhiannon Owens, Richard Johnson, Richard Stewart, Robert 

Stewart, Roger Bonet, Rusty Gilligan, Samuel Mar#nez, Sat Phoun, SmiNy’s Art Studio, Stéphane 

Censi, Stephen Miller, Todd Mulrooney, Tom Romano, Tracey Medina, Tyler Lenaz, Vanessa Solis, 

Verónica Louro, Veronica O’Connel, Walter Figueroa, Will Torres, Wilson Ramos, XinJix, Zachary 

Woolsey, Zap Brandinelli, and many more!  

 

Each individual foil-pack comes in enhanced packaged with a colorful sliding-tray mini-box and 

includes 2 Base Cards, 2 Signed Sketch Cards, 1 Line Art Card, 1 Puzzle Card, and 1 Signed Card. Every 

specially designed, 4-color display box includes 12 mini-box foil-packs.  

 

THE COMPLETE SET INCLUDES: 

• 18 Base Cards (2 per pack) 

• 12 Line Art Cards (1 per pack) 

• 9 Card Art Puzzle (1 per pack) 

• 6 Signed Cards (1 per pack) 

• 6 Special Metal Cards 

• 50th Anniversary Special 5 Card Box Topper Chase Set (2 special printed cards, 1 signed card, 1 

metal card, and 1 sketch card) 

• Thousands of Color Sketch Cards (2 per pack) (STL276648) (C: 0-1-2) 

12 ct display, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY230473 

GARGOYLES DARK AGES #1 CVR A CRAIN 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Drew Moss (CA) Clayton Crain 

In this brand new miniseries, Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN and ar#st DREW MOSS return to the 

long-lost era when humans and Gargoyles lived in harmony. But in a world ruled by supers##on and 

the sword, monsters come in all shapes and sizes. Forces of evil from both outside and within are 

threatening to destroy this precarious peace— with consequences that will reverberate down 

through the centuries and into the present day! 

 



Featuring high-quality cardstock on every cover, this limited series debuts with a special 24-page 

main story — and every 40-page issue will include a new illustrated text story by Greg Weisman! 

(STL276458) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230474 

GARGOYLES DARK AGES #1 CVR B QUAH 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Drew Moss (CA) Alan Quah 

In this brand new miniseries, Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN and ar#st DREW MOSS return to the 

long-lost era when humans and Gargoyles lived in harmony. But in a world ruled by supers##on and 

the sword, monsters come in all shapes and sizes. Forces of evil from both outside and within are 

threatening to destroy this precarious peace— with consequences that will reverberate down 

through the centuries and into the present day! 

 

Featuring high-quality cardstock on every cover, this limited series debuts with a special 24-page 

main story — and every 40-page issue will include a new illustrated text story by Greg Weisman! 

(STL276459) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230475 

GARGOYLES DARK AGES #1 CVR C ANDOLFO 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Drew Moss (CA) Mirka Andolfo 

In this brand new miniseries, Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN and ar#st DREW MOSS return to the 

long-lost era when humans and Gargoyles lived in harmony. But in a world ruled by supers##on and 

the sword, monsters come in all shapes and sizes. Forces of evil from both outside and within are 

threatening to destroy this precarious peace— with consequences that will reverberate down 

through the centuries and into the present day! 

 

Featuring high-quality cardstock on every cover, this limited series debuts with a special 24-page 

main story — and every 40-page issue will include a new illustrated text story by Greg Weisman! 

(STL276460) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230476 

GARGOYLES DARK AGES #1 CVR D DANINO 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Drew Moss (CA) Kenya Danino 



In this brand new miniseries, Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN and ar#st DREW MOSS return to the 

long-lost era when humans and Gargoyles lived in harmony. But in a world ruled by supers##on and 

the sword, monsters come in all shapes and sizes. Forces of evil from both outside and within are 

threatening to destroy this precarious peace— with consequences that will reverberate down 

through the centuries and into the present day! 

 

Featuring high-quality cardstock on every cover, this limited series debuts with a special 24-page 

main story — and every 40-page issue will include a new illustrated text story by Greg Weisman! 

(STL276461) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230477 

GARGOYLES DARK AGES #1 CVR E HENDERSON 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Drew Moss (CA) Erica Henderson 

In this brand new miniseries, Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN and ar#st DREW MOSS return to the 

long-lost era when humans and Gargoyles lived in harmony. But in a world ruled by supers##on and 

the sword, monsters come in all shapes and sizes. Forces of evil from both outside and within are 

threatening to destroy this precarious peace— with consequences that will reverberate down 

through the centuries and into the present day! 

 

Featuring high-quality cardstock on every cover, this limited series debuts with a special 24-page 

main story — and every 40-page issue will include a new illustrated text story by Greg Weisman! 

(STL276462) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230478 

GARGOYLES DARK AGES #1 CVR F ACTION FIGURE 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Drew Moss 

In this brand new miniseries, Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN and ar#st DREW MOSS return to the 

long-lost era when humans and Gargoyles lived in harmony. But in a world ruled by supers##on and 

the sword, monsters come in all shapes and sizes. Forces of evil from both outside and within are 

threatening to destroy this precarious peace— with consequences that will reverberate down 

through the centuries and into the present day! 

 

Featuring high-quality cardstock on every cover, this limited series debuts with a special 24-page 

main story — and every 40-page issue will include a new illustrated text story by Greg Weisman! 

(STL276463) 



40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230479 

GARGOYLES DARK AGES #1 CVR G BLANK AUTHENTIX 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Drew Moss (CA)  Blank Cover 

In this brand new miniseries, Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN and ar#st DREW MOSS return to the 

long-lost era when humans and Gargoyles lived in harmony. But in a world ruled by supers##on and 

the sword, monsters come in all shapes and sizes. Forces of evil from both outside and within are 

threatening to destroy this precarious peace— with consequences that will reverberate down 

through the centuries and into the present day! 

 

Featuring high-quality cardstock on every cover, this limited series debuts with a special 24-page 

main story — and every 40-page issue will include a new illustrated text story by Greg Weisman! 

(STL276464) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230495 

GARGOYLES DARK AGES #1 CVR W CRAIN PREMIUM METAL 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Drew Moss (CA) Clayton Crain 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi#on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las#ng dye-infused prin#ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi#on enhancement ligh#ng the collec#ng community on fire! (STL276557) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

MAY230496 

GARGOYLES DARK AGES #1 CVR X CRAIN LTD VIRGIN 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Drew Moss (CA) Clayton Crain 

Get Clayton Crain's cover for Gargoyles: Dark Ages #1 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin 

Edi#on! (STL276560) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230497 

DISNEY VILLAINS MALEFICENT #3 CVR A JAE LEE 



(W/A) Soo Lee (CA) Jae Lee 

Chapter III: THE BEAST. Maleficent’s familiar, the crow, scours The Forbidden Kingdom, searching for 

threats to their master. The crow will encounter a strange creature, helpless and weak. And the crow 

must make a choice…destroy the creature, or show mercy? By SOO LEE (Carmilla: The First Vampire). 

(STL276176) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230498 

DISNEY VILLAINS MALEFICENT #3 CVR B SOO LEE 

(W/A/CA) Soo Lee 

Chapter III: THE BEAST. Maleficent’s familiar, the crow, scours The Forbidden Kingdom, searching for 

threats to their master. The crow will encounter a strange creature, helpless and weak. And the crow 

must make a choice…destroy the creature, or show mercy? By SOO LEE (Carmilla: The First Vampire). 

(STL276177) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230499 

DISNEY VILLAINS MALEFICENT #3 CVR C MEYER 

(W/A) Soo Lee (CA) Jennifer L. Meyer 

Chapter III: THE BEAST. Maleficent’s familiar, the crow, scours The Forbidden Kingdom, searching for 

threats to their master. The crow will encounter a strange creature, helpless and weak. And the crow 

must make a choice…destroy the creature, or show mercy? By SOO LEE (Carmilla: The First Vampire). 

(STL276178) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230500 

DISNEY VILLAINS MALEFICENT #3 CVR D PUEBLA 

(W/A) Soo Lee (CA) Rebeca Puebla 

Chapter III: THE BEAST. Maleficent’s familiar, the crow, scours The Forbidden Kingdom, searching for 

threats to their master. The crow will encounter a strange creature, helpless and weak. And the crow 

must make a choice…destroy the creature, or show mercy? By SOO LEE (Carmilla: The First Vampire). 

(STL276179) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230501 



DISNEY VILLAINS MALEFICENT #3 CVR E DURSO 

(W/A) Soo Lee (CA) Erica D'Urso 

Chapter III: THE BEAST. Maleficent’s familiar, the crow, scours The Forbidden Kingdom, searching for 

threats to their master. The crow will encounter a strange creature, helpless and weak. And the crow 

must make a choice…destroy the creature, or show mercy? By SOO LEE (Carmilla: The First Vampire). 

(STL276180) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230509 

DISNEY VILLAINS MALEFICENT #3 CVR M JAE LEE PREMIUM METAL (C 

(W/A) Soo Lee (CA) Jae Lee 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi#on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las#ng dye-infused prin#ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi#on enhancement ligh#ng the collec#ng community on fire! (STL276188) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

MAY230510 

DISNEY VILLAINS MALEFICENT #3 CVR N JAY LEE LTD VIRGIN (C: 0 

(W/A) Soo Lee (CA) Jae Lee 

Get Jae Lee's cover for Disney Villains: Malificent #3 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin 

Edi#on! (STL276189) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230511 

DISNEY VILLAINS SCAR #4 CVR A DARBOE 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Trevor Fraley (CA) Karen Darboe 

Final Issue! Scar has made his way into the good graces of the awful Hyena Queen. The Queen sees 

Scar as a scavenger, who will help her followers find food, and thrive beyond their means. But while 

the Queen is correct, that Scar will scavenge, she will discover that he is capable of much, much 

more…by CHUCK BROWN (BiNer Root) and TREVOR FRALEY. (STL276198) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230512 



DISNEY VILLAINS SCAR #4 CVR B FORSTNER 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Trevor Fraley (CA) Trish Forstner 

Final Issue! Scar has made his way into the good graces of the awful Hyena Queen. The Queen sees 

Scar as a scavenger, who will help her followers find food, and thrive beyond their means. But while 

the Queen is correct, that Scar will scavenge, she will discover that he is capable of much, much 

more…by CHUCK BROWN (BiNer Root) and TREVOR FRALEY. (STL276199) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230513 

DISNEY VILLAINS SCAR #4 CVR C HENDERSON 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Trevor Fraley (CA) Erica Henderson 

Final Issue! Scar has made his way into the good graces of the awful Hyena Queen. The Queen sees 

Scar as a scavenger, who will help her followers find food, and thrive beyond their means. But while 

the Queen is correct, that Scar will scavenge, she will discover that he is capable of much, much 

more…by CHUCK BROWN (BiNer Root) and TREVOR FRALEY. (STL276200) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230514 

DISNEY VILLAINS SCAR #4 CVR D MOSS 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Trevor Fraley (CA) Drew Moss 

Final Issue! Scar has made his way into the good graces of the awful Hyena Queen. The Queen sees 

Scar as a scavenger, who will help her followers find food, and thrive beyond their means. But while 

the Queen is correct, that Scar will scavenge, she will discover that he is capable of much, much 

more…by CHUCK BROWN (BiNer Root) and TREVOR FRALEY. (STL276201) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230515 

DISNEY VILLAINS SCAR #4 CVR E HA 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Trevor Fraley (CA) Gene Ha 

Final Issue! Scar has made his way into the good graces of the awful Hyena Queen. The Queen sees 

Scar as a scavenger, who will help her followers find food, and thrive beyond their means. But while 

the Queen is correct, that Scar will scavenge, she will discover that he is capable of much, much 

more…by CHUCK BROWN (BiNer Root) and TREVOR FRALEY. (STL276202) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY230525 

DISNEY VILLAINS SCAR #4 CVR O DARBOE PREMIUM METAL (C: 0-1-2 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Trevor Fraley (CA) Karen Darboe 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi#on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las#ng dye-infused prin#ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi#on enhancement ligh#ng the collec#ng community on fire! (STL276212) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

MAY230526 

DISNEY VILLAINS SCAR #4 CVR P DARBOE LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Trevor Fraley (CA) Karen Darboe 

Get Karen Darboe's cover for Disney Villains: Scar #4 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin 

Edi#on! (STL276213) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230527 

DARKWING DUCK #7 CVR A LEIRIX 

(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA)  Leirix 

Behold…THE JUSTICE DUCKS! An elite team of superheroes that baNle crime in perfect…just kidding. 

They’re actually a group of ducks (and a fish) that kinda/sorta work together some#mes, but 

Darkwing’s got that whole “I work beNer alone!” vibe thing going on, so this issue answers the 

ques#on…CAN Darkwing Duck bury his ego and work with a super-team!? (Spoiler: Probably not?) 

(STL276214) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230528 

DARKWING DUCK #7 CVR B ANDOLFO 

(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA) Mirka Andolfo 

Behold…THE JUSTICE DUCKS! An elite team of superheroes that baNle crime in perfect…just kidding. 

They’re actually a group of ducks (and a fish) that kinda/sorta work together some#mes, but 

Darkwing’s got that whole “I work beNer alone!” vibe thing going on, so this issue answers the 

ques#on…CAN Darkwing Duck bury his ego and work with a super-team!? (Spoiler: Probably not?) 

(STL276215) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY230529 

DARKWING DUCK #7 CVR C MOSS 

(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA) Drew Moss 

Behold…THE JUSTICE DUCKS! An elite team of superheroes that baNle crime in perfect…just kidding. 

They’re actually a group of ducks (and a fish) that kinda/sorta work together some#mes, but 

Darkwing’s got that whole “I work beNer alone!” vibe thing going on, so this issue answers the 

ques#on…CAN Darkwing Duck bury his ego and work with a super-team!? (Spoiler: Probably not?) 

(STL276216) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230530 

DARKWING DUCK #7 CVR D FORSTNER 

(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA) Trish Forstner 

Behold…THE JUSTICE DUCKS! An elite team of superheroes that baNle crime in perfect…just kidding. 

They’re actually a group of ducks (and a fish) that kinda/sorta work together some#mes, but 

Darkwing’s got that whole “I work beNer alone!” vibe thing going on, so this issue answers the 

ques#on…CAN Darkwing Duck bury his ego and work with a super-team!? (Spoiler: Probably not?) 

(STL276217) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230531 

DARKWING DUCK #7 CVR E CANGIALOSI 

(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA) Ciro Cangialosi 

Behold…THE JUSTICE DUCKS! An elite team of superheroes that baNle crime in perfect…just kidding. 

They’re actually a group of ducks (and a fish) that kinda/sorta work together some#mes, but 

Darkwing’s got that whole “I work beNer alone!” vibe thing going on, so this issue answers the 

ques#on…CAN Darkwing Duck bury his ego and work with a super-team!? (Spoiler: Probably not?) 

(STL276218) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230540 

DARKWING DUCK #7 CVR N LEIRIX METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA)  Leirix 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi#on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 



These covers use a long-las#ng dye-infused prin#ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi#on enhancement ligh#ng the collec#ng community on fire! (STL276227) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

MAY230541 

DARKWING DUCK #7 CVR O LEIRIX LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA)  Leirix 

Get Lesley "Leirix" Li's cover for DARKWING DUCK #7 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin 

Edi#on! (STL276228) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230542 

DARKWING DUCK #7 CVR P ANDOLFO LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA) Mirka Andolfo 

Get Mirka Andolfo's cover for Darkwing Duck #7 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi#on! 

(STL276229) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230543 

GARGOYLES #8 CVR A NAKAYAMA 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) David Nakayama 

Goliath’s going on trial!  But an old enemy would rather Goliath never made it to court! ATTACK ON 

RIKERS, a.k.a. Cellmates Make Strange Bedfellows!! (STL276154) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230544 

GARGOYLES #8 CVR B CONNER 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) Amanda Conner 

Goliath’s going on trial!  But an old enemy would rather Goliath never made it to court! ATTACK ON 

RIKERS, a.k.a. Cellmates Make Strange Bedfellows!! (STL276155) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230545 



GARGOYLES #8 CVR C PARRILLO 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Goliath’s going on trial!  But an old enemy would rather Goliath never made it to court! ATTACK ON 

RIKERS, a.k.a. Cellmates Make Strange Bedfellows!! (STL276156) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230546 

GARGOYLES #8 CVR D LEIRIX 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA)  Leirix 

Goliath’s going on trial!  But an old enemy would rather Goliath never made it to court! ATTACK ON 

RIKERS, a.k.a. Cellmates Make Strange Bedfellows!! (STL276157) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230547 

GARGOYLES #8 CVR E LEE 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) Jae Lee 

Goliath’s going on trial!  But an old enemy would rather Goliath never made it to court! ATTACK ON 

RIKERS, a.k.a. Cellmates Make Strange Bedfellows!! (STL276158) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230548 

GARGOYLES #8 CVR F FLEECS & FORSTNER 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) Tony Fleecs, Trish Forstner 

Goliath’s going on trial!  But an old enemy would rather Goliath never made it to court! ATTACK ON 

RIKERS, a.k.a. Cellmates Make Strange Bedfellows!! (STL276159) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230557 

GARGOYLES #8 CVR O NAKAYAMA METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) David Nakayama 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi#on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 



These covers use a long-las#ng dye-infused prin#ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi#on enhancement ligh#ng the collec#ng community on fire! (STL276168) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

MAY230558 

GARGOYLES #8 CVR P NAKAYAMA LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) David Nakayama 

Get David Makayama's cover for GARGOYLES #8 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi#on! 

(STL276169) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230559 

GARGOYLES #8 CVR R CONNER LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) Amanda Conner 

Get Amanda Conner's cover for GARGOYLES #8 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi#on! 

(STL276170) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230560 

GARGOYLES TP VOL 01 HERE IN MANHATTAN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) David Nakayama 

The first collec#on of Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN’s all-new tales set in the world of his 

beloved animated show is finally here!  

 

Collec#ng issues #1-6 of the acclaimed series wriNen by Weisman and illustrated by GEORGE 

KAMBADAIS, Gargoyles: Here in ManhaNan reintroduces the ManhaNan Clan, a Gargoyles family 

newly dedicated to their mission of defending humanity in modern-day New York. But even though 

their commitment is strong, their bonds are about to be tested to the limit when nefarious fac#ons 

from all across the world aNempt to steal that rarest, most precious of possessions… an unhatched 

Gargoyle egg! 

 

To celebrate this historic publica#on, Dynamite Entertainment is proud to present three special 

edi#ons with covers by the legendary original Gargoyles comics series ar#st AMANDA CONNER and 

new series cover superstar DAVID NAKAYAMA: (STL263156) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 



 

MAY230561 

GARGOYLES HC VOL 01 HERE IN MANHATTAN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) Amanda Conner 

The first collec#on of Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN’s all-new tales set in the world of his 

beloved animated show is finally here!  

 

Collec#ng issues #1-6 of the acclaimed series wriNen by Weisman and illustrated by GEORGE 

KAMBADAIS, Gargoyles: Here in ManhaNan reintroduces the ManhaNan Clan, a Gargoyles family 

newly dedicated to their mission of defending humanity in modern-day New York. But even though 

their commitment is strong, their bonds are about to be tested to the limit when nefarious fac#ons 

from all across the world aNempt to steal that rarest, most precious of possessions… an unhatched 

Gargoyle egg! 

 

To celebrate this historic publica#on, Dynamite Entertainment is proud to present three special 

edi#ons with covers by the legendary original Gargoyles comics series ar#st AMANDA CONNER and 

new series cover superstar DAVID NAKAYAMA: (STL276623) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY230562 

GARGOYLES HC VOL 01 HERE IN MANHATTAN SGN ED (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) Amanda Conner 

The first collec#on of Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN's all-new tales set in the world of his 

beloved animated show is finally here!  

 

Collec#ng issues #1-6 of the acclaimed series wriNen by Weisman and illustrated by GEORGE 

KAMBADAIS, Gargoyles: Here in ManhaNan reintroduces the ManhaNan Clan, a Gargoyles family 

newly dedicated to their mission of defending humanity in modern-day New York. But even though 

their commitment is strong, their bonds are about to be tested to the limit when nefarious fac#ons 

from all across the world aNempt to steal that rarest, most precious of possessions… an unhatched 

Gargoyle egg! 

 

To celebrate this historic publica#on, Dynamite Entertainment is proud to present three special 

edi#ons with covers by the legendary original Gargoyles comics series ar#st AMANDA CONNER and 

new series cover superstar DAVID NAKAYAMA: (STL276624) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 



MAY230563 

READY FOR RESCUE MAKE YOUR OWN PAW PATROL VEHICLES SC (C: 0- 

(W) Jane Kent 

Preschoolers love vehicles, and with PAWSOME VEHICLES! Make Your Own PAW Patrol Vehicles!, no 

book is too big, and no PUPpet too small, as young PAW Patrol fans learn to create their own fun, 

colorful PAW PATROL VEHICLES for endless hours of homespun fun and Adventure Bay play! 

 

• Simple step-by-step craQ instruc#ons matched with clear illustra#ons guide boys and girls through 

the totally “paws on” process of craQing 12 different bright, playful PAW Patrol vehicles, using age-

appropriate materials (and with only limited help from adults). 

 

• Includes a bonus chapter with #ps for puYng on the best car rally, ways to construct a cool race 

track at home, and simple ideas and funny mini-scripts for even the youngest PAW Patrol fans to race 

their vehicles! (STL227154) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY230564 

KONG GREAT WAR #2 CVR A LEE 

(W) Alex Cox (A) Tommaso Bianchi (CA) Jae Lee 

The men of U-184 have survived one night on the island…but the casual#es mount with relentless 

fury, as more beasts from the annals of pre-history wreak terror on the modern world! Acclaimed 

author ALEX COX and interna#onal sensa#on TOMASSO BIANCHI bring us a vision of violence and 

survival in a savage world forgoNen by #me — where the only rule is fear, and the only law is given 

by Kong! (STL276562) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230565 

KONG GREAT WAR #2 CVR B GUICE 

(W) Alex Cox (A) Tommaso Bianchi (CA) Jackson Guice 

The men of U-184 have survived one night on the island…but the casual#es mount with relentless 

fury, as more beasts from the annals of pre-history wreak terror on the modern world! Acclaimed 

author ALEX COX and interna#onal sensa#on TOMASSO BIANCHI bring us a vision of violence and 

survival in a savage world forgoNen by #me — where the only rule is fear, and the only law is given 

by Kong! (STL276563) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY230566 

KONG GREAT WAR #2 CVR C DEVITO 

(W) Alex Cox (A) Tommaso Bianchi (CA) Joe Devito 

The men of U-184 have survived one night on the island…but the casual#es mount with relentless 

fury, as more beasts from the annals of pre-history wreak terror on the modern world! Acclaimed 

author ALEX COX and interna#onal sensa#on TOMASSO BIANCHI bring us a vision of violence and 

survival in a savage world forgoNen by #me — where the only rule is fear, and the only law is given 

by Kong! (STL276564) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230571 

BETTIE PAGE #2 CVR A LINSNER 

(W) Mirka Andolfo, Luca Blengino (A) Elisa Ferrari (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Lisa, BeYe’s troublemaking Italian doppelganger, just wants to be reunited with Davide, her missing 

boyfriend. Too bad that her rela#ves are on her trail — and that those rela#ves are members of a 

powerful Mafia clan! (STL276577) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230572 

BETTIE PAGE #2 CVR B LEIRIX 

(W) Mirka Andolfo, Luca Blengino (A) Elisa Ferrari (CA)  Leirix 

Lisa, BeYe’s troublemaking Italian doppelganger, just wants to be reunited with Davide, her missing 

boyfriend. Too bad that her rela#ves are on her trail — and that those rela#ves are members of a 

powerful Mafia clan! (STL276578) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230573 

BETTIE PAGE #2 CVR C PUEBLA 

(W) Mirka Andolfo, Luca Blengino (A) Elisa Ferrari (CA) Rebeca Puebla 

Lisa, BeYe’s troublemaking Italian doppelganger, just wants to be reunited with Davide, her missing 

boyfriend. Too bad that her rela#ves are on her trail — and that those rela#ves are members of a 

powerful Mafia clan! (STL276579) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY230574 

BETTIE PAGE #2 CVR D ANDOLFO 

(W) Mirka Andolfo, Luca Blengino (A) Elisa Ferrari (CA) Mirka Andolfo 

Lisa, BeYe’s troublemaking Italian doppelganger, just wants to be reunited with Davide, her missing 

boyfriend. Too bad that her rela#ves are on her trail — and that those rela#ves are members of a 

powerful Mafia clan! (STL276580) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230575 

BETTIE PAGE #2 CVR E COSPLAY 

(W) Mirka Andolfo, Luca Blengino (A) Elisa Ferrari (CA)  Cosplay 

Lisa, BeYe’s troublemaking Italian doppelganger, just wants to be reunited with Davide, her missing 

boyfriend. Too bad that her rela#ves are on her trail — and that those rela#ves are members of a 

powerful Mafia clan! (STL276581) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230581 

BETTIE PAGE #2 CVR K PHOTO BLACK BAG (MR) 

(W) Mirka Andolfo, Luca Blengino (A) Elisa Ferrari (CA)  Photo 

Lisa, BeYe’s troublemaking Italian doppelganger, just wants to be reunited with Davide, her missing 

boyfriend. Too bad that her rela#ves are on her trail — and that those rela#ves are members of a 

powerful Mafia clan! (STL276587) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $10.00 

 

MAY230582 

BETTIE PAGE #2 CVR L LINSNER LTD VIRGIN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mirka Andolfo, Luca Blengino (A) Elisa Ferrari (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Get Joseph Michael Linsner 's cover for BeYe Page  #2 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin 

Edi#on! (STL276588) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 



MAY230583 

VICTORY #2 CVR A JOHNSON 

(W) David Walker (A) BreN Weldele (CA) Dave Johnson 

As if being cursed with the ring of the demon Belial wasn’t bad enough for Victory, now she’s being 

chased by demons who want the very same ring that she can’t get rid of — making for unpleasant 

irony and lots of that brimstone smell. Speaking of smell, Victory is escorted to the P.U. (Purgatory 

Department — no, not that Purgatori) by her new colleagues, Lucy Fuhr and Gaye Briel. There, she 

gets some face-to-face #me with the big boss himself — the Devil! (STL276595) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230584 

VICTORY #2 CVR B HITCH 

(W) David Walker (A) BreN Weldele (CA) Bryan Hitch 

As if being cursed with the ring of the demon Belial wasn’t bad enough for Victory, now she’s being 

chased by demons who want the very same ring that she can’t get rid of — making for unpleasant 

irony and lots of that brimstone smell. Speaking of smell, Victory is escorted to the P.U. (Purgatory 

Department — no, not that Purgatori) by her new colleagues, Lucy Fuhr and Gaye Briel. There, she 

gets some face-to-face #me with the big boss himself — the Devil! (STL276596) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230585 

VICTORY #2 CVR C DIAZ 

(W) David Walker (A) BreN Weldele (CA) Ariel Diaz 

As if being cursed with the ring of the demon Belial wasn’t bad enough for Victory, now she’s being 

chased by demons who want the very same ring that she can’t get rid of — making for unpleasant 

irony and lots of that brimstone smell. Speaking of smell, Victory is escorted to the P.U. (Purgatory 

Department — no, not that Purgatori) by her new colleagues, Lucy Fuhr and Gaye Briel. There, she 

gets some face-to-face #me with the big boss himself — the Devil! (STL276597) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230586 

VICTORY #2 CVR D COHEN 

(W) David Walker (A) BreN Weldele (CA) Carla Cohen 

As if being cursed with the ring of the demon Belial wasn’t bad enough for Victory, now she’s being 

chased by demons who want the very same ring that she can’t get rid of — making for unpleasant 

irony and lots of that brimstone smell. Speaking of smell, Victory is escorted to the P.U. (Purgatory 



Department — no, not that Purgatori) by her new colleagues, Lucy Fuhr and Gaye Briel. There, she 

gets some face-to-face #me with the big boss himself — the Devil! (STL276598) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230587 

VICTORY #2 CVR E COSPLAY 

(W) David Walker (A) BreN Weldele (CA)  Cosplay 

As if being cursed with the ring of the demon Belial wasn’t bad enough for Victory, now she’s being 

chased by demons who want the very same ring that she can’t get rid of — making for unpleasant 

irony and lots of that brimstone smell. Speaking of smell, Victory is escorted to the P.U. (Purgatory 

Department — no, not that Purgatori) by her new colleagues, Lucy Fuhr and Gaye Briel. There, she 

gets some face-to-face #me with the big boss himself — the Devil! (STL276599) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230595 

VICTORY #2 CVR M JOHNSON LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) David Walker (A) BreN Weldele (CA) Dave Johnson 

Get Dave Johnson's cover for Victory #2 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi#on! 

(STL276607) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230596 

PATHFINDER WAKE DEAD #2 CVR A ELLIS 

(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Eman Casallos (CA) Steve Ellis 

Trudging through the Mana Wastes, our team takes the opportunity to get to know each other a liNle 

beNer. As each of them explains their mo#ves for the quest, all seems quiet and safe. But wait, 

what’s this? A KNIFE STORM!?!? 

 

Masterfully craQed by writer FRED VAN LENTE with incredible art from EMAN CASALLOS and covers 

by Casallos, Steve Ellis, and BIAGIO D’ALESSANDRO, this #meless tale also features playable character 

stats and new character op#ons, and is officially sanc#oned by the Pathfinder Society! 

 

This series features: 

• Cardstock covers on all issues! 



• Connec#ng artwork across all covers by Biagio d’Alessandro! 

 

INCLUDES PLAYABLE CHARACTER STATS 

 

Paizo Inc. is publisher of the award-winning Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, Pathfinder Adventure Card 

Game, Pathfinder Tales novels, Starfinder science-fantasy roleplaying game, as well as numerous 

board games and accessories. In the 15+ years since its founding, Paizo has received more than 100 

major awards and has grown to become one of the most influen#al companies in the hobby games 

industry. 

 

The Pathfinder world, in which players take on the role of brave adventurers figh#ng to survive in a 

world beset by magic and evil, is currently translated into eight languages, and has been licensed for 

comic book series, graphic novels, toys, apparel, computer games, and more. 

 

Paizo.com hosts a leading online hobby retail store, offering tens of thousands of gaming products 

from a variety of publishers to customers all over the world. The website is also a portal for Paizo’s 

organized play campaigns and Pathfinder and Starfinder communi#es. (STL276615) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230597 

PATHFINDER WAKE DEAD #2 CVR B DALLESANDRO 

(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Eman Casallos (CA) Biagio D'Alessandro 

Trudging through the Mana Wastes, our team takes the opportunity to get to know each other a liNle 

beNer. As each of them explains their mo#ves for the quest, all seems quiet and safe. But wait, 

what’s this? A KNIFE STORM!?!? 

 

Masterfully craQed by writer FRED VAN LENTE with incredible art from EMAN CASALLOS and covers 

by Casallos, Steve Ellis, and BIAGIO D’ALESSANDRO, this #meless tale also features playable character 

stats and new character op#ons, and is officially sanc#oned by the Pathfinder Society! 

 

This series features: 

• Cardstock covers on all issues! 

• Connec#ng artwork across all covers by Biagio d’Alessandro! 

 

INCLUDES PLAYABLE CHARACTER STATS 



 

Paizo Inc. is publisher of the award-winning Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, Pathfinder Adventure Card 

Game, Pathfinder Tales novels, Starfinder science-fantasy roleplaying game, as well as numerous 

board games and accessories. In the 15+ years since its founding, Paizo has received more than 100 

major awards and has grown to become one of the most influen#al companies in the hobby games 

industry. 

 

The Pathfinder world, in which players take on the role of brave adventurers figh#ng to survive in a 

world beset by magic and evil, is currently translated into eight languages, and has been licensed for 

comic book series, graphic novels, toys, apparel, computer games, and more. 

 

Paizo.com hosts a leading online hobby retail store, offering tens of thousands of gaming products 

from a variety of publishers to customers all over the world. The website is also a portal for Paizo’s 

organized play campaigns and Pathfinder and Starfinder communi#es. (STL276616) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230598 

PATHFINDER WAKE DEAD #2 CVR C CASALLOS 

(W) Fred Van Lente (A/CA) Eman Casallos 

Trudging through the Mana Wastes, our team takes the opportunity to get to know each other a liNle 

beNer. As each of them explains their mo#ves for the quest, all seems quiet and safe. But wait, 

what’s this? A KNIFE STORM!?!? 

 

Masterfully craQed by writer FRED VAN LENTE with incredible art from EMAN CASALLOS and covers 

by Casallos, Steve Ellis, and BIAGIO D’ALESSANDRO, this #meless tale also features playable character 

stats and new character op#ons, and is officially sanc#oned by the Pathfinder Society! 

 

This series features: 

• Cardstock covers on all issues! 

• Connec#ng artwork across all covers by Biagio d’Alessandro! 

 

INCLUDES PLAYABLE CHARACTER STATS 

 

Paizo Inc. is publisher of the award-winning Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, Pathfinder Adventure Card 

Game, Pathfinder Tales novels, Starfinder science-fantasy roleplaying game, as well as numerous 

board games and accessories. In the 15+ years since its founding, Paizo has received more than 100 



major awards and has grown to become one of the most influen#al companies in the hobby games 

industry. 

 

The Pathfinder world, in which players take on the role of brave adventurers figh#ng to survive in a 

world beset by magic and evil, is currently translated into eight languages, and has been licensed for 

comic book series, graphic novels, toys, apparel, computer games, and more. 

 

Paizo.com hosts a leading online hobby retail store, offering tens of thousands of gaming products 

from a variety of publishers to customers all over the world. The website is also a portal for Paizo’s 

organized play campaigns and Pathfinder and Starfinder communi#es. (STL276617) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230602 

ELVIRA IN MONSTERLAND #3 CVR A ACOSTA 

(W) David Avallone (A) Kewber Baal (CA) Dave Acosta 

AQer collec#ng an army of vampires, then Frankenstein and his monsters, who could Vlad the 

Impaler be aQer next? You know the answer: it’s Wolfmen, Jack. The Vampire King con#nues his 

plunder of the Mul#verse of Movies, and only Elvira can stop him. Will the Mistress of the Dark get 

bit? Watch the fur fly, in this hairy scary horror tale from writer David Avallone (Elvira in Horrorland, 

BeYe Page: Unbound) and ar#st Kewber Baal (Vampirella). (STL276230) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230603 

ELVIRA IN MONSTERLAND #3 CVR B ROYLE 

(W) David Avallone (A) Kewber Baal (CA) John Royle 

AQer collec#ng an army of vampires, then Frankenstein and his monsters, who could Vlad the 

Impaler be aQer next? You know the answer: it’s Wolfmen, Jack. The Vampire King con#nues his 

plunder of the Mul#verse of Movies, and only Elvira can stop him. Will the Mistress of the Dark get 

bit? Watch the fur fly, in this hairy scary horror tale from writer David Avallone (Elvira in Horrorland, 

BeYe Page: Unbound) and ar#st Kewber Baal (Vampirella). (STL276231) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230604 

ELVIRA IN MONSTERLAND #3 CVR C BAAL 

(W) David Avallone (A/CA) Kewber Baal 



AQer collec#ng an army of vampires, then Frankenstein and his monsters, who could Vlad the 

Impaler be aQer next? You know the answer: it’s Wolfmen, Jack. The Vampire King con#nues his 

plunder of the Mul#verse of Movies, and only Elvira can stop him. Will the Mistress of the Dark get 

bit? Watch the fur fly, in this hairy scary horror tale from writer David Avallone (Elvira in Horrorland, 

BeYe Page: Unbound) and ar#st Kewber Baal (Vampirella). (STL276232) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230605 

ELVIRA IN MONSTERLAND #3 CVR D PHOTO 

(W) David Avallone (A) Kewber Baal (CA)  Photo 

AQer collec#ng an army of vampires, then Frankenstein and his monsters, who could Vlad the 

Impaler be aQer next? You know the answer: it’s Wolfmen, Jack. The Vampire King con#nues his 

plunder of the Mul#verse of Movies, and only Elvira can stop him. Will the Mistress of the Dark get 

bit? Watch the fur fly, in this hairy scary horror tale from writer David Avallone (Elvira in Horrorland, 

BeYe Page: Unbound) and ar#st Kewber Baal (Vampirella). (STL276233) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230611 

ELVIRA IN MONSTERLAND #3 CVR J ROYLE LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) David Avallone (A) Kewber Baal (CA) John Royle 

Get John Royle's cover for Elvira in Monsterland #3 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin 

Edi#on! (STL276239) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230612 

VAMPIRELLA VS SUPERPOWERS #3 CVR A LEE 

(W) Dan AbneN (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA) Jae Lee 

Vampirella…mind-controlled!? The evil PHOTOFIT thinks he can manipulate Vampi, and use her 

vampiric powers to get ahead in the crime game. LiNle does Photofit realize that vampires can’t be 

hypno#zed… (STL276247) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230613 

VAMPIRELLA VS SUPERPOWERS #3 CVR B LEIRIX 

(W) Dan AbneN (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA)  Leirix 



Vampirella…mind-controlled!? The evil PHOTOFIT thinks he can manipulate Vampi, and use her 

vampiric powers to get ahead in the crime game. LiNle does Photofit realize that vampires can’t be 

hypno#zed… (STL276248) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230614 

VAMPIRELLA VS SUPERPOWERS #3 CVR C CAREY 

(W) Dan AbneN (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA) Robert Carey 

Vampirella…mind-controlled!? The evil PHOTOFIT thinks he can manipulate Vampi, and use her 

vampiric powers to get ahead in the crime game. LiNle does Photofit realize that vampires can’t be 

hypno#zed… (STL276249) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230615 

VAMPIRELLA VS SUPERPOWERS #3 CVR D LINSNER 

(W) Dan AbneN (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Vampirella…mind-controlled!? The evil PHOTOFIT thinks he can manipulate Vampi, and use her 

vampiric powers to get ahead in the crime game. LiNle does Photofit realize that vampires can’t be 

hypno#zed… (STL276250) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230616 

VAMPIRELLA VS SUPERPOWERS #3 CVR E PUEBLA 

(W) Dan AbneN (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA) Rebeca Puebla 

Vampirella…mind-controlled!? The evil PHOTOFIT thinks he can manipulate Vampi, and use her 

vampiric powers to get ahead in the crime game. LiNle does Photofit realize that vampires can’t be 

hypno#zed… (STL276251) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230617 

VAMPIRELLA VS SUPERPOWERS #3 CVR F COSPLAY 

(W) Dan AbneN (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA)  Cosplay 



Vampirella…mind-controlled!? The evil PHOTOFIT thinks he can manipulate Vampi, and use her 

vampiric powers to get ahead in the crime game. LiNle does Photofit realize that vampires can’t be 

hypno#zed… (STL276252) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230626 

O/A VAMPIRELLA DYNAMITE YEARS OMNIBUS TP VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Nancy A. Collins (A) Patrick BerkenkoNer (CA) Terry Dodson 

COLLECTING VAMPIRELLA (2014) #1-13, ANNUAL 2015, & PRELUDE TO SHADOWS BY NANCY A. 

COLLINS IN ONE MASSIVE, 424-PAGE OMNIBUS! Vampirella is sent by the Va#can to inves#gate the 

kidnapping of a liNle girl by Ethan Shroud and the Chaos cul#sts, only to become the centerpiece of a 

ritual invoking Lady Umbra, the sister-bride of Chaos, that leaves her marked as a living sacrifice to 

the dark goddess who rules the shadows. 

Then...Vampirella assumes the role and obliga#ons of Lord Drago, joining The Kabal, a clandes#ne 

organiza#on of supernatural creatures. When a strange, rabies-like plague spreads through the slums 

of Sao Paolo like wildfire, infec#ng vic#ms with homicidal fury, the Kabal calls upon Vampirella to 

capture the disease's murderous creator -- one of The Accursed, a human condemned to eternal life 

for his sins: the fabled Dr. Faustus. 

VAMPIRELLA is back and returns to her horror roots with Bram Stoker Award-winning author Nancy 

A. Collins (Swamp Thing, Sunglasses AQer Dark, Jason vs. Leatherface) and Patrick BerkenkoNer 

(Avengers/Invaders, Red Sonja). (STL074480) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 424pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAY230627 

VAMPIRELLA DYNAMITE YEARS OMNIBUS TP VOL 04 MINIS (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

A stunning new collec#on featuring 4 of the best Vampirella mini-series ever published - including a 

classic tale by the legendary Alan Moore! Included are: 

  

Vampirella and the Scarlet Legion by Joe Harris and Jose Malaga: When an ancient prophecy of doom 

is uncovered and a new push to resurrect the foulest demons from the pit is revealed, it's clear 

Vampirella won't be able to take them on alone. Enter THE SCARLET LEGION, assembled to keep the 

dark things at bay and protect this world from the evils which lie beyond. The only ques#on is, will 

they see Vampirella as friend... or foe? 

  

Vampirella vs. Dracula By Joe Harris and Ivan Rodriguez: Spinning out of Alan Moore's retelling of the 

ageless horror classic, Dracula has come to America to play out his #meless narra#ve in this brave, 

New World. Only he didn't realize ANOTHER vampire already beat him to it. Drawn to one another 



across con#nents and centuries by a mysterious force, both Vampirella and Bram Stoker's immortal 

monster find themselves sucked into a #me-tossed epic of love, hate, death, and damna#on. But can 

an epic built for one vampire possibly hold them both? 

  

The New European by Alan Moore and Gary Frank: Featuring Alan Moore's legendary work on Vampi 

and his tale of Dracula in America! 

  

The Red Room by Dan Brereton and Jean Diaz: Vampirella and a colorful, driven lawman track 

vampires on a blood-leYng rampage through rural Arkansas to the Red Room, an underground 

circuit where high rollers stage mortals vs. monster death matches. She faces a host of fiends, quickly 

realizing more arcane forces drive the bouts and their frenzied combatants, enhanced with a 

powerful, corrup#ng essence, firmly stacking the odds against Vampirella surviving the night. 

(STL092019) (OCT181188) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 368pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAY230628 

007 FOR KING COUNTRY #4 CVR A LINSNER 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A) Giorgio SpalleNa (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

The former 007 and 002 are #red of running from Myrmidon. Time to take the fight back to London. 

From PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON (Ac#on Comics) and GIORGIO SPALLETTA (Red Sonja). (STL276263) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230629 

007 FOR KING COUNTRY #4 CVR B PUEBLA 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A) Giorgio SpalleNa (CA) Rebeca Puebla 

The former 007 and 002 are #red of running from Myrmidon. Time to take the fight back to London. 

From PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON (Ac#on Comics) and GIORGIO SPALLETTA (Red Sonja). (STL276264) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230630 

007 FOR KING COUNTRY #4 CVR C HILL 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A) Giorgio SpalleNa (CA) Chuma Hill 

The former 007 and 002 are #red of running from Myrmidon. Time to take the fight back to London. 

From PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON (Ac#on Comics) and GIORGIO SPALLETTA (Red Sonja). (STL276265) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY230631 

007 FOR KING COUNTRY #4 CVR D LEIRIX 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A) Giorgio SpalleNa (CA)  Leirix 

The former 007 and 002 are #red of running from Myrmidon. Time to take the fight back to London. 

From PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON (Ac#on Comics) and GIORGIO SPALLETTA (Red Sonja). (STL276266) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230638 

007 HC BOOK 01 MYRMIDON 

(W) Philip Kennedy Johnson (A) Marco Finnegan (CA) Marc Aspinall 

007 is back in ac#on! AQer a high-stakes rescue mission is mysteriously, violently sabotaged, Bond's 

future at MI6 hangs in the balance. As he awaits his fate, James Bond is urgently contacted by an old 

flame and mentor: Gwendolyn Gann, formerly Agent 003, who warns Bond of an existen#al threat to 

England and the global balance of power. But before they can meet, 003 turns up dead, sending 

Bond on the most personal mission of his career: find Gwendolyn Gann's killers, and expose the 

shadowy organiza#on known only as "Myrmidon."  

 

WriNen by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON (Ac#on Comics) and illustrated by MARCO FINNEGAN 

(Kolchak), this handsome hardcover edi#on collects 007 #1-6 and features a cover by MARC 

ASPINALL. (STL271812) 

HC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY230639 

DEJAH THORIS (2023) #5 CVR A YOON 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon 

In the Barsoom marshes, near the Island of Ompt, man-eaters are on the hunt for Green Mar#ans 

and Kangaroo Men! And though Dejah Thoris rides a mighty winged Malagor, it will take more than 

just her might to fend off the man-eaters…it will take the combined might of the allies she’s learned 

to trust in her epic journeys! By CHUCK BROWN (BiNer Root) and EMILIANA PINNA (Red Sonja)! 

(STL276273) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230640 

DEJAH THORIS (2023) #5 CVR B LINSNER 



(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

In the Barsoom marshes, near the Island of Ompt, man-eaters are on the hunt for Green Mar#ans 

and Kangaroo Men! And though Dejah Thoris rides a mighty winged Malagor, it will take more than 

just her might to fend off the man-eaters…it will take the combined might of the allies she’s learned 

to trust in her epic journeys! By CHUCK BROWN (BiNer Root) and EMILIANA PINNA (Red Sonja)! 

(STL276274) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230641 

DEJAH THORIS (2023) #5 CVR C PUEBLA 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Rebeca Puebla 

In the Barsoom marshes, near the Island of Ompt, man-eaters are on the hunt for Green Mar#ans 

and Kangaroo Men! And though Dejah Thoris rides a mighty winged Malagor, it will take more than 

just her might to fend off the man-eaters…it will take the combined might of the allies she’s learned 

to trust in her epic journeys! By CHUCK BROWN (BiNer Root) and EMILIANA PINNA (Red Sonja)! 

(STL276275) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230642 

DEJAH THORIS (2023) #5 CVR D SWAY 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA)  Sway 

In the Barsoom marshes, near the Island of Ompt, man-eaters are on the hunt for Green Mar#ans 

and Kangaroo Men! And though Dejah Thoris rides a mighty winged Malagor, it will take more than 

just her might to fend off the man-eaters…it will take the combined might of the allies she’s learned 

to trust in her epic journeys! By CHUCK BROWN (BiNer Root) and EMILIANA PINNA (Red Sonja)! 

(STL276276) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230643 

DEJAH THORIS (2023) #5 CVR E LEIRIX 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA)  Leirix 

In the Barsoom marshes, near the Island of Ompt, man-eaters are on the hunt for Green Mar#ans 

and Kangaroo Men! And though Dejah Thoris rides a mighty winged Malagor, it will take more than 

just her might to fend off the man-eaters…it will take the combined might of the allies she’s learned 

to trust in her epic journeys! By CHUCK BROWN (BiNer Root) and EMILIANA PINNA (Red Sonja)! 

(STL276277) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY230644 

DEJAH THORIS (2023) #5 CVR F COSPLAY 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA)  Cosplay 

In the Barsoom marshes, near the Island of Ompt, man-eaters are on the hunt for Green Mar#ans 

and Kangaroo Men! And though Dejah Thoris rides a mighty winged Malagor, it will take more than 

just her might to fend off the man-eaters…it will take the combined might of the allies she’s learned 

to trust in her epic journeys! By CHUCK BROWN (BiNer Root) and EMILIANA PINNA (Red Sonja)! 

(STL276278) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230650 

DEJAH THORIS (2023) #5 CVR L YOON LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon 

Get Junggeun Yoon's cover for Dejah Thoris #5 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi#on! 

(STL276284) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230651 

DEJAH THORIS (2023) #5 CVR M LINSNER LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Get Joseph MIchael Linsner's cover for Dejah Thoris #5 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin 

Edi#on! (STL276285) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY230652 

WARLORD OF MARS DEJAH THORIS OMNIBUS TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Arvid Nelson, Robert Place Napton (A) Carlos Rafael (CA) Paul Renaud 

Dejah Thoris, the Mar#an heroine of Edgar Rice Burroughs' classic Barsoom novels, strikes out on her 

own, proving herself every bit as resourceful and daring as her famous human consort: John Carter, 

the Warlord of Mars! Thrill to her solo adventures in this massive Omnibus edi#on, collec#ng the first 

twenty issues of her ongoing comic book series! Four hundred years before John Carter would arrive 

on the Red Planet, the long-lived Dejah Thoris must unite the forces of Greater and Lesser Helium, 

two warring city-states, to fend off the greatest threats ever to plague their lands: a rampaging 

colossus, pirate raiders, the dreaded Boora Witch, invading vampires from Saturn, and even more 

unspeakable menaces! (STL048550) (JUL171806) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 480pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY230653 

KARMA TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dan Wickline (A) Carlos Reno (CA) Stejpan Sejic 

Alex is a photographer for an ad agency who leads a fairly quiet and reserved life. He gets a call one 

day from a friend, asking him to fill in on a photoshoot in the Valley. The swimwear shoot is on a set 

where he has a chance encounter with Karma, one of the lead models. Karma is fiercely independent 

woman who is working on being more than a star, but a brand. In Alex she sees someone new to her 

world, someone unjaded by it. Someone with a fresh eye…and she thinks it could be fun opening his 

mind to new adventures.  

 

This new trade paperback edi#on of writer DAN WICKLINE and ar#st CARLOS RENO's ero#cally 

charged graphic novel features jaw-dropping cover art by superstar ar#st STJEPAN SEJIC, famed for 

his groundbreaking graphic novels Sunstone and Harleen. (STL276627) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY230654 

O/A JIM BUTCHER DRESDEN FILES OMNIBUS TP VOL 01 

(W) Jim Butcher, Mark Powers (A) Ardian Syaf & Various (CA) BreN Booth 

Back in print! When criminal inves#ga#ons take a weird turn, the officers of the Chicago Police 

Department call in Harry Dresden! A wizard and private inves#gator with formidable yet unrefined 

skills, the young Dresden is more than capable of tracking down and facing the perps, whether they 

be black magic prac##oners, blood-hungry werewolves, or worse! This first volume of The Dresden 

Files Omnibus collects the complete comic book adapta#ons of "Storm Front" and "Fool Moon," plus 

over one-hundred pages of addi#onal story content set within official con#nuity of Jim Butcher's 

beloved magic noir universe. (STK668268) 

SC, 7x10, 536pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MARVEL COMICS 

 

MAY230655 

ULTIMATE INVASION #2 (OF 4) 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A/CA) Bryan Hitch 



The Maker plans to make sure Earth's Migh#est Heroes never become heroes at all. And then he can 

reshape the universe into exactly what he wants it to be… 

Rated T+ (STL273845) 

40pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230657 

ULTIMATE INVASION #2 (OF 4) LUCAS WERNECK HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A) Bryan Hitch (CA) Lucas Werneck 

The Maker plans to make sure Earth's Migh#est Heroes never become heroes at all. And then he can 

reshape the universe into exactly what he wants it to be… 

Rated T+ (STL273848) 

40pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230658 

ULTIMATE INVASION #2 (OF 4) INHYUK LEE VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A) Bryan Hitch (CA) Inhyuk Lee 

The Maker plans to make sure Earth's Migh#est Heroes never become heroes at all. And then he can 

reshape the universe into exactly what he wants it to be… 

Rated T+ (STL273847) 

40pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230659 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #29 

(W) Zeb Wells (A/CA) Ed McGuinness 

eaten and bloody, with his back against the wall, has Spider-Man finally met his match? 

Rated T (STL273705) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230660 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #29 DAVID NAKAYAMA HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) David Nakayama 

eaten and bloody, with his back against the wall, has Spider-Man finally met his match? 



Rated T (STL273708) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230662 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #29 PERISSONOTTO DISNEY100 VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) Giada PerissinoNo 

eaten and bloody, with his back against the wall, has Spider-Man finally met his match? 

Rated T (STL273709) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230664 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #30 

(W) Zeb Wells (A/CA) Ed McGuinness 

Spidey goes one last round with the new and improved Doc Ock. Can his newest ally help turn the 

#de? 

Rated T (STL273710) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230666 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #30 SKOTTIE YOUNG VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) SkoYe Young 

Spidey goes one last round with the new and improved Doc Ock. Can his newest ally help turn the 

#de? 

Rated T (STL274244) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230667 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #30 BETSY COLA HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) Betsy Cola 

Spidey goes one last round with the new and improved Doc Ock. Can his newest ally help turn the 

#de? 

Rated T (STL273713) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230668 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #30 MIKE VOSBURG VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) Mike Vosburg 

Spidey goes one last round with the new and improved Doc Ock. Can his newest ally help turn the 

#de? 

Rated T (STL273712) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230669 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #31 

(W) Zeb Wells (A/CA) John Romita Jr. 

SPECIAL OVER-SIZED ISSUE!  

IT'S THE WEDDING OF THE YEAR!  

Peter Parker is the best man, and Tombstone is walking the bride down the aisle! That's right - Janice 

Lincoln and Randy Robertson are tying the knot, and there's NO WAY all the crime bosses in NYC 

aren't seeing this as an opportunity to off Tombstone. This story sets up our big Spider-Event of Zeb 

and Johnny's second year on ASM, and that's just the HALF of it! Also in this issue: 

bachelor/bacheloreNe par#es, other ASM-story preludes, glimpses of some of the biggest 

unannounced Spider-projects and extra bonus awesomeness! 

Rated T (STL274245) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230670 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #31 CASAGRANDE WOMEN OF MARVEL VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) Elena Casagrande 

SPECIAL OVER-SIZED ISSUE!  

IT'S THE WEDDING OF THE YEAR!  

Peter Parker is the best man, and Tombstone is walking the bride down the aisle! That's right - Janice 

Lincoln and Randy Robertson are tying the knot, and there's NO WAY all the crime bosses in NYC 

aren't seeing this as an opportunity to off Tombstone. This story sets up our big Spider-Event of Zeb 

and Johnny's second year on ASM, and that's just the HALF of it! Also in this issue: 

bachelor/bacheloreNe par#es, other ASM-story preludes, glimpses of some of the biggest 

unannounced Spider-projects and extra bonus awesomeness! 



Rated T (STL274246) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230671 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #31 GEORGE PEREZ VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) George Perez 

SPECIAL OVER-SIZED ISSUE!  

IT'S THE WEDDING OF THE YEAR!  

Peter Parker is the best man, and Tombstone is walking the bride down the aisle! That's right - Janice 

Lincoln and Randy Robertson are tying the knot, and there's NO WAY all the crime bosses in NYC 

aren't seeing this as an opportunity to off Tombstone. This story sets up our big Spider-Event of Zeb 

and Johnny's second year on ASM, and that's just the HALF of it! Also in this issue: 

bachelor/bacheloreNe par#es, other ASM-story preludes, glimpses of some of the biggest 

unannounced Spider-projects and extra bonus awesomeness! 

Rated T (STL274247) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230673 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #31 GREG LAND VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) Greg Land 

SPECIAL OVER-SIZED ISSUE!  

IT'S THE WEDDING OF THE YEAR!  

Peter Parker is the best man, and Tombstone is walking the bride down the aisle! That's right - Janice 

Lincoln and Randy Robertson are tying the knot, and there's NO WAY all the crime bosses in NYC 

aren't seeing this as an opportunity to off Tombstone. This story sets up our big Spider-Event of Zeb 

and Johnny's second year on ASM, and that's just the HALF of it! Also in this issue: 

bachelor/bacheloreNe par#es, other ASM-story preludes, glimpses of some of the biggest 

unannounced Spider-projects and extra bonus awesomeness! 

Rated T (STL274277) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230676 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #31 JTC NEGATIVE SPACE VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) John Tyler Christopher 



SPECIAL OVER-SIZED ISSUE!  

IT'S THE WEDDING OF THE YEAR!  

Peter Parker is the best man, and Tombstone is walking the bride down the aisle! That's right - Janice 

Lincoln and Randy Robertson are tying the knot, and there's NO WAY all the crime bosses in NYC 

aren't seeing this as an opportunity to off Tombstone. This story sets up our big Spider-Event of Zeb 

and Johnny's second year on ASM, and that's just the HALF of it! Also in this issue: 

bachelor/bacheloreNe par#es, other ASM-story preludes, glimpses of some of the biggest 

unannounced Spider-projects and extra bonus awesomeness! 

Rated T (STL274280) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230677 

FALLEN FRIEND #1 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

ALL WILL BE REVEALED. 5/31/23. 

Rated T+ (STL274815) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230678 

FALLEN FRIEND #1 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

ALL WILL BE REVEALED. 5/31/23. 

Rated T+ (STL274818) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230680 

FALLEN FRIEND #1 CARNERO HOMAGE VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Carmen Carnero 

ALL WILL BE REVEALED. 5/31/23. 

Rated T+ (STL274817) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230682 



MARVEL AGE #1000 

(W) Rainbow Rowell, Jamie McKelvie (A)  TBA (CA) Gary Frank 

IT'S A CELEBRATION OF THE MARVEL AGE OF COMICS - AND YOU ARE INVITED! 

This massive commemora#ve issue includes contribu#ons from some of the most storied creators in 

Marvel history, as well as a few surprises, as the classic days of Marvel are explored in depth!  

J. Michael Straczynski and Kaare Andrews create the Marvel Universe in a backyard!  

Dan SloN and Michael Allred depict a crucial turning point for Captain Marvel!  

Rainbow Rowell and Jamie McKelvie explore the blossoming rela#onship between Cyclops and Jean 

Grey!  

The original Human Torch finds his purpose thanks to Mark Waid and Alessandro Cappuccio! 

The Silver Surfer confronts Mephisto under the guidance of Steve McNiven!  

And more, more, more! Plus: The ul#mate Marvel Value Stamp, #1000! Who or what will it feature? 

Rated T+ (STL274822) 

96pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230683 

MARVEL AGE #1000 FRANCIS MANAPUL VAR 

(W) Rainbow Rowell, Jamie McKelvie (A)  TBA (CA) Francis Manapul 

IT'S A CELEBRATION OF THE MARVEL AGE OF COMICS - AND YOU ARE INVITED! 

This massive commemora#ve issue includes contribu#ons from some of the most storied creators in 

Marvel history, as well as a few surprises, as the classic days of Marvel are explored in depth!  

J. Michael Straczynski and Kaare Andrews create the Marvel Universe in a backyard!  

Dan SloN and Michael Allred depict a crucial turning point for Captain Marvel!  

Rainbow Rowell and Jamie McKelvie explore the blossoming rela#onship between Cyclops and Jean 

Grey!  

The original Human Torch finds his purpose thanks to Mark Waid and Alessandro Cappuccio! 

The Silver Surfer confronts Mephisto under the guidance of Steve McNiven!  

And more, more, more! Plus: The ul#mate Marvel Value Stamp, #1000! Who or what will it feature? 

Rated T+ (STL274823) 

96pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230684 



MARVEL AGE #1000 RYAN STEGMAN VAR 

(W) Rainbow Rowell, Jamie McKelvie (A)  TBA (CA) Ryan Stegman 

IT'S A CELEBRATION OF THE MARVEL AGE OF COMICS - AND YOU ARE INVITED! 

This massive commemora#ve issue includes contribu#ons from some of the most storied creators in 

Marvel history, as well as a few surprises, as the classic days of Marvel are explored in depth!  

J. Michael Straczynski and Kaare Andrews create the Marvel Universe in a backyard!  

Dan SloN and Michael Allred depict a crucial turning point for Captain Marvel!  

Rainbow Rowell and Jamie McKelvie explore the blossoming rela#onship between Cyclops and Jean 

Grey!  

The original Human Torch finds his purpose thanks to Mark Waid and Alessandro Cappuccio! 

The Silver Surfer confronts Mephisto under the guidance of Steve McNiven!  

And more, more, more! Plus: The ul#mate Marvel Value Stamp, #1000! Who or what will it feature? 

Rated T+ (STL274829) 

96pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230686 

MARVEL AGE #1000 JAVIER GARRON MARVEL ICON VAR 

(W) Rainbow Rowell, Jamie McKelvie (A)  TBA (CA)  Garron, Javier 

IT'S A CELEBRATION OF THE MARVEL AGE OF COMICS - AND YOU ARE INVITED! 

This massive commemora#ve issue includes contribu#ons from some of the most storied creators in 

Marvel history, as well as a few surprises, as the classic days of Marvel are explored in depth!  

J. Michael Straczynski and Kaare Andrews create the Marvel Universe in a backyard!  

Dan SloN and Michael Allred depict a crucial turning point for Captain Marvel!  

Rainbow Rowell and Jamie McKelvie explore the blossoming rela#onship between Cyclops and Jean 

Grey!  

The original Human Torch finds his purpose thanks to Mark Waid and Alessandro Cappuccio! 

The Silver Surfer confronts Mephisto under the guidance of Steve McNiven!  

And more, more, more! Plus: The ul#mate Marvel Value Stamp, #1000! Who or what will it feature? 

Rated T+ (STL274827) 

96pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230687 



MARVEL AGE #1000 GEORGE PEREZ VAR 

(W) Rainbow Rowell, Jamie McKelvie (A)  TBA (CA) George Perez 

IT'S A CELEBRATION OF THE MARVEL AGE OF COMICS - AND YOU ARE INVITED! 

This massive commemora#ve issue includes contribu#ons from some of the most storied creators in 

Marvel history, as well as a few surprises, as the classic days of Marvel are explored in depth!  

J. Michael Straczynski and Kaare Andrews create the Marvel Universe in a backyard!  

Dan SloN and Michael Allred depict a crucial turning point for Captain Marvel!  

Rainbow Rowell and Jamie McKelvie explore the blossoming rela#onship between Cyclops and Jean 

Grey!  

The original Human Torch finds his purpose thanks to Mark Waid and Alessandro Cappuccio! 

The Silver Surfer confronts Mephisto under the guidance of Steve McNiven!  

And more, more, more! Plus: The ul#mate Marvel Value Stamp, #1000! Who or what will it feature? 

Rated T+ (STL274824) 

96pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230690 

BLADE #1 

(W)  TBA (A/CA) Elena Casagrande 

Marvel's slickest vampire hunter returns in a brand new ongoing by Bryan Hill (KILLMONGER) and 

Elena Casagrande (BLACK WIDOW)! True evil is pa#ent. And a dark, ancient power has been 

simmering quietly for centuries…and when Blade himself is the one to unknowingly unleash it, 

Marvel's en#re supernatural underworld will come out of hiding to demand he handle it. Or pay a 

pound of flesh for his mistakes. Bloodbaths, blackmail and Blade - you won't want to miss the 

explosive first issue of this new volume! 

Rated T+ (STL274725) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230691 

BLADE #1 FRANK MILLER VAR 

(W)  TBA (A) Elena Casagrande (CA) Frank Miller 

Marvel's slickest vampire hunter returns in a brand new ongoing by Bryan Hill (KILLMONGER) and 

Elena Casagrande (BLACK WIDOW)! True evil is pa#ent. And a dark, ancient power has been 

simmering quietly for centuries…and when Blade himself is the one to unknowingly unleash it, 

Marvel's en#re supernatural underworld will come out of hiding to demand he handle it. Or pay a 



pound of flesh for his mistakes. Bloodbaths, blackmail and Blade - you won't want to miss the 

explosive first issue of this new volume! 

Rated T+ (STL274727) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230693 

BLADE #1 STEFANO CASELLI MARVEL ICON VAR 

(W)  TBA (A) Elena Casagrande (CA) Stefano Caselli 

Marvel's slickest vampire hunter returns in a brand new ongoing by Bryan Hill (KILLMONGER) and 

Elena Casagrande (BLACK WIDOW)! True evil is pa#ent. And a dark, ancient power has been 

simmering quietly for centuries…and when Blade himself is the one to unknowingly unleash it, 

Marvel's en#re supernatural underworld will come out of hiding to demand he handle it. Or pay a 

pound of flesh for his mistakes. Bloodbaths, blackmail and Blade - you won't want to miss the 

explosive first issue of this new volume! 

Rated T+ (STL274733) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230695 

BLADE #1 DAVID MARQUEZ VAR 

(W)  TBA (A) Elena Casagrande (CA) David Marquez 

Marvel's slickest vampire hunter returns in a brand new ongoing by Bryan Hill (KILLMONGER) and 

Elena Casagrande (BLACK WIDOW)! True evil is pa#ent. And a dark, ancient power has been 

simmering quietly for centuries…and when Blade himself is the one to unknowingly unleash it, 

Marvel's en#re supernatural underworld will come out of hiding to demand he handle it. Or pay a 

pound of flesh for his mistakes. Bloodbaths, blackmail and Blade - you won't want to miss the 

explosive first issue of this new volume! 

Rated T+ (STL274734) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230696 

BLADE #1 TOM REILLY WINDOWSHADES VAR 

(W)  TBA (A) Elena Casagrande (CA) Tom Reilly 

Marvel's slickest vampire hunter returns in a brand new ongoing by Bryan Hill (KILLMONGER) and 

Elena Casagrande (BLACK WIDOW)! True evil is pa#ent. And a dark, ancient power has been 

simmering quietly for centuries…and when Blade himself is the one to unknowingly unleash it, 

Marvel's en#re supernatural underworld will come out of hiding to demand he handle it. Or pay a 



pound of flesh for his mistakes. Bloodbaths, blackmail and Blade - you won't want to miss the 

explosive first issue of this new volume! 

Rated T+ (STL274735) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230697 

BLADE #1 JOHN TYLER CHRISTOPHER NEGATIVE SPACE VAR 

(W)  TBA (A) Elena Casagrande (CA) John Tyler Christopher 

Marvel's slickest vampire hunter returns in a brand new ongoing by Bryan Hill (KILLMONGER) and 

Elena Casagrande (BLACK WIDOW)! True evil is pa#ent. And a dark, ancient power has been 

simmering quietly for centuries…and when Blade himself is the one to unknowingly unleash it, 

Marvel's en#re supernatural underworld will come out of hiding to demand he handle it. Or pay a 

pound of flesh for his mistakes. Bloodbaths, blackmail and Blade - you won't want to miss the 

explosive first issue of this new volume! 

Rated T+ (STL274729) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230698 

BLADE #1 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W)  TBA (A) Elena Casagrande (CA) Peach Momoko 

Marvel's slickest vampire hunter returns in a brand new ongoing by Bryan Hill (KILLMONGER) and 

Elena Casagrande (BLACK WIDOW)! True evil is pa#ent. And a dark, ancient power has been 

simmering quietly for centuries…and when Blade himself is the one to unknowingly unleash it, 

Marvel's en#re supernatural underworld will come out of hiding to demand he handle it. Or pay a 

pound of flesh for his mistakes. Bloodbaths, blackmail and Blade - you won't want to miss the 

explosive first issue of this new volume! 

Rated T+ (STL274731) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230700 

BLADE #1 BLOOD RED BLANK COVER VAR 

(W)  TBA (A) Elena Casagrande 

Marvel's slickest vampire hunter returns in a brand new ongoing by Bryan Hill (KILLMONGER) and 

Elena Casagrande (BLACK WIDOW)! True evil is pa#ent. And a dark, ancient power has been 

simmering quietly for centuries…and when Blade himself is the one to unknowingly unleash it, 

Marvel's en#re supernatural underworld will come out of hiding to demand he handle it. Or pay a 



pound of flesh for his mistakes. Bloodbaths, blackmail and Blade - you won't want to miss the 

explosive first issue of this new volume! 

Rated T+ (STL274726) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230701 

INCREDIBLE HULK #180 FACSIMILE EDITION NEW PTG 

(W) Len Wein (A/CA) Herb Trimpe 

The first appearance of Wolverine! A #tanic two-part saga begins right here as the Hulk heads to the 

Great White North, where a great white beast awaits: the Wendigo! It's a monster mash of epic 

propor#ons - and just when things couldn't get any wilder, the mysterious Weapon X is 

unleashed…and the Hulk and the Wendigo must try their luck against the Wolverine! In this ini#al 

chapter of the collector's-item clash of #tans, readers got their first glimpse of the diminu#ve 

Canadian hero des#ned to become the most popular X-Man of all! It's one of the all-#me great 

Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! Reprin#ng INCREDIBLE 

HULK (1968) #180. 

Rated T (STL274820) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230702 

INCREDIBLE HULK #181 FACSIMILE EDITION NEW PTG 

(W) Len Wein (A/CA) Herb Trimpe 

The issue that introduced an icon! Just when you thought a baNle between the Incredible Hulk and 

the Wendigo couldn't get any more ferocious, the Wolverine crashes the party! It's the first feature-

length appearance of the world's first and greatest Canadian super hero, who would soon go on to 

become arguably the most popular and successful member of the X-Men! Encounter the Wolverine 

for the first #me all over again in an ac#on-packed throwdown that establishes a rivalry for the ages 

between the Jade Giant and the Best There Is! It's one of the all-#me great Marvel comic books, 

boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! Reprin#ng INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) #181. 

Rated T (STL274821) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230703 

X-MEN #101 FACSIMILE EDITION 

(W) Chris Claremont (A/CA) Dave Cockrum 



Like a Phoenix, from the ashes! This momentous issue kicked off the most shocking X-Men epic of all: 

the Phoenix Saga! As Jean Grey uses the full extent of her telekine#c powers in an aNempt to safely 

guide a space shuNle containing her fellow X-Men back to Earth, the craQ splashes down in Jamaica 

Bay. But when its passengers surface from the depths, where is Jean? As the anguished X-Men fear 

she may have perished in the crash, suddenly a dazzling redhead in a bold new costume rises out of 

the waves. She is fire and life incarnate - she is Phoenix! And nothing will ever be the same for the X-

Men - or for Jean! It's one of the all-#me great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original 

form, ads and all! Reprin#ng X-MEN (1963) #101. 

Rated T (STL274856) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230704 

INCREDIBLE HULK #2 

(W) Philip Kennedy Johnson (A/CA) Nic Klein 

The Mother of Horrors demands her freedom! And in order to make it happen, her most du#ful 

servant - a terrifying monstrosity who calls herself the Eldest - seeks to reclaim that wayward son of 

monsters: the Hulk himself. Now every eldritch horror and primordial being has its eyes set on the 

Jade Giant! Meanwhile, on their path to peace and isola#on, Banner and his new friend Charlie find 

themselves forced to pass through an abandoned coal mining town…but when night falls, the term 

"ghost town" takes on a terrifying new meaning. 

Rated T+ (STL273772) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230705 

INCREDIBLE HULK #2 BRYAN HITCH HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Philip Kennedy Johnson (A) Nic Klein (CA) Bryan Hitch 

The Mother of Horrors demands her freedom! And in order to make it happen, her most du#ful 

servant - a terrifying monstrosity who calls herself the Eldest - seeks to reclaim that wayward son of 

monsters: the Hulk himself. Now every eldritch horror and primordial being has its eyes set on the 

Jade Giant! Meanwhile, on their path to peace and isola#on, Banner and his new friend Charlie find 

themselves forced to pass through an abandoned coal mining town…but when night falls, the term 

"ghost town" takes on a terrifying new meaning. 

Rated T+ (STL273775) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230707 

INCREDIBLE HULK #2 JOSHUA CASSARA VAR 



(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A) Nic Klein (CA) Joshua Cassara 

The Mother of Horrors demands her freedom! And in order to make it happen, her most du#ful 

servant - a terrifying monstrosity who calls herself the Eldest - seeks to reclaim that wayward son of 

monsters: the Hulk himself. Now every eldritch horror and primordial being has its eyes set on the 

Jade Giant! Meanwhile, on their path to peace and isola#on, Banner and his new friend Charlie find 

themselves forced to pass through an abandoned coal mining town…but when night falls, the term 

"ghost town" takes on a terrifying new meaning. 

Rated T+ (STL273774) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230708 

ALL-NEW MARVEL NOW POINT ONE #1 FACSIMILE EDITION 

(W) G. Willow Wilson,  VARIOUS (A) Adrian Alphona,  VARIOUS (CA) Salvador Larroca 

Kamala Khan makes her full debut as Ms. Marvel to help usher in a landmark era for Marvel Comics! 

See the 21st century's greatest super-hero sensa#on in ac#on for the first #me, against the menace 

of the Inventor! And fresh chapters begin for a host of other iconic characters as well: Loki embarks 

on a mission for Asgard! The Silver Surfer and Dawn experience the cosmic rays of Nau#kos! A Kree 

Pursuer and her Special Forces team prepare to invade the Earth! The Black Widow takes on a deadly 

assignment in Russia! And can Avengers buddy-duo Cannonball and Sunspot keep the Hulk's power 

out of A.I.M.'s hands? It's one of the all-#me great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its 

original form, ads and all! Reprin#ng ALL-NEW MARVEL NOW! POINT ONE #1. 

Rated T+ (STL274801) 

56pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY230709 

LOKI #2 (OF 4) 

(W) Dan WaNers (A) German Peralta (CA) Dus#n Nguyen 

The past can never just stay buried, can it? Loki's turn at playing "good guy" has been interrupted by 

the resurgence of relics from his nefarious past. Now that he's set sail on his ship made of fingernails, 

he tracks the first of these to the destroyed Nidavellir - where the relic has been craQed into a 

devasta#ngly powerful weapon that the dwarves are warring over. And as a bonus: A pair of 

unexpected Marvel fan-favorites appear to clean up past Loki's mess! 

Rated T+ (STL273781) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230711 

LOKI #2 (OF 4) MATTEO LOLLI VAR 



(W) Dan WaNers (A) German Peralta (CA) MaNeo Lolli 

The past can never just stay buried, can it? Loki's turn at playing "good guy" has been interrupted by 

the resurgence of relics from his nefarious past. Now that he's set sail on his ship made of fingernails, 

he tracks the first of these to the destroyed Nidavellir - where the relic has been craQed into a 

devasta#ngly powerful weapon that the dwarves are warring over. And as a bonus: A pair of 

unexpected Marvel fan-favorites appear to clean up past Loki's mess! 

Rated T+ (STL273783) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230712 

BLACK PANTHER #2 

(W) Eve L. Ewing (A) Chris Allen (CA) Taurin Clarke 

Who is the mysterious Beisa? Delve deeper into Wakanda as we - and T'Challa - have never seen her! 

No longer in the Golden City, T'Challa goes deep undercover to try to understand the heart of this 

city that feels it has been forgoNen by the Black Panther. And some people aren't happy with the 

rumors that the Black Panther has been skulking around Birnin T'Chaka - like the alluring thief Beisa. 

Fortunately, some new allies and familiar faces will remind T'Challa that outcast or no, the Black 

Panther is never completely alone! 

Rated T+ (STL273719) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230714 

BLACK PANTHER #2 MATHEUS MANHANINI HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Eve L. Ewing (A) Chris Allen (CA) Mateus Manhanini 

Who is the mysterious Beisa? Delve deeper into Wakanda as we - and T'Challa - have never seen her! 

No longer in the Golden City, T'Challa goes deep undercover to try to understand the heart of this 

city that feels it has been forgoNen by the Black Panther. And some people aren't happy with the 

rumors that the Black Panther has been skulking around Birnin T'Chaka - like the alluring thief Beisa. 

Fortunately, some new allies and familiar faces will remind T'Challa that outcast or no, the Black 

Panther is never completely alone! 

Rated T+ (STL273721) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230715 

BLACK PANTHER #2 MIKE MAYHEW VAR 

(W) Eve L. Ewing (A) Chris Allen (CA) Mike Mayhew 



Who is the mysterious Beisa? Delve deeper into Wakanda as we - and T'Challa - have never seen her! 

No longer in the Golden City, T'Challa goes deep undercover to try to understand the heart of this 

city that feels it has been forgoNen by the Black Panther. And some people aren't happy with the 

rumors that the Black Panther has been skulking around Birnin T'Chaka - like the alluring thief Beisa. 

Fortunately, some new allies and familiar faces will remind T'Challa that outcast or no, the Black 

Panther is never completely alone! 

Rated T+ (STL273723) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230716 

BLACK PANTHER #2 ERNANDA SOUZA VAR 

(W) Eve L. Ewing (A) Chris Allen (CA) Ernanda Souza 

Who is the mysterious Beisa? Delve deeper into Wakanda as we - and T'Challa - have never seen her! 

No longer in the Golden City, T'Challa goes deep undercover to try to understand the heart of this 

city that feels it has been forgoNen by the Black Panther. And some people aren't happy with the 

rumors that the Black Panther has been skulking around Birnin T'Chaka - like the alluring thief Beisa. 

Fortunately, some new allies and familiar faces will remind T'Challa that outcast or no, the Black 

Panther is never completely alone! 

Rated T+ (STL273722) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230717 

MOON KNIGHT #25 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Alessandro Cappuccio, Alessandro ViY (CA) Steve McNiven 

MOON KNIGHT'S PAST AND PRESENT COLLIDE, LEADING INTO HIS FIRST EVENT SERIES!  

The past comes back to bedevil Moon Knight as he pursues his latest enemy, someone once familiar 

and new. From grim New York nights to the blazing sun of Alexandria days, Moon Knight hunts for 

answers among the graves of Hart Island while haunted by the last mission of the Karnak Cowboys, a 

mercenary crew coun#ng among its members Marc Spector, Jean-Paul Duchamp, Robert Plesko...and 

Layla El-Faouly.  

PLUS: A CLASSIC MOON KNIGHT STORY FROM THE PAST BY DOUG MOENCH AND BILL SIENKIEWICZ! 

Rated T+ (STL273788) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230718 

MOON KNIGHT #25 ARTGERM VAR 



(W) Jed MacKay (A) Alessandro Cappuccio, Alessandro ViY (CA)  Artgerm 

MOON KNIGHT'S PAST AND PRESENT COLLIDE, LEADING INTO HIS FIRST EVENT SERIES!  

The past comes back to bedevil Moon Knight as he pursues his latest enemy, someone once familiar 

and new. From grim New York nights to the blazing sun of Alexandria days, Moon Knight hunts for 

answers among the graves of Hart Island while haunted by the last mission of the Karnak Cowboys, a 

mercenary crew coun#ng among its members Marc Spector, Jean-Paul Duchamp, Robert Plesko...and 

Layla El-Faouly.  

PLUS: A CLASSIC MOON KNIGHT STORY FROM THE PAST BY DOUG MOENCH AND BILL SIENKIEWICZ! 

Rated T+ (STL274675) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230720 

MOON KNIGHT #25 FRANK MILLER VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Alessandro Cappuccio, Alessandro ViY (CA) Frank Miller 

MOON KNIGHT'S PAST AND PRESENT COLLIDE, LEADING INTO HIS FIRST EVENT SERIES!  

The past comes back to bedevil Moon Knight as he pursues his latest enemy, someone once familiar 

and new. From grim New York nights to the blazing sun of Alexandria days, Moon Knight hunts for 

answers among the graves of Hart Island while haunted by the last mission of the Karnak Cowboys, a 

mercenary crew coun#ng among its members Marc Spector, Jean-Paul Duchamp, Robert Plesko...and 

Layla El-Faouly.  

PLUS: A CLASSIC MOON KNIGHT STORY FROM THE PAST BY DOUG MOENCH AND BILL SIENKIEWICZ! 

Rated T+ (STL274678) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230722 

MOON KNIGHT #25 GARY FRANK VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Alessandro Cappuccio, Alessandro ViY (CA) Gary Frank 

MOON KNIGHT'S PAST AND PRESENT COLLIDE, LEADING INTO HIS FIRST EVENT SERIES!  

The past comes back to bedevil Moon Knight as he pursues his latest enemy, someone once familiar 

and new. From grim New York nights to the blazing sun of Alexandria days, Moon Knight hunts for 

answers among the graves of Hart Island while haunted by the last mission of the Karnak Cowboys, a 

mercenary crew coun#ng among its members Marc Spector, Jean-Paul Duchamp, Robert Plesko...and 

Layla El-Faouly.  

PLUS: A CLASSIC MOON KNIGHT STORY FROM THE PAST BY DOUG MOENCH AND BILL SIENKIEWICZ! 

Rated T+ (STL274682) 



96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230724 

MOON KNIGHT #25 JIM CHEUNG VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Alessandro Cappuccio, Alessandro ViY (CA) Jim Cheung 

MOON KNIGHT'S PAST AND PRESENT COLLIDE, LEADING INTO HIS FIRST EVENT SERIES!  

The past comes back to bedevil Moon Knight as he pursues his latest enemy, someone once familiar 

and new. From grim New York nights to the blazing sun of Alexandria days, Moon Knight hunts for 

answers among the graves of Hart Island while haunted by the last mission of the Karnak Cowboys, a 

mercenary crew coun#ng among its members Marc Spector, Jean-Paul Duchamp, Robert Plesko...and 

Layla El-Faouly.  

PLUS: A CLASSIC MOON KNIGHT STORY FROM THE PAST BY DOUG MOENCH AND BILL SIENKIEWICZ! 

Rated T+ (STL274703) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230726 

MOON KNIGHT #25 SCOTT FORBES HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Alessandro Cappuccio, Alessandro ViY (CA) W. ScoN Forbes 

MOON KNIGHT'S PAST AND PRESENT COLLIDE, LEADING INTO HIS FIRST EVENT SERIES!  

The past comes back to bedevil Moon Knight as he pursues his latest enemy, someone once familiar 

and new. From grim New York nights to the blazing sun of Alexandria days, Moon Knight hunts for 

answers among the graves of Hart Island while haunted by the last mission of the Karnak Cowboys, a 

mercenary crew coun#ng among its members Marc Spector, Jean-Paul Duchamp, Robert Plesko...and 

Layla El-Faouly.  

PLUS: A CLASSIC MOON KNIGHT STORY FROM THE PAST BY DOUG MOENCH AND BILL SIENKIEWICZ! 

Rated T+ (STL274705) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230727 

MOON KNIGHT #25 JTC NEGATIVE SPACE VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Alessandro Cappuccio, Alessandro ViY (CA) John Tyler Christopher 

MOON KNIGHT'S PAST AND PRESENT COLLIDE, LEADING INTO HIS FIRST EVENT SERIES!  

The past comes back to bedevil Moon Knight as he pursues his latest enemy, someone once familiar 

and new. From grim New York nights to the blazing sun of Alexandria days, Moon Knight hunts for 



answers among the graves of Hart Island while haunted by the last mission of the Karnak Cowboys, a 

mercenary crew coun#ng among its members Marc Spector, Jean-Paul Duchamp, Robert Plesko...and 

Layla El-Faouly.  

PLUS: A CLASSIC MOON KNIGHT STORY FROM THE PAST BY DOUG MOENCH AND BILL SIENKIEWICZ! 

Rated T+ (STL273790) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY230728 

MOON KNIGHT CITY OF THE DEAD #1 (OF 5) 

(W) David Pepose (A) Marcelo Ferreira (CA) Rod Reis 

THE DEBUT OF THE NEW SCARLET SCARAB!  

Following the events of Moon Knight #25! When a young runaway is aNacked by a gang of death 

cul#sts, he is leQ barely alive outside the Midnight Mission. But Marc Spector made a vow long ago 

to defend the travelers of the night…and as long as a spark of life remains, his mission isn't over yet. 

Follow Moon Knight on his most harrowing adventure yet, as the Fist of Khonshu journeys far beyond 

the land of the living - and baNles across the mind-bending underworld known as the City of the 

Dead! 

Rated T+ (STL274746) 

40pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230729 

MOON KNIGHT CITY OF THE DEAD #1 (OF 5) PEPE LARRAZ FOIL VAR 

(W) David Pepose (A) Marcelo Ferreira (CA) Pepe Larraz 

THE DEBUT OF THE NEW SCARLET SCARAB!  

Following the events of Moon Knight #25! When a young runaway is aNacked by a gang of death 

cul#sts, he is leQ barely alive outside the Midnight Mission. But Marc Spector made a vow long ago 

to defend the travelers of the night…and as long as a spark of life remains, his mission isn't over yet. 

Follow Moon Knight on his most harrowing adventure yet, as the Fist of Khonshu journeys far beyond 

the land of the living - and baNles across the mind-bending underworld known as the City of the 

Dead! 

Rated T+ (STL274749) 

40pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230730 

MOON KNIGHT CITY OF THE DEAD #1 (OF 5) SKOTTIE YOUNG VAR 



(W) David Pepose (A) Marcelo Ferreira (CA) SkoYe Young 

THE DEBUT OF THE NEW SCARLET SCARAB!  

Following the events of Moon Knight #25! When a young runaway is aNacked by a gang of death 

cul#sts, he is leQ barely alive outside the Midnight Mission. But Marc Spector made a vow long ago 

to defend the travelers of the night…and as long as a spark of life remains, his mission isn't over yet. 

Follow Moon Knight on his most harrowing adventure yet, as the Fist of Khonshu journeys far beyond 

the land of the living - and baNles across the mind-bending underworld known as the City of the 

Dead! 

Rated T+ (STL274750) 

40pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230731 

MOON KNIGHT CITY OF THE DEAD #1 (OF 5) ALEX MALEEV VAR 

(W) David Pepose (A) Marcelo Ferreira (CA) Alex Maleev 

THE DEBUT OF THE NEW SCARLET SCARAB!  

Following the events of Moon Knight #25! When a young runaway is aNacked by a gang of death 

cul#sts, he is leQ barely alive outside the Midnight Mission. But Marc Spector made a vow long ago 

to defend the travelers of the night…and as long as a spark of life remains, his mission isn't over yet. 

Follow Moon Knight on his most harrowing adventure yet, as the Fist of Khonshu journeys far beyond 

the land of the living - and baNles across the mind-bending underworld known as the City of the 

Dead! 

Rated T+ (STL274747) 

40pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230733 

MOON KNIGHT CITY OF THE DEAD #1 (OF 5) TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) David Pepose (A) Marcelo Ferreira (CA)  TBA 

THE DEBUT OF THE NEW SCARLET SCARAB!  

Following the events of Moon Knight #25! When a young runaway is aNacked by a gang of death 

cul#sts, he is leQ barely alive outside the Midnight Mission. But Marc Spector made a vow long ago 

to defend the travelers of the night…and as long as a spark of life remains, his mission isn't over yet. 

Follow Moon Knight on his most harrowing adventure yet, as the Fist of Khonshu journeys far beyond 

the land of the living - and baNles across the mind-bending underworld known as the City of the 

Dead! 

Rated T+ (STL274751) 

40pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 



 

MAY230734 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #750 

(W) Tochi Onyebuchi,  Various (A) Carmen Carnero,  Various (CA) Gary Frank 

SPECIAL ISSUE #750! THE CAPTAINS AMERICA MOURN THEIR FALLEN!  

AQer the harrowing events of CAPTAIN AMERICA: COLD WAR, the Captains America return home to 

mourn their fallen - and strive to honor the power of legacy. Plus: The secret origin of Sam Wilson's 

new shield revealed, and a bold new direc#on for Sharon Carter!  

In honor of 750 issues of CAPTAIN AMERICA, a team of fan-favorite guest writers join forces with 

superstar ar#sts to spin #meless tales celebra#ng the epic history of the star-spangled hero! Don't 

miss this jam-packed oversized issue! 

Rated T+ (STL274802) 

72pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY230735 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #750 GEORGE PEREZ VAR 

(W) Tochi Onyebuchi,  Various (A) Carmen Carnero,  Various (CA) George Perez 

SPECIAL ISSUE #750! THE CAPTAINS AMERICA MOURN THEIR FALLEN!  

AQer the harrowing events of CAPTAIN AMERICA: COLD WAR, the Captains America return home to 

mourn their fallen - and strive to honor the power of legacy. Plus: The secret origin of Sam Wilson's 

new shield revealed, and a bold new direc#on for Sharon Carter!  

In honor of 750 issues of CAPTAIN AMERICA, a team of fan-favorite guest writers join forces with 

superstar ar#sts to spin #meless tales celebra#ng the epic history of the star-spangled hero! Don't 

miss this jam-packed oversized issue! 

Rated T+ (STL274807) 

72pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY230737 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #750 JAVIER GARRON MARVEL ICON VAR 

(W) Tochi Onyebuchi,  Various (A) Carmen Carnero,  Various (CA)  Garron, Javier 

SPECIAL ISSUE #750! THE CAPTAINS AMERICA MOURN THEIR FALLEN!  

AQer the harrowing events of CAPTAIN AMERICA: COLD WAR, the Captains America return home to 

mourn their fallen - and strive to honor the power of legacy. Plus: The secret origin of Sam Wilson's 

new shield revealed, and a bold new direc#on for Sharon Carter!  



In honor of 750 issues of CAPTAIN AMERICA, a team of fan-favorite guest writers join forces with 

superstar ar#sts to spin #meless tales celebra#ng the epic history of the star-spangled hero! Don't 

miss this jam-packed oversized issue! 

Rated T+ (STL274809) 

72pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY230738 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #750 CF VILLA HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Tochi Onyebuchi,  Various (A) Carmen Carnero,  Various (CA) C.F. Villa 

SPECIAL ISSUE #750! THE CAPTAINS AMERICA MOURN THEIR FALLEN!  

AQer the harrowing events of CAPTAIN AMERICA: COLD WAR, the Captains America return home to 

mourn their fallen - and strive to honor the power of legacy. Plus: The secret origin of Sam Wilson's 

new shield revealed, and a bold new direc#on for Sharon Carter!  

In honor of 750 issues of CAPTAIN AMERICA, a team of fan-favorite guest writers join forces with 

superstar ar#sts to spin #meless tales celebra#ng the epic history of the star-spangled hero! Don't 

miss this jam-packed oversized issue! 

Rated T+ (STL274804) 

72pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY230740 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #750 ERNANDA SOUZA VAR 

(W) Tochi Onyebuchi,  Various (A) Carmen Carnero,  Various (CA) Ernanda Souza 

SPECIAL ISSUE #750! THE CAPTAINS AMERICA MOURN THEIR FALLEN!  

AQer the harrowing events of CAPTAIN AMERICA: COLD WAR, the Captains America return home to 

mourn their fallen - and strive to honor the power of legacy. Plus: The secret origin of Sam Wilson's 

new shield revealed, and a bold new direc#on for Sharon Carter!  

In honor of 750 issues of CAPTAIN AMERICA, a team of fan-favorite guest writers join forces with 

superstar ar#sts to spin #meless tales celebra#ng the epic history of the star-spangled hero! Don't 

miss this jam-packed oversized issue! 

Rated T+ (STL274806) 

72pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY230742 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #750 JOHN CASSADAY RED VAR 



(W) Tochi Onyebuchi,  Various (A) Carmen Carnero,  Various (CA) John Cassaday 

SPECIAL ISSUE #750! THE CAPTAINS AMERICA MOURN THEIR FALLEN!  

AQer the harrowing events of CAPTAIN AMERICA: COLD WAR, the Captains America return home to 

mourn their fallen - and strive to honor the power of legacy. Plus: The secret origin of Sam Wilson's 

new shield revealed, and a bold new direc#on for Sharon Carter!  

In honor of 750 issues of CAPTAIN AMERICA, a team of fan-favorite guest writers join forces with 

superstar ar#sts to spin #meless tales celebra#ng the epic history of the star-spangled hero! Don't 

miss this jam-packed oversized issue! 

Rated T+ (STL274811) 

72pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY230743 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #750 JOHN CASSADAY WHITE VAR 

(W) Tochi Onyebuchi,  Various (A) Carmen Carnero,  Various (CA) John Cassaday 

SPECIAL ISSUE #750! THE CAPTAINS AMERICA MOURN THEIR FALLEN!  

AQer the harrowing events of CAPTAIN AMERICA: COLD WAR, the Captains America return home to 

mourn their fallen - and strive to honor the power of legacy. Plus: The secret origin of Sam Wilson's 

new shield revealed, and a bold new direc#on for Sharon Carter!  

In honor of 750 issues of CAPTAIN AMERICA, a team of fan-favorite guest writers join forces with 

superstar ar#sts to spin #meless tales celebra#ng the epic history of the star-spangled hero! Don't 

miss this jam-packed oversized issue! 

Rated T+ (STL274812) 

72pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY230744 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #750 JOHN CASSADAY BLUE VAR 

(W) Tochi Onyebuchi,  Various (A) Carmen Carnero,  Various (CA) John Cassaday 

SPECIAL ISSUE #750! THE CAPTAINS AMERICA MOURN THEIR FALLEN!  

AQer the harrowing events of CAPTAIN AMERICA: COLD WAR, the Captains America return home to 

mourn their fallen - and strive to honor the power of legacy. Plus: The secret origin of Sam Wilson's 

new shield revealed, and a bold new direc#on for Sharon Carter!  

In honor of 750 issues of CAPTAIN AMERICA, a team of fan-favorite guest writers join forces with 

superstar ar#sts to spin #meless tales celebra#ng the epic history of the star-spangled hero! Don't 

miss this jam-packed oversized issue! 

Rated T+ (STL274810) 



72pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY230746 

CAPTAIN MARVEL DARK TEMPEST #1 (OF 5) 

(W) Ann Nocen# (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA) Mike McKone 

EARTH'S MIGHTIEST!  

AQer facing off against the Brood with the X-Men and losing someone she holds dear, Carol Danvers 

needs a break. She's not about to get it now! A slinky new cosmic threat comes for Earth's Migh#est, 

and they know just who to recruit to really wreck Carol's world - a surprise legacy villain!  

Join industry legend Ann Nocen# and ar#st Paolo Villanelli of STAR WARS: BOUNTY HUNTERS fame as 

they take the torch from Kelly Thompson's record-breaking run and slingshot Captain Marvel from 

the Harpswell Sound to the far reaches of the galaxy! 

Rated T+ (STL274736) 

40pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230747 

CAPTAIN MARVEL DARK TEMPEST #1 (OF 5) CF VILLA STORMBREAKERS 

(W) Ann Nocen# (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA) C.F. Villa 

EARTH'S MIGHTIEST!  

AQer facing off against the Brood with the X-Men and losing someone she holds dear, Carol Danvers 

needs a break. She's not about to get it now! A slinky new cosmic threat comes for Earth's Migh#est, 

and they know just who to recruit to really wreck Carol's world - a surprise legacy villain!  

Join industry legend Ann Nocen# and ar#st Paolo Villanelli of STAR WARS: BOUNTY HUNTERS fame as 

they take the torch from Kelly Thompson's record-breaking run and slingshot Captain Marvel from 

the Harpswell Sound to the far reaches of the galaxy! 

Rated T+ (STL274737) 

40pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230748 

CAPTAIN MARVEL DARK TEMPEST #1 (OF 5) DERRICK CHEW CAPTAIN M 

(W) Ann Nocen# (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA) Derrick Chew 

EARTH'S MIGHTIEST!  



AQer facing off against the Brood with the X-Men and losing someone she holds dear, Carol Danvers 

needs a break. She's not about to get it now! A slinky new cosmic threat comes for Earth's Migh#est, 

and they know just who to recruit to really wreck Carol's world - a surprise legacy villain!  

Join industry legend Ann Nocen# and ar#st Paolo Villanelli of STAR WARS: BOUNTY HUNTERS fame as 

they take the torch from Kelly Thompson's record-breaking run and slingshot Captain Marvel from 

the Harpswell Sound to the far reaches of the galaxy! 

Rated T+ (STL274738) 

40pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230750 

CAPTAIN MARVEL DARK TEMPEST #1 (OF 5) GEORGE PEREZ VAR 

(W) Ann Nocen# (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA) George Perez 

EARTH'S MIGHTIEST!  

AQer facing off against the Brood with the X-Men and losing someone she holds dear, Carol Danvers 

needs a break. She's not about to get it now! A slinky new cosmic threat comes for Earth's Migh#est, 

and they know just who to recruit to really wreck Carol's world - a surprise legacy villain!  

Join industry legend Ann Nocen# and ar#st Paolo Villanelli of STAR WARS: BOUNTY HUNTERS fame as 

they take the torch from Kelly Thompson's record-breaking run and slingshot Captain Marvel from 

the Harpswell Sound to the far reaches of the galaxy! 

Rated T+ (STL274740) 

40pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230752 

CAPTAIN MARVEL DARK TEMPEST #1 (OF 5) ROSE BESCH VAR 

(W) Ann Nocen# (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA) Rose Besch 

EARTH'S MIGHTIEST!  

AQer facing off against the Brood with the X-Men and losing someone she holds dear, Carol Danvers 

needs a break. She's not about to get it now! A slinky new cosmic threat comes for Earth's Migh#est, 

and they know just who to recruit to really wreck Carol's world - a surprise legacy villain!  

Join industry legend Ann Nocen# and ar#st Paolo Villanelli of STAR WARS: BOUNTY HUNTERS fame as 

they take the torch from Kelly Thompson's record-breaking run and slingshot Captain Marvel from 

the Harpswell Sound to the far reaches of the galaxy! 

Rated T+ (STL274743) 

40pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 



MAY230754 

CAPTAIN MARVEL DARK TEMPEST #1 (OF 5) JEN BARTEL HELLFIRE GA 

(W) Ann Nocen# (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA) Jen Bartel 

EARTH'S MIGHTIEST!  

AQer facing off against the Brood with the X-Men and losing someone she holds dear, Carol Danvers 

needs a break. She's not about to get it now! A slinky new cosmic threat comes for Earth's Migh#est, 

and they know just who to recruit to really wreck Carol's world - a surprise legacy villain!  

Join industry legend Ann Nocen# and ar#st Paolo Villanelli of STAR WARS: BOUNTY HUNTERS fame as 

they take the torch from Kelly Thompson's record-breaking run and slingshot Captain Marvel from 

the Harpswell Sound to the far reaches of the galaxy! 

Rated T+ (STL274742) 

40pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230755 

CAPTAIN MARVEL DARK TEMPEST #1 (OF 5) R1C0 VAR 

(W) Ann Nocen# (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA)  R1c0 

EARTH'S MIGHTIEST!  

AQer facing off against the Brood with the X-Men and losing someone she holds dear, Carol Danvers 

needs a break. She's not about to get it now! A slinky new cosmic threat comes for Earth's Migh#est, 

and they know just who to recruit to really wreck Carol's world - a surprise legacy villain!  

Join industry legend Ann Nocen# and ar#st Paolo Villanelli of STAR WARS: BOUNTY HUNTERS fame as 

they take the torch from Kelly Thompson's record-breaking run and slingshot Captain Marvel from 

the Harpswell Sound to the far reaches of the galaxy! 

Rated T+ (STL274745) 

40pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230756 

MARVEL ZERO PATRICK GLEASON COVER A 

(W) Zeb Wells,  Various (A) Patrick Gleason,  Various (CA) Patrick Gleason 

A deluxe edi#on collec#ng Marvel's GOLD 2023 FREE COMIC BOOK DAY #tles! This giant-sized issue is 

jam packed with entry points into the biggest comic storylines of the year and burs#ng with never-

before-seen bonus material including preview art, design sketches, and more!  

Spidey faces a new villain as a classic villain returns in a story that sets the stage for the next 

explosive year of AMAZING SPIDER-MAN! A shocking story reveals how Venom fits into the history of 

the Marvel Universe and leads into the next huge epic coming to VENOM!  



FALL OF X looms over this year's HELLFIRE GALA! A new threat to mutantkind emerges-one with a 

very familiar visage! And with the world in disarray, the moment calls for a new alliance between the 

X-Men and Aveners-the all-new UNCANNY AVENGERS!  

PLUS! Preview JONATHAN HICKMAN'S two new Marvel projects, ULTIMATE INVASION with Bryan 

Hitch and GODS with Valerio Schi#! 

Rated T+ (STL274830) 

48pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

MAY230757 

MARVEL ZERO DAVID MARQUEZ COVER B 

(W) Zeb Wells,  Various (A) Patrick Gleason,  Various (CA) David Marquez 

A deluxe edi#on collec#ng Marvel's GOLD 2023 FREE COMIC BOOK DAY #tles! This giant-sized issue is 

jam packed with entry points into the biggest comic storylines of the year and burs#ng with never-

before-seen bonus material including preview art, design sketches, and more!  

Spidey faces a new villain as a classic villain returns in a story that sets the stage for the next 

explosive year of AMAZING SPIDER-MAN! A shocking story reveals how Venom fits into the history of 

the Marvel Universe and leads into the next huge epic coming to VENOM!  

FALL OF X looms over this year's HELLFIRE GALA! A new threat to mutantkind emerges-one with a 

very familiar visage! And with the world in disarray, the moment calls for a new alliance between the 

X-Men and Aveners-the all-new UNCANNY AVENGERS!  

PLUS! Preview JONATHAN HICKMAN'S two new Marvel projects, ULTIMATE INVASION with Bryan 

Hitch and GODS with Valerio Schi#! 

Rated T+ (STL274832) 

48pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

MAY230760 

DEADPOOL BADDER BLOOD #2 (OF 5) 

(W/A/CA) Rob Liefeld 

DEADPOOL VS. SHATTERSTORM - AND THAT'S JUST THE BEGINNING! DEADPOOL thinks he's preNy 

good with a sword…but is he good enough to trounce the mysterious blade-brandishing 

SHATTERSTORM?! Win or lose, will ol' WADE WILSON have what it takes to navigate the Terrors of 

KILLEVILLE? And who or what is ARCATA? Rob Liefeld's tour-de-force DEADPOOL epic con#nues with 

BIG SURPRISES and EPIC ACTION unlike anything else on the stands! 

Rated T+ (STL273738) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 



MAY230761 

DEADPOOL BADDER BLOOD #2 (OF 5) ROB LIEFELD VAR 

(W/A/CA) Rob Liefeld 

DEADPOOL VS. SHATTERSTORM - AND THAT'S JUST THE BEGINNING! DEADPOOL thinks he's preNy 

good with a sword…but is he good enough to trounce the mysterious blade-brandishing 

SHATTERSTORM?! Win or lose, will ol' WADE WILSON have what it takes to navigate the Terrors of 

KILLEVILLE? And who or what is ARCATA? Rob Liefeld's tour-de-force DEADPOOL epic con#nues with 

BIG SURPRISES and EPIC ACTION unlike anything else on the stands! 

Rated T+ (STL273740) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230763 

WHAT IF DARK SPIDER-GWEN #1 

(W) Gerry Conway, Jody Houser (A) Ramon Bachs (CA) Greg Land 

Spider-Legend Gerry Conway returns to his most famous Spider-Story for this WHAT IF along with co-

writer Jody Houser! WHAT IF Gwen Stacy didn't die on the bridge that day, but Spider-Man DID?! 

'Nuff said, I presume! 

Rated T (STL274852) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230765 

WHAT IF DARK SPIDER-GWEN #1 ROSE BESCH VAR 

(W) Gerry Conway, Jody Houser (A) Ramon Bachs (CA) Rose Besch 

Spider-Legend Gerry Conway returns to his most famous Spider-Story for this WHAT IF along with co-

writer Jody Houser! WHAT IF Gwen Stacy didn't die on the bridge that day, but Spider-Man DID?! 

'Nuff said, I presume! 

Rated T (STL274854) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230767 

WHAT IF DARK LOKI #1 

(W) Walter Simonson (A)  TBA (CA) Walter Simonson 

Walter Simonson returns to his illustrious run on THOR…but this #me, Loki's in charge! A tale of one 

of Asgard's worst days - and one of Loki's best. 



Rated T+ (STL274849) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230769 

WHAT IF DARK LOKI #1 EMA LUPACCHINO VAR 

(W) Walter Simonson (A)  TBA (CA) Emanuela Lupacchino 

Walter Simonson returns to his illustrious run on THOR…but this #me, Loki's in charge! A tale of one 

of Asgard's worst days - and one of Loki's best. 

Rated T+ (STL274851) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230770 

X-MEN DAYS OF FUTURE PAST DOOMSDAY #1 (OF 4) 

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A) Manuel Garcia (CA) Geoff Shaw 

THE CATACLYSM THAT LEADS TO THE X-MEN'S DYSTOPIC FUTURE! Return to the future in a tale that 

reveals the events leading up to the #meless original DAYS OF FUTURE PAST story that's inspired 

spin-offs, films and more! In a world where mutants are more than simply hated and feared, but not 

yet SLAIN and APPREHENDED, the assassina#on of Senator Kelly comes to pass, bringing with it the 

Mutant Control Act and SENTINELS on every corner. But with mutantkind on the back foot, what 

lengths will KATE PRYDE, WOLVERINE, COLOSSUS, STORM, BANSHEE, ANGEL, CYCLOPS, PROFESSOR X 

and the rest of the X-MEN go to in order to find some way to survive? And what scheme of 

MAGNETO will bring about their ul#mate DOOMSDAY? Witness the thirty-year descent into the 

dystopic future, replete with the previously untold deaths of key mutant characters, as we flesh out 

one of the most celebrated X-MEN #melines in its own series for the first #me! 

Rated T+ (STL274757) 

40pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230771 

X-MEN DAYS OF FUTURE PAST DOOMSDAY #1 (OF 4) ALLEN STORMBREA 

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A) Manuel Garcia (CA) Chris Allen 

THE CATACLYSM THAT LEADS TO THE X-MEN'S DYSTOPIC FUTURE! Return to the future in a tale that 

reveals the events leading up to the #meless original DAYS OF FUTURE PAST story that's inspired 

spin-offs, films and more! In a world where mutants are more than simply hated and feared, but not 

yet SLAIN and APPREHENDED, the assassina#on of Senator Kelly comes to pass, bringing with it the 

Mutant Control Act and SENTINELS on every corner. But with mutantkind on the back foot, what 

lengths will KATE PRYDE, WOLVERINE, COLOSSUS, STORM, BANSHEE, ANGEL, CYCLOPS, PROFESSOR X 

and the rest of the X-MEN go to in order to find some way to survive? And what scheme of 



MAGNETO will bring about their ul#mate DOOMSDAY? Witness the thirty-year descent into the 

dystopic future, replete with the previously untold deaths of key mutant characters, as we flesh out 

one of the most celebrated X-MEN #melines in its own series for the first #me! 

Rated T+ (STL274758) 

40pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230772 

X-MEN DAYS OF FUTURE PAST DOOMSDAY #1 (OF 4) DURSO HELLFIRE  

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A) Manuel Garcia (CA) Erica D'Urso 

THE CATACLYSM THAT LEADS TO THE X-MEN'S DYSTOPIC FUTURE! Return to the future in a tale that 

reveals the events leading up to the #meless original DAYS OF FUTURE PAST story that's inspired 

spin-offs, films and more! In a world where mutants are more than simply hated and feared, but not 

yet SLAIN and APPREHENDED, the assassina#on of Senator Kelly comes to pass, bringing with it the 

Mutant Control Act and SENTINELS on every corner. But with mutantkind on the back foot, what 

lengths will KATE PRYDE, WOLVERINE, COLOSSUS, STORM, BANSHEE, ANGEL, CYCLOPS, PROFESSOR X 

and the rest of the X-MEN go to in order to find some way to survive? And what scheme of 

MAGNETO will bring about their ul#mate DOOMSDAY? Witness the thirty-year descent into the 

dystopic future, replete with the previously untold deaths of key mutant characters, as we flesh out 

one of the most celebrated X-MEN #melines in its own series for the first #me! 

Rated T+ (STL274759) 

40pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230773 

X-MEN DAYS OF FUTURE PAST DOOMSDAY #1 (OF 4) LIEFELD HOMAGER 

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A) Manuel Garcia (CA) Rob Liefeld 

THE CATACLYSM THAT LEADS TO THE X-MEN'S DYSTOPIC FUTURE! Return to the future in a tale that 

reveals the events leading up to the #meless original DAYS OF FUTURE PAST story that's inspired 

spin-offs, films and more! In a world where mutants are more than simply hated and feared, but not 

yet SLAIN and APPREHENDED, the assassina#on of Senator Kelly comes to pass, bringing with it the 

Mutant Control Act and SENTINELS on every corner. But with mutantkind on the back foot, what 

lengths will KATE PRYDE, WOLVERINE, COLOSSUS, STORM, BANSHEE, ANGEL, CYCLOPS, PROFESSOR X 

and the rest of the X-MEN go to in order to find some way to survive? And what scheme of 

MAGNETO will bring about their ul#mate DOOMSDAY? Witness the thirty-year descent into the 

dystopic future, replete with the previously untold deaths of key mutant characters, as we flesh out 

one of the most celebrated X-MEN #melines in its own series for the first #me! 

Rated T+ (STL274761) 

40pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 



MAY230775 

X-MEN DAYS OF FUTURE PAST DOOMSDAY #1 (OF 4) GALLOWAY SATURD 

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A) Manuel Garcia (CA) Sean Galloway 

THE CATACLYSM THAT LEADS TO THE X-MEN'S DYSTOPIC FUTURE! Return to the future in a tale that 

reveals the events leading up to the #meless original DAYS OF FUTURE PAST story that's inspired 

spin-offs, films and more! In a world where mutants are more than simply hated and feared, but not 

yet SLAIN and APPREHENDED, the assassina#on of Senator Kelly comes to pass, bringing with it the 

Mutant Control Act and SENTINELS on every corner. But with mutantkind on the back foot, what 

lengths will KATE PRYDE, WOLVERINE, COLOSSUS, STORM, BANSHEE, ANGEL, CYCLOPS, PROFESSOR X 

and the rest of the X-MEN go to in order to find some way to survive? And what scheme of 

MAGNETO will bring about their ul#mate DOOMSDAY? Witness the thirty-year descent into the 

dystopic future, replete with the previously untold deaths of key mutant characters, as we flesh out 

one of the most celebrated X-MEN #melines in its own series for the first #me! 

Rated T+ (STL274762) 

40pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230776 

X-MEN HELLFIRE GALA 2023 #1 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) R. B. Silva, Luciano Vecchio (CA) Phil Noto 

THE FALL OF X BEGINS HERE! The Hellfire Gala is always the biggest event of the season…but this 

year's will change everything for Krakoa. What is meant to be mutantkind's biggest night becomes 

their biggest nightmare as the Fall of X begins! All your favorite X-Men are going to be leQ reeling 

aQer this one - shocking revela#ons, stunning betrayals, horrifying tragedy, impossible deaths…and 

of course the most glamorous looks of the year, all in one CANNOT-MISS package! 

Rated T+ (STL274861) 

80pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY230777 

X-MEN HELLFIRE GALA 2023 #1 FRANCESCO MANNA X-VOTE VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Luciano Vecchio, R. B. Silva (CA) Francesco Manna 

THE FALL OF X BEGINS HERE! The Hellfire Gala is always the biggest event of the season…but this 

year's will change everything for Krakoa. What is meant to be mutantkind's biggest night becomes 

their biggest nightmare as the Fall of X begins! All your favorite X-Men are going to be leQ reeling 

aQer this one - shocking revela#ons, stunning betrayals, horrifying tragedy, impossible deaths…and 

of course the most glamorous looks of the year, all in one CANNOT-MISS package! 

Rated T+ (STL274863) 

80pgs SRP: $8.99 



 

MAY230778 

X-MEN HELLFIRE GALA 2023 #1 GEORGE PEREZ VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) R. B. Silva, Luciano Vecchio (CA) George Perez 

THE FALL OF X BEGINS HERE! The Hellfire Gala is always the biggest event of the season…but this 

year's will change everything for Krakoa. What is meant to be mutantkind's biggest night becomes 

their biggest nightmare as the Fall of X begins! All your favorite X-Men are going to be leQ reeling 

aQer this one - shocking revela#ons, stunning betrayals, horrifying tragedy, impossible deaths…and 

of course the most glamorous looks of the year, all in one CANNOT-MISS package! 

Rated T+ (STL274864) 

80pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY230780 

X-MEN HELLFIRE GALA 2023 #1 JS CAMPBELL ANNIVERSARY VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) R. B. Silva, Luciano Vecchio (CA) J ScoN Campbell 

THE FALL OF X BEGINS HERE! The Hellfire Gala is always the biggest event of the season…but this 

year's will change everything for Krakoa. What is meant to be mutantkind's biggest night becomes 

their biggest nightmare as the Fall of X begins! All your favorite X-Men are going to be leQ reeling 

aQer this one - shocking revela#ons, stunning betrayals, horrifying tragedy, impossible deaths…and 

of course the most glamorous looks of the year, all in one CANNOT-MISS package! 

Rated T+ (STL274866) 

80pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY230783 

X-MEN HELLFIRE GALA 2023 #1 LUCAS WERNECK STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) R. B. Silva, Luciano Vecchio (CA) Lucas Werneck 

THE FALL OF X BEGINS HERE! The Hellfire Gala is always the biggest event of the season…but this 

year's will change everything for Krakoa. What is meant to be mutantkind's biggest night becomes 

their biggest nightmare as the Fall of X begins! All your favorite X-Men are going to be leQ reeling 

aQer this one - shocking revela#ons, stunning betrayals, horrifying tragedy, impossible deaths…and 

of course the most glamorous looks of the year, all in one CANNOT-MISS package! 

Rated T+ (STL274869) 

80pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY230784 



X-MEN HELLFIRE GALA 2023 #1 MASHAL AHMED HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) R. B. Silva, Luciano Vecchio (CA) Mashal Ahmed 

THE FALL OF X BEGINS HERE! The Hellfire Gala is always the biggest event of the season…but this 

year's will change everything for Krakoa. What is meant to be mutantkind's biggest night becomes 

their biggest nightmare as the Fall of X begins! All your favorite X-Men are going to be leQ reeling 

aQer this one - shocking revela#ons, stunning betrayals, horrifying tragedy, impossible deaths…and 

of course the most glamorous looks of the year, all in one CANNOT-MISS package! 

Rated T+ (STL274870) 

80pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY230785 

X-MEN HELLFIRE GALA 2023 #1 TBD ARTIST HOWARD THE DUCK VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) R. B. Silva, Luciano Vecchio (CA)  TBA 

THE FALL OF X BEGINS HERE! The Hellfire Gala is always the biggest event of the season…but this 

year's will change everything for Krakoa. What is meant to be mutantkind's biggest night becomes 

their biggest nightmare as the Fall of X begins! All your favorite X-Men are going to be leQ reeling 

aQer this one - shocking revela#ons, stunning betrayals, horrifying tragedy, impossible deaths…and 

of course the most glamorous looks of the year, all in one CANNOT-MISS package! 

Rated T+ (STL274871) 

80pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY230786 

X-MEN HELLFIRE GALA 2023 #1 DAN VEESENMEYER X-MEN 97 VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) R. B. Silva, Luciano Vecchio (CA) Dan Veesenmeyer 

THE FALL OF X BEGINS HERE! The Hellfire Gala is always the biggest event of the season…but this 

year's will change everything for Krakoa. What is meant to be mutantkind's biggest night becomes 

their biggest nightmare as the Fall of X begins! All your favorite X-Men are going to be leQ reeling 

aQer this one - shocking revela#ons, stunning betrayals, horrifying tragedy, impossible deaths…and 

of course the most glamorous looks of the year, all in one CANNOT-MISS package! 

Rated T+ (STL274862) 

80pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY230787 

X-MEN #24 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 



POGG UR-POGG FOR HIRE! Hired for the dir#est of jobs, a deadly mercenary comes crashing into the 

X-Men right at their most vulnerable moment! But not just any mercenary - finally, the breakout fan-

favorite from X OF SWORDS, Pogg Ur-Pogg, returns! 

Rated T+ (STL273865) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230788 

X-MEN #24 ELENA CASAGRANDE STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Joshua Cassara (CA) Elena Casagrande 

POGG UR-POGG FOR HIRE! Hired for the dir#est of jobs, a deadly mercenary comes crashing into the 

X-Men right at their most vulnerable moment! But not just any mercenary - finally, the breakout fan-

favorite from X OF SWORDS, Pogg Ur-Pogg, returns! 

Rated T+ (STL273868) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230789 

X-MEN #24 MARK BROOKS CORNER BOX VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Joshua Cassara (CA) Mark Brooks 

POGG UR-POGG FOR HIRE! Hired for the dir#est of jobs, a deadly mercenary comes crashing into the 

X-Men right at their most vulnerable moment! But not just any mercenary - finally, the breakout fan-

favorite from X OF SWORDS, Pogg Ur-Pogg, returns! 

Rated T+ (STL273869) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230790 

X-MEN #24 RUSSELL DAUTERMAN TRADING CARD VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Joshua Cassara (CA) Russell Dauterman 

POGG UR-POGG FOR HIRE! Hired for the dir#est of jobs, a deadly mercenary comes crashing into the 

X-Men right at their most vulnerable moment! But not just any mercenary - finally, the breakout fan-

favorite from X OF SWORDS, Pogg Ur-Pogg, returns! 

Rated T+ (STL273867) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230791 



X-MEN #24 MAHMUD ASRAR HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Joshua Cassara (CA) Mahmud A. Asrar 

POGG UR-POGG FOR HIRE! Hired for the dir#est of jobs, a deadly mercenary comes crashing into the 

X-Men right at their most vulnerable moment! But not just any mercenary - finally, the breakout fan-

favorite from X OF SWORDS, Pogg Ur-Pogg, returns! 

Rated T+ (STL273866) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230792 

INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #8 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Juan Frigeri (CA) Kael Ngu 

HELLFIRE GALA TIE-IN! As the X-Men throw their latest Hellfire Gala, Iron Man has to contend with 

the new Stark Sen#nels flying through New York! Can Tony stop these mutant-hun#ng machines 

alone? Guest-starring Emma Frost! 

Rated T+ (STL273776) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230793 

INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #8 LAYTON CONNECTING VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Juan Frigeri (CA) Bob Layton 

HELLFIRE GALA TIE-IN! As the X-Men throw their latest Hellfire Gala, Iron Man has to contend with 

the new Stark Sen#nels flying through New York! Can Tony stop these mutant-hun#ng machines 

alone? Guest-starring Emma Frost! 

Rated T+ (STL273780) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230794 

INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #8 GEORGE PEREZ VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Juan Frigeri (CA) George Perez 

HELLFIRE GALA TIE-IN! As the X-Men throw their latest Hellfire Gala, Iron Man has to contend with 

the new Stark Sen#nels flying through New York! Can Tony stop these mutant-hun#ng machines 

alone? Guest-starring Emma Frost! 

Rated T+ (STL273779) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY230797 

INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #8 KRIS ANKA HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Juan Frigeri (CA) Kris Anka 

HELLFIRE GALA TIE-IN! As the X-Men throw their latest Hellfire Gala, Iron Man has to contend with 

the new Stark Sen#nels flying through New York! Can Tony stop these mutant-hun#ng machines 

alone? Guest-starring Emma Frost! 

Rated T+ (STL273778) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230798 

X-MEN BEFORE FALL SINISTER FOUR #1 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Paco Medina (CA) Lucas Werneck 

FALL OF X IS COMING! As the nineteenth century drew to a close, the dying Nathaniel Essex 

unleashed four clones of himself into the world. They've been haun#ng it ever since, while lurking in 

the shadows. We know what Sinister has been up to. What about the others? In this issue, we delve 

into their past...and discover their latest atrocity. When they start to...date? 

Rated T+ (STL274857) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230799 

X-MEN BEFORE FALL SINISTER FOUR #1 COCCOLO STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Paco Medina (CA) Mar#n Coccolo 

FALL OF X IS COMING! As the nineteenth century drew to a close, the dying Nathaniel Essex 

unleashed four clones of himself into the world. They've been haun#ng it ever since, while lurking in 

the shadows. We know what Sinister has been up to. What about the others? In this issue, we delve 

into their past...and discover their latest atrocity. When they start to...date? 

Rated T+ (STL274858) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230800 

X-MEN BEFORE FALL SINISTER FOUR #1 BANDINI HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Paco Medina (CA) Michele Bandini 



FALL OF X IS COMING! As the nineteenth century drew to a close, the dying Nathaniel Essex 

unleashed four clones of himself into the world. They've been haun#ng it ever since, while lurking in 

the shadows. We know what Sinister has been up to. What about the others? In this issue, we delve 

into their past...and discover their latest atrocity. When they start to...date? 

Rated T+ (STL274859) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230801 

X-MEN BEFORE FALL SINISTER FOUR #1 RAFAEL DE LA TORRE VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Paco Medina (CA) Rafael De Latorre 

FALL OF X IS COMING! As the nineteenth century drew to a close, the dying Nathaniel Essex 

unleashed four clones of himself into the world. They've been haun#ng it ever since, while lurking in 

the shadows. We know what Sinister has been up to. What about the others? In this issue, we delve 

into their past...and discover their latest atrocity. When they start to...date? 

Rated T+ (STL274860) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230802 

STORM #3 (OF 5) 

(W) Ann Nocen# (A) Sid Ko#an (CA) Alan Davis 

THE X-MEN VS. BLOWBACK! The X-MEN are alerted to BLOWBACK'S presence, and the classic team of 

WOLVERINE, ROGUE, COLOSSUS, NIGHTCRAWLER and KITTY PRYDE show up to quell the threat! But 

does STORM s#ll fit on the team, and will her powers save the day…or doom the mutants? 

Rated T+ (STL273842) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230803 

STORM #3 (OF 5) KEN LASHLEY VAR 

(W) Ann Nocen# (A) Sid Ko#an (CA) Ken Lashley 

THE X-MEN VS. BLOWBACK! The X-MEN are alerted to BLOWBACK'S presence, and the classic team of 

WOLVERINE, ROGUE, COLOSSUS, NIGHTCRAWLER and KITTY PRYDE show up to quell the threat! But 

does STORM s#ll fit on the team, and will her powers save the day…or doom the mutants? 

Rated T+ (STL273843) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY230804 

STORM #3 (OF 5) RUSSELL DAUTERMAN HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Ann Nocen# (A) Sid Ko#an (CA) Russell Dauterman 

THE X-MEN VS. BLOWBACK! The X-MEN are alerted to BLOWBACK'S presence, and the classic team of 

WOLVERINE, ROGUE, COLOSSUS, NIGHTCRAWLER and KITTY PRYDE show up to quell the threat! But 

does STORM s#ll fit on the team, and will her powers save the day…or doom the mutants? 

Rated T+ (STL273844) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230805 

X-MEN RED #13 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Jacopo Camagni (CA) Stefano Caselli 

SHE'S BACK! Genesis once again walks the island she ruled for millennia - with the Annihila#on Staff 

in her hand. But what is in her heart? Is the return of the Mother of Arakko to be celebrated - or 

feared? As the Fall of X closes in, the Great Ring must decide...or risk their own fall from grace. 

Rated T+ (STL273870) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230806 

X-MEN RED #13 FEDERICO VICENTINI STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Jacopo Camagni (CA) Federico Vicen#ni 

SHE'S BACK! Genesis once again walks the island she ruled for millennia - with the Annihila#on Staff 

in her hand. But what is in her heart? Is the return of the Mother of Arakko to be celebrated - or 

feared? As the Fall of X closes in, the Great Ring must decide...or risk their own fall from grace. 

Rated T+ (STL273871) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230807 

X-MEN RED #13 JAMIE MCKELVIE HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Jacopo Camagni (CA) Jamie McKelvie 

SHE'S BACK! Genesis once again walks the island she ruled for millennia - with the Annihila#on Staff 

in her hand. But what is in her heart? Is the return of the Mother of Arakko to be celebrated - or 

feared? As the Fall of X closes in, the Great Ring must decide...or risk their own fall from grace. 



Rated T+ (STL273872) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230808 

X-MEN RED #13 NATACHA BUSTOS VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Jacopo Camagni (CA) Natacha Bustos 

SHE'S BACK! Genesis once again walks the island she ruled for millennia - with the Annihila#on Staff 

in her hand. But what is in her heart? Is the return of the Mother of Arakko to be celebrated - or 

feared? As the Fall of X closes in, the Great Ring must decide...or risk their own fall from grace. 

Rated T+ (STL274209) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230809 

IMMORTAL X-MEN #13 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Lucas Werneck (CA) Mark Brooks 

LISTEN CLOSELY. Time is running out. Fall is here. Doug Ramsey is the voice of Krakoa. It's #me for 

Krakoa to speak. 

Rated T+ (STL273768) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230810 

IMMORTAL X-MEN #13 JAN BAZALDUA STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Lucas Werneck (CA) Jan Bazaldua 

LISTEN CLOSELY. Time is running out. Fall is here. Doug Ramsey is the voice of Krakoa. It's #me for 

Krakoa to speak. 

Rated T+ (STL276306) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230811 

IMMORTAL X-MEN #13 NOTO QUIET COUNCIL VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Lucas Werneck (CA) Phil Noto 

LISTEN CLOSELY. Time is running out. Fall is here. Doug Ramsey is the voice of Krakoa. It's #me for 

Krakoa to speak. 



Rated T+ (STL273771) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230812 

IMMORTAL X-MEN #13 LUCIANO VECCHIO HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Lucas Werneck (CA) Luciano Vecchio 

LISTEN CLOSELY. Time is running out. Fall is here. Doug Ramsey is the voice of Krakoa. It's #me for 

Krakoa to speak. 

Rated T+ (STL273770) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230813 

IMMORTAL X-MEN #13 NABETSE ZITRO VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Lucas Werneck (CA) Nabetse Zitro 

LISTEN CLOSELY. Time is running out. Fall is here. Doug Ramsey is the voice of Krakoa. It's #me for 

Krakoa to speak. 

Rated T+ (STL273769) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230814 

ROGUE AND GAMBIT #5 (OF 5) 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Carlos E. Gomez (CA) Steve Morris 

THE POWERS THAT BREAK! The Power Broker emerges from the shadows to make the deal of a 

life#me! Selling was always risky business, but with an asset like Rogue in his Rolodex, the payoff is 

worth it. Only, Anna Marie isn't one who can be controlled. And while Gambit knows her sweet 

side…the rest of her can be mighty mean. Rogue crosses a line she can't uncross in a shocking twist 

that will have repercussions across all Krakoa! 

Rated T+ (STL273799) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230815 

NEW MUTANTS LETHAL LEGION #5 (OF 5) 

(W) Charlie Jane Anders (A) Enid Balam (CA) Javier Fernandez 



DANGER! BATTERY OVERLOAD! The New Mutants' plan to take down Count Nefaria has epically 

failed, and as a result, he's more powerful than ever! But there's no #me for Escapade and her 

teammates to lick their wounds - Nefaria and his diabolical Lethal Legion have set their sights on a 

conven#on center in Midtown New York to make hundreds of humans the Count's personal 

baNeries! Will our ragtag team of well-meaning misfits be able to finally complete the perfect heist 

and stop Nefaria from gaining almost unlimited power? Find out in this final issue! 

Rated T+ (STL273791) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230816 

WOLVERINE #35 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Leinil Yu 

WEAPONS OF X CONCLUSION! WOLVERINE. BEAST. Only one of 'em's leQ standing aQer these CLONE 

WARS. And it ain't no clone. The brutal finale of Wolverine's CLONE SAGA sets the stage for LOGAN's 

next journey and presages things to come for KRAKOA! 

Rated T+ (STL273858) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230818 

WOLVERINE #35 MAHMUD ASRAR HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Mahmud A. Asrar 

WEAPONS OF X CONCLUSION! WOLVERINE. BEAST. Only one of 'em's leQ standing aQer these CLONE 

WARS. And it ain't no clone. The brutal finale of Wolverine's CLONE SAGA sets the stage for LOGAN's 

next journey and presages things to come for KRAKOA! 

Rated T+ (STL273860) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230819 

X-23 DEADLY REGENESIS #5 (OF 5) 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Edgar Salazar (CA) Kalman Andrasofszky 

KINGPIN WANTS HIS MONEY BACK! LAURA KINNEY has done terrible things in her #me as an assassin 

for the Facility. And now that past comes back to haunt her with a vengeance! With HAYMAKER on 

one side, KINGPIN on the other and KIMURA orchestra#ng the nightmare, the woman once known as 

X-23 will have to bring all her figh#ng skills and mutant power to bear if she's to survive this deadly 

convergence of enemies! 

Rated T+ (STL273861) 



32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230820 

X-CELLENT #5 (OF 5) 

(W) Peter Milligan (A/CA) Mike Allred 

All hail your new god, Zeitgeist! With his new powers and zealots at his side, the X-Sta#x don't stand 

a chance! But an old friend is about to shake up the status quo… Don't miss the drama#c finale of 

these superstar heroes! 

Rated T+ (STL273862) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230821 

X-FORCE #42 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Paul Davidson (CA) Joshua Cassara 

THE GHOST CALENDARS! BEAST's epic long game plays out in the only way it could - with NIMROD'S 

ul#mate plan successful, HANK McCOY survives and thrives! But what will this mean for mutantkind, 

and does X-FORCE s#ll have #me to stop it? 

Rated T+ (STL273863) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230822 

X-FORCE #42 JAMES STOKOE VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Paul Davidson (CA) James Stokoe 

THE GHOST CALENDARS! BEAST's epic long game plays out in the only way it could - with NIMROD'S 

ul#mate plan successful, HANK McCOY survives and thrives! But what will this mean for mutantkind, 

and does X-FORCE s#ll have #me to stop it? 

Rated T+ (STL274206) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230823 

X-FORCE #42 CARLOS GOMEZ HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Paul Davidson (CA) Carlos E. Gomez 



THE GHOST CALENDARS! BEAST's epic long game plays out in the only way it could - with NIMROD'S 

ul#mate plan successful, HANK McCOY survives and thrives! But what will this mean for mutantkind, 

and does X-FORCE s#ll have #me to stop it? 

Rated T+ (STL273864) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230824 

X-FORCE #42 NIC KLEIN STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Paul Davidson (CA) Nic Klein 

THE GHOST CALENDARS! BEAST's epic long game plays out in the only way it could - with NIMROD'S 

ul#mate plan successful, HANK McCOY survives and thrives! But what will this mean for mutantkind, 

and does X-FORCE s#ll have #me to stop it? 

Rated T+ (STL274207) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230825 

VENOM #22 

(W) Al Ewing (A)  CAFU (CA) Bryan Hitch 

BLAST IN THE PAST! For months, Eddie Brock's consciousness has been displaced in #me! You've seen 

what happens when he's flung himself to the far future of the Marvel Universe - now see what 

happens when he tries to traverse its past! Face to face with the mysterious FLEXO in the past, the 

part symbiotes have played in the Marvel U will take a surprising and new turn! 

Rated T+ (STL273849) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230826 

VENOM #22 JOSH CASSARA HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A)  CAFU (CA) Carlos Magno 

BLAST IN THE PAST! For months, Eddie Brock's consciousness has been displaced in #me! You've seen 

what happens when he's flung himself to the far future of the Marvel Universe - now see what 

happens when he tries to traverse its past! Face to face with the mysterious FLEXO in the past, the 

part symbiotes have played in the Marvel U will take a surprising and new turn! 

Rated T+ (STL274706) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY230827 

VENOM #22 MIKE VOSBURG VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A)  CAFU (CA) Carlos Magno 

BLAST IN THE PAST! For months, Eddie Brock's consciousness has been displaced in #me! You've seen 

what happens when he's flung himself to the far future of the Marvel Universe - now see what 

happens when he tries to traverse its past! Face to face with the mysterious FLEXO in the past, the 

part symbiotes have played in the Marvel U will take a surprising and new turn! 

Rated T+ (STL274707) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230829 

VENOM #22 RYAN STEGMAN VENOM THE OTHER VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A)  CAFU (CA)  TBD 

BLAST IN THE PAST! For months, Eddie Brock's consciousness has been displaced in #me! You've seen 

what happens when he's flung himself to the far future of the Marvel Universe - now see what 

happens when he tries to traverse its past! Face to face with the mysterious FLEXO in the past, the 

part symbiotes have played in the Marvel U will take a surprising and new turn! 

Rated T+ (STL273851) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230830 

VENOM #23 

(W) Al Ewing (A)  CAFU (CA) Bryan Hitch 

A NEW VISION OF TOXIN! Toxin is the offspring of the most dangerous symbiote in the history of the 

Marvel Universe: CARNAGE. But while Carnage and Cletus Kasady are separated and both devising 

machina#ons and plans of cosmic bloodshed and conquest, what has its progeny been doing? And 

will Dylan Brock or the Venom symbiote survive when they come face to face with this latest 

terrifying Toxin?! PLUS: Toxin isn't the only symbiote in this story who's unlike anything you've ever 

seen! The symbiote family is about to grow a liNle larger… and what's coming will change the 

con#nuing saga of the symbiotes FOREVER! 

Rated T+ (STL273852) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230831 



VENOM #23 GEORGE PEREZ VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A)  CAFU (CA) Sunghan Yune 

A NEW VISION OF TOXIN! Toxin is the offspring of the most dangerous symbiote in the history of the 

Marvel Universe: CARNAGE. But while Carnage and Cletus Kasady are separated and both devising 

machina#ons and plans of cosmic bloodshed and conquest, what has its progeny been doing? And 

will Dylan Brock or the Venom symbiote survive when they come face to face with this latest 

terrifying Toxin?! PLUS: Toxin isn't the only symbiote in this story who's unlike anything you've ever 

seen! The symbiote family is about to grow a liNle larger… and what's coming will change the 

con#nuing saga of the symbiotes FOREVER! 

Rated T+ (STL274708) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230833 

VENOM #23 KEN LASHLEY VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A)  CAFU (CA) Sunghan Yune 

A NEW VISION OF TOXIN! Toxin is the offspring of the most dangerous symbiote in the history of the 

Marvel Universe: CARNAGE. But while Carnage and Cletus Kasady are separated and both devising 

machina#ons and plans of cosmic bloodshed and conquest, what has its progeny been doing? And 

will Dylan Brock or the Venom symbiote survive when they come face to face with this latest 

terrifying Toxin?! PLUS: Toxin isn't the only symbiote in this story who's unlike anything you've ever 

seen! The symbiote family is about to grow a liNle larger… and what's coming will change the 

con#nuing saga of the symbiotes FOREVER! 

Rated T+ (STL274711) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230836 

VENOM #23 PHILIP TAN CONNECTING VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A)  CAFU (CA) Sunghan Yune 

A NEW VISION OF TOXIN! Toxin is the offspring of the most dangerous symbiote in the history of the 

Marvel Universe: CARNAGE. But while Carnage and Cletus Kasady are separated and both devising 

machina#ons and plans of cosmic bloodshed and conquest, what has its progeny been doing? And 

will Dylan Brock or the Venom symbiote survive when they come face to face with this latest 

terrifying Toxin?! PLUS: Toxin isn't the only symbiote in this story who's unlike anything you've ever 

seen! The symbiote family is about to grow a liNle larger… and what's coming will change the 

con#nuing saga of the symbiotes FOREVER! 

Rated T+ (STL274713) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY230837 

VENOM #23 RYAN STEGMAN VENOM THE OTHER VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A)  CAFU (CA) Nic Klein 

A NEW VISION OF TOXIN! Toxin is the offspring of the most dangerous symbiote in the history of the 

Marvel Universe: CARNAGE. But while Carnage and Cletus Kasady are separated and both devising 

machina#ons and plans of cosmic bloodshed and conquest, what has its progeny been doing? And 

will Dylan Brock or the Venom symbiote survive when they come face to face with this latest 

terrifying Toxin?! PLUS: Toxin isn't the only symbiote in this story who's unlike anything you've ever 

seen! The symbiote family is about to grow a liNle larger… and what's coming will change the 

con#nuing saga of the symbiotes FOREVER! 

Rated T+ (STL273854) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230839 

VENOM #23 ARTIST SPOILER VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A)  CAFU (CA) Sunghan Yune 

A NEW VISION OF TOXIN! Toxin is the offspring of the most dangerous symbiote in the history of the 

Marvel Universe: CARNAGE. But while Carnage and Cletus Kasady are separated and both devising 

machina#ons and plans of cosmic bloodshed and conquest, what has its progeny been doing? And 

will Dylan Brock or the Venom symbiote survive when they come face to face with this latest 

terrifying Toxin?! PLUS: Toxin isn't the only symbiote in this story who's unlike anything you've ever 

seen! The symbiote family is about to grow a liNle larger… and what's coming will change the 

con#nuing saga of the symbiotes FOREVER! 

Rated T+ (STL274715) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230841 

EXTREME VENOMVERSE #4 (OF 5) 

(W) Taran Killam,  Various (A) Rod Reis,  Various (CA) Leinil Yu 

Face front, Venomaniacs, because we've got even MORE never-before-seen and ALL-NEW symbiote 

stories to show you! First, Deadpool scribe ALYSSA WONG and revolu#onary ar#st KEN NIIMURA 

unite to introduce a symbio#c superstar inspired by anime and manga who's about to take the 

Mul#verse by storm! Then industry superstar PEACH MOMOKO is about to make your skin crawl, 

with a tale of some fearsome flora the likes of which you've never seen! Move over, Groot, there's a 

NEW plant in the spotlight of the Marvel U, and this one's a KILLER! And lastly! VENOM NOIR! You've 

heard of Spider-Man Noir - now meet his totemic and terrible opposite as this reality's symbio#c hive 

gets explored for the very first #me! 



Rated T+ (STL273748) 

40pgs (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230842 

EXTREME VENOMVERSE #4 (OF 5) KEN LASHLEY SYMBIOTE VAR 

(W) Taran Killam,  Various (A) Rod Reis,  Various (CA) Ken Lashley 

Face front, Venomaniacs, because we've got even MORE never-before-seen and ALL-NEW symbiote 

stories to show you! First, Deadpool scribe ALYSSA WONG and revolu#onary ar#st KEN NIIMURA 

unite to introduce a symbio#c superstar inspired by anime and manga who's about to take the 

Mul#verse by storm! Then industry superstar PEACH MOMOKO is about to make your skin crawl, 

with a tale of some fearsome flora the likes of which you've never seen! Move over, Groot, there's a 

NEW plant in the spotlight of the Marvel U, and this one's a KILLER! And lastly! VENOM NOIR! You've 

heard of Spider-Man Noir - now meet his totemic and terrible opposite as this reality's symbio#c hive 

gets explored for the very first #me! 

Rated T+ (STL273750) 

40pgs (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230843 

EXTREME VENOMVERSE #4 (OF 5) MOMOKO VAR 

(W) Taran Killam,  Various (A) Rod Reis,  Various (CA) Peach Momoko 

Face front, Venomaniacs, because we've got even MORE never-before-seen and ALL-NEW symbiote 

stories to show you! First, Deadpool scribe ALYSSA WONG and revolu#onary ar#st KEN NIIMURA 

unite to introduce a symbio#c superstar inspired by anime and manga who's about to take the 

Mul#verse by storm! Then industry superstar PEACH MOMOKO is about to make your skin crawl, 

with a tale of some fearsome flora the likes of which you've never seen! Move over, Groot, there's a 

NEW plant in the spotlight of the Marvel U, and this one's a KILLER! And lastly! VENOM NOIR! You've 

heard of Spider-Man Noir - now meet his totemic and terrible opposite as this reality's symbio#c hive 

gets explored for the very first #me! 

Rated T+ (STL273751) 

40pgs (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230844 

EXTREME VENOMVERSE #4 (OF 5) STEGMAN VENOM THE OTHER VAR 

(W) Taran Killam,  Various (A) Rod Reis,  Various (CA) Ryan Stegman 

Face front, Venomaniacs, because we've got even MORE never-before-seen and ALL-NEW symbiote 

stories to show you! First, Deadpool scribe ALYSSA WONG and revolu#onary ar#st KEN NIIMURA 

unite to introduce a symbio#c superstar inspired by anime and manga who's about to take the 



Mul#verse by storm! Then industry superstar PEACH MOMOKO is about to make your skin crawl, 

with a tale of some fearsome flora the likes of which you've never seen! Move over, Groot, there's a 

NEW plant in the spotlight of the Marvel U, and this one's a KILLER! And lastly! VENOM NOIR! You've 

heard of Spider-Man Noir - now meet his totemic and terrible opposite as this reality's symbio#c hive 

gets explored for the very first #me! 

Rated T+ (STL273752) 

40pgs (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230846 

EXTREME VENOMVERSE #5 (OF 5) 

(W) Taran Killam,  Various (A) Rod Reis,  Various (CA) Leinil Yu 

THE CONCLUSION TO EXTREME VENOMVERSE! Like every issue of the summer#me symbiote 

celebra#on before it, this one introduces another awesome array of symbiotes! FIRST! JEFF THE 

LAND SHARK GETS VENOMIZED! From the awesome team behind the smash-hit IT'S JEFF! Infinity 

Comic, Kelly Thompson and Gurihiru! THEN! Hope this symbiote's got a miN and some bubble gum 

because it's geYng called up to the MAJOR LEAGUES! 

Rated T+ (STL274664) 

40pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230847 

EXTREME VENOMVERSE #5 (OF 5) KEN LASHLEY SYMBIOTE VAR 

(W) Taran Killam,  Various (A) Rod Reis,  Various (CA) Leinil Yu 

THE CONCLUSION TO EXTREME VENOMVERSE! Like every issue of the summer#me symbiote 

celebra#on before it, this one introduces another awesome array of symbiotes! FIRST! JEFF THE 

LAND SHARK GETS VENOMIZED! From the awesome team behind the smash-hit IT'S JEFF! Infinity 

Comic, Kelly Thompson and Gurihiru! THEN! Hope this symbiote's got a miN and some bubble gum 

because it's geYng called up to the MAJOR LEAGUES! 

Rated T+ (STL274667) 

40pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230848 

EXTREME VENOMVERSE #5 (OF 5) PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W) Taran Killam,  Various (A) Rod Reis,  Various (CA) Leinil Yu 

THE CONCLUSION TO EXTREME VENOMVERSE! Like every issue of the summer#me symbiote 

celebra#on before it, this one introduces another awesome array of symbiotes! FIRST! JEFF THE 

LAND SHARK GETS VENOMIZED! From the awesome team behind the smash-hit IT'S JEFF! Infinity 



Comic, Kelly Thompson and Gurihiru! THEN! Hope this symbiote's got a miN and some bubble gum 

because it's geYng called up to the MAJOR LEAGUES! 

Rated T+ (STL274670) 

40pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230849 

EXTREME VENOMVERSE #5 (OF 5) RYAN STEGMAN VENOM OTHER VAR 

(W) Taran Killam,  Various (A) Rod Reis,  Various (CA) Leinil Yu 

THE CONCLUSION TO EXTREME VENOMVERSE! Like every issue of the summer#me symbiote 

celebra#on before it, this one introduces another awesome array of symbiotes! FIRST! JEFF THE 

LAND SHARK GETS VENOMIZED! From the awesome team behind the smash-hit IT'S JEFF! Infinity 

Comic, Kelly Thompson and Gurihiru! THEN! Hope this symbiote's got a miN and some bubble gum 

because it's geYng called up to the MAJOR LEAGUES! 

Rated T+ (STL274671) 

40pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230851 

EDGE OF SPIDER-VERSE #4 (OF 4) 

(W) Dan SloN (A)  Shaw, Julian (CA) Patrick Brown 

DREAM-SPIDER RETURNS! The new spider-character from the hit DEADLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-

MAN miniseries returns in her first solo adventure! ALSO: What if that radioac#ve spider we all know 

and love bit…J. JONAH JAMESON?! 

Rated T+ (STL273744) 

40pgs (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230852 

EDGE OF SPIDER-VERSE #4 (OF 4) JOSEMARIA CASANOVAS VAR 

(W) Dan SloN (A)  Shaw, Julian (CA) Josemaria Casanovas 

DREAM-SPIDER RETURNS! The new spider-character from the hit DEADLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-

MAN miniseries returns in her first solo adventure! ALSO: What if that radioac#ve spider we all know 

and love bit…J. JONAH JAMESON?! 

Rated T+ (STL273747) 

40pgs (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 



MAY230854 

EDGE OF SPIDER-VERSE #4 (OF 4) RIAN GONZALES VAR 

(W) Dan SloN (A)  Shaw, Julian (CA)  TBA 

DREAM-SPIDER RETURNS! The new spider-character from the hit DEADLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-

MAN miniseries returns in her first solo adventure! ALSO: What if that radioac#ve spider we all know 

and love bit…J. JONAH JAMESON?! 

Rated T+ (STL273746) 

40pgs (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230855 

SPIDER-MAN INDIA #2 (OF 4) 

(W)  Shukla, Nikesh (A)  Malsuni, Abhishek (CA) Adam Kubert 

A NEW LIZARD HATCHES! Pavitr Prabhakar survived "The End of the Spider-Verse" and has returned 

to his own universe's Mumbai only to find that a brilliant scien#st's dangerous experiment has gone 

terribly wrong! A new LIZARD threatens all of Mumbai, with its new and terrifying abili#es that could 

make it the most powerful version yet! Pavitr is the city's only hope…but victory will come at a cost - 

one Pavitr may not be ready for! 

Rated T (STL273813) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230856 

SPIDER-MAN INDIA #2 (OF 4) ARTIST VAR 

(W)  Shukla, Nikesh (A)  Malsuni, Abhishek (CA)  Anima#on Art 

A NEW LIZARD HATCHES! Pavitr Prabhakar survived "The End of the Spider-Verse" and has returned 

to his own universe's Mumbai only to find that a brilliant scien#st's dangerous experiment has gone 

terribly wrong! A new LIZARD threatens all of Mumbai, with its new and terrifying abili#es that could 

make it the most powerful version yet! Pavitr is the city's only hope…but victory will come at a cost - 

one Pavitr may not be ready for! 

Rated T (STL273814) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230857 

HALLOWS EVE #5 (OF 5) 

(W) Erica Schultz (A/CA) Michael Dowling 



Hellfire Gala Variant Cover by BENGAL Hallows' Eve is backed into a corner as her masks are used 

against her! With the playing field evened out, it all comes down to a baNle of wit and will. Will Eve 

come out alive? 

Rated T+ (STL273764) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230858 

HALLOWS EVE #5 (OF 5) BENGAL HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Michael Dowling (CA) John Romita Jr. 

Hellfire Gala Variant Cover by BENGAL Hallows' Eve is backed into a corner as her masks are used 

against her! With the playing field evened out, it all comes down to a baNle of wit and will. Will Eve 

come out alive? 

Rated T+ (STL273765) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230859 

SPIDER-MAN #10 

(W) Dan SloN (A/CA) Mark Bagley 

SPIDER-MAN VS. ELECTRO - NO HOLDS BARRED! The web-slinger and the Emperor of Electricity have 

both leveled up since they last faced each other, and one really wants to kill the other. Plus, Norman 

Osborn does something that may end his new amicable rela#onship with Spider-Man. 

Rated T (STL273811) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230860 

SPIDER-MAN #10 STEPHANIE HANS HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Dan SloN (A) Mark Bagley (CA)  Genolet, Andres 

SPIDER-MAN VS. ELECTRO - NO HOLDS BARRED! The web-slinger and the Emperor of Electricity have 

both leveled up since they last faced each other, and one really wants to kill the other. Plus, Norman 

Osborn does something that may end his new amicable rela#onship with Spider-Man. 

Rated T (STL273812) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230861 



SPIDER-GWEN SHADOW CLONES #5 (OF 5) 

(W) Emily Kim (A) Kei Zama (CA) David Nakayama 

GRIEF & REVENGE! Doctor Lyla BenneN's revenge against all Gwens is complete! What does this 

mean for our very own Ghost-Spider and her clones? Don't miss the chilling finale of Gwen's clone-

tas#c story, one that will change Spider-Gwen as we know her! 

Rated T+ (STL273806) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230863 

SPIDER-GWEN SHADOW CLONES #5 (OF 5) SAUVAGE VAR 

(W) Emily Kim (A) Kei Zama (CA) Annie Wu 

GRIEF & REVENGE! Doctor Lyla BenneN's revenge against all Gwens is complete! What does this 

mean for our very own Ghost-Spider and her clones? Don't miss the chilling finale of Gwen's clone-

tas#c story, one that will change Spider-Gwen as we know her! 

Rated T+ (STL273809) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230864 

SPIDER-GWEN SHADOW CLONES #5 (OF 5) GREG LAND VAR 

(W) Emily Kim (A) Kei Zama (CA) Greg Land 

GRIEF & REVENGE! Doctor Lyla BenneN's revenge against all Gwens is complete! What does this 

mean for our very own Ghost-Spider and her clones? Don't miss the chilling finale of Gwen's clone-

tas#c story, one that will change Spider-Gwen as we know her! 

Rated T+ (STL273810) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230866 

SILK #3 (OF 5) 

(W) Emily Kim (A) Ig Guara (CA) Dave Johnson 

SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES! A powerful, ancient witch is draining the life force out of 

young people! Silk has to figure out how to stop her before she claims another vic#m. But Silk 

doesn't know that SHE is the witch's next target! 

Rated T (STL273803) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY230867 

SILK #3 (OF 5) JAVIER GARRON MARVEL ICON VAR 

(W) Emily Kim (A) Ig Guara (CA)  TBD 

SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES! A powerful, ancient witch is draining the life force out of 

young people! Silk has to figure out how to stop her before she claims another vic#m. But Silk 

doesn't know that SHE is the witch's next target! 

Rated T (STL273805) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230868 

SILK #3 (OF 5) NAYOUNG WOOH VAR 

(W) Emily Kim (A) Ig Guara (CA)  TBD 

SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES! A powerful, ancient witch is draining the life force out of 

young people! Silk has to figure out how to stop her before she claims another vic#m. But Silk 

doesn't know that SHE is the witch's next target! 

Rated T (STL273804) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230869 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #8 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Federico Vicen#ni (CA) Dike Ruan 

MILES BATTLES THE HOBGOBLIN! SPIDER-MAN, A.K.A. MILES MORALES, has a target on his spider-

symbol'd back. The most dangerous super-villains in NYC keep coming at him - hard. First RABBLE, 

then CLETUS KASADY and now…THE HOBGOBLIN is back and more dangerous than ever, and he's got 

his glider aimed squarely at Miles! How could this get any worse for Spidey? Well…Hobgoblin might 

not be the ONLY thing Miles needs to worry about… 

Rated T (STL273784) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230870 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #8 JIM CHEUNG VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Federico Vicen#ni (CA) Taurin Clarke 



MILES BATTLES THE HOBGOBLIN! SPIDER-MAN, A.K.A. MILES MORALES, has a target on his spider-

symbol'd back. The most dangerous super-villains in NYC keep coming at him - hard. First RABBLE, 

then CLETUS KASADY and now…THE HOBGOBLIN is back and more dangerous than ever, and he's got 

his glider aimed squarely at Miles! How could this get any worse for Spidey? Well…Hobgoblin might 

not be the ONLY thing Miles needs to worry about… 

Rated T (STL273787) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230872 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #8 BERNARD CHANG HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Federico Vicen#ni (CA) Sara Pichelli 

MILES BATTLES THE HOBGOBLIN! SPIDER-MAN, A.K.A. MILES MORALES, has a target on his spider-

symbol'd back. The most dangerous super-villains in NYC keep coming at him - hard. First RABBLE, 

then CLETUS KASADY and now…THE HOBGOBLIN is back and more dangerous than ever, and he's got 

his glider aimed squarely at Miles! How could this get any worse for Spidey? Well…Hobgoblin might 

not be the ONLY thing Miles needs to worry about… 

Rated T (STL273786) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230873 

RED GOBLIN #6 

(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Jan Bazaldua (CA) Inhyuk Lee 

"NATURE VS. NURTURE" BEGINS! CARNAGE REIGNS may be over, but Normie Osborn and the Rascal 

symbiote's problems are only just beginning! For weeks, Normie's pacified the symbiote and 

managed to keep the rabid killing machine inside it under control. But in this issue, Normie learns 

that you can't fight nature… 

Rated T+ (STL273796) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230874 

RED GOBLIN #6 PHILIP TAN CONNECTING VAR 

(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Jan Bazaldua (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon 

"NATURE VS. NURTURE" BEGINS! CARNAGE REIGNS may be over, but Normie Osborn and the Rascal 

symbiote's problems are only just beginning! For weeks, Normie's pacified the symbiote and 

managed to keep the rabid killing machine inside it under control. But in this issue, Normie learns 

that you can't fight nature… 



Rated T+ (STL273797) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230875 

RED GOBLIN #6 RYAN STEGMAN VENOM THE OTHER VAR 

(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Jan Bazaldua (CA) Taurin Clarke 

"NATURE VS. NURTURE" BEGINS! CARNAGE REIGNS may be over, but Normie Osborn and the Rascal 

symbiote's problems are only just beginning! For weeks, Normie's pacified the symbiote and 

managed to keep the rabid killing machine inside it under control. But in this issue, Normie learns 

that you can't fight nature… 

Rated T+ (STL273798) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230876 

VENOM LETHAL PROTECTOR II #5 (OF 5) 

(W) David Michelinie (A) Farid Karami (CA) Paolo Siqueira 

VENOM FACES A DOOMSDAY SCENARIO! VENOM and SILVER SABLE's final baNle with the most 

dangerous foes they've ever fought reaches its climax, and they beNer win - because the fate of the 

en#re world is on the line. It's a baNle that will change them forever, but liNle do they know that the 

real fight is about to begin…for DOOM has sprung his nefarious trap. His prize? The Venom symbiote 

itself! 

Rated T+ (STL273855) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230877 

CULT OF CARNAGE MISERY #3 (OF 5) 

(W)  Pirzada, Sabir (A) Francesco Mortarino (CA)  Skan 

LIFE LOST! All of the symbiotes in Alchemax's care have been STOLEN, including the FIVE LIFE 

FOUNDATION SYMBIOTES! Harnessing each of their unique abili#es, a mysterious and CLASSIC 

symbiote villain has started making moves in the chaos of the Summer of Symbiotes. But WHO?! 

Read and find out! 

Rated T+ (STL273726) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY230878 

CULT OF CARNAGE MISERY #3 (OF 5) LEINIL YU VAR 

(W)  Pirzada, Sabir (A) Francesco Mortarino (CA) David Nakayama 

LIFE LOST! All of the symbiotes in Alchemax's care have been STOLEN, including the FIVE LIFE 

FOUNDATION SYMBIOTES! Harnessing each of their unique abili#es, a mysterious and CLASSIC 

symbiote villain has started making moves in the chaos of the Summer of Symbiotes. But WHO?! 

Read and find out! 

Rated T+ (STL273727) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230879 

WEB OF CARNAGE #1 

CARNAGE SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH! As Cletus Kasady exacts his vengeance on an unsuspec#ng city 

and CARNAGE REIGNS across the Marvel Universe, THE CARNAGE SYMBIOTE remains leQ to its own 

devices, adriQ among the stars. With its purpose renewed aQer the DEATH OF THE VENOMVERSE, 

Carnage has scant few hurdles between it and a glorious ascension to the throne of the King in 

Black…and the first is named MORLUN. 

Rated T+ (STL274845) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230880 

WEB OF CARNAGE #1 PHILIP TAN CONNECTING VAR 

CARNAGE SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH! As Cletus Kasady exacts his vengeance on an unsuspec#ng city 

and CARNAGE REIGNS across the Marvel Universe, THE CARNAGE SYMBIOTE remains leQ to its own 

devices, adriQ among the stars. With its purpose renewed aQer the DEATH OF THE VENOMVERSE, 

Carnage has scant few hurdles between it and a glorious ascension to the throne of the King in 

Black…and the first is named MORLUN. 

Rated T+ (STL274847) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230881 

WEB OF CARNAGE #1 KENDRICK LIM VAR 

CARNAGE SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH! As Cletus Kasady exacts his vengeance on an unsuspec#ng city 

and CARNAGE REIGNS across the Marvel Universe, THE CARNAGE SYMBIOTE remains leQ to its own 

devices, adriQ among the stars. With its purpose renewed aQer the DEATH OF THE VENOMVERSE, 



Carnage has scant few hurdles between it and a glorious ascension to the throne of the King in 

Black…and the first is named MORLUN. 

Rated T+ (STL274846) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230883 

AVENGERS BEYOND #5 (OF 5) 

(W) Derek Landy (A/CA) Greg Land 

New York has fallen. The Lost One steps over the broken bodies of heroes and villains alike in his 

search for the Beyonder, who cowers in the shadows without his powers. Outplayed and 

outmaneuvered, the Avengers have one last chance to snatch desperate victory from the jaws of 

unimaginable defeat... 

Rated T+ (STL273718) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230884 

I AM IRON MAN #5 (OF 5) 

(W) Murewa Ayodele (A/CA) Dotun Akande 

An old, forgoNen (SILVER AGE) foe returns. They crave the destruc#on of IRON MAN and the 

subjuga#on of EARTH. To defeat them, IRON MAN seeks out help from an unusual place - a 

superhuman prison. Follow IRON MAN on his quest to protect EARTH as he builds a planet-protector 

cannon, trades brutal blows with SHE-HULK and makes a new friend along the way. This episode is 

set in the current era of Iron Man, is the grand finale and is a love leNer to Iron Man fans. 

Rated T+ (STL273767) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230885 

AVENGERS #3 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) C.F. Villa (CA) Stuart Immonen 

The first Tribula#on Event strikes the Earth! The Avengers fly into ac#on as the Ashen Combine - a 

collec#on of the Mul#verse's greatest monsters - descends from the Impossible City to follow their 

respec#ve appe#tes. Cityslayers all, pursuing the assassina#on of metropolitan areas for sport! 

Rated T+ (STL273714) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY230886 

AVENGERS #3 MARK BROOKS CORNER BOX VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) C.F. Villa (CA) David Baldeon 

The first Tribula#on Event strikes the Earth! The Avengers fly into ac#on as the Ashen Combine - a 

collec#on of the Mul#verse's greatest monsters - descends from the Impossible City to follow their 

respec#ve appe#tes. Cityslayers all, pursuing the assassina#on of metropolitan areas for sport! 

Rated T+ (STL273716) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230887 

AVENGERS #3 DAVID BALDEON HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) C.F. Villa (CA) Mark Brooks 

The first Tribula#on Event strikes the Earth! The Avengers fly into ac#on as the Ashen Combine - a 

collec#on of the Mul#verse's greatest monsters - descends from the Impossible City to follow their 

respec#ve appe#tes. Cityslayers all, pursuing the assassina#on of metropolitan areas for sport! 

Rated T+ (STL273717) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230889 

GROOT #3 (OF 4) 

(W) Dan AbneN (A) Damian Couceiro (CA) Lee GarbeN 

Mar-Vell and Yondar have been captured by the monstrous Agz! But there's more to this deadly 

creature than Groot and his friends realize. Who is he? And why has he razed Groot's homeworld? 

Find out here! 

Rated T (STL273759) 

32pgs (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230890 

GROOT #3 (OF 4) SALVADOR LARROCA VAR 

(W) Dan AbneN (A) Damian Couceiro (CA) Mar#n Coccolo 

Mar-Vell and Yondar have been captured by the monstrous Agz! But there's more to this deadly 

creature than Groot and his friends realize. Who is he? And why has he razed Groot's homeworld? 

Find out here! 



Rated T (STL273760) 

32pgs (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230891 

WARLOCK REBIRTH #4 (OF 5) 

(W) Ron Marz (A/CA) Ron Lim 

It's Warlock vs. Warlock! But will Adam emerge victorious? Or will Eve reign supreme as the new 

Warlock of the cosmos! 

Rated T+ (STL273856) 

32pgs (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230892 

WARLOCK REBIRTH #4 (OF 5) DAN JURGENS VAR 

(W) Ron Marz (A) Ron Lim (CA) Mike Hawthorne 

It's Warlock vs. Warlock! But will Adam emerge victorious? Or will Eve reign supreme as the new 

Warlock of the cosmos! 

Rated T+ (STL273857) 

32pgs (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230893 

GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY #4 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Kev Walker (CA) Marco CheccheNo 

Hellfire Gala Variant Cover by TBA VARIANT COVER BY RICKIE YAGAWA Rocket Raccoon is back…and 

he's not happy to see the Guardians of the Galaxy! Where has he been all this #me? What's 

happened to him? Get ready for a Rocket Raccoon you've never seen before! 

Rated T+ (STL273761) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230894 

GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY #4 LEE GARBETT HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Kev Walker (CA)  Stonehouse 



Hellfire Gala Variant Cover by TBA VARIANT COVER BY RICKIE YAGAWA Rocket Raccoon is back…and 

he's not happy to see the Guardians of the Galaxy! Where has he been all this #me? What's 

happened to him? Get ready for a Rocket Raccoon you've never seen before! 

Rated T+ (STL273763) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230895 

GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY #4 RICKIE YAGAWA VAR 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Kev Walker (CA) Miguel Mercado 

Hellfire Gala Variant Cover by TBA VARIANT COVER BY RICKIE YAGAWA Rocket Raccoon is back…and 

he's not happy to see the Guardians of the Galaxy! Where has he been all this #me? What's 

happened to him? Get ready for a Rocket Raccoon you've never seen before! 

Rated T+ (STL273762) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230896 

DOCTOR STRANGE #5 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Andy MacDonald (CA) Alex Ross 

DARK WEDDING BELLS RINGING! Strange and Clea have been invited to an interdimensional 

wedding. But when the bride is Clea's own mother, Umar the Unrelen#ng, it's not exactly the family 

event the Stranges want to aNend. Especially when the guests are mysteriously being murdered! 

Rated T+ (STL273741) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230897 

DOCTOR STRANGE #5 DUSTIN NGUYEN HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Andy MacDonald (CA) Derrick Chew 

DARK WEDDING BELLS RINGING! Strange and Clea have been invited to an interdimensional 

wedding. But when the bride is Clea's own mother, Umar the Unrelen#ng, it's not exactly the family 

event the Stranges want to aNend. Especially when the guests are mysteriously being murdered! 

Rated T+ (STL273743) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230898 



DOCTOR STRANGE #5 LEINIL YU VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Andy MacDonald (CA) Chris#an Ward 

DARK WEDDING BELLS RINGING! Strange and Clea have been invited to an interdimensional 

wedding. But when the bride is Clea's own mother, Umar the Unrelen#ng, it's not exactly the family 

event the Stranges want to aNend. Especially when the guests are mysteriously being murdered! 

Rated T+ (STL273742) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230899 

FANTASTIC FOUR #9 

(W) Ryan North (A) Ivan Fiorelli (CA) Alex Ross 

Alicia, Sue and Johnny face off against Ben and Reed - as they baNle for the survival of their minds 

themselves against an alien that can wipe their memories clean! But can they survive this brutal 

onslaught from their friends and lovers, the very people who know them - and their powers - beNer 

than anyone else in the universe? We'll all find out together in this Alicia-narrated issue! Plus: A 

medita#on on the nature of art itself! And cool fights too! 

Rated T+ (STL273753) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230900 

FANTASTIC FOUR #9 SIMONE BIANCHI VAR 

(W) Ryan North (A) Ivan Fiorelli (CA) George Perez 

Alicia, Sue and Johnny face off against Ben and Reed - as they baNle for the survival of their minds 

themselves against an alien that can wipe their memories clean! But can they survive this brutal 

onslaught from their friends and lovers, the very people who know them - and their powers - beNer 

than anyone else in the universe? We'll all find out together in this Alicia-narrated issue! Plus: A 

medita#on on the nature of art itself! And cool fights too! 

Rated T+ (STL273754) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230901 

FANTASTIC FOUR #9 OSCAR VEGA HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Ryan North (A) Ivan Fiorelli (CA) ScoN Koblish 

Alicia, Sue and Johnny face off against Ben and Reed - as they baNle for the survival of their minds 

themselves against an alien that can wipe their memories clean! But can they survive this brutal 



onslaught from their friends and lovers, the very people who know them - and their powers - beNer 

than anyone else in the universe? We'll all find out together in this Alicia-narrated issue! Plus: A 

medita#on on the nature of art itself! And cool fights too! 

Rated T+ (STL273755) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230902 

HELLCAT #5 (OF 5) 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Alex Lins (CA) Pere Perez 

Patsy has been transformed into…DEMONIC HELLCAT! With her very humanity at stake, can she 

overcome the powers of darkness that have been unleashed? All is revealed as both the past and the 

present collide in a final baNle that will determine the rest of Hellcat's future - if she has one! 

Rated T+ (STL273766) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230903 

SCARLET WITCH #6 

(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA) Russell Dauterman 

FAMILY MATTERS! Wanda's loyal#es are tested when an enemy of the Kree/Skrull Empire falls 

through the Last Door desperate for help avenging their fallen comrades. Will Wanda honor the 

commitment she made to helping those in need - whoever they are - or will her love for her son 

Wiccan and his husband, Hulkling, triumph over all? PLUS: A familiar figure appears at Wanda's 

shop…and it seems rumors of his death have been greatly exaggerated. But does he come as friend 

or foe? 

Rated T+ (STL273873) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230904 

SCARLET WITCH #6 LUCAS WERNECK VAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Russell Dauterman (CA) Mar#n Coccolo 

FAMILY MATTERS! Wanda's loyal#es are tested when an enemy of the Kree/Skrull Empire falls 

through the Last Door desperate for help avenging their fallen comrades. Will Wanda honor the 

commitment she made to helping those in need - whoever they are - or will her love for her son 

Wiccan and his husband, Hulkling, triumph over all? PLUS: A familiar figure appears at Wanda's 

shop…and it seems rumors of his death have been greatly exaggerated. But does he come as friend 

or foe? 



Rated T+ (STL273875) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230905 

SCARLET WITCH #6 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Russell Dauterman (CA) Dus#n Nguyen 

FAMILY MATTERS! Wanda's loyal#es are tested when an enemy of the Kree/Skrull Empire falls 

through the Last Door desperate for help avenging their fallen comrades. Will Wanda honor the 

commitment she made to helping those in need - whoever they are - or will her love for her son 

Wiccan and his husband, Hulkling, triumph over all? PLUS: A familiar figure appears at Wanda's 

shop…and it seems rumors of his death have been greatly exaggerated. But does he come as friend 

or foe? 

Rated T+ (STL273876) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230907 

GHOST RIDER #16 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Cory Smith (CA) Bjorn Barends 

Over the years, the same hitchhiker has found Danny Ketch, Robbie Reyes and now Johnny Blaze! 

Join us for this stand-alone tale of terror that threatens the past present, and future of the Ghost 

Riders… 

Rated T+ (STL273756) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230908 

GHOST RIDER #16 GERALD PAREL HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A)  Smith, Cory (CA)  TBD 

Over the years, the same hitchhiker has found Danny Ketch, Robbie Reyes and now Johnny Blaze! 

Join us for this stand-alone tale of terror that threatens the past present, and future of the Ghost 

Riders… 

Rated T+ (STL273757) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230909 



GHOST RIDER #16 EM GIST VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A)  Smith, Cory (CA) Kyle Hotz 

Over the years, the same hitchhiker has found Danny Ketch, Robbie Reyes and now Johnny Blaze! 

Join us for this stand-alone tale of terror that threatens the past present, and future of the Ghost 

Riders… 

Rated T+ (STL273758) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230910 

DANNY KETCH GHOST RIDER #3 (OF 5) 

(W) Howard Mackie (A) Daniel PiccioNo (CA) Ben Harvey 

The Scarecrow is unleashed! The mysterious Broker has powered up Ghost Rider's next nemesis, and 

it's going to take the combined hellfire of Rider and Johnny Blaze to stop him! 

Rated T+ (STL273728) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230911 

DANNY KETCH GHOST RIDER #3 (OF 5) SERGIO DAVILA VAR 

(W) Howard Mackie (A) Daniel PiccioNo (CA) Peach Momoko 

The Scarecrow is unleashed! The mysterious Broker has powered up Ghost Rider's next nemesis, and 

it's going to take the combined hellfire of Rider and Johnny Blaze to stop him! 

Rated T+ (STL273729) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230912 

COSMIC GHOST RIDER #5 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Juann Cabal (CA) Valerio Giangiordano 

Cosmic Ghost Rider has been tested like never before as he's baNled his own twisted alter ego across 

the galaxy. But now, trapped on an isolated moon, he must face off against an en#re horde of Cosmic 

Ghost Riders! Who will be leQ alive when the moondust seNles?! And one character will undergo a 

shocking transforma#on as a new force explodes into the Marvel Universe! 

Rated T+ (STL273725) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY230913 

CLOBBERIN TIME #5 (OF 5) 

(W/A/CA) Steve Skroce 

OGDU FRAIZE's plan is almost complete, he has reverse engineered every item of power across the 

Marvel Universe's #mestream to create the PSYCHOPOMP machine, a device that will steal the 

crea#on energy of the nascent GALACTUS and the SENTIENCE of the UNIVERSE at the moment of the 

BIG BANG. The THING, DOCTOR DOOM and TUVAH TU are an unwilling audience to the universe's re-

making. That is, unless they can get free... 

Rated T+ (STL273724) 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230914 

THOR ANNUAL #1 

Enter…MYTHOS! When M.O.D.O.K. - fueled by revenge and a refusal to ever again be someone else's 

pawn - seizes control of all of the Ten Realms but Asgard, Thor the All-Father must step in and regain 

control of the Ten Realms and the World Tree. But M.O.D.O.K.'s new, cosmic power proves to be a 

greater threat than Thor could imagine, and he'll need the inspira#on of some beloved friends from 

Midgard to reclaim his realms and his awesome power. 

Rated T+ (STL274840) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230915 

THOR ANNUAL #1 ELENA CASAGRANDE WOMEN OF MARVEL VAR 

Enter…MYTHOS! When M.O.D.O.K. - fueled by revenge and a refusal to ever again be someone else's 

pawn - seizes control of all of the Ten Realms but Asgard, Thor the All-Father must step in and regain 

control of the Ten Realms and the World Tree. But M.O.D.O.K.'s new, cosmic power proves to be a 

greater threat than Thor could imagine, and he'll need the inspira#on of some beloved friends from 

Midgard to reclaim his realms and his awesome power. 

Rated T+ (STL274842) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230916 

THOR ANNUAL #1 GEORGE PEREZ VAR 

Enter…MYTHOS! When M.O.D.O.K. - fueled by revenge and a refusal to ever again be someone else's 

pawn - seizes control of all of the Ten Realms but Asgard, Thor the All-Father must step in and regain 



control of the Ten Realms and the World Tree. But M.O.D.O.K.'s new, cosmic power proves to be a 

greater threat than Thor could imagine, and he'll need the inspira#on of some beloved friends from 

Midgard to reclaim his realms and his awesome power. 

Rated T+ (STL274843) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230918 

THOR ANNUAL #1 DAVID MARQUEZ HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

Enter…MYTHOS! When M.O.D.O.K. - fueled by revenge and a refusal to ever again be someone else's 

pawn - seizes control of all of the Ten Realms but Asgard, Thor the All-Father must step in and regain 

control of the Ten Realms and the World Tree. But M.O.D.O.K.'s new, cosmic power proves to be a 

greater threat than Thor could imagine, and he'll need the inspira#on of some beloved friends from 

Midgard to reclaim his realms and his awesome power. 

Rated T+ (STL274841) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230919 

SHE-HULK #15 

(W) Rainbow Rowell (A)  Genolet, Andres (CA) Jen Bartel 

Scoundrel pushes She-Hulk to the limit in her final push to save all of NYC from her newest rogue! 

Meanwhile, the Fight Club has their hands full taking on an alien horde! 

Rated T+ (STL273800) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230920 

SHE-HULK #15 GEORGE PEREZ VAR 

(W) Rainbow Rowell (A)  Genolet, Andres (CA) Derrick Chew 

Scoundrel pushes She-Hulk to the limit in her final push to save all of NYC from her newest rogue! 

Meanwhile, the Fight Club has their hands full taking on an alien horde! 

Rated T+ (STL273802) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230922 

SHE-HULK #15 JEFF DEKAL VAR 



(W) Rainbow Rowell (A)  Genolet, Andres (CA) Derrick Chew 

Scoundrel pushes She-Hulk to the limit in her final push to save all of NYC from her newest rogue! 

Meanwhile, the Fight Club has their hands full taking on an alien horde! 

Rated T+ (STL274196) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230923 

DAREDEVIL AND ECHO #3 (OF 4) 

(W) B. Earl,  Taboo (A/CA) Phil Noto 

CHASING GHOSTS! Demogoblin has awoken a dangerous and violent force beneath the streets of 

Hell's Kitchen. Luckily, Daredevil doesn't only have friends in high places, he's got them in low ones 

too - all the way down to HELL! You know 'im, you love 'im and, in this issue, GHOST RIDER makes his 

presence known! 

Rated T+ (STL273733) 

32pgs (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230924 

DAREDEVIL AND ECHO #3 (OF 4) ROD REIS VAR 

(W) B. Earl,  Taboo (A) Phil Noto (CA) David Mack 

CHASING GHOSTS! Demogoblin has awoken a dangerous and violent force beneath the streets of 

Hell's Kitchen. Luckily, Daredevil doesn't only have friends in high places, he's got them in low ones 

too - all the way down to HELL! You know 'im, you love 'im and, in this issue, GHOST RIDER makes his 

presence known! 

Rated T+ (STL273734) 

32pgs (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230925 

DAREDEVIL AND ECHO #3 (OF 4) MARIA WOLF VAR 

(W) B. Earl,  Taboo (A) Phil Noto (CA) David Mack 

CHASING GHOSTS! Demogoblin has awoken a dangerous and violent force beneath the streets of 

Hell's Kitchen. Luckily, Daredevil doesn't only have friends in high places, he's got them in low ones 

too - all the way down to HELL! You know 'im, you love 'im and, in this issue, GHOST RIDER makes his 

presence known! 

Rated T+ (STL273735) 



32pgs (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230926 

DAREDEVIL #13 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A/CA) Marco CheccheNo 

DAREDEVIL IN HELL! Chip Zdarsky and Marco CheccheNo are on the last leg of their tour de force 

through MaN Murdock's life…and aQerlife. 

Rated T+ (STL273730) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230927 

DAREDEVIL #13 JAVIER GARRON HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A) Marco CheccheNo (CA) Rob Liefeld 

DAREDEVIL IN HELL! Chip Zdarsky and Marco CheccheNo are on the last leg of their tour de force 

through MaN Murdock's life…and aQerlife. 

Rated T+ (STL273732) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230928 

DAREDEVIL #13 STEPHEN MOONEY VAR 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A) Marco CheccheNo (CA) Salvador Larroca 

DAREDEVIL IN HELL! Chip Zdarsky and Marco CheccheNo are on the last leg of their tour de force 

through MaN Murdock's life…and aQerlife. 

Rated T+ (STL273731) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230929 

DEADPOOL #9 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A)  Zagaria, Luigi (CA) Mar#n Coccolo 

AT THE MERCY OF THE HORNED EMPEROR! Deadpool has been in a lot of tough spots, but this is 

definitely the first #me he's been captured by an antlered cloud-head person. When we say it like 

that it seems weird, but this is some real trouble! Can even his new paramour or giant symbiote dog 

save him? 



Rated T+ (STL273736) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230930 

DEADPOOL #9 PABLO VILLALOBOS VAR 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A)  Zagaria, Luigi (CA) David Lopez 

AT THE MERCY OF THE HORNED EMPEROR! Deadpool has been in a lot of tough spots, but this is 

definitely the first #me he's been captured by an antlered cloud-head person. When we say it like 

that it seems weird, but this is some real trouble! Can even his new paramour or giant symbiote dog 

save him? 

Rated T+ (STL273737) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230931 

DEADPOOL #9 NICK DRAGOTTA HELLFIRE GALA VAR 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A)  Zagaria, Luigi (CA) David Lopez 

AT THE MERCY OF THE HORNED EMPEROR! Deadpool has been in a lot of tough spots, but this is 

definitely the first #me he's been captured by an antlered cloud-head person. When we say it like 

that it seems weird, but this is some real trouble! Can even his new paramour or giant symbiote dog 

save him? 

Rated T+ (STL276305) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230932 

PLANET OF THE APES #4 

(W) David F. Walker (A) Dave Wachter (CA) Joshua Cassara 

THE DIE HAS BEEN THROWN! Juliana must guide the apes on an 865-mile trek from New York City to 

the CDC in Atlanta, Georgia. The road will be long and treacherous with the Exercitus Viri not far 

behind, blinded by bloodthirsty rage. Will Juliana be able to get all the apes to safety and poten#ally 

usher in humanity's salva#on? Or will the path to hope lead to a dead end strewn with blood and 

death? 

Rated T+ (STL273792) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 



MAY230933 

PLANET OF THE APES #4 JOHN GIANG VAR 

(W) David F. Walker (A) Dave Wachter (CA) Cully Hamner 

THE DIE HAS BEEN THROWN! Juliana must guide the apes on an 865-mile trek from New York City to 

the CDC in Atlanta, Georgia. The road will be long and treacherous with the Exercitus Viri not far 

behind, blinded by bloodthirsty rage. Will Juliana be able to get all the apes to safety and poten#ally 

usher in humanity's salva#on? Or will the path to hope lead to a dead end strewn with blood and 

death? 

Rated T+ (STL273793) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230934 

PREDATOR #5 

(W) Ed Brisson (A) Netho Diaz (CA) Giuseppe Camuncoli 

Theta has been taken prisoner…but her captors aren't the Predators! Who are they? And will Theta 

be able to escape? Or will the Predators finally avenge their fallen kin? 

Rated T+ (STL273794) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230935 

PREDATOR #5 TYLER KIRKHAM VAR 

(W) Ed Brisson (A) Netho Diaz (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon 

Theta has been taken prisoner…but her captors aren't the Predators! Who are they? And will Theta 

be able to escape? Or will the Predators finally avenge their fallen kin? 

Rated T+ (STL273795) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230936 

ALIEN #4 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Andrea Broccardo (CA) Dike Ruan 

HOW FAR WOULD YOU SINK, TO SURVIVE? All hell has broken loose on base. As Xenomorphs swarm 

the rig - massacring any Weyland-Yutani personnel in sight - Batya makes a plan for an escape. With 

her research and family at risk, Batya must take a gamble and pursue her last op#on for salva#on. 

Rated T+ (STL273703) 



32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230937 

ALIEN #4 FRANCESCO MANNA VAR 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Andrea Broccardo (CA) Michael Walsh 

HOW FAR WOULD YOU SINK, TO SURVIVE? All hell has broken loose on base. As Xenomorphs swarm 

the rig - massacring any Weyland-Yutani personnel in sight - Batya makes a plan for an escape. With 

her research and family at risk, Batya must take a gamble and pursue her last op#on for salva#on. 

Rated T+ (STL273704) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230938 

STAR WARS DARK DROIDS #1 

"SCOURGE OF THE DROIDS!" A STAR WARS EPIC LIKE YOU'VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE! Who or what is 

THE SCOURGE, and why is no droid safe? As a corrup#on spreads from one droid to the next THE 

REBELLION and THE EMPIRE face chaos! What role does AJAX SIGMA play in all of this? And whose 

side is he on? Find out when horror comes to a galaxy far, far away! Charles Soule con#nues his 

legendary run on STAR WARS with the most ambi#ous event in STAR WARS comics history! Joined by 

his WAR OF THE BOUNTY HUNTERS collaborator Luke Ross, the superstar team carves a new path for 

the future! 

Rated T (STL274752) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230940 

STAR WARS DARK DROIDS #1 JTC ACTION FIGURE VAR 

"SCOURGE OF THE DROIDS!" A STAR WARS EPIC LIKE YOU'VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE! Who or what is 

THE SCOURGE, and why is no droid safe? As a corrup#on spreads from one droid to the next THE 

REBELLION and THE EMPIRE face chaos! What role does AJAX SIGMA play in all of this? And whose 

side is he on? Find out when horror comes to a galaxy far, far away! Charles Soule con#nues his 

legendary run on STAR WARS with the most ambi#ous event in STAR WARS comics history! Joined by 

his WAR OF THE BOUNTY HUNTERS collaborator Luke Ross, the superstar team carves a new path for 

the future! 

Rated T (STL274755) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230941 



STAR WARS DARK DROIDS #1 RACHAEL STOTT SCOURGED VAR 

"SCOURGE OF THE DROIDS!" A STAR WARS EPIC LIKE YOU'VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE! Who or what is 

THE SCOURGE, and why is no droid safe? As a corrup#on spreads from one droid to the next THE 

REBELLION and THE EMPIRE face chaos! What role does AJAX SIGMA play in all of this? And whose 

side is he on? Find out when horror comes to a galaxy far, far away! Charles Soule con#nues his 

legendary run on STAR WARS with the most ambi#ous event in STAR WARS comics history! Joined by 

his WAR OF THE BOUNTY HUNTERS collaborator Luke Ross, the superstar team carves a new path for 

the future! 

Rated T (STL274756) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230942 

STAR WARS DARK DROIDS #1 GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI FOIL VAR 

"SCOURGE OF THE DROIDS!" A STAR WARS EPIC LIKE YOU'VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE! Who or what is 

THE SCOURGE, and why is no droid safe? As a corrup#on spreads from one droid to the next THE 

REBELLION and THE EMPIRE face chaos! What role does AJAX SIGMA play in all of this? And whose 

side is he on? Find out when horror comes to a galaxy far, far away! Charles Soule con#nues his 

legendary run on STAR WARS with the most ambi#ous event in STAR WARS comics history! Joined by 

his WAR OF THE BOUNTY HUNTERS collaborator Luke Ross, the superstar team carves a new path for 

the future! 

Rated T (STL274753) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY230943 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER BLACK WHITE AND RED #4 

(W) Marc Bernardin,  Various (A) Leonard Kirk,  Various (CA) Mike Del Mundo 

TRAPPED ON THE FROZEN PLANET HOTH! FRANK TIERI sends VADER to HOTH. STEVE ORLANDO goes 

cerebral with THE CORRUPTION OF DARTH VADER'S MIND! PLUS: The Final Chapter of JASON AARON 

& LEONARD KIRK's dark tales! 

Rated T (STL273828) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230944 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER BLACK WHITE AND RED #4 DANIEL VAR 

(W) Marc Bernardin,  Various (A) Leonard Kirk,  Various (CA) Carmen Carnero 



TRAPPED ON THE FROZEN PLANET HOTH! FRANK TIERI sends VADER to HOTH. STEVE ORLANDO goes 

cerebral with THE CORRUPTION OF DARTH VADER'S MIND! PLUS: The Final Chapter of JASON AARON 

& LEONARD KIRK's dark tales! 

Rated T (STL273830) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230946 

STAR WARS RETURN OF JEDI REBELLION #1 

MON MOTHMA MUST DIE! ADMIRAL ACKBAR is the only one with the knowledge of THE EMPIRE's 

plans to kill Mon Mothma. Enter POE DAMERON's parents, SHARA BEY and KES DAMERON, to thwart 

the threat! But do they have what it takes to take down the unknown assassin in #me? 

Rated T (STL274835) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230947 

STAR WARS RETURN OF JEDI REBELLION #1 GARBETT CONNECTING VAR 

MON MOTHMA MUST DIE! ADMIRAL ACKBAR is the only one with the knowledge of THE EMPIRE's 

plans to kill Mon Mothma. Enter POE DAMERON's parents, SHARA BEY and KES DAMERON, to thwart 

the threat! But do they have what it takes to take down the unknown assassin in #me? 

Rated T (STL274836) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230948 

STAR WARS RETURN OF JEDI REBELLION #1 ROD REIS VAR 

MON MOTHMA MUST DIE! ADMIRAL ACKBAR is the only one with the knowledge of THE EMPIRE's 

plans to kill Mon Mothma. Enter POE DAMERON's parents, SHARA BEY and KES DAMERON, to thwart 

the threat! But do they have what it takes to take down the unknown assassin in #me? 

Rated T (STL274837) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230951 

STAR WARS MANDALORIAN SEASON 2 #2 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Georges Jeanty (CA) David Nakayama 



THE PASSENGER! The Mandalorian must ferry a passenger with precious cargo on a dangerous 

journey. STEVEN CUMMINGS (CRIMSON REIGN, HIDDEN EMPIRE) joins RODNEY BARNES for issue #2 

of this galaxy-spanning series! 

Rated T (STL273835) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230953 

STAR WARS MANDALORIAN SEASON 2 #2 JERRY ORDWAY VAR 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Georges Jeanty (CA) Erik Gist 

THE PASSENGER! The Mandalorian must ferry a passenger with precious cargo on a dangerous 

journey. STEVEN CUMMINGS (CRIMSON REIGN, HIDDEN EMPIRE) joins RODNEY BARNES for issue #2 

of this galaxy-spanning series! 

Rated T (STL273838) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230954 

STAR WARS MANDALORIAN SEASON 2 #2 CONCEPT ART VAR 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Georges Jeanty (CA)  Concept Art 

THE PASSENGER! The Mandalorian must ferry a passenger with precious cargo on a dangerous 

journey. STEVEN CUMMINGS (CRIMSON REIGN, HIDDEN EMPIRE) joins RODNEY BARNES for issue #2 

of this galaxy-spanning series! 

Rated T (STL273837) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY230955 

STAR WARS YODA #9 

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A) Alessandro Miracolo (CA) Phil Noto 

WELL, HELLO THERE… The MEGADROID is on the march! And only Jedi Master YODA and ANAKIN 

SKYWALKER can stop it. 

But what is the lesson Yoda is trying to impart on young Skywalker? •Guest-starring: OBI-WAN 

KENOBI! 

Rated T (STL273839) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY230957 

STAR WARS YODA #9 SALVADOR LAROCCA VAR 

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A) Alessandro Miracolo (CA) Takashi Okazaki 

WELL, HELLO THERE… The MEGADROID is on the march! And only Jedi Master YODA and ANAKIN 

SKYWALKER can stop it. 

But what is the lesson Yoda is trying to impart on young Skywalker? •Guest-starring: OBI-WAN 

KENOBI! 

Rated T (STL273841) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230958 

STAR WARS DOCTOR APHRA #34 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Minkyu Jung (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon 

ENTER THE STARWEIRD! Long ago, Jedi Masters SHAAK TI and AAYLA SECURA sealed away a GREAT 

AND TERRIBLE POWER... ...a horrifying, ancient creature that RESONATES WITH THE FORCE... ...and 

DOCTOR APHRA and LUKE SKYWALKER have just released it! 

Rated T (STL273831) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230959 

STAR WARS DOCTOR APHRA #34 RETURN JEDI 40TH ANNIV VAR 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Minkyu Jung (CA) Chris Sprouse 

ENTER THE STARWEIRD! Long ago, Jedi Masters SHAAK TI and AAYLA SECURA sealed away a GREAT 

AND TERRIBLE POWER... ...a horrifying, ancient creature that RESONATES WITH THE FORCE... ...and 

DOCTOR APHRA and LUKE SKYWALKER have just released it! 

Rated T (STL273834) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230960 

STAR WARS DOCTOR APHRA #34 ORDWAY CLASSIC TRADE DRESS VAR 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Minkyu Jung (CA) Phil Jimenez 

ENTER THE STARWEIRD! Long ago, Jedi Masters SHAAK TI and AAYLA SECURA sealed away a GREAT 

AND TERRIBLE POWER... ...a horrifying, ancient creature that RESONATES WITH THE FORCE... ...and 

DOCTOR APHRA and LUKE SKYWALKER have just released it! 



Rated T (STL273833) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230961 

STAR WARS DOCTOR APHRA #34 KYLE HOTZ VAR 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Minkyu Jung (CA) David Marquez 

ENTER THE STARWEIRD! Long ago, Jedi Masters SHAAK TI and AAYLA SECURA sealed away a GREAT 

AND TERRIBLE POWER... ...a horrifying, ancient creature that RESONATES WITH THE FORCE... ...and 

DOCTOR APHRA and LUKE SKYWALKER have just released it! 

Rated T (STL273832) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230962 

STAR WARS #36 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) Stephen Segovia 

DISASTER LOOMS FOR THE REBEL ALLIANCE! With the discovery that the Empire is building a second 

DEATH STAR, the Rebels are on the verge of despair. But LEIA ORGANA has devised an impossible 

mission to remind both the Rebels and the galaxy how to hope. It's the FALCON's #me to shine, as 

the fastest hunk of junk in the galaxy flies into the belly of the beast! 

Rated T (STL273815) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230963 

STAR WARS #36 SPROUSE RETURN OF THE JEDI 40TH ANNIV VAR 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) Chris Sprouse 

DISASTER LOOMS FOR THE REBEL ALLIANCE! With the discovery that the Empire is building a second 

DEATH STAR, the Rebels are on the verge of despair. But LEIA ORGANA has devised an impossible 

mission to remind both the Rebels and the galaxy how to hope. It's the FALCON's #me to shine, as 

the fastest hunk of junk in the galaxy flies into the belly of the beast! 

Rated T (STL273819) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230964 

STAR WARS #36 ORDWAY CLASSIC TRADE DRESS VAR 



(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) Phil Jimenez 

DISASTER LOOMS FOR THE REBEL ALLIANCE! With the discovery that the Empire is building a second 

DEATH STAR, the Rebels are on the verge of despair. But LEIA ORGANA has devised an impossible 

mission to remind both the Rebels and the galaxy how to hope. It's the FALCON's #me to shine, as 

the fastest hunk of junk in the galaxy flies into the belly of the beast! 

Rated T (STL273817) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230965 

STAR WARS #36 JOHN TYLER CHRISTOPHER ACTION FIG VAR 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) John Tyler Christopher 

DISASTER LOOMS FOR THE REBEL ALLIANCE! With the discovery that the Empire is building a second 

DEATH STAR, the Rebels are on the verge of despair. But LEIA ORGANA has devised an impossible 

mission to remind both the Rebels and the galaxy how to hope. It's the FALCON's #me to shine, as 

the fastest hunk of junk in the galaxy flies into the belly of the beast! 

Rated T (STL273818) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230967 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #36 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Leinil Yu 

DEATH BY DROID! With his Force powers s#ll out of control, Darth Vader's more powerful and 

vulnerable than ever before... Which makes this the perfect #me for him to be BETRAYED by one of 

his most trusted associates (and astoundingly, it's not APHRA or OCHI)! Featuring the return of 

TRIPLE-ZERO and BEE TEE - and the deadliest team up of droids Vader has ever faced! 

Rated T (STL273824) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230968 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #36 RETURN OF JEDI 40TH ANNIV VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Khoi Pham 

DEATH BY DROID! With his Force powers s#ll out of control, Darth Vader's more powerful and 

vulnerable than ever before... Which makes this the perfect #me for him to be BETRAYED by one of 

his most trusted associates (and astoundingly, it's not APHRA or OCHI)! Featuring the return of 

TRIPLE-ZERO and BEE TEE - and the deadliest team up of droids Vader has ever faced! 



Rated T (STL273825) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230969 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #36 ORDWAY CLASSIC TRADE DRESS VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Luciano Vecchio 

DEATH BY DROID! With his Force powers s#ll out of control, Darth Vader's more powerful and 

vulnerable than ever before... Which makes this the perfect #me for him to be BETRAYED by one of 

his most trusted associates (and astoundingly, it's not APHRA or OCHI)! Featuring the return of 

TRIPLE-ZERO and BEE TEE - and the deadliest team up of droids Vader has ever faced! 

Rated T (STL273827) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230970 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #36 LUCIANO VECCHIO VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Chris Sprouse 

DEATH BY DROID! With his Force powers s#ll out of control, Darth Vader's more powerful and 

vulnerable than ever before... Which makes this the perfect #me for him to be BETRAYED by one of 

his most trusted associates (and astoundingly, it's not APHRA or OCHI)! Featuring the return of 

TRIPLE-ZERO and BEE TEE - and the deadliest team up of droids Vader has ever faced! 

Rated T (STL273826) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230971 

STAR WARS BOUNTY HUNTERS #36 

(W)  Sacks, Ethan (A) Lan Medina (CA) Marco CheccheNo 

BOBA FETT: MARKED FOR DEATH! THE BLACK SUN SYNDICATE wants BOBA FETT'S HEAD! But the new 

team of BOUNTY HUNTERS has something to say about that! Featuring DURGE, BOSSK, 4-LOM, 

ZUCKUSS, DEATHSTICK, VALANCE, KHEL and T'ONGA! 

Rated T (STL273820) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230972 

STAR WARS BOUNTY HUNTERS #36 RETURN OF JEDI 40TH ANNIV VAR 



(W)  Sacks, Ethan (A) Lan Medina (CA) Chris Sprouse 

BOBA FETT: MARKED FOR DEATH! THE BLACK SUN SYNDICATE wants BOBA FETT'S HEAD! But the new 

team of BOUNTY HUNTERS has something to say about that! Featuring DURGE, BOSSK, 4-LOM, 

ZUCKUSS, DEATHSTICK, VALANCE, KHEL and T'ONGA! 

Rated T (STL273822) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230973 

STAR WARS BOUNTY HUNTERS #36 ORDWAY CLASSIC TRADE DRESS VAR 

(W)  Sacks, Ethan (A) Lan Medina (CA) Lucas Werneck 

BOBA FETT: MARKED FOR DEATH! THE BLACK SUN SYNDICATE wants BOBA FETT'S HEAD! But the new 

team of BOUNTY HUNTERS has something to say about that! Featuring DURGE, BOSSK, 4-LOM, 

ZUCKUSS, DEATHSTICK, VALANCE, KHEL and T'ONGA! 

Rated T (STL273823) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230974 

STAR WARS BOUNTY HUNTERS #36 LAROCCA BOBA FETT DEATH STICK V 

(W)  Sacks, Ethan (A) Lan Medina (CA) Alex Maleev 

BOBA FETT: MARKED FOR DEATH! THE BLACK SUN SYNDICATE wants BOBA FETT'S HEAD! But the new 

team of BOUNTY HUNTERS has something to say about that! Featuring DURGE, BOSSK, 4-LOM, 

ZUCKUSS, DEATHSTICK, VALANCE, KHEL and T'ONGA! 

Rated T (STL273821) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY230975 

BLADE EARLY YEARS OMNIBUS HC 

Blade hit the comics scene in the 1970s - a #me when horror movies were all the rage and Black 

cinema was introducing bold new ac#on heroes who defied authority. Blade immediately changed 

the stakes of Marv Wolfman and Gene Colan's TOMB OF DRACULA, bringing a sense of unstoppable 

determina#on as he pursued Deacon Frost, the vampire who killed his mother. And if a few other 

vampires died along the way, all the beNer! This Omnibus collects, for the first #me, Blade's 

complete early adventures: from his influen#al role in TOMB OF DRACULA to his 1970s solo stories 

and his climac#c baNle against Dracula alongside Doctor Strange! Collec#ng TOMB OF DRACULA 

(1972) #10, #12-14, #24, #30, #41-43, #45, #51, #53 and #58; MARVEL PREVIEW #3; FEAR #24; and 

DOCTOR STRANGE (1974) #61-62 and #67 - plus material from TOMB OF DRACULA (1972) #17-19, 



#21, #44, #46-50 and #52; VAMPIRE TALES #8-9; MARVEL PREVIEW #8; and MARVEL COMICS 

PRESENTS (1988) #64. 

Rated T+ (STL274885) 

HC, 472pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAY230976 

BLADE EARLY YEARS OMNIBUS HC KANE DM VAR 

Blade hit the comics scene in the 1970s - a #me when horror movies were all the rage and Black 

cinema was introducing bold new ac#on heroes who defied authority. Blade immediately changed 

the stakes of Marv Wolfman and Gene Colan's TOMB OF DRACULA, bringing a sense of unstoppable 

determina#on as he pursued Deacon Frost, the vampire who killed his mother. And if a few other 

vampires died along the way, all the beNer! This Omnibus collects, for the first #me, Blade's 

complete early adventures: from his influen#al role in TOMB OF DRACULA to his 1970s solo stories 

and his climac#c baNle against Dracula alongside Doctor Strange! Collec#ng TOMB OF DRACULA 

(1972) #10, #12-14, #24, #30, #41-43, #45, #51, #53 and #58; MARVEL PREVIEW #3; FEAR #24; and 

DOCTOR STRANGE (1974) #61-62 and #67 - plus material from TOMB OF DRACULA (1972) #17-19, 

#21, #44, #46-50 and #52; VAMPIRE TALES #8-9; MARVEL PREVIEW #8; and MARVEL COMICS 

PRESENTS (1988) #64. 

Rated T+ (STL274886) 

HC, 472pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAY230977 

BLADE EARLY YEARS OMNIBUS HC MORROW DM VAR 

Blade hit the comics scene in the 1970s - a #me when horror movies were all the rage and Black 

cinema was introducing bold new ac#on heroes who defied authority. Blade immediately changed 

the stakes of Marv Wolfman and Gene Colan's TOMB OF DRACULA, bringing a sense of unstoppable 

determina#on as he pursued Deacon Frost, the vampire who killed his mother. And if a few other 

vampires died along the way, all the beNer! This Omnibus collects, for the first #me, Blade's 

complete early adventures: from his influen#al role in TOMB OF DRACULA to his 1970s solo stories 

and his climac#c baNle against Dracula alongside Doctor Strange! Collec#ng TOMB OF DRACULA 

(1972) #10, #12-14, #24, #30, #41-43, #45, #51, #53 and #58; MARVEL PREVIEW #3; FEAR #24; and 

DOCTOR STRANGE (1974) #61-62 and #67 - plus material from TOMB OF DRACULA (1972) #17-19, 

#21, #44, #46-50 and #52; VAMPIRE TALES #8-9; MARVEL PREVIEW #8; and MARVEL COMICS 

PRESENTS (1988) #64. 

Rated T+ (STL274887) 

HC, 472pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAY230978 



MARVEL UNIVERSE BY ARTHUR ADAMS OMNIBUS HC 

Like all great comic-book ar#sts, Arthur Adams earned his way in through long, hard work - by hiYng 

the pavement with his porVolio in hand. But it didn't seem that way. Adams seemed to burst out of 

the clear blue sky with an avalanche of unbelievable artwork. Energe#c, richly detailed, full of 

character and just plain fun, his art merged East and West - bringing manga influences to American 

readers and influencing a genera#on of future ar#sts. Now, this Omnibus collects Adams' complete 

Marvel work from the 1980s through the early 1990s in one volume! From Longshot to the X-Men to 

the New Fantas#c Four; from covers galore to pinups, posters and trading cards - not to men#on a 

huge trove of pencils and original art - this is your be-all, end-all Arthur Adams Omnibus! Collec#ng 

LONGSHOT #1-6, NEW MUTANTS SPECIAL EDITION #1, X-MEN ANNUAL (1970) #9-10, CLOAK AND 

DAGGER (1985) #9, X-FACTOR (1986) #41-42, EXCALIBUR: MOJO MAYHEM and FANTASTIC FOUR 

(1961) #347-349 - plus material from WEB OF SPIDER-MAN ANNUAL #2, X-MEN ANNUAL (1970) #12 

and #14, FANTASTIC FOUR (1961) #358, and MARVEL HOLIDAY SPECIAL (1991) #1. 

Rated T (STL274895) 

HC, 992pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAY230979 

MARVEL UNIVERSE BY ARTHUR ADAMS OMNIBUS HC DM VAR 

Like all great comic-book ar#sts, Arthur Adams earned his way in through long, hard work - by hiYng 

the pavement with his porVolio in hand. But it didn't seem that way. Adams seemed to burst out of 

the clear blue sky with an avalanche of unbelievable artwork. Energe#c, richly detailed, full of 

character and just plain fun, his art merged East and West - bringing manga influences to American 

readers and influencing a genera#on of future ar#sts. Now, this Omnibus collects Adams' complete 

Marvel work from the 1980s through the early 1990s in one volume! From Longshot to the X-Men to 

the New Fantas#c Four; from covers galore to pinups, posters and trading cards - not to men#on a 

huge trove of pencils and original art - this is your be-all, end-all Arthur Adams Omnibus! Collec#ng 

LONGSHOT #1-6, NEW MUTANTS SPECIAL EDITION #1, X-MEN ANNUAL (1970) #9-10, CLOAK AND 

DAGGER (1985) #9, X-FACTOR (1986) #41-42, EXCALIBUR: MOJO MAYHEM and FANTASTIC FOUR 

(1961) #347-349 - plus material from WEB OF SPIDER-MAN ANNUAL #2, X-MEN ANNUAL (1970) #12 

and #14, FANTASTIC FOUR (1961) #358, and MARVEL HOLIDAY SPECIAL (1991) #1. 

Rated T (STL274896) 

HC, 992pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAY230980 

THUNDERBOLTS UNCAGED OMNIBUS HC 

A new era for Marvel's ever-evolving, always-controversial team! The most dangerous criminals on 

Earth are now all in one hellish prison, and the only way out is through rehabilita#on and 

contribu#on to society via the Thunderbolts program - under the leadership of the steel-hard-

skinned Avenger named Luke Cage! So bring on the first par#cipants: Juggernaut! Crossbones! 

Ghost! Moonstone! And…Man-Thing?! Can Cage restore the Thunderbolts' tarnished heroic 

poten#al? And when new recruits are called, who out of the Marvel Universe's vast pool of 



powerhouse criminals will make the cut? Then, when the T-bolts end up lost in #me, a new group 

steps in to replace them: the Dark Avengers! You can be sure that the two troubled teams are on a 

collision course! Collec#ng THUNDERBOLTS (1997) #144-174 and #163.1, DARK AVENGERS (2012) 

#175-190 and material from ENTER THE HEROIC AGE #1. 

Rated T+ (STL274903) 

HC, 1160pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAY230981 

THUNDERBOLTS UNCAGED OMNIBUS HC DM VAR 

A new era for Marvel's ever-evolving, always-controversial team! The most dangerous criminals on 

Earth are now all in one hellish prison, and the only way out is through rehabilita#on and 

contribu#on to society via the Thunderbolts program - under the leadership of the steel-hard-

skinned Avenger named Luke Cage! So bring on the first par#cipants: Juggernaut! Crossbones! 

Ghost! Moonstone! And…Man-Thing?! Can Cage restore the Thunderbolts' tarnished heroic 

poten#al? And when new recruits are called, who out of the Marvel Universe's vast pool of 

powerhouse criminals will make the cut? Then, when the T-bolts end up lost in #me, a new group 

steps in to replace them: the Dark Avengers! You can be sure that the two troubled teams are on a 

collision course! Collec#ng THUNDERBOLTS (1997) #144-174 and #163.1, DARK AVENGERS (2012) 

#175-190 and material from ENTER THE HEROIC AGE #1. 

Rated T+ (STL274904) 

HC, 1160pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAY230982 

INCREDIBLE HULK OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 

Watch out, world! The Incredible Hulk is back - and even the oversized Omnibus format can barely 

contain him! Even with the extra space, the Hulk will shake the Earth with his mighty rage, traveling 

far and wide - and believe it or not, he won't make too many friends along the way! The green-

skinned goliath's i#nerary of destruc#on leaves the Inhumans, the Sandman, the Sub-Mariner, the 

Thing and the en#re Savage Land rubbing a sore jaw. And when the Leader returns, all bets are off! 

Iconic HULK ar#st Herb Trimpe makes his debut in this very volume, and writers Stan Lee and Roy 

Thomas pull out all the stops! Featuring the original series' leNers pages and a host of bonus 

material! Collec#ng INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) #103-134 and ANNUAL #1. 

Rated T (STL274901) 

HC, 824pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAY230983 

INCREDIBLE HULK OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 DM VAR 



Watch out, world! The Incredible Hulk is back - and even the oversized Omnibus format can barely 

contain him! Even with the extra space, the Hulk will shake the Earth with his mighty rage, traveling 

far and wide - and believe it or not, he won't make too many friends along the way! The green-

skinned goliath's i#nerary of destruc#on leaves the Inhumans, the Sandman, the Sub-Mariner, the 

Thing and the en#re Savage Land rubbing a sore jaw. And when the Leader returns, all bets are off! 

Iconic HULK ar#st Herb Trimpe makes his debut in this very volume, and writers Stan Lee and Roy 

Thomas pull out all the stops! Featuring the original series' leNers pages and a host of bonus 

material! Collec#ng INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) #103-134 and ANNUAL #1. 

Rated T (STL274902) 

HC, 824pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAY230984 

HAWKEYE BY FRACTION AND AJA OMNIBUS HC NEW PTG 

MaN Frac#on and David Aja's cri#cally acclaimed run in a single sharpshoo#ng volume! With Young 

Avenger Kate Bishop by his side, Clint Barton con#nues his fight for jus#ce - and good rooQop BBQs! 

He's hoping for some down#me from being one of Earth's Migh#est Heroes - but when the 

apartment building he's moved into, and the neighbors he's befriended, are threatened by a 

tracksuit-wearing, dog-abusing gang of Eastern European mobsters who say "bro" an awful lot, Clint 

must stand up and defend his new adopted family…any way he can. It's Hawkguy, Ka#e-Kate, Pizza 

Dog and friends against the Clown, Madame Masque, the Tracksuit Draculas and more in a fantas#c, 

Eisner Award-winning reinven#on of the arrowed Avenger! Bro, you read this book. Okay, bro? 

Collec#ng HAWKEYE (2012) #1-22 and ANNUAL #1, and YOUNG AVENGERS PRESENTS #6. 

Rated T+ (STL274889) 

HC, 552pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAY230985 

HAWKEYE BY FRACTION AND AJA OMNIBUS HC DM VAR NEW PTG 

MaN Frac#on and David Aja's cri#cally acclaimed run in a single sharpshoo#ng volume! With Young 

Avenger Kate Bishop by his side, Clint Barton con#nues his fight for jus#ce - and good rooQop BBQs! 

He's hoping for some down#me from being one of Earth's Migh#est Heroes - but when the 

apartment building he's moved into, and the neighbors he's befriended, are threatened by a 

tracksuit-wearing, dog-abusing gang of Eastern European mobsters who say "bro" an awful lot, Clint 

must stand up and defend his new adopted family…any way he can. It's Hawkguy, Ka#e-Kate, Pizza 

Dog and friends against the Clown, Madame Masque, the Tracksuit Draculas and more in a fantas#c, 

Eisner Award-winning reinven#on of the arrowed Avenger! Bro, you read this book. Okay, bro? 

Collec#ng HAWKEYE (2012) #1-22 and ANNUAL #1, and YOUNG AVENGERS PRESENTS #6. 

Rated T+ (STL274888) 

HC, 552pgs SRP: $100.00 

 



MAY230986 

MMW OMEGA UNKNOWN HC VOL 01 

In the 1970s, writer Steve Gerber revolu#onized comics. His innova#ve work on MAN-THING, 

DEFENDERS and HOWARD THE DUCK opened crea#ve avenues that excited readers and inspired a 

genera#on of creators. So when Marvel announced an all-new character co-created by Gerber, 

an#cipa#on rose to a fever pitch! OMEGA THE UNKNOWN debuted in late 1975, featuring an 

enigma#c approach to one of the most compelling stories: the stranger in a strange land. James-

Michael Starling, a boy with a mysterious past, holds a curious connec#on to the super-powered 

being known as Omega. Their quest to understand the griNy world of New York City reveals as much 

about us as it does them. As the pair's secrets are uncovered and the ac#on unfolds in the Marvel 

manner, you'll come to understand why OMEGA holds a place as one of the most influen#al series of 

its #me! Collec#ng OMEGA THE UNKNOWN (1976) #1-10 and DEFENDERS (1972) #76-77. 

Rated T (STL274890) 

HC, 240pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

MAY230987 

MMW OMEGA UNKNOWN HC VOL 01 DM VAR ED 350 

In the 1970s, writer Steve Gerber revolu#onized comics. His innova#ve work on MAN-THING, 

DEFENDERS and HOWARD THE DUCK opened crea#ve avenues that excited readers and inspired a 

genera#on of creators. So when Marvel announced an all-new character co-created by Gerber, 

an#cipa#on rose to a fever pitch! OMEGA THE UNKNOWN debuted in late 1975, featuring an 

enigma#c approach to one of the most compelling stories: the stranger in a strange land. James-

Michael Starling, a boy with a mysterious past, holds a curious connec#on to the super-powered 

being known as Omega. Their quest to understand the griNy world of New York City reveals as much 

about us as it does them. As the pair's secrets are uncovered and the ac#on unfolds in the Marvel 

manner, you'll come to understand why OMEGA holds a place as one of the most influen#al series of 

its #me! Collec#ng OMEGA THE UNKNOWN (1976) #1-10 and DEFENDERS (1972) #76-77. 

Rated T (STL274891) 

HC, 240pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

MAY230988 

MMW WEREWOLF BY NIGHT HC VOL 02 

Werewolf by Wolfman? That's right, the man born to write WEREWOLF BY NIGHT - Marv Wolfman - 

takes the reins of Marvel's moon-cursed monster in this Masterworks! Together with ar#sts Gil Kane 

and Mike Ploog, he'll expand the mythos and mystery surrounding Jack Russell and his family's 

connec#on to the demonic Darkhold. Wolfman brings Dracula into the mix and introduces the 

mys#fying Topaz, a woman who will soon have our hero's heart! Meanwhile, the CommiNee's 

schemes escalate as Mike Friedrich takes the podium and Don Perlin becomes series ar#st. They'll 

introduce another werewolf to vex (or perhaps aid?) Jack! Also featuring Werewolf vs. Werewoman 

as Greer Nelson becomes Tigra for the first #me - and the debut of iconic series writer Doug 



Moench! Collec#ng WEREWOLF BY NIGHT (1972) #9-21, TOMB OF DRACULA (1972) #18, GIANT-SIZE 

CREATURES #1 and material from MONSTERS UNLEASHED (1973) #6-7. 

Rated T (STL274892) 

HC, 344pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

MAY230989 

MMW WEREWOLF BY NIGHT HC VOL 02 DM VAR ED 351 

Werewolf by Wolfman? That's right, the man born to write WEREWOLF BY NIGHT - Marv Wolfman - 

takes the reins of Marvel's moon-cursed monster in this Masterworks! Together with ar#sts Gil Kane 

and Mike Ploog, he'll expand the mythos and mystery surrounding Jack Russell and his family's 

connec#on to the demonic Darkhold. Wolfman brings Dracula into the mix and introduces the 

mys#fying Topaz, a woman who will soon have our hero's heart! Meanwhile, the CommiNee's 

schemes escalate as Mike Friedrich takes the podium and Don Perlin becomes series ar#st. They'll 

introduce another werewolf to vex (or perhaps aid?) Jack! Also featuring Werewolf vs. Werewoman 

as Greer Nelson becomes Tigra for the first #me - and the debut of iconic series writer Doug 

Moench! Collec#ng WEREWOLF BY NIGHT (1972) #9-21, TOMB OF DRACULA (1972) #18, GIANT-SIZE 

CREATURES #1 and material from MONSTERS UNLEASHED (1973) #6-7. 

Rated T (STL274893) 

HC, 344pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

MAY230990 

MARVEL STUDIOS MS MARVEL HC ART OF THE SERIES 

Kamala Khan is just your average Pakistani American Muslim 16-year-old growing up in Jersey City. 

She's a great student, an avid gamer and a voracious fan-fic#on scribe. While she's got the best 

family and friends in the world, they might be a close second to her greatest love: Super Heroes - 

capital S, capital H. She has a special affinity for Captain Marvel in par#cular. But Kamala oQen feels 

caught between many worlds, and struggles to feel like she fits in at home or at school. That is, un#l 

she gets super-powers like the heroes she's always looked up to! Things must be easier with super-

powers, right? Con#nuing their popular ART OF series of #e-in books, Marvel Studios presents 

another blockbuster achievement! Featuring exclusive concept artwork and in-depth interviews with 

the crea#ve team, this deluxe volume provides insider details about the making of the highly 

an#cipated series. 

Kids to Adults (STL274894) 

HC, 224pgs SRP: $60.00 

 

MAY230991 

SPIDER-MAN 2099 TP DARK GENESIS 



A future filled with new heroes and villains! Steve Orlando (SCARLET WITCH, SPIDER-MAN 2099: 

EXODUS) con#nues his journey through the dark tomorrow of 2099! As society begins to crumble, 

Spider-Man 2099 will need all the help he can get - but does the public even want him to save their 

neighborhood? Or do they all just want to watch this twisted world burn? When Nueva York comes 

under aNack from Carnage 2099, Miguel O'Hara must gather new allies to stand against this 

terrifying threat! Enter Blade 2099: zombie hunter! Punisher 2099 reborn! Plus: future versions of 

Daredevil, Moon Knight, Spider-Woman and Ghost Rider! They all must face the horror of Halloween 

Jack, Carnage 2099 and his hive army! And death will fall on both sides! Collec#ng SPIDER-MAN 

2099: DARK GENESIS #1-5. 

Rated T+ (STL274926) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY230992 

VENOM BY AL EWING AND RAM V TP VOL 04 ILLUMINATION 

Meet Venom's most powerful form yet! With the truth about Eddie Brock, Bedlam and the Garden of 

Time revealed at last, Eddie has no choice but to fight heaven, Earth, space and #me to get back to 

his son. But it may all be for naught. Eddie's greatest fears are at the precipice of being realized as 

Dylan may s#ll succumb to the darkness within him! Eddie has faced down many monsters in his 

#me, but few have been as terrifying as the one born of his own rage. Witness Bedlam's return to 

the Garden of Time - and see what's become of Eddie aQer DARK WEB! BaNered, beaten and 

brutalized, his grit, determina#on and faith have wavered at #mes, but never broken. Collec#ng 

VENOM (2021) #16-20. 

Rated T+ (STL274928) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY230993 

RED GOBLIN TP VOL 01 IT RUNS IN THE FAMILY 

The newest - and deadliest - Red Goblin! Spinning out of the pages of VENOM, young Normie Osborn 

receives his own symbiote at last! Will Normie fulfill his des#ny as the grandson of the original Green 

Goblin? Or will he and his symbiote finally break the cycle and make a difference for the beNer? 

Meanwhile, a new Goblin King reigns under the streets of New York as the leader of a resurgent 

Goblin Na#on! But why has he kidnapped Norman Osborn? And why has he siphoned off gallons of 

Osborn's Goblin Serum-infused blood?! That can't be good! Things get even worse when Cletus 

Kasady returns to New York, determined to paint the town blood red! Normie's determina#on to 

prove himself puts him on a nightmarish collision course with Carnage! Collec#ng RED GOBLIN #1-5. 

Rated T+ (STL274923) 

SC, 120pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY230994 



STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC PHASE II TP VOL 02 BATTLE FOR FORCE 

The baNle of Jedha con#nues! As Tey Sirrek defends the Temple of the Kyber, Vildar Mac is buried 

alive - with only his belief in the Force to keep him alive. But Vildar is a Jedi beset by doubts, scarred 

by a past he should've forgoNen years ago. Who can come to his aid as the Holy City tears itself 

apart? Vildar, Tey and MaNhea Cathley are forced into a corner, with enemies closing in all around, 

and a secret of the hidden Jedi vault is revealed. As one Jedi lies dying in Jedha's frozen desert, 

another is missing. And all the #me, the Leveler waits in the shadows, desperate to feed! Can Vildar 

resist the lure of the dark side? Or must he become what he fears the most to survive! Collec#ng 

STAR WARS: THE HIGH REPUBLIC (2022) #6-10. 

Rated T (STL274927) 

SC, 120pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY230995 

PUNISHER TP VOL 02 KING OF KILLERS BOOK TWO 

The epic showdown is here: the God of War vs. the Fist of the Beast! As Frank Castle, subsumed by 

the evil of the Hand, wrestles with devils within and without, the resurrected Maria Castle finds 

more and more of her memories returning - including the fateful days when her husband first 

returned from war. Or did he? The all-powerful Ares is coming for Frank with an army of heavily 

armed Apostles at his back, looking to turn him back into his old self - by murdering his family all 

over again! But even if the Punisher somehow survives Ares, other forces are gathering to bring him 

down once and for all. Tainted by demonic evil, can he withstand the onslaught of Daredevil, Doctor 

Strange and the whole Marvel Universe? Or will Frank Castle be Punisher…no more? Collec#ng 

PUNISHER (2022) #7-12. 

Rated T+ (STL274922) 

SC, 192pgs SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY230996 

ELEKTRA TP BLACK WHITE AND BLOOD 

Elektra walks the line between good and evil - with style! It's an undisputed fact: Trained by both the 

vicious Hand and the benevolent Chaste, Elektra Natchios is the best assassin in the Marvel Universe! 

And a murderers' row of all-star Marvel creators are here to present the proof, in glorious black and 

white…with lashings of blood! A dozen astonishing tales set throughout her long and lethal life 

illustrate her figh#ng skills, ninja training and sheer determina#on! From the mean streets of Hell's 

Kitchen to the seedy back alleys of Madripoor - and even farther afield - prepare to see Elektra in a 

whole new light…taking on ninja, vampires and worse! Collec#ng ELEKTRA: BLACK, WHITE & BLOOD 

#1-4. 

Rated T+ (STL274910) 

SC, 136pgs SRP: $17.99 

 



MAY230997 

CAPTAIN MARVEL TP VOL 10 REVENGE OF BROOD PART 2 

Higher, further, faster - to the very end! Kelly Thompson leaves her final, indelible fingerprints on 

Earth's Migh#est Hero! Captain Marvel, Spider-Woman, Hazmat and the X-Men embarked on a 

mission to find Rogue and rescue Binary. But now, overwhelmed and trapped in the alien Brood's 

backyard, Carol and her team are forced to sacrifice one of their own. The Brood let Carol through 

their clutches once before and created one of their worst enemies. They won't make that mistake 

again! But what the experience unlocked the first #me helped make Carol the Captain Marvel she is 

today. What will it unlock this #me?! You just can't miss the shocking conclusion of Thompson's 

record-breaking run! Collec#ng CAPTAIN MARVEL (2019) #47-50. 

Rated T+ (STL274909) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY230998 

BISHOP TP WAR COLLEGE 

The X-Men like you've never seen them before! Krakoa is an island paradise, and it's a vulnerable one 

- but not with Lucas Bishop on the case! Armor, Surge, Cam Long, Aura Charles, Amass - these are his 

students. Their course objec#ve: Get strong. Defend the island. Keep mutantkind safe. Their first 

lesson? How to fail! And they'll do it in spectacular Marvel fashion. But what does any of that have to 

do with an all-Black X-Men team? And what's a Bishop story without #me travel? Shunted to a 

strange future, Lucas discovers familiar faces who will permanently alter his worldview. Meanwhile, 

his students are in danger - and not just of failing his course! Aided by shocking allies, the an#-

mutant organiza#on Orchis has finally found a way onto Krakoa. Is this the end of the island? 

Collec#ng BISHOP: WAR COLLEGE #1-5. 

Rated T+ (STL274908) 

SC, 144pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY230999 

O/A MARAUDERS BY STEVE ORLANDO TP VOL 02 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Andrea Broccardo (CA) Kael Ngu 

Steve Orlando's run on Marauders con#nues, tying into the huge blockbuster even A.X.E.: Judgement 

Day! 

As A.X.E. makes waves, the Marauders hold on for survival! The Progenitor has risen. Now he visits 

each and every one of us, and we're given a chance to jus#fy our lives. Sounds heavy, right? The 

Marauders agree! Who proved their right to life? Who failed? And if we survive, just how excited is 

Orchis for a chance to scapegoat mutants for Earth's brush with destruc#on? All this…and Detec#ve 

Lockheed! 

Collects MARAUDERS (2022) #6-10.  



Rated T+ (STL257668) 

SC, 224pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231000 

JOE FIXIT TP 

Peter David revisits one of his greatest Hulk hits with a return to Joe Fixit! Gone are the ripped-up 

shorts of the Hulk of yore - this enforcer prefers the slick style of a suavely striped suit, and the Hulk 

has traded in "monster" for "mobster" as he lends his strength to the Las Vegas casino scene. Of 

course, the Kingpin has his own ideas about who the toughest guy in town is, and now it's up to 

Spider-Man to keep the two of them from destroying Sin City! Everyone wants to know who the 

mysterious gray-skinned enforcer really is, including many of the wall-crawler's deadliest foes, and 

Spidey is on the case (complete with loca#on-appropriate disguises)! Meanwhile, Wilson Fisk is 

preparing to make Fixit an offer he can't refuse. Collec#ng JOE FIXIT #1-5, INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) 

#347. 

Rated T+ (STL274914) 

SC, 136pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY231001 

MARVELS VOICES TP COMMUNITY 

Join the fes#vi#es as we celebrate the mighty La#n/X heroes and creators from all corners of the 

Marvel Universe! Spider-Man! White Tiger! America Chavez! Ghost Rider! Araña! Nova! Shark-Girl! 

Rep#l! And so many more costumed adventurers get their moment in the sun as new and fan-

favorite writers and ar#sts con#nue to expand the world outside your window! Plus: All-new 

characters make their debuts, and celebrate their communi#es, in adventures you just can't miss! 

Collec#ng MARVEL'S VOICES: COMMUNITY (2021) #1, MARVEL'S VOICES: COMMUNITY (2022) #1 and 

REPTIL #1. 

Rated T+ (STL274917) 

SC, 192pgs SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231002 

AVENGERS EPIC COLLECTION TP BEACHHEAD EARTH 

Roy Thomas' epic run con#nues with the origin of the Black Panther, the debut of the Lady 

Liberators, the return of the Squadron Sinister and the all-#me classic Kree/Skrull War! Caught in a 

cosmic crossfire, Earth has become the staging ground for a conflict of star-spanning propor#ons! 

Two eternal intergalac#c enemies - the merciless Kree and the shape-shiQing Skrulls - have gone to 

war, and our planet is situated on the front lines! Can Earth's Migh#est Heroes bring about an end to 

the figh#ng before humanity becomes a casualty of war? And what good are even a dozen super-



powered champions against the vast military machines of two of the greatest empires in the 

cosmos? Collec#ng AVENGERS (1963) #77-97 and INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) #140. 

Rated T (STL274906) 

SC, 504pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAY231003 

AVENGERS EPIC COLLECTION TP GATHERING 

Blood #es and betrayal! As the epic saga of the Gatherers approaches its climax, Earth's Migh#est 

Heroes collide with the Children of the Atom! When Acolytes leader Fabian Cortez kidnaps Luna, 

daughter of Quicksilver and Crystal, as part of his power struggle with Exodus, the Avengers are 

drawn into a Genoshan civil war alongside the X-Men! Then, the Avengers face Ghaur and the 

Deviants! But nothing can prepare them for the shocking truth about the scheming Proctor and his 

mul#versal Gatherers! What will the explosive climax of Proctor's interdimensional plan mean for 

Black Knight and the vola#le Eternal Sersi? Plus: What feelings s#r within the Vision? And the 

immortal Hercules is targeted for death! Collec#ng AVENGERS (1963) #367-377 and ANNUAL #23, X-

MEN (1991) #26, AVENGERS WEST COAST #101, UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) #307, and AVENGERS LOG 

#1. 

Rated T (STL274905) 

SC, 512pgs SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY231004 

X-FACTOR EPIC COLLECTION TP JUDGEMENT WAR 

Out of the frying pan, into the fire! As the Inferno rages, Madelyne Pryor - now the Goblin Queen - 

targets her and Cyclops' infant son, Nathan! Can X-Factor survive an onslaught of demons and keep 

Nathan safe? What happens when the crisis reunites them with the X-Men, whom they thought were 

dead? And will any of them be ready when Mister Sinister strikes? In the aQermath, X-Factor must 

deal with the threat of Nanny and the Orphan-Maker, and rescue the boy called Alchemy! But when 

a Celes#al kidnaps the team and their sen#ent Ship, they'll find themselves on an alien world - right 

in the middle of the devasta#ng Judgement War! As X-Factor is separated on different sides of the 

conflict, another deadly struggle begins - inside Jean's own mind! Collec#ng X-FACTOR (1986) #37-50 

and ANNUAL #4, and UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) #242-243. 

Rated T (STL274930) 

SC, 496pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAY231005 

FANTASTIC FOUR EPIC COLLECTION TP CRUSADER SYNDROME 

FANTASTIC FOUR stands tall as one of the greatest super-hero series of all #me - and it certainly 

didn't get there by doing the same old, same old! In this Epic Collec#on, the strained rela#onship of 



Reed and Sue Richards takes a turn for the worse. Sue joins Namor in an invasion of New York City - 

and the FrighVul Four pile on, too! Then, the Femizons and Mahkizmo the Nuclear Man begin a 

baNle of the sexes. Next, the Silver Surfer returns - with a vengeance! The Machiavellian Doctor 

Doom has captured the Surfer's beloved Shalla Bal and used her to turn him against the Fantas#c 

Four! Giant-Size adventures and a royal wedding round it out as the FF prove that nothing is stronger 

than the bonds of family! Collec#ng FANTASTIC FOUR (1961) #147-167, GIANT-SIZE FANTASTIC FOUR 

#2-4 and AVENGERS (1963) #127. 

Rated T (STL274911) 

SC, 512pgs SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY231006 

NEW AVENGERS MODERN ERA EPIC COLLECTION TP ASSEMBLED 

From the ashes, a new team will rise! On the Avengers' darkest day, they are torn apart by one of 

their own - the Scarlet Witch - and as they mourn their losses, it seems like things might be over 

forever. But when a super-villain breakout at the RaQ unites Captain America and Iron Man with a 

surprising group of allies - including Spider-Man, Wolverine, Spider-Woman and Luke Cage - a new 

day dawns, and these disparate heroes form the New Avengers! But will the most powerful hero of 

them all, the Sentry, become their strongest member…or the world's greatest threat? From the 

blockbuster crea#ve team of Brian Michael Bendis and David Finch, a new era of greatness begins for 

the Avengers! Collec#ng AVENGERS (1998) #500-503 and #500 DIRECTOR'S CUT, AVENGERS FINALE, 

NEW AVENGERS (2004) #1-10 and #1 DIRECTOR'S CUT, and NEW AVENGERS: MOST WANTED FILES. 

Rated T+ (STL274921) 

SC, 504pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAY231007 

VENOM MODERN ERA EPIC COLLECTION TP AGENT VENOM 

America has a new hero! Flash Thompson is Spider-Man's biggest fan. That inspired him to join the 

Army, where he became a decorated soldier. Though he lost his legs, Flash never lost his dignity - or 

his desire to serve. Now, the government has offered him a chance to don a familiar alien symbiote 

and protect his country once again as its most lethal opera#ve: Agent Venom! But how long before 

Flash starts losing control to the symbiote? And when Jack O'Lantern blackmails Flash into following 

the merciless Crime-Master, can Venom complete the mission and save his loved ones? Plus: AQer a 

portal to the underworld opens in the middle of Las Vegas, Venom must join Red Hulk, Ghost Rider 

and X-23 to stop Hell on Earth! Collec#ng AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1999) #654 (B STORY) and #654.1, 

and VENOM (2011) #1-16 and #13.1-13.4. 

Rated T+ (STL274929) 

SC, 496pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAY231008 



LOKI MODERN ERA EPIC COLLECTION TP EVERYTHING BURNS 

A forgoNen hero returns - but will the truth behind his exile consume the world? Only the New 

Mutants can help young Loki now! Then, civil war breaks out among the Bri#sh Manchester Gods! 

Even with Loki's aid, can Merlyn, King Arthur and Captain Britain prevail? And what does Hela want 

with the Holy Grail?! When the cursed Vanir return and declare war on Asgardia, Surtur's fire rages 

across the nine worlds! A desperate Loki journeys into the heart of Surtur's fiery kingdom, but the 

godling's future and past collide when Thor becomes trapped in the underworld - and the terrible 

truth about young Loki is finally revealed! Plus: Experience the ul#mate mischievous team-up 

between Loki and Mister Sinister! Collec#ng JOURNEY INTO MYSTERY (2011) #637-645, EXILED #1, 

NEW MUTANTS (2009) #42-43, MIGHTY THOR (2011) #18-21 and material from A+X #5. 

Rated T+ (STL275933) 

SC, 384pgs SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY231009 

LOKI MODERN ERA EPIC COLLECTION TP JOURNEY INTO MYSTERY 

Loki changes his story! In the wake of the siege of Asgard, Loki is reborn - as a child! With this new 

life comes a fresh purpose, but can the other Asgardian gods possibly trust him? Let's hope so - 

because when the Serpent threatens Earth, Thor's baNle plan is doomed to fail without Loki's help! 

The former Lord of Lies must use all the skills of deceit that made him so hated in his past life, but 

will the rejuvenated godling find redemp#on or damn himself further? Plus: Nightmare is gathering 

enough energy to rule the world, and the motherlode is inside Loki's mind. Aided by an undead 

handmaiden and a demon puppy, Loki risks everything on a scheme so crazy it could only have been 

hatched by a God of Mischief! Collec#ng SIEGE: LOKI, and JOURNEY INTO MYSTERY (2011) #622-636 

and #626.1. 

Rated T+ (STL274915) 

SC, 416pgs SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY231010 

SHE-HULK BY MARIKO TAMAKI TP 

Jennifer Walters survived the second superhuman Civil War…barely. Now, she re-enters the world a 

very different hero. Fueled by a quiet rage, Jen is determined to move forward with her life - but the 

pain of the past is always there. An undercurrent, a pulse wai#ng to quicken…and transform her into 

the one thing over which she has no control! But as Jen returns to legal prac#ce, her newest client 

struggles with her own dark secrets. And a string of murders soon leaves Jen in over her head as a 

lawyer. Must she give in to her anger and become the Hulk?! Plus: Faced with a wave of monsters, 

can Jen help being pulled into the craziness as a force for good? And what happens when the 

nefarious Leader decrees: Jen Walters must die?! Collec#ng HULK (2016) #1-11 and SHE-HULK (2017) 

#159-163. 

Rated T+ (STL274924) 



SC, 360pgs SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY231011 

AVENGERS TP KANG DYNASTY 

Kang's ul#mate triumph! The #me-traveling warlord called Kang the Conqueror returns - and this 

#me he plans to enslave all of Earth! The only thing standing in his way is its migh#est heroes! Time 

and #me again, Kang has been a thorn in the Avengers' side. But now, the Conqueror has gathered all 

his vast legions from mul#ple eras to conquer the present once and for all! Can an expanded roster 

of Avengers - including returning members and new recruits - wage worldwide war and hold back the 

colossal forces arrayed against them? Or will they face defeat and subjuga#on beneath Kang's 

merciless boot?! Kurt Busiek, one of the most celebrated AVENGERS writers of all #me, craQs an epic 

clash between the heroes and their most dangerous foe! Collec#ng AVENGERS (1998) #41-55 and 

material from AVENGERS ANNUAL 2001. 

Rated T+ (STL274907) 

SC, 384pgs SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY231012 

INFAMOUS IRON MAN BY BENDIS AND MALEEV TP 

There's a new Iron Man in town, and his name is…Victor Von Doom! The Marvel Universe's greatest 

villain is no stranger to armor, but now he's trying something new on for size: heroism. And where 

Tony Stark failed, Doom will succeed. But what is Victor's master plan? That's what a great number of 

folks want to know - including Ben Grimm, Pepper PoNs and the other Iron Man: Riri Williams! In his 

heroic quest, Doom faces a cosmic-level adversary - and his most mortal enemy, whom he thought 

he would never see again! But what is the shocking truth behind Victor's reincarnated mother? Plus: 

When the search for Tony Stark begins, the #me comes to decide, once and for all, who will wear the 

armor of Iron Man! Collec#ng INFAMOUS IRON MAN #1-12 and INVINCIBLE IRON MAN (2016) #593-

600. 

Rated T+ (STL274912) 

SC, 480pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAY231013 

IRONHEART TP SAGA OF RIRI WILLIAMS 

Can Ironheart survive her bap#sm of fire? When tragedy befalls Tony Stark, a teen genius named Riri 

Williams develops her own invincible armor and con#nues the heroic legacy of Iron Man! Riri may be 

des#ned to upgrade her tech and later join the Champions as Ironheart, but this is the shocking story 

of how her rise coincides with Stark's fall! While Tony baNles Madame Masque, fights alongside War 

Machine and Spider-Man, and deals with something roNen in the house of Stark, Riri forges her first 

armor and suits up - and her life will never be the same! As a revela#on about Tony's past sends him 



down a dark path, and the events of CIVIL WAR II throw the Marvel Universe into turmoil, what 

exactly is Victor Von Doom up to amid the chaos? Collec#ng INVINCIBLE IRON MAN (2015) #1-14. 

Rated T+ (STL274913) 

SC, 328pgs SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY231014 

MARVEL-VERSE GN TP IRONHEART 

(W) Eve L. Ewing, Brian Michael Bendis (A) Kevin Libranda,  Various (CA) J ScoN Campbell 

In all the Marvel-Verse, few young minds are more brilliant than that of teen genius Riri Williams! 

Inspired by Tony Stark, Riri built her own invincible suit of armor - but she soon stepped out of Stark's 

shadow to forge her own future as the heroic Ironheart! Can Riri combine her studies at M.I.T. with 

her extracurricular ac#vi#es - by which we mean taking down super-villains like the acous#c menace 

Clash? Plus: Ironheart shares an adventure with her Champions teammate Miles Morales, A.K.A. 

Spider-Man! And a zombie invasion calls for a mee#ng of minds with her fellow science whiz, the 

Wasp! But what lessons will be learned on a far-out trip to the future, where Riri meets a 126-year 

old Tony Stark?Earth's Sorcerer Supreme!? Collec#ng IRONHEART (2018) #1, 6-7; GENERATIONS: 

IRON MAN & IRONHEART (2017) #1; MARVEL LEGACY PRIMER PAGES. (STL254086) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #11 (NOV220884) 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231015 

SPIDER-GWEN TP GHOST-SPIDER 

SPIDER-GEDDON rocks Gwen Stacy's world! As her fellow Spiders baNle the vicious Inheritors, Gwen 

finds herself exiled to a parallel dimension! Can she help stop the Inheritors from wreaking havoc 

across the Web of Life and Des#ny? Or will she fall before one of her most personal enemies yet: the 

Gwen Goblin?! Meanwhile, Mary Jane's perfec#onist vision for their band is driving Gwen crazy…her 

father is pressuring her to return to school…and something sinister is stalking the streets of New 

York. Can Gwen track down the thing that goes bump in the night? Or will she become one more 

vic#m of the Man-Wolf?! Plus: Gwen teams up with Spider-Man - and finally embraces her new 

codename! Collec#ng SPIDER-GEDDON: GHOST-SPIDER VIDEO COMIC and SPIDER-GWEN: GHOST-

SPIDER #1-10. (STL274925) 

SC, 248pgs SRP: $13.99 

 

MAY231016 

MIGHTY MMW INCREDIBLE HULK TP VOL 03 LESS MONSTER MORE MAN 

When a #me-travel device throws the Hulk into the distant future, he does what Hulks always do: 

smash! Past, present or future, the Hulk will fight. But when the green goliath returns to the present, 

he discovers that Rick Jones - thinking he was dead - has revealed to the world that Bruce Banner is 



the Hulk! As if that wasn't trouble enough, Hercules hits the scene (and the Hulk), while the Secret 

Empire weaves nefarious plans of domina#on. The horror of the Humanoid comes next, but it's all 

just a prelude to the debut of the Abomina#on! Dr. Emil Blonsky is transformed into a gamma-

powered monster equal to the Hulk's might, and their iconic baNles will shake the Marvel Universe 

forevermore! Collec#ng material from TALES TO ASTONISH (1959) #75-91. (STL274919) 

SC, 192pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY231017 

MIGHTY MMW INCREDIBLE HULK TP VOL 03 LESS MONSTER MORE MAN D 

When a #me-travel device throws the Hulk into the distant future, he does what Hulks always do: 

smash! Past, present or future, the Hulk will fight. But when the green goliath returns to the present, 

he discovers that Rick Jones - thinking he was dead - has revealed to the world that Bruce Banner is 

the Hulk! As if that wasn't trouble enough, Hercules hits the scene (and the Hulk), while the Secret 

Empire weaves nefarious plans of domina#on. The horror of the Humanoid comes next, but it's all 

just a prelude to the debut of the Abomina#on! Dr. Emil Blonsky is transformed into a gamma-

powered monster equal to the Hulk's might, and their iconic baNles will shake the Marvel Universe 

forevermore! Collec#ng material from TALES TO ASTONISH (1959) #75-91. (STL274920) 

SC, 192pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY231018 

MARVEL UNIVERSE AUGUST POSTER A 

24" x 36" (STL274939) 

Poster, 1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY231019 

MARVEL UNIVERSE AUGUST POSTER B 

24" x 36" (STL274940) 

Poster, 1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY231020 

MARVEL UNIVERSE AUGUST POSTER C 

24" x 36" (STL274941) 

Poster, 1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY231021 



MARVEL UNIVERSE AUGUST POSTER D 

24" x 36" (STL274942) 

Poster, 1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY231022 

MARVEL GRAPHIC COMIC BOX SEPTEMBER 2023 A (BUNDLES OF 5) 

Store your treasured collec#on in sturdy surroundings every bit as exci#ng as the issues inside! 

Featuring ac#on-packed illustra#ons on all sides from some of comics' finest ar#sts, Marvel's Graphic 

Comic Boxes will star characters from the pages of Marvel Comics! Preserve your comic collec#on 

with Marvel Graphic Comic Boxes! 

INSIDE DIMENSIONS: 15-1/2" X 7-5/8" X 10-7/8" (STL274943) 

Supply, 1pgs SRP: $60.00 

 

MAY231023 

MARVEL GRAPHIC COMIC BOX SEPTEMBER 2023 B (BUNDLES OF 5) 

Store your treasured collec#on in sturdy surroundings every bit as exci#ng as the issues inside! 

Featuring ac#on-packed illustra#ons on all sides from some of comics' finest ar#sts, Marvel's Graphic 

Comic Boxes will star characters from the pages of Marvel Comics! Preserve your comic collec#on 

with Marvel Graphic Comic Boxes! 

INSIDE DIMENSIONS: 15-1/2" X 7-5/8" X 10-7/8" (STL274944) 

Supply, 1pgs SRP: $60.00 

 

MAY231024 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN ANNUAL #1 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275920) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231025 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN ANNUAL #1 CLARICE SAOWEE MENGUITO VAR 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275921) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231026 



AMAZING SPIDER-MAN ANNUAL #1 GEORGE PEREZ VAR 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275922) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231027 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN ANNUAL #1 GEORGE PEREZ VIRGIN VAR 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275923) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231028 

ASTONISHING ICEMAN #1 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275894) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231029 

ASTONISHING ICEMAN #1 ARTIST VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275898) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231030 

ASTONISHING ICEMAN #1 SKOTTIE YOUNG VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275897) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231031 

ASTONISHING ICEMAN #1 HUMBERTO RAMOS MISS MINUTES VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275896) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231032 

ASTONISHING ICEMAN #1 EDGE VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275895) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231033 

DEATH OF VENOMVERSE #1 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275899) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231034 

DEATH OF VENOMVERSE #1 GABRIELE DELLOTTO CONNECTING VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275900) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231035 

DEATH OF VENOMVERSE #1 IBAN COELLO DESIGN VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275901) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231036 

DEATH OF VENOMVERSE #1 LEIRIX VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275903) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAY231037 

DEATH OF VENOMVERSE #1 LEIRIX VIRGIN VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275905) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231038 

DEATH OF VENOMVERSE #1 MARK BAGLEY VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275909) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231039 

DEATH OF VENOMVERSE #1 RYAN STEGMAN VENOM THE OTHER VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275910) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231040 

DOCTOR STRANGE #6 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Andy MacDonald (CA) Alex Ross 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275445) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231041 

DOCTOR STRANGE #6 GEORGE PEREZ VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Andy MacDonald (CA) Alex Ross 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275543) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY231042 

DOCTOR STRANGE #6 GEORGE PEREZ VIRGIN VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Andy MacDonald (CA) Alex Ross 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275545) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231043 

DOCTOR STRANGE #6 NIC KLEIN STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Andy MacDonald (CA) Alex Ross 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275546) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231044 

FANTASTIC FOUR #10 

(W) Ryan North (A) Ivan Fiorelli (CA) Alex Ross 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275555) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231045 

FANTASTIC FOUR #10 MAHMUD ASRAR VAR 

(W) Ryan North (A) Ivan Fiorelli (CA) Alex Ross 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275556) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231046 

FANTASTIC FOUR #10 TAURIN CLARKE VAR 

(W) Ryan North (A) Ivan Fiorelli (CA) Alex Ross 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275557) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231047 



MAGNETO #1 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275911) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231048 

MAGNETO #1 GREG LAND VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275912) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231049 

MAGNETO #1 GUSTAVO DUARTE HOWARD THE DUCK VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275913) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231050 

MAGNETO #1 ARTIST VIRGIN VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275914) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231051 

MAGNETO #1 TODD NAUCK VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275915) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231052 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #9 



(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Federico Vicen#ni (CA) Dike Ruan 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275749) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231053 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #9 MIGUEL MERCADO VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Federico Vicen#ni (CA) Dike Ruan 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275864) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231054 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #9 ARTIST VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Federico Vicen#ni (CA) Dike Ruan 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275869) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231055 

MOON KNIGHT #26 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Federico Sabba#ni (CA) Stephen Segovia 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275870) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231056 

MOON KNIGHT #26 KIM JACINTO VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Federico Sabba#ni (CA) Stephen Segovia 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275871) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231057 

MOON KNIGHT #26 ARTIST VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Federico Sabba#ni (CA) Stephen Segovia 



Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275872) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231058 

PLANET OF THE APES #5 

(W) David F. Walker (A) Dave Wachter (CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275873) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231059 

PLANET OF THE APES #5 FELIPE MASSAFERA VAR 

(W) David F. Walker (A) Dave Wachter (CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275874) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231060 

RED GOBLIN #7 

(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Jan Bazaldua (CA) Inhyuk Lee 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275875) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231061 

SCARLET WITCH #7 

(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA) Russell Dauterman 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275877) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231062 

SCARLET WITCH #7 MEGHAN HETRICK VAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA) Russell Dauterman 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275878) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231063 

SCARLET WITCH #7 PABLO VILLALOBOS HOMAGE VAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA) Russell Dauterman 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275879) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231064 

SCARLET WITCH #7 SARA PICHELLI DESIGN VAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA) Russell Dauterman 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275880) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231065 

STAR WARS YODA #10 

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A) Alessandro Miracolo (CA) Phil Noto 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275881) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231066 

STAR WARS YODA #10 CHRIS SPROUSE RETURN JEDI 40TH ANNIV VAR 

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A) Alessandro Miracolo (CA) Phil Noto 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275882) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231067 

STAR WARS YODA #10 GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI VAR 

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A) Alessandro Miracolo (CA) Phil Noto 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275883) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY231068 

STRANGE ACADEMY MILES MORALES #1 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275924) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231069 

STRANGE ACADEMY MILES MORALES #1 LEE GARBETT VAR 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275925) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231070 

STRANGE ACADEMY MILES MORALES #1 TBD ARTIST CONNECTING VAR 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275926) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231071 

WARLOCK REBIRTH #5 (OF 5) 

(W) Ron Marz (A/CA) Ron Lim 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275884) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231072 

WHAT IF DARK VENOM #1 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275927) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231073 

WHAT IF DARK VENOM #1 TBD ARTIST A VAR 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275928) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 



 

MAY231074 

WHAT IF DARK VENOM #1 TBD ARTIST B VAR 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275929) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231075 

X-MEN #25 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275885) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231076 

X-MEN #25 ALEX ROSS CONNECTING X-MEN PART B VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275886) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231077 

X-MEN #25 ALEX ROSS VIRG SKETCH CONNECTING X-MEN PART B VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275887) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231078 

X-MEN #25 CF VILLA STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275888) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231079 



X-MEN #25 MARK BROOKS CORNER BOX VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275889) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231080 

X-MEN #25 ARTIST DESIGN VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275890) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231081 

X-MEN #25 ARTIST KINGPIN VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275891) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231082 

X-MEN #25 ARTIST TRADING CARD VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275892) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231083 

X-MEN #25 ARTIST WRAPAROUND PROMO VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

Look for more informa#on on this #tle in future issues of Marvel Previews. (STL275893) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231084 

FANTASTIC FOUR BY DAN SLOTT HC VOL 04 



Dan SloN's run on the Fantas#c Four con#nues! 

You are cordially commanded to Latveria for the royal wedding…of Doctor Doom! But who is the 

Bride of Doom? Why is Mr. Fantas#c ac#ng as best man? And how will the nup#als profoundly 

change the Human Torch’s life? Meanwhile, Kang’s en#re bloodline is out to destroy every era of the 

Fantas#c Four! One of the FF’s greatest enemies unleashes Halloween horror! And when the Wizard 

and FrighVul Four menace the FF both in and out of the courtroom, it’s #me to call in everyone’s 

favorite lawyer: the sensa#onal She-Hulk! Plus: Spider-Man makes a #mely appearance! An old-

fashioned family vaca#on to the Grand Canyon turns terrifying! And Ben Grimm throws on his hat 

and overcoat to solve a mystery from his nightmares! 

COLLECTING: Fantas#c Four (2018) 31-39, Fantas#c Four: Road Trip (2020) 1, Fantas#c Four: Grimm 

Noir (2020) 1 

Rated T+ (STL275931) 

HC, 352pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAY231085 

CAPTAIN AMERICA TP COLD WAR 

A Captain America crossover years in the making, with both Sam Wilson and Steve Rogers wearing 

the flag! 

Bucky Barnes, the newest player in a nefarious game that spans all of civiliza#on, makes his most 

deadly move yet — teaming up with Sam Wilson’s nemesis, Hunter, the White Wolf! When Steve 

Rogers’ adop#ve son Ian, A.K.A. Nomad, is abducted by someone Steve thought a friend, he suspects 

Bucky’s hand at work, and calls upon the people who know Ian best — Sam, Sharon Carter and Misty 

Knight — to help him get to the boNom of the aNack. Why has Nomad been taken, and what does it 

have to do with a portal to Dimension Z opening over a secret baNleground in Alaska? Has Bucky 

finally gone too far? And when Black Widow joins the fray, whose side is she on? 

COLLECTING: Captain America: Cold War Alpha (2023) 1, Captain America: Symbol of Truth (2022) 

12-13, Captain America: Sen#nel of Liberty (2022) 12-13, Captain America: Cold War Omega (2023) 1 

Rated T+ (STL275932) 

SC, 168pgs SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231086 

O/A MARVEL-VERSE GN TP KRAVEN THE HUNTER 

(W) Erik Burnham,  Various (A) Christopher Jones,  Various (CA) John Romita Sr. 

In the whole Marvel-Verse, nobody is as skilled a hunter as Kraven — and these are the tales that 

show how nobody is safe from his predatory prowess! Sergei Kravinoff and his family will prove more 

than a match for a trio of ac#on-packed arachnid adventurers — Peter Parker, Gwen Stacy and Miles 

Morales! But it is Spider-Man who will prove to be Kraven's greatest rival — and his ul#mate prey! 

Whether the Hunter is targe#ng Peter himself, or seYng his sights on the winged menace known as 



the Vulture, you can guarantee that the ensuing Kraven/Spidey baNle will be wild! But when Kraven 

switches his focus to Deadpool, the chaos will aNract the aNen#on of the Avengers! Collec#ng 

MARVEL ACTION SPIDER-MAN (2018) #5-6, MARVEL ADVENTURES SPIDER-MAN (2005) #7,  

MARVEL ADVENTURES SUPER HEROES (2010) #4, SPIDEY (2015) #9. 

AGES 10 & UP (STL245549) 

SC, 6x9, 120pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231087 

MOON KNIGHT TP VOL 04 ROAD TO RUIN 

Moon Knight's adventures on the dark side of the Marvel Universe con#nue in thrilling fashion! 

Moon Knight delves into the depths of the Earth to bring vengeance and jus#ce to the subterranean 

seas of New York City — all while wrestling with new revela#ons brought to light by a savage murder! 

Meanwhile, what exactly has Zodiac been up to all this #me? There’s blood on the streets as 

assassins work their way through a list of names containing those who once formed Moon Knight’s 

Shadow Cabinet. But with a number of poten#al targets and no idea who’s next, how can Moon 

Knight save his former associates? And, when a sinister pied piper plays a deadly tune — one that 

spells death and chaos to all who hear it — Moon Knight and his companions are put in an 

impossible situa#on: How do you fight someone whose will is not their own? 

COLLECTING: Moon Knight (2021) 19-24 

Rated T+ (STL275935) 

SC, 144pgs SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231088 

STAR WARS TP SANA STARROS 

Breakout Star Wars character Sana Starros stars in her first ever series! 

Sana Starros stars in her first ever series! Fresh off of a string of disappointments, Sana returns to her 

family’s ancestral home for some down#me. But family #me is far from relaxing for a scoundrel and 

her family of ne’er-do-wells…especially when Stormtroopers aNack during dinner! The Starros clan is 

on a collision course of a life#me! But what mysteries from Sana’s past are coming home to roost? 

And whose party are they about to crash? It’s Sana, solo — and she has a bad feeling about this! 

COLLECTING: Star Wars: Sana Starros (2023) 1-5 

Rated T (STL275936) 

SC, 128pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY231089 

VENOM EPIC COLLECTION TP THE MADNESS 



The Epic Collec#on series chroncling the early years of Venom con#nues! 

The lethal protector con#nues his symbio#c crusade! When Venom bonds with a second parasi#c life 

form, will Eddie Brock succumb to the madness of yet another voice in his head — or can he conquer 

the enemy within? The bounty hunter Mace and the Sunrise Society may well bring an end to Eddie’s 

vigilante career! If not, perhaps the demonic vigilante called Vengeance will be Venom’s undoing 

when the two dark warriors are targeted by the Stalkers! Plus: The sinister symbiote clashes with 

some of Marvel’s greatest powerhouses, in super-powered showdowns with Iron Man, the Hulk, 

Darkhawk and Nightwatch. But can even Venom stop the Juggernaut?! 

COLLECTING: Iron Man (1968) 302, Darkhawk (1991) 35-37, Venom: The Madness (1993) 1-3, 

Venom: The Enemy Within (1994) 1-3, Incredible Hulk vs. Venom (1994) 1, Venom: The Mace (1994) 

1-3, Nightwatch (1994) 5-6, Venom: Nights of Vengeance (1994) 1-4 

Rated T (STL275937) 

SC, 480pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAY231090 

X-MEN EPIC COLLECTION TP PROTEUS 

Chris Claremont and John Byrne's industry-defining X-Men run con#nues! 

Claremont and Byrne’s iconic run con#nues! Magneto has a score to seNle with the X-Men — and 

when he strikes, they must struggle to hold on to their humanity even as their nemesis strips them to 

their cores. A narrow escape leads most of the X-Men out of the fire and into the frying pan (A.K.A. 

the Savage Land), where they encounter Sauron! Meanwhile, thinking her teammates killed in the 

baNle, Jean Grey mourns their loss — and heads for Muir Island. As the X-Men take the long road 

home, they face Moses Magnum and the debut of Alpha Flight! But soon they must deal with the 

reality-warping mutant horror Proteus! Plus: Arkon and the Hulk — and the first pieces of 

Wolverine’s past are revealed! 

COLLECTING: X-Men (1963) 111-128, X-Men Annual (1970) 3, Marvel Team-Up (1972) 89, Incredible 

Hulk Annual (1968) 7 

Rated T (STL275938) 

SC, 440pgs SRP: $39.99 

 

DELUXE PUBLISHERS 

 

AFTERSHOCK COMICS 

 

MAY231091 

MAN WHO EFFED UP TIME TP 

(W) John Layman (A/CA) Karl Mostert 



Sean BenneN is just an ordinary lab worker in a high-tech lab with a prototype #me machine. And, 

yeah, he's got the same tempta#ons any of us would have about going back in #me to right old 

wrongs. So, when he meets a version of himself from the future who encourages him to do just that, 

Sean takes the temporal plunge. Only…can you guess what happens next? Did you read the book 

#tle? Yup. All of TIME is f#%&ed up now, and it's up to Sean to correct it - or else!  

 

Presen#ng a #me-twisted sci-fi ac#on-comedy by mul#ple Eisner-winning writer John Layman (Chew, 

ELEA-NOR & THE EGRET) and ar#st Karl Mostert. This volume contains the en#re series, issues #1-5! 

 

"The book looks great, its paced like a speeding Amtrak and pulls you in like a magne#c field, what 

more could you ask for?..." - Comic Crusaders (STL153423) (OCT201062) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY231092 

ELEANOR & THE EGRET TP VOL 01 

(W) John Layman (A/CA) Sam Kieth 

The most daring art thief in Paris has struck again, and the police have assigned their best detec#ve 

to the case. His only clue? A single white feather leQ at the scene. Could this feather belong to the 

thief? To the thief's accomplice, an oversized talking egret? Or will his inves#ga#on lead him to 

somewhere even stranger? (Answer: all of the above.) 

Presen#ng a peculiar and unforgeNable tale of birds and banditry, pain#ngs and pets, larceny, love 

and…lamprey-wielding assassins? From the legendary creator of THE MAXX and co-creator of 

SANDMAN, Sam Kieth, and the considerably less-legendary creator of CHEW, John Layman! 

"Gorgeous artwork by Sam Kieth and Ronda PaYson and a script by John Layman that subtly lays the 

groundwork for a magical world make ELEANOR & THE EGRET…a fascina#ng debut! 10 out of 10." - 

Robert Reed of newsarama.com (STL059622) (DEC171041) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY231093 

KILL A MAN OGN 

(W) Steve Orlando, Philip Kennedy Johnson (A/CA) Alec Morgan 

As a child, James Bellyi watched his father die in the ring as payback for slurs thrown at the other 

fighter. Today, he's a Mixed Mar#al Arts star at the top of his game, and one of the most popular 

fighters in the world...un#l he's outed as gay in his #tle shot press con-ference.  

 

Abandoned overnight by his training camp, his endorsements, his fans and his sport, to  



regain his #tle shot Bellyi is forced to turn to the last person he ever wants to see again: Xavier 

Mayne, a gay, once-great fighter in his own right...and the man James once watched kill his father. 

 

A singular achievement from writers Steve Orlando (Mar#an Manhunter, DEAD KINGS) and Phillip K. 

Johnson (Aquaman, Adventure Time, The Last Time) with art from Alec Morgan (Midnighter, 

Daredevil, BaNlestar Galac#ca). (STL150109) (AUG201081) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY231094 

KILL A MAN OGN SCHAMBERGER VAR INCV 

(W) Steve Orlando, Philip Kennedy Johnson (A) Alec Morgan (CA) Rob Schamberger 

As a child, James Bellyi watched his father die in the ring as payback for slurs thrown at the other 

fighter. Today, he's a Mixed Mar#al Arts star at the top of his game, and one of the most popular 

fighters in the world...un#l he's outed as gay in his #tle shot press con-ference.  

 

Abandoned overnight by his training camp, his endorsements, his fans and his sport, to  

regain his #tle shot Bellyi is forced to turn to the last person he ever wants to see again: Xavier 

Mayne, a gay, once-great fighter in his own right...and the man James once watched kill his father. 

 

A singular achievement from writers Steve Orlando (Mar#an Manhunter, DEAD KINGS) and Phillip K. 

Johnson (Aquaman, Adventure Time, The Last Time) with art from Alec Morgan (Midnighter, 

Daredevil, BaNlestar Galac#ca). 

 

Variant cover art by Robert Schamberger , limited to 1 free varianty for every 4 copies of the main 

cover edituion ordered by FOC. (STL172428) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY231095 

RAINBOW BRIDGE GN 

(W) Steve Orlando, Steve Foxe (A/CA) Valen#na Branca# 

What if you got one last adventure with your best friend? 

Andy and Rocket grew up together, with Rocket serving as Andy's guardian through every one of 

childhood's ups and downs. So, when Rocket passes away right before Andy's 14th birthday, he's 

rudderless. He can't imagine making the transi#on to high school without Rocket at his side. The day 

before school starts, when Andy is at his lowest, he visits Rocket's grave and unexpect-edly summons 



the RAINBOW BRIDGE, a gateway to a fantasy world where pets discover their aQerlife. But there's a 

dark shadow to this paradise, and without Andy's help, Rocket's eternity may be grim… 

The first graphic novel from AQerShock's new YA imprint, Seismic Press, RAINBOW BRIDGE was con-

ceived and wriNen by Steve Orlando (PROJECT PATRON, KILL A MAN, Midnighter) and Steve Foxe 

(Adventure Time, Steven Universe, Grumpy Cat) with art by Valen#na Branca# (Les RavencroQ, Ghost 

Writer).  Published in the category standard size of 6.5" x 9.5", this 120-page OGN will resonate with 

anyone who has ever had to say goodbye to a beloved pet - or who has greeted growing up with 

nervousness and anxiety. (STL184263) (JUN211194) 

SC, 6x9, 120pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY231096 

PARTY & PREY OGN (MR) 

(W) Steve Orlando, Steve Foxe (A/CA) Alex Sanchez 

Alan is used to being ignored by younger guys, so he hardly believes his luck when lithe, handsome 

ScoN makes a move on him in the crowded gay club. But there's a wolf on the dance floor tonight, 

and he's hungry for fresh prey…  

A taboo-breaking queer thriller from co-writers Steve Orlando (KILL A MAN) and Steve Foxe 

(Razorblades) and ar#st Alex Sanchez (The Evil Within), packed with twists sharp enough to draw 

blood. (STL194385) (AUG211397) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY231097 

O/A PROJECT PATRON #1 LOPRESTI INCV 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Patrick Piazzalunga (CA) Aaron Lopres# 

Thirty years ago, the world watched in horror as THE PATRON, a hero sent as humanitarian aid from a 

different dimension, went punch for punch with WOE, a primordial beast and a perfect match for our 

mighty protector. In the end, hero and villain alike fell…but the Patron returned - and con#nues to 

defend us to this day! 

At least, that's what we've all been told.  

The truth is, the Patron died that day along with Woe. The UN replaced the Patron with a Reploid, 

designed to mimic the real Patron and con#nue on his mission of protec#on.  

Today, the Patron Reploid is secretly piloted by an elite team - a team prepared for anything… except 

for the death of one of their own. (STL181263) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 



MAY231098 

PROJECT PATRON TP 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Patrick Piazzalunga (CA) David Talaski 

Thirty years ago, the world watched in horror as THE PATRON, a hero sent as humanitarian aid from a 

different dimension, went punch for punch with WOE, a primordial beast and a perfect match for our 

mighty protector. In the end, hero and villain alike fell…but the Patron returned - and con#nues to 

defend us to this day! 

 

At least, that's what we've all been told. 

 

The truth is, the Patron died that day along with Woe. The UN replaced the Patron with a Reploid, 

designed to mimic the real Patron and con#nue on his mission of protec#on. 

Today, the Patron Reploid is secretly piloted by an elite team - a team prepared for anything… except 

for the death of one of their own. 

 

A deep dive into the underside of the superhero mythos as only writer Steve Orlando (KILL A MAN, 

Midnighter, Mar#an Manhunter) can tell it. Illustrated by Patrick Piazzalunga (Siege, X-Factor), this 

volume contains issues #1-5. (STL196638) (SEP211176) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY231099 

SEARCH FOR HU TP 

(W) Steve Orlando, Jon Tsuei (A/CA)  Rubine 

Aaron Tse lives for his family, and if he's not careful, he'll die for its secrets. 

When he leQ the military, Aaron Tse's first thought was providing for his aging parents. His parents' 

bar is experiencing hard #mes, and one night it's shot to hell, with his parents cri#cally injured in the 

aNack.  

But this was no ordinary robbery - Aaron's mother reveals that she fled China to escape a blood feud 

between the Jewish and Chinese sides of her family…both of which are powerful organized crime 

families. Peace existed between these two families - the Hu and the Margolis - but now it's been 

broken, and Aaron must protect his parents from further violence. Aaron hops a plane to the 

homeland he never intended to explore, on a path to revenge he never wanted to walk.  

WriNen by Jon Tsuei (Sera and the Royal Stars, RunLoveKill) and Steve Orlando (Mar#an Manhunter, 

Wonder Woman, KILL A MAN, PROJECT PATRON) and drawn by ar#st sensa#on Rubine, SEARCH FOR 

HU is a fast-paced, ac#on-packed explora#on of complex cultural histories, powered by a bloody 

family feud. 

This volume collects the en#re series, issues #1-5. (STL211255) (JAN221135) 



SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY231100 

DEAD KINGS TP VOL 01 

(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA) MaNhew Dow Smith 

Sasha never saw his younger brother...un#l the secret police made him disappear. Sasha Vasnetsov 

leQ Thrice-Nine-the dirty folklore world that limps along in the wreckage of 

a Technomagic War-thirty years ago and never looked back. But word that the secret police 

have sent his brother Gena to a work camp for the socially degenerate drags him back, with a 

promise to free Gena and return him to their mother before her fiQieth birthday. The only 

problem? Sasha isn't a frac#on of the tough guy he tries to be, so if he's going to break back 

into Thrice-Nine...he'll need help. Sasha's only hope is Maria Kamenaya, a former Technomagic 

Warrior with hundreds of enemy kills to her name, betrayed by the country that made her when her 

honor conflicted with their agenda. Thrice-Nine took Sasha's brother, and it took Maria's heart. This 

quest is how they get both of those things back, in the steaming, lawless land of decapitated 

states...the land of DEAD KINGS. Like True Grit set in the world of Final Fantasy, DEAD KINGS is 

unrelen#ng with its 

passion and thrills, massive in scale and unflinching as it peers into the underside of the 

obliga#ons that drive us all: to family and country. It's a classic Wild West revenge cast 

against a haun#ng, awe-inspiring vision of a future where we've mortally wounded the world, 

and the prisoners are the only ones leQ to run the peniten#ary (STL115016) (MAY191319) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY231101 

BUNNY MASK TP VOL 01 CHIPPING OF THE TEETH 

(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Andrea MuY 

A new horror series from the creator of the Eisner-nominated Colder!  

Sealed in a cave before the dawn of man, released by a crazed madman, Bun-ny Mask walks our 

world once more. But for what dark purpose does she use her un-natural powers? And what's her 

connec#on to Bee Foster, a young girl murdered by her father fourteen years ago? In order to save 

his life - and his sanity - one man will have to discover the truth of what waits behind the mask. 

Writer Paul Tobin (Colder) and ar#st Andrea MuY (MANIAC OF NEW YORK,  

Hellblazer) unleash an eons old legend upon an unsuspec#ng world - one that'll make your most 

horrific nightmare feel like a walk in the park! 



This 128-page volume contains the en#re series, issues #1-4. (STL204547) (OCT211110) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY231102 

O/A MY DATE WITH MONSTERS TP 

(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Andy MacDonald 

Seven years ago, an aNempt to weaponize dreams resulted in holes being punched through the 

world we know and into the world of dreams. Nightmarish creatures now stalk the land, sprou#ng 

from (and killing) anyone unlucky enough to dream. The only way to save the world is for certain 

people to have their dreams come true.  

Which is how Risa Himura finds herself not only figh#ng monsters, but forced into finding true love. 

Monsters and modern da#ng? It feels like a nightmare either way, and the only help Risa has is a 

friendly-ish monster named Croak and her pre-teen daughter, Machi.  

From Paul Tobin (BUNNY MASK) and Andy MacDonald (I BREATHED A BODY, Mul#ple Man), comes a 

unique story of one woman's quest to save the world, if only she could learn the difference between 

love and monsters. 

This volume collects issues #1-5 (STL220962) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY231103 

O/A A CALCULATED MAN #1 CVR A ALBUQUERQUE 

(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Alberto Alburquerque 

A verifiable math genius, Jack Beans used to run the numbers for the Pinafore crime family, un#l one 

day he ran them too well and concluded that the only way out of this life was in a cas-ket or Witness 

Protec#on. So, he turned state's evidence and ran. 

Now, the Pinafores are out to end their favorite accountant. LiNle do they know that Jack's skills with 

math and his perfect memory have made him a beNer killer than they ever could have re-alized. 

What follows is a journey full of murder, mayhem and mathema#cs.  

Writer Paul Tobin (BUNNY MASK, MY DATE WITH MONSTERS) and ar#st Alberto Albuquerque (The 

Amazing Spider-Man, Savage Sword) unleash a master of math on a mission to eliminate a criminal 

empire for good. (STL226582) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231104 

O/A A CALCULATED MAN #1 CVR B MUTTI INCV 

(W) Paul Tobin (A) Alberto Alburquerque (CA) Andrea MuY 



A verifiable math genius, Jack Beans used to run the numbers for the Pinafore crime family, un#l one 

day he ran them too well and concluded that the only way out of this life was in a cas-ket or Witness 

Protec#on. So, he turned state's evidence and ran. 

Now, the Pinafores are out to end their favorite accountant. LiNle do they know that Jack's skills with 

math and his perfect memory have made him a beNer killer than they ever could have re-alized. 

What follows is a journey full of murder, mayhem and mathema#cs.  

Writer Paul Tobin (BUNNY MASK, MY DATE WITH MONSTERS) and ar#st Alberto Albuquerque (The 

Amazing Spider-Man, Savage Sword) unleash a master of math on a mission to eliminate a criminal 

empire for good. (STL226583) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231105 

O/A A CALCULATED MAN #2 

(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Alberto Alburquerque 

It's all very nice that math genius Jack Beans is following through on his "kill them all" solu#on to the 

"a crime family is trying to kill me" equa#on, but everyone makes mistakes, and Jack knows that 

mistakes always…ALWAYS…catch up to you. One fingerprint leQ behind, and now it's not just the 

Pinafore Crime Family on his trail, but an en#re city's police force as well! The big odds keep geYng 

bigger! 

Each issue of A CALCULATED MAN features 24 pages of story and art with a cardstock cover! 

(STL229637) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231106 

O/A A CALCULATED MAN #3 

(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Alberto Alburquerque 

It's motorcycles, mayhem and math, as Jack Beans finds the equa#on to staying alive - and out of 

prison - to be harder to solve than ever, with the en#re Keys crime family and the whole of the U.S. 

Marshal's Office geYng close to zeroing out this ex-mob accountant! And if that isn't bad enough, 

Jack is finding himself way over his head in another area: does…he have a girlfriend now? 

 

Each issue of A CALCULATED MAN features 24 pages of story and art with a cardstock cover! 

(STL234653) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231107 



O/A A CALCULATED MAN #4 

(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Alberto Alburquerque 

The truth about Jack Beans is finally laid bare for everyone to see. The Keys crime family knows full 

well what Jack has been doing. The U.S. Marshals know all the crimes he's been commiYng. Even 

Vera, Jack's girlfriend, now knows he wasn't at all kidding about his single-handed aNempt to 

eradicate an en#re crime family from the city. But does this all mean that Jack's number is finally up, 

or does this peculiar genius have a few hidden lines in his equa#on? 

 

Each issue of A CALCULATED MAN features 24 pages of story and art with a cardstock cover! 

(STL238558) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231108 

O/A BUNNY MASK #1 ADLARD INCV 

(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Andrea MuY 

A new horror series from the creator of the Eisner-nominated Colder!  

 

Sealed in a cave before the dawn of man, released by a crazed madman, Bunny Mask walks our 

world once more. But for what dark purpose does she use her unnatural powers? And what's her 

connec#on to Bee Foster, a young girl murdered by her father fourteen years ago? In order to save 

his life - and his sanity - one man will have to discover the truth of what waits behind the mask. 

 

Writer Paul Tobin (Colder) and ar#st Andrea MuY (MANIAC OF NEW YORK, Hellblazer) unleash an 

eons old legend upon an unsuspec#ng world - one that'll make your most horrific  

nightmare feel like a walk in the park! (STL186355) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231109 

O/A BUNNY MASK HOLLOW INSIDE #1 ALBUQUERQUE INCV 

(W) Paul Tobin (A) Andrea MuY (CA) Rafael Albuquerque 

Her name is Bunny Mask…and she's back to ask the ques#on…is there sickness? The HIT horror 

series returns!  

 

Her fooValls don't exist. She leaves no marks. Her eyes are a white abyss. Her name is Bunny Mask, 

and she's free from her cave and moving through the city, searching for sickness and  



enac#ng her own unfathomable sense of jus#ce. Can Tyler Severin control her? Does he want to? 

The answers are s#ll hidden, but what's clear is that Bunny Mask is back to grab you by your 

eyeteeth, and never let go. 

 

Writer Paul Tobin (MY DATE WITH MONSTERS, Colder) and ar#st Andrea MuY (MANIAC OF NEW 

YORK, Hellblazer) have unleashed an eons old legend upon an unsuspec#ng world - one that'll make 

your most horrific nightmare feel like a walk in the park! 

 

Each issue of BUNNY MASK features 24 pages of story and art with a cardstock cover! (STL223487) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231110 

KAIJU SCORE #1 3RD PTG 

(W) James Patrick (A) Rem Broo 

Third Prin#ng ! It's the most dangerous heist ever aNempted. Four desperate criminals are going all 

in on a once-in-a-life#me chance to steal millions in art and turn their miserable lives around. The 

catch? They have to pull it off under the nose of a one thousand-ton Kaiju. And a giant monster 

might just be the least of their problems. 

Brought to you by James Patrick (Grimm Fairy Tales, Death Comes to Dillinger, The Monsters of 

Jimmy Crumb) and Rem Broo (The End Times of Bram and Ben, Terminal Protocol), THE KAIJU SCORE 

is what happens when a Quen#n Taran#no film takes place smack in the middle of a Godzilla movie. 

(STL178035) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231111 

O/A KAIJU SCORE #1 NELSON INCV 

(W) James Patrick (A) Rem Broo (CA) Mark A. Nelson 

It's the most dangerous heist ever aNempted. Four desperate criminals are going all in on a once-in-

a-life#me chance to steal millions in art and turn their miserable lives around. The catch? They have 

to pull it off under the nose of a one thousand-ton Kaiju. And a giant monster might just be the least 

of their problems.  

 

Brought to you by James Patrick (Grimm Fairy Tales, Death Comes to Dillinger, The Monsters of 

Jimmy Crumb) and Rem Broo (The End Times of Bram and Ben, Terminal Protocol), THE KAIJU SCORE 

is what happens when a Quen#n Taran#no film takes place smack in the middle of a Godzilla movie. 

(STL167225) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAY231112 

O/A KAIJU SCORE #2 

(W) James Patrick (A/CA) Rem Broo 

MORE STORY! MORE ART! MORE KAIJU! 

 

Every detail is planned. The players are set. And the craziest and most dangerous heist ever 

conceived of is a go.  

 

But to get here, Marco has had to agree to let another person on the team, and the new guy isn't 

exactly fiYng in. To make maNers worse, the truth about another member of the group comes to 

light. Oh, and there are giant monsters.  

 

Is Marco prepared to juggle it all or will the Kaiju Score fail before it starts? (STL169911) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231113 

O/A KAIJU SCORE #2 KITSON INCV 

(W) James Patrick (A) Rem Broo (CA) Barry Kitson 

MORE STORY! MORE ART! MORE KAIJU! 

 

Every detail is planned. The players are set. And the craziest and most dangerous heist ever 

conceived of is a go.  

 

But to get here, Marco has had to agree to let another person on the team, and the new guy isn't 

exactly fiYng in. To make maNers worse, the truth about another member of the group comes to 

light. Oh, and there are giant monsters.  

 

Is Marco prepared to juggle it all or will the Kaiju Score fail before it starts? (STL169910) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231114 

O/A KAIJU SCORE #3 



(W) James Patrick (A/CA) Rem Broo 

MORE STORY! MORE ART! MORE KAIJU! 

 

Things just got complicated for the crew of the Kaiju Score. Not complicated like puYng to-gether a 

piece of Ikea furniture, but as in another giant monster just showed up. And compli-cated as in one 

of the crew just went completely off script. Now Marco has to  

improvise. But will everyone do what he says, or will things just get worse? It's all just par for the 

course for the Kaiju Score. (STL172444) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231115 

O/A KAIJU SCORE #4 

(W) James Patrick (A/CA) Rem Broo 

MORE STORY! MORE ART! MORE KAIJU! 

 

The good news is that the crew for the Kaiju Score is very close to pulling off a heist that will set them 

up for the rest of their lives. The bad news is that two kaiju are tearing the city apart as they try to 

finish the job. It's all on the line now: tens of millions in art, their very lives, and even their souls. It's 

going to end one way or another, and not everyone is going to make it out alive.  

 

The final chapter in the first story arc of this exci#ng franchise being developed as a film by Sony 

Pictures! (STL175860) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231116 

KAIJU SCORE TP VOL 01 

(W) James Patrick (A/CA) Rem Broo 

Film rights acquired by Sony Pictures! 

 

It's the most dangerous heist ever aNempted. Four desperate criminals are going all in on a once-in-

a-life#me chance to steal millions in art and turn their miserable lives around. The catch? They have 

to pull it off under the nose of a one-thousand-ton Kaiju. And a giant monster might just be the least 

of their problems.  

 



Brought to you by James Patrick (Grimm Fairy Tales, Death Comes to Dillinger, The Monsters of 

Jimmy Crumb) and Rem Broo (The End Times of Bram and Ben, Terminal Protocol), KAIJU SCORE is 

what happens when a Quen#n Taran#no film takes place smack in the middle of a Godzilla movie. 

This 128-page volume contains the en#re first arc, issues #1-4. (STL186936) (APR211352) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY231117 

NORMALS TP VOL 01 

(W) Adam Glass (A) Dennis Calero (CA) Juan Doe 

Think about your "life" for a moment…the people you've known, the one's you've loved, and all the 

stuff in between. Now imagine you learned that everything YOU believed, everything YOU lived, 

everything YOU felt actually never happened...it was ALL not real. But it is REAL to YOU and you now 

must fight to save it and everyone you love. But to do that, you first have to save the world. Welcome 

to "THE NORMALS." (STL098827) (SEP181391) 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY231118 

O/A NORMALS #1 REG CVR 

(W) Adam Glass (A) Dennis Calero (CA) Juan Doe 

NEW SERIES! Think about your "life" for a moment…the people you've known, the one's you've 

loved, and all the stuff in between. Now imagine you learned that everything YOU believed, 

everything YOU lived, everything YOU felt actually never happened...it was ALL not real. But it is REAL 

to YOU and you now must fight to save it and everyone you love. But to do that, you first have to 

save the world. Welcome to "The Normals." an exci#ng new rush-of-blood-to-the-head series and 

AQerShock Comics. From Adam Glass (ROUGH RIDERS, Suicide Squad, TV's Supernatural) and Dennis 

Calero. (STL041865) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231119 

O/A NORMALS #1 TORQUE INCV CVR 

(W) Adam Glass (A) Dennis Calero (CA) Elizabeth Torque 

NEW SERIES! Think about your "life" for a moment…the people you've known, the one's you've 

loved, and all the stuff in between. Now imagine you learned that everything YOU believed, 

everything YOU lived, everything YOU felt actually never happened...it was ALL not real. But it is REAL 

to YOU and you now must fight to save it and everyone you love. But to do that, you first have to 

save the world. Welcome to "The Normals." an exci#ng new rush-of-blood-to-the-head series and 

AQerShock Comics. From Adam Glass (ROUGH RIDERS, Suicide Squad, TV's Supernatural) and Dennis 

Calero. (STL041866) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231120 

O/A NORMALS #2 

(W) Adam Glass (A/CA) Dennis Calero 

"BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE!"—AQer a death-defying fall, Jack presses Doctor Gordon on the true 

nature of his existence. But aQer WESTIN INCORPORATED seizes back what they iden#fy as their 

property, Jack and his family prepare for the fight of their lives to maintain their freedom and 

preserve their humanity. Created and wriNen by Adam Glass (execu#ve producer of Supernatural & 

writer of Suicide Squad) with art by Dennis Calero (X-Men Noir). (STL045181) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231121 

O/A NORMALS #3 

(W) Adam Glass (A/CA) Dennis Calero 

Doctor Gordon reveals the nature of Jack and his family's crea#on by Wes#n Incorporated! He also 

brings to light that there are more automatons just like Jack and his family, throughout the country 

and possibly, the world. All the while, Jack plots to rescue and escape with his family before Wes#n 

Incorporated can do any more harm - but is he already too late?  

Created and wriNen by Adam Glass (execu#ve producer of Supernatural & writer of Suicide Squad) 

with art by Dennis Calero (X-Men Noir). (STL048782) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231122 

O/A NORMALS #4 

(W) Adam Glass (A) Dennis Calero (CA) Juan Doe 

"Road To Nowhere" 

While JACK tries to explain to his family that they are robots, The Normals try to put as much 

distance as they can between them and the evil, WESTIN INCORPORATED. However, being on the run 

proves difficult as Wes#n's reach is far and wide and they are hell-bent on recalling EVERY 

AUTOMATON they created-unless Jack and his family can find them first. 

Created and wriNen by Adam Glass (execu#ve producer of Supernatural & writer of Suicide Squad) 

with art by Dennis Calero (X-Men Noir). (STL052108) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY231123 

O/A NORMALS #5 

(W) Adam Glass (A) Dennis Calero (CA) Juan Doe 

"This Must Be The Place" 

The Normals now know and accept that they're different...but what they can't decide on is all the 

rest. Are they s#ll a family? Are they on a fool's errand? Can they trust one another? As they try to 

figure this all out, the Normals find their first Automaton that they must awaken-so he knows the 

truth about his existence and has the choice of free will. Only one problem, this Automaton seems to 

be a MURDERER. Raising the ques#on: do you give awareness to something that's already evil?  

Created and wriNen by Adam Glass (execu#ve producer of Supernatural & writer of Suicide Squad) 

with art by Dennis Calero (X-Men Noir). (STL055675) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231124 

O/A NORMALS #6 

(W) Adam Glass (A) Dennis Calero (CA) Juan Doe 

"Psycho Killer" 

When the Wes#ng Corpora#on finally catches up with the Normals, there's a price to pay for their 

freedom...but that very thing might also destroy them as a family! The Normals will finally learn the 

truth about what it means to be human...and it's an ugly truth. So ugly one of them won't make it 

out alive.  

Created and wriNen by Adam Glass (execu#ve producer of Supernatural & writer of Suicide Squad) 

with art by Dennis Calero (X-Men Noir). (STL059308) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231125 

O/A MARY SHELLEY MONSTER HUNTER #1 CHANG INCV CVR 

(W) Adam Glass, Olivia Cuartero-Briggs (A) Hayden Sherman (CA) Bernard Chang 

For nearly two centuries, scholars have wondered how on earth Mary Shelley, a nineteen-year-old 

girl, was able to conjure one of the most frightening and enduring horror stories of all-#me: 

Frankenstein. 

But with the recent discovery of Mary Shelley's secret memoir, the truth is finally revealed: Mary 

Shelley didn't just write Frankenstein, she lived it. Traveling back to that historic Geneva winter of 

1816, Mary, her fiancé Percy, sisters Claire and Fanny, and the celebrated poet Lord Byron, find 

themselves guests of the eerie Frankenstein Estate. The macabre and frightening events that follow 

lead Mary to both a gruesome and shocking discovery. Their mysterious host is not at all what they 

expected, and their inten#ons will change the course of Mary's life for-ever. 



 

Brought to life by Adam Glass (ROUGH RIDERS, THE NORMALS, THE LOLLIPOP KIDS) and Olivia 

Cuartero-Briggs (E TV's The Arrangement) with art by Hayden Sherman (COLD WAR, The Few, Wasted 

Space), Mary Shelley: Monster Hunter is historical fic#on at its most (AQer)shocking! (STL113986) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231126 

O/A MARY SHELLEY MONSTER HUNTER TP VOL 01 

(W) Adam Glass, Olivia Cuartero-Briggs (A/CA) Hayden Sherman 

For nearly two centuries, scholars have wondered how on earth Mary Shelley, a nineteen-year-old 

girl, was able to conjure one of the most frightening and enduring horror stories of all-#me: 

Frankenstein. 

But with the recent discovery of Mary Shelley's secret memoir, the truth is finally revealed: Mary 

Shelley didn't just write Frankenstein, she lived it. Traveling back to that historic Geneva winter of 

1816, Mary, her fiancé Percy, sisters Claire and Fanny, and the celebrated poet Lord Byron, find 

themselves guests of the eerie Frankenstein Estate. The macabre and frightening events that follow 

lead Mary to both a gruesome and shocking discovery. Their mysterious host is not at all what they 

expected, and their inten#ons will change the course of Mary's life forever. 

Brought to life by Adam Glass (ROUGH RIDERS, THE NORMALS, THE LOLLIPOP KIDS) and Olivia 

Cuartero-Briggs (ETV's The Arrangement) with art by Hayden Sherman (COLD WAR, The Few, Wasted 

Space), Mary Shelley: Monster Hunter is historical fic#on at its most (AQer)shocking! Volume One 

contains issues 1-5! (STL129127) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY231127 

ROUGH RIDERS TP VOL 01 

(W) Adam Glass (A) Pat Oliffe (CA) Pat Olliffe 

Collec#ng the first seven issues of the epic AQerShock series! At the cusp of the 1898 World’s Fair, 

America is poised to become Earth’s most industrious na#on. When a terrible power emerges from 

the darkness, a group of unlikely heroes team-up to stop it. A tortured Teddy Roosevelt recruits a 

struggling Coney Island magician named Harry Houdini: a hard-drinking, gun-slinger, Annie Oakley; a 

financially strapped and aging Thomas Edison; and a boisterous, womanizing African American boxer 

with a big chip on his shoulder named Jack Johnson. These legends of old will soon wage a shadow 

war that will change the course of history for America, and the world. That is of course, if they don't 

kill one another first. Don’t miss out on this first collec#on from ADAM GLASS (execu#ve producer of 

Supernatural & writer of Suicide Squad) and PAT OLLIFFE (Untold Tales of Spider-Man). (STL025930) 

(OCT161101) 

SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 



 

MAY231128 

ROUGH RIDERS TP VOL 02 RIDERS ON THE STORM 

(W) Adam Glass (A/CA) Pat Oliffe 

Collec#ng the six issues of the Riders on the Storm arc! Three years have passed since the Rough 

Riders last adventure, but when an assassins' bullet takes President William McKinley's life, Vice 

President, Theodore Roosevelt is thrust into the role of Commander in Chief.  As a country mourns 

the loss of their leader, Roosevelt believes that the assassin is part of a bigger conspiracy, ones 

whose tentacles reach back to Europe and whose inten#ons are to destroy humanity through world-

wide ANARCHY. To stop them Roosevelt must convince Harry Houdini, Jack Johnson, Thomas Edison 

and a surprisingly very alive Annie Oakley to band together again. But #me has strained the bonds 

that once united them and the ideologies of their enemies may have already seeped into one of their 

own. Created and wriNen by Adam Glass (execu#ve producer of Supernatural & writer of Suicide 

Squad) with art by Patrick Olliffe (Untold Tales of Spider-Man). (STL059625) (SEP171097) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY231129 

ROUGH RIDERS TP VOL 03 RIDE OR DIE 

(W) Adam Glass (A/CA) Pat Oliffe 

It’s 1906 and Theodore Roosevelt is the siYng president when a familiar face from his past asks him 

to call upon his team, the ROUGH RIDERS, to save the world once again. But this #me the threat isn’t 

anarchists or aliens—no, it’s something from the great beyond, the next world aQer this one, from 

Death itself. Something so ancient and evil that the Rough Riders will need to add to their ranks in 

hope of defea#ng it. 

Enter: A young HP LovecraQ! With LovecraQ riding at their side into danger, the Rough Riders face a 

supernatural threat that could lead to the end of everything! (STL085179) (AUG181474) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY231130 

FEARBOOK CLUB OGN 

(W) Richard A. Hamilton (A/CA) Marco Matrone 

When shy 6th-grade shuNerbug Whit Garcia starts middle school, he's forced to join a yearbook club 

with three other weirdos who will never be voted "most likely to succeed." But aQer the ghosts of 

missing students start haun#ng them, Whit, Hester, Hillary and Press must solve the supernatural 

secret behind these spirits - or their yearbook club will be voted most likely to join them. 

But are these ghostly students the real bad guys? Or are they just warning Whit and his friends? 

Warning them about a darkness beyond their schoolyard…a darkness that threatens to swallow the 

school - and its occupants - whole.  



The sophomore offering from Seismic Press, FEARBOOK CLUB is a story all about fiYng in, figh#ng 

ghosts and forming friendships with other misfits, especially when you're a misfit yourself. Springing 

from the pen of writer Richard Ashley Hamilton (How To Train Your Dragon, Guillermo Del Toro's 

Trollhunters) and ar#st Marco Matrone. (STL201544) (NOV211082) 

SC, 6x9, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY231131 

LOLLIPOP KIDS TP (SEISMIC) VOL 01 

(W) Adam Glass, Aidan Glass (A) Diego Yapur 

NEW SEISMIC PRESS EDITION! 

When immigrants came to the new world they didn't only bring their hopes and dreams, they also 

brought their MONSTERS. Years ago, early seNers locked these monsters away in a secret prison deep 

in the woods of NEW AMSTERDAM so that they never would return to the Old World. Those woods 

have become CENTRAL PARK and now the monsters have escaped! NICK, 14, finds out that he is a 

"legacy" to a secret society that for the last 400 years has kept these monsters in check - he and a 

ragtag group of kids just like him have to put the monsters back before they get out of the park and 

destroy the city.  

Created by Adam Glass (ROUGH RIDERS, THE NORMALS, Teen Titans) and Aidan Glass, with art by 

Diego Yapur (The Night Projec#onist, Priest: Purgatory), THE LOLLIPOP KIDS is an epic re-imagining of 

the things that go bump in the night…  

Already a hit selec#on among educators and librarians, with a loyal legion of vocal fans, this new 

SEISMIC PRESS edi#on is published in the YA category standard size of 6.5" x 9.5" and features the 

en#re original series, issues #1-5. (STL202102) (DEC211245) 

SC, 6x9, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY231132 

SIDE EFFECTS GN 

(W) Ted Anderson (A/CA) Tara O'Connor 

Hannah doesn't want to be a hero. She just wants to be well. 

Hannah's dealing with a lot in her first year of college and to make maNers worse, she's also baNling 

her own brain, in the form of anxiety and depression. Fortunately, her therapist has put her on some 

meds to help, but those meds cause some unintended side effects, like sleepless nights, pounding 

headaches… 

…or, in Hannah's case, superpowers. 

Now, on top of juggling tests and dates, Hannah has to deal with occasionally shoo#ng lightning bolts 

from her fingers or reading her girlfriend's mind. Maybe she's supposed to be a superhero, but all 

she wants to do is make it through the year in one piece.  



WriNen by Ted Anderson (My LiNle Pony, Adventure Time: Beginning of the End, ORPHAN AGE, 

MOTH AND WHISPER) and illustrated by Tara O'Connor (Fly By Night, Roots, Puddles) comes a 

personal story about mental health and what it takes to find yourself again. (STL231406) 

(AUG221066) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

TITAN COMICS 

 

MAY231133 

CONAN BARBARIAN #1 CVR A PANOSIAN (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto de la Torre, José Villarrubia (CA) Dan Panosian 

ROBERT E. HOWARD'S LEGENDARY CONAN IS BACK IN A NEW TALE OF BRAVERY AND HEROISM! 

 

CONAN THE BARBARIAN FCBD EDITION LEADS INTO THE DEBUT ISSUE! 

 

Years aQer the baNle of Venarium, a weary CONAN returns to his homeland to seek rest and solitude. 

However, a mysterious scout rides in to warn the Cimmerians of an imminent threat on the march 

from the Pic#sh wilderness. Will CONAN and his new ally be able to hold off this new horde of 

invaders? (STL275764) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231134 

CONAN BARBARIAN #1 CVR B TORRE (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto de la Torre, José Villarrubia (CA) Roberto de la Torre 

ROBERT E. HOWARD'S LEGENDARY CONAN IS BACK IN A NEW TALE OF BRAVERY AND HEROISM! 

 

CONAN THE BARBARIAN FCBD EDITION LEADS INTO THE DEBUT ISSUE! 

 

Years aQer the baNle of Venarium, a weary CONAN returns to his homeland to seek rest and solitude. 

However, a mysterious scout rides in to warn the Cimmerians of an imminent threat on the march 

from the Pic#sh wilderness. Will CONAN and his new ally be able to hold off this new horde of 

invaders? (STL275814) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231135 

CONAN BARBARIAN #1 CVR C ARTGERM (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto de la Torre, José Villarrubia (CA)  Artgerm 

ROBERT E. HOWARD'S LEGENDARY CONAN IS BACK IN A NEW TALE OF BRAVERY AND HEROISM! 

 

CONAN THE BARBARIAN FCBD EDITION LEADS INTO THE DEBUT ISSUE! 

 

Years aQer the baNle of Venarium, a weary CONAN returns to his homeland to seek rest and solitude. 

However, a mysterious scout rides in to warn the Cimmerians of an imminent threat on the march 

from the Pic#sh wilderness. Will CONAN and his new ally be able to hold off this new horde of 

invaders? (STL275815) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231136 

CONAN BARBARIAN #1 CVR D ZIRCHER RETRO (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto de la Torre, José Villarrubia (CA) Patrick Zircher 

ROBERT E. HOWARD'S LEGENDARY CONAN IS BACK IN A NEW TALE OF BRAVERY AND HEROISM! 

 

CONAN THE BARBARIAN FCBD EDITION LEADS INTO THE DEBUT ISSUE! 

 

Years aQer the baNle of Venarium, a weary CONAN returns to his homeland to seek rest and solitude. 

However, a mysterious scout rides in to warn the Cimmerians of an imminent threat on the march 

from the Pic#sh wilderness. Will CONAN and his new ally be able to hold off this new horde of 

invaders? (STL275816) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231137 

CONAN BARBARIAN #1 CVR E MIGNOLA (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto de la Torre, José Villarrubia (CA) Mike Mignola 



ROBERT E. HOWARD'S LEGENDARY CONAN IS BACK IN A NEW TALE OF BRAVERY AND HEROISM! 

 

CONAN THE BARBARIAN FCBD EDITION LEADS INTO THE DEBUT ISSUE! 

 

Years aQer the baNle of Venarium, a weary CONAN returns to his homeland to seek rest and solitude. 

However, a mysterious scout rides in to warn the Cimmerians of an imminent threat on the march 

from the Pic#sh wilderness. Will CONAN and his new ally be able to hold off this new horde of 

invaders? (STL275817) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231138 

CONAN BARBARIAN #1 CVR F GIST (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto de la Torre, José Villarrubia (CA) E.M. Gist 

ROBERT E. HOWARD'S LEGENDARY CONAN IS BACK IN A NEW TALE OF BRAVERY AND HEROISM! 

 

CONAN THE BARBARIAN FCBD EDITION LEADS INTO THE DEBUT ISSUE! 

 

Years aQer the baNle of Venarium, a weary CONAN returns to his homeland to seek rest and solitude. 

However, a mysterious scout rides in to warn the Cimmerians of an imminent threat on the march 

from the Pic#sh wilderness. Will CONAN and his new ally be able to hold off this new horde of 

invaders? (STL275818) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231139 

CONAN BARBARIAN #1 CVR G WRAP HYBORIAN AGE MAP (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto de la Torre, José Villarrubia 

ROBERT E. HOWARD'S LEGENDARY CONAN IS BACK IN A NEW TALE OF BRAVERY AND HEROISM! 

 

CONAN THE BARBARIAN FCBD EDITION LEADS INTO THE DEBUT ISSUE! 

 



Years aQer the baNle of Venarium, a weary CONAN returns to his homeland to seek rest and solitude. 

However, a mysterious scout rides in to warn the Cimmerians of an imminent threat on the march 

from the Pic#sh wilderness. Will CONAN and his new ally be able to hold off this new horde of 

invaders? (STL275819) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231140 

CONAN BARBARIAN #1 CVR H COLOR BLANK SKETCH (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto de la Torre, José Villarrubia (CA)  Blank Cover 

ROBERT E. HOWARD'S LEGENDARY CONAN IS BACK IN A NEW TALE OF BRAVERY AND HEROISM! 

 

CONAN THE BARBARIAN FCBD EDITION LEADS INTO THE DEBUT ISSUE! 

 

Years aQer the baNle of Venarium, a weary CONAN returns to his homeland to seek rest and solitude. 

However, a mysterious scout rides in to warn the Cimmerians of an imminent threat on the march 

from the Pic#sh wilderness. Will CONAN and his new ally be able to hold off this new horde of 

invaders? (STL275821) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231141 

CONAN BARBARIAN #1 CVR I FOIL MOVIE NOVEL REPLICA VIRGIN (MR 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto de la Torre, José Villarrubia 

ROBERT E. HOWARD'S LEGENDARY CONAN IS BACK IN A NEW TALE OF BRAVERY AND HEROISM! 

 

CONAN THE BARBARIAN FCBD EDITION LEADS INTO THE DEBUT ISSUE! 

 

Years aQer the baNle of Venarium, a weary CONAN returns to his homeland to seek rest and solitude. 

However, a mysterious scout rides in to warn the Cimmerians of an imminent threat on the march 

from the Pic#sh wilderness. Will CONAN and his new ally be able to hold off this new horde of 

invaders? (STL275822) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 



 

MAY231146 

TRIBUTE HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Benjamin Legrand (A/CA) Jean-Marc RocheNe 

THE NEXT SCI-FI EPIC FROM THE CREATORS OF SNOWPIERCER! 

 

"Before Avatar came The Tribute" 

 

A team of scien#sts and soldiers land on an alien planet with the hope they will find a new source of 

energy. The expedi#on is vital for the survival of humankind as an intergalac#c war is raging, and the 

team must baNle a hos#le climate and protec#ve, indigenous species to unravel the mysteries of this 

extraordinary planet before it's too late. (STL275943) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x11, 160pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231147 

SNOWPIERCER VOL 1-3 HC BOX SET (MR) 

(W) Jacques Lob & Various (A) Jean-Marc RocheNe 

Discover the story that inspired the movie Snowpiercer, directed by Oscar-winning director Bong 

Joon Ho, starring Chris Evans, and a TV Series, starring Jennifer Connelly!  

Collects the series's three stunning volumes in a deluxe boxed set edi#on in English for the very first 

#me! (STL159807) (MAY211763) 

MATURE THEMES 

600pgs, FC SRP: $79.99 

 

MAY231148 

O/A SNOWPIERCER TP ESCAPE 

(W) Jacques Lob (A) Jean-Marc RocheNe 

On a future, frozen Earth, a train that never stops circumnavigates the globe. On board: all of 

humanity that we could save from the great disaster that wrapped the planet in ice. At the front of 

the train, the survivors live in comfort and luxury — at the rear, their lives are worse than caNle, 

trapped in the squalid dark. When one of the occupants of the tail breaks through into the main train 

- all hell follows in his wake! (STL142568) 

112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 



 

MAY231149 

O/A SNOWPIERCER TP EXPLORERS 

(W) Benjamin Legrand (A) Jean-Marc RocheNe 

Featuring Exclusive Photo Cover from upcoming Television adapta#on appearing on TBS Spring 2020. 

One thousand and one carriages long, the Snowpiercer train courses  through an eternal winter. The 

last bas#on of human civiliza#on on a frozen planet earth. Or is it? A second train also travels 

through the snow on the same track, its inhabitants living in constant fear of crashing into the first 

Snowpiercer. And from this second train, a small group of scavenging explorers now emerges, risking 

their lives in the deadly cold! (STL148504) 

144pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231150 

SNOWPIERCER TP VOL 3 TERMINUS 

(W) Olivier Bocquet (A) Jose-Luis Bocquet 

A brand new edi#on in the globally successful Snowpiercer saga. Features an exclusive photo cover 

from the upcoming television adapta#on appearing on TNT Spring 2020 starring Jennifer Connelly 

(LABYRINTH, HULK) and Hamilton's Daveed Diggs! 

When a scrap of music piques their interest, the inhabitants of the Icebreaker take the ul#mate risk 

and cross the frozen ocean, a vast expanse with no train tracks... and no way to return to them. 

(STL151633) (FEB202018) 

232pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231151 

SNOWPIERCER PREQUEL VOL 01 EXTINCTION 

(W)  Matz (A) Jean-Marc RocheNe 

SoQcover Edi#on of the first Prequel to the cri#cally acclaimed Snowpiercer graphic novel, by original 

ar#st Jean-Marc RocheNe! 

The Snowpiercer saga con#nues with this brand-new story by original ar#st Jean-Marc RocheNe and 

Eisner nominated writer, Matz. 

Set before the ex#nc#on event that caused the new ice age in which the Snowpiercer travels 

perpetually around the globe, witness the terrifying events that led to the need for and crea#on of 

the eponymous train. (STL180211) (JAN211592) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 



MAY231152 

SNOWPIERCER PREQUEL VOL 02 APOCALYPSE 

(W)  Matz (A) Jean-Marc RocheNe 

SoQcover Edi#on of the second Prequel to the cri#cally acclaimed Snowpiercer graphic novel, by 

original ar#st Jean-Marc RocheNe! 

The Snowpiercer saga con#nues with this brand-new story by original ar#st Jean-Marc RocheNe and 

Eisner nominated writer, Matz. 

Set before the ex#nc#on event that caused the new ice age in which the Snowpiercer travels 

perpetually around the globe, witness the terrifying events that led to the need for and crea#on of 

the eponymous train. (STL182975) (FEB211550) 

104pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY231153 

DOCTOR WHO ONCE UPON A TIMELORD DM ED GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dan SloN (A) Christopher Jones & Various (CA) Adam Hughes 

AN EPIC STORY BY EISNER AWARD-WINNING WRITER DAN SLOTT THAT SEES COMPANION MARTHA 

JONES CAPTURED BY THE INSATIABLE PYROMETHS! HER ONLY HOPE FOR SURVIVAL IS TO KEEP THEM 

DISTRACTED WITH SENSATIONAL UNTOLD TALES OF THE TENTH DOCTOR FACING OFF AGAINST HIS 

GREATEST FOES - BOTH CLASSIC AND NEW! 

 

FEATURES A BONUS STORY STARRING THE NINTH DOCTOR AND ROSE TYLER! (STL275839) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 64pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY231154 

DOCTOR WHO ONCE UPON A TIMELORD REG ED GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dan SloN (A) Christopher Jones & Various (CA) Christopher Jones 

AN EPIC STORY BY EISNER AWARD-WINNING WRITER DAN SLOTT THAT SEES COMPANION MARTHA 

JONES CAPTURED BY THE INSATIABLE PYROMETHS! HER ONLY HOPE FOR SURVIVAL IS TO KEEP THEM 

DISTRACTED WITH SENSATIONAL UNTOLD TALES OF THE TENTH DOCTOR FACING OFF AGAINST HIS 

GREATEST FOES - BOTH CLASSIC AND NEW! 

 

FEATURES A BONUS STORY STARRING THE NINTH DOCTOR AND ROSE TYLER! (STL275838) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 64pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 



MAY231155 

DOCTOR WHO DOOM #1 (OF 2) CVR A QUALANO 

(W) Jodie Houser (A) Roberta Ingranata (CA) Pasquale Qualano 

24 hours to live; 24 hours to kill. DOOM! 

 

 This lonely assassin from the 51st Century is hun#ng for her survival, and there's only one person 

who can save her: the Doctor.  

 

Using her vortex manipulator, she'll do anything to find the tempestuous #me traveler, including 

cavor#ng with the maleficent Missy.  

 

Every hour a new adventure, every hour closer to death... (STL275835) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231156 

DOCTOR WHO DOOM #1 (OF 2) CVR B PHOTO 

(W) Jodie Houser (A) Roberta Ingranata (CA)  TBD 

24 hours to live; 24 hours to kill. DOOM! 

 

 This lonely assassin from the 51st Century is hun#ng for her survival, and there's only one person 

who can save her: the Doctor.  

 

Using her vortex manipulator, she'll do anything to find the tempestuous #me traveler, including 

cavor#ng with the maleficent Missy.  

 

Every hour a new adventure, every hour closer to death... (STL275837) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231157 

DOCTOR WHO TIME LORD VICTORIOUS TP VOL 01 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Roberta Ingranata 



An incredible new graphic novel starring the Tenth Doctor, played by fan-favorite David Tennant, and 

features his mortal enemies, the Daleks, for the first #me ever in TITAN COMICS! This story #es in 

with the BBC's mul#-plaVorm event: Time Lord Victorious! 

AQer awaking in an alternate reality where the Time War never took place, the Tenth Doctor is 

recruited by his deadly nemeses, the Daleks, to defeat a terror that even they fear. Can the Doctor 

make peace with his enemies in order to stop this unknown monster from the Dark Times as it seeks 

to ex#nguish all life in the universe?! 

This brand new #me-travelling tale is part of the BBC's mul#-plaVorm event that connects across all 

Doctor Who publishing media, including books, audio dramas, an escape room and much more! 

Collects Doctor Who: Time Lord Victorious #1 & #2. (STL179777) (OCT208915) 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY231158 

HEAT SEEKER GUN HONEY SERIES #2 (OF 4) CVR A LEE (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ace Con#nuado (CA) Inhyuk Lee 

AWARD-WINNING WRITER AND CO-FOUNDER OF HARD CASE CRIME CHARLES ARDAI RETURNS TO 

THE GUN HONEY UNIVERSE IN THIS ACTION-PACKED SPIN-OFF FEATURING THE SULTRY AND 

EXPLOSIVE ARTWORK OF ACE CONTINUADO! 

 

WHEN THE HEAT IS ON, DAHLIA RACERS CAN HELP YOU DISAPPEAR - FOR A PRICE. Marked for death 

by a U.S. intelligence agency, Gun Honey Joanna Tan turns to Dahlia Racers to help her pull a 

vanishing act. But the killer hot on her trail, beau#ful sociopath Sarah Claride, will leave bodies 

strewn from New York to Las Vegas to Tijuana, Mexico, if it means cornering Dahlia - and breaking 

her… (STL275840) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231159 

HEAT SEEKER GUN HONEY SERIES #2 (OF 4) CVR B CELINA (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ace Con#nuado (CA)  Celina 

AWARD-WINNING WRITER AND CO-FOUNDER OF HARD CASE CRIME CHARLES ARDAI RETURNS TO 

THE GUN HONEY UNIVERSE IN THIS ACTION-PACKED SPIN-OFF FEATURING THE SULTRY AND 

EXPLOSIVE ARTWORK OF ACE CONTINUADO! 

 

WHEN THE HEAT IS ON, DAHLIA RACERS CAN HELP YOU DISAPPEAR - FOR A PRICE. Marked for death 

by a U.S. intelligence agency, Gun Honey Joanna Tan turns to Dahlia Racers to help her pull a 

vanishing act. But the killer hot on her trail, beau#ful sociopath Sarah Claride, will leave bodies 



strewn from New York to Las Vegas to Tijuana, Mexico, if it means cornering Dahlia - and breaking 

her… (STL275841) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231160 

HEAT SEEKER GUN HONEY SERIES #2 (OF 4) CVR C COSPLAY (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ace Con#nuado (CA)  Cosplay 

AWARD-WINNING WRITER AND CO-FOUNDER OF HARD CASE CRIME CHARLES ARDAI RETURNS TO 

THE GUN HONEY UNIVERSE IN THIS ACTION-PACKED SPIN-OFF FEATURING THE SULTRY AND 

EXPLOSIVE ARTWORK OF ACE CONTINUADO! 

 

WHEN THE HEAT IS ON, DAHLIA RACERS CAN HELP YOU DISAPPEAR - FOR A PRICE. Marked for death 

by a U.S. intelligence agency, Gun Honey Joanna Tan turns to Dahlia Racers to help her pull a 

vanishing act. But the killer hot on her trail, beau#ful sociopath Sarah Claride, will leave bodies 

strewn from New York to Las Vegas to Tijuana, Mexico, if it means cornering Dahlia - and breaking 

her… (STL275842) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231161 

HEAT SEEKER GUN HONEY SERIES #2 (OF 4) CVR D CONTINUADO (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A/CA) Ace Con#nuado 

AWARD-WINNING WRITER AND CO-FOUNDER OF HARD CASE CRIME CHARLES ARDAI RETURNS TO 

THE GUN HONEY UNIVERSE IN THIS ACTION-PACKED SPIN-OFF FEATURING THE SULTRY AND 

EXPLOSIVE ARTWORK OF ACE CONTINUADO! 

 

WHEN THE HEAT IS ON, DAHLIA RACERS CAN HELP YOU DISAPPEAR - FOR A PRICE. Marked for death 

by a U.S. intelligence agency, Gun Honey Joanna Tan turns to Dahlia Racers to help her pull a 

vanishing act. But the killer hot on her trail, beau#ful sociopath Sarah Claride, will leave bodies 

strewn from New York to Las Vegas to Tijuana, Mexico, if it means cornering Dahlia - and breaking 

her… (STL275843) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231162 



HEAT SEEKER GUN HONEY SERIES #2 (OF 4) CVR E CARANFA NUDE BA 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ace Con#nuado (CA) Claudia Caranfa 

AWARD-WINNING WRITER AND CO-FOUNDER OF HARD CASE CRIME CHARLES ARDAI RETURNS TO 

THE GUN HONEY UNIVERSE IN THIS ACTION-PACKED SPIN-OFF FEATURING THE SULTRY AND 

EXPLOSIVE ARTWORK OF ACE CONTINUADO! 

 

WHEN THE HEAT IS ON, DAHLIA RACERS CAN HELP YOU DISAPPEAR - FOR A PRICE. Marked for death 

by a U.S. intelligence agency, Gun Honey Joanna Tan turns to Dahlia Racers to help her pull a 

vanishing act. But the killer hot on her trail, beau#ful sociopath Sarah Claride, will leave bodies 

strewn from New York to Las Vegas to Tijuana, Mexico, if it means cornering Dahlia - and breaking 

her… (STL275844) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $10.00 

 

MAY231164 

MS TREE HEROINE WITHDRAWAL GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Max Allan Collins (A) Terry BeaNy (CA) Claudia Caranfa 

THE NEXT INCREDIBLE INSTALMENT IN THE CASE BOOKS OF MS TREE, PRIVATE DETECTIVE, FROM 

FAMED HARD CASE CRIME AUTHOR MAX ALLAN COLLINS (ROAD TO PERDITION)! 

 

Join Michael Tree, the 6Q, 9mm carrying private detec#ve on her thrilling adventures. No case is too 

small, no violence too extreme, just as long as it gets the job done. 

 

Collects: Muerta Means Death Right To Die, Prisoner Cell Block Hell, Heroine Withdrawal, And The 

Other Cheek (STL275853) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 256pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAY231165 

MS TREE DEADLINE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Max Allan Collins (A) Terry BeaNy (CA) Claudia Caranfa 

JOIN MICHAEL TREE, THE 6FT, 9MM CARRYING PRIVATE DETECTIVE ON HER THRILLING ADVENTURES. 

NO CASE IS TOO SMALL, NO VIOLENCE TOO EXTREME, JUST AS LONG AS IT GETS THE JOB DONE.  

REPRINTED IN A COLLECTED EDITION FOR THE FIRST TIME! 



Featuring the stories Dedline, Skin Deep, Runaway, Runaway II and Death, Danger and Diamonds. 

(STL235550) (JUN221971) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 256pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAY231166 

O/A MS TREE TP SKELETON IN THE CLOSET 

(W) Max Allan Collins (A) Terry BeaNy (CA) Denys Cowan 

From the minds of Road to Perdi#on author Max Allan Collins and ar#st Terry BeaNy, comes the 

second collec#on of six classic Ms Tree comics. Join Ms. Michael Tree, the 6Q, 9mm carrying private 

detec#ve on her thrilling adventures as she solves crimes and fights to get her revenge for her 

murdered husband. No case is too small, no violence too extreme, just as long as it gets the job 

done. (STL148454) 

SC, 6x9, 264pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231167 

WITCH OF THISTLE CASTLE GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) John Tarachine 

A JAPANESE SPIN ON HARRY POTTER AND CHARMED!  

A HEARTFELT MANGA ABOUT A WITCH AND HER APPRENTICE 

 

The last in a long line of Witches of the Black Wood, Marie Blackwood lives a quiet life in Edinburgh - 

away from the scru#ny of the Church. But when the Church thrusts 13-year-old Theo into her hands 

for safekeeping, Marie suddenly gains the responsibility not just of taking care of a teenager - but 

protec#ng the world, and Theo himself, from the amazing power that lives inside of him. 

(STL275944) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231168 

SEA OF THIEVES SEA DOGS SEARCH TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A) Rhoald Marcellius 

PIRATE CAPTAIN LESEDI SINGH RETURNS TO THE PAGE ON A DARING ADVENTURE THROUGH THE 

SINISTER SIREN'S LAIR, AND TO THE REALM OF THE DAMNED... 



 

Featuring a crew of familiar characters from the incredible first Sea Of Thieves collec#on and from 

the eponymous MMO. 

 

Collec#ng issues #1-3 of the digital comic series Sea of Thieves: Sea Dog's Search. (STL276332) (C: 0-

1-2) 

SC, 84pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

MAY231169 

SEA OF THIEVES ORIGINS GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A) Rhoald Marcellius (CA) Iolanda Zanfardino 

BASED ON THE SMASH-HIT MULTIPLAYER ADVENTURE SEA OF THIEVES!  DIVE INTO THE LORE OF THE 

SEA OF THIEVES!  

 

COLLECTED FOR THE FIRST TIME! PREVIOUSLY ONLY AVAILABLE DIGITALLY 

 

FILLED WITH ACTION, GOLD AND UNTOLD TALES OF GLORY! When three unlikely travelers set sail for 

pirate waters, making their fortune will also make history!  

 

Collects Sea of Thieves Origins: The Price of Gold, Sea of Thieves Origins: The Bonds of Union and Sea 

of Thieves Origins: The Vision of Order. (STL235551) (JUN221967) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 84pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

MAY231170 

SEA OF THIEVES TP NEW PTG 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A) Rhoald Marcellius 

From the world of Rare/MicrosoQ's swashbuckling mul#player videogame comes a pirate tale like no 

other! 

Two crew in a race for plunder and pira#cal supremacy; who will conquer the Sea of Thieves and who 

will walk the plank? (STL269493) 

112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY231171 



RIVERS OF LONDON HERE BE DRAGONS #1 (OF 4) CVR A BEROY 

(W) James Swallow & Various (A/CA) Jose Maria Beroy 

CO-WRITTEN BY NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLING AUTHOR, JAMES SWALLOW! 

 

A dangerous monster is at large above the streets of London. And its name… Wyvern! 

 

AQer a Met Police helicopter on night patrol is aNacked by an uniden#fied aerial phenomena, the 

Met's only sanc#oned wizard, Peter Grant, and his mentor, Thomas Nigh#ngale, are called in to 

inves#gate.  

 

Peter and Nigh#ngale find themselves drawn into a baNle between two groups of hunters - one 

human, and one fae- as they uncover a legacy of events that extend back to the 1960s. To save the 

skies of the city, Peter must face the enraged beast - but can he end things peacefully... or will he be 

forced to destroy the last wyvern? (STL275861) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231172 

RIVERS OF LONDON HERE BE DRAGONS #1 (OF 4) CVR B BUISAN 

(W) James Swallow & Various (A) Jose Maria Beroy (CA) David M Buisan 

CO-WRITTEN BY NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLING AUTHOR, JAMES SWALLOW! 

 

A dangerous monster is at large above the streets of London. And its name… Wyvern! 

 

AQer a Met Police helicopter on night patrol is aNacked by an uniden#fied aerial phenomena, the 

Met's only sanc#oned wizard, Peter Grant, and his mentor, Thomas Nigh#ngale, are called in to 

inves#gate.  

 

Peter and Nigh#ngale find themselves drawn into a baNle between two groups of hunters - one 

human, and one fae- as they uncover a legacy of events that extend back to the 1960s. To save the 

skies of the city, Peter must face the enraged beast - but can he end things peacefully... or will he be 

forced to destroy the last wyvern? (STL275866) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231173 



RIVERS OF LONDON HERE BE DRAGONS #1 (OF 4) CVR C GLASS 

(W) James Swallow & Various (A) Jose Maria Beroy (CA) David M Buisan 

CO-WRITTEN BY NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLING AUTHOR, JAMES SWALLOW! 

 

A dangerous monster is at large above the streets of London. And its name… Wyvern! 

 

AQer a Met Police helicopter on night patrol is aNacked by an uniden#fied aerial phenomena, the 

Met's only sanc#oned wizard, Peter Grant, and his mentor, Thomas Nigh#ngale, are called in to 

inves#gate.  

 

Peter and Nigh#ngale find themselves drawn into a baNle between two groups of hunters - one 

human, and one fae- as they uncover a legacy of events that extend back to the 1960s. To save the 

skies of the city, Peter must face the enraged beast - but can he end things peacefully... or will he be 

forced to destroy the last wyvern? (STL275868) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231174 

MONDAY MONDAY RIVERS OF LONDON TP VOL 01 

(W) Ben Aaronovitch, Andrew Cartmel (A) Josep Maria Beroy (CA) Veronica Fish 

AN UNMISSABLE BRAND-NEW ERA IN THE LIFE OF FULL-TIME COP AND PART-TIME WIZARD, PETER 

GRANT!  

A Werewolf is on the loose and will stop at nothing to avoid capture!  

It's up to Peter and his cohort of chums to hunt the deadly lycanthrope and bring him to jus#ce. 

WriNen by bestselling author Ben Aaronovitch and Doctor Who Script Editor Andrew Cartmel. Rivers 

of London has sold over  

two million copies worldwide! 

Collects Monday Monday Rivers of London #1-4 (STL204389) (SEP211830) 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY231175 

O/A RIVERS OF LONDON FEY & FURIOUS TP 

(W) Ben Aaronovitch, Andrew Cartmel (A) Lee Sullivan (CA) Anna DiNman 

A NEW STORY IN THE BESTSELLING URBAN FANTASY SERIES, FROM CREATOR BEN AARONOVITCH! 



Wizarding cop Peter Grant is called to inves#gate an illegal street-racing ring-but can he find the 

finish line in fairyland? (STL161826) 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY231176 

RIVERS OF LONDON TP VOL 07 ACTION AT A DISTANCE NEW PTG (MR) 

(W) Andrew Cartmel, Ben Aaronovitch (A) Brian Williamson, Stefani Rennee (CA) Anna DiNman 

A new story in the bestselling cops-and-wizards series Rivers Of London, from chart-topping author 

Ben Aaronovitch! Uncover the secret World War II history of Peter Grant's fan-favorite mentor, the 

mysterious Nigh#ngale. When a serial killer with strange powers arrives on the streets of London, an 

old soldier remembers the man who mastered the occult at the height of World War II! (STL269486) 

MATURE THEMES 

112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY231177 

O/A RIVERS OF LONDON TP VOL 01-03 BOX SET ED (MR) 

(W) Ben Aaronovitch, Andrew Cartmel (A) Lee Sullivan, Luis Guerrero 

Dive in at the beginning of the bestselling cops and wizards series from chart-topping author (and 

comics writer) Ben Aaronovitch, with this Box Set Edi#on of the first three graphic novels! A stunning 

box set edi#on of the bestselling first three graphic novels in the Rivers of London sequence, 

including a set of Rivers of London postcards! Starring Ben Aaronovitch's laconic trainee wizard and 

budding detec#ve, Peter Grant, these all-new adventures are essen#al parts of the smash-hit novel 

con#nuity! 

In the first volume, Body Work, Police Constable Peter Grant and his boss, Thomas Nigh#ngale, tackle 

a car on a killing spree-without a driver. In Night Witch, Peter and Nigh#ngale are caught up in a 

baNle between Russian gunmen, a monstrous forest creature - and their nemesis: The Faceless Man. 

In the third volume, Black Mould, something dark and slimy is dripping through the walls of 

suburban London, so Peter is joined by a reluctant partner, Sahra Guleed! (STL089738) 

MATURE THEMES 

408pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY231178 

O/A RIVERS OF LONDON 4-6 BOX SET 

(W) Ben Aaronovitch, Andrew Cartmel (A) Lee Sullivan (CA) Anna Ditman 

A stunning box set edi#on of three of the bestselling graphic novels in the Rivers of London series. 

Includes Art Cards featuring the cover art from the individual graphic novels. 



WriNen by bestselling author Ben Aaronovitch and Doctor Who Script Editor Andrew Cartmel. Rivers 

of London has sold over two million copies worldwide! (STL193811) 

HC, 7x10, 352pgs, B&W SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY231179 

DEAD BY DAYLIGHT #3 (OF 4) CVR A HERVAS 

(W) Nadia Shammas (A) Dilon Snook (CA) Jesus Hervas 

PREQUEL COMIC BASED ON THE BEST-SELLING HORROR GAME, DEAD BY DAYLIGHT.  

 

Readers can unlock an exclusive in-game charm using the unique code found inside the comic! 

 

FRANK and JULIE raise the stakes ever higher as THE LEGION con#nues to unleash chaos in Ormond. 

But can JOEY 

resist the call of THE ENTITY, or is it too late to escape his fate? (STL275828) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231180 

DEAD BY DAYLIGHT #3 (OF 4) CVR B SNOOK 

(W) Nadia Shammas (A/CA) Dilon Snook 

PREQUEL COMIC BASED ON THE BEST-SELLING HORROR GAME, DEAD BY DAYLIGHT.  

 

Readers can unlock an exclusive in-game charm using the unique code found inside the comic! 

 

FRANK and JULIE raise the stakes ever higher as THE LEGION con#nues to unleash chaos in Ormond. 

But can JOEY 

resist the call of THE ENTITY, or is it too late to escape his fate? (STL275829) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231181 

DEAD BY DAYLIGHT #3 (OF 4) CVR C MATHURIN 

(W) Nadia Shammas (A) Dilon Snook (CA) Lamar Mathurin 

PREQUEL COMIC BASED ON THE BEST-SELLING HORROR GAME, DEAD BY DAYLIGHT.  



 

Readers can unlock an exclusive in-game charm using the unique code found inside the comic! 

 

FRANK and JULIE raise the stakes ever higher as THE LEGION con#nues to unleash chaos in Ormond. 

But can JOEY 

resist the call of THE ENTITY, or is it too late to escape his fate? (STL275830) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231182 

MICHAEL MOORCOCK LIBRARY MULTIVERSE HC VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2 

(W) Michael Moorcock (A) Walt Simonson & Various (CA) Walt Simonson 

The concluding chapter of Michael Moorcock's seminal ground-breaking mul#verse spanning graphic 

novel saga 

 

See the diverse heroes from Moorcock's sprawling Eternal Champion series united in a common 

quest to stop the criminal mastermind Silverskin from destroying the mul#verse. 

 

Collects Michael Moorcock's Mul#verse #6-12 (STL276333) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231183 

NOUNS NOUNTOWN #4 (OF 6) CVR A SCHLITZ 

(W) David Leach (A/CA) Danny Schlitz 

MEET THE NOUNS IN THEIR FIRST COMIC BOOK ADVENTURE! AN EPIC ADVENTURE OF PLAYGROUND 

- STYLE FUN & HUMOR!  

 

Nouns DAO presents a new sensa#onal mini-series by writer David Leach (Psycho Gran) and ar#st 

Danny Schlitz. A deeply moving coming - of - age drama about a small-town thimble salesman caught 

up in a poli#cally - charged espionage caper involving a stolen atom bomb, a signed picture of the 

pope, and a man with a fox for a head. (STL275856) 

36pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 



MAY231184 

SHERLOCK SCANDAL IN BELGRAVIA 1-2 BOXED SET (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Steven Moffat, Mark Ga#ss (A)  Jay 

TAKE ON THE CASE WITH SHERLOCK HOLMES IN THIS MANGA ADAPTATION OF THE AWARD-

WINNING BBC SERIES SHERLOCK STARRING BENEDICT CUMBERBATCH! 

 

Sherlock Holmes and John Watson are called to save the royal family from blackmail at the hands of 

Irene Adler. When Adler pulls sherlock into a complex web of mysteries involving the CIA and the 

mod, interna#onal security is not the only thing compromised. 

 

Collects parts 1 & 2 of the Sherlock: A Scandal in Belgravia manga series. Includes two exclusive art 

cards. (STL275876) (C: 0-1-2) 

368pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231185 

O/A SHERLOCK SEASON ONE BOX SET NEW PTG 

(W) Mark Ga#ss & Various (A)  Jay 

Slipcase containing the first three volumes of the Sherlock Manga: A Study in Pink, The Blind Banker, 

and The Great Game. (STL236881) 

656pgs, FC SRP: $44.99 

 

MAY231186 

INSIDE THE MIND OF SHERLOCK HOLMES HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Benoit Dahan (A/CA) Cyril Lieron 

SPECIAL DIE-CUT HARDCOVER IN THE SHAPE OF SHERLOCK'S MIND! 

 

A unique story that portrays the inner workings of Sherlock's mind as he works to solve the case! The 

discovery of a mysterious powder on some clothing and a very special show #cket leads Sherlock 

Holmes to believe a pa#ent isn't the only vic#m of a grand conspiracy... (STL233148) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #5 (MAY221788) 

HC, 5x7, 96pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231187 



STAR WARS INSIDER #217 STAR WARS CELEBRATION 2023 ED 

(W)  Titan 

FEATURING STAR WARS CELEBRATION EUROPE 2023 EXCLUSIVE VARIANT COVER! 

 

CELEBRATING THE 40TH ANNIVERSARY OF STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI! FEATURING: 

 

RETURN OF THE JEDI: THE END OF THE BEGINNING: The legacy of the 1983 blockbuster.  

 

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH JOHN KNOLL: The legendary special effects expert and execu#ve 

crea#ve director at ILM.  

 

ANDOR, SEASON ONE COMPANION: Go behind the scenes of the first season with insights from the 

stars and filmmakers of the series. (STL275942) 

Magazine, 8x11, 100pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231188 

STAR TREK EXPLORER MISSIONS & OTHER STORIES HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Titan Magazines 

A THRILLING ANTHOLOGY OF SHORT STORIES FROM STAR TREK 

EXPLORER MAGAZINE, COLLECTED FOR THE FIRST TIME! 

 

Featuring tales by Una McCormack, Gary Russell, Michael Carroll, John Peel, Chris Dows, Chris 

Cooper, and Greg Cox. 

 

This incredible collec#on features illustrated stories starring iconic characters such as Will Riker, 

Benjamin Sisko, Jonathan Archer, and Kate Pulaski, plus fan-favourite alien enemies including the 

Borg. (STL275941) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 8x10, 96pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231189 

MARVEL STUDIOS INFINITY SAGA ART OF IRON MAN HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) John RheN Thomas 



The 1st of the 24 Marvel Cinema#c Universe Infinity Saga film #tles being published as a complete 

set. 

Packed with exclusive content, this fully illustrated tome treats fans to a comprehensive, unique and 

privileged behind-the-scenes look at the crea#ve process behind the state-of-the-art technology 

used in the blockbuster mo#on picture Iron Man. All you need to know about the making of the 

movie. (STL276483) (C: 0-1-2) 

208pgs, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

ABLAZE PUBLISHING 

 

MAY231190 

GET SCHOOLED GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Yongtaek Chae (A/CA) Garam Han 

It is the near future, and student violence in schools is out of control. In a ques#onnaire survey for 

teachers, 98.6% say it is far more challenging to teach students than in the past, and 85.8% say it is 

not only more challenging but now dangerous. 

Eventually, due to out of control youth violence, a teacher is murdered, and the news goes 

everywhere. As a result, public opinion calling for rapid changes to juvenile law boils over in all parts 

of the country. 

The Ministry of Educa#on and the Na#onal Assembly, feeling the seriousness of the collapse of the 

teaching authority, take the news very seriously and revise the Teaching Rights Protec#on Act to 

create a single supervisory body. The name of the supervisory body is the Office of the Protec#on of 

Educa#onal Rights. 

Hwajin Na becomes a supervisor of the Educa#onal Rights Protec#on Bureau and is sent to a school 

where the collapse of authority is severe. His teaching techniques are violent for someone who 

works in the Ministry of Educa#on. That being said, when punishments don't seem to work on even 

the worst of school bullies, there is no beNer man for the job. Some#mes you can't get a good 

educa#on un#l those bullies are taught a lesson... 

Collec#ng the hugely popular Webtoon in print for the first #me! (STL263145) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 250pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231191 

WITCH OF MINE TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Haeyoon (A/CA)  MAS 



In these #mes, if you're too good or bad at something, or simply too beau#ful, you're called a witch. 

But there also exist magical beings called witches, who can wield great powers of destruc#on and 

manipula#on, some#mes doing so in the pursuit of love with human beings. 

Spinning out from the events of Volume 1, we find another tale of a witch's devo#on to true, 

tenderly mortal love. Disguising herself to fit into the world of humans, Cordelia desires to build a life 

with the kind-hearted Michael, but can their love survive the truth of her origins? Plus: can a resilient 

human woman change the heart of one of the witches' cynical sisters? (STL266752) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x8, 250pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231192 

ON THE WAY GN (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Paco Hernandez (A/CA) Jose Angel Ares 

Emma, a newly single cartoonist in her thir#es, impulsively finds herself standing in Roncesvalles with 

her gaze fixed on San#ago de Compostela. Following the pilgrimage route known as The Way of St. 

James, she realizes the path she is traveling is bringing her closer to and somehow farther away from 

everyone around her, that the weight of her backpack is more than the clothes and pans inside, and 

that what she believed to be a simple walk to get some miles behind her (and her past) is a chance to 

learn not only about the people she meets along the way, but also herself. 

Creators Paco Hernández & José Ángel Ares bring you a story of friendship, family and learning. An 

emo#onal journey from which no one will return being the same. (STL266750) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 172pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231193 

MINECRAFT INSPIRED MISADV OF FRIGIEL & FLUFFY HC VOL 05 (C:  

(W) Jean-Christophe Derrien,  Frigiel (A/CA)  Minte 

Con#nuing the exci#ng adventures of Frigiel & Fluffy, heroes to their millions of fans on YouTube! 

These new adventures, taken from the MinecraQ universe, are co-wriNen by Frigiel himself, and are 

sure to appeal to MinecraQ fans of all ages. 

Featuring Frigiel, the brave sorcerer's appren#ce, ever ready to give his all for his friends, who 

dreams of one day becoming a true adventurer. And his faithful canine companion Fluffy, as cuddly 

with his master as he is bitey with the bad guys! 

Vol. 5 contains two more complete self-contained stories: 

"SAVE LANNIEL" 

Frigiel and his friends, aQer exploring the Farlands, finally return home to rest. But Lanniel, their 

village, is totally devastated and there is no one leQ. What tragedy unfolded in their absence? Are 



they indirectly responsible for this situa#on? They will have to carry out an inves#ga#on to find the 

villagers before it is too late. 

"THE FALLEN GOD" 

Soon aQer saving their village from the clutches of bandits, Frigiel and his friends go in search of their 

greatest enemy, Ernald's brother, Landre. And the situa#on turns serious quickly when they find out 

he intends to bring back to their dimension a fallen god who could destroy everything in its path. 

Their voyage leads them to the desert, where they must explore a mysterious pyramid guarded by 

Endermen... (STL263148) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 104pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231194 

ANIMAL CASTLE VOL 2 #3 CVR A DELEP CAESAR & MISS B DANCING ( 

(W) Xavier Dorison (A/CA) Felix Delep 

On the Farm, all animals were equal. In the Castle, some are more equal than others. 

Animal Castle Vol. 2 picks up shortly aQer the events of Vol. 1 with Miss B trying to convince the 

animals not to give in to violence, in order to put an end to Silvio's reign... 

Seeing that the animals are more tenacious than he ever expected, Silvio has Miss B put in solitary. 

And while that may not break her spirit, it may have consequences that will affect her family forever. 

And as the struggle con#nues, the president must consider giving the animals what they want…but 

that doesn't mean he won't give it to them on his own twisted terms. (STL274255) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231195 

ANIMAL CASTLE VOL 2 #3 CVR B DELEP LAUGHING SILVIO (MR) 

(W) Xavier Dorison (A/CA) Felix Delep 

On the Farm, all animals were equal. In the Castle, some are more equal than others. 

Animal Castle Vol. 2 picks up shortly aQer the events of Vol. 1 with Miss B trying to convince the 

animals not to give in to violence, in order to put an end to Silvio's reign... 

Seeing that the animals are more tenacious than he ever expected, Silvio has Miss B put in solitary. 

And while that may not break her spirit, it may have consequences that will affect her family forever. 

And as the struggle con#nues, the president must consider giving the animals what they want…but 

that doesn't mean he won't give it to them on his own twisted terms. (STL274256) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY231199 

MIGHTY BARBARIANS #4 CVR A JUSTIN MASON (MR) 

(W) Michael Moreci (A) Giuseppe Cafaro (CA) Jus#n Mason 

From the writer of Barbaric comes the world-hopping, skull-crushing adventures of The Mighty 

Barbarians! 

They're barbarians. They loot, they plunder, they conquer. That's what they do, and they do it 

alone... un#l NOW! 

Besieged on all sides, the intrepid team of mighty barbarians have one hope: that another hero who 

has already been taken by the evil Aleph and their creators can be freed from the spell cast upon 

him... and absolutely obliterate everything and anything in his path. Kull and crew will cross paths 

and swords with a true legend in hopes that he becomes an ally. Enter Thongor! 

Before The Avengers, The Jus#ce League, The X-Men, before it all... stood The Mighty Barbarians! 

(STL274260) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231200 

MIGHTY BARBARIANS #4 CVR B RODNEY BUCHEMI (MR) 

(W) Michael Moreci (A) Giuseppe Cafaro (CA) Rodney Buchemi 

From the writer of Barbaric comes the world-hopping, skull-crushing adventures of The Mighty 

Barbarians! 

They're barbarians. They loot, they plunder, they conquer. That's what they do, and they do it 

alone... un#l NOW! 

Besieged on all sides, the intrepid team of mighty barbarians have one hope: that another hero who 

has already been taken by the evil Aleph and their creators can be freed from the spell cast upon 

him... and absolutely obliterate everything and anything in his path. Kull and crew will cross paths 

and swords with a true legend in hopes that he becomes an ally. Enter Thongor! 

Before The Avengers, The Jus#ce League, The X-Men, before it all... stood The Mighty Barbarians! 

(STL274261) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231201 

MIGHTY BARBARIANS #4 CVR C DIEGO BONESSO (MR) 

(W) Michael Moreci (A) Giuseppe Cafaro (CA) Diego Bonesso 



From the writer of Barbaric comes the world-hopping, skull-crushing adventures of The Mighty 

Barbarians! 

They're barbarians. They loot, they plunder, they conquer. That's what they do, and they do it 

alone... un#l NOW! 

Besieged on all sides, the intrepid team of mighty barbarians have one hope: that another hero who 

has already been taken by the evil Aleph and their creators can be freed from the spell cast upon 

him... and absolutely obliterate everything and anything in his path. Kull and crew will cross paths 

and swords with a true legend in hopes that he becomes an ally. Enter Thongor! 

Before The Avengers, The Jus#ce League, The X-Men, before it all... stood The Mighty Barbarians! 

(STL274262) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231202 

MIGHTY BARBARIANS #4 CVR D CASAS HOMAGE (MR) 

(W) Michael Moreci (A) Giuseppe Cafaro (CA) Fritz Casas 

From the writer of Barbaric comes the world-hopping, skull-crushing adventures of The Mighty 

Barbarians! 

They're barbarians. They loot, they plunder, they conquer. That's what they do, and they do it 

alone... un#l NOW! 

Besieged on all sides, the intrepid team of mighty barbarians have one hope: that another hero who 

has already been taken by the evil Aleph and their creators can be freed from the spell cast upon 

him... and absolutely obliterate everything and anything in his path. Kull and crew will cross paths 

and swords with a true legend in hopes that he becomes an ally. Enter Thongor! 

Before The Avengers, The Jus#ce League, The X-Men, before it all... stood The Mighty Barbarians! 

(STL274263) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231208 

TRAVELING TO MARS #8 CVR A MELI (MR) 

(W) Mark Russell (A/CA) Roberto Meli 

The Erinhon arrives on Mars, but unforeseen circumstances threaten Roy's mission. (STL274269) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY231209 

TRAVELING TO MARS #8 CVR B MIKI MONTLLO (MR) 

(W) Mark Russell (A) Roberto Meli (CA) Miki Montllo 

The Erinhon arrives on Mars, but unforeseen circumstances threaten Roy's mission. (STL274270) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231210 

TRAVELING TO MARS #8 CVR C EMANUELE GIZZI (MR) 

(W) Mark Russell (A) Roberto Meli (CA) Emanuele Gizzi 

The Erinhon arrives on Mars, but unforeseen circumstances threaten Roy's mission. (STL274271) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231211 

TRAVELING TO MARS #8 CVR D MCKEE HOMAGE (MR) 

(W) Mark Russell (A) Roberto Meli (CA) Brent McKee 

The Erinhon arrives on Mars, but unforeseen circumstances threaten Roy's mission. (STL274272) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231215 

IDHUN CHRONICLES GN VOL 01 RESISTANCE SEARCH 

(W) Laura Gallego, Andrés Carrión Mora#nos (A/CA)  Studio Fenix 

Experience the hit anime NeVlix show as a graphic novel series! 

A boy suddenly orphaned fights his parents' killer to save a planet and discovers a new world of 

danger…and wonder. 

Jack, a teenager from Earth, has a dire premoni#on: something is wrong. However, he cannot 

imagine the change he will experience in his life when he gets back home. There he finds his parents 

have died and is transported by two mysterious strangers to a magical world. Together with Victoria, 

a girl he has just met, he will start a fight of unexpected propor#ons. Their fate will be inexorably 



linked to the Resistance, a small group figh#ng for the freedom of a world called Idhún. Will he be 

able to restore the lost peace? 

A story that mixes adventure, magic and love, and which shows values such as overcoming 

difficul#es, courage and uncondi#onal friendship. (STL196635) (SEP211133) 

HC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231216 

IDHUN CHRONICLES GN VOL 02 RESISTANCE REVELATION 

(W) Laura Gallego, Andrés Carrión Mora#nos (A/CA) Estudio Fenix 

Experience the hit anime NeVlix show as a graphic novel series! 

Alsan, now Alexander, has returned to Earth and wants to re-organize the Resistance. He must locate 

Jack and Victoria and prepare them to fight. What dangerous adventures will they be involved in this 

#me? The graphic novel based on Laura Gallego's books con#nues on in the fight for peace in the 

world of Idhun. (STL223600) (MAY221080) 

HC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231217 

TALES OF THE CITY GN (MR) 

(W) Armistead Maupin, Isabelle Bauthian (A/CA) Sandrine Revel 

A CLASSIC OF LGBTQ LITERATURE THAT HAS BECOME A CULT SENSATION! 

THE HEROES OF THIS ENCHANTING GROUP HAVE BEEN ENJOYED BY MILLIONS OF READERS 

WORLDWIDE! Adapted on TV (BBC), Limited Series (NeVlix), Theater...and now in graphic novel form 

for the first #me! 

San Francisco, 28 Barbary Lane, Anna Madrigal runs a boarding house. She welcomes people who 

have nowhere else to go: the misfits. This matriarch is known for her unending kindness and her 

superb marijuana crop. The novel starts with the arrival of Mary Ann Singleton, a prudish, naïve, 

young woman who escaped her dull Ohio hometown for San Francisco. She seNles in with her other 

fellow tenants: Michael "Mouse," a personable young gay man, Brian Hawkins, an incorrigible Don 

Juan, and Mona Ramsey, a young hippyish bisex-ual. (STL208283) (JAN221091) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 132pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231218 

ZEROCALCARES FORGET MY NAME GN (MR) 

(W/A/CA)  Zerocalcare 



Zerocalcare original animated series "Tear Along The DoNed Line" debuts on NeVlix WORLDWIDE 

November 17th! 

When the last ves#ges of his childhood are taken from him, Zerocalcare discovers unsuspected se-

crets about his family. Torn between the soothing numbness of the innocence of youth and the im-

possibility to elude society's ever expanding control over people's lives, he'll have to understand 

where he really comes from, before he understands where he is going. 

A story that was shortlisted for Italy's pres#gious Strega literary award, a honor that was be-stowed 

on a graphic novel only twice in the award's history. This is the book that has broken down the 

barrier between "real book" readers and graphic novel enthusiasts in Europe, having sold over 

150,000 copies so far. (STL215455) (DEC211194) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231219 

ZEROCALCARES TENTACLES AT MY THROAT GN (MR) 

(W)  Zerocalcare 

Tentacles at My Throat is a coming-of-age story set in three different moments of Zerocalcare's life: 

primary school, junior high, and his adult life. It is a complete story told in three parts; three 

moments that have in common that all-too-familiar feeling of having tentacles at one's throat. 

Three friends, their schoolgrounds, and a secret. And fiQeen years later, the discovery that they all 

thought there was only one secret, but each had their own. And there was one more, bigger than the 

others, that none were aware of. 

This is Zerocalcare's second graphic novel, the one that made him stand out as an intelligent, 

delicate, merciless narrator when it comes to describing his own weaknesses, which could in fact be 

everyone's. An honest, touching, intense story with a bit of Stand By Me thrown in for good measure, 

it's the book that made Zerocalcare a na#onal success story in 2012 in Italy. The book has been 

reprinted nineteen #mes since its ini#al release, surpassing the 120,000 copies sold mark. 

Zerocalcare's original animated series "Tear Along the DoNed Line" debuted on NeVlix WORLDWIDE 

November 17, 2021. Season Two currently in produc#on! (STL237380) (OCT221290) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231220 

FRIDAY FOSTER COLLECTED HC 

(W) Jim Lawrence (A) Jorge Longaron, Gray Morrow 

The Friday Foster comic strip is the story of a former nightclub "camera bunny" turned 

photographer's assistant turned fashion model.  With an innate inclina#on to help others and a 



natural beauty that makes her a magnet for men, Friday oQen finds herself in some very s#cky 

situa#ons and world-class adventures.  The strip is generally cited as the first mainstream (i.e. 

na#onally syndicated) comic strip starring a black character in the #tle role and features a mixture of 

adventure and romance, oQen with social commentary thrown in for good measure. The strip ran 

from 1970-1974. (STL150842) (FEB201364) 

HC, 9x12, 304pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY231221 

COCAINE COAST GN (MR) 

(W) Luis Bustos, Nacho Carretero (A/CA) Luis Bustos 

A TRUE STORY and expose on Drug Trafficking in Europe! Now a hit NeVlix show! 

In Cocaine Coast, journalist Nacho Carretero and Luis Bustos tell the incredible true story of how a 

sleepy, unassuming corner of Spain became the cocaine gateway into Europe from Colombia, 

exposing a new genera#on of criminals, cartels and corrupt officials, more efficient and ruthless than 

any who came before.  

A docu-graphic novel, with lots of ac#on and adventure, Cocaine Coast tells us about the violent 

past, present and future of drug trafficking in Europe. (STL167351) (DEC201105) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 128pgs, 2C SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231222 

VIRTUAL HERO GN 

(W) Ruben "Rubius" Doblas (A/CA) Maria Dolores Aldea 

An epic story, full of ac#on, inspired by the world of videogames: MinecraQ, Pokémon, and more… 

Imagine being trapped in a video game universe! Your fate is in the hands of a villain! Friends in 

danger! Become the VIRTUAL HERO! 

 

Rubius, a well-known gamer and Youtuber, is one of 100 players selected to try a new experimental 

virtual-reality device, the ORV. Directly connected to the brain's neuronal network, the ORV thrusts 

one into a vast virtual universe of video games called the Gamers Worlds and in which everything 

seems just as real as life itself. Something goes wrong and Rubius finds himself a virtual hero, 

trapped, he must fight to free himself, rescue the girl of his dreams and overcome the enigma#c evil 

troll mask that holds their fate and that of the Gamers Worlds in his hands! An adventure full of 

unexpected turns, treachery, friendship, video game worlds of all kinds and, last but not least, love! 

(STL182052) (MAY211062) 

SC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 



MAY231223 

SPACE PIRATE CAPTAIN HARLOCK HC VOL 01 

(W) Leiji Matsumoto (A/CA) Jerome Alquie 

From the legendary Leiji Matsumoto, along with Jérôme Alquié  , comes an epic new story!  

 

Set within the #meline of the original series, this brand-new Captain Harlock ad-venture marks the 

beginning of a new story arc. Planet Earth is threatened by an upcoming invasion by the Mazon and 

despite being banished as a pirate, Captain Harlock won't give up trying to save the world. This #me, 

the source of danger comes directly from Earth, not outer space. A team of scien#sts discovers a Ma-

zon mausoleum where they find informa#on about terrifying gene#c manipula-#ons and a 

destruc#ve power capable of either providing the Mazon with immor-tality or puYng an end to their 

civiliza#on. The unprecedented cold spell hiYng Earth might only be a taste of what this new enemy 

has in store... 

 

Will Captain Harlock and his crew manage to solve this mystery and save the Earth from yet another 

menace? 

 

Bonus:  Includes behind the scenes sketches, designs, art and photos on the crea-#on of the story.  

Also contains a complete cover gallery! (STL204545) (NOV211026) 

HC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

FRANK MILLER PRESENTS LLC 

 

MAY231224 

FRANK MILLERS PANDORA TP AWAKENING 

(W) Chris Silvestri, Anthony Maranville (A) Emma Kubert 

What if you could have everything you ever wanted, but it was at everyone else’s expense. 

 

Drawn to a relic that can deliver her hearts desires, Annabeth Dean uses this power in an aNempt to 

recreate the world and fill her empty life with friendship and love. But the power comes at a price 

and he “perfect world” is replacing the real one around us. 

 

Annabeth now has all she’s ever wanted, but her beNer place is an invasion… and she’s the gateway 

to the end of the world. Only she can stop it, but to do so, she must sacrifice everything she loves… 

(STL274531) 

SC, 6x9, 200pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 



 

MAY231225 

ANCIENT ENEMIES #5 (OF 6) CVR A BEYRUTH 

(W) Dan DiDio (A) Danilo Beyruth (CA) Danilo Beyruth & Various 

In this penul#mate issue, The Djinni's ship is revealed as the Greater Good release an army of alien 

warriors hellbent on conquering Earth.  Meanwhile the ci#es of Americana and Citadel begin 

choosing sides in prepara#on for the final baNle between Djinni and First Responder. (STL275796) 

40pgs, FC (5 of 6) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231226 

ANCIENT ENEMIES #5 (OF 6) CVR B ALIEN MUTANT BIG SISTERS 

(W) Dan DiDio (A) Danilo Beyruth (CA) Danilo Beyruth & Various 

In this penul#mate issue, The Djinni's ship is revealed as the Greater Good release an army of alien 

warriors hellbent on conquering Earth.  Meanwhile the ci#es of Americana and Citadel begin 

choosing sides in prepara#on for the final baNle between Djinni and First Responder. (STL275797) 

40pgs, FC (5 of 6) SRP: $5.99 

 

OPUS COMICS 

 

MAY231227 

GENE SIMMONS DOMINATRIX #1 (OF 4) CVR A BALENT 

(W) Holly Interlandi (A) S. L. Gallant, Maria Keane (CA) Jim Balent 

From the mind of the legendary Gene Simmons comes an ac#on epic flavored with fe#sh fantasy! 

Dominique Stern is used to making people hurt-but they always ask for it first. When one of her 

sessions is interrupted by mysterious agents who seem to have hyper-strength, Dom's narrow escape 

leads her down the rabbit hole of a global conspiracy. Based on a story by Gene Simmons with scripts 

by Holly Interlandi (Cradle of Filth) and art by S L Gallant & Maria Keane (G.I. Joe: A Real American 

Hero). (STL275750) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231230 

FRANK FRAZETTA TALES OF SCIENCE FANTASY #2 CVR A FRAZETTA 

(W) Aaron John Gregory (A) Sedat Oezgen (CA) Frank FrazeNa 



The quarterly anthology series returns, with each issue focusing on another masterpiece by the 

godfather of fantasy art, Frank FrazeNa. In this story, inspired by the pain#ng "Requiem for a Shark," 

writer Aaron Gregory (Godzilla: Rage Across Time) and Swedish ar#st Henrik Jonsson (The Phantom) 

chronicle a family of villagers who find themselves cap#ves on a ship of cannibal pirates. Not for the 

squeamish, mateys! (STL275746) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231233 

FRANK FRAZETTA DEATH DEALER #15 CVR A STAPLES 

(W) Mitch Iverson (A) Axel Medellin (CA) Greg Staples 

Writer of indie hit Never Never Mark McCann and ar#sts Axel Medellin and Luis Antonio Delgado 

bring "The War of the Horsemen" to its bloody conclusion! (STL275729) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231234 

FRANK FRAZETTA DEATH DEALER #15 CVR B FRAZETTA 

(W) Mitch Iverson (A) Axel Medellin (CA) Frank FrazeNa 

Writer of indie hit Never Never Mark McCann and ar#sts Axel Medellin and Luis Antonio Delgado 

bring "The War of the Horsemen" to its bloody conclusion! (STL275730) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231238 

FRANK FRAZETTA MOTHMAN #3 (OF 5) CVR A MUTTI 

(W) Tim Hedrick (A) Andrea MuY, Gigi Baldassini (CA) Andrea MuY 

From 1966 to 1967 in Point Pleasant, West Virginia, several witnesses reported seeing a man-sized, 

winged creature with glowing red eyes. Circa 1980, Frank FrazeNa painted his iconic work 

"Mothman." Now you will learn the truth-and it's weird. Emmy nominee Tim Hedrick (Avatar: The 

Last Airbender) and ar#st Andrea MuY (Bri#sh Paranormal Society) bring you the latest expansion of 

the FrazeNaVerse! (STL275735) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231239 

FRANK FRAZETTA MOTHMAN #3 (OF 5) CVR B OEZGEN 

(W) Tim Hedrick (A) Andrea MuY, Gigi Baldassini (CA) Sedat Oezgen 



From 1966 to 1967 in Point Pleasant, West Virginia, several witnesses reported seeing a man-sized, 

winged creature with glowing red eyes. Circa 1980, Frank FrazeNa painted his iconic work 

"Mothman." Now you will learn the truth-and it's weird. Emmy nominee Tim Hedrick (Avatar: The 

Last Airbender) and ar#st Andrea MuY (Bri#sh Paranormal Society) bring you the latest expansion of 

the FrazeNaVerse! (STL275736) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231243 

SANJULIAN QUEEN LOST WORLD #3 CVR A OLIVETTI 

(W) John Reppion, Leah Moore (A) Silvia Califano (CA) Ariel OliveY 

Legendary Spanish ar#st Sanjulián is known throughout the world for his beau#ful and haun#ng 

covers for Creepy, Eerie, Famous Monsters, Vampirella, and many more. Now his most vivid pain#ngs 

are coming to life in QUEENS OF THE LOST WORLD, in this collabora#on with the master himself! 

WriNen by Leah Moore & John Reppion (Doctor Who) with art by Silvia Califano (Star Trek: Year Five), 

this ongoing series features characters inspired by iconic pain#ngs like Dragon Queen, Warrior, and 

Glass of Death in a thrilling fantasy adventure! (STL275753) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231244 

SANJULIAN QUEEN LOST WORLD #3 CVR B SANJULIAN 

(W) John Reppion, Leah Moore (A) Silvia Califano (CA)  Sanjulian 

Legendary Spanish ar#st Sanjulián is known throughout the world for his beau#ful and haun#ng 

covers for Creepy, Eerie, Famous Monsters, Vampirella, and many more. Now his most vivid pain#ngs 

are coming to life in QUEENS OF THE LOST WORLD, in this collabora#on with the master himself! 

WriNen by Leah Moore & John Reppion (Doctor Who) with art by Silvia Califano (Star Trek: Year Five), 

this ongoing series features characters inspired by iconic pain#ngs like Dragon Queen, Warrior, and 

Glass of Death in a thrilling fantasy adventure! (STL275754) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231248 

WITHIN TEMPTATION #2 (OF 3) CVR A ALESSIO 

(W) Marieke Nijkamp (A)  Montos (CA) Agus#n Alessio 

The warrior Galatea has leQ her life of baNle behind. Now, as the Matriarch, she is the most powerful 

person on the planet... but how much does she really know? The return of someone from Galatea's 

past will make her ques#on everything she thought she understood. The sprawling sci-fi story based 

on the music of Within Tempta#on con#nues! 30 pages of story! (STL275761) 

40pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $6.66 



 

MAY231250 

DEATHGASM #2 (OF 4) CVR A FOX 

(W) Jason Howden, Pete Bune (A) Carlos Olivares (CA) Russell Fox 

New Zealand writer/director Jason Lei Howden (Guns Akimbo) returns to his cult horror-comedy for 

another blood-spaNering good #me! Deathgasm has reformed and gone on tour to take out every 

damn demon they can. But will the band survive the out-of-this-world terror of the Kaihoro Food and 

Music Fes#val? 30 pages of story! (STL252134) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #11 (NOV221719) 

40pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $6.66 

 

COMICS · GRAPHIC NOVELS · PRINT 

 

DARK HORSE COMICS 

 

MAY231253 

ALL EIGHT EYES #4 (OF 4) CVR A KOWALSKI 

(W) Steve Foxe (A/CA) Piotr Kowalski 

Now that Vin knows the truth about “Reynolds,” he’s determined to help track down the spider who 

took everything from him. But they’re not alone in their descent into the beast’s lair, as a self-

interested poli#cian jeopardizes their hunt. Fangs fly in the gory conclusion to this creepy-crawly 

creature-feature! (STL273988) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231254 

ALL EIGHT EYES #4 (OF 4) CVR B SIMMONDS 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Piotr Kowalski (CA) Mar#n Simmonds 

Now that Vin knows the truth about "Reynolds," he's determined to help track down the spider who 

took everything from him. But they're not alone in their descent into the beast's lair, as a self-

interested poli#cian jeopardizes their hunt. Fangs fly in the gory conclusion to this creepy-crawly 

creature-feature!  

Jaws meets Arachnophobia in a new vision of creature-feature terror from Eisner-nominated writer 

STEVE FOXE (Razorblades: The Horror Magazine) and dread-inspiring ar#st PIOTR KOWALSKI 

(Bloodborne)! (STL273989) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY231255 

AMERICAN GODS TP VOL 03 MOMENT OF STORM (MR) (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Neil Gaiman, P. Craig Russell (A) ScoN Hampton & Various (CA) David Mack 

The bizarre road trip across America con#nues as our heroes gather reinforcements for the imminent 

god war! The new and old gods agree to meet in the center of America to exchange the body of the 

old gods' fallen leader—heading towards inevitable baNle in this final arc to the bestselling comic 

series! Now available as a paperback, the Hugo, Bram Stoker, Locus, World Fantasy, and Nebula 

award-winning novel and hit Starz television series by Neil Gaiman is adapted as a graphic novel! 

Collects issues #1-9 of American Gods: The Moment of the Storm. (STL274049) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US and Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 232pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231256 

AVATAR LAST AIRBENDER AZULA IN SPIRIT TEMPLE TP VOL 00 (C: 1 

(W) Faith Erin Hicks (A) Peter Wartman (CA) Adele Matera 

A brand new stand-alone comics story from the world of Avatar: The Last Airbender! Azula con#nues 

her destabilizing campaign against the Fire Na#on and her brother, Fire Lord Zuko. But aQer a failed 

aNack on her latest target, Azula finds herself in a mysterious forest temple inhabited by a solitary 

monk… or is it something more mysterious? Azula must confront her past, and finally face her chance 

at redemp#on. (STL274052) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Dark Horse - about 25 countries allowed for Avatar and 

Korra comics and trades. 

SC, 6x9, 80pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231257 

BARNSTORMERS #1 CVR A LOTAY 

(W) ScoN Snyder (A/CA) Tula Lotay 

It's 1918— the early days of the barnstorming era, when pilots competed with each other by 

performing deadlier and more wondrous feats, as we've never seen it before. Pilot John Baron is 

back from the frontlines of the war, where he was injured. At eighteen-years-old, he's an adventurer 

who lives his life traveling from town to town in his plane, entertaining folks across the country, most 

of whom have never seen a car, let alone a plane. His world changes when he meets Helen, a young 

woman who shares his passion for avia#on and adventure. They become a traveling act, flying from 

town to town, deligh#ng folks with their an#cs. Helen even becomes John's wing-walker, climbing 

out on the wing of the plane mid-flight to perform death-defying acroba#cs. Along the way they 

bond, confessing their secrets, and begin a romance in this lush, character-driven series that explores 



the early days of avia#on and the evolving rela#onship and romance between two young pilots. 

(STL274067) 

7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231258 

BARNSTORMERS #1 CVR B JOHNSON 

(W) ScoN Snyder (A) Tula Lotay (CA) Dave Johnson 

A high-flying, WW1 adventure story that's an in#mate portrait of love and war—and a medita#on on 

the dangerous level of trust required in both romance and avia#on.  

  

It's 1918 early days of the barnstorming era, when pilots competed with each other by performing 

deadlier and more wondrous feats, as we've never seen it before. Pilot John Baron is back from the 

frontlines of the war, where he was injured. At eighteen-years-old, he's an adventurer who lives his 

life traveling from town to town in his plane, entertaining folks across the country-most of whom 

have never seen a car, let alone a plane. His world changes when he meets Helen, a young woman 

who shares his passion for avia#on and adventure. They become a traveling act, flying from town to 

town, deligh#ng folks with their an#cs. Helen even becomes John's wing-walker, climbing out on the 

wing of the plane mid-flight to perform death-defying acroba#cs. Along the way they bond, 

confessing their secrets, and begin a romance in this lush, character-driven series that explores the 

early days of avia#on and the evolving rela#onship and romance between two young pilots. 

  

This Bonnie and Clyde romp brings together writer ScoN Snyder (We Have Demons) and the breath-

taking illustra#ons of Tula Lotay (Supreme: Blue Rose) — her longest sequen#al work to date. 

(STL274069) 

7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231259 

BARNSTORMERS #1 CVR C LOTAY 

(W) ScoN Snyder (A/CA) Tula Lotay 

A high-flying, WW1 adventure story that’s an in#mate portrait of love and war—and a medita#on on 

the dangerous level of trust required in both romance and avia#on.  

  

It’s 1918--the early days of the barnstorming era, when pilots competed with each other by 

performing deadlier and more wondrous feats, as we’ve never seen it before. Pilot John Baron is 

back from the frontlines of the war, where he was injured. At eighteen-years-old, he’s an adventurer 

who lives his life traveling from town to town in his plane, entertaining folks across the country–most 

of whom have never seen a car, let alone a plane. His world changes when he meets Helen, a young 

woman who shares his passion for avia#on and adventure. They become a traveling act, flying from 



town to town, deligh#ng folks with their an#cs. Helen even becomes John’s wing-walker, climbing 

out on the wing of the plane mid-flight to perform death-defying acroba#cs. Along the way they 

bond, confessing their secrets, and begin a romance in this lush, character-driven series that explores 

the early days of avia#on and the evolving rela#onship and romance between two young pilots. 

  

This Bonnie and Clyde romp brings together writer ScoN Snyder (We Have Demons) and the breath-

taking illustra#ons of Tula Lotay (Supreme: Blue Rose) — her longest sequen#al work to date. 

(STL274079) 

7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231260 

BARNSTORMERS #1 CVR D CARNEVALE 

(W) ScoN Snyder (A) Tula Lotay (CA) Massimo Carnevale 

A high-flying, WW1 adventure story that's an in#mate portrait of love and war—and a medita#on on 

the dangerous level of trust required in both romance and avia#on.  

  

It's 1918 early days of the barnstorming era, when pilots competed with each other by performing 

deadlier and more wondrous feats, as we've never seen it before. Pilot John Baron is back from the 

frontlines of the war, where he was injured. At eighteen-years-old, he's an adventurer who lives his 

life traveling from town to town in his plane, entertaining folks across the country-most of whom 

have never seen a car, let alone a plane. His world changes when he meets Helen, a young woman 

who shares his passion for avia#on and adventure. They become a traveling act, flying from town to 

town, deligh#ng folks with their an#cs. Helen even becomes John's wing-walker, climbing out on the 

wing of the plane mid-flight to perform death-defying acroba#cs. Along the way they bond, 

confessing their secrets, and begin a romance in this lush, character-driven series that explores the 

early days of avia#on and the evolving rela#onship and romance between two young pilots. 

  

This Bonnie and Clyde romp brings together writer ScoN Snyder (We Have Demons) and the breath-

taking illustra#ons of Tula Lotay (Supreme: Blue Rose) — her longest sequen#al work to date. 

(STL274080) 

7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231261 

BARNSTORMERS #1 CVR E FOIL LOTAY VAR 

(W) ScoN Snyder (A/CA) Tula Lotay 

A high-flying, WW1 adventure story that's an in#mate portrait of love and war—and a medita#on on 

the dangerous level of trust required in both romance and avia#on.  



It's 1918 early days of the barnstorming era, when pilots competed with each other by performing 

deadlier and more wondrous feats, as we've never seen it before. Pilot John Baron is back from the 

frontlines of the war, where he was injured. At eighteen-years-old, he's an adventurer who lives his 

life traveling from town to town in his plane, entertaining folks across the country-most of whom 

have never seen a car, let alone a plane. His world changes when he meets Helen, a young woman 

who shares his passion for avia#on and adventure. They become a traveling act, flying from town to 

town, deligh#ng folks with their an#cs. Helen even becomes John's wing-walker, climbing out on the 

wing of the plane mid-flight to perform death-defying acroba#cs. Along the way they bond, 

confessing their secrets, and begin a romance in this lush, character-driven series that explores the 

early days of avia#on and the evolving rela#onship and romance between two young pilots. 

This Bonnie and Clyde romp brings together writer ScoN Snyder (We Have Demons) and the breath-

taking illustra#ons of Tula Lotay (Supreme: Blue Rose) — her longest sequen#al work to date. 

(STL274081) 

7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231264 

BARNSTORMERS #1 CVR H FOC MOON 

(W) ScoN Snyder (A) Tula Lotay (CA) Fábio Moon 

A high-flying, WW1 adventure story that's an in#mate portrait of love and war—and a medita#on on 

the dangerous level of trust required in both romance and avia#on.  

  

It's 1918 early days of the barnstorming era, when pilots competed with each other by performing 

deadlier and more wondrous feats, as we've never seen it before. Pilot John Baron is back from the 

frontlines of the war, where he was injured. At eighteen-years-old, he's an adventurer who lives his 

life traveling from town to town in his plane, entertaining folks across the country-most of whom 

have never seen a car, let alone a plane. His world changes when he meets Helen, a young woman 

who shares his passion for avia#on and adventure. They become a traveling act, flying from town to 

town, deligh#ng folks with their an#cs. Helen even becomes John's wing-walker, climbing out on the 

wing of the plane mid-flight to perform death-defying acroba#cs. Along the way they bond, 

confessing their secrets, and begin a romance in this lush, character-driven series that explores the 

early days of avia#on and the evolving rela#onship and romance between two young pilots. 

  

This Bonnie and Clyde romp brings together writer ScoN Snyder (We Have Demons) and the breath-

taking illustra#ons of Tula Lotay (Supreme: Blue Rose) — her longest sequen#al work to date. 

(STL274084) 

7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231265 

BPRD OMNIBUS TP VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Mike Mignola (A) John Arcudi & Various 

The B.P.R.D. fight to protect the world from the rise of the monstrous Ogdru Hem, as teams hit a 

blizzard-torn Russia and the ruins of both Chicago and New York City. Meanwhile, Liz Sherman fights 

a deranged doctor in Utah, and the young psychic Fenix goes head to head with a monster-

worshiping cult. (STL274050) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 424pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231266 

BREATHERS TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Jus#n Madson 

Even when our own planet can no longer sustain us, humanity clings to life in this thoughVul 

dystopia where a single breath of "fresh" air can kill. Follow the lives of a small cast of survivors as 

they struggle to keep going in a world where the air carries a fatal virus. A detec#ve must baNle his 

own demons; a pair of siblings ques#on the supposed apocalypse when the impossible happens; a 

mother and daughter fight tooth and nail to stay together; and a traveling salesman peddles 

breathing masks, trying to do some good to make up for the sins of his past. In the wake of a growing 

movement that ques#ons whether the virus in the air is real, they are all survivors—they are all 

Breathers. The full nine-issue series and bonus issue #0 are now collected together for the first #me, 

with an aQerword by the creator and an extensive cover gallery. (STL250076) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #10 (OCT220482) 

SC, 7x10, 440pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231267 

CLEAR TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) ScoN Snyder (A) Francis Manapul 

In the not-too-distant future, mankind no longer sees the world as it truly is. The inven#on of 

neurological filters has made it so one can view reality however they may choose—Old Hollywood 

monochrome, zombie apocalypse, anime… the possibili#es are endless. Neo-shamus Sam Dunes is 

one of only a handful who choose to live without a filter. When the death of an old flame reveals foul 

play, Dunes is set on a wild and twis#ng mystery that will take him from the city's deadly underworld 

to the even deadlier heights of wealth and power. Collects Clear #1-3. (STL274091) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231268 

CREEPY ARCHIVES TP VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Archie Goodwin (A) Frank FrazeNa & Various 



Cast your bloodshot eyes and feed your fe#d imagina#on on the deliciously deranged tales of terror 

unearthed from the spine-chilling pages Creepy magazine! Featuring virtuoso turns by comics 

legends Archie Goodwin, Frank FrazeNa, Steve Ditko, Neal Adams, Gray Morrow, and other masters 

of the macabre, Creepy proves that fear can be fun! Collects Creepy issues #11-15 in a value-priced 

paperback edi#on and includes original leNers pages, text features, and ads. (STL274051) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8x11, 288pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231269 

CRITICAL ROLE MIGHTY NEIN ORIGINS LIBRARY ED HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sam Maggs & Various (A) Selina Espiritu, Will Kirkby 

This first of two volumes collects the whimsical, tragic, and some#mes haun#ng backstories of Jester 

Lavorre, Caleb Widogast, Yasha Nydoorin, and NoN the Brave from their eponymous series. Delve 

deep into their pasts and witness what led them to the Mighty Nein. This hardcover collec#on 

features stories and art by fan-favorite CriNer creators, in direct consulta#on with the cast of Cri#cal 

Role! It's a must for any fan's library. (STL274054) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 9x12, 224pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY231270 

DRAGON AGE MISSING TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) George Mann (A) Kieran McKeown & Various (CA) Alvaro Sarraseca 

A new story leading directly into Dragon Age: Dreadwolf, the fourth video game in BioWare's 

legendary fantasy series! Varric Tethras and Lace Harding have a tough job ahead of them. Tasked 

with finding their former friend Solas, the pair find themselves facing down a lot more than they 

bargained for. With a difference of opinion on how to approach their target, and with new enemies 

around every corner, the duo might find they've biNen off more than they can chew. Collects Dragon 

Age: The Missing #1-4. (STL274053) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 88pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231271 

EC ARCHIVES CRIME SUSPENSTORIES TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Al Feldstein, William M Gaines (A) Johnny Craig & Various 

In the years before the Comics Code, no comic mined the noir vein with more shocking impact and 

crea#ve skill than EC Comics' Crime SuspenStories. Featuring vivid tales of larceny, adultery, and 

homicide by comics legends Al Feldstein, Johnny Craig, Graham Ingels, Wally Wood, Jack Davis, 

Harvey Kurtzman, Jack Kamen, and more, Crime SuspenStories remains a lurid landmark in the 

history of comics, and the EC Archives presents these scandalous stories in all their brazen brilliance. 

This value-priced volume collects Crime SuspenStories issues #1-6, including the original stories, ads, 

text pieces, and leNers. (STL274064) (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 8x11, 216pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231272 

GREAT BRITISH BUMP OFF #4 (OF 4) CVR A ALLISON 

(W) John Allison (A) Max Sarin, John Allison 

An Agatha Chris#e-style murder mystery set in the world of English compe##ve baking from Giant 

Days' John Allison and Max Sarin. Breakthroughs occur in the case of the mysterious UK Bakery Tent 

poisoning as Shauna gets closer to solving the mystery while hoping not to get baNered in the 

process. Can she unlock the conspiracy and trap the poisoner in #me, or will they slip through her 

buNery fingers? (STL273990) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231273 

GREAT BRITISH BUMP OFF #4 (OF 4) CVR B DEWEY 

(W) John Allison (A) Max Sarin (CA) Benjamin Dewey 

An Agatha Chris#e-style murder mystery set in the world of English compe##ve baking from Giant 

Days' John Allison and Max Sarin.  

  

Breakthroughs occur in the case of the mysterious UK Bakery Tent poisoning as Shauna gets closer to 

solving the mystery while hoping not to get baNered in the process. Can she unlock the conspiracy 

and trap the poisoner in #me, or will they slip through her buNery fingers? (STL273991) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231274 

GROO IN WILD #1 

(W) Sergio Aragones, Mark Evanier (A/CA) Sergio Aragones 

Groo the Wanderer is back and stupider than ever... which is preNy stupid. In this, his latest mini-

series, he tries to figure out the dumb way human beings aNempt to co-exist with animals on this 

planet. And if we can't figure out how to do that, what chance does the guy with cheese dip for 

brains have? (STL274086) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231275 

HAIRBALL #4 (OF 4) CVR A KINDT 



(W) MaN Kindt (A) Tyler Jenkins (CA) MaN Kindt 

A brand-new supernatural nightmare that's Junji Ito meets Hayao Miyazaki from the Eisner-

nominated creators of Fear Case and Apache Delivery Service. Things take a sharp turn in our horror 

story as the mysteries between the black cat Bes#e and its sinister ways seem to be linked to an 

ancient Egyp#an past. (STL273992) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231276 

HAIRBALL #4 (OF 4) CVR B KINDT 

(W) MaN Kindt (A) Tyler Jenkins (CA) MaN Kindt 

A brand-new supernatural nightmare that's Junji Ito meets Hayao Miyazaki from the Eisner-

nominated creators of Fear Case and Apache Delivery Service.  

  

Things take a sharp turn in our horror story as the mysteries between the black cat Bes#e and its 

sinister ways seem to be linked to an ancient Egyp#an past. (STL273993) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231277 

HANS VOGEL IS DEAD TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Sierra Barnes 

There are some acts that can never truly be forgiven. It's the height of WWII, and the Nazi forces are 

driving through Europe. Decorated German fighter pilot Hans Vogel follows orders and doesn't ask 

ques#ons. It's worked out well for him… so far. But when his plane is shot down in the middle of an 

air raid over London, he is dead before he hits the ground. And that's only the beginning of his 

problems. Sierra Barnes weaves a rich an#-fascist fairytale about the importance of recognizing past 

wrongs, even — especially — when it's easier not to. (STL274101) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 280pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231278 

HELLBOY & BPRD 1957 FROM BELOW ONE-SHOT 

(W) Chris Roberson, Mike Mignola (A) Mike Norton (CA) Laurence Campbell 

Hellboy, Professor BruNenholm, and B.P.R.D. agent Archie Muraro inves#gate an abandoned sawmill 

that is rumored to be haunted. But when they get there, an unexpected discovery reveals an even 

stranger source for the rumors! Hellboy creator Mike Mignola and long#me collaborator Chris 

Roberson team up with ar#st Mike Norton and colorist Dave Stewart for a new story of strange 

doings. (STL228272) 



RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #4 (APR220295) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231279 

HELLBOY AND BPRD SECRET OF CHESBRO HOUSE TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mike Mignola, Christopher Golden (A) Shawn McManus & Various 

Follow Hellboy through haunted houses, to ghostly Budapest, and even into ancient Greece as he 

baNles ghosts, seNles supernatural family feuds, and comes face to face the goddess Aphrodite! 

Rediscover some of the most beloved Hellboy and the B.P.R.D. stories, including The Secret of 

Chesbro House, Night of the Cyclops, Old Man WhiYer, Time is a River and connected short story 

"The Miser's GiQ." (STL274055) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231280 

LONESOME HUNTERS THE WOLF CHILD #3 (OF 4) 

(W/A/CA) Tyler Crook 

From Russ Manning award-winning and Eisner-nominated Harrow County co-creator Tyler Crook 

comes this supernatural fantasy about loss, power, and des#ny. As Howard’s past comes back to 

haunt and hunt him down; he and Lupe try their best to help the wolf beast in the woods from the 

vicious mili#a hot on her tracks. (STL273994) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231281 

LUNAR LODGE #2 

(W) Tyler Marceca (A/CA) Mirko Colak 

Rob was sure his wife Fiona was "stepping out" on him. That's why he followed her to the Lunar 

Lodge. If she was in fact chea#ng on him, he had to see it for himself. But instead of catching Fiona 

engaged in an extramarital rendezvous, Rob found her imprisoned in some secret, subterranean 

extension of the Lodge... along with the rest of the guests. Rob's first ins#nct is to free his cap#ve 

wife... but perhaps there's a good reason why Fiona is locked up in a room fiNed with reinforced 

silver bars. (STL273995) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231282 

MAKING OF ASSASSINS CREED 15TH ANNIV ED HC (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Alex Calvin (A)  UbisoQ,  UbisoQ 

Discover the genesis of each Assassin's Creed game and get an insider's look at the efforts that went 

into crea#ng one the biggest franchises in the video game industry. In observance of Assassin's 

Creed's fiQeen-year anniversary, UbisoQ and Dark Horse Books have teamed up to create an 

extensive examina#on into the crea#on of the award-winning franchise. Featuring gorgeous art from 

over a decade-and-a-half of development, and detailed interviews with the games' past and present 

creators, this is the perfect companion piece for any aspiring Assassin. (STL274107) (C: 0-1-2) 

Art Book, HC, 9x12, 240pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY231283 

MAKING OF ASSASSINS CREED 15TH ANNIV DLX ED HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Alex Calvin (A)  UbisoQ,  UbisoQ 

Discover the genesis of each Assassin's Creed game and get an insider's look at the efforts that went 

into crea#ng one the biggest franchises in the video game industry. In observance of Assassin's 

Creed's fiQeen-year anniversary, UbisoQ and Dark Horse Books have teamed up to create an 

extensive examina#on into the crea#on of the award-winning Assassin's Creed franchise. Featuring 

gorgeous art from over a decade-and-a-half of development, and detailed interviews with the games' 

past and present creators, this is the perfect companion piece for any aspiring Assassin. This deluxe 

features an exclusive cover, a protec#ve slipcase, and a folio containing two gallery-quality lithograph 

prints. (STL274108) (C: 0-1-2) 

Art Book, HC, 9x12, 240pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231284 

MASKERADE #7 (OF 8) CVR A SPRENGELMEYER 

(W) Kevin Smith (A) Andy McElfresh (CA) John Sprengelmeyer 

Maskerade bludgeons her way through the belly of the beast—digging out dirty David DiN on his 

home turf. But Trenchen's terrible tyrant turns the tables and traps our intrepid heroine. Will Felicia 

flourish? Or plunge into even greater peril? (STL273996) 

32pgs, FC (7 of 8) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231285 

MASKERADE #7 (OF 8) CVR B NGU 

(W) Kevin Smith (A) Andy McElfresh (CA) Kael Ngu 

Maskerade bludgeons her way through the belly of the beast—digging out dirty David DiN on his 

home turf. But Trenchen’s terrible tyrant turns the tables and traps our intrepid heroine…Will Felicia 

flourish? Or plunge into even greater peril? (STL273997) 

32pgs, FC (7 of 8) SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY231286 

MASTERS O/T UNIVERSE TP VOL 01 MASTERVERSE (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tim Seeley (A) Sergio Aragones & Various 

A brand-new He-Man and the Masters of the Universe fantasy anthology series featuring art from 

some of the most celebrated names in comics. In the depths of Castle Grayskull, the Sorceress and 

Zodac debate the value of He-Man. To save the life of her champion, the Sorceress must take the 

Cosmic Enforcer on a tour of the mul#verse. Featuring all-news worlds and all-new He-Men! WriNen 

by Masters of the Universe alum Tim Seeley with daring, original visions by Sergio Aragonés, Kelley 

Jones, E.J. Su, Eddie Nunez, Victor Santos, Claudia Balboni, David Rubín, Daniel Lopez, and Fico Ossio. 

Collects Masters of the Universe: Masterverse #1-4. (STL274111) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 104pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231287 

MISS TRUESDALE &THE FALL OF HYPERBOREA #3 (OF 4) CVR A LONER 

(W) Mike Mignola (A/CA) Jesse Lonergan 

Hyperborea is burning, torn asunder by the fury of the first angel. As the city falls, Anum Yassa’s and 

Miss Truesdale’s lives intertwine, and they are drawn to face their des#nies and the wrath of gods. 

Hellboy creator Mike Mignola and ar#st Jesse Lonergan bring the third installment of a new tale of 

ancient Hyperborea! (STL273998) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231288 

MISS TRUESDALE &THE FALL OF HYPERBOREA #3 (OF 4) CVR B CHARR 

(W) Mike Mignola (A) Jesse Lonergan (CA) Elsa Charre#er 

Hyperborea is burning, torn asunder by the fury of the first angel. As the city falls, Anum Yassa’s and 

Miss Truesdale’s lives intertwine, and they are drawn to face their des#nies and the wrath of gods.  

Hellboy creator Mike Mignola and ar#st Jesse Lonergan bring the third installment of a new tale of 

ancient Hyperborea! (STL273999) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231289 

MOB PSYCHO 100 TP VOL 12 (MR) (C: 1-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  One 



Mob knows what it means to be withdrawn and afraid of his own powers, yet he overcame that to 

make real friends. Can he convince Serizawa the same is possible for him, or will their standoff end 

only in destruc#on? Meanwhile, Claw's leader has Sho, the son who turned against him, at his mercy, 

and reveals the secret of his ability as an esper that can turn anyone into one of his psychokine#c 

soldiers… and him into their unbeatable commander! (STL274060) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, US territories, Canada, Australia, and the UK. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY231290 

MONSTER SIZED HELLBOY HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mike Mignola (A) Duncan Fegredo & Various 

Finally, a physical format to fit the scope of the saga! Brought together by Hellboy creator Mike 

Mignola and Dark Horse Books in one giant-sized 1500+ page tome, experience the main Hellboy 

story in the largest format ever as he and the Bureau for Paranormal Research and Defense confront 

things that lurk in the shadows. Collects all the stories and graphic novels contained in Hellboy 

Omnibus Volumes 1-4:  Seed of Destruc#on, Wake the Devil, and "Wolves of St August," "The 

Chained Coffin," and "Almost Colossus" from The Chained Coffin and The Right Hand of Doom; 

Conqueror Worm, Strange Places, Into the Silent Sea, and "The Right Hand of Doom, "Box Full of 

Evil," and "Being Human" from The Right Hand of Doom and B.P.R.D. Being Human; Darkness Calls, 

The Wild Hunt, and The Storm and the Fury, and the short story "The Mole"; Hellboy in Hell Volumes 

1-2, "The Magician and the Snake," and "The Exorcist of Vorsk." (STL274109) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 8x12, 1512pgs, FC SRP: $149.99 

 

MAY231291 

MURDER INC JAGGER ROSE #3 (OF 6) 

(W) Brian Michael Bendis (A/CA) Michael Avon Oeming 

Discover a world in which the five families of organized crime never lost their stranglehold on the 

United States. Now, half the country is a smorgasbord of sex and sin ruled by loyalty and "family 

values" as the rest of the world looks on in awe, rage, or jealousy. Jagger has already proven herself 

one of the greatest assassins of all #me and now The Pope has made her an offer that could upset 

the delicate balance of world power. Is it an offer she can't refuse? This and more shocking secrets 

will be revealed. (STL274000) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231292 

MURDERVALE TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Vicente Cifuentes 



Victor and Sara are going through a rough spell. Stress from work leads to constant arguments, but 

when Victor collapses, the couple decides it's #me to go on a vaca#on—doctor's orders! With no 

des#na#on in mind, they get in the car and drive. They encounter a shopkeeper who tells them 

about a town so remote it isn't even on the map. When they manage to find it, Victor starts to get 

the feeling the town isn't what it seems. Worse yet, Victor's medica#on is causing nightmarish 

hallucina#ons—but what if they're real? Now it's no longer about making sure their rela#onship 

survives—it's about making sure they do! Collects Murdervale Books #1-3. (STL274092) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231293 

ODDLY PEDESTRIAN LIFE CHRISTOPHER CHAOS #2 CVR A ROBLES 

(W) Tate Brombal, Nick Robles (A) Isaac Goodhart (CA) Nick Robles 

Con#nuing to explore the twisted world of Christopher Chaos, we meet a new dark hero who takes 

on the crime-infested streets of New Briar City named Dracula Boy. Is this vigilante an actual vampire, 

or a cape with a grudge to pick? Meanwhile, aQer a memorial takes place for Christopher's school 

crush he comes face-to-face with the fanged monster himself for a bloody confronta#on. 

(STL274001) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231294 

ODDLY PEDESTRIAN LIFE CHRISTOPHER CHAOS #2 CVR B FOIL ROBLES 

(W) Tate Brombal, James TynionIV (A) Isaac Goodhart (CA) Nick Robles 

From the New York Times bestselling and mul#-Eisner award-winning writers of Something is Killing 

the Children, The Department of Truth, and House of Slaughter; and the ar#st on Victor and Nora: A 

Gotham Love Story comes this LGBTQ+ horror-hero coming-of-age series that's Invincible meets 

Doom Patrol.  

 

Con#nuing to explore the twisted world of Christopher Chaos, we meet a new dark hero who takes 

on the crime-infested streets of New Briar City named Dracula Boy. Is this vigilante an actual vampire, 

or a cape with a grudge to pick? Meanwhile, aQer a memorial takes place for Christopher's school 

crush he comes face-to-face with the fanged monster himself for a bloody confronta#on. 

(STL274002) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231295 

ODDLY PEDESTRIAN LIFE CHRISTOPHER CHAOS #2 CVR C JIMENEZ 

(W) James TynionIV, Tate Brombal (A) Isaac Goodhart (CA) Phil Jimenez 



From the New York Times bestselling and mul#-Eisner award-winning writers of Something is Killing 

the Children, The Department of Truth, and House of Slaughter; and the ar#st on Victor and Nora: A 

Gotham Love Story comes this LGBTQ+ horror-hero coming-of-age series that's Invincible meets 

Doom Patrol.  

 

Con#nuing to explore the twisted world of Christopher Chaos, we meet a new dark hero who takes 

on the crime-infested streets of New Briar City named Dracula Boy. Is this vigilante an actual vampire, 

or a cape with a grudge to pick? Meanwhile, aQer a memorial takes place for Christopher's school 

crush he comes face-to-face with the fanged monster himself for a bloody confronta#on. 

(STL274003) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231296 

ODDLY PEDESTRIAN LIFE CHRISTOPHER CHAOS #2 CVR D MOON 

(W) Tate Brombal, James TynionIV (A) Isaac Goodhart (CA) Fábio Moon 

From the New York Times bestselling and mul#-Eisner award-winning writers of Something is Killing 

the Children, The Department of Truth, and House of Slaughter; and the ar#st on Victor and Nora: A 

Gotham Love Story comes this LGBTQ+ horror-hero coming-of-age series that's Invincible meets 

Doom Patrol.  

 

Con#nuing to explore the twisted world of Christopher Chaos, we meet a new dark hero who takes 

on the crime-infested streets of New Briar City named Dracula Boy. Is this vigilante an actual vampire, 

or a cape with a grudge to pick? Meanwhile, aQer a memorial takes place for Christopher's school 

crush he comes face-to-face with the fanged monster himself for a bloody confronta#on. 

(STL274004) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231297 

PANYA MUMMYS CURSE #1 

(W) Chris Roberson (A/CA) Christopher MiNen 

Thousands of years before Hellboy, the B.P.R.D., and Ragna Rok, there was Panya. As a girl in ancient 

Egypt, she witnessed the fall of a dynasty and was giQed—or cursed—with visions of the beginning, 

the end, and the coming of the dragon…   

Mike Mignola and Chris Roberson join crea#ve forces with ar#st Christopher MiNen and colorist 

Michelle Madsen to bring Panya’s story to life. (STL274085) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY231298 

PROJECT MONARCH TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Michael Avon Oeming (A) Victor Santos 

Legendary film director Stanley Bowman has been indoctrinated into a Faus#an deal that has ruined 

his life. He faked the moon landing, manipulated viral celebrity meltdowns, and filmed dozens of 

conspiracies to serve the goals of the Illumina#. But his loyalty gets called into ques#on when he is 

forced to create an occult film so powerful the public will fall under complete control. Only his 

adopted child-star assassins can save him, his family, and expose the truth. Project Monarch was a 

real C.I.A. opera#on and here Eisner award-winning creator Michael Avon Oeming and Victor Santos 

team up for this ac#on sa#re original graphic novel piNed in the world of conspiracy theory. 

(STL274095) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231299 

SAVAGE SQUAD 6 #2 

(W) Robert VendiY, Brockton McKinney (A) Dalts Dalton 

Shaken by a loss, the Savages move deeper into the Chernobyl exclusion zone, keeping their eyes out 

for any lingering Scourge presence. But it quickly becomes apparent that the area’s lethal radia#on is 

the least of their worries. Something is stalking the squad, something hungry. As it closes in, the 

Savages will have to live up to their name, or they’ll never make it out alive. (STL274005) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231300 

SPACE JOB TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) David Goodman (A) Alvaro Sarraseca, Jordi Escuin 

The crew of the SS George H.W. Bush may not be the best in the galaxy, but they're, well… a crew. 

Each day is an exci#ng new adventure in incompetence aboard the Bush. The Captain with self-

centered priori#es spends more #me on space eBay than in command, the Chief Engineer can't even 

fix a chair, the Opera#ons Officer would rather be anywhere else, and the Communica#ons Officer 

only seems to take personal calls. It's a wonder they get anything done at all, but surely they can 

handle a simple cargo run. What could go wrong? Collects Space Job #1-4. (STL274096) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 88pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231301 

STAR WARS HYPERSPACE STORIES #9 (OF 12) CVR A FOWLER (C: 1-0 

(W) Michael Moreci (A) Andrea MuY (CA) Tom Fowler 



Jedi Knight Quinlan Vos arrives on the crime ridden world of Bevana, on a mission that could be the 

key to ending the Clone Wars. But it turns out the defector he’s tracking has more than Dooku’s 

secrets, he’s also made off with a sizeable amount of the count’s fortune!  Now Vos finds himself in a 

lethal race against #me with the deadliest bounty hunter in the Galaxy, Cad Bane! (STL274007) (C: 1-

0-0) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

32pgs, FC (9 of 12) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231302 

STAR WARS HYPERSPACE STORIES #9 (OF 12) CVR B NORD (C: 1-0-0 

(W) Michael Moreci (A) Andrea MuY (CA) Cary Nord 

Jedi Knight Quinlan Vos arrives on the crime ridden world of Bevana, on a mission that could be the 

key to ending the Clone Wars. But it turns out the defector he’s tracking has more than Dooku’s 

secrets, he’s also made off with a sizeable amount of the count’s fortune!  Now Vos finds himself in a 

lethal race against #me with the deadliest bounty hunter in the Galaxy, Cad Bane! (STL274008) (C: 1-

0-0) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

32pgs, FC (9 of 12) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231303 

STAR WARS HYPERSPACE STORIES TP VOL 02 SCUM & VILLAINY (C: 0 

(W) Michael Moreci & Various (A) Ricardo Faccini, French Carlomagno 

Beware the power of the Dark Side! From one end of the galaxy to the other, the forces of evil grow 

stronger. Criminal syndicates scheme in the shadows, while vicious bounty hunters track down the 

guilty and innocent alike. And from the height of the Clone Wars to the darkest days of the 

Resistance, the agents and acolytes of the Sith work #relessly to enact the dark will of their shadowy 

masters. Dark Horse Comics presents four tales of scum and villainy! Collects Star Wars: Hyperspace 

Stories #5-8. (STL274061) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231304 

STAR WARS TALES FROM DEATH STAR HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Cavan ScoN (A) Ingo Romling & Various 

"That's no moon…" Even scaNered and destroyed, the ruins of the Death Star are a sinister place. 

From the destruc#on of Alderaan to the shadow of the Forest Moon, alien creatures, phantom star 

ships, deadly ar#facts, and vengeful spirits all stalk the halls of the infamous space sta#on, as writer 

Cavan ScoN and an all-star team of ar#sts reveal the hidden evils that lurked within charred remains 

of the ul#mate firepower in the universe. (STL274110) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 



 

MAY231305 

STONE STAR TP VOL 02 IN SPOTLIGHT (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Max Dunbar 

The nomadic space sta#on called Stone Star brings gladiatorial entertainment to ports across the 

galaxy. Inside this gargantuan vessel of tournaments and tempta#ons; foragers and fighters struggle 

to survive. A young warrior named Dail has been drawn into the ring and is trying to prove himself in 

the Grand Arena, but there are forces on the sta#on determined to see him destroyed as revenge for 

his father's figh#ng legacy. Stone Star is a prison and a palace. It's a strange and dangerous home to 

orphans, criminals, and stowaways all trying to survive, figh#ng for a bit of fame and fortune before 

their #me runs out. Collects Stone Star: In the Spotlight #1-5, originally published by Comixology 

Originals. (STL274062) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

MAY231306 

SURVIVAL #3 (OF 5) 

(W) Sean Lewis (A) Bryndon EvereN (CA) Tomm Cooker 

The night erupts in flames with blood spilled on both sides, and amidst the carnage of the 

Nosferatu’s aNack, the survivalists begin to learn more about the nature of their enemies. 

Meanwhile, Rasul con#nues to offload more Vlads, and casual#es begin to mount, the bloodsuckers’ 

mission becomes clear: this isn’t a hunt, it’s a Harvest! (STL274006) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231307 

WHERE MONSTERS LIE TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kyle Starks (A) Piotr Kowalski 

A brand-new meta-horror story that's Cabin in the Woods meets Tucker and Dale vs. Evil. Haven't you 

always wondered what slasher monsters—the masked home invasion family, the mindless unkillable 

monster, the serial killer trapped in a doll—what they do for those couple of years in-between their 

murder sprees? They're at Wilmhurst—a gated community in the middle of nowhere where they 

relax—or try to—un#l they get the call to go out and kill again. Connor Hayes survived his first 

slasher in summer camp. A handful of years later he barely escaped a psychopath who built torture 

puzzles for his vic#ms. Since then he's been training and planning for running into these creatures 

again. He's a respected special agent. And now he knows where the monsters lie and he's planning 

for war. Collects Where Monsters Lie #1-4. (STL274097) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 104pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 



MAY231308 

WHISTLEBLOWERS FOUR WHO FOUGHT TO EXPOSE HOLOCAUST TP (C: 0- 

(W) Rafael Medoff (A) Dean R. MoNer 

A compelling nonfic#on graphic novel, set on the stage of World War II, Whistleblowers is the true 

story of 4 courageous individuals who risked their careers—or their lives—to confront the unfolding 

Holocaust. Who were the whistleblowers? A young journalist—and future U.S. senator—who 

exposed the truth of Hitler's plans. A member of Franklin Roosevelt's cabinet who pressured the 

President to grant haven to refugees. An eyewitness to Nazi atroci#es who met with American and 

Bri#sh officials to disclose the death camps. An American civil servant who blew the whistle on 

colleagues who were blocking the rescue of refugees. Acclaimed author Rafael Medoff, co-founder of 

the David Wyman Ins#tute for Holocaust Studies, and award-winning comics creator Dean MoNer 

bring to life these tales of moral courage in the shadow of genocide. (STL274098) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 120pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231309 

WHITE SAVIOR TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Eric Nguyen 

An ancient prophecy foretold of an outsider that would save the peaceful village of Inoki from an 

unstoppable army—a man who would confuse the people at first with his unconven#onal ways, but 

lead them to the light. Nathan Garin, Captain in the United States Army, known for his viciousness in 

baNle on the American fron#er, could be that man… if he weren't such an awful, drunken idiot. Now 

it's up to Japanese-American teacher Todd Parker to warn the good people of Inoki of Garin's true 

nature before he causes the very death and destruc#on they are coun#ng on him to avert! This 

sword-swing sa#re has it all—#me travel, compromising situa#ons, accidental homicide, mistaken 

iden#ty, and, most importantly, laughs. Collects White Savior #1-4. (STL274099) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231310 

WITCHER OMNIBUS TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Bartosz Sztybor, Aleksandra Motyka (A) Marianna Strychowska & Various 

A collec#on of over 300 pages of ac#on, mystery, and suspense with Geralt of Rivia in three 

standalone stories. In Of Flesh and Flame, Dandelion the bard gets Geralt transported to a faraway 

land, plagued by dark forces. In Fading Memories, Geralt is hired by the mayoress of a small town 

where an unusual pack of foglets aNacks children, but something feels off about this new threat. In 

Witch's Lament, a witch burned at the stake haunts Geralt, sending him an ominous warning. And in 

a bonus story, a young nekker takes an unpredictable journey through the woods. Collects the three 

miniseries and the Free Comic Book Day 2021 short story "The Witcher: Once Upon a Time in the 

Woods." (STL274065) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 336pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 



 

IDW PUBLISHING 

 

MAY231311 

ARCA TP 

(W) Van Jensen (A/CA) Jesse Lonergan 

The world burned. When society fell apart, a select group of billionaires had an escape hatch: a 

rocket aimed at the nearest habitable planet, a ship equipped with many of the luxuries of life on 

Earth—why survive if you can't survive in style? Their every need is tended to by teenagers who are 

willing to act as slaves in return for the promise of a new life. This is a good story. But, like so many 

stories, it is not true. Inside a great, sealed survival chamber, one slave—a teenage girl named 

Persephone—discovers that the promised future of comfort is a myth. And with that knowledge, she 

must fight for her survival against the billionaires, who would gladly kill her to protect the hidden 

truth. 

Rated T (STL273330) 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY231312 

BEAUTY OF HORROR TAROT COLORING BOOK (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Alan Robert 

Let Ghouliana and her undead pals guide you through a truly sinister tarot experience filled with 

demons, werewolves, vampires, ancient spirits, and much, much more. This latest addi#on to the 

best-selling Beauty of Horror coloring book series just might be the world's creepiest take on the 

major and minor arcana you've ever seen… A must-have for horror fans! Included in this collec#on 

are 78 pieces of art by famed musician and illustrator Alan Robert, depic#ng each piece of the classic 

tarot in his own fiendish manner. (STL273331) 

MATURE THEMES 

Coloring Book, SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY231313 

BRYNMORE #2 CVR A DAMIEN WORM 

(W) Steve Niles (A/CA) Damien Worm 

Mark Turner has a secret hidden in the basement of the church he’s renova#ng to be his new home. 

He’s not sure what the stone coffin is, what is wriNen on it, or what it may contain, but he plans to 

find out. But between the unfriendly residents of Turner Island and his own demons, is Mark being 

led down a dark path? And who, or what, is Brynmore?!  



Rated T+ (STL273332) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231314 

BRYNMORE #2 CVR B TANGO 

(W) Steve Niles (A) Damien Worm (CA)  Tango 

Mark Turner has a secret hidden in the basement of the church he’s renova#ng to be his new home. 

He’s not sure what the stone coffin is, what is wriNen on it, or what it may contain, but he plans to 

find out. But between the unfriendly residents of Turner Island and his own demons, is Mark being 

led down a dark path? And who, or what, is Brynmore?!  

Rated T+ (STL273333) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231316 

DARK SPACES GOOD DEEDS #3 CVR A RAMSAY (MR) 

(W) Che Grayson (A/CA)  Ramsay, Kelsey 

New kid Cheyenne Rite was this close to finding friends at school aQer a mysterious murder made 

her a social outcast. But what should have been a fun midnight meetup at St. Augus#ne's local park 

has turned into a grim archaeological discovery of the town's obsession with youth and death. 

Cheyenne's only confidant, journalist Jean McKnight, has also started to raise an eyebrow at the 

strange events piling up in the teenager's wake… and she's staking her career on geYng as close to 

the source as possible. 

Mature (STL273335) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231317 

DARK SPACES GOOD DEEDS #3 CVR B BEALS (MR) 

(W) Che Grayson (A)  Ramsay, Kelsey (CA) Elizabeth Beals 

ScoN Snyder’s chilling Dark Spaces anthology con#nues with breakout duo Che Grayson and Kelsey 

Ramsay’s Good Deeds!New kid Cheyenne Rite was this close to finding friends at school aQer a 

mysterious murder made her a social outcast. But what should have been a fun midnight meetup at 

St. Augus#ne’s local park has turned into a grim archaeological discovery of the town’s obsession 

with youth and death. Cheyenne’s only confidant, journalist Jean McKnight, has also started to raise 

an eyebrow at the strange events piling up in the teenager’s wake…and she’s staking her career on 

geYng as close to the source as possible. 



Mature (STL273336) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231318 

DARK SPACES GOOD DEEDS #3 CVR C CAMPBELL (MR) 

(W) Che Grayson (A)  Ramsay, Kelsey (CA) Aaron Campbell 

ScoN Snyder’s chilling Dark Spaces anthology con#nues with breakout duo Che Grayson and Kelsey 

Ramsay’s Good Deeds!New kid Cheyenne Rite was this close to finding friends at school aQer a 

mysterious murder made her a social outcast. But what should have been a fun midnight meetup at 

St. Augus#ne’s local park has turned into a grim archaeological discovery of the town’s obsession 

with youth and death. Cheyenne’s only confidant, journalist Jean McKnight, has also started to raise 

an eyebrow at the strange events piling up in the teenager’s wake…and she’s staking her career on 

geYng as close to the source as possible. 

Mature (STL273337) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231322 

EARTHDIVERS #9 CVR A ALBUQUERQUE (MR) 

(W) Stephen Graham Jones (A) Riccardo Burchielli (CA) Rafael Albuquerque 

New York Times best-selling author Stephen Graham Jones and guest ar#st Riccardo Burchielli 

conclude their three-part Earthdivers Ice Age adventure! Tawny's aNempt to outsmart her Solutrean 

captors with a silent weapon from the future could s#ll pay off, but the chief's latest decree means 

she won't be around to find out. Bound and boarded onto a skin boat headed across ice floes and 

frigid seas, she has one last, unlikely shot at geYng out of this alive: Sharks. Giant, ravenous, 

prehistoric sharks. 

Mature (STL273341) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231323 

EARTHDIVERS #9 CVR B DELPECHE (MR) 

(W) Stephen Graham Jones (A) Riccardo Burchielli (CA) Patricio Delpeche 



New York Times best-selling author and guest ar#st Riccardo Burchielli conclude their three-part 

Earthdivers Ice Age adventure! Tawny's aNempt to outsmart her Solutrean captors with a silent 

weapon from the future could s#ll pay off, but the chief's latest decree means she won't be around 

to find out. Bound and boarded onto a skin boat headed across ice floes and frigid seas, she has one 

last, unlikely shot at geYng out of this alive: SHARKS. Giant, ravenous, prehistoric sharks. 

Mature (STL273342) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231326 

GODZILLA HERE THERE BE DRAGONS #2 CVR A MIRANDA 

(W) Frank Tieri (A/CA) Inaki Miranda 

Sir Francis Drake and his crew have reached the edge of the world… and Godzilla lives there! Rather 

than fear this monstrous "dragon," however, the expedi#on's resident scoundrel Henry Hull sees 

opportunity. He believes that the pirate who was last in possession of a great treasure passed by the 

desert island that Godzilla seemingly protects, and what beNer place to hide a fortune than one 

guarded by a creature most would be too cowardly to go near. But Hull doesn't have #me to plot his 

own expedi#on to liberate the treasure before the Spanish Armada arrives!  

Rated T (STL273345) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231327 

GODZILLA HERE THERE BE DRAGONS #2 CVR B KIRKHAM 

(W) Frank Tieri (A) Inaki Miranda (CA) Tyler Kirkham 

Sir Francis Drake and his crew have reached the edge of the world…and Godzilla lives there! Rather 

than fear this monstrous “dragon,” however, the expedi#on’s resident scoundrel Henry Hull sees 

opportunity. He believes that the pirate who was last in possession of a great treasure passed by the 

desert island that Godzilla seemingly protects, and what beNer place to hide a fortune than one 

guarded by a creature most would be too cowardly to go near. But Hull doesn’t have #me to plot his 

own expedi#on to liberate the treasure before the Spanish Armada arrives! Legends meet in this 

fantas#cal, historical tale from writer Frank Tieri (Absolute Carnage vs. Deadpool) and Inaki Miranda 

(We Live), the crea#ve team behind Old Lady Harley! 

Rated T (STL273346) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231330 

GODZILLA MONSTERS PROTECTORS SUMMER SMASH #1 CVR A SCHOENING 



(W) Erik Burham (A/CA) Dan Schoening 

Ahh, summer vaca#on. Cedric's ready for sunny beaches, cool drinks, and not being at school! 

Nothing could go wrong… short of a Xilien invasion! Between alien aNacks, maybe-evil robots, and 

the return of the scariest monster Cedric's ever had to face, it's going to take him, his friends, and all 

Earth's protectors to fight back! If only they could find Godzilla… An extra-length one-shot 

comple#ng the Godzilla: Monsters & Protectors in the perfect Godzilla adventure for middle graders! 

All Ages (STL273349) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAY231331 

GODZILLA MONSTERS PROTECTORS SUMMER SMASH #1 CVR B LAWRENCE 

(W) Erik Burnham (A) Dan Schoening (CA) Jack Lawrence 

Ahh, summer vaca#on. Cedric’s ready for sunny beaches, cool drinks, and NOT being at school! 

Nothing could go wrong…short of a Xilien invasion! Between alien aNacks, maybe-evil robots, and 

the return of the scariest monster Cedric’s ever had to face, it’s going to take him, his friends, and all 

Earth’s protectors to fight back! If only they could find Godzilla… An extra-length one-shot 

comple#ng the Godzilla: Monsters & Protectors story started in the cri#cally acclaimed Rise Up and 

All Hail the King! series. Reuni#ng Erik Burnham, Dan Schoening, and Luis Antonio Delgado in the 

perfect Godzilla adventure for middle graders! 

ALL AGES (STL273350) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAY231334 

HUNGER AND DUSK #1 CVR A WILDGOOSE (MR) 

(W) Gwendolyn Willow Wilson (A/CA) Chris#an Wildgoose 

Hugo- and World Fantasy Award-winning writer G. Willow Wilson and all-star ar#st Chris Wildgoose 

invite readers to experience love on the brink of ex#nc#on in their new ongoing high fantasy tour de 

force! In a dying world, only humans and orcs remain—mortal enemies baNling for territory and 

poli#cal advantage. But when a group of fearsome ancient humanoids known as the Vangol arrive 

from across the sea, the two struggling civiliza#ons are forced into a fragile alliance to protect what 

they have built. As a gesture of his commitment to the cause—and to the relief of his bride-to-be, 

Faran Stoneback—the most powerful orc overlord, Troth Icemane, sends his beloved cousin Tara, a 

high-ranking young healer, to fight alongside brash human commander Callum BaNlechild and his 

company of warriors. With a crisis looming, the success of this unlikely pair's partnership and the 

survival of their peoples will depend on their ability to unlearn a life#me of antagonis#c ins#ncts 

toward one another… and rise above the s#ng of heartbreak. 

Mature (STL273353) 

MATURE THEMES 



36pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231335 

HUNGER AND DUSK #1 CVR B CHIANG (MR) 

(W) Gwendolyn Willow Wilson (A) Chris#an Wildgoose (CA) Cliff Chiang 

"Hugo- and World Fantasy Award–winning writer G. Willow Wilson (Ms. Marvel, Wonder Woman, 

Poison Ivy) and all-star ar#st Chris Wildgoose invite readers to experience love on the brink of 

ex#nc#on in their new ongoing high fantasy tour de force! In a dying world, only humans and orcs 

remain—mortal enemies baNling for territory and poli#cal advantage. But when a group of fearsome 

ancient humanoids known as the Vangol arrive from across the sea, the two struggling civiliza#ons 

are forced into a fragile alliance to protect what they have built. 

As a gesture of his commitment to the cause—and to the relief of his bride-to-be, Faran Stoneback—

the most powerful orc overlord, Troth Icemane, sends his beloved cousin Tara, a high-ranking young 

healer, to fight alongside brash human commander Callum BaNlechild and his company of warriors. 

With a crisis looming, the success of this unlikely pair’s partnership and the survival of their peoples 

will depend on their ability to unlearn a life#me of antagonis#c ins#ncts toward one another…and 

rise above the s#ng of heartbreak." 

Mature (STL273354) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231336 

HUNGER AND DUSK #1 CVR C WILDGOOSE B&W (MR) 

(W) Gwendolyn Willow Wilson (A/CA) Chris#an Wildgoose 

"Hugo- and World Fantasy Award–winning writer G. Willow Wilson (Ms. Marvel, Wonder Woman, 

Poison Ivy) and all-star ar#st Chris Wildgoose invite readers to experience love on the brink of 

ex#nc#on in their new ongoing high fantasy tour de force! In a dying world, only humans and orcs 

remain—mortal enemies baNling for territory and poli#cal advantage. But when a group of fearsome 

ancient humanoids known as the Vangol arrive from across the sea, the two struggling civiliza#ons 

are forced into a fragile alliance to protect what they have built. 

As a gesture of his commitment to the cause—and to the relief of his bride-to-be, Faran Stoneback—

the most powerful orc overlord, Troth Icemane, sends his beloved cousin Tara, a high-ranking young 

healer, to fight alongside brash human commander Callum BaNlechild and his company of warriors. 

With a crisis looming, the success of this unlikely pair’s partnership and the survival of their peoples 

will depend on their ability to unlearn a life#me of antagonis#c ins#ncts toward one another…and 

rise above the s#ng of heartbreak." 

Mature (STL273355) 

MATURE THEMES 



36pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231337 

HUNGER AND DUSK #1 CVR D SKETCH (MR) 

(W) Gwendolyn Willow Wilson (A) Chris#an Wildgoose (CA)  Sketch Cover 

Hugo- and World Fantasy Award-winning writer G. Willow Wilson (Ms. Marvel, Wonder Woman, 

Poison Ivy) and all-star ar#st Chris Wildgoose invite readers to experience love on the brink of 

ex#nc#on in their new ongoing high fantasy tour de force! In a dying world, only humans and orcs 

remain—mortal enemies baNling for territory and poli#cal advantage. But when a group of fearsome 

ancient humanoids known as the Vangol arrive from across the sea, the two struggling civiliza#ons 

are forced into a fragile alliance to protect what they have built. 

As a gesture of his commitment to the cause—and to the relief of his bride-to-be, Faran Stoneback—

the most powerful orc overlord, Troth Icemane, sends his beloved cousin Tara, a high-ranking young 

healer, to fight alongside brash human commander Callum BaNlechild and his company of warriors. 

With a crisis looming, the success of this unlikely pair's partnership and the survival of their peoples 

will depend on their ability to unlearn a life#me of antagonis#c ins#ncts toward one another…and 

rise above the s#ng of heartbreak. 

Mature (STL273356) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231342 

LOCKE & KEY WELCOME TO LOVECRAFT ANN ED #1 CVR A RODRIGUEZ ( 

(W) Joe Hill (A/CA) Gabriel Rodriguez 

Celebrate the 15th-anniversary since the doors to the Keyhouse first opened with this unique re-

presenta#on of the story that unlocked it all. With one extra-special varia#on: an all-new ending… 

only bad. Courtesy of series creators Joe Hill and Gabriel Rodríguez! Plus, never-before-seen process 

art and other special, celebratory features! 

Mature (STL273361) 

MATURE THEMES 

52pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY231343 

LOCKE & KEY WELCOME TO LOVECRAFT ANN ED #1 CVR B GANE (MR) 

(W) Joe Hill (A) Gabriel Rodriguez (CA) Simon Gane 



Celebrate the 15th anniversary since Keyhouse first opened its doors with this unique re-

presenta#on of the story that unlocked it all. With one extra-special varia#on: an all-new ending… 

only bad. Courtesy of series creators Joe Hill and Gabriel Rodríguez! Plus, never-before-seen process 

art and other special, celebratory features! 

Mature (STL273362) 

MATURE THEMES 

52pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY231344 

LOCKE & KEY WELCOME TO LOVECRAFT ANN ED #1 CVR C HOWARD (MR) 

(W) Joe Hill (A) Gabriel Rodriguez (CA) Zach Howard 

Celebrate the 15th anniversary since Keyhouse first opened its doors with this unique re-

presenta#on of the story that unlocked it all. With one extra-special varia#on: an all-new ending… 

only bad. Courtesy of series creators Joe Hill and Gabriel Rodríguez! Plus, never-before-seen process 

art and other special, celebratory features! 

Mature (STL273363) 

MATURE THEMES 

52pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY231345 

LOCKE & KEY WELCOME TO LOVECRAFT ANN ED #1 CVR D SKETCH (MR) 

(W) Joe Hill (A) Gabriel Rodriguez (CA)  Sketch Cover 

Celebrate the 15th anniversary since Keyhouse first opened its doors with this unique re-

presenta#on of the story that unlocked it all. With one extra-special varia#on: an all-new ending… 

only bad. Courtesy of series creators Joe Hill and Gabriel Rodríguez! Plus, never-before-seen process 

art and other special, celebratory features! 

Mature (STL273364) 

MATURE THEMES 

52pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY231349 

MY LITTLE PONY #15 CVR A EASTER 

(W) Andrea Hannah (A) Abigail Starling (CA) Robin Easter 



It's #me for a Treehouse Makeover! Izzy thinks her old treehouse in Bridlewood would make the 

perfect hangout for her and her bes#es. There's only one problem: someponies, or somecreatures, 

keep messing up the furniture she worked so hard to unicycle. But Izzy is determined to make it 

sparkle, rain or shine! 

All Ages (STL273368) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231350 

MY LITTLE PONY #15 CVR B PINTO 

(W) Andrea Hannah (A) Abigail Starling (CA) Valen#na Pinto 

It’s #me for a TREEHOUSE MAKEOVER! Izzy thinks her old treehouse in Bridlewood would make the 

perfect hangout for her and her bes#es. There’s only one problem: someponies, or somecreatures, 

keep messing up the furniture she worked so hard to unicycle. But Izzy is determined to make it 

sparkle, rain or shine! 

All Ages (STL273369) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231352 

MY LITTLE PONY 40TH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL CVR A OKAFOR 

(W) Sam Maggs & Various (A)  Various (CA) Keisha Okafor 

Forty years ago, BuNerscotch, Blue Belle, Minty, Snuzzle, CoNon Candy, and Blossom cantered onto 

shelves and into the hearts of children everywhere. Now, join IDW as we celebrate decades of 

ponies, toys, and friendship! First, from Sam Maggs and Keisha Okafor, travel back to the '80s in a 

story about four young girls, their My LiNle Pony toys, and the power of friendship and imagina#on 

as they try to save their horse barn from closing. Then, a story from Jeremy Whitley and Amy 

Mebberson, where Sunny Starscout and her pals learn more about Equestrian history and a place 

called Dream Valley. And finally, from Tony Fleecs and Andy Price, in 2023, an aunt and her My LiNle 

Pony-loving niece have to rely on some dusty G1 toys for entertainment when the power goes out. 

All Ages (STL273371) 

100pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY231353 

MY LITTLE PONY 40TH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL CVR B MEBBERSON 

(W) Tony Fleecs & Various (A)  Various (CA) Amy Mebberson 

Forty years ago, BuNerscotch, Blue Belle, Minty, Snuzzle, CoNon Candy, and Blossom cantered onto 

shelves and into the hearts of children everywhere. Now, join IDW as we celebrate decades of 



ponies, toys, and friendship! First, from Sam Maggs and Keisha Okafor, travel back to the '80s in a 

story about four young girls, their My LiNle Pony toys, and the power of friendship and imagina#on 

as they try to save their horse barn from closing. Then, a story from Jeremy Whitley and Amy 

Mebberson, where Sunny Starscout and her pals learn more about Equestrian history and a place 

called Dream Valley. And finally, from Tony Fleecs and Andy Price, in 2023, an aunt and her My LiNle 

Pony-loving niece have to rely on some dusty G1 toys for entertainment when the power goes out. 

All Ages (STL273372) 

100pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY231354 

MY LITTLE PONY 40TH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL CVR C BOUSAMRA 

(W) Tony Fleecs & Various (A)  Various (CA) Rose Bousamra 

Forty years ago, BuNerscotch, Blue Belle, Minty, Snuzzle, CoNon Candy, and Blossom cantered onto 

shelves and into the hearts of children everywhere. Now, join IDW as we celebrate decades of 

ponies, toys, and friendship! First, from Sam Maggs and Keisha Okafor, travel back to the ’80s in a 

story about four young girls, their My LiNle Pony toys, and the power of friendship and imagina#on 

as they try to save their horse barn from closing. Then, a story from Jeremy Whitley and Amy 

Mebberson, where Sunny Starscout and her pals learn more about Equestrian history and a place 

called Dream Valley. And finally, from Tony Fleecs and Andy Price, in 2023, an aunt and her My LiNle 

Pony-loving niece have to rely on some dusty G1 toys for entertainment when the power goes out. 

All Ages (STL273373) 

100pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY231358 

MY LITTLE PONY BEST OF PINKIE PIE 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Brenda Hickey 

Join this celebra#on of the silliest, most cheerful pony around! From launching the Fes#val of the 

Two Sisters to helping a clown find his smile, revisit the gags and giggles that make Pinkie Pie the life 

of the party! Collec#ng My LiNle Pony: Friendship Is Magic #86, #94, and #95, and My LiNle Pony: 

Micro-Series #5. 

All Ages (STL273377) 

100pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAY231359 

MY LITTLE PONY CAMP BIGHOOF #1 CVR A SHERRON 

(W) Stephanie Cooke (A/CA) Kate Sherron 



Welcome, campers, to Camp Bighoof! The Mane 5 have taken over an old camp, named aQer the 

elusive Bighoof creature (Bridlesquatch if you’re a unicorn, Yaku# if you’re a Pegasus), to teach fillies 

and colts about their powers. Plus, arts & craQs with Izzy, singing with Pipp, obstacle courses with 

Zipp, what could be beNer?! Surely nothing could go wrong, right? Right?! 

All Ages (STL273378) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231360 

MY LITTLE PONY CAMP BIGHOOF #1 CVR B HAINES 

(W) Stephanie Cooke (A) Kate Sherron (CA) Natalie Haines 

Welcome, campers, to Camp Bighoof! The Mane 5 have taken over an old camp, named aQer the 

elusive Bighoof creature (Bridlesquatch if you’re a unicorn, Yaku# if you’re a Pegasus), to teach fillies 

and colts about their powers. Plus, arts & craQs with Izzy, singing with Pipp, obstacle courses with 

Zipp, what could be beNer?! Surely nothing could go wrong, right? RIGHT?! 

All Ages (STL273379) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231363 

ROCKETEER IN THE DEN OF THIEVES #1 CVR A RODRIGUEZ 

(W) Stephen Mooney (A) David Messina (CA) Gabriel Rodriguez 

The Rocketeer is grounded! AQer Cliff and BeNy's adventures in Europe—with Cliff losing the Great 

Race but saving the day—he and BeNy return home with a busted jet pack and a fully repaired 

rela#onship! They're as happy as they've ever been…but paradise doesn't last long! An elite band of 

Nazis, foiled in the past by their aNempts to construct their own jet packs, decide on a new tac#c: 

kidnapping the only person who can enable them to create their very own fleet of Rocketeers... Cliff's 

beloved friend and mentor Peevy! 

All Ages (STL273382) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231364 

ROCKETEER IN THE DEN OF THIEVES #1 CVR B MESSINA 

(W) Stephen Mooney (A/CA) David Messina 

The Rocketeer is grounded! AQer Cliff and BeNy's adventures in Europe—with Cliff losing the Great 

Race but saving the day—he and BeNy return home with a busted jet pack and a fully repaired 

rela#onship! They're as happy as they've ever been…but paradise doesn't last long! An elite band of 

Nazis, foiled in the past by their aNempts to construct their own jet packs, decide on a new tac#c: 



kidnapping the only person who can enable them to create their very own fleet of Rocketeers...Cliff's 

beloved friend and mentor Peevy! 

WriNen by the creator of Rocketeer: The Great Race and Half Past Danger, Stephen Mooney! 

All Ages (STL273383) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231365 

ROCKETEER IN THE DEN OF THIEVES #1 CVR C SKETCH CVR 

(W) Stephen Mooney (A) David Messina (CA)  Sketch Cover 

The Rocketeer is grounded! AQer Cliff and BeNy's adventures in Europe—with Cliff losing the Great 

Race but saving the day—he and BeNy return home with a busted jet pack and a fully repaired 

rela#onship! They're as happy as they've ever been…but paradise doesn't last long! An elite band of 

Nazis, foiled in the past by their aNempts to construct their own jet packs, decide on a new tac#c: 

kidnapping the only person who can enable them to create their very own fleet of Rocketeers...Cliff's 

beloved friend and mentor Peevy! 

WriNen by the creator of Rocketeer: The Great Race and Half Past Danger, Stephen Mooney! 

All Ages (STL273384) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231367 

SECOND FAKE DEATH OF EDDIE CAMPBELL & FATE OF THE ARTIST HC 

(W/A/CA) Eddie Campbell 

Eddie Campbell is not himself. But these days, who is? It's meta-fic#onal mystery and mischief as the 

award-winning ar#st of From Hell sets out to find his own imposter.  

Plus, on the flipside: a deluxe new presenta#on of The Fate of the Ar#st, Eddie Campbell's classic 

work of graphic meta-memoir! SIDE A: The Second Fake Death of Eddie Campbell, by Eddie Campbell, 

is a spiritual sequel to his acclaimed graphic novel The Fate of the Ar#st. Many years later, during an 

endless COVID lockdown in which everybody wears a mask and needs a haircut, Eddie's wife is 

certain that he has been supplanted by an imposter. She hires a detec#ve to solve the mystery, and 

what follows — interspersed with Campbell's trademark wry anecdotes, dreams, parodic pas#ches, 

and pandemic peccadilloes — is a thrilling inves#ga#on that builds to a car chase and a violent 

conclusion. SIDE B: The Fate of the Ar#st: In an autobiography, the author and the subject are the 

same person… but now they've both gone missing. The Fate of the Ar#st is a complex weaving of 

different strains of inven#on including a mock prose detec#ve story, an imaginary Sunday comic strip, 

a mock fumeY-style interview with the author's daughter, intertwined with Campbell's beloved 

brand of autobiographical comic storytelling.  

Rated T (STL273386) 



HC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231368 

SHELLEY FRANKENSTEIN TP BOOK 01 COWPIGGY 

(W/A/CA) Colleen Madden 

Launching a new graphic novel series for young middle-grade readers! Shelley Frankenstein is the 

great-great-great-granddaughter of a preNy famous mad scien#st. She loves to be scared, and tries to 

make creepy creatures to spook all her friends… but all her experiments seem to backfire. The other 

kids love her adorable crea#ons. What a disappointment! Finally Shelley and her liNle 

brother/assistant, Iggy, stumble upon a haunted graveyard that gives them an idea for the ul#mate 

monster. Throw in a couple abandoned toy animals, and behold… Cowpiggy! Will this new crea#on 

send everyone running in terror, like a proper monster? Or will love and cuteness triumph? 

(STL273387) 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY231369 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #63 CVR A DUTREIX 

(W) Evan Stanley, Ian Flynn (A) Aaron Hammerstrom, Adam Bryce Thomas (CA) Gigi Dutreix 

Stuck in the past with no clear direc#ve, Silver decides to spend some #me with the Diamond CuNers 

and their new member. But he's too busy being star-struck over Whisper to no#ce that he's 

interrup#ng their training! Elsewhere, Sonic takes Blaze sightseeing so she can enjoy her vaca#on. 

All Ages (STL273388) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231370 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #63 CVR B GRAHAM 

(W) Ian Flynn, Evan Stanley (A) Adam Bryce Thomas, Aaron Hammerstrom (CA) Reggie Graham 

Stuck in the past with no clear direc#ve, Silver decides to spend some #me with the Diamond CuNers 

and their new member. But he’s too busy being star-struck over Whisper to no#ce that he’s 

interrup#ng their training! Elsewhere, Sonic takes Blaze sightseeing so she can enjoy her vaca#on. 

All Ages (STL273389) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231372 

STAR TREK #10 CVR A FEEHAN 



(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A/CA) Mike Feehan 

Don't miss out on the lead up to the Day of Blood crossover event between the Star Trek and Star 

Trek: Defiant ongoing series! Lieutenant Shaxs receives visions from the Bajoran Prophets. He sees 

his past and his future, and he sees the trial of Benjamin Sisko. The crew of the Theseus must fight 

their way back together aQer being separated across Cardassian space before their Captain's fate is 

set in stone and Kahless can carry out his promise of more bloodshed… 

Rated T (STL273391) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231373 

STAR TREK #10 CVR B MURPHY 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Mike Feehan (CA) Philip Murphy 

Don't miss out on the lead up to the Day of Blood crossover event between the Star Trek and Star 

Trek: Defiant ongoing series! Lieutenant Shaxs receives visions from the Bajoran Prophets. He sees 

his past and his future, and he sees the trial of Benjamin Sisko. The crew of the Theseus must fight 

their way back together aQer being separated across Cardassian space before their Captain's fate is 

set in stone and Kahless can carry out his promise of more bloodshed… 

Rated T (STL273392) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231374 

STAR TREK #10 CVR C MASON 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Mike Feehan (CA) Jus#n Mason 

Don't miss out on the lead up to the Day of Blood crossover event between the Star Trek and Star 

Trek: Defiant ongoing series! Lieutenant Shaxs receives visions from the Bajoran Prophets. He sees 

his past and his future, and he sees the trial of Benjamin Sisko. The crew of the Theseus must fight 

their way back together aQer being separated across Cardassian space before their Captain's fate is 

set in stone and Kahless can carry out his promise of more bloodshed… 

Rated T (STL273393) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231378 

STAR TREK DAY OF BLOOD #1 CVR A WARD 

(W) Christopher Cantwell & Various (A) Ramon Rosanas (CA) Malachi Ward 

Day of Blood Starts Here! Immortal emperor of the Klingon Empire, Kahless II has consolidated 

power, raided ancient tombs and secret bunkers, taken the power of gods for himself, stolen the 



Bajoran Orb of Destruc#on, and commenced a slaughter across the stars. But this genocide of gods 

was just the beginning. For with the power he has stolen, Kahless is about to declare war on all those 

who do not follow the Red Path. To prevent genocide unlike any since the ancient days of Qo'noS, the 

crew of icons led by the emissary known as Benjamin Sisko (Star Trek) and the renegades who follow 

a desperate and violent Worf (Star Trek: Defiant) must unite for a common cause. Only they can hope 

to stop the Day of Blood. 

Rated T (STL273397) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231379 

STAR TREK DAY OF BLOOD #1 CVR B ROSANAS 

(W) Christopher Cantwell & Various (A/CA) Ramon Rosanas 

DAY OF BLOOD STARTS HERE! As emperor of the Klingon Empire, Kahless II has consolidated power, 

raided ancient tombs and secret bunkers, taken the power of gods for himself, stolen the Bajoran Orb 

of Destruc#on, and has begun a slaughter across the stars. But this genocide of gods was just the 

beginning. For with the power he has stolen, Kahless is about to declare war on all those who do not 

follow the Red Path. To prevent genocide unlike any since the ancient days of Qo'noS, the crew of 

icons led by the emissary known as Benjamin Sisko (Star Trek) and the renegades who follow a 

desperate and violent Worf (Star Trek: Defiant) must unite for a common cause. 

Only they can hope to stop the DAY OF BLOOD. 

From the crea#ve minds behind the hit comics series Star Trek and Star Trek: Defiant, Jackson Lanzing 

& Collin Kelly (Captain America, and Guardians of the Galaxy), Christopher Cantwell (Namor, and Star 

Wars: Obi-Wan), and Ramon Rosanas (Star Trek, Marvel's Star Wars, and The Astonishing Ant-Man), 

comes IDW's bold new crossover event! 

Rated T (STL273398) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231380 

STAR TREK DAY OF BLOOD #1 CVR C FENOGLIO 

(W) Christopher Cantwell & Various (A) Ramon Rosanas (CA) Chris Fenoglio 

DAY OF BLOOD STARTS HERE! As emperor of the Klingon Empire, Kahless II has consolidated power, 

raided ancient tombs and secret bunkers, taken the power of gods for himself, stolen the Bajoran Orb 

of Destruc#on, and has begun a slaughter across the stars. But this genocide of gods was just the 

beginning. For with the power he has stolen, Kahless is about to declare war on all those who do not 

follow the Red Path. To prevent genocide unlike any since the ancient days of Qo'noS, the crew of 

icons led by the emissary known as Benjamin Sisko (Star Trek) and the renegades who follow a 

desperate and violent Worf (Star Trek: Defiant) must unite for a common cause. 

Only they can hope to stop the DAY OF BLOOD. 



From the crea#ve minds behind the hit comics series Star Trek and Star Trek: Defiant, Jackson Lanzing 

& Collin Kelly (Captain America, and Guardians of the Galaxy), Christopher Cantwell (Namor, and Star 

Wars: Obi-Wan), and Ramon Rosanas (Star Trek, Marvel's Star Wars, and The Astonishing Ant-Man), 

comes IDW's bold new crossover event! 

Rated T (STL273399) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231381 

STAR TREK DAY OF BLOOD #1 CVR D RED SKETCH CVR 

(W) Christopher Cantwell & Various (A) Ramon Rosanas (CA)  Sketch Cover 

DAY OF BLOOD STARTS HERE! As emperor of the Klingon Empire, Kahless II has consolidated power, 

raided ancient tombs and secret bunkers, taken the power of gods for himself, stolen the Bajoran Orb 

of Destruc#on, and has begun a slaughter across the stars. But this genocide of gods was just the 

beginning. For with the power he has stolen, Kahless is about to declare war on all those who do not 

follow the Red Path. To prevent genocide unlike any since the ancient days of Qo'noS, the crew of 

icons led by the emissary known as Benjamin Sisko (Star Trek) and the renegades who follow a 

desperate and violent Worf (Star Trek: Defiant) must unite for a common cause. 

Only they can hope to stop the DAY OF BLOOD. 

From the crea#ve minds behind the hit comics series Star Trek and Star Trek: Defiant, Jackson Lanzing 

& Collin Kelly (Captain America, and Guardians of the Galaxy), Christopher Cantwell (Namor, and Star 

Wars: Obi-Wan), and Ramon Rosanas (Star Trek, Marvel's Star Wars, and The Astonishing Ant-Man), 

comes IDW's bold new crossover event! 

Rated T (STL273400) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231386 

STAR TREK DEFIANT #6 CVR A WARD 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Angel Unzueta (CA) Malachi Ward 

The crossover event between Star Trek and Star Trek: Defiant con#nues here in part two of Day of 

Blood! Worf and Sisko begin their trek to Kahless' spire to stop the false prophet's siege of Qo'noS 

with each other being the last man either wants to rely on. Meanwhile, Spock takes the bridge of the 

Theseus, reuni#ng with his old friend Captain Montgomery ScoN and desperately aNemp#ng to keep 

the Red Path's Bloodwings at bay. 

Rated T (STL273405) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231387 



STAR TREK DEFIANT #6 CVR B UNZUETA 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A/CA) Angel Unzueta 

The crossover event between Star Trek and Star Trek: Defiant con#nues here in part two of DAY OF 

BLOOD! Worf and Sisko begin their trek to Kahless’ spire to stop the false prophet’s siege of Qo’noS 

with each other being the last man either wants to rely on. Meanwhile, Spock takes the bridge of the 

Theseus, reuni#ng with his old friend Captain Montgomery ScoN and desperately aNemp#ng to keep 

the Red Path’s Bloodwings at bay. 

Rated T (STL273406) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231388 

STAR TREK DEFIANT #6 CVR C KANGAS 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Angel Unzueta (CA) Liana Kangas 

The crossover event between Star Trek and Star Trek: Defiant con#nues here in part two of DAY OF 

BLOOD! Worf and Sisko begin their trek to Kahless’ spire to stop the false prophet’s siege of Qo’noS 

with each other being the last man either wants to rely on. Meanwhile, Spock takes the bridge of the 

Theseus, reuni#ng with his old friend Captain Montgomery ScoN and desperately aNemp#ng to keep 

the Red Path’s Bloodwings at bay. 

Rated T (STL273407) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231393 

STAR TREK DS9 DOG OF WAR #5 CVR A HERNANDEZ 

(W) Mike Chen (A/CA) Angel Hernandez 

With stolen Starfleet data on its way to the Dominion, Captain Sisko dons the mysterious Borg 

headset in an aNempt to stop the transmission! Meanwhile, Major Kira and Lieutenant Commander 

Dax race to keep their new crewmember and prized corgi off the black market. 

Rated T (STL273412) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231394 

STAR TREK DS9 DOG OF WAR #5 CVR B PHOTO COVER 

(W) Mike Chen (A) Angel Hernandez (CA)  Photo 



With stolen Starfleet data on its way to the Dominion, Captain Sisko dons the mysterious Borg 

headset in an aNempt to stop the transmission! Meanwhile, Major Kira and Lieutenant Commander 

Dax race to keep their new crewmember and prized corgi off the black market. 

Rated T (STL273413) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231395 

STAR TREK DS9 DOG OF WAR #5 CVR C PRICE 

(W) Mike Chen (A) Angel Hernandez (CA) Andy Price 

With stolen Starfleet data on its way to the Dominion, Captain Sisko dons the mysterious Borg 

headset in an aNempt to stop the transmission! Meanwhile, Major Kira and Lieutenant Commander 

Dax race to keep their new crewmember and prized corgi off the black market. 

Rated T (STL273414) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231399 

STAR TREK ECHOES #3 CVR A BARTOK 

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A)  Chudakov, Oleg (CA) Jake Bartok 

Akris—a maniacal doppelganger of Chekov from a parallel universe—has begun working with the 

Romulans on a superweapon with a promise to reduce the Federa#on and its allies to ash. And with 

half the bridge crew in Romulan custody, it's up to Spock and McCoy to hold down the ship and 

devise a plan to get their captain and crewmates out of enemy hands! 

Rated T (STL273418) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231400 

STAR TREK ECHOES #3 CVR B TAMAYO 

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A)  Chudakov, Oleg (CA) Jake Bartok 

Akris—a maniacal doppelganger of Chekov from a parallel universe—has begun working with the 

Romulans on a superweapon with a promise to reduce the Federa#on and its allies to ash. But with 

half the bridge crew in Romulan custody, it’s up to Spock and McCoy to hold down the ship and 

devise a plan to get their captain and crewmates out of enemy hands! 

Rated T (STL273419) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAY231403 

STAR TREK ECHOES #4 CVR A BARTOK 

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A)  Chudakov, Oleg (CA) Jake Bartok 

Tensions are at an all-#me high with Chekov in a dire medical state while his evil doppelgänger, Akris, 

is supplying the Romulans with the Nightbringer weapon. The Enterprise crew’s mission is clear: 

infiltrate the Romulan dreadnought and destroy the Nightbringer before Akris can bring the 

destruc#on he’s inflicted upon his universe into theirs. But can Kirk and Nyota set their differences 

aside to ensure a peaceful resolu#on and avoid sparking a war with the Romulans? 

Rated T (STL273422) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231404 

STAR TREK ECHOES #4 CVR B GRAY 

(W) Marc Guggenheim (A)  Chudakov, Oleg (CA)  Gray, James 

Tensions are at an all-#me high with Chekov in a dire medical state while his evil doppelgänger, Akris, 

is supplying the Romulans with the Nightbringer weapon. The Enterprise crew’s mission is clear: 

infiltrate the Romulan dreadnought and destroy the Nightbringer before Akris can bring the 

destruc#on he’s inflicted upon his universe into theirs. But can Kirk and Nyota set their differences 

aside to ensure a peaceful resolu#on and avoid sparking a war with the Romulans? 

Rated T (STL273423) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231407 

STAR TREK HC VOL 01 GODSHOCK 

(W) Collin Kelly (A) Jackson Lanzing & Various 

Deep Space Nine captain Benjamin Sisko returns in a new ongoing series featuring fan-favorite 

characters from across the Star Trek universe! Stardate 2378: Three years ago, Benjamin Sisko made 

a courageous sacrifice that leQ him trapped in the dimension of the mysterious Prophets; now he's 

returned to his home universe—with powerful, godlike abili#es. But his omnipotence is failing when 

he needs it most. Someone is killing the gods, and Sisko and the crew of the U.S.S. Theseus will have 

to travel to the deepest parts of space to stop them. Collects issues #1-6 of the ongoing series. 

Rated T (STL273426) 

HC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231408 



TMNT ONGOING #141 CVR A SMITH 

(W) Sophie Campbell (A/CA) Gavin Smith 

The con#nua#on of Sophie Campbell's epic run! With the Armageddon Game over, new groups 

compete to fill NYC's power vacuum from new ninja clans to the police, and even old threats like Dr. 

Barlow. AQer the Armageddon Game, the Hamato brothers are so divided, they can't even agree on 

what the biggest threat is. With the city vulnerable, it may have to look elsewhere for help as the 

TMNT might not even be able to help themselves, let alone New York. 

RATED T (STL273427) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231409 

TMNT ONGOING #141 CVR B EASTMAN 

(W) Sophie Campbell (A) Gavin Smith (CA) Kevin Eastman 

The con#nua#on of Sophie Campbell's epic run! With the Armageddon Game over, new groups 

compete to fill NYC's power vacuum from new ninja clans to the police, and even old threats like Dr. 

Barlow. AQer the Armageddon Game, the Hamato brothers are so divided, they can't even agree on 

what the biggest threat is. With the city vulnerable, it may have to look elsewhere for help as the 

TMNT might not even be able to help themselves, let alone New York. 

RATED T (STL273428) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231413 

TMNT ONGOING #142 CVR A SMITH 

(W) Sophie Campbell (A/CA) Gavin Smith 

Sophie Campbell's epic TMNT story "Damage Done" con#nues here! Alopex and the TMNT have 

been on the outs, but when someone close to Alopex is kidnapped by Dr. Barlow and Leatherhead, 

she has to accept whatever help she can get…even from her ex-boyfriend, Raphael! And back in his 

lab, Donatello makes a breakthrough in his mys#cal research of #me travel and the mysterious 

Armaggon. What kind of answers wait in the notes of Donatello's far-future self? 

RATED T (STL273432) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231414 

TMNT ONGOING #142 CVR B EASTMAN 

(W) Sophie Campbell (A) Gavin Smith (CA) Kevin Eastman 



Sophie Campbell's epic TMNT story "Damage Done" con#nues here!Alopex and the TMNT have been 

on the outs, but when someone close to Alopex is kidnapped by Dr. Barlow and Leatherhead, she has 

to accept whatever help she can get…even from her ex-boyfriend, Raphael! And back in his lab, 

Donatello makes a breakthrough in his mys#cal research of #me travel and the mysterious 

Armaggon. What kind of answers wait in the notes of Donatello's far-future self? 

RATED T (STL273433) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231418 

TMNT ONGOING (IDW) COLL HC VOL 15 

(W) Sophie Campbell & Various (A) Jodi Nishijima, Nelson Daniel 

Presen#ng the complete IDW TMNT stories in recommended reading order, including one-shots, 

crossovers, and event series. Everything a beginner could need, everything a diehard could want. 

Tensions grow in Mutant Town as old friends and enemies return, and new friends return older! Karai 

searches for two new powerful mutants who could #p the balance of power in New York City, and a 

familiar character from the future arrives with a most unusual quest. Plus, the return of Casey Jones, 

and Bebop and Rocksteady! Then, when Jennika comes face to face with the person who almost 

killed her, will the other Turtles be able to stop her from exac#ng revenge? Plus, the Shredder 

returns! Oroku Saki has been to hell and back, but will he now come to the Turtles as friend or foe? 

Collects Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles issues #113-124 and the Jennika II miniseries. 

RATED T (STL273438) 

HC, 432pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY231419 

TMNT ONGOING BEST OF KARAI 

(W/A)  Various (CA) James Biggie 

She is heir to the throne of the Foot Clan. She is a master of the art of ninjutsu. A loyal soldier, a 

fearsome warrior, a visionary leader. These are tales of her glory—stories of her unyielding 

perseverance—collected to honor her name. She is Oroku Karai. 

RATED T (STL273437) 

100pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231420 

TMNT SATURDAY MORNING ADV CONTINUED #3 CVR A LATTIE 

(W) Erik Burnham (A) Dan Schoening (CA) Tim LaYe 



The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are stoked when Professor McGuffin sends them on a special 

expedi#on to the ocean floor where the heroes are shell-shocked to discover TURTLANTIS, a 

subaqueous civiliza#on that reveres turtles! But not all is as it seems under the sea…and when the 

fearsome fighters find themselves conscripted into a gladiatorial arena, they'll have to do baNle 

against a familiar foe to get back to the surface… 

All Ages (STL273439) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231421 

TMNT SATURDAY MORNING ADV CONTINUED #3 CVR B SCHOENING 

(W) Erik Burnham (A/CA) Dan Schoening 

The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are stoked when Professor McGuffin sends them on a special 

expedi#on to the ocean floor where the heroes are shell-shocked to discover TURTLANTIS, a 

subaqueous civiliza#on that reveres turtles! But not all is as it seems under the sea…and when the 

fearsome fighters find themselves conscripted into a gladiatorial arena, they'll have to do baNle 

against a familiar foe to get back to the surface… 

Take a deep dive into fun as the legendary ar#st Dan Schoening (TMNT/GHOSTBUSTERS) joins team 

TMNT for "Voyage to…Turtlan#s"! 

ALL AGES (STL273440) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231422 

TMNT SATURDAY MORNING ADV CONTINUED #3 CVR C DALEY 

(W) Erik Burnham (A) Dan Schoening (CA) Shawn Daley 

The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are stoked when Professor McGuffin sends them on a special 

expedi#on to the ocean floor where the heroes are shell-shocked to discover TURTLANTIS, a 

subaqueous civiliza#on that reveres turtles! But not all is as it seems under the sea…and when the 

fearsome fighters find themselves conscripted into a gladiatorial arena, they'll have to do baNle 

against a familiar foe to get back to the surface… 

Take a deep dive into fun as the legendary ar#st Dan Schoening (TMNT/GHOSTBUSTERS) joins team 

TMNT for "Voyage to…Turtlan#s"! 

ALL AGES (STL273441) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231425 

TMNT USAGI YOJIMBO WHEREWHEN #5 CVR A SAKAI 



(W/A/CA) Stan Sakai 

Series Finale! Our heroes fight a baNle on two fronts! With Lord Noriyuki's forces facing an endless 

onslaught of samuroids, General Usagi and the TMNT storm Dr. WhereWhen's castle for a final 

showdown. It's a race against the clock to save the past and future! 

Rated T (STL273444) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231426 

TMNT USAGI YOJIMBO WHEREWHEN #5 CVR B EASTMAN 

(W/A) Stan Sakai (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Series Finale! Our heroes fight a baNle on two fronts! With Lord Noriyuki's forces facing an endless 

onslaught of samuroids, General Usagi and the TMNT storm Dr. WhereWhen's castle for a final 

showdown. It's a race against the clock to save the past and future! 

Rated T (STL273445) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231431 

TMNT VS STREET FIGHTER #3 (OF 5) CVR A MEDEL 

(W) Paul Allor (A/CA) Ariel Medel 

The gloves are off as the Turtles and Street Fighters team up in an all-out brawl against a squad of 

mysterious mercenaries… But the bout is cut short when key members of both crews are taken 

cap#ve! Can the remaining TMNT and Street Fighters come together to take down the sinister forces 

behind the abduc#ons? Or will the plot go unchecked? IDW and Capcom bring the heat once again in 

this thrilling issue of TMNT Vs. Street Fighter! 

RATED T (STL273450) 

36pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231432 

TMNT VS STREET FIGHTER #3 (OF 5) CVR B ARTIST TBD 

(W) Paul Allor (A) Ariel Medel (CA)  TBD 

The gloves are off as the Turtles and Street Fighters team up in an all-out brawl against a squad of 

mysterious mercenaries… But the bout is cut short when key members of both crews are taken 

cap#ve! Can the remaining TMNT and Street Fighters come together to take down the sinister forces 

behind the abduc#ons? Or will the plot go unchecked? IDW and Capcom bring the heat once again in 

this thrilling issue of TMNT Vs. Street Fighter! 



RATED T (STL273451) 

36pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231433 

TMNT VS STREET FIGHTER #3 (OF 5) CVR C ARTIST TBD 

(W) Paul Allor (A) Ariel Medel (CA)  TBD 

The gloves are off as the Turtles and Street Fighters team up in an all-out brawl against a squad of 

mysterious mercenaries… But the bout is cut short when key members of both crews are taken 

cap#ve! Can the remaining TMNT and Street Fighters come together to take down the sinister forces 

behind the abduc#ons? Or will the plot go unchecked? IDW and Capcom bring the heat once again in 

this thrilling issue of TMNT Vs. Street Fighter! 

RATED T (STL273452) 

36pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231438 

TMNT X STRANGER THINGS #1 CVR A PE 

(W) Cameron ChiNock (A/CA) Fero Pe 

Eleven, Max, Dus#n, Mike, Will, and Lucas are looking forward to a nonthreatening, fun-filled trip to 

New York City. With the gang hundreds of miles from Hawkins, they're sure to catch a break this 

#me! That is, un#l they encounter a threat both bizarre and familiar… and some allies that are just 

bizarre! This summer, the kids from Hawkins meet the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! 

Rated T (STL273457) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231439 

TMNT X STRANGER THINGS #1 CVR B CORONA 

(W) Cameron ChiNock (A) Fero Pe (CA) Jorge Corona 

Eleven, Max, Dus#n, Mike, Will, and Lucas are looking forward to a nonthreatening, fun-filled trip to 

New York City. With the gang hundreds of miles from Hawkins, they're sure to catch a break this 

#me! That is, un#l they encounter a threat both bizarre and familiar…and some allies that are just 

bizarre! This summer, the kids from Hawkins meet the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! 

RATED T (STL273458) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY231440 

TMNT X STRANGER THINGS #1 CVR C ARTIST TBD 

(W) Cameron ChiNock (A) Fero Pe (CA)  TBD 

Eleven, Max, Dus#n, Mike, Will, and Lucas are looking forward to a nonthreatening, fun-filled trip to 

New York City. With the gang hundreds of miles from Hawkins, they're sure to catch a break this 

#me! That is, un#l they encounter a threat both bizarre and familiar…and some allies that are just 

bizarre! This summer, the kids from Hawkins meet the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! 

RATED T (STL273459) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231441 

TMNT X STRANGER THINGS #1 CVR D ARTIST TBD 

(W) Cameron ChiNock (A) Fero Pe (CA)  TBD 

Eleven, Max, Dus#n, Mike, Will, and Lucas are looking forward to a nonthreatening, fun-filled trip to 

New York City. With the gang hundreds of miles from Hawkins, they're sure to catch a break this 

#me! That is, un#l they encounter a threat both bizarre and familiar…and some allies that are just 

bizarre! This summer, the kids from Hawkins meet the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! 

RATED T (STL273460) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231447 

TRVE KVLT TP (MR) 

(W) ScoN Bryan Wilson (A) Liana Kangas 

Marty Tarantella has been flipping burgers for 15 years. He has no kids, no hobbies, no love interests, 

and, essen#ally, no life. But what he does have is a plan to change everything. Years of watching the 

daily rhythms of the neighboring stores has given Marty the idea for a perfect heist, but when he 

accidentally steals a supernatural weapon from a cult full of violent luna#cs, the resul#ng Satanic 

panic will be way above his minimum-wage pay grade. A strip mall heist, a satanic cult, and another 

lousy shiQ at a minimum wage job—grab a #2 with fries and seNle in for a hilarious thrill ride! 

Mature (STL273466) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

AARDVARK VANAHEIM 

 



MAY231448 

CIH PRESENTS WAR IN HELL ONE SHOT 

(W) David Birdsong, Dave Sim (A) Dave Sim & Various (CA) Gustave Dore & Various 

Were you confused in the Spring of 2022 when war broke out between Ukraine and Russia? 

Can'tFindEuropeOnAMap say "Whaaaaaaaaaaat?!?" It's okay, we weren't paying aNen#on either, but 

fortunately Fox News Gehenna has been on the case right from the start.  Journey back to those 

exci#ng days of around 18 months ago! Meet Kent Olsen (if you haven't already met him) and his 

first cousin, thrice removed, Olsen Kent (you haven't already met him) as they grovel at the feet of 

the Friederich Wilhelm Neitzsche who will deliver his first in compo men#s remarks since the 19th 

Century! Plus! Don't you dare miss the things you don't dare miss: Commercial Real Estate drama! 

(STL274166) 

24pgs, B&W SRP: $4.00 

 

MAY231449 

CIH PRESENTS WAR IN HELL ONE SHOT SGN ED 

(W) David Birdsong, Dave Sim (A) Dave Sim & Various (CA) Gustave Dore & Various 

SPECIAL SIGNED AND NUMBERED BY DAVE SIM EDITION! BAGGED AND BOARDED! 

Were you confused in the Spring of 2022 when war broke out between Ukraine and Russia?   

Can'tFindEuropeOnAMap say "Whaaaaaaaaaaat?!?" It's okay, we weren't paying aNen#on either, but 

fortunately Fox News Gehenna has been on the case right from the start.  Journey back to those 

exci#ng days of around 18 months ago!  Meet Kent Olsen (if you haven't already met him) and his 

first cousin, thrice removed, Olsen Kent (you haven't already met him) as they grovel at the feet of 

THE Friederich Wilhelm Neitzsche who will deliver his first in compo men#s remarks since the 19th 

Century!  Plus!  Don't you dare miss the things you don't dare miss:  Commercial Real Estate drama! 

Clip 'n' Save moment! Super-Thinking! Actual quotes from President Joe Biden and Vice-President 

Kamala Harris!  Really!  And 16 commercials on ONE page...No Other Comic Gives You That! 

(STL274169) 

24pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY231450 

O/A CEREBUS TP VOL 16 THE LAST DAY NEW PTG 

(W) Dave Sim (A) Dave Sim,  Gerhard (CA) Dave Sim 

Aardvark-Vanaheim is proud to present the painstakingly and lovingly digitally remastered 16th 

volume in the Cerebus series! Collec#ng issues #289-300, the conclusion to comics' first 6,000-page 

graphic novel is now reprinted for the first #me since 2004, fully and carefully restored page-by-page 

from the original art boards! Follow Cerebus' last day on Earth as he deals with debilita#ng aches and 

pains, memory loss, poli#cal turmoil, indiges#on, and incon#nence in a world he no longer 

understands, all the while wai#ng for his son to come visit! Includes complete annota#ons by Dave 

Sim. (STL248255) (OCT221319) 



SC, 7x10, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $30.00 

 

ABRAMS 

 

MAY231452 

SPIDER-MAN ACROSS SPIDER-VERSE ART OF MOVIE HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Ramin Zahed 

Miles Morales returns for the next chapter of the Oscar-winning Spider-Verse saga, an epic adventure 

that will transport Brooklyn's full-#me, friendly neighborhood Spider-Man across the Mul#verse to 

join forces with Gwen Stacy and a new team of Spider-People to face off with a villain more powerful 

than anything they have ever encountered. Spider-Man: Across the Spider-Verse: The Art of the 

Movie takes readers behind the scenes to showcase the art and ar#stry of Sony Pictures Anima#on's 

highly-an#cipated sequel to 2018's Academy Award-winning Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse. The 

ul#mate deep dive into the on-screen return of the Spider-Man mul#verse, the book features 

exclusive concept art, sketches, character designs, and storyboards from the visually innova#ve film. 

(STL273290) (C: 0-1-0) 

Art Book, HC, 9x12, 224pgs, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

MAY231453 

WORLDS BEYOND TIME SCI-FI ART OF 1970S HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Adam Rowe (A)  Various 

In Worlds Beyond Time: Sci-Fi Art of the 1970s, Adam Rowe—who has been cura#ng, championing, 

and resurrec#ng the best and most obscure art that 1970s sci-fi has to offer for more than five years 

on his blog 70s Sci-Fi Art—introduces readers to the biggest names in the genre, including Chris Foss, 

Peter Elson, Tim White, Jack Gaughan, and Virgil Finlay, as well as their influences. With deep dives 

into the subject maNer that commonly appeared on these covers—spaceships, alien landscapes, 

fantasy realms, cryptozoology, and heavy machinery—this book is a loving tribute to a unique and 

robust art form whose legacy lives on both in nostalgic apprecia#on as well as the retro-chic design 

of mainstream sci-fi films such as Guardians of the Galaxy, Alien: Covenant, and Thor: Ragnarok. 

(STL271291) (C: 0-1-1) 

Art Book, HC, 9x11, 224pgs, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

ABRAMS BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 

 

MAY231454 

SPIDER-MAN THE SPIDER-VERSE UNFOLDS HC 

(A) Mingjue Helen Chen 



Watch the Spider-Verse unfold with the turn of a page in this one-of-a-kind giQ book, featuring Miles 

Morales and all your favorite characters from Marvel and Sony Pictures Anima#on's blockbuster film! 

This groundbreaking storybook brings Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse to life like never before. As 

you turn the pages, one epic and seamlessly cap#va#ng illustra#on, printed on an accordion fold, 

moves forward with you—each sec#on transi#oning into the next to tell the story of our friendly 

neighborhood web-slingers. Following Miles Morales as he meets Peter Parker, Gwen Stacy, and all 

the other amazing Spider-People from the mul#verse, this book is the perfect giQ for Marvel fans of 

all ages! (STL246519) (OCT221321) 

Illustrated Storybook, HC, 8x9, 24pgs, FCSRP: $19.99 

 

ABRAMS COMICARTS 

 

MAY231455 

BOMB WEAPON THAT CHANGED THE WORLD GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Laurent-Frederic Bollee, Didier Alcante (A) Denis Rodier 

On August 6, 1945, at 8:15 in the morning, an explosive charge of more than 15 kilotons fell on the 

city of Hiroshima. Tens of thousands of people were pulverized, and everything within four square 

miles was instantly destroyed. A deluge of flames and ash had just caused Japan's greatest trauma 

and changed the course of modern warfare and life on Earth forever. The world was horrified by the 

existence of the bomb—the first weapon of mass destruc#on. But how could such an appalling tool 

be invented? In The Bomb, Didier Alcante, Laurent-Frédéric Bollée, and Denis Rodier have created an 

exhaus#ve and defini#ve work of nonfic#on that details the stories of the unsung players as well as 

the remarkable men and women who are at the crux of its history and the events that followed. 

(STL271290) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 464, 464pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

ABRAMS IMAGE 

 

MAY231456 

VIDEO GAME OF THE YEAR SC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jordan Minor, Dan Ryckert 

Pong. The Legend of Zelda. Final Fantasy VII. Rock Band. Fortnite. Animal Crossing: New Horizons. For 

each of the 40 years of video game history, there is a defining game, a game that captured the 

zeitgeist and leQ a legacy for all games that followed. Through a series of entertaining, informa#ve, 

and opinionated cri#cal essays, author and tech journalist Jordan Minor inves#gates, in chronological 

order, the innova#ve, genre-bending, and earth-shaNering games from 1977 through 2022. Minor 

explores development stories, cri#cal recep#on, and legacy, and also looks at how gaming intersects 

with and eventually influences society at large while reveling in how uniquely and delighVully bizarre 

even the most famous games tend to be. (STL273281) (C: 0-1-0) 



Reference, SC, 464, 296pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

ABSTRACT STUDIOS 

 

MAY231457 

PARKER GIRLS #9 

(W/A/CA) Terry Moore 

Zackary May prepares for a worldwide broadcast to sell the public on his plan to solve global 

warming. But Katchoo has discovered the tech billionaire plans to use the satellites for a much darker 

purpose. As the hour draws near, Tambi and the Parker Girls wage a no-holds barred baNle against 

May's private army in an effort to stop the broadcast from a private chalet in the Swiss mountains. 

Can they do it or is the man with everything unstoppable? (STL272336) 

24pgs, B&W SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231458 

STRANGERS IN PARADISE PKT TP VOL 01 (OF 6) 

(W/A/CA) Terry Moore 

This SiP Pocket trade paperback is small, affordable and collects the en#re first two volumes of SiP 

into one con#nuous 340-page story! David loves Katchoo, but Katchoo loves Francine who loves 

Katchoo back - but not that way, because Francine loves Freddie, who doesn't love anybody but 

himself! Each pocket book features new cover art by Terry Moore, and special spine art that gives 

this manga-sized collec#on a dis#nc#ve look on the shelf! (STK248781) (MAY042161) 

SC, 6x9, 344pgs, B&W (1 of 6) SRP: $17.95 

 

AC COMICS 

 

MAY231459 

FEMFORCE #201 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Bill Black (A) Eric Coile, Bill Black (CA) Bill Black, Eric Coile 

The Shimmerer #me warps into the future, landing in the space occupied by rogue Space Patrol 

agent Stormy Tempest. When she is displaced, Stormy sling-shots back to 2023 right into FF HQ! The 

Femforce must contend with "Future Shock!" and all hell breaks loose! (STL273088) (C: 0-0-1) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $5.95 

 



ACONYTE 

 

MAY231460 

MARVEL WASTELANDERS NOVEL SC STAR-LORD (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Sarah Cawkwell 

The Guardians of the Galaxy return to Earth to save the world from Doctor Doom in this exhilara#ng 

noveliza#on of the acclaimed Marvel scripted podcast. Star-Lord and Rocket are liNle older, a liNle 

slower, and a lot sal#er than they were during their glory days. When they crash land in the desolate 

Midwest, they soon discover that Earth isn't what it used to be either, thirty years aQer Doctor Doom 

seized control and created his new domain: the Wastelands. They aren't there by choice: the former 

Guardians are working for The Collector, who's sent them to find the Black Vortex—an ancient relic 

reported to yield cosmic powers—before the guillo#ne collars of their employer snap their necks. In 

the Wastelands, they encounter the ageless telepath Emma Frost, outlaw Ghost Riders, and the 

bloodthirsty Kraven the Hunter. Who will find the Black Vortex first and what will be the price of its 

power? (STL272214) (C: 0-1-1) 

Novel, SC, 5x8, 352pgs, B&W SRP: $16.95 

 

MAY231461 

ROKUGAN ART OF LEGEND OF THE FIVE RINGS HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) MaN Keefe 

For more than a quarter of a century, Rokugan has provided the seYng for one of tabletop gaming's 

most beloved sagas, the Legend of the Five Rings. Now, the land of Rokugan, its Imperial rulers and 

the Great Clans who vie for their favor are set center-stage in this lavish full-color artbook. The 

Emerald Empire is captured in an age of strife and upheaval — war, intrigue, natural calami#es and 

celes#al turmoil — through the very finest artwork from the Legend of the Five Rings series of 

games. Iconic pieces from the L5R roleplaying and collec#ble card games are presented in their full 

glory, taking the game's many fans and lovers of fantasy art on a journey through this extraordinary 

fantasy world. (STL240005) (C: 0-1-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #8 (AUG221061) 

Art Book, HC, 9x12, 192pgs, FC SRP: $39.95 

 

ADVENT COMICS 

 

MAY231462 

BLAKEMORE #1 (OF 2) 

(W) Jamal Blair (A/CA) Albert Sawal Dela Cruz 



A new nightmare wakes the city that never sleeps in the follow-up to the Blakemore mo#on picture. 

Blakemore inves#gates a rash of seemingly unrelated missing persons only to find out a supernatural 

force has targeted the city. (STL273954) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231463 

FORMIDABLES #2 

(W/A/CA) Chris Malgrain 

The most fascina#ng heroes of the Oniric Comics Universe—The Formidables! But can even they stop 

the terrifying power of the Storm Fighter? (STL230455) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #5 (MAY221102) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231464 

MISKATONIC HIGH #2 

(W) Mike Shea (A/CA) Ryan Mendoza 

The new tongue-in-cheek LovecraQian horror series described as "Cthulhu meets Archie." For Sarah 

Clarke, life at the affluent Miskatonic High had never been easy, being a poor, rural outcast. But when 

her friends come to help her on the family orchard, secrets beNer leQ unknown will be unearthed 

and she and her classmates will experience a terror in the dark. (STL225803) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #4 (APR221151) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231465 

THORN #1 

(W) Travis Hill (A/CA) Mark Pate 

When harm done to the community of Rosebush Heights comes from the hands of law enforcement, 

city officials, and other legal channels, a masked vigilante rises up to push back against government 

approved evils. Thorn takes to the night to make sure his neighborhood is safe from outsiders that 

bring perverted jus#ce. Meanwhile, Alton Eldridge, who operates the local community center, is 

trying to work with the city to keep private investors from buying up Rosebush proper#es and forcing 

residents out of their homes. When the kidnapping of a Rosebush teenager sends the community 

into a panic, both Thorn and Alton spring into ac#on. (STL273952) 

7x10, 20pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 



AHOY COMICS 

 

MAY231466 

BLACKS MYTH KEY TO HIS HEART #2 (OF 6) CVR A KANGAS (MR) 

(W) Eric Palicki (A) Wendell Cavalcan# (CA) Liana Kangas 

Con#nuing the moody, stylish saga of Janie "Strummer" Mercado, werewolf detec#ve! When 

Strummer receives a mysterious package, the trail leads back to her nemesis, Rainsford Black—but if 

Black sent the package, why is he hiring her to find out who did? All AHOY #tles feature bonus prose 

stories and illustra#ons. (STL274087) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W (2 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231468 

CON & ON #1 (OF 5) CVR A MAURICET (MR) 

(W) Paul Cornell (A)  Cresta, Marika (CA)  Mauricet 

Writer Paul Cornell (Doctor Who) and ar#st Marika Cresta (Captain Carter) follow an ensemble cast 

of media pros and fans down through the decades of America's most colossal comic book 

conven#on! Meet Eddie and Deja-aspiring comics talents whose ambi#ons threaten to tear their 

friendship apart; Anthony, Don & Finn-brilliant, boozy, bombas#c Bri#sh creators; and all of the 

crusty editors, forgoNen TV stars, and enthusias#c fans who make the conven#on experience 

memorable, year aQer year. This book kicks off the fiQh anniversary of AHOY Comics, featuring the 

company's usual assortment of extra prose stories and illustra#ons! (STL274093) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231470 

SECOND COMING TRINITY #4 (OF 6) (MR) 

(W) Mark Russell (A) Richard Pace, Leonard Kirk (CA) Richard Pace 

Special "group therapy" issue of the only comic book featuring Sunstar, the world's greatest hero, 

and Jesus Christ, the son of God. On a visit to his childhood home—now a sex shop called "Ron's 

Dongs"—Sunstar uncovers the secrets of his past. Meanwhile, Jesus opens up about his daddy 

issues! Plus the usual AHOY bonus prose stories and illustra#ons. (STL274089) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 



MAY231471 

THE GIMMICK #5 (OF 5) (MR) 

(W) Joanne Starer (A) Elena GoGou (CA) Erica Henderson 

Final bodyslamming issue of the "darkly comedic wrestling tragedy that doubles as a road trip story, 

taking aim at racism and corporate greed along the way." (comicbook.com). Fugi#ve wrestler Shane 

is coun#ng on his mask to get him through Fan Slam 5-where everyone angry at him, betrayed by 

him, looking to use him, and/or seeking to arrest him is also headed. Featuring the usual mix of 

AHOY backup stories and illustra#ons! (STL274090) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

AMAZE INK (SLAVE LABOR GRAPHIC 

 

MAY231472 

SQUEE TP NEW PTG 

(W/A) Jhonen Vasquez 

This series features familiar faces from Johnny, the Homicidal Maniac, but focuses on poor liNle 

Squee,  Johnny's liNle trauma magnet neighbor. Squee reminds us all of what childhood was all 

about: witnessing vicious dog aNacks, being abducted by aliens, and having dinner at Satan's house. 

(STL140700) (JUL199017) 

SC, 7x10, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $19.95 

 

AMERICAN MYTHOLOGY PRODUCTIONS 

 

MAY231473 

BEAST OF BOWER BOULEVARD #1 CVR A CALZADA 

(W) G.O. Parsons (A) Carlos Rod (CA) Puis Calzada 

From Willy's Wonderland creator G.O. Parsons and superstar ar#st Carlos Rod comes a thrill ride 

story of sci-fi, suspense, and horror. Fearing a massive avalanche occurred, a deputy and his family 

are sent to inves#gate the welfare of a secluded ski town. Upon arrival, they discover the resort is 

under deadly assault by a mechanized, militarized, robo#c dinosaur. This is the first chapter in an 

exhilara#ng 3-part story arc.  Get your animatronic atroci#es lined up because this one's gonna be a 

bloodbath! (STL275106) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY231474 

BEAST OF BOWER BOULEVARD #1 CVR B HASSON 

(W) G.O. Parsons (A) Carlos Rod (CA) Buz Hasson 

From Willy's Wonderland creator G.O. Parsons and superstar ar#st Carlos Rod comes a thrill ride 

story of sci-fi, suspense, and horror. Fearing a massive avalanche occurred, a deputy and his family 

are sent to inves#gate the welfare of a secluded ski town. Upon arrival, they discover the resort is 

under deadly assault by a mechanized, militarized, robo#c dinosaur. This is the first chapter in an 

exhilara#ng 3-part story arc.  Get your animatronic atroci#es lined up because this one's gonna be a 

bloodbath! (STL275107) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231475 

BEAST OF BOWER BOULEVARD #1 CVR C ROD 

(W) G.O. Parsons (A/CA) Carlos Rod 

From Willy's Wonderland creator G.O. Parsons and superstar ar#st Carlos Rod comes a thrill ride 

story of sci-fi, suspense, and horror. Fearing a massive avalanche occurred, a deputy and his family 

are sent to inves#gate the welfare of a secluded ski town. Upon arrival, they discover the resort is 

under deadly assault by a mechanized, militarized, robo#c dinosaur. This is the first chapter in an 

exhilara#ng 3-part story arc.  Get your animatronic atroci#es lined up because this one's gonna be a 

bloodbath! (STL275108) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231476 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #1 CVR A HASSON & HAESER 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

Hey Kids!  Do you know what #me it is? It's your birthday and we want you to have Fun! Welcome to 

Willy's Wonderland! The surprise hit horror flick of 2021 is Willy's Wonderland!  Nicolas Cage 

unleashes a can of Punch Pop on the Willy's serial killing animatronic crew in the film, but what came 

before the janitorial rampage?  Find out here in this official prequel to the movie giving you all the 

party filled blood spaNer you can handle! Willy, Ozzie, Arty, Cammy, Tito, Gus, Sara, and Knighty 

Knight all are back with a blood soaked romp through homicidal birthday par#es! This special series 

is wriNen by SA Check (Volcanosaurus) and James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art 

by Puis Calzada (Hatchet). Willy's Wonderland Prequel #1 comes with three covers - Main Connec#ng 

Cover (issues #1-4 make a huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz 

Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Variant by interior ar#st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a 

special rare "Slashin' Time" movie poster edi#on featuring Willy Weasel! (STL198276) 

30pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY231477 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #1 CVR B CALZADA 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada 

Hey Kids!  Do you know what #me it is? It's your birthday and we want you to have Fun! Welcome to 

Willy's Wonderland! The surprise hit horror flick of 2021 is Willy's Wonderland!  Nicolas Cage 

unleashes a can of Punch Pop on the Willy's serial killing animatronic crew in the film, but what came 

before the janitorial rampage?  Find out here in this official prequel to the movie giving you all the 

party filled blood spaNer you can handle! Willy, Ozzie, Arty, Cammy, Tito, Gus, Sara, and Knighty 

Knight all are back with a blood soaked romp through homicidal birthday par#es! This special series 

is wriNen by SA Check (Volcanosaurus) and James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art 

by Puis Calzada (Hatchet). Willy's Wonderland Prequel #1 comes with three covers - Main Connec#ng 

Cover (issues #1-4 make a huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz 

Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Variant by interior ar#st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a 

special rare "Slashin' Time" movie poster edi#on featuring Willy Weasel! (STL198294) 

30pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231478 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #1 CVR C SLASHING TIME LTD ED 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada 

Hey Kids!  Do you know what #me it is? It's your birthday and we want you to have Fun! Welcome to 

Willy's Wonderland! The surprise hit horror flick of 2021 is Willy's Wonderland!  Nicolas Cage 

unleashes a can of Punch Pop on the Willy's serial killing animatronic crew in the film, but what came 

before the janitorial rampage?  Find out here in this official prequel to the movie giving you all the 

party filled blood spaNer you can handle! Willy, Ozzie, Arty, Cammy, Tito, Gus, Sara, and Knighty 

Knight all are back with a blood soaked romp through homicidal birthday par#es! This special series 

is wriNen by SA Check (Volcanosaurus) and James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art 

by Puis Calzada (Hatchet). Willy's Wonderland Prequel #1 comes with three covers - Main Connec#ng 

Cover (issues #1-4 make a huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz 

Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Variant by interior ar#st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a 

special rare "Slashin' Time" movie poster edi#on featuring Willy Weasel! (STL198297) 

30pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231479 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #1 CVR E BLANK SKETCH 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada 

This blank cover edi#on is perfect for having your favorite ar#st draw a sketch of the villainous Willy's 

Wonderland monsters on it! (STL210094) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 



 

MAY231480 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #2 CVR A HASSON & HAESER 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

Open a fresh can of Punch Pop and enjoy a bloody good party!  Willy's Wonderland is the surprise hit 

horror flick of 2021!  This official prequel to the film takes you back to the beginning…when psycho#c 

killers became immortal animatronic slashers!  Willy, Ozzie, Arty, Cammy, Tito, Gus, Sara, and Knighty 

Knight all are back with a vengeance as the town tries to keep a lid on the horror unfolding at Willy's!  

Willy's Wonderland Prequel #2 comes with three covers - Main Connec#ng Cover (issues #1-4 make a 

huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The 

Living Corpse), "Bloody" Variant by interior ar#st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a special rare "Slashin' 

Time" movie poster edi#on featuring Ozzie the Ostrich! (STL205493) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231481 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #2 CVR B CALZADA 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada 

Open a fresh can of Punch Pop and enjoy a bloody good party!  Willy's Wonderland is the surprise hit 

horror flick of 2021!  This official prequel to the film takes you back to the beginning…when psycho#c 

killers became immortal animatronic slashers!  Willy, Ozzie, Arty, Cammy, Tito, Gus, Sara, and Knighty 

Knight all are back with a vengeance as the town tries to keep a lid on the horror unfolding at Willy's!  

Willy's Wonderland Prequel #2 comes with three covers - Main Connec#ng Cover (issues #1-4 make a 

huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The 

Living Corpse), "Bloody" Variant by interior ar#st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a special rare "Slashin' 

Time" movie poster edi#on featuring Ozzie the Ostrich! (STL205497) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231482 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #2 CVR C LTD ED SLASHING TIME 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada 

It's the rare variant edi#on featuring a "Slashing Time" movie poster of everyone's favorite party 

monster, Ozzie the Ostrich! Get this rare edi#on slabbed by your favorite grading company! 

(STL205499) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231483 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #3 CVR A HASSON & HAESER 



(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

Open a fresh can of Punch Pop and enjoy a bloody good party!  Willy's Wonderland is the surprise hit 

horror flick of 2021!  This official prequel to the film takes you back to the beginning…when psycho#c 

killers became immortal animatronic slashers!  Willy, Ozzie, Arty, Cammy, Tito, Gus, Sara, and Knighty 

Knight all are back with a vengeance as the town tries to keep a lid on the horror unfolding at Willy's!  

Willy's Wonderland Prequel #2 comes with three covers - Main Connec#ng Cover (issues #1-4 make a 

huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The 

Living Corpse), "Creepy" Variant by interior ar#st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a special rare "Slashin' 

Time" movie poster edi#on featuring Siren Saa (STL218052) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231484 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #3 CVR B CALZADA 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada 

Open a fresh can of Punch Pop and enjoy a bloody good party!  Willy's Wonderland is the surprise hit 

horror flick of 2021!  This official prequel to the film takes you back to the beginning…when psycho#c 

killers became immortal animatronic slashers!  Willy, Ozzie, Arty, Cammy, Tito, Gus, Sara, and Knighty 

Knight all are back with a vengeance as the town tries to keep a lid on the horror unfolding at Willy's!  

Willy's Wonderland Prequel #2 comes with three covers - Main Connec#ng Cover (issues #1-4 make a 

huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The 

Living Corpse), "Creepy" Variant by interior ar#st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a special rare "Slashin' 

Time" movie poster edi#on featuring Siren Saa (STL218055) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231485 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #3 CVR C SLASHING TIME LTD ED 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada 

It's the rare variant edi#on featuring a "Slashing Time" movie poster of everyone's favorite party 

creepy creature, Siren Sara! Get this rare edi#on slabbed by your favorite grading company! 

(STL218056) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231486 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #4 CVR A CONNECTING 

(W) James Kuhoric, S.A. Check (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

It's all-out war at Willy's Wonderland!! The drama#c conclusion to the series follows Willy and his 

crew of animatronic terrors aQer turning the town of Hayesville into their own personal blood bath. 



The townspeople   unite to take the fight back to Willy's, but what starts as a last stand for their 

humanity turns into an all you can beat gore fest for the ages when Willy, Gus, Sara, Knighty, and the 

whole gang reminds everyone what happens when you corner a wild beast! The Super Happy Fun 

Room is open and wai#ng for you!! Don't miss the surprise ending that'll have Willy fans screaming!  

Willy's Wonderland Prequel #4 comes with three covers - Main Connec#ng Cover (issues #1-4 make a 

huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The 

Living Corpse), "Creepy" Variant by interior ar#st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a special rare "Slashin' 

Time" movie poster edi#on featuring Gus Gorilla! (STL224518) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231487 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #4 CVR B CALZADA 

(W) James Kuhoric, S.A. Check (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

It's all-out war at Willy's Wonderland!! The drama#c conclusion to the series follows Willy and his 

crew of animatronic terrors aQer turning the town of Hayesville into their own personal blood bath. 

The townspeople   unite to take the fight back to Willy's, but what starts as a last stand for their 

humanity turns into an all you can beat gore fest for the ages when Willy, Gus, Sara, Knighty, and the 

whole gang reminds everyone what happens when you corner a wild beast! The Super Happy Fun 

Room is open and wai#ng for you!! Don't miss the surprise ending that'll have Willy fans screaming!  

Willy's Wonderland Prequel #4 comes with three covers - Main Connec#ng Cover (issues #1-4 make a 

huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The 

Living Corpse), "Creepy" Variant by interior ar#st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a special rare "Slashin' 

Time" movie poster edi#on featuring Gus Gorilla! (STL224522) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231488 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #4 CVR C LTD ED SLASHIN TIME MOVIE 

(W) James Kuhoric, S.A. Check (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

It's the rare variant edi#on featuring a "Slashing Time" movie poster of everyone's favorite party 

animal, Gus Gorilla! Get this rare edi#on slabbed by your favorite grading company! (STL224523) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231489 

MONSTER TAG TEAM BOOGEYMAN VS SCARECROW CVR A VOKES 

(W) S.A. Check (A) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson (CA) Neil Vokes 

The first rule of Monster Tag Team is to always expect the unexpected! An unstoppable killing 

machine plucked straight from your deepest childhood nightmares fueled by pain and malice. A 

creature bred by both man and magic, born to protect that which it can only imitate with an 



immortal soul longing for humanity. A decades old feud comes to a clima#c end where only one 

survives! Boogeyman vs. Scarecrow! Lock your doors, check under the bed, and keep your closet 

door shut. This one's gonna get messy! (STL275114) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231490 

MONSTER TAG TEAM BOOGEYMAN VS SCARECROW CVR B MARTINEZ 

(W) S.A. Check (A) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson (CA) Roy Allen Mar#nez 

The first rule of Monster Tag Team is to always expect the unexpected! An unstoppable killing 

machine plucked straight from your deepest childhood nightmares fueled by pain and malice. A 

creature bred by both man and magic, born to protect that which it can only imitate with an 

immortal soul longing for humanity. A decades old feud comes to a clima#c end where only one 

survives! Boogeyman vs. Scarecrow! Lock your doors, check under the bed, and keep your closet 

door shut. This one's gonna get messy! (STL275115) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231491 

MONSTER TAG TEAM BOOGEYMAN VS SCARECROW CVR C HOMAGE 

(W) S.A. Check (A/CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

The first rule of Monster Tag Team is to always expect the unexpected! An unstoppable killing 

machine plucked straight from your deepest childhood nightmares fueled by pain and malice. A 

creature bred by both man and magic, born to protect that which it can only imitate with an 

immortal soul longing for humanity. A decades old feud comes to a clima#c end where only one 

survives! Boogeyman vs. Scarecrow! Lock your doors, check under the bed, and keep your closet 

door shut. This one's gonna get messy! (STL275116) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231492 

O/A MONSTER TAG TEAM #1 CVR A VOKES 

(W) Konstan#ne Paradias (A) Gerardo Gambone (CA) Neil Vokes 

It's a brand-new series in the vein of classic team-ups and two-in-one comics - this is MONSTER TAG 

TEAM!  Two monsters - one rampaging story - all horror!  In this debut issue called "Wolfe And Bat" - 

mortal enemies and clashing world powers collide in an over-the-top monster baNle royale!  In a 

Cold War that's gone occult, the interna#onal terror organiza#on WARLOCK schemes to destroy 

human civiliza#on. Faced with this new breed of unstoppable sorcerous criminal, West and Soviet 

agencies put their two best creatures on the case: Jesse Walker, a CIA-trained werewolf and Vlad 

Dracul, KGB's top vampire, team up to destroy WARLOCK's chief Magister before he can unleash 

Fimbulwinter on humanity. This issue comes with four covers - Main by Copper Age legend Neil 



Vokes, Corpse Crew homage cover by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Painted cover by Mark Sparacio, and 

a special 100 copy Century limited edi#on! (STL256587) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231493 

O/A MONSTER TAG TEAM #1 CVR B PAINTED SPARACIO 

(W) Konstan#ne Paradias (A) Gerardo Gambone (CA) Mark Sparacio 

It's a brand-new series in the vein of classic team-ups and two-in-one comics - this is MONSTER TAG 

TEAM!  Two monsters - one rampaging story - all horror!  In this debut issue called "Wolfe And Bat" - 

mortal enemies and clashing world powers collide in an over-the-top monster baNle royale!  In a 

Cold War that's gone occult, the interna#onal terror organiza#on WARLOCK schemes to destroy 

human civiliza#on. Faced with this new breed of unstoppable sorcerous criminal, West and Soviet 

agencies put their two best creatures on the case: Jesse Walker, a CIA-trained werewolf and Vlad 

Dracul, KGB's top vampire, team up to destroy WARLOCK's chief Magister before he can unleash 

Fimbulwinter on humanity. This issue comes with four covers - Main by Copper Age legend Neil 

Vokes, Corpse Crew homage cover by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Painted cover by Mark Sparacio, and 

a special 100 copy Century limited edi#on! (STL256588) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231494 

O/A MONSTER TAG TEAM #1 CVR C HOMAGE HASSON & HAESER 

(W) Konstan#ne Paradias (A) Gerardo Gambone (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

It's a brand-new series in the vein of classic team-ups and two-in-one comics - this is MONSTER TAG 

TEAM!  Two monsters - one rampaging story - all horror!  In this debut issue called "Wolfe And Bat" - 

mortal enemies and clashing world powers collide in an over-the-top monster baNle royale!  In a 

Cold War that's gone occult, the interna#onal terror organiza#on WARLOCK schemes to destroy 

human civiliza#on. Faced with this new breed of unstoppable sorcerous criminal, West and Soviet 

agencies put their two best creatures on the case: Jesse Walker, a CIA-trained werewolf and Vlad 

Dracul, KGB's top vampire, team up to destroy WARLOCK's chief Magister before he can unleash 

Fimbulwinter on humanity. This issue comes with four covers - Main by Copper Age legend Neil 

Vokes, Corpse Crew homage cover by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Painted cover by Mark Sparacio, and 

a special 100 copy Century limited edi#on! (STL256589) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231495 

ZORRO FLIGHTS #2 AM EXC B&W VAR 

(W) Don McGregor (A) Carratu Vincenzo 



The second issue of legendary Zorro scribe Don McGregor's opus tale! This one features a massive 28 

pages of comics and an extremely limited edi#on classic Zorro photo cover of the one and only Guy 

Williams as the Masked Avenger!  Supply is limited - alloca#ons may occur. (STL254775) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAY231496 

O/A ZORRO FLIGHTS #1 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) Don McGregor (A) Vincenzo Carratu (CA) Roy Allen Mar#nez 

Legendary scribe Don McGregor returns to Zorro for the first #me in over 15 years! His stories have 

defined comics for decades. From Black Panther to Sabre to the very pages of Zorro, he has delivered 

groundbreaking tales of adventure, passion, and the human condi#on. In "Flights," Zorro finds 

himself face to face with a fire breathing dragon. But something is not quite right, for though this 

huge creature soars into the air breathing fire, it also seems to be controlled by man! Come with us 

on a wild ride as we deliver one of the most an#cipated Zorro stories of the new century! Available 

with three covers - Main with cover by Roy Allan Mar#nez, Variant by interior ar#st Vincenzo Carratu, 

and a Limited-Edi#on B&W Photo Cover! (STL192000) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231497 

O/A ZORRO FLIGHTS #1 CVR B CARRATU 

(W) Don McGregor (A) Vincenzo Carratu (CA)  Photo 

Legendary scribe Don McGregor returns to Zorro for the first #me in over 15 years! His stories have 

defined comics for decades. From Black Panther to Sabre to the very pages of Zorro, he has delivered 

groundbreaking tales of adventure, passion, and the human condi#on. In "Flights," Zorro finds 

himself face to face with a fire breathing dragon. But something is not quite right, for though this 

huge creature soars into the air breathing fire, it also seems to be controlled by man! Come with us 

on a wild ride as we deliver one of the most an#cipated Zorro stories of the new century! Available 

with three covers - Main with cover by Roy Allan Mar#nez, Variant by interior ar#st Vincenzo Carratu, 

and a Limited-Edi#on B&W Photo Cover! (STL192024) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231498 

O/A ZORRO FLIGHTS #1 CVR C LTD ED PHOTO (MR) 

(W) Don McGregor (A/CA) Vincenzo Carratu 

Legendary scribe Don McGregor returns to Zorro for the first #me in over 15 years! His stories have 

defined comics for decades. From Black Panther to Sabre to the very pages of Zorro, he has delivered 

groundbreaking tales of adventure, passion, and the human condi#on. In "Flights," Zorro finds 

himself face to face with a fire breathing dragon. But something is not quite right, for though this 



huge creature soars into the air breathing fire, it also seems to be controlled by man! Come with us 

on a wild ride as we deliver one of the most an#cipated Zorro stories of the new century! Available 

with three covers - Main with cover by Roy Allan Mar#nez, Variant by interior ar#st Vincenzo Carratu, 

and a Limited-Edi#on B&W Photo Cover! (STL192036) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231499 

O/A ZORRO FLIGHTS #1 CVR E BLANK SKETCH (MR) 

(W) Don McGregor (A/CA) Vincenzo Carratu 

Legendary scribe Don McGregor returns to Zorro for the first #me in over 15 years! His stories have 

defined comics for decades. From Black Panther to Sabre to the very pages of Zorro, he has delivered 

groundbreaking tales of adventure, passion, and the human condi#on. In "Flights," Zorro finds 

himself face to face with a fire breathing dragon. But something is not quite right, for though this 

huge creature soars into the air breathing fire, it also seems to be controlled by man! Come with us 

on a wild ride as we deliver one of the most an#cipated Zorro stories of the new century! Available 

with three covers - Main with cover by Roy Allan Mar#nez, Variant by interior ar#st Vincenzo Carratu, 

and a Limited-Edi#on B&W Photo Cover! (STL210095) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 30pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAY231500 

O/A ZORRO FLIGHTS #2 CVR A PUGLIA 

(W) Don McGregor (A) Claudio Avella (CA) Miriana Puglia 

Legendary scribe Don McGregor returns to Zorro for the first #me in over 15 years! Zorro has the 

dragon by the tail - literally! Come with us on a wild ride as we deliver one of the most an#cipated 

Zorro stories of the new century! Available with three covers - Main with cover by Mariana Puglia, 

Classic Variant by xxx, and a Limited-Edi#on Photo Cover! (STL202060) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231501 

O/A ZORRO FLIGHTS #2 CVR B CLASSIC VAR 

(W) Don McGregor (A) Claudio Avella 

Legendary scribe Don McGregor returns to Zorro for the first #me in over 15 years! Zorro has the 

dragon by the tail - literally! Come with us on a wild ride as we deliver one of the most an#cipated 

Zorro stories of the new century! Available with three covers - Main with cover by Mariana Puglia, 

Classic Variant by xxx, and a Limited-Edi#on Photo Cover! (STL202061) 



SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231502 

O/A ZORRO FLIGHTS #2 CVR C LTD ED PHOTO CVR 

(W) Don McGregor (A) Vincenzo Carratu 

Legendary scribe Don McGregor returns to Zorro for the first #me in over 15 years! Zorro has the 

dragon by the tail - literally! Come with us on a wild ride as we deliver one of the most an#cipated 

Zorro stories of the new century! Available with three covers - Main with cover by Mariana Puglia, 

Classic Variant by xxx, and a Limited-Edi#on Photo Cover! (STL202064) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231503 

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #2 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Roy Allen Mar#nez 

When they told Melba Mae family was forever, this wasn't what she had in mind! Running for her life 

from one of last people she should have to fear, the legendary NOTLD saga con#nues with this fresh 

take on terror during one very dark and fear-fueled night in Purgatory Hill, West Virginia in 1968. 

Does one young girl have what it takes to survive the night, even if it costs her everything she holds 

dear? Find out when fear and family collide! There's s#ll a reason to be afraid of the dark! 

(STL275102) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231504 

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #2 CVR B HASSON 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Buz Hasson 

When they told Melba Mae family was forever, this wasn't what she had in mind! Running for her life 

from one of last people she should have to fear, the legendary NOTLD saga con#nues with this fresh 

take on terror during one very dark and fear-fueled night in Purgatory Hill, West Virginia in 1968. 

Does one young girl have what it takes to survive the night, even if it costs her everything she holds 

dear? Find out when fear and family collide! There's s#ll a reason to be afraid of the dark! 

(STL275103) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231505 

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #2 CVR C PHOTO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA)  Photo 



When they told Melba Mae family was forever, this wasn't what she had in mind! Running for her life 

from one of last people she should have to fear, the legendary NOTLD saga con#nues with this fresh 

take on terror during one very dark and fear-fueled night in Purgatory Hill, West Virginia in 1968. 

Does one young girl have what it takes to survive the night, even if it costs her everything she holds 

dear? Find out when fear and family collide! There's s#ll a reason to be afraid of the dark! 

(STL275104) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231506 

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #2 CVR D 1/350 LTD B&W VIRGIN 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Giancarlo Caracuzzo 

This beau#ful black & white virgin art cover is limited to just 350 copies! Get it before it gets you! 

(STL275105) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231507 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #1 CVR A CLASSIC PHOTO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA)  Photo 

The Dead shall rise…again! The horror comic event of the year begins as we take fans back to the 

farmhouse that started it all! George Romero's macabre masterpiece shaped the cinema#c 

landscape of horror for the last fiQy years! Now, American Mythology has joined forces with Image 

Ten, the original produc#on company for the film and official license holder, to bring fans a new dose 

of the dead with a comic series paying homage to the horror classic. Come along as we follow Johnny 

and Barbra to the graveyard that changed their lives forever! You thought you knew the story, but get 

ready for some surprises and unexpected twists along the way as the series explores the lost tales of 

how our group of wayward travelers, Tom, Judy, Ben, Barbra, Johnny, and the Cooper family, came to 

find each other at the same fateful farmhouse on one dark and ghoul-filled night! It's #meless terror 

at its finest! This issue comes with four covers - Main Photo featuring a cel from the original NOTLD 

movie, Collage Cover by Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Classic cover by Richard Bonk, and 

a 350 copy limited edi#on Black & White homage cover! (STL238465) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231508 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #1 CVR B HASSON & HAESER 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

The Dead shall rise…again! The horror comic event of the year begins as we take fans back to the 

farmhouse that started it all! George Romero's macabre masterpiece shaped the cinema#c 

landscape of horror for the last fiQy years! Now, American Mythology has joined forces with Image 



Ten, the original produc#on company for the film and official license holder, to bring fans a new dose 

of the dead with a comic series paying homage to the horror classic. Come along as we follow Johnny 

and Barbra to the graveyard that changed their lives forever! You thought you knew the story, but get 

ready for some surprises and unexpected twists along the way as the series explores the lost tales of 

how our group of wayward travelers, Tom, Judy, Ben, Barbra, Johnny, and the Cooper family, came to 

find each other at the same fateful farmhouse on one dark and ghoul-filled night! It's #meless terror 

at its finest! This issue comes with four covers - Main Photo featuring a cel from the original NOTLD 

movie, Collage Cover by Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Classic cover by Richard Bonk, and 

a 350 copy limited edi#on Black & White homage cover! (STL238468) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231509 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #1 CVR C BONK 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Rich Bonk 

The Dead shall rise…again! The horror comic event of the year begins as we take fans back to the 

farmhouse that started it all! George Romero's macabre masterpiece shaped the cinema#c 

landscape of horror for the last fiQy years! Now, American Mythology has joined forces with Image 

Ten, the original produc#on company for the film and official license holder, to bring fans a new dose 

of the dead with a comic series paying homage to the horror classic. Come along as we follow Johnny 

and Barbra to the graveyard that changed their lives forever! You thought you knew the story, but get 

ready for some surprises and unexpected twists along the way as the series explores the lost tales of 

how our group of wayward travelers, Tom, Judy, Ben, Barbra, Johnny, and the Cooper family, came to 

find each other at the same fateful farmhouse on one dark and ghoul-filled night! It's #meless terror 

at its finest! This issue comes with four covers - Main Photo featuring a cel from the original NOTLD 

movie, Collage Cover by Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Classic cover by Richard Bonk, and 

a 350 copy limited edi#on Black & White homage cover! (STL238471) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231510 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #2 CVR A PHOTO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA)  Photo 

The ORIGINAL ZOMBIE flick returns with a BRAND-NEW OFFICIAL COMIC BOOK SERIES! New alliances 

are formed and rela#onships are strained as the survivors struggle to find safe passage from the hell 

on earth unleashed around them. It's the classic horror tale that started it all but with a fresh look of 

the bloody paths it took Ben, Barbra, and the others to get to that small farm house in the middle of 

the night. Some#mes, the journey can be just as frightening as what waits for you at the end! It's 

neighbor versus neighbor and family piNed against each other as the true horror of their savage new 

world order becomes painfully clear. You think you know the story? Think again, ghoul-friend! You 

ain't seen this NOTLD yet! The horror index is predic#ng one bloody good #me! This issue comes 

with four covers - Main Photo featuring a cel from the original NOTLD movie, The Dead Rise Cover by 



Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Classic cover by Giancarlo Caracuzo, and a 350 copy limited 

edi#on Black & White homage cover! (STL246543) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231511 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #2 CVR B CORPSE CREW 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

The ORIGINAL ZOMBIE flick returns with a BRAND-NEW OFFICIAL COMIC BOOK SERIES! New alliances 

are formed and rela#onships are strained as the survivors struggle to find safe passage from the hell 

on earth unleashed around them. It's the classic horror tale that started it all but with a fresh look of 

the bloody paths it took Ben, Barbra, and the others to get to that small farm house in the middle of 

the night. Some#mes, the journey can be just as frightening as what waits for you at the end! It's 

neighbor versus neighbor and family piNed against each other as the true horror of their savage new 

world order becomes painfully clear. You think you know the story? Think again, ghoul-friend! You 

ain't seen this NOTLD yet! The horror index is predic#ng one bloody good #me! (STL246544) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231512 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #2 CVR C CARACUZO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Giancarlo Caracuzo 

The ORIGINAL ZOMBIE flick returns with a BRAND-NEW OFFICIAL COMIC BOOK SERIES! New alliances 

are formed and rela#onships are strained as the survivors struggle to find safe passage from the hell 

on earth unleashed around them. It's the classic horror tale that started it all but with a fresh look of 

the bloody paths it took Ben, Barbra, and the others to get to that small farm house in the middle of 

the night. Some#mes, the journey can be just as frightening as what waits for you at the end! It's 

neighbor versus neighbor and family piNed against each other as the true horror of their savage new 

world order becomes painfully clear. You think you know the story? Think again, ghoul-friend! You 

ain't seen this NOTLD yet! The horror index is predic#ng one bloody good #me! (STL246545) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231513 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #2 CVR D LTD ED 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

The ORIGINAL ZOMBIE flick returns with a BRAND-NEW OFFICIAL COMIC BOOK SERIES! New alliances 

are formed and rela#onships are strained as the survivors struggle to find safe passage from the hell 

on earth unleashed around them. It's the classic horror tale that started it all but with a fresh look of 

the bloody paths it took Ben, Barbra, and the others to get to that small farm house in the middle of 

the night. Some#mes, the journey can be just as frightening as what waits for you at the end! It's 



neighbor versus neighbor and family piNed against each other as the true horror of their savage new 

world order becomes painfully clear. You think you know the story? Think again, ghoul-friend! You 

ain't seen this NOTLD yet! The horror index is predic#ng one bloody good #me! (STL246546) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231514 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #2 CVR E FOC PHOTO CVR 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA)  Photo 

Did your shop miss the cool "Ghoul Ea#ng Bug" FOC cover?  Gobble it up now!  Alloca#ons may 

occur. (STL260547) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231515 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #1 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Cyrus Mesarcia, Neil Vokes (CA) Roy Allen Mar#nez 

Welcome to Fright Night…for REAL!  Tom Holland's classic Vampire tale returns with a series that 

picks up right aQer the events of the 1985 movie!  Based on Holland's novel which introduces Charlie 

Brewster, Amy Peterson, Evil Ed, Peter Vincent, and of course, the undead monster, Jerry Dandridge 

to horror fans!  WriNen by James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art by Neil Vokes 

(Fright Night) & Cyrus Mesarcia (Carson of Venus), this story is fully authorized by Tom Holland 

himself! It's been a year since Jerry Dandridge died (again) and life is s#ll crazy for the impromptu 

vampire killers. But something ancient and evil has clawed from the ground and found them. And 

they are going to discover that once you look into the undead abyss…the monsters hiding there look 

back.  They are about to relive the worst night of their lives. Fright Night #1 Dead By Dawn comes 

with four covers - Main Cover by Roy Allan Mar#nez (Zorro Swords of Hell), Cross Variant by the 

horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Classic Variant by interior ar#st Neil 

Vokes (Hatchet), and a special rare B&W Virgin Cover also by Mar#nez that is limited to just 350 

copies! (STL202035) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231516 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #1 CVR B HASSON & HAESER 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Cyrus Mesarcia, Neil Vokes (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

Welcome to Fright Night…for REAL!  Tom Holland's classic Vampire tale returns with a series that 

picks up right aQer the events of the 1985 movie!  Based on Holland's novel which introduces Charlie 

Brewster, Amy Peterson, Evil Ed, Peter Vincent, and of course, the undead monster, Jerry Dandridge 

to horror fans!  WriNen by James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art by Neil Vokes 

(Fright Night) & Cyrus Mesarcia (Carson of Venus), this story is fully authorized by Tom Holland 



himself! It's been a year since Jerry Dandridge died (again) and life is s#ll crazy for the impromptu 

vampire killers. But something ancient and evil has clawed from the ground and found them. And 

they are going to discover that once you look into the undead abyss…the monsters hiding there look 

back.  They are about to relive the worst night of their lives. Fright Night #1 Dead By Dawn comes 

with four covers - Main Cover by Roy Allan Mar#nez (Zorro Swords of Hell), Cross Variant by the 

horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Classic Variant by interior ar#st Neil 

Vokes (Hatchet), and a special rare B&W Virgin Cover also by Mar#nez that is limited to just 350 

copies! (STL202036) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231517 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #1 CVR C VOKES 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Cyrus Mesarcia, Neil Vokes (CA) Neil Vokes 

Welcome to Fright Night…for REAL!  Tom Holland's classic Vampire tale returns with a series that 

picks up right aQer the events of the 1985 movie!  Based on Holland's novel which introduces Charlie 

Brewster, Amy Peterson, Evil Ed, Peter Vincent, and of course, the undead monster, Jerry Dandridge 

to horror fans!  WriNen by James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art by Neil Vokes 

(Fright Night) & Cyrus Mesarcia (Carson of Venus), this story is fully authorized by Tom Holland 

himself! It's been a year since Jerry Dandridge died (again) and life is s#ll crazy for the impromptu 

vampire killers. But something ancient and evil has clawed from the ground and found them. And 

they are going to discover that once you look into the undead abyss…the monsters hiding there look 

back.  They are about to relive the worst night of their lives. Fright Night #1 Dead By Dawn comes 

with four covers - Main Cover by Roy Allan Mar#nez (Zorro Swords of Hell), Cross Variant by the 

horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Classic Variant by interior ar#st Neil 

Vokes (Hatchet), and a special rare B&W Virgin Cover also by Mar#nez that is limited to just 350 

copies! (STL202038) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231518 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #1 CVR D B&W VIRGIN ART LTD ED 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Cyrus Mesarcia, Neil Vokes (CA) Neil Vokes 

Welcome to Fright Night…for REAL!  Tom Holland's classic Vampire tale returns with a series that 

picks up right aQer the events of the 1985 movie!  Based on Holland's novel which introduces Charlie 

Brewster, Amy Peterson, Evil Ed, Peter Vincent, and of course, the undead monster, Jerry Dandridge 

to horror fans!  WriNen by James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art by Neil Vokes 

(Fright Night) & Cyrus Mesarcia (Carson of Venus), this story is fully authorized by Tom Holland 

himself! It's been a year since Jerry Dandridge died (again) and life is s#ll crazy for the impromptu 

vampire killers. But something ancient and evil has clawed from the ground and found them. And 

they are going to discover that once you look into the undead abyss…the monsters hiding there look 

back.  They are about to relive the worst night of their lives. Fright Night #1 Dead By Dawn comes 

with four covers - Main Cover by Roy Allan Mar#nez (Zorro Swords of Hell), Cross Variant by the 



horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Classic Variant by interior ar#st Neil 

Vokes (Hatchet), and a special rare B&W Virgin Cover also by Mar#nez that is limited to just 350 

copies! (STL202039) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231519 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #1 CVR E BLANK SKETCH 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Neil Vokes, Cyrus Mesarcia (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

Welcome to Fright Night…for REAL!  Tom Holland's classic Vampire tale returns with a series that 

picks up right aQer the events of the 1985 movie!  Based on Holland's novel which introduces Charlie 

Brewster, Amy Peterson, Evil Ed, Peter Vincent, and of course, the undead monster, Jerry Dandridge 

to horror fans!  WriNen by James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art by Neil Vokes 

(Fright Night) & Cyrus Mesarcia (Carson of Venus), this story is fully authorized by Tom Holland 

himself! It's been a year since Jerry Dandridge died (again) and life is s#ll crazy for the impromptu 

vampire killers. But something ancient and evil has clawed from the ground and found them. And 

they are going to discover that once you look into the undead abyss…the monsters hiding there look 

back.  They are about to relive the worst night of their lives. Fright Night #1 Dead By Dawn comes 

with four covers - Main Cover by Roy Allan Mar#nez (Zorro Swords of Hell), Cross Variant by the 

horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Classic Variant by interior ar#st Neil 

Vokes (Hatchet), and a special rare B&W Virgin Cover also by Mar#nez that is limited to just 350 

copies! (STL217062) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231520 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #2 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Neil Vokes, Cyrus Mesarcia (CA) Roy Allen Mar#nez 

It is Fright Night for real, again!  Peter Vincent and company must come to terms with reality…the 

vampires have returned!  And this #me they aren't just trying to move in next door.  They want 

revenge and an even more sinister mo#ve.  Can the rag-tag gang of would-be vampire killers survive 

long enough to discover what the Queen has in store for them?  Or will an old friend from the past 

return to exact revenge for a most uncool demise?  Find out here with the official con#nua#on of 

Tom Holland's classic story of redemp#on and revenge!  This issue comes with four covers - Main by 

Roy Allan Mar#nez, Throwback by Neil Vokes, Lil' Vampire Hunters by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and 

a limited edi#on also featuring the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar#nez! (STL212040) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231521 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #2 CVR B VOKES 



(W) James Kuhoric (A) Neil Vokes, Cyrus Mesarcia (CA) Neil Vokes 

It is Fright Night for real, again!  Peter Vincent and company must come to terms with reality…the 

vampires have returned!  And this #me they aren't just trying to move in next door.  They want 

revenge and an even more sinister mo#ve.  Can the rag-tag gang of would-be vampire killers survive 

long enough to discover what the Queen has in store for them?  Or will an old friend from the past 

return to exact revenge for a most uncool demise?  Find out here with the official con#nua#on of 

Tom Holland's classic story of redemp#on and revenge!  This issue comes with four covers - Main by 

Roy Allan Mar#nez, Throwback by Neil Vokes, Lil' Vampire Hunters by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and 

a limited edi#on also featuring the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar#nez! (STL212044) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231522 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #2 CVR C LIL VAMPIRE HUNTERS 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Neil Vokes, Cyrus Mesarcia (CA) Neil Vokes 

It is Fright Night for real, again!  Peter Vincent and company must come to terms with reality…the 

vampires have returned!  And this #me they aren't just trying to move in next door.  They want 

revenge and an even more sinister mo#ve.  Can the rag-tag gang of would-be vampire killers survive 

long enough to discover what the Queen has in store for them?  Or will an old friend from the past 

return to exact revenge for a most uncool demise?  Find out here with the official con#nua#on of 

Tom Holland's classic story of redemp#on and revenge!  This issue comes with four covers - Main by 

Roy Allan Mar#nez, Throwback by Neil Vokes, Lil' Vampire Hunters by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and 

a limited edi#on also featuring the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar#nez! (STL212045) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231523 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #2 CVR D LTD ED 1/350 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Neil Vokes, Cyrus Mesarcia (CA) Neil Vokes 

It's the rare Black & White edi#on limited to just 350 copies!  This is perfect to slab with your favorite 

grading company! (STL212047) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231524 

O/A LAND THAT TIME FORGOT 1975 #1 

(W) Marv Wolfman (A) Sonny Trinidad (CA) Nick Cardy 

Journey with us back in #me to the groovy era of the '70s when magazine sized graphic novels 

roamed the Earth and fans thrilled to the Edgar Rice Burroughs' film, The Land That Time Forgot, in 

theaters! Tyler Bowen is lost in a world of prehistoric terrors and creatures of legend. But he's not 



alone, for a submarine of German soldiers has also become stranded here, bringing modern 

monsters into the primeval world. The incredible story is collected here in beau#ful black & white for 

the first #me in over four decades! (STL126375) 

32pgs, B&W SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231525 

O/A LAND THAT TIME FORGOT 1975 #2 

(W) Marv Wolfman (A) Sonny Trinidad (CA) Mike Wolfer 

The official comics adapta#on of the blockbuster 1975 film The Land That Time Forgot comes to a 

shaNering conclusion! Stranded on the lost island con#nent of Caspak, Bowen Tyler, Lys la Rue, Baron 

von Schoenvorts and the crew of the submarine U-33 face unimaginable terrors in a prehistoric 

world out of #me's abyss. But if they can somehow avoid death in the jaws of rampaging dinosaurs 

and escape the savage, human tribes of Caspak, can they overcome the very forces of nature itself 

and find a way off of the island before a natural cataclysm dooms them all? Originally published in 

1975 by Marvel Comics Group, The Land That Time Forgot movie adapta#on has been lovingly 

remastered for a whole new genera#on of comics and Edgar Rice Burroughs fans. (STL134012) 

32pgs, B&W SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231526 

O/A LAND THAT TIME FORGOT FEARLESS #1 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) Mike Wolfer (A) Fritz Casas (CA) Roy Allen Mar#nez 

Enter the Edgar Rice Burroughs Universe in an all-new series set in the astounding, prehistoric world 

of Caspak! Set during the #me period of the original novel, The Land That Time Forgot: Fearless 

reveals a previously untold story of Bowen Tyler and Lys La Rue as they trekked across the landscape 

of the unforgeNable and unforgiving prehistoric world of Caspak. Giant spiders, fierce ape-like 

warriors, prehistoric beasts, and See-ta the savage... This one has it all! Featuring one white-knuckle 

encounter aQer another, this is the tale that all fans of ERB and prehistoric adventure comics have 

been wai#ng for, beau#fully illustrated by Fritz Casas and wriNen by Mike Wolfer (Pellucidar, The 

Monster Men).  (STL157639) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231527 

O/A LAND THAT TIME FORGOT FEARLESS #1 CVR B WOLFER 

(W) Mike Wolfer (A) Fritz Casas (CA) Vincenzo Carratu 

Enter the Edgar Rice Burroughs Universe in an all-new series set in the astounding, prehistoric world 

of Caspak! Set during the #me period of the original novel, The Land That Time Forgot: Fearless 

reveals a previously untold story of Bowen Tyler and Lys La Rue as they trekked across the landscape 

of the unforgeNable and unforgiving prehistoric world of Caspak. Giant spiders, fierce ape-like 



warriors, prehistoric beasts, and See-ta the savage... This one has it all! Featuring one white-knuckle 

encounter aQer another, this is the tale that all fans of ERB and prehistoric adventure comics have 

been wai#ng for, beau#fully illustrated by Fritz Casas and wriNen by Mike Wolfer (Pellucidar, The 

Monster Men).  (STL157642) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231528 

O/A LAND THAT TIME FORGOT FEARLESS #1 CVR C MARTINEZ 

(W) Mike Wolfer (A) Fritz Casas (CA) Roy Allen Mar#nez 

Enter the Edgar Rice Burroughs Universe in an all-new series set in the astounding, prehistoric world 

of Caspak! Set during the #me period of the original novel, The Land That Time Forgot: Fearless 

reveals a previously untold story of Bowen Tyler and Lys La Rue as they trekked across the landscape 

of the unforgeNable and unforgiving prehistoric world of Caspak. Giant spiders, fierce ape-like 

warriors, prehistoric beasts, and See-ta the savage... This one has it all! Featuring one white-knuckle 

encounter aQer another, this is the tale that all fans of ERB and prehistoric adventure comics have 

been wai#ng for, beau#fully illustrated by Fritz Casas and wriNen by Mike Wolfer (Pellucidar, The 

Monster Men).  (STL157647) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231529 

O/A LAND THAT TIME FORGOT FEARLESS #2 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) Mike Wolfer (A) Fritz Casas (CA) Roy Allen Mar#nez 

The most nail-bi#ng prehistoric adventure you've ever seen con#nues in the classic Edgar Rice 

Burroughs tradi#on! On the lost con#nent of Caspak, Bowen Tyler has been kidnapped by savage 

ape-men, but his troubles are only beginning as another warring tribe wants to claim him as their 

own to use as live bait to lure flesh-ea#ng dinosaurs into their hun#ng trap. Tyler's only hope of 

survival is Lys La Rue Tyler, who has joined forces with Co-tan, a Galu woman who's quest is to track 

down the gorilla-like Alus who murdered several members of her tribe. But their chances of rescuing 

Lys' beloved look preNy slim when the duo inadvertently venture into the swamp home of renegade 

Galu warrior-woman See-ta, who seems to be able to control the savage beasts of the prehistoric 

island!  The Land That Time Forgot Fearless #2 is available with two covers - Main & 350 copy limited 

edi#on by Roy Allan Mar#nez. (STL173744) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231530 

O/A LAND THAT TIME FORGOT FEARLESS #2 CVR B LTD B&W 

(W) Mike Wolfer (A) Fritz Casas (CA) Vincenzo Carratu 



The most nail-bi#ng prehistoric adventure you've ever seen con#nues in the classic Edgar Rice 

Burroughs tradi#on! On the lost con#nent of Caspak, Bowen Tyler has been kidnapped by savage 

ape-men, but his troubles are only beginning as another warring tribe wants to claim him as their 

own to use as live bait to lure flesh-ea#ng dinosaurs into their hun#ng trap. Tyler's only hope of 

survival is Lys La Rue Tyler, who has joined forces with Co-tan, a Galu woman who's quest is to track 

down the gorilla-like Alus who murdered several members of her tribe. But their chances of rescuing 

Lys' beloved look preNy slim when the duo inadvertently venture into the swamp home of renegade 

Galu warrior-woman See-ta, who seems to be able to control the savage beasts of the prehistoric 

island!  The Land That Time Forgot Fearless #2 is available with two covers - Main & 350 copy limited 

edi#on by Roy Allan Mar#nez. (STL173745) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231531 

O/A LAND THAT TIME FORGOT FEARLESS #3 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) Mike Wolfer (A) Fritz Casas (CA) Roy Allen Mar#nez 

The incredible, canonical, thrill-a-minute series set in Edgar Rice Burroughs' astounding prehistoric 

world of Caspak comes to a thunderous conclusion! In this official sequel to the original novel, 

heroes Bowen Tyler and Lys la Rue Tyler baNle their way through savage Caspak, and with the aid of 

See-ta and Co-tan, they have finally escaped the brutal tribe of prehistoric men who have been 

hun#ng them. But their troubles are only beginning when Lys is abducted by one of Caspak's most 

despicable, hideous humanoids, a corpse-like, winged Wieroo! Join the race against #me, set in a 

world of rampaging dinosaurs and high-adventure, as only Edgar Rice Burroughs could have 

imagined! The Land That Time Forgot Fearless #3 is available with two covers - Main & 300 copy 

limited edi#on by Roy Allan Mar#nez. (STL180486) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231532 

O/A LAND THAT TIME FORGOT FEARLESS #3 CVR B LTD B&W 

(W) Mike Wolfer (A) Fritz Casas (CA) Roy Allen Mar#nez 

The incredible, canonical, thrill-a-minute series set in Edgar Rice Burroughs' astounding prehistoric 

world of Caspak comes to a thunderous conclusion! In this official sequel to the original novel, 

heroes Bowen Tyler and Lys la Rue Tyler baNle their way through savage Caspak, and with the aid of 

See-ta and Co-tan, they have finally escaped the brutal tribe of prehistoric men who have been 

hun#ng them. But their troubles are only beginning when Lys is abducted by one of Caspak's most 

despicable, hideous humanoids, a corpse-like, winged Wieroo! Join the race against #me, set in a 

world of rampaging dinosaurs and high-adventure, as only Edgar Rice Burroughs could have 

imagined! The Land That Time Forgot Fearless #3 is available with two covers - Main & 300 copy 

limited edi#on by Roy Allan Mar#nez. (STL180487) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 



MAY231533 

O/A HATCHET UNSTOPPABLE HORROR #1 CVR A MAIN CARRATU (MR) 

(W) James Kuhoric & Various (A) Puis Calzada & Various (CA) Vincenzo Carratu 

The tales of Victor Crowley have always been terrifying, but now American Mythology opens the 

door to an even darker path as we deliver three new stories steeped in grueling horror! A creature of 

pure rage and anger, Victor Crowley savagely defends his remote, swamp home, teaching the true 

meaning of despair to interlopers of his domain before tearing them horribly asunder. But not only is 

Victor Crowley a hideous, murderous monster, he just won't die as we'll see in these three, unique 

stories that highlight the unstoppable, supernatural nature of Victor Crowley! These tales are not for 

the faint of heart and reveal the true darkness within the monster haun#ng Honey Island Swamp! 

Hatchet Unstoppable Horror #1 comes with three covers - Main by Vincenzo Carratù, Variant by 

Cyrus Mesarcia, and a limited edi#on 1/350 Bloody Horror cover. (STL148793) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231534 

O/A HATCHET VENGEANCE #3 CVR A BUZ & HAESER (MR) (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

At LAST! This is a special issue of Hatchet for the FANS!  Chock full of extras - an interview with Adam 

Green, extra Hatchet behind the scenes features, and special content!  32 pages of pure gory glory 

for the horror fan! If you are squeamish, this is not the book for you. It's an all-out slaughterfest! 

Papa's killers converge on Victor Crowley and the risen Vengeance Demon to soak the swamp with 

bullets and blood. This is grueling over-the-top horror the way it was meant to be. Be there for the 

conclusion of this new chapter in classic American horror! Hatchet Vengeance #3 comes with three 

covers - Main Cover by The Living Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Slaughter Cover & 300 

copy Limited Edi#on Bloody Horror Cover by Puis Calzada! (STL109095) (C: 1-0-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231535 

O/A HATCHET VENGEANCE #3 SLAUGHTER CALZADA CVR (MR) 

(W) James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada 

If you are squeamish, this is not the book for you. It's an all-out slaughterfest! Papa's killers converge 

on Victor Crowley and the risen Vengeance Demon to soak the swamp with bullets and blood. This is 

grueling over-the-top horror the way it was meant to be. Be there for the conclusion of this new 

chapter in classic American horror! Hatchet Vengeance #3 comes with three covers - Main Slaughter 

Cover by interior ar#st Puis Calzada, Swamp Kill Cover by Demi Mandir, and limited-edi#on Bloody 

Horror Cover also by Calzada. (STL109079) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231536 

PHAZER UNIVERSE #1 CVR A MAIN 

(W) Mariano Nicieza, David Lucatch (A) MaN Gaudio (CA) Mariano Nicieza, MaN Gaudio 

Phazer, a superpowered hero lost in #me, returns home to take on two of his greatest enemies - and 

alongside allies and friends, try to save the world! Ac#on, Adventure, Dinosaurs, Aliens, Super 

Science, Androids... this one's got it all! From the mind of award-winning writer, illustrator and 

execu#ve producer Mariano Nicieza comes a sci-fi ac#on-adventure opus for comic-book lovers 

everywhere… PHAZER UNIVERSE. (STL275123) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231537 

PHAZER UNIVERSE #1 CVR B AGENT THREE ZERO 

(W) Mariano Nicieza, David Lucatch (A) MaN Gaudio (CA) Tom Tonkin 

Phazer, a superpowered hero lost in #me, returns home to take on two of his greatest enemies - and 

alongside allies and friends, try to save the world! Ac#on, Adventure, Dinosaurs, Aliens, Super 

Science, Androids... this one's got it all! From the mind of award-winning writer, illustrator and 

execu#ve producer Mariano Nicieza comes a sci-fi ac#on-adventure opus for comic-book lovers 

everywhere… PHAZER UNIVERSE. (STL275125) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231538 

PHAZER UNIVERSE #1 CVR C BLACKRAY 

(W) Mariano Nicieza, David Lucatch (A) MaN Gaudio (CA) Fred Haynes & Various 

Phazer, a superpowered hero lost in #me, returns home to take on two of his greatest enemies - and 

alongside allies and friends, try to save the world! Ac#on, Adventure, Dinosaurs, Aliens, Super 

Science, Androids... this one's got it all! From the mind of award-winning writer, illustrator and 

execu#ve producer Mariano Nicieza comes a sci-fi ac#on-adventure opus for comic-book lovers 

everywhere… PHAZER UNIVERSE. (STL275127) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231539 

PHAZER UNIVERSE #1 CVR D BLUE SULTAN 



(W) Mariano Nicieza, David Lucatch (A) MaN Gaudio (CA) Ron Frenz & Various 

Phazer, a superpowered hero lost in #me, returns home to take on two of his greatest enemies - and 

alongside allies and friends, try to save the world! Ac#on, Adventure, Dinosaurs, Aliens, Super 

Science, Androids... this one's got it all! From the mind of award-winning writer, illustrator and 

execu#ve producer Mariano Nicieza comes a sci-fi ac#on-adventure opus for comic-book lovers 

everywhere… PHAZER UNIVERSE. (STL275128) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231540 

PHAZER UNIVERSE #1 CVR F FOIL AGENT THREE ZERO (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Mariano Nicieza, David Lucatch (A) MaN Gaudio (CA) Mariano Nicieza, MaN Gaudio 

Your favorite cover with a shiny foil stamped cover and limited to just 500 copies printed! Limited 

quan##es available - alloca#ons may occur. (STL275130) (C: 0-0-1) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231541 

PHAZER UNIVERSE #1 CVR E METAL MAIN (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Mariano Nicieza, David Lucatch (A) MaN Gaudio (CA) Mariano Nicieza, MaN Gaudio 

Printed on real metal! These super limited edi#ons are impossible to find. Add them to your 

collec#on while supplies last. (STL275133) (C: 0-0-1) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $74.99 

 

MAY231542 

PHAZER UNIVERSE #1 CVR F METAL AGENT THREE ZERO (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Mariano Nicieza, David Lucatch (A) MaN Gaudio (CA) Mariano Nicieza, MaN Gaudio 

Printed on real metal! These super limited edi#ons are impossible to find. Add them to your 

collec#on while supplies last. (STL275134) (C: 0-0-1) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $74.99 

 

MAY231543 

PHAZER UNIVERSE #1 CVR G METAL BLACKRAY (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Mariano Nicieza, David Lucatch (A) MaN Gaudio (CA) Fred Haynes & Various 

Printed on real metal! These super limited edi#ons are impossible to find. Add them to your 

collec#on while supplies last. (STL275135) (C: 0-0-1) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $74.99 

 

MAY231544 

PHAZER UNIVERSE #1 CVR H METAL BLUE SULTAN (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Mariano Nicieza, David Lucatch (A) MaN Gaudio (CA) Ron Frenz & Various 

Printed on real metal! These super limited edi#ons are impossible to find. Add them to your 

collec#on while supplies last. (STL275136) (C: 0-0-1) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $74.99 

 

MAY231545 

PHAZER UNIVERSE #1 FULL COLOR SKETCH ED (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Mariano Nicieza, David Lucatch (A) MaN Gaudio (CA) Mariano Nicieza, Joe DelBeato 

A unique hand drawn full color sketch by Mariano Nicieza and Joe DelBeato featuring the Phaser 

Universe characters on an official Phaser Universe #1 Blank Sketch Cover! These sketches are unique 

and will vary in design. (STL275137) (C: 0-0-1) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $150.00 

 

MAY231546 

PHAZER COLLECTIBLE 24KT GOLD-PLATED COIN (C: 0-0-1) 

(A) Mariano Nicieza 

A unique piece of art on a genuine, authen#c U.S. Mint John F. Kennedy Half-Dollar - Legal Tender of 

the United States, layered in genuine 24-karat gold and then enhanced with colorized artwork!? 

(STL275138) (C: 0-0-1 

Item SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231547 

PHAZER COLLECTIBLE CLOISONNE PIN (C: 0-0-1) 

The Phazer iconic chest emblem logo, represen#ng the stylized "P" of the P.H.A.Z.E.R. Project. 

(STL275139) (C: 0-0-1 

Item SRP: $19.99 

 

AMP KIDS 

 



MAY231548 

BIG NATE NO WORRIES TP TWO BOOKS IN ONE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Lincoln Peirce 

This exci#ng volume of Big Nate adventures includes all of the comics from Revenge of the Cream 

Puffs and What's a LiNle Noogie Between Friends? Here come the Cream Puffs! Nate and his baseball 

team, saddled with the most embarrassing moniker in LiNle League history, want to show the world 

they're not just a bunch of cupcakes. But it won't be easy. Their opponents mock them. The local 

sports sec#on misprints Nate's name—three #mes. And now, on the day of the big game, illness and 

injuries have the team facing a crushing defeat... unless the unlikeliest Cream Puff of all can come in 

from the bullpen and save the day. Then, how does his soccer team manage to lose to a school with 

a sixty-game winless streak? What's he doing at the movies on a Friday night... with Gina? And why, 

oh why is one of his classmates (hint: she's Nate's dream girl) suddenly moving 3,000 miles away? It's 

all enough to make a sixth-grade superstar feel... well, not so super. (STL271292) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 352pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

AMULET BOOKS 

 

MAY231549 

AVATAR LAST AIRBENDER LEGACY OF YANGCHEN HC NOVEL (C: 1-1-0) 

(W) F C Yee 

Avatar Yangchen has succeeded in bringing a measure of stability to Bin-Er, but her successes have 

been limited to a single city, and rumors concerning Unanimity—a weapon capable of total 

oblitera#on—have led to increasing tensions among the Four Na#ons. Desperate to restore 

diplomacy, Yangchen aNempts to de-escalate hos#li#es between heads of state. But in the wake of a 

brutal assassina#on and the freeing of Unanimity, Yangchen is forced to bring Kavik—the trusted 

former companion whose betrayal crushed her—back into her fold. As the Four Na#ons teeter on 

the brink of conflict and she begins to unravel the power-hungry Zongdu Chaisee’s true agenda, 

Yangchen is forced to measure the worth of humanity, and how much can be sacrificed in the name 

of balance. (STL273289) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, Australia, and 

the UK. 

Novel, HC, 6x9, 336pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231550 

DANNY PHANTOM GN VOL 01 GLITCH IN TIME (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Gabriela Epstein 

This all-new middle-grade graphic novel based on Nickelodeon's animated series Danny Phantom 

takes readers on a #me traveling adventure that takes place directly aQer the series finale with the 

original ghost gang: Danny Fenton and his best friends Sam Manson and Tucker Foley! When the 



gang starts experiences #me travel glitches, Danny's archnemesis Vlad Masters arrives on his 

doorstep with terrifying news: Dark Danny has escaped his prison! Danny must then get his friends 

together and partner with Vlad to jump through #me and space and unlock secrets of the Ghost 

Zone! But can they make it back to Amity Park before Dark Danny destroys the ghost gang's en#re 

world? (STL270995) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY231551 

DANNY PHANTOM HC GN VOL 01 GLITCH IN TIME (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Gabriela Epstein 

Danny Phantom travels through #me and space to save humanity in this original graphic novel based 

on the hit Nickelodeon series 

 

This all-new middle-grade graphic novel based on Nickelodeon’s animated series Danny Phantom 

takes readers on a #me traveling adventure that takes place directly aQer the series finale with the 

original ghost gang: Danny Fenton and his best friends Sam Manson and Tucker Foley! When the 

gang starts experiences #me travel glitches, Danny’s archnemesis Vlad Masters arrives on his 

doorstep with terrifying news: Dark Danny has escaped his prison! 

 

Danny must then get his friends together and partner with Vlad to jump through #me and space and 

unlock secrets of the Ghost Zone! But can they make it back to Amity Park before Dark Danny 

destroys the ghost gang’s en#re world? (STL271026) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231552 

GI JOE CLASSIFIED HC NOVEL BOOK 02 REVENGE OF THE NINJA (C:  

(W) Kelley Skovron 

In the next installment in this ac#on-packed series, a group of ordinary kids finds themselves facing 

extraordinary circumstances yet again. The Average Joes may have stalled Cobra’s nefarious plans, 

but Springfield is s#ll in trouble. Con#nuing the story where Stan, Julien, Zoro-me, and ScarleN leQ 

off, this heart-pounding thrill ride will enthrall G.I. Joe fans and ac#on-adventure readers alike. 

(STL270813) (C: 0-1-1) 

Novel, HC, 6x9, 272pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY231553 

WE ARE THE SMURFS SC GN VOL 02 BETTER TOGETHER (C: 0-1-0) 



(W) Falzar Culliford,  Peyo (A) Thierry Culliford 

The zany, Smurf-tacular tales con#nue in the second volume in this graphic novel series for young 

readers! Follow the Smurfs in the second volume of the all-new We Are the Smurfs comic series that 

focuses on emo#onal learning, social responsibility, and overall Smurf-iness! Featuring three stories 

and back maNer dedicated to helping children explore and beNer understand their emo#ons, this 

full-color graphic novel features SmurfeNe, Papa Smurf, and everyone else as they go on brand new 

adventures and escape from Gargamel's clutches! (STL271103) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

ANTARCTIC PRESS 

 

MAY231554 

MARY MACHINEGUN #1 (OF 4) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Johnny Reed, Max DeVill (A) Fernando Cordiero (CA) Fabio Simao 

In this new addi#on to the A.P. Superverse, Templar agent Mary Machinegun is sent to Kentucky to 

eradicate a pack of werewolves.  Upon her arrival she discovers not all is as it seems in the small 

town, especially in the church overlooking it. (STL273922) (C: 0-0-1) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231555 

TOMORROW GIRL #2 CVR A SHIGAO (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Ben Dunn & Various (A)  Shigao, Rocio Perez (CA)  Shigao 

The Maid of Might is back with a one-two punch of  ac#on- and fun-packed adventures! , First, 

Tomorrow Girl goes to Japan for a Hero Exchange Program. She meets her sponsor Japanese 

counterpart for an exchange of ideas, liNle suspec#ng are evil forces planning to make her visit as 

horrible as possible.  Then, detec#ng an anomaly on the Moon, TG flies their to confront a being not 

merely from another world, but a whole other universe. (STL273909) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231556 

TOMORROW GIRL #2 CVR B FRED PERRY (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Ben Dunn & Various (A)  Shigao, Rocio Perez (CA) Fred Perry 

You know you've struck gold with this shiny, special Tomorrow Girl variant cover by Gold Digger 

creator Fred Perry!  But stake your claim now before the supplies are all mined out! (STL273910) (C: 

0-1-1) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 



 

MAY231557 

KAMEN AMERICA SUCCESS & NOBLENESS ONESHOT CVR A WANDZARDEE ( 

(W) Mark Pellegrini (A) Timothy Lim (CA)  Wandzardeen 

The fiQh volume of the Kamen America series starts a brand new saga! As Carly and the Kamen Corps 

rise to newfound respect and fame, giant robots start appearing and wreaking havoc across the 

globe.  A henshin-hero team, the Zenerengers, appears out of nowhere and stands dedicated to 

stopping these malevolent machines -- but what is their true intent? Kamen America, Kamen Comet, 

Kamen Ramen, and Kamen Victory will have to combine their powers in new and crea#ve ways to 

face a threat more powerful than any they have encountered so far! (STL273911) (C: 0-0-1) 

SC, 7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231558 

KAMEN AMERICA SUCCESS & NOBLENESS ONESHOT CVR B 8HUSA (C: 0- 

(W) Mark Pellegrini (A) Timothy Lim (CA)  8HUSA 

The fiQh volume of the Kamen America series starts a brand new saga! As Carly and the Kamen Corps 

rise to newfound respect and fame, giant robots start appearing and wreaking havoc across the 

globe.  A henshin-hero team, the Zenerengers, appears out of nowhere and stands dedicated to 

stopping these malevolent machines -- but what is their true intent? Kamen America, Kamen Comet, 

Kamen Ramen, and Kamen Victory will have to combine their powers in new and crea#ve ways to 

face a threat more powerful than any they have encountered so far! 

 

Feast your eyes on a heaping helping of the blue and bubbly Kamen Ramen on this fun and flirty 

virgin variant cover by 8HUSA!  It could leave you hungry AND thirsty! (STL273912) (C: 0-0-1) 

SC, 7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY231559 

JUNGLE COMICS #19 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA) Ben Dunn 

"Kyla: The Goddess Who  Walks the Earth!" (Steven Ross, Stephen Reid): On a future Earth 

devastated by the Great Regression, a gene#cally modified warrior has risen to defend a jungle-

infested con#nent from evildoers.  Local tribespeople are disappearing, and Kyla must inves#gates 

the Sl;avers of Szukalski!  ""The Adventures of Zan the Jungle Lord" (Giuseppe Pederiali, Roberto 

Renzi, and Bruno Marraffa): It's the final confronta#on between Zan and the treacherous Donald 

Moore, and only one will emerge victorious! (STL273906) (C: 0-0-1) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 



MAY231560 

EXCITING COMICS #37 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W)  Various (A)  VARIOUS (CA) Shantona Shantuma 

"Ibis the Mys#c" (Anthony Zicari, Shantona Shantuma), "Dominion Jack" (ack Briglio, Ron Salas). 

 

"Ibis the Mys#c" (Anthony Zicari, Shantona Shantuma): Werewolves haunt the streets of London, and 

Ibis inves#gates a mysterious curio shop.  "Dominion Jack" (Jack Briglio, Ron Salas): In two tales of 

#mes past, Dominion Jack tries to teach his stubborn daughter Jess his superhero ways as they 

confront the dual menace of Takeover and Kid Control. Then, Malaise and Chinook aNack Dominion 

Jack and MashUp at the Rideau Canal. As Jack thinks back on how the legacy heroes of the past 

made such a difference in the world, he hopes to con#nue that tradi#on…if he survives this fight with 

Chinook first! (STL273903) (C: 0-0-1) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231561 

PLANET COMICS #21 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W)  Various (A)  VARIOUS (CA) David Broughton 

"The Ex#nc#oners" (Shawntae Howard, Malcolm Earl), "Robot Sex" (John Holland, Roban Gubskii), 

"Shaman Kane: The Arcadia Incident" (David Broughton). 

 

"The Ex#nc#oners" (Shawntae Howard, Malcolm Earl): Katherine Fela had hoped for an exci#ng 

birthday, but when aliens descend on her home town to kidnap her and her boyfriend, things get 

TOO exci#ng!  Will the things that make her special lead to the destruc#on of her whole world?  

"Robot Sex" (John Holland, Roban Gubskii): Laveau and Barney finally arrive in New Orleans, first to 

visit an old friend and owner of a robot parts store for Barney's annual physical.  Along the way, they 

are waylaid by a robot-worshipping human with news of a rally for the Metal.  (John Holland, Roban 

Gubskii), "Shaman Kane: The Arcadia Incident" (David Broughton): Banished from the Shaman order, 

Kane decides to start a new life at the fron#er worlds of the Galac#c Rim.  He and Shaman Jane Rain 

find themselves in a fight for survival against the Necro-Sharks, a band of terrifying Zombie space 

pirates. (STL273908) (C: 0-0-1) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231562 

MANGA Z #14 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W)  VARIOUS (A)  Various (CA)  MitsuBlinger 

"The Adventures of Lenifille" (Kazuaki Ishida): Blamed for the death of the King of Olcross, Kyle, 

Lenifille and Sylka must leave the Zephyr Woods and head across the border.  Before they go, the  



queen of the woods' dark elves has a request…that they escort a child!?  "Foxy and Wolfy" (Kitsune 

Windsor, Komoriuta Kitsune, Anthony Zicari, MitsuBlinger): AQer a compe##on, Foxy and Wolfy are 

taken to the nurse's office where a demonoid lies in wait to aNack them! (STL273907) (C: 0-0-1) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231563 

HORROR COMICS #26 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Brian Denham 

As the weather warms up, the terror talents at Antarc#c Press are here to help by chilling your blood 

with a midsummer night's scream-fest of scary short stories! (STL273905) (C: 0-0-1) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231564 

FANTASY COMICS #3 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Brian Denham 

"The Adventurers" (Rod Espinosa): Clari', Deren, Jolle and Ariarra have been accepted as hirelings of 

the renowned Warriors of Dawn.  Once Clari' stops oversleeping, it seems they can truly start 

fulfilling their dream…un#l they are confronted by an Inquisitor squad come to claim Ariarra, who is 

revealed to be a half-elf! (STL273904) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231565 

COCAINE KAIJU SKETCHBOOK ONE SHOT BLACK ED 

(CA) David Hutchinson 

Got a lot of newfound energy (and maybe some recent movie-based inspira#on), and you're not sure 

how to channel it?  Grab yourself one of these top-quality sketchbooks, cut with-FROM the purest 

paper sources, roll up your…sleeves, and go to town!  The next monster hit could be yours! 

(STL273920) 

7x10, 24pgs, B&W SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231566 

COCAINE KAIJU SKETCHBOOK ONE SHOT WHITE ED 

(CA) David Hutchinson 



Got a lot of newfound energy (and maybe some recent movie-based inspira#on), and you're not sure 

how to channel it?  Grab yourself one of these top-quality sketchbooks, cut with-FROM the purest 

paper sources, roll up your…sleeves, and go to town!  The next monster hit could be yours! 

(STL273919) 

7x10, 24pgs, B&W SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231567 

COCAINE KAIJU SKETCHBOOK 8 BALL PACK 

(CA) David Hutchinson 

Your brain's buzzing with all these ideas, ready to crank out a whole kilo of issues?  We've got a 

package deal for you!  We can't offer you the first one for free, but we CAN offer you a sweet deal of 

a bulk discount! (STL273921) 

8 pack, 7x10, 24pgs, B&W SRP: $35.00 

 

MAY231568 

COCAINE KAIJU T/S SM (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) David Hutchinson 

Inspired by a true story…of an incident on the set that we'd rather not talk about.  What happens 

when a #tanic rep#le rides the white horse?  A manic rampage that won't stop when it hits a few 

bumps!  Even with all the sniffing it does, this gak-zilla's able to blow a real snowstorm!  Can the 

specialized monster response team get it the rehab treatment it needs in #me?  Either way, this shirt 

is truly dope, all it's cracked up to be! (STL273913) (C: 0-1-1) 

FC SRP: $25.00 

 

MAY231569 

COCAINE KAIJU T/S MED (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) David Hutchinson 

Inspired by a true story…of an incident on the set that we'd rather not talk about.  What happens 

when a #tanic rep#le rides the white horse?  A manic rampage that won't stop when it hits a few 

bumps!  Even with all the sniffing it does, this gak-zilla's able to blow a real snowstorm!  Can the 

specialized monster response team get it the rehab treatment it needs in #me?  Either way, this shirt 

is truly dope, all it's cracked up to be! (STL273914) (C: 0-1-1) 

FC SRP: $25.00 

 

MAY231570 

COCAINE KAIJU T/S LG (C: 0-1-1) 



(A) David Hutchinson 

Inspired by a true story…of an incident on the set that we'd rather not talk about.  What happens 

when a #tanic rep#le rides the white horse?  A manic rampage that won't stop when it hits a few 

bumps!  Even with all the sniffing it does, this gak-zilla's able to blow a real snowstorm!  Can the 

specialized monster response team get it the rehab treatment it needs in #me?  Either way, this shirt 

is truly dope, all it's cracked up to be! (STL273915) (C: 0-1-1) 

FC SRP: $25.00 

 

MAY231571 

COCAINE KAIJU T/S XL (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) David Hutchinson 

Inspired by a true story…of an incident on the set that we'd rather not talk about.  What happens 

when a #tanic rep#le rides the white horse?  A manic rampage that won't stop when it hits a few 

bumps!  Even with all the sniffing it does, this gak-zilla's able to blow a real snowstorm!  Can the 

specialized monster response team get it the rehab treatment it needs in #me?  Either way, this shirt 

is truly dope, all it's cracked up to be! (STL273916) (C: 0-1-1) 

FC SRP: $25.00 

 

MAY231572 

COCAINE KAIJU T/S XXL (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) David Hutchinson 

Inspired by a true story…of an incident on the set that we'd rather not talk about.  What happens 

when a #tanic rep#le rides the white horse?  A manic rampage that won't stop when it hits a few 

bumps!  Even with all the sniffing it does, this gak-zilla's able to blow a real snowstorm!  Can the 

specialized monster response team get it the rehab treatment it needs in #me?  Either way, this shirt 

is truly dope, all it's cracked up to be! (STL273917) (C: 0-1-1) 

FC SRP: $30.00 

 

MAY231573 

COCAINE KAIJU T/S XXXL (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) David Hutchinson 

Inspired by a true story…of an incident on the set that we'd rather not talk about.  What happens 

when a #tanic rep#le rides the white horse?  A manic rampage that won't stop when it hits a few 

bumps!  Even with all the sniffing it does, this gak-zilla's able to blow a real snowstorm!  Can the 

specialized monster response team get it the rehab treatment it needs in #me?  Either way, this shirt 

is truly dope, all it's cracked up to be! (STL273918) (C: 0-1-1) 

FC SRP: $30.00 



 

ARCHIE COMIC PUBLICATIONS 

 

MAY231574 

B&V FRIENDS FOREVER BEACH PARTY ONESHOT 

(W) Jamie L Rotante (A) Holly G, Jim Amash (CA) Holly G 

A BRAND-NEW STORY kicks off this SUMMER FUN issue! In "Babbi's Riverdale Beach Party," to 

celebrate the release of the new Babbi movie, Veronica decides to throw an over-the-top beach 

party, with everyone dressed as their favorite Babbi doll. The Lodge Beach House is turned into a 

lifelike version of Babbi's Beach House-complete with unicorn rides on the beach! There are even 

some hints that a surprise guest will make an appearance-so when a handsome, young stranger 

shows up, EVERYONE wants to know who he is! All that plus even more fun in the sun stories and 

fabulous summer fashions! (STL274697) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231575 

ARCHIE SHOWCASE JUMBO DIGEST #14 CHRISTMAS IN JULY 

(W)  VARIOUS (A)  Various (CA) Dan Parent 

The tradi#on con#nues as Archie and the Gang keep cool by bringing a liNle fes#ve fun into the 

summer #me! Enjoy this hot collec#on of holiday stories while you lounge by the pool! (STL274694) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231576 

WORLD OF ARCHIE JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #131 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Various & Various (CA) Francis Bonnet, Dan Parent 

TWO BRAND NEW STORIES! First, in "You're a FIREWORK!," when innocent July 4th fireworks show at 

Pickens Park accidentally opens a portal to a demon world, DARKLING must send her former evil 

enemies out of Riverdale and back to their own world! 

  Then, in "Law & Disorder," Reggie is causing mischief as usual-but Moose gets involved to seNle the 

score, something unexpected happens: the ac#on aNracts superhero MR. JUSTICE, who's got his eyes 

set on Moose as a poten#al sidekick! (STL274695) (C: 0-1-1) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231577 

WORLD OF BETTY & VERONICA JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #27 



(W/A)  Various & Various (CA) Dan Parent 

TWO BRAND NEW STORIES! First, in "No Time for Jus#ce," SUPERTEEN, BeNy's superhero alias, stops 

two robbers in their tracks-which catches the eye of fellow superhero MR. JUSTICE! But how will 

BeNy like having a brand-new superhero iden#ty?  

 Then, in "M1N3RVA 2.0," LiNle Dilton uses AI technology to help Evelyn Evernever bring her beloved 

Minerva doll to life. But when Minerva has a mind of her own, she wreaks havoc on Riverdale! The 

BOY BUDDIES are on the case to stop the doll's reign of terror in this riff on the popular movie 

M3GAN. (STL274696) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231578 

ARCHIE JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #342 

(W)  Various & Various (A)  VARIOUS & Various (CA) Dan Parent 

TWO BRAND NEW STORIES! First, in "Shop un#l you Drop," MAD DR. DOOM is up to his old tricks! 

This #me his plan is to aNack what everyone values most-their phones! The BOY BUDDIES are on the 

case-unless LiNle Archie and the gang distract them too much!  

Then, in "Movie Mishap," famous director Steven Squealberg is direc#ng a movie and using Lodge 

Mansion as the backdrop. The movie is based on the true story of an interna#onal gang of criminals. 

Archie, Jughead, BeNy and Veronica are all excited to be extras in the movie, but when a few other 

background actors are a liNle too good playing their roles, they're going to need a real detec#ve on 

the case: enter, FU CHANG! (STL274693) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

ASPEN MLT INC 

 

MAY231579 

MICHAEL TURNER SOULFIRE TP VOL 01 DEFINITIVE ED 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Michael Turner 

Your wait is finally over! Aspen is thrilled to bring you the most complete collec#on of Michael 

Turner's first-ever Aspen series, SOULFIRE, with this amazing SOULFIRE: DEFINITIVE EDITION TRADE 

PAPERBACK! Michael Turner set the world ablaze when his SOULFIRE series made its debut in the 

spring of 2003. S#ll one of today's most popular independent comic book #tles, this long awaited 

volume 1 collec#on contains it all! Take a look at what's inside… 

The never before solicited Soulfire: Beginnings issues, the rare Soulfire Preview, issue #0, and issues 

#1 through #10, including the special recap story by Joe Benitez featured in Aspen Seasons: Winter. 

As well, this incredible TPB contains a huge sec#on of original Soulfire designs, sketches, and script 

treatments, pin-ups from the Aspen Splash issues, along with a jam-packed complete Soulfire cover 

gallery and more seldom seen Soulfire goodies as only Michael Turner and Aspen could deliver! It's 



all here, including Michael Turner's very last illustrated Soulfire art. Combine that together, and you 

have 376 giant pages of everything that was Soulfire Volume 1. This is THE DEFINITIVE SOULFIRE 

collec#on and an absolute must for any Aspen, Soulfire, Michael Turner, or comic book fan, period! 

(STK427545) (SEP100802) 

SC, 7x10, 376pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY231580 

SOULFIRE SHADOW MAGIC TP VOL 01 

(W) Vince Hernandez (A/CA) Sana Takeda 

The world of magic has gone dark… 

Before the return of the light forever altered the events of the present SOULFIRE universe, a long ago 

era of flourishing magic enveloped the land as well as SOULFIRE's preeminent heroine, Grace. Amidst 

a bloody war between the two dominant races, the Rahtumi and the Sethoru, that endangered both 

of their existences, an even greater threat soon emerged. It is a malevolent form of magic that 

threatens to cast a dark shadow over all that is decent and magical by consuming everything in it's 

path. And through all of this perilous disorder, Grace aNempts to overcome the greatest obstacle she 

has yet to encounter in her #me in Empyrea-the bonds of love. Collec#ng together the en#re sold 

out SOULFIRE: SHADOW MAGIC mini-series, and fully illustrated by Sana Takeda, this long-awaited 

trade paperback is a must have addi#on to everyone's SOULFIRE collec#on! (STK431481) 

(MAY181405) 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY231581 

O/A ETERNAL SOULFIRE TP VOL 01 

(W) J. T. Krul (A) Alex Konat 

The world of magic and technology have finally collided! 

A new cast of characters has risen. Cassidy, a young high school student with a very big secret, will 

discover that magic is not only real-but will change her life forever in ways she never could've 

imagined. Meanwhile, Miya, the ancient warrior from the earliest days of the Soulfire Universe, has 

returned with a vengeanceboth of their paths will be inextricably united! Explore the world of 

Michael Turner's Soulfire as you've never seen it before! 

Brought to you by New York Times Best-Selling author J.T. Krul (DC's Bloodlines, Jirni), with art by 

superstar ar#st Alex Konat (DC's Gotham GazeNe:Batman, Fathom), and colorist Federico Blee (Jirni), 

this thrilling new series in the Soulfire Universe is not to be missed! (STL029640) 

SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY231582 



O/A SOULFIRE CORE #1 CVR A KONAT 

(W) J. T. Krul (A/CA) Alex Konat 

Aspen Comics' largest and most ambi#ous release of 2022 is now available in a two-part ac#on-

packed adventure! 

The hidden world of magic has made its presence known in the conflict above the surface between 

The Blue, The Humans and the previously concealed race of The Core. One of the  

greatest decisions of their kingdom stands before them, as the mysterious—and deadlyfrom The 

Core have been brought to their realm, under the watchful eye of Grace… 

Now, the magical denizen of The Everlands must decide how to harbor its most deadly and powerful 

inhabitant… a decision that will send shockwaves across the en#re Aspen Universe! 

Featuring covers by Alex Konat, Jordan Gunderson and Michael Turner, this is THE biggest Soulfire 

direct market launch of 2022! (STL242963) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231583 

O/A SOULFIRE CORE #1 CVR B GUNDERSON 

(W) J. T. Krul (A) Alex Konat (CA) Jordan Gunderson 

Aspen Comics' largest and most ambi#ous release of 2022 is now available in a two-part ac#on-

packed adventure! 

The hidden world of magic has made its presence known in the conflict above the surface between 

The Blue, The Humans and the previously concealed race of The Core. One of the  

greatest decisions of their kingdom stands before them, as the mysterious—and deadlyfrom The 

Core have been brought to their realm, under the watchful eye of Grace… 

Now, the magical denizen of The Everlands must decide how to harbor its most deadly and powerful 

inhabitant… a decision that will send shockwaves across the en#re Aspen Universe! 

Featuring covers by Alex Konat, Jordan Gunderson and Michael Turner, this is THE biggest Soulfire 

direct market launch of 2022! (STL242964) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231584 

O/A SOULFIRE CORE #1 CVR C TURNER SKETCH VAR 

(W) J. T. Krul (A) Alex Konat (CA) Michael Turner 

Aspen Comics' largest and most ambi#ous release of 2022 is now available in a two-part ac#on-

packed adventure! 



The hidden world of magic has made its presence known in the conflict above the surface between 

The Blue, The Humans and the previously concealed race of The Core. One of the  

greatest decisions of their kingdom stands before them, as the mysterious—and deadlyfrom The 

Core have been brought to their realm, under the watchful eye of Grace… 

Now, the magical denizen of The Everlands must decide how to harbor its most deadly and powerful 

inhabitant… a decision that will send shockwaves across the en#re Aspen Universe! 

Featuring covers by Alex Konat, Jordan Gunderson and Michael Turner, this is THE biggest Soulfire 

direct market launch of 2022! (STL242965) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $6.00 

 

MAY231585 

O/A SOULFIRE CORE #2 CVR A KONAT 

(W) J. T. Krul (A/CA) Alex Konat 

Aspen Comics' largest and most ambi#ous release of 2022 con#nues in this two-part ac#on-packed 

adventure! 

The rulers of the magical kingdom of The Everlands convened over the arrival of Anizan, and the 

destruc#ve consequences of harboring such a powerful en#ty. Yet, their debate was too late, as 

beings from the core of The Earth arrived and destroyed the magical gateway at Macchu Picchu. 

Malikai and friends soon appeared to aid in the fight, but they were not enough to win the baNle, 

and were forced through the magical barrier in retreat. Yet, the beings from the core were not 

finished with their onslaught-as they unearthed an ancient dragon long dormant-and ready to 

destroy…  

Featuring covers by Alex Konat,  and Michael Turner, this is THE biggest Soulfire direct market event 

of 2022! (STL245788) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231586 

O/A SOULFIRE CORE #2 CVR B KONAT 

(W) J. T. Krul (A/CA) Alex Konat 

Aspen Comics' largest and most ambi#ous release of 2022 con#nues in this two-part ac#on-packed 

adventure! 

The rulers of the magical kingdom of The Everlands convened over the arrival of Anizan, and the 

destruc#ve consequences of harboring such a powerful en#ty. Yet, their debate was too late, as 

beings from the core of The Earth arrived and destroyed the magical gateway at Macchu Picchu. 

Malikai and friends soon appeared to aid in the fight, but they were not enough to win the baNle, 

and were forced through the magical barrier in retreat. Yet, the beings from the core were not 



finished with their onslaught-as they unearthed an ancient dragon long dormant-and ready to 

destroy…  

Featuring covers by Alex Konat,  and Michael Turner, this is THE biggest Soulfire direct market event 

of 2022! (STL245789) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231587 

O/A SOULFIRE CORE #2 CVR C TURNER SKETCH VAR 

(W) J. T. Krul (A) Alex Konat (CA) Michael Turner 

Aspen Comics' largest and most ambi#ous release of 2022 con#nues in this two-part ac#on-packed 

adventure! 

The rulers of the magical kingdom of The Everlands convened over the arrival of Anizan, and the 

destruc#ve consequences of harboring such a powerful en#ty. Yet, their debate was too late, as 

beings from the core of The Earth arrived and destroyed the magical gateway at Macchu Picchu. 

Malikai and friends soon appeared to aid in the fight, but they were not enough to win the baNle, 

and were forced through the magical barrier in retreat. Yet, the beings from the core were not 

finished with their onslaught-as they unearthed an ancient dragon long dormant-and ready to 

destroy…  

Featuring covers by Alex Konat,  and Michael Turner, this is THE biggest Soulfire direct market event 

of 2022! (STL245790) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $6.00 

 

ATHENEUM BOOKS FOR YOUNG READE 

 

MAY231588 

MISFIT MANSION GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Kay Davault 

Foster's Home for Imaginary Friends meets Hilda and the Troll in this spooky and sweet middle grade 

graphic novel about a monster girl who sneaks out of her foster home and into a human town in 

search of a forever family but finds more than she bargained for. Despite her monstrous appearance, 

Iris has never felt like she belongs in a mansion filled with kelpies and gorgons and unicorns. She 

longs to find a family. Unfortunately, she and her housemates are trapped in a "foster home for 

horrors" run by former paranormal inves#gator Mr. Halloway. So, when a human boy named Mathias 

breaks the house's sealing spell, Iris and her companions are set free upon the town of Dead End 

Springs. What Iris doesn't know is that Mathias is also a paranormal hunter (the kind who seeks to 

capture and destroy the horrors), or that there are other dangers ahead. As Iris searches for a home, 

she makes human friends, explores a brand-new world… and stumbles upon a dark secret that 



Halloway has kept locked in the basement of the house. Will this long-slumbering mystery destroy 

the family Iris so desperately seeks? (STL272208) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 304pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY231589 

MISFIT MANSION HC GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Kay Davault 

Foster’s Home for Imaginary Friends meets Hilda and the Troll in this spooky and sweet middle grade 

graphic novel about a monster girl who sneaks out of her foster home and into a human town in 

search of a forever family but finds more than she bargained for. 

 

Despite her monstrous appearance, Iris has never felt like she belongs in a mansion filled with kelpies 

and gorgons and unicorns. She longs to find a family. Unfortunately, she and her housemates are 

trapped in a “foster home for horrors” run by former paranormal inves#gator Mr. Halloway. So, when 

a human boy named Mathias breaks the house’s sealing spell, Iris and her companions are set free 

upon the town of Dead End Springs. 

 

What Iris doesn’t know is that Mathias is also a paranormal hunter (the kind who seeks to capture 

and destroy the horrors), or that there are other dangers ahead. As Iris searches for a home, she 

makes human friends, explores a brand-new world…and stumbles upon a dark secret that Halloway 

has kept locked in the basement of the house. Will this long-slumbering mystery destroy the family 

Iris so desperately seeks? (STL272210) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 304pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

AVERY HILL PUBLISHING 

 

MAY231590 

MACBETH HC GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) William Shakespeare, K Briggs (A) K Briggs 

A vivid graphic novel adapta#on of Shakespeare's Macbeth. When three witches prophecy to 

Macbeth that he will one day become the King of Scotland, an epic of unhappiness, treachery, and 

blood begins. Macbeth and Lady Macbeth's ambi#ons lead to an ever-growing path of murder as 

Macbeth grows ever-closer to the throne. But where will it all end? Only with death—and madness. 

Influenced by the witches and magic of Macbeth, K. Briggs's lush new graphic novel rendi#on of the 

classic provides a new interpreta#on of the ScoYsh play. Briggs, a Shakespeare reader (and 

performer) from age twelve, brings their lifelong love of the Bard to this work. (STL272227) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x10, 180pgs, FC SRP: $22.95 



 

A WAVE BLUE WORLD INC 

 

MAY231591 

BLOODY HEL GN (MR) 

(W) Clay McCormack (A) Clay McCormack, Russ BadgeN (CA) Clay McCormack 

When a detona#on unleashes imprisoned ancient Viking Gods in the hellish trenches of World War I, 

a reluctant infantryman must convince these mythic powers to end the war and prevent Ragnarok! 

Full of mys#cal baNles, historical detail, and the power of human frailty, ingenuity, and heroism, 

Bloody Hel gives new meaning to "the war to end all wars" with a shaNering apocalyp#c throwdown 

in the trenches, millennia in the making! (STL204490) (SEP211345) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 8x11, 120pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

AVATAR PRESS INC 

 

MAY231592 

O/A UBER COMP FIRST SERIES SLIP CASE SET (VOL 1-5) (MR) (C: 0-1- 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Daniel Gete & Various 

The five volumes of collec#ons making up the en#re first series of Uber, Kieron Gillen's breakout hit 

reinven#on of the alterna#ve history genre, is now available now in a handsome slipcase set!  April 

24, 1945, the world holds its breath as the war is only days away from ending.  Russian troops move 

through Germany to the final objec#ve… Hitler himself.  As those around the mad dictator crumble, 

the much ridiculed threats of the "Wunderwafen" finally materialize.  A new weapon is delivered, 

one with unstoppable power - a weapon like no other and with a madman pulling the trigger.  The 

Ubers change the direc#on of World War II providing a dark and uncompromising alterna#ve history 

in a way that you've never seen.   This Slipcase Set contains the collected Uber Volumes 1,2,3,4 and 

5. (STL078381) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, FC SRP: $89.99 

 

MAY231593 

ALAN MOORE NEONOMICON TP NEW PTG (MR) 

(W) Alan Moore (A/CA) Jacen Burrows 

The path to Providence begins here!  Collec#ng THE COURTYARD and NEONOMICON, the epic tome 

has all of the stories that lead into PROVIDENCE!  Comic book legend Alan Moore and brilliant ar#st 



Jacen Burrows deliver a chilling tale of LovecraQian horror!  Brears and Lamper, two young and cocky 

FBI agents, inves#gate a fresh series of ritual murders somehow #ed to the final undercover 

assignment of Aldo Sax -the once golden boy of the Bureau, now a convicted killer and inmate of a 

maximum security prison.  From their interroga#on of Sax (where he spoke exclusively in inhuman 

tongues) to a related drug raid on a seedy rock club rife with arcane symbols and otherworldly lyrics, 

they suspect that they are on the trail of something awful… but nothing can prepare them for the 

creeping insanity and unspeakable terrors they will face in the small harbor town of Innsmouth. 

(STK448020) (JUL110881) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231594 

PROVIDENCE COMPENDIUM TP (MR) 

(W) Alan Moore (A/CA) Jacen Burrows 

Finally, the complete Alan Moore masterpiece in one 480 page tome - the PROVIDENCE 

COMPENDIUM! Providence is Alan Moore's quintessen#al horror series! In it, he weaves and 

reinvents the works of H.P. LovecraQ through historical events. It is both a sequel and prequel to 

Neonomicon.   The PROVIDENCE COMPENDIUM is the complete series, all twelve issues by Alan 

Moore and Jacen Burrows, in one 480 page volume. (STL186263) (APR211449) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 480pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231595 

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD BRUTAL BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2 

(CA) MaN Mar#n 

Contains: Night of the Living Dead #1 Mid Ohio, 2 and 3 Auxiliary, Annual 1 Terror and Back From the 

Grave RoYng.  All First Prin#ngs! (STL275437) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231596 

ESCAPE OF THE LIVING DEAD SHRIEK BAG SET (6CT) (MR) (C: 0-1- 

(CA) Mike Wolfer 

Contains: Escape of the Living Dead #3 Trapped, 5 Burrows, Fearbook RoYng, Airborne #1 Walking 

and 1 Deadhead covers.  All First Prin#ngs! (STL275430) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231597 

UBER AXIS UNLEASHED BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Canaan White 

Contains: Uber #2 First Appearance, 3 Homage, 10 Canada, 23 Axis of Power and 0 Enhanced 

Breakdown.  All First Prin#ngs! (STL275439) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231598 

CROSSED PSYCHOPATH MAYHEM BAG SET (6CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Gianluca Pagliarani 

Contains: Crossed: Psychopath #1 Phoenix, 1 Wondercon, 1 Emerald City,  2 Calgary, 3 SDCC, and 4 

Chicago covers. All First Prin#ngs! (STL275433) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231599 

WOLFSKIN PLATINUM FOIL BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Juan Jose Ryp 

Contains: Wolfskin #1-3 Pla#num Foil edi#ons.  All First Prin#ngs! (STL275435) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231600 

CROSSED BADLANDS NEXT GENERATION BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1- 

(CA) Jacen Burrows 

Contains: Crossed: Badlands #50 Princess, 50 True Romance, 29 Ms Crossed C, 11 Campfire, and 75 

School Day covers.  All First Prin#ngs! (STL275432) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 



 

AWA 

 

MAY231601 

THE RIBBON QUEEN #1 (OF 8) CVR A SHALVEY (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Jacen Burrows, Guillermo Ortego (CA) Declan Shalvey 

There is something ancient and terrible loose in the world of men. Something that hates them with 

burning passion, that bears a grudge born of ten thousand years. Something that wants its revenge. 

NYPD Detec#ve Amy Sun has a problem: Three years ago, a young woman was rescued from a serial 

killer by a police tac#cal unit. Now she’s dead, and Amy has a bad feeling that the SWAT team leader 

is responsible. As she inves#gates the existence of a corrupt cabal within her own precinct, Detec#ve 

Sun soon discovers that there is something else on their trail – a force of vengeance older than the 

human race itself has awoken, invoked by the tormented murder vic#m in the weeks before she 

died, and is out for the blood of the guilty, who soon find themselves suffering a fate more gruesome 

than anything they could have dreamed of. The Ribbon Queen has come to New York City…and when 

she learns the truth, Amy is not at all certain that it should be stopped. (STL275183) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 8) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231602 

THE RIBBON QUEEN #1 (OF 8) CVR B DALTON (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Jacen Burrows, Guillermo Ortego (CA) Fay Dalton 

There is something ancient and terrible loose in the world of men. Something that hates them with 

burning passion, that bears a grudge born of ten thousand years. Something that wants its revenge. 

NYPD Detec#ve Amy Sun has a problem: Three years ago, a young woman was rescued from a serial 

killer by a police tac#cal unit. Now she’s dead, and Amy has a bad feeling that the SWAT team leader 

is responsible. As she inves#gates the existence of a corrupt cabal within her own precinct, Detec#ve 

Sun soon discovers that there is something else on their trail – a force of vengeance older than the 

human race itself has awoken, invoked by the tormented murder vic#m in the weeks before she 

died, and is out for the blood of the guilty, who soon find themselves suffering a fate more gruesome 

than anything they could have dreamed of. The Ribbon Queen has come to New York City…and when 

she learns the truth, Amy is not at all certain that it should be stopped. (STL275185) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 8) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231603 

THE RIBBON QUEEN #1 (OF 8) CVR C HORROR HOMAGE (MR) 



(W) Garth Ennis (A) Jacen Burrows, Guillermo Ortego (CA) Chris Ferguson, Jacen Burrows 

There is something ancient and terrible loose in the world of men. Something that hates them with 

burning passion, that bears a grudge born of ten thousand years. Something that wants its revenge. 

NYPD Detec#ve Amy Sun has a problem: Three years ago, a young woman was rescued from a serial 

killer by a police tac#cal unit. Now she’s dead, and Amy has a bad feeling that the SWAT team leader 

is responsible. As she inves#gates the existence of a corrupt cabal within her own precinct, Detec#ve 

Sun soon discovers that there is something else on their trail – a force of vengeance older than the 

human race itself has awoken, invoked by the tormented murder vic#m in the weeks before she 

died, and is out for the blood of the guilty, who soon find themselves suffering a fate more gruesome 

than anything they could have dreamed of. The Ribbon Queen has come to New York City…and when 

she learns the truth, Amy is not at all certain that it should be stopped. (STL275186) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 8) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231605 

SINS OF THE SALTON SEA #2 (OF 5) CVR A BRADSTREET (MR) 

(W) Ed Brisson (A) C. P. Smith (CA) Tim Bradstreet 

AQer a simple armored car heist turns into something much more sinister and dangerous for 

brothers WyaN and Jasper, things go from bad to worse for the ex-cons. Captured by the mysterious 

and dangerous cult, The Sons of the Salton Sea, Jasper comes face to face with the group’s leader, 

while WyaN tries to evade the cult and the local police that work for them. In another ac#on-packed 

and bloody issue, both brothers get separate peeks into why the Sons of the Salton Sea exist and why 

they’re going to such extreme lengths to get back what the brothers stole. (STL275176) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231606 

SINS OF THE SALTON SEA #2 (OF 5) CVR B FRANCAVILLA (MR) 

(W) Ed Brisson (A) C. P. Smith (CA) Francesco Francavilla 

AQer a simple armored car heist turns into something much more sinister and dangerous for 

brothers WyaN and Jasper, things go from bad to worse for the ex-cons. Captured by the mysterious 

and dangerous cult, The Sons of the Salton Sea, Jasper comes face to face with the group’s leader, 

while WyaN tries to evade the cult and the local police that work for them. In another ac#on-packed 

and bloody issue, both brothers get separate peeks into why the Sons of the Salton Sea exist and why 

they’re going to such extreme lengths to get back what the brothers stole. (STL275177) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY231607 

SINS OF THE SALTON SEA #2 (OF 5) CVR C FILM NOIR HOMAGE (MR) 

(W) Ed Brisson (A) C. P. Smith (CA) Chris Ferguson 

AQer a simple armored car heist turns into something much more sinister and dangerous for 

brothers WyaN and Jasper, things go from bad to worse for the ex-cons. Captured by the mysterious 

and dangerous cult, The Sons of the Salton Sea, Jasper comes face to face with the group’s leader, 

while WyaN tries to evade the cult and the local police that work for them. In another ac#on-packed 

and bloody issue, both brothers get separate peeks into why the Sons of the Salton Sea exist and why 

they’re going to such extreme lengths to get back what the brothers stole. (STL275178) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231609 

BLACK TAPE TP (MR) 

(W) Dan Panosian (A) Dalibor Talajic (CA) Joe Quesada 

Jack King was a rock’n’roll god who projected a stage persona on par with the devil. AQer Jack dies 

on stage, his widow, Cindy, grapples with grief and struggles to protect his legacy, unaware that she is 

being surrounded by dark forces that covet the master tapes to Jack’s final, unreleased album – a 

heavy metal masterpiece that just might open a doorway to hell. (STL275180) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

BAD KIDS PRESS 

 

MAY231610 

ADVENTURES OF GWF #3 CVR A IMBROGNA (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Bob Howard, Max Wolfman (A/CA) Bill Imbrogna 

Now that Red has defeated the Loan Shark, his problems have just begun. His rash decisions have 

cost him his manager and the respect of his friends. Can he win them back as he foolishly leads his 

team towards The Edge of the Universe Match and all the dangers that await them? (STL274102) (C: 

0-0-1) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231611 



KATIE BLACK DRAGON #3 (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Roel Torres (A) Jim Gallagher (CA) Marlin Shoop 

It's a deadly jetbike race - winner takes all! Can Ka#e Black Dragon lead a ragged team of upstart girls 

to the championship? Yes, but only if she survives all the drugs in her system and the showdown 

against the nas#est biker gang in the galaxy! (STL274103) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231612 

NOWHERE MAN #3 (OF 10) (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A) Jonny Bloozit (CA) Jonny Bloozit, Guilherme Lindemberg Mendes 

They mystery deepends as Richard and Anansi visit the Junkyard of Derelict Gods looking for 

answers, but instead only find more ques#ons. (STL274104) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (3 of 10) SRP: $4.99 

 

BAND OF BARDS 

 

MAY231613 

AMERICAN DREAMS #4 (OF 4) CVR A HOUND DOUBLE ISSUE (C: 0-0-1 

(W) Dan Kalban (A) Dody Eka (CA) Fell Hound 

Double Issue Finale! The Jewish Hercules Jake Gold, secretly the superhero known as Liberty, finds 

himself in a brawl to end all brawls. Fast-paced, heavy-hiYng ac#on abound as we come to the 

thrilling conclusion of this series. Can Jake rise to the occasion and protect everyone's American 

Dreams? (STL274167) (C: 0-0-1) 

48pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY231615 

JACIN AND THE OLYMPIANS #1 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Shane Berryhill, Alex Ogle (A) MaYa Monaco (CA) Alex Ogle, Maja Opac 

Zeus and his Pantheon have been wiped out by the Titans of Myth! Jacin Mukai and her gene#cally-

engineered demigoddess friends use divine technology to protect the remnants of humanity aboard 

the Starship Olympia as they quest to find the legendary Colossi. Humanity's last hope is Jacin and 



the Olympians! All audiences, woman-led sci-fi ac#on adventure double issue that mixes Giant 

Mechs in a space opera epic with fast paced manga influenced comics. (STL274178) (C: 0-0-1) 

60pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

BATTLE QUEST COMICS 

 

MAY231616 

STEEL SIEGE #1 (OF 3) 

(W) Andrew Kafoury (A) Eric Vargas, Silvia Signorini (CA) Lee Moyer 

In a war-torn world, the Titan Mechs of House Shorah are on a rampage to annihilate their enemies 

in the last of the Generator Ci#es. The only hope for peace is a biNer ex-soldier, Vulture, and a 

diplomat, Dove, who must get across a baNlefield filled with hundreds of deadly machines that will 

stop at nothing to destroy them. (STL274165) 

40pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

BLACK MASK STUDIOS ENTERTAINME 

 

MAY231617 

DESTINY NY MYSTIC MAFIA #3 CVR A LEIRIX (MR) 

(W) Pat Shand (A) Elisa Romboli (CA)  Leirix 

Lilith aNempts to gather friends for the holiday, but trouble brews as old enemies set their sights on 

her family's assets. Meanwhile, Joe Rollins discovers the disturbing truth about his prophecy. 

(STL276000) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231618 

DESTINY NY MYSTIC MAFIA #3 CVR B SINA GRACE (MR) 

(W) Pat Shand (A) Elisa Romboli (CA) Sina Grace 

Lilith aNempts to gather friends for the holiday, but trouble brews as old enemies set their sights on 

her family's assets. Meanwhile, Joe Rollins discovers the disturbing truth about his prophecy. 

(STL276001) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W SRP: $6.99 



 

MAY231619 

DESTINY NY MYSTIC MAFIA #3 CVR C LEIRIX GALLERY ED (MR) 

(W) Pat Shand (A) Elisa Romboli (CA)  Leirix 

Lilith aNempts to gather friends for the holiday, but trouble brews as old enemies set their sights on 

her family's assets. Meanwhile, Joe Rollins discovers the disturbing truth about his prophecy. 

(STL276002) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W SRP: $6.99 

 

MAY231622 

LEADED GASOLINE #2 CVR A LORENZO RE (MR) 

(W) Patrick Kindlon (A/CA) Lorenzo Re 

Street girls con#nue to die while the gears of jus#ce turn at a glacial pace. Nathan decides to 

inves#gate on his own, but is he willing to pay the cost? (STL276005) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W SRP: $4.99 

 

BLACK PANEL PRESS 

 

MAY231623 

GORE GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Verity Holloway (A/CA) Ivo De Jager 

Beryl Gore is a lonely orphan living and working at the Palace Theater in London. Night aQer night, 

the company performs tales of guts and glory to an audience of drunken louts while young Beryl 

cranks the ar#ficial wave machine, entranced by the drama. The plays color Beryl's otherwise 

humdrum life amongst the slaughterhouses and cobbled alleys of the city. In her aYc room, she pens 

her own melodrama, a bloody yarn of pirates and damsels where goodness is always rewarded. 

When Beryl shyly shows her work to Mister Perry, the Theater Manager, he shoos the child away. As 

Beryl enters adulthood, the theater ages with her, becoming shabbier and emp#er with each passing 

season. As theater-goers turn to fresh spectacles elsewhere, Beryl realizes her theatrical world is in 

trouble. If the Palace is to be saved, it will need a bold new playwright. (STL263152) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 7x10, 60pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

BLACKBOX COMICS 



 

MAY231624 

SHI NO KAGE TP 

(W) Neil Davis (A) Gus Mauk (CA) Jae Lee 

AQer the murder of one of his clan's seven samurai, the young warrior Hachiro is called upon to 

finish his training.  Bound by a sense of honor to his sister and community, he baNles through a 

gauntlet filled with demons, beasts and his past while his village braces for war. (STL198053) 

(JUL211460) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

BLISS ON TAP 

 

MAY231625 

SHITKICKER & BULLSEYE #1 (OF 3) (MR) 

(W) MaNhew Dickens (A/CA) Julius Abrera 

A legendary Hollywood stuntman who moonlights as a #me-traveling cowboy, is resurrected in 1899 

through a wormhole in Death Valley where he will begin his epic journey to pull off the biggest heist 

of the millennium... robbing the treasure vault of the Devil's Train. Hop aboard and hang on as we 

kickoff part one of the Hat-Trick Saga! WriNen by MaNhew Dickens with art by Julius Abrera (Van 

Helsing). (STL273095) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $5.99 

 

BLIZZARD ENTERTAINMENT 

 

MAY231626 

DIABLO LEGENDS OF THE BARBARIAN GN BUL KATHOS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) John Arcudi (A) Geraldo Borges 

Don't miss this exclusive, original Diablo graphic novelchronicling the rise of Bul-Kathos, progenitor of 

the barbarian class, and hisancient charge to defend Mount Arreat. Long before Bul-Kathos became 

known as the father of barbarians, he was father to only two: his twin children, Naarah and Hiram. 

Naarah followed her father's path and became a great fighter, but the ways of their tribe never came 

naturally to Hiram. AQer years on walkabout, Hiram returns to his family, having discovered a new 

way... and a new power he seeks to claim with his father's help. From the Diablo development and 

author-ar#st duo John Arcudi and Geraldo Borges comes an unforgeNable, stunningly illustrated tale. 

(STL272792) (C: 0-1-0) 



HC, 8x10, 80pgs, FC SRP: $19.95 

 

BLOOD MOON COMICS LLC 

 

MAY231627 

DEVIL TREE #1 PEACH MOMOKO LTD ED CVR (MR) 

(W) Keith Rommel (A) Wolfgang Schwandt (CA) Peach Momoko 

Back in the 1970s, a series of bizarre incidents occurred at what has since been known as "the Devil 

Tree." Beneath this ancient denizen, evil was wrought by a sick serial killer, calling upon forces most 

evil and dark. people were hung there... and bodies buried there... exhumed by the police. overcome 

by supers##on, some tried to cut down the tree, to no avail. since then, it has stood in a remote 

sec#on of a local park—leQ to its own devices—quiet in its eerie repose . Limited print run to only 

1,500 copies! (STL273636) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 32pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231629 

O/A DEVIL TREE #1 CVR A WOLFGANG SCHWANDT (MR) 

(W) Keith Rommel (A/CA) Wolfgang Schwandt 

Back in the 1970s, a series of bizarre incidents occurred at what has since been known as "the Devil 

Tree." Beneath this ancient denizen, evil was wrought by a sick serial killer, calling upon forces most 

evil and dark. people were hung there... and bodies buried there... exhumed by the police. overcome 

by supers##on, some tried to cut down the tree, to no avail. since then, it has stood in a remote 

sec#on of a local park—leQ to its own devices—quiet in its eerie repose . (STL207878) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231630 

O/A DEVIL TREE #2 CVR A WOLFGANG SCHWANDT (MR) 

(W) Keith Rommel (A/CA) Wolfgang Schwandt 

The tension between Jim and Susan reaches a boil. Also, the The Devil Tree has its influence over the 

killer and evil blankets everyone involved-especially the vic#ms. (STL210151) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAY231631 

O/A DEVIL TREE #3 (MR) 

(W) Keith Rommel (A/CA) Wolfgang Schwandt 

The tension at the tree between Lilly and her two cap#ves intensifies while Jim's behavior con#nues 

to become increasingly bizarre. (STL213787) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231632 

O/A DEVIL TREE #4 (MR) 

(W) Keith Rommel (A/CA) Wolfgang Schwandt 

The killer is ramping up the fear, ready to give the tree what it wants: death. Meanwhile, Jim's 

connec#on to the tree and the evil living within the branches calls to him and he's the only one that 

can hear it. (STL217527) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231633 

DUCHENNE SMILE ONESHOT CVR A DAMIAN CONNELLY 

(W/A/CA) Damian Connelly 

Doctor and researcher Guillaume Duchenne de Boulogne became obsessed with smiles. His electrical 

experiments allowed him to conclude that a truly happy smile is formed not only by the muscles of 

the mouth but also by those of the eyes. That kind of smile is called a Duchenne smile. Many 

researchers have suggested that the Duchenne smile indicates spontaneous and genuine emo#on 

since most people cannot contract the orbicularis muscle at will. Duchenne's Smile is a psychological 

horror thriller that addresses the traumas of those who, in the abandonment of their own mind, can 

only glimpse at their dark past. (STL273889) 

24pgs, B&W SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231634 

DUCHENNE SMILE ONESHOT CVR B LUIS S RAMOS 

(W/A) Damian Connelly (CA) Luis S Ramos 



Doctor and researcher, Guillaume Duchenne de Boulogne, became obsessed with smiles. His 

electrical experiments allowed him to conclude that a truly happy smile is formed not on-ly by the 

use of the muscles of the mouth but also by those of the eyes. That kind of smile is called a 

Duchenne smile. 

 

Many researchers have suggested that the Duchenne smile indicates spontaneous and ge-nuine 

emo#on since most people cannot contract the orbicularis muscle at will. 

  

"Duchenne's Smile" is a psychological horror thriller that addresses the traumas of those who, in the 

abandonment of their own mind, can only glimpse at their dark past. (STL273892) 

24pgs, B&W SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231635 

DUCHENNE SMILE ONESHOT CVR C DAMIAN CONNELLY 

(W/A/CA) Damian Connelly 

Doctor and researcher, Guillaume Duchenne de Boulogne, became obsessed with smiles. His 

electrical experiments allowed him to conclude that a truly happy smile is formed not on-ly by the 

use of the muscles of the mouth but also by those of the eyes. That kind of smile is called a 

Duchenne smile. 

 

Many researchers have suggested that the Duchenne smile indicates spontaneous and ge-nuine 

emo#on since most people cannot contract the orbicularis muscle at will. 

  

"Duchenne's Smile" is a psychological horror thriller that addresses the traumas of those who, in the 

abandonment of their own mind, can only glimpse at their dark past. (STL273890) 

24pgs, B&W SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231636 

DUCHENNE SMILE ONESHOT CVR D DAMIAN CONNELLY 

(W/A/CA) Damian Connelly 

Doctor and researcher, Guillaume Duchenne de Boulogne, became obsessed with smiles. His 

electrical experiments allowed him to conclude that a truly happy smile is formed not on-ly by the 

use of the muscles of the mouth but also by those of the eyes. That kind of smile is called a 

Duchenne smile. 

 



Many researchers have suggested that the Duchenne smile indicates spontaneous and ge-nuine 

emo#on since most people cannot contract the orbicularis muscle at will. 

  

"Duchenne's Smile" is a psychological horror thriller that addresses the traumas of those who, in the 

abandonment of their own mind, can only glimpse at their dark past. (STL273891) 

24pgs, B&W SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231637 

GRIT N GEARS #4 (OF 7) CVR A NAHUEL SB 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A/CA) Nahuel Sb 

Maple and Marcus mourn a huge loss in their lives as they both face tragic truths. Later, in order to 

save a city of hostage humans, Screw Driver makes a huge sacrifice. The baNle for Steam's Eddy 

begins! (STL257991) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #1 (JAN231380) 

28pgs, FC (4 of 7) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231639 

GUNBREED #1 (OF 5) CVR A HERNAN GONZALEZ  & JUAN GUTIERREZ 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Nahuel Sb & Various (CA) Hernan Gonzalez, Juan Gu#errez 

"A grudge is a terrible thing to die for… But a hell of a reason to come back from the dead." 

Gunbreed is a supernatural western anthology about Powder Cain, a Sheriff who witnesses the killing 

of his son and the people of his town at the hands of a criminal gang that prac#ces black magic. AQer 

coming back from the dead himself, Powder Cain protects his ghost town from demons and monsters 

creeping from Hell. This issue features the stories "Soul Search," "Night of the Breaker Boys," 

"Wagon!," and "A Full House of Gods." (STL273880) 

28pgs, B&W (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231640 

GUNBREED #1 (OF 5) CVR B DAMIAN CONNELLY 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Nahuel Sb & Various (CA) Damian Connelly 

"A grudge is a terrible thing to die for… But a hell of a reason to come back from the dead". 

Gunbreed is a supernatural western anthology about Powder Cain, a Sheriff who witnesses the killing 

of his son and the people of his town at the hands of a criminal gang that prac#ces black magic. AQer 

coming back from the dead himself, Powder Cain protects his ghost town from demons and monsters 

creeping from Hell. 

 



This issue features the stories "Soul Search", "Night of the Breaker Boys", "Wagon!", and "A Full 

House of Gods". (STL273881) 

28pgs, B&W (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231641 

GUNBREED #1 (OF 5) CVR C HERNAN GONZALEZ  & JUAN GUTIERREZ 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Nahuel Sb & Various (CA) Hernan Gonzalez, Juan Gu#errez 

"A grudge is a terrible thing to die for… But a hell of a reason to come back from the dead". 

Gunbreed is a supernatural western anthology about Powder Cain, a Sheriff who witnesses the killing 

of his son and the people of his town at the hands of a criminal gang that prac#ces black magic. AQer 

coming back from the dead himself, Powder Cain protects his ghost town from demons and monsters 

creeping from Hell. 

 

This issue features the stories "Soul Search", "Night of the Breaker Boys", "Wagon!", and "A Full 

House of Gods". (STL273882) 

28pgs, B&W (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231642 

GUNBREED #1 (OF 5) CVR D HERNAN GONZALEZ 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Nahuel Sb & Various (CA) Hernan Gonzalez 

"A grudge is a terrible thing to die for… But a hell of a reason to come back from the dead". 

Gunbreed is a supernatural western anthology about Powder Cain, a Sheriff who witnesses the killing 

of his son and the people of his town at the hands of a criminal gang that prac#ces black magic. AQer 

coming back from the dead himself, Powder Cain protects his ghost town from demons and monsters 

creeping from Hell. 

 

This issue features the stories "Soul Search", "Night of the Breaker Boys", "Wagon!", and "A Full 

House of Gods". (STL273883) 

28pgs, B&W (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231643 

HUNT LEVIATHANS ONESHOT CVR A WILFREDO LOPEZ CENTENO 

(W) Angel Fuentes, Angel Camacho (A) Wilfredo "Wilfo!" Lopez Centeno & Various (CA) Wilfredo 

"Wilfo!" Lopez Centeno 

Man and beast were never meant to coexist. Shortly aQer a lung dragon appeared on the banks of 

the Huang He River, the birthplace of ancient China, reports of similar encoun-ters spread like 



wildfire around the globe. In the blink of an eye, colossal beasts infested the world.  At the throes of 

the Age of Leviathans, humankind had no choice but to adapt to this new world. In the American 

Southwest, hunters on horseback incorporated bullfigh#ng techni-ques to reconquer a lost fron#er. 

In Laredo, two such hunters entertain crowds at a monster rodeo. An opportune offer will have them 

on the hunt for an elusive beast in Northern Mexico while reminding them that an easy job is never 

quite that easy. (STL273893) 

7x10, 54pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231644 

HUNT LEVIATHANS ONESHOT CVR B IVONNE FALCON 

(W) Angel Fuentes, Angel Camacho (A) Wilfredo "Wilfo!" Lopez Centeno & Various (CA) Ivonne 

Falcon 

Man and beast were never meant to coexist. Shortly aQer a lung dragon appeared on the banks of 

the Huang He River, the birthplace of ancient China, reports of similar encoun-ters spread like 

wildfire around the globe. In the blink of an eye, colossal beasts infested the world.  At the throes of 

the Age of Leviathans, humankind had no choice but to adapt to this new world. In the American 

Southwest, hunters on horseback incorporated bullfigh#ng techni-ques to reconquer a lost fron#er. 

In Laredo, two such hunters entertain crowds at a monster rodeo. An opportune offer will have them 

on the hunt for an elusive beast in Northern Mexico while reminding them that an easy job is never 

quite that easy. (STL273895) 

7x10, 54pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231645 

HUNT LEVIATHANS ONESHOT CVR C HECTOR SEVILLA 

(W) Angel Fuentes, Angel Camacho (A) Wilfredo "Wilfo!" Lopez Centeno & Various (CA) Ivonne 

Falcon 

Man and beast were never meant to coexist. Shortly aQer a lung dragon appeared on the banks of 

the Huang He River, the birthplace of ancient China, reports of similar encoun-ters spread like 

wildfire around the globe. In the blink of an eye, colossal beasts infested the world.  

At the throes of the Age of Leviathans, humankind had no choice but to adapt to this new world. In 

the American Southwest, hunters on horseback incorporated bullfigh#ng techni-ques to reconquer a 

lost fron#er.  

In Laredo, two such hunters entertain crowds at a monster rodeo. An opportune offer will have them 

on the hunt for an elusive beast in Northern Mexico while reminding them that an easy job is never 

quite that easy. (STL273896) 

7x10, 54pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231646 



HUNT LEVIATHANS ONESHOT CVR D WILFREDO LOPEZ CENTENO 

(W) Angel Fuentes, Angel Camacho (A) Wilfredo "Wilfo!" Lopez Centeno & Various (CA) Wilfredo 

"Wilfo!" Lopez Centeno 

Man and beast were never meant to coexist. Shortly aQer a lung dragon appeared on the banks of 

the Huang He River, the birthplace of ancient China, reports of similar encoun-ters spread like 

wildfire around the globe. In the blink of an eye, colossal beasts infested the world.  

At the throes of the Age of Leviathans, humankind had no choice but to adapt to this new world. In 

the American Southwest, hunters on horseback incorporated bullfigh#ng techni-ques to reconquer a 

lost fron#er.  

In Laredo, two such hunters entertain crowds at a monster rodeo. An opportune offer will have them 

on the hunt for an elusive beast in Northern Mexico while reminding them that an easy job is never 

quite that easy. (STL273894) 

7x10, 54pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231647 

MONSTERS CLEAN UP GUY #2 (OF 2) CVR A ROQUE (MR) 

(W) Drew D Lenhart (A/CA) Rowel Roque 

Terry works for the monster community. He's their cleanup guy, covering up their misdeeds in order 

to keep monsters a secret. Terry operates by only two rules: listen to the lycan king's orders and 

don't kill any monsters! (STL273628) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, B&W (2 of 2) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231648 

MONSTERS CLEAN UP GUY #2 (OF 2) CVR B CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL 

(W) Drew D Lenhart (A) Rowel Roque (CA) Christopher Michael 

Terry works for the monster community. He's their cleanup guy, covering up their misdeeds in order 

to keep monsters a secret. Terry operates by only two rules: listen to the lycan king's orders and 

don't kill any monsters! (STL273629) 

28pgs, B&W (2 of 2) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231649 

MONSTERS CLEAN UP GUY #2 (OF 2) CVR C NICHOLAS RAVEN MUELLER 

(W) Drew D Lenhart (A) Rowel Roque (CA) Nicholas Raven Mueller 



Terry works for the monster community. He's their cleanup guy, covering up their misdeeds in order 

to keep monsters a secret. Terry operates by only two rules: listen to the lycan king's orders and 

don't kill any monsters! (STL273630) 

28pgs, B&W (2 of 2) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231650 

MONSTERS CLEAN UP GUY #2 (OF 2) CVR D GERRY COOLEY 

(W) Drew D Lenhart (A) Rowel Roque (CA) Gerry Cooley 

Terry works for the monster community. He's their cleanup guy, covering up their misdeeds in order 

to keep monsters a secret. Terry operates by only two rules: listen to the lycan king's orders and 

don't kill any monsters! (STL273638) 

28pgs, B&W (2 of 2) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231651 

MONSTERS CLEAN UP GUY #2 (OF 2) CVR E DENNIS R. VALENCIA 

(W) Drew D Lenhart (A) Rowel Roque (CA) Dennis R Valencia 

Terry works for the monster community. He's their cleanup guy, covering up their misdeeds in order 

to keep monsters a secret. Terry operates by only two rules: listen to the lycan king's orders and 

don't kill any monsters! (STL273631) 

28pgs, B&W (2 of 2) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231652 

TITAN MOUSE OF MIGHT #4 

(W/A/CA) Gary Shipman 

From Harvey Award Nominee in the category of Best New Talent, Russ Manning Award Nominee for 

Most Promising Newcomer, and Eisner Award Nominee in the category of Talent Deserving Of Wider 

Recogni#on, comes Titan Mouse of Might. Titan an extraordinary mouse endowed with powers 

beyond that of a normal mouse discovers that Elva (his love) is alive and Titan has been double-

crossed by Professor Nimoy as his plans are reviled. Titan's past con#nues to haunt him triggering 

deeper PTSD. (STL273632) 

28pgs, B&W SRP: $4.25 

 

MAY231653 

TOXX #1 CVR A BRIAN DEMAREST 

(W) Eric Palicki, Evan Carothers (A) Ben Worrell (CA) Brian Demarest 



In a dystopian wasteland where humanity has long since been sterilized by radia#on, a woman 

miraculously becomes pregnant and must find a way to stay alive as mul#ple groups vie for control of 

her and her unborn child's future. (STL273884) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231654 

TOXX #1 CVR B SKYLAR PATRIDGE 

(W) Eric Palicki, Evan Carothers (A) Ben Worrell (CA) Skylar Patridge 

In a dystopian wasteland where humanity has long since been sterilized by radia#on, a woman 

miraculously becomes pregnant and must find a way to stay alive as mul#ple groups vie for control of 

her and her unborn child's future. (STL273886) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231655 

TOXX #1 CVR C ALESSANDRO (ALEX) AMORUSO 

(W) Eric Palicki, Evan Carothers (A) Ben Worrell (CA) Alessandro Amoruso 

In a dystopian wasteland where humanity has long since been sterilized by radia#on, a woman 

miraculously becomes pregnant and must find a way to stay alive as mul#ple groups vie for control of 

her and her unborn child's future. (STL273887) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231656 

TOXX #1 CVR D JEZREEL ROJALES 

(W) Eric Palicki, Evan Carothers (A) Ben Worrell (CA) Jezreel ROJALES 

In a dystopian wasteland where humanity has long since been sterilized by radia#on, a woman 

miraculously becomes pregnant and must find a way to stay alive as mul#ple groups vie for control of 

her and her unborn child's future. (STL273888) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231657 

VIOLET DESCENDS #4 (OF 5) CVR A FALCON 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Ivonne Falcon, Luis S Ramos (CA) Ivonne Falcon 



Even Black Angel, the angel of death, is shocked by the passing of one of the archangels. This will 

lead her to a deadly confronta#on with the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. Also, in the backup 

tale, the Black Angel delivers messages from beyond through the Dead LeNers Office. (STL273633) 

24pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231658 

VIOLET DESCENDS #4 (OF 5) CVR B NAYLA AGUIRRE 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Ivonne Falcon, Nayla Aguirre (CA) Nayla Aguirre 

Even Black Angel, the angel of death, is shocked by the passing of one of the archangels. This will 

lead her to a deadly confronta#on with the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. Also, in the backup 

tale, the Black Angel delivers messages from beyond through the Dead LeNers Office. (STL273634) 

24pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

BOUNDLESS COMICS 

 

MAY231660 

LADY DEATH BATTLE BABES BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) MaN Mar#n 

Contains: LD vs Pandora Auxiliary, LD/Shi Preview and #0 Premium and MLD/Belladonna #1/2 Ryp 

and #1 Art Nouveau covers.  All first prin#ngs. (STL275542) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231661 

LADY DEATH APOCALYPSE REFLECTION BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1- 

(CA) Jason Eden 

Contains: Lady Death: Apocalypse #0,3,4,5,6 regular covers.  All first prin#ngs. (STL275548) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231662 

MEDIEVAL LADY DEATH VIZEN BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Richard Or#z 



Contains: MLD War of the Winds #4 Revela#on, MLD/Bella #1/2 Commemora#ve, #1 Ryp, #1 

Amorim, and #1/2 Art Nouveau covers.  All first prin#ngs. (STL275540) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231663 

LADY DEATH REGAL VIP BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Juan Jose Ryp 

Contains: Lady Death #25 Calgary VIP, #25 London VIP, and #25 San Diego VIP covers.  All first 

prin#ngs. (STL275549) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231664 

LADY DEATH CLASSICAL VIP BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Juan Jose Ryp 

Contains: Lady Death #25 New York VIP, #25 Chicago VIP and #26 Premium VIP covers.  All first 

prin#ngs. (STL275558) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231665 

LADY DEATH TIMELESS VIP BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Juan Jose Ryp 

Contains: Lady Death #25 Phoenix VIP, #25 SeaNle VIP and #25 Philly VIP covers.  All first prin#ngs. 

(STL275551) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231666 

BELLADONNA FIERCE BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Chris#an Zanier 



Contains: Lady Death #25 Phoenix VIP, #25 SeaNle VIP and #25 Philly VIP covers.  All first prin#ngs. 

(STL275559) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231667 

JUNGLE FANTASY SURVIVORS CHEEKY BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2 

(CA) Chris#an Zanier 

Contains: Jungle Fantasy: Survivors #1 Night Terrors, #3 Head Hunters, #4 Snaked Moonlight, #5 Ice 

Age, and #6 Flora Cheeky covers.  All first prin#ngs. (STL275560) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 

Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231668 

UNHOLY TEAM SPIRIT BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Chris#an Zanier 

Contains: UnHoly #1 Team Photo, #2 Selfie, #3 Fe#sh B, #4 Fe#sh C, and #5 Fe#sh A covers.  All first 

prin#ngs. (STL275561) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231669 

THRESHOLD ALLURE CATFIGHT BAG SET (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Chris#an Zanier 

Contains: Threshold: Allure #0-3 CaVight covers.  All first prin#ngs. (STL275566) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not 

available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231670 

LOOKERS WORKOUT BAG SET A (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Renato Camilo 



Contains: Lookers: Ember #0 KS & #1-3 Workout and Ember #0 Wreckage covers.  All first prin#ngs. 

(STL275562) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231671 

LOOKERS WORKOUT BAG SET B (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Renato Camilo 

Contains: Lookers: Ember #4-8 Workout covers.  All first prin#ngs. (STL275563) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not 

available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231672 

HELLINA SCYTHE ENFORCER BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Ron Adrian 

Contains: Hellina: Scythe #2,3,4 Enforcer, #1 Fe#sh A, and #2 Dominate covers.  All first prin#ngs. 

(STL275564) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231673 

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY RISQUE SET A BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1 

(CA) Chris#an Zanier 

Contains: Jungle Fantasy: Ivory #1 Costume D, #1 KS, #1 KS Costume D, #2 Costume A, #3 Costume A 

covers.  All first prin#ngs. (STL275573) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231674 

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY RISQUE SET B BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1 

(CA) Chris#an Zanier 



Contains: Jungle Fantasy: Ivory #1 KS Natural Beauty, #4 Costume C, #5 Costume C, #6 Costume A, 

and #7 Costume A covers.  All first prin#ngs. (STL275574) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231675 

WARGODDESS ART NOUVEAU BAG SET A (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Michael DiPascale 

Contains: War Goddess #0,1,2,3 Art Nouveau covers.  All first prin#ngs. (STL275570) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231676 

WARGODDESS ART NOUVEAU BAG SET B (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Michael DiPascale 

Contains: War Goddess #4,5,6,7 Art Nouveau covers.  All first prin#ngs. (STL275571) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231677 

WARGODDESS ART NOUVEAU BAG SET C (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Michael DiPascale 

Contains: War Goddess #8,9,10,11,12 Art Nouveau covers.  All first prin#ngs. (STL275572) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

BRILLIANT ENTERPRISE LLC 

 

MAY231678 



KENT MENACE QUARTERLY #1 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) ScoN Braden,  Various (A) MaNhew Plog & Various (CA) MaNhew Plog 

He is known by many names… "Mysterious Mariner," "Supernatural Sailor," "Weird Hero!" He is Kent 

Menace, two-fisted sailor of the limitless Pangean Sea, and four-color comic book hero-turned-

reality's-champion. And he once again takes up his mys#cal harpoon - the Tritonblade - to fight the 

good fight across #me and reality in 2023! Overseen by art director Belinda Miller, chronicling some 

of his greatest moments will be co-creators ScoN Braden and Mike Malborough, as well as: John 

Charles, Frank Fosco, Marty Grosser, Mark Herr, Dan Lawlis, Tom Newell, Chuck PaNon, Eraklis and 

Erin Petmezas, MaNhew Plog, Meggan Groves Robinson, Dillon Samuelson, Nate Shelton, Mark 

Wheatley, Lance Woods, and Hiroshi Kanatani! And get your first look at Brilliant's upcoming Weird 

Western in a preview of Marty Grosser's The Gunhand! What else is there to say but: HUZZAH! 

(STL274184) (C: 0-0-1) 

52pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

BROADSWORD COMICS 

 

MAY231679 

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #69 CLASSIC BUNDLE (MR) (C: 0- 

(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 

This bundle includes the first prin#ng of the classic back issue of Tarot #69 both cover A & cover B, 

plus a wild card unsigned Jim Balent art print that features one of his Tarot characters! (STL274115) 

(C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY231680 

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #134 DLX STUDIO ED (MR) (C: 0- 

(W/A) Jim Balent 

The limited classic cover edi#on of Tarot #5 cover B. To set them apart from our other variants, we're 

created them like giant trading cards! On the front is Jim's Betwitching art and on the back a liNle 

history of the cover. Comes signed, bagged, and boarded with an unsigned full color, numbered 

skyclad art print of the A Cover of #134. (STL274112) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

CARTOON BOOKS 



 

MAY231681 

TUKI GN VOL 01 (OF 6) FIGHT FOR FIRE 

(W/A) Jeff Smith (CA) Jeff Smith, Tom Gaadt 

The ancient world was filled with restless spirits and powerful forces. Two million years ago, human 

evolu#on made its move. It chose Fire. At the dawn of humanity, during a period of tremendous 

change and drought, three lost children meet a mysterious traveler named Tuki. Together, their 

search for the Motherherd of all Buffalo leads them far north through the dangerous territory of a 

rival species called the Habiline. The Habiline hunt and kill anyone found using fire. Tuki's reputa#on 

precedes them and soon they find themselves at the center of unwanted aNen#on not only from 

Habiline warriors, but of tribal spirits and giants! (STL203769) (SEP211387) 

SC, 9x11, 160pgs, B&W (1 of 6) SRP: $20.00 

 

CERNUNNOS 

 

MAY231682 

TOKIDOKI ART OF SIMONE LEGNO HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Simone Legno (A)  Tokidoki 

tokidoki, which translates to “some#mes” in Japanese, is an interna#onally-recognized and iconic 

lifestyle brand based on the vision of Italian ar#st Simone Legno and his partners, serial 

entrepreneurs Pooneh Mohajer and Ivan Arnold. Since debu#ng in 2005, tokidoki has amassed a 

cult-like following for its larger-than-life characters and emerged as a sought-aQer global lifestyle 

brand. tokidoki offers an extensive range of products which include apparel, handbags, cosme#cs, 

accessories, toys and more.  Combining Legno’s unique talent and crea#vity with Mohajer’s business 

acumen, tokidoki has grown exponen#ally. As an innova#ve company, tokidoki is known not only for 

its eye-popping aesthe#c and criminally cute characters but also its megawaN partnerships. 

(STL240120) (C: 0-1-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #8 (AUG221299) 

Art Book, HC, 9x11, 400pgs, FC SRP: $60.00 

 

CEX PUBLISHING 

 

MAY231683 

MOTHER RUSSIA #2 (OF 3) CVR A MCCOMSEY (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Jeff McComsey 



Stalingrad, 1943. Caught in the middle of a zombie apocalypse during World War II, Soviet sniper 

Svetlana Gorshkov must make an uneasy alliance with a Nazi soldier if she and the newfound child 

hope to see the sunrise. (STL274174) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W (2 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231684 

MOTHER RUSSIA #2 (OF 3) CVR B ALPI (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Jeff McComsey (CA) Victor Alpi 

Stalingrad, 1943. Caught in the middle of a zombie apocalypse during World War II, Soviet Sniper 

Svetlana Gorshkov must make an uneasy alliance with a Nazi soldier if she and the newfound child 

hope to see the sunrise. (STL274175) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W (2 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231686 

OPUS & ASHES ONE SHOT CVR A STRIPS & BONVILLAIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) BreN Seth Simon (A) Sergi Domenech & Various (CA) Dani Strips, Tamra Bonvillain 

Two best friends. One overbearing mother. Trapped with no heat in a cabin during a brutal blizzard. 

Helena Santos's struggle for her life and her life's work has just begun. Read the gripping thriller by 

BreN Simon and Sergi Domenech! (STL274179) (C: 0-1-2) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231687 

OPUS & ASHES ONE SHOT CVR B DOMENECH & JENSEN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) BreN Seth Simon (A) Sergi Domenech & Various (CA) Sergi Domenech, Josh Jensen 

Two best friends. One overbearing mother. Trapped with no heat in a cabin during a brutal blizzard. 

Helena Santos's struggle for her life and her life's work has just begun. Read the gripping thriller by 

BreN Simon and Sergi Domenech! (STL274181) (C: 0-1-2) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

CHAOS QUILL COMICS 

 

MAY231688 



CRESTAR & KNIGHT STALLION #1 (OF 5) CVR A CHAREST (MR) 

(W) Paul Allor & Various (A) Garrie Gastonny (CA) Travis Charest 

In a Detroit teetering on the edge of destruc#on, Crestar, a baNle worn vigilante discovers a young 

man with superhuman abili#es. Coming to be known as the Knight Stallion, this new hero fears only 

one thing… his Arab mother. (STL274877) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231689 

CRESTAR & KNIGHT STALLION #1 (OF 5) CVR B TBD (MR) 

(W) Paul Allor & Various (A) Garrie Gastonny (CA)  TBD 

In a Detroit teetering on the edge of destruc#on, Crestar, a baNle worn vigilante discovers a young 

man with superhuman abili#es. Coming to be known as the Knight Stallion, this new hero fears only 

one thing… his Arab mother. (STL274882) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231690 

CRESTAR & KNIGHT STALLION #1 (OF 5) CVR C TBD (MR) 

(W) Paul Allor & Various (A) Garrie Gastonny (CA)  TBD 

In a Detroit teetering on the edge of destruc#on, Crestar, a baNle worn vigilante discovers a young 

man with superhuman abili#es. Coming to be known as the Knight Stallion, this new hero fears only 

one thing… his Arab mother. (STL274883) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231691 

JEWISH DELI ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO CHOSEN FOOD GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Ben Nadler 

A delighVul celebra#on of Jewish delicatessens in an accessible comics format, full of history and 

humor, and guaranteed to make you hungry. 

  Beloved culinary and cultural ins#tu#ons, Jewish delis are wonderlands of amazing flavors and great 

food—bright, buNery, briny, sweet, faNy, salty, smoky. . . . In The Jewish Deli, comics ar#st and deli 



aficionado Ben Nadler takes a deliciously entertaining deep dive into the history and culture of this 

food and the places that serve it up to us across the counter. 

  A visual treat, this accessible and informa#ve nonfic#on graphic novel delivers stories of tradi#on 

and innova#on, celebra#ons of iconic menu staples, flavor profiles, food prepara#ons, ordering 

advice, spotlights on legendary and up-and-coming delis, and much more. (STL275159) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 8x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $24.95 

 

CINEBOOK 

 

MAY231692 

OUTLAWS GN VOL 01 CARTEL OF THE PEAKS (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Sylvain Runberg (A) Eric Chabbert 

The first volume of an Orbital spin-off. 2279. A freighter arrives on planet Drenn, with its hidden 

cargo of illegal immigrants, including young Human Kris#na Swany. Like the rest of her travelling 

companions, she seeks a new life, a new start… but what awaits them is slavery, at the hands of a 

merciless criminal cartel—the supposed price for the last leg of their journey. LeQ with no choice, 

Kris#na and the others must do dangerous work in atrocious condi#ons, and soon begin to suspect 

there won't be a last leg… (STL274127) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 8x11, 56pgs, FC SRP: $14.95 

 

MAY231693 

U RAY GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Edgar P. Jacobs 

Before Blake & Mor#mer, Edgar P. Jacobs had created a comic that has now aNained mythical status, 

The U Ray. Here it is now, finally translated into English. The na#on of Norlandia is in conflict with its 

powerful rival Austradia. The eminent Professor Marduk is tasked by the High Council of Norlandia 

with militarizing a major scien#fic discovery: the U Ray. However, doing so will require finding a 

deposit of Uradium, the ore needed to power the ray. And the only known deposit is in an 

unexplored volcanic archipelago. An expedi#on is quickly put together, but in the shadows, the 

Austradian intelligence services are wai#ng for the moment to act. (STL274129) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 8x11, 56pgs, FC SRP: $14.95 

 

CLOVER PRESS, LLC 

 

MAY231694 

COMPLETE DICK TRACY HC VOL 01 1931-1933 (C: 0-1-1) 



(W/A) Chester Gould 

Clover Press and The Library of American Comics prove that size does maNer as we fulfill fans' long-

standing requests to produce new edi#ons of the first six volumes of Chester Gould's The Complete 

Dick Tracy. This is no simple reprin#ng - these volumes have been reformaNed to be the same larger 

size as Volumes 7 through 29. In this premiere offering, we return again to those hardscrabble days 

of 1931, when tragedy in the Trueheart family puts young Dick Tracy on the police force and pits him 

against mobster "Big Boy," Larceny Lu, the counterfeiter Alec Penn, the nefarious "Stooge" Viller, and 

Steve the Tramp!  As an added bonus, the first thirty-four Tracy Sunday pages, with stories separate 

from the daily con#nuity, have been rescanned to make them sharper and cleaner than their original 

reprin#ng. There's never been a beNer #me than now to get reacquainted with Chester Gould's 

crime-bus#ng plainclothesman, with the publica#on of the new bigger edi#on of The Complete Dick 

Tracy Volume 1! (STL274969) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 11x8.5, 280pgs, PC SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY231695 

COMPLETE DICK TRACY HC VOL 02 1933-1935 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Chester Gould 

It's all about family in the Complete Dick Tracy Volume 2, as Clover Press and The Library of American 

Comics bring this early entry into the series' standardized format. That means larger pages in a book 

that looks great on the shelf with its companions. Between the covers, the spotlight's on Junior Tracy 

as he and his biological father cross paths with the notorious "Stooge" Viller and his sister, Maxine. 

Then "Big Boy" leaves Junior hospitalized before "Confidence" Dolan locks the boy in the can. Dick 

Tracy's subsequent encounter with secret opera#ve J. Scotland Bumpsted puts the evil Larceny Lu on 

the run to California. There she meets Junior's long-lost mother, who gives Junior a ScoNy pup 

named Oscar and Tracy a way to bring villainous Boris Arson to jus#ce. Chester Gould's high-octane 

stories set pulses raising and hearts bea#ng faster in the reformaNed, super-sized, all-ac#on The 

Complete Dick Tracy Volume 2! (STL274971) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 11x8.5, 280pgs, PC SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY231696 

PROJECT MK ULTRA COMPLETE ED HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Brandon Beckner, ScoN Sampila (A/CA) Stewart Moore 

Get ready for a mind-bending journey into one of the most secre#ve and controversial government 

experiments in history with Project MK-Ultra: The Complete Edi#on, collec#ng both previously 

released volumes 1 and 2 of Project: MK-Ultra - Sex, Drugs, and the CIA. 

Through vivid storytelling, this original graphic novel brings to life the harrowing story of the CIA's 

mind control program, which used drugs, hypnosis, and other methods to manipulate the behavior 

of unwiYng subjects. With careful aNen#on to historical facts and rampant conspiracy theories, 

Stewart Kenneth Moore, ScoN Sampila, and Brandon Beckner have craQed a gripping narra#ve that 

takes readers deep inside the shadowy world of government conspiracies and covert opera#ons. 



Based on actual events, Project MK-Ultra: The Complete Edi#on is a zany, pop-culture laced Alice in 

Wonderland ride exploring the history of LSD through the eyes of a young, hungry journalist whose 

life is turned upside down when he's sucked into the absurdity of the CIA's most guarded top-secret 

Mind Control Project.  

Whether you're a fan of graphic novels, true crime, or poli#cal history, Project MK-Ultra: The 

Complete Edi#on is a must-read that will leave you ques#oning everything you thought you knew 

about the dark side of American intelligence. (STL274997) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6.5x9.75, 296pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 

COFFIN COMICS 

 

MAY231697 

LADY DEATH DIABOLICAL HARVEST #2 (OF 2) CVR A  STANDARD BERN 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A/CA) Diego Bernard 

"World War Death!" official #e-in! Suffering a devasta#ng defeat at the hands of the psycho#c Lady 

Virtue, the diva of death nearly meets a gruesome fate. Only one thing pulls Lady Death back from 

the edge of oblivion—Vengeance! But how do you defeat an adversary who can steal your very life 

essence? Can Lady Death and warrior angel Serena finally put a stop to HALO and MaNhias? Or will 

they fall vic#m to Lady Virtue's twisted desires? (STL273897) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231698 

LADY DEATH DIABOLICAL HARVEST #2 (OF 2) CVR B ORTIZ HEAT ED  

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Richard Or#z 

"World War Death!" official #e-in! Suffering a devasta#ng defeat at the hands of the psycho#c Lady 

Virtue, the diva of death nearly meets a gruesome fate. Only one thing pulls Lady Death back from 

the edge of oblivion—Vengeance! But how do you defeat an adversary who can steal your very life 

essence? Can Lady Death and warrior angel Serena finally put a stop to HALO and MaNhias? Or will 

they fall vic#m to Lady Virtue's twisted desires? (STL273898) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231699 

LADY DEATH DIABOLICAL HARVEST #2 (OF 2) CVR C SPAY PREMIUM F 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Anthony Spay 



"World War Death!" official #e-in! Suffering a devasta#ng defeat at the hands of the psycho#c Lady 

Virtue, the diva of death nearly meets a gruesome fate. Only one thing pulls Lady Death back from 

the edge of oblivion—Vengeance! But how do you defeat an adversary who can steal your very life 

essence? Can Lady Death and warrior angel Serena finally put a stop to HALO and MaNhias? Or will 

they fall vic#m to Lady Virtue's twisted desires? (STL273899) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $30.00 

 

MAY231700 

LADY DEATH DIABOLICAL HARVEST #2 (OF 2) CVR D MERHOFF NAUGHT 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) MaN Merhoff 

"WORLD WAR DEATH!" official #e-in! Suffering a devasta#ng defeat at the hands of the psycho#c 

Lady Virtue, the diva of death nearly meets a gruesome fate. Only one thing pulls Lady Death back 

from the edge of oblivion - VENGEANCE! But how do you defeat an adversary who can steal your 

very life essence? Can Lady Death and warrior angel Serena finally put a stop to HALO and MaNhias? 

Or will they fall vic#m to Lady Virtue's twisted desires? (STL273900) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $40.00 

 

MAY231702 

LADY DEATH NECROTIC GENESIS #1 (OF 2) JEEHYUNG LEE HOLO FOIL 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Jee-Hyung Lee 

"world War Death!" official #e-in! Can Lady Death and the baNle-hardened War Angel Serena stop 

HALO from execu#ng its despicable ex#nc#on plan? Or will they fall vic#m to World War Death?! 

Lady Death: Necro#c Genesis #1 Jeehyung Lee Holo-Foil Edi#on features a premium Holo-Foil cover 

limited to just 99 serially numbered copies! Limited quan##es. Order alloca#ons may occur. 

(STL273902) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $75.00 

 

MAY231703 

O/A LADY DEATH SACRIFICIAL ANNIHILATION #2 (OF 2) CVR C ORTIZ PR 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Richard Or#z 

"Deathocalypse," a year-long company-wide event unfolds here! Heroes have fallen. Ci#es lay under 

siege. And swarms of progeny fill the skies, bloYng out the sun. It seems no one can stand against 

the awesome power of Insurrectus. Bred to destroy worlds, the ruthless tyrant now sets his sights 



beyond Earth, commanding vicious hordes to invade every corner of the Infinityverse. Humanity's 

only hope lies in Hell's most fearsome warrior witch — Lady Death! There can be only two outcomes 

for our deadly diva: victory or total Deathocalypse! (STL231104) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $25.00 

 

MAY231704 

O/A LADY DEATH SACRIFICIAL ANNIHILATION #2 (OF 2) CVR D REIQ NAU 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA)  Reiq 

"Deathocalypse," a year-long company-wide event unfolds here! Heroes have fallen. Ci#es lay under 

siege. And swarms of progeny fill the skies, bloYng out the sun. It seems no one can stand against 

the awesome power of Insurrectus. Bred to destroy worlds, the ruthless tyrant now sets his sights 

beyond Earth, commanding vicious hordes to invade every corner of the Infinityverse. Humanity's 

only hope lies in Hell's most fearsome warrior witch — Lady Death! There can be only two outcomes 

for our deadly diva: victory or total Deathocalypse! (STL231105) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $40.00 

 

COMIC SHOP NEWS INC 

 

MAY231705 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1873 

With our new format, comic shop owners are calling the new Comic Shop News, "the Wizard 

magazine for preorders" and "a genuinely helpful way to retain customers and grow sales." Each 

issue is a full-color, 8-page glossy newspaper that covers the hoNest new products available for pre-

order from your local comic shop. CSN's new format includes a greater variety of products, more 

reasons to come into the store, and fan-submiNed content to keep your customers informed and 

entertained. Try the new CSN for a month and watch your business grow! (STL274120) 

Tabloid, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAY231706 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1874 

With our new format, comic shop owners are calling the new Comic Shop News, "the Wizard 

magazine for preorders" and "a genuinely helpful way to retain customers and grow sales." Each 

issue is a full-color, 8-page glossy newspaper that covers the hoNest new products available for pre-

order from your local comic shop. CSN's new format includes a greater variety of products, more 



reasons to come into the store, and fan-submiNed content to keep your customers informed and 

entertained. Try the new CSN for a month and watch your business grow! (STL274121) 

Tabloid, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAY231707 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1875 

With our new format, comic shop owners are calling the new Comic Shop News, "the Wizard 

magazine for preorders" and "a genuinely helpful way to retain customers and grow sales." Each 

issue is a full-color, 8-page glossy newspaper that covers the hoNest new products available for pre-

order from your local comic shop. CSN's new format includes a greater variety of products, more 

reasons to come into the store, and fan-submiNed content to keep your customers informed and 

entertained. Try the new CSN for a month and watch your business grow! (STL274122) 

Tabloid, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAY231708 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1876 

With our new format, comic shop owners are calling the new Comic Shop News, "the Wizard 

magazine for preorders" and "a genuinely helpful way to retain customers and grow sales." Each 

issue is a full-color, 8-page glossy newspaper that covers the hoNest new products available for pre-

order from your local comic shop. CSN's new format includes a greater variety of products, more 

reasons to come into the store, and fan-submiNed content to keep your customers informed and 

entertained. Try the new CSN for a month and watch your business grow! (STL274123) 

Tabloid, SC, FC SRP: PI  

 

COMICMIX 

 

MAY231709 

JON SABLE FREELANCE MASTERSTROKE OMNIBUS ED HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Mike Grell 

Mike Grell's legendary Jon Sable Freelance set new standards for storytelling in comics, ushering in 

an era of excellence that changed comics forever. From the African plains to the concrete jungle of 

New York, now you can experience all the pulse-pounding ac#on and excitement in a larger format 

than ever before as one of the best-reviewed comics of all #me gets the treatment it deserves in this 

Absolute-sized deluxe Masterstroke Edi#on, remastered and recolored for the 21st century! Reprints 

Jon Sable Freelance #1-13. (STL273043) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 9x12, 384pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 



MAY231710 

ZAKS AND OTHER LOST STORIES SC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Theodor Seuss Geisel & Various (A) Theodor Seuss Geisel, Ty Templeton 

One day, in the wilds of the Prairie of Prack, 

Coming different direc#ons along the same track,? 

Came a North-going-Zak and a South-going-Zak. 

And, suddenly, both of them came to a place 

Where they bumped! And they stood. 

Foot to foot. Face to face... 

 

How does this end? You think you might know, true 

but if that's what you think, we've a book to show you! 

Original tales from Dr. Seuss himself,  

that had long been hidden way back on a shelf 

are returning to you in a brand new book,  

so stop what you're doing and come take a look! (STL273044) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within 

US; no US territories. 

Illustrated Poetry, SC, 8x11, 54pgs, FC SRP: $25.00 

 

MAY231711 

ZAKS AND OTHER LOST STORIES HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Theodor Seuss Geisel & Various (A) Theodor Seuss Geisel, Ty Templeton 

One day, in the wilds of the Prairie of Prack, 

Coming different direc#ons along the same track,? 

Came a North-going-Zak and a South-going-Zak. 

And, suddenly, both of them came to a place 

Where they bumped! And they stood. 

Foot to foot. Face to face... 

 

How does this end? You think you might know, true 

but if that's what you think, we've a book to show you! 



Original tales from Dr. Seuss himself,  

that had long been hidden way back on a shelf 

are returning to you in a brand new book,  

so stop what you're doing and come take a look! (STL273047) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within 

US; no US territories. 

Illustrated Poetry, HC, 8x11, 54pgs, FC SRP: $35.00 

 

CROWN BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 

 

MAY231712 

DEAR ROSIE GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Meghan Boehman, Rachael Briner 

Seventh-grader Millie has the best friends in the whole world: Florence, Claire, Gabby, and Rosie, but 

when Rosie dies in a car accident everything changes. Rocked by grief, the remaining four girls 

struggle to move on. Millie barely understands her normal pre-teen feelings, let alone the messy 

ones leQ behind by Rosie, so she outruns her emo#ons by throwing herself into a mystery: a cryp#c 

notebook abandoned at her family's laundromat. Could the clues in the notebook be related to 

Rosie? Together, Millie and her friends embark on a heartwarming journey to heal from the loss of 

Rosie and end up finding more than they ever could have even imagined. (STL274125) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 5x8, 208pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

MAY231713 

STEVE L MCEVIL HC GN VOL 02 SECOND WIND (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Lucas Turnbloom 

The villainy con#nues in this full-color graphic novel series as middle-school supervillain (in training) 

Steve L. McEvil begins another adventure of heroic propor#ons! Steve L. McEvil (super-villain-in-

training) could not be more excited for his trip to Washington, D.C. There's a treasure hidden under 

the Washington Monument, and he's planning to find it first! But now he is running into Perses's 

minions. Will Steve team up with his crush Sierra and frenemy Vic Turry to fight the forces of evil—or 

will Steve finally become a force of evil himself? (STL273508) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

DEAD GOOD COMICS 

 

MAY231714 



OCTOBRIANA & UNDERGROUND FULL TILT BOOGIE #2 (OF 2) CVR A PA 

(W) Stuart Taylor, Tamoor Hussain (A) Simon Fraser & Various (CA) Yanick PaqueNe, Nathan Fairbairn 

The best that the Soviet Red Army proved to be no match for Octobriana… but Mother Russia is 

back! Get ready for round two in Full Tilt Boogie from Stu Taylor and N. Steven Harris, where Oct 

faces off against a foe imbued with the one thing that she's vulnerable to—magic! The next tale in 

this double feature showcases the comic book wri#ng debut of Tamoor Hussain. In Faith on a Friday, 

illustrated by Gary Erskine, Octobriana reveals an untold tale from her past during the Indo-Pakistan 

War of 1971. And you think that's it? Brace yourselves, comrades, as a special epilogue illustrated by 

Simon Fraser introduces a future threat for Octobriana and the Underground… Komrade Kaiju! 

 (STL273624) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $3.99 

 

DRAWN & QUARTERLY 

 

MAY231719 

BLANKETS 20TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A/CA) Craig Thompson 

Blankets: 20th Anniversary Edi#on is a celebra#on of Craig Thompson's classic graphic novel. 

Wrapped in a new cover, this is the story of a young man coming of age and finding the confidence to 

express his crea#ve voice. Under an engulfing blanket of snow, Craig and Raina fall in love at winter 

church camp, revealing to one another their struggles with faith and their dreams of escape. Over 

#me though, their personal demons resurface and their rela#onship falls apart. It's a universal story, 

and Thompson's vibrant brushstrokes and unique page designs make the familiar heartbreaking all 

over again. (STL274146) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 640pgs, PC SRP: $39.95 

 

MAY231720 

THE NAKED TREE GN (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A/CA) Keum Suk Gendry-Kim 

Cri#cally acclaimed and award-winning cartoonist Keum Suk Gendry-Kim returns with a stunning 

addi#on to her body of graphic fic#on. Adapted from Park Wan-suh's beloved novel, The Naked Tree 

paints a stark portrait of a single na#on's fabric slowly torn to shreds by poli#cal upheaval. Fleshing 

out the characters in fresh, imagina#ve ways, and incorpora#ng the original author into the story, 

Gendry-Kim breathes new life into this Korean classic. (STL274143) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 6x8, 316pgs, B&W SRP: $29.95 

 

MAY231721 

O/A BIRDS OF MAINE HC (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Michael DeForge 

Long aQer the demise of humankind, birds roam freely around a new earth complete with fruiVul 

trees, sophis#cated fungal networks, and an enviable socialist order. The universal worm feeds all, 

there are no weekends, and economics is as fantas#cal a study as unicorn psychology. Michael 

DeForge's post-apocalyp#c reality brings together the author's quintessen#al deadpan humor, 

surrealist imagina#on, and undeniable sociopoli#cal insight. (STL230506) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 6x9, 464pgs, FC SRP: $34.95 

 

MAY231722 

CARNET DE VOYAGE HC (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Craig Thompson 

Carnet de Voyage is a gorgeous sketchbook diary of Craig's travels across Europe and Morocco, as he 

finds intellectual and spiritual s#mula#on amidst the day-to-day work of being an author-promo#ng 

Blankets and researching Habibi. From wandering around Paris and Barcelona between events, to 

naviga#ng markets in Fez and fleeing tourist traps in Marrakesh, we see glimpses of each place, 

rendered in Thompson's exquisite ink line. as he finds intellectual and spiritual s#mula#on amidst the 

day-to-day work of being an author. (STL076998) (FEB181485) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 6x8, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $21.95 

 

MAY231723 

O/A DAYBREAK GN (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Brian Ralph 

You wake up in the rubble and see a ragged, desperate one-armed man gree#ng you. He takes you 

underground to a safe space, feeds you, offers you a place to sleep, and then announces that he'll 

take the first watch. It's not long before the peril of the jagged landscape has located you and your 

newfound protector and is scratching at the door. What transpires is a moment-to-moment struggle 

for survival — The Road meets Dawn of the Dead. Daybreak is seen through the eyes of a silent 

observer as he follows his protector and runs from the shadows of the imminent zombie threat. 

Brian Ralph slowly builds the tension of the zombies on the periphery, leYng the threat, rather than 

the actual carnage, be the driving force. (STK522710) 

MATURE THEMES 



6x8.5, 160pgs, PC SRP: $16.95 

 

MAY231724 

GRASS GN 

(W/A/CA) Keum Suk Gendry-Kim 

Grass is a powerful an#-war graphic novel, offering up firsthand the life story of a Korean girl named 

Okseon Lee who was forced into sexual slavery for the Japanese Imperial Army during World War II, a 

disputed chapter in 20th century Asian history. Keum Suk Gendry-Kim emphasizes Lee's strength in 

overcoming the many forms of adversity she experienced. Grass is a landmark graphic novel that 

makes personal the desperate cost of war and the importance of peace. (STL116975) (MAR191686) 

SC, 6x9, 496pgs, B&W SRP: $29.95 

 

MAY231725 

SHORTCOMINGS TP (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Adrian Tomine 

The 2007 New York Times Book Review Notable Book, lauded for its provoca#ve and insighVul 

portrayal of interpersonal rela#onships, was one of the most acclaimed books in recent years. 

Tomine tackles modern culture, sexual mores, and racial poli#cs with brutal honesty and lacera#ng, 

irreverent humor, while deQly bringing to life a cast of painfully real an#hero characters. (STK696653) 

(SEP158742) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x9, 104pgs, B&W SRP: $15.95 

 

MAY231726 

SUMMER BLONDE TP (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Adrian Tomine 

With a deQ and roman#c touch, Adrian Tomine portrays the emo#onal ambivalence of driQing, 

urban twenty-somethings in stunning black and white. His stories are appealingly naturalis#c, 

stylishly cinema#c, and emo#onally rich. His fans accuse him of eavesdropping on their most 

in#mate moments, exhibi#ng their insecuri#es with both forensic detachment and surprising 

compassion. (STK217366) (STAR20186) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 152pgs, B&W SRP: $16.95 

 

MAY231727 



O/A THIRD PERSON (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Emma Grove 

The Third Person is a rive#ng memoir from newcomer Emma Grove. Drawn in thick, emo#ve lines, 

with the refined style of a comics vet, Grove has created a singular, gripping depic#on of the 

intersec#on of iden##es and trauma as she and her therapist, Toby, grapple with her possible 

Dissocia#ve Iden#ty Disorder as she seeks approval for gender affirming care. The Third Person is a 

testament to the importance of having the space to heal and live authen#cally. (STL219532) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 920pgs, B&W SRP: $39.95 

 

MAY231728 

WAITING TP 

(W/A/CA) Keum Suk Gendry-Kim 

The Wai#ng is the fic#onal story of Gwija, told by her novelist daughter Jina. When Gwija was 17 

years old, aQer hearing that the Japanese were seizing unmarried girls, her family married her in a 

hurry to a man she didn't know. Japan fell, Korea gained its independence, and the couple started a 

family. But peace didn't come. The young family fled south. On the road, while breasVeeding and 

changing her daughter, Gwija was separated from her husband and son. (STL194067) (JUN211442) 

SC, 248pgs, B&W SRP: $24.95 

 

MAY231729 

WILSON TP (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Daniel Clowes 

This new paperback edi#on of Daniel Clowes' modern classic celebrates the Alexander Payne-

produced film version starring Woody Harrelson and Laura Dern. One of the leading cartoonists of 

our #me creates a thoroughly engaging, complex, and fascina#ng portrait of the modern egoist-

outspoken and oblivious to the world around him. Working in a single-page-gag format and drawing 

in a spectrum of styles, the cartoonist of Ghost World, Ice Haven, and The Death-Ray gives us his 

funniest and most deeply affec#ng novel to date. (STL009934) (DEC161627) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x10, 80pgs, FC SRP: $15.95 

 

DREN PRODUCTIONS 

 

MAY231730 

PLAN 59 FROM OUTER SPACE TP (MR) 



(W) James Mascia, Michael Dolce (A) Joaquin Gonzalez (CA)  Gregbo 

Back in 1957, Ed Wood brought us a movie about aliens who tried to raise the dead in order to 

destroy humanity in order to prevent us from causing a galaxy destroying weapon that they believed 

we would one day create. This was Plan 9 from Outer Space. Obviously, plans 1 through 8 failed, and 

(spoiler alert, but frankly the movie has been out for 63 years now, so there shouldn't be much to 

spoil) so did Plan 9. But what happened in the years since 1957? Did the aliens just give up? Were 

they going to cease their plans to stop us and save the galaxy? Of course not. Almost 60 years have 

passed, and in that #me, they have aNempted to destroy us nearly 50 more #mes, and humanity has 

become quite adept at figh#ng them off. But today, they are coming back for their 59th plan, a plan 

that is so nefarious, it just might work! (STL273097) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY231731 

TEDDY SCARES TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jim Hankins (A) Benjamin Roman & Various (CA) Chris Uminga 

As a child your teddy bear was there to love and protect you from things that go bump in the night. 

When you outgrew them, they were cast aside and forgoNen. Teddy Scares are those bears, now 

with a new home: the Garbage Dump. With no home they wander endlessly, searching for someone 

new to hug and cuddle them. All they want is your love. Your parents were right... you should've 

been nicer to your toys! The Teddy Scares zombie teddy bears are back from the grave starring in 

eerie tales that are sure to scare the stuffing out of you! Based on the popular toy line of the same 

name. (STL273096) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

DREN PRODUCTIONS AFTER DARK 

 

MAY231732 

UNDER A BLOOD RED MOON #1 CVR A STANDARD ED (MR) 

(W) James Mascia (A) Vladamir Aleksic (CA) Renato Camilo 

The Earth has been invaded by a race of aliens who are only interested in finding new slaves for their 

empire. This creates a problem for some of the other species living here—vampires and werewolves. 

The more humans they take off-planet, the less food they have. Humanity's fate is locked in between 

these two warring fac#ons whose only desire is to retrieve their food source... so one way or the 

other, the human race is screwed. Vampires vs. Werewolves vs. Aliens - who will claim the human 

race as their own? Whoever wins… we lose. (STL273098) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 



 

MAY231733 

UNDER A BLOOD RED MOON #1 CVR B UNCENSORED ED (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) 

ADULT MATERIAL 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

DYNAMIC FORCES 

 

MAY231734 

DF INCREDIBLE HULK #1 JOHNSON SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

As an enraged Hulk tries to take control of Bruce Banner's body permanently, a mysterious immortal 

turns every monster in the Marvel Universe against Banner in an aNempt to free their creator, the 

primordial Mother of Horrors. With the help of an unlikely new friend, Banner and Hulk must try to 

stop the world from geYng plunged into darkness! (STL275998) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.62 

 

MAY231735 

DF INCREDIBLE HULK #1 JOHNSON GOLD SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

As an enraged Hulk tries to take control of Bruce Banner's body permanently, a mysterious immortal 

turns every monster in the Marvel Universe against Banner in an aNempt to free their creator, the 

primordial Mother of Horrors. With the help of an unlikely new friend, Banner and Hulk must try to 

stop the world from geYng plunged into darkness! (STL276503) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $62.00 

 

MAY231736 

DF INCREDIBLE HULK #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

As an enraged Hulk tries to take control of Bruce Banner's body permanently, a mysterious immortal 

turns every monster in the Marvel Universe against Banner in an aNempt to free their creator, the 

primordial Mother of Horrors. With the help of an unlikely new friend, Banner and Hulk must try to 

stop the world from geYng plunged into darkness! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL276510) (C: 0-

1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 



MAY231737 

DF INCREDIBLE HULK #1 PEREZ VAR GOLD JOHNSON SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

As an enraged Hulk tries to take control of Bruce Banner's body permanently, a mysterious immortal 

turns every monster in the Marvel Universe against Banner in an aNempt to free their creator, the 

primordial Mother of Horrors. With the help of an unlikely new friend, Banner and Hulk must try to 

stop the world from geYng plunged into darkness! (STL276512) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $62.00 

 

MAY231738 

DF INCREDIBLE HULK #1 PEREZ VAR CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

As an enraged Hulk tries to take control of Bruce Banner's body permanently, a mysterious immortal 

turns every monster in the Marvel Universe against Banner in an aNempt to free their creator, the 

primordial Mother of Horrors. With the help of an unlikely new friend, Banner and Hulk must try to 

stop the world from geYng plunged into darkness! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL276515) (C: 0-

1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231739 

DF WHAT IF DARK SPIDER GWEN #1 CONWAY SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Spider-Legend Gerry Conway returns to his most famous Spider-Story for this WHAT IF along with co-

writer Jody Houser! WHAT IF Gwen Stacy didn't die on the bridge that day, but Spider-Man DID?! 

'Nuff said, I presume! (STL276517) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $199.99 

 

MAY231740 

DF WHAT IF DARK SPIDER GWEN #1 LAND SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Spider-Legend Gerry Conway returns to his most famous Spider-Story for this WHAT IF along with co-

writer Jody Houser! WHAT IF Gwen Stacy didn't die on the bridge that day, but Spider-Man DID?! 

'Nuff said, I presume! (STL276518) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $69.99 

 

MAY231741 

DF WHAT IF DARK SPIDER GWEN #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

Spider-Legend Gerry Conway returns to his most famous Spider-Story for this WHAT IF along with co-

writer Jody Houser! WHAT IF Gwen Stacy didn't die on the bridge that day, but Spider-Man DID?! 

'Nuff said, I presume! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL276519) (C: 0-1-2) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231742 

DF CULT OF CARNAGE MISERY #3 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

DEATH AND DESTRUCTION RETURN HOME! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL276520) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231743 

DF VENOM #22 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

Behold a radical transforma#on of Eddie Brock as Venom in Al Ewing and Ramon F. Bachs' VENOM 

#22! For months, Eddie Brock's consciousness has been displaced in #me! You've seen what happens 

when he's flung himself to the far future of the Marvel Universe - now see what happens when he 

tries to traverse its past! Face to face with the mysterious FLEXO in the past, Venom learns a shocking 

secret about the role symbiotes playing in Marvel history! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL276521) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231744 

DF VENOM #23 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

Torunn Gronbekk and Ken Lashley create a new vision of TOXIN in VENOM #23! Toxin is the offspring 

of the most dangerous symbiote in the history of the Marvel Universe: CARNAGE. But while Carnage 

and Cletus Kasady are separated and both devising machina#ons and plans of cosmic bloodshed and 

conquest, what has its progeny been doing? And will Dylan Brock or the Venom symbiote survive 

when they come face to face with this latest terrifying Toxin?! And Toxin isn't the only symbiote in 

this story who's unlike anything you've ever seen! The symbiote family is about to grow a liNle 

larger… and what's coming will change the con#nuing saga of the symbiotes FOREVER! CGC GRADED 

9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL276523) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231745 

DF RED GOBLIN #6 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

Alex Paknadel and Jan Bazaldua begin a new arc "Nature Vs. Nuture" in RED GOBLIN #6! CARNAGE 

REIGNS may be over, but Normie Osborn and the Rascal symbiote's problems are only just beginning! 

For weeks, Normie's pacified the symbiote and managed to keep the rabid killing machine inside it 

under control. But in this issue, Normie learns that you can't fight nature. CGC GRADED 9.6 OR 

HIGHER! (STL276525) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 



 

MAY231746 

DF WEB OF CARNAGE #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

CARNAGE SEEKS TO INHERIT THE EARTH in WEB OF CARNAGE, a new series by Ram V, Francesco 

Manna, and more. In the aQermath of CARNAGE REIGNS where Cletus Kasady exacted his vengeance 

on Miles Morales and the Marvel Universe, the Carnage symbiote remains leQ to its own devices, 

adriQ among the stars. With its purpose renewed, Carnage has scant few hurdles between it and a 

glorious ascension to the throne of the King in Black…and the first is named Morlun. CGC GRADED 

9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL276528) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231747 

DF PUNISHER #12 SPIDER-VERSE VAR AARON SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

PUNISHER... NO MORE. (STL276536) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY231748 

DF PUNISHER #12 SPIDER-VERSE VAR CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

PUNISHER... NO MORE. CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL276543) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231749 

DF AMAZING SPIDERMAN #24 ROSS VULTURE VAR WELLS SGN (C: 0-1- 

Witness what brought Peter Parker and Norman Osborn together. Your opinion of who the hero is 

and who the villain is may end up at least blurred... (STL276546) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231750 

DF WARLOCK REBIRTH #1 ROSS THANOS VAR MARZ SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Adam Warlock was created to be the perfect human specimen. Since then, Adam has gone on to be a 

cosmic savior, defending the galaxy from the likes of Thanos, the Universal Church of Truth and the 

Magus. But what will happen when the next evolu#on of Warlock emerges? Someone who is 

stronger, faster and smarter than Adam? Don't miss this untold story of Adam Warlock and the 

Infinity Watch as Ron Marz and Ron Lim (SILVER SURFER: REBIRTH) introduce a new character that 

will forever impact Warlock's legacy! (STL276549) (C: 0-1-2) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231751 

DF ADAM WARLOCK STRANGE TALES #1 FACSIMILE STARLIN SGN (C: 0 

Witness the power of Warlock! Presen#ng the first chapter in cosmic maestro Jim Starlin's sprawling 

saga of the enigma#c Adam Warlock - and his dark side, the malevolent Magus! Warlock was an 

ar#ficial en#ty created on Earth to be the perfect man; he went on to travel the stars and harness the 

power of the cosmic Soul Gem! But when a desperate woman comes to Adam Warlock for aid, will 

he protect her from the religious fana#cs of the Universal Church of Truth or fall to the might of its 

towering warrior, Borgia? The Church worships the ul#mate force that is the Magus -and when Adam 

learns the truth about him, nothing will ever be the same! It's one of the all-#me great Marvel comic 

books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! Reprin#ng STRANGE TALES (1975) #178. 

(STL276551) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231752 

DF BLACK PANTHER #1 GOLD RAHZZAH SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

A KING WITHOUT A CROWN! Banished from the throne and a fugi#ve in his own homelands, T'Challa 

s#ll can't leave Wakanda without its sworn protector. A king without a crown, he finds new purpose 

lurking the streets and shadows of the Wakandan city that bears his father's name, BIRNIN T'CHAKA. 

New direc#on, new villains, new crea#ve tea - get in on the ground floor of Marvel's next smash hit! 

DYNAMIC FORCES EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME at $52 in honor of the first appearance of 

BLACK PANTHER in FANTASTIC FOUR #52 back in 1966! (STL276569) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $52.00 

 

MAY231753 

DF INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #8 DUGGAN SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

July's INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #8 will #e directly into this year's HELLFIRE GALA! As the X-Men 

celebrate mutantkind's biggest night, Iron Man has to contend with the new Stark Sen#nels flying 

through New York! Can Tony stop these mutant-hun#ng machines alone? (STL276570) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $39.00 

 

MAY231754 

DF XMEN BEFORE FALL SINISTER FOUR #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

In the aQermath of SINS OF SINISTER, all four Sinisters have been unmasked. They've goNen a taste 

of universal control, but their true plans for mutantkind are just beginning… (STL276571) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 



 

MAY231755 

DF STAR WARS #68 FOUR PIECE CONNECTING VAR HAESER SKETCH (C: 

Classic STAR WARS #68 homage art across 4 Marvel blank covers by KEN HAESER! NOTE: TITLES MAY 

VARY. (STL276573) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $499.99 

 

MAY231756 

DF STAR WARS RETURN OF JEDI EMPIRE #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF THE EMPIRE TOOK OVER? As opera#ons begin to take shape on the moon 

of ENDOR, a technician must figure out how to live under the control of THE EMPIRE. But if he can't 

stay out of trouble, what will the Empire do with him? Con#nuing the 40TH ANNIVERSARY 

celebra#on of RETURN OF THE JEDI, JODY HOUSER & JETHRO MORALES pull back the curtain of the 

Empire like never before! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL276574) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231757 

DF PLANET OF APES #1 WALKER SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

DAVID F. WALKER & DAVE WACHTER BRING PLANET OF THE APES BACK TO MARVEL COMICS IN 

SPECTACULAR STYLE! A new era of apes kicks off with part 1 of "Devolu#on"! The ALZ-113 virus has 

rampaged across planet Earth, and humanity is crumbling. While well-meaning researchers hunt for 

a cure, a fana#cal group of humans has their own solu#on: Kill all apes. Peacekeeper Juliana Tobon is 

one of the few willing to stand against them, but the crisis is spreading, and soon apes will witness 

the true depths of human cruelty? Eisner-winning writer David F. Walker (Luke Cage, BiNer Root) 

joins forces with ar#st Dave Wachter (Iron Fist: Heart of the Dragon, Star Wars: The High Republic-

Trail of Shadows) on one of the most beloved sci-fi franchises in history! (STL276575) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231758 

DF TWO PIECE CONNECTING VAR NICIEZA & DELBEATO HULK SKETCH ( 

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY MARIANO NICIEZA AND JOE DELBEATO! BLANK VARIANTS MAY 

VARY. (STL276572) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $181.00 

 

MAY231759 

DF DAREDEVIL BLACK WIDOW ABATTOIR PERSONAL COPY STARLIN SGN  



DAREDEVIL/BLACK WIDOW: ABATTOIR GRAPHIC NOVEL personal file copy signed by Jim Starlin! 

(STL276556) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $199.99 

 

MAY231760 

DF SILVER SURFER #37 PERSONAL COPY STARLIN SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

An incredible opportunity has been given for fans of Starlin's legendary career to get personal copies 

of his classic work signed by the ar#st himself! Starlin has opened his library and has given us copies 

of these incredible books — each signed by the ar#st! 

Condi#on varies. 

Cannot guarantee condi#on of file copies. (STL276561) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $199.99 

 

MAY231761 

DF BATMAN #134 APRIL FOOLS VAR KING SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

ULTRA-RARE AND ULTRA-LIMITED! (STL276589) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $89.99 

 

MAY231762 

DF JOKER MAN WHO STOPPED LAUGHING #7 APRIL FOOLS KING SGN (C 

ULTRA-RARE AND ULTRA-LIMITED! (STL276590) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $89.99 

 

MAY231763 

DF PENGUIN #1 GOLD KING SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

REVENGE IS FOR THE BIRDS. AQer re#ring to Metropolis following his "death," Oswald Cobblepot 

finds himself forced back into the unpredictable and violent Gotham City underworld as a pawn for 

the United States intelligence community! Gotham's criminal element has been evolving since he 

was last in the city, with his bastard twin children ruling the Iceberg Lounge. And what of the man he 

framed for his death-Batman? Is the Penguin walking into a death sentence? From award-winning 

and bestselling writer Tom King (Batman, The Human Target) and ar#st Stefano Gaudiano (Gotham 

Central, The Walking Dead) comes a bloody, hard-boiled tale of redemp#on and revenge! DYNAMIC 

FORCES EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME at $58 in honor of the first appearance of THE PENGUIN 

in DETECTIVE COMICS #58 back in 1941! (STL276576) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $58.00 



 

MAY231764 

DF JOKER UNCOVERED #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

Lowlifes, creeps, and scoundrels, it's your Uncle Joker here. You know art can come from many 

places. And most great art is about truly despicable people, like me. In that spirit, you should buy The 

Joker: Uncovered to see a murderer's row of the world's greatest comic book ar#sts commit my 

beau#ful image to dozens of wonderful variant covers, all collected in one place for the very first 

#me. Expand your mind a liNle bit and take in some good art. CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! 

(STL276591) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231765 

DF HARLEY QUINN UNCOVERED #1 SOOK SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

In celebra#on of Harley Quinn #25 comes a gorgeous, irreverent look at the amazing variant covers 

that helped make the Maid of Mischief magnificent! Enjoy an art book of epic propor#ons featuring 

some of the hoNest creators in the industry! DYNAMIC FORCES EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME 

at $30 in honor of the 30thh anniversary of Harley Quinn who first appeared in THE BATMAN 

ADVENTURES #12 back in 1993! (STL276640) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

MAY231766 

DF HARLEY QUINN UNCOVERED #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

In celebra#on of Harley Quinn #25 comes a gorgeous, irreverent look at the amazing variant covers 

that helped make the Maid of Mischief magnificent! Enjoy an art book of epic propor#ons featuring 

some of the hoNest creators in the industry! DYNAMIC FORCES EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME 

at $93 in honor of the 30thh anniversary of Harley Quinn who first appeared in THE BATMAN 

ADVENTURES #12 back in 1993! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL276641) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $93.00 

 

MAY231767 

DF ACTION COMICS #1056 SILVER JOHNSON SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

A shocking new character makes their debut as the thrill-packed "Speeding Bullets" concludes! 

Superman and Metallo must reluctantly join forces to stop the Cyborg Superman. With Tracy 

Corben's life (or at least her humanity) hanging in the balance, the Super-Family fights to keep 

Metropolis standing. Meanwhile, Lois and the staff of the Daily Planet set out to uncover the 

mysterious leader-and shocking origin-of Blue Earth! DYNAMIC FORCES EVENT PRICED FOR A 

LIMITED TIME at $38 in honor of the FIRST APPEARANCE of SUPERMAN in ACTION COMICS #1 back 

in 1938! (STL276642) (C: 0-1-2) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $38.00 

 

MAY231768 

DF FLASH #800 WILLIAMSON SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

As the Adams run races to the finish line, get a prelude to the new Dawn of DC chapter of the Fastest 

Man Alive's adventures from the dream team of Simon Spurrier (Coda, Detec#ve Comics) and Mike 

Deodato Jr. (Avengers)! DYNAMIC FORCES EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME at $40 in honor of the 

FIRST APPEARANCE of THE FLASH back in 1940! (STL276643) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

MAY231769 

DF WONDER WOMAN #799 SILVER RAHZZAH SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

A landmark two-part celebra#on of Wonder Woman's adventures begins, as an all-star lineup of 

creators asks, "Whatever happened to the Warrior of Truth?" AQer the events of Revenge of the 

Gods, Diana enters the caves of Themyscira's Healing Island for a much-needed respite, but she 

emerges someplace unexpected…the fantas#cal dreams of her greatest allies and enemies! The 

startling visions lead directly to next month's Wonder Woman #800 and new twists in the saga of the 

Amazing Amazon! DYNAMIC FORCES EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME at $41 in honor of the FIRST 

APPEARANCE of WONDER WOMAN in ALL STAR COMICS #8 back in 1941! (STL276644) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $41.00 

 

MAY231770 

DF HAWKGIRL #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

Kendra Saunders, the winged warrior beNer known as Hawkgirl, has been one of the DC Universe's 

greatest heroes for a long #me, serving as a member of both the Jus#ce League and the Jus#ce 

Society. But with the Jus#ce League disbanded, Kendra decides she needs a fresh start and heads to 

Metropolis to begin a new life. That life is quickly interrupted by a mysterious villain with a powerful 

connec#on to the Nth Metal that makes up Hawkgirl's wings and weapons. CGC GRADED 9.6 OR 

HIGHER! (STL276645) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231771 

DF GUNSLINGER SPAWN #18 BLUE HAESER SGN RMRK (C: 0-1-2) 

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY KEN HAESER! (STL276647) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 



MAY231772 

DF SOMETHING IS KILLING CHILDREN PEN & INK #1 HAESER SGN (C: 

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY KEN HAESER! (STL276649) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231773 

DF SOMETHING IS KILLING CHILDREN PEN & INK #1 CGC GRADED (C: 

BOOM! Studios is proud to present PEN & INK, a deluxe art-focused format featuring stunning black 

and white interior inks with ar#st commentary. Begin your collec#on with this premium reformat of 

Something is Killing the Children #1, celebra#ng the start of Erica Slaughter's epic journey with 

exclusive notes and annota#ons from ar#st and co-creator Werther Dell'Edera. CGC GRADED 9.6 OR 

HIGHER! (STL276650) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231774 

DF VOID RIVALS CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

SERIES PREMIERE! The blockbuster OBLIVION SONG team of ROBERT KIRKMAN & LORENZO DE FELICI 

debut the biggest new comic book series of 2023 with the launch of AN ALL-NEW SHARED UNIVERSE 

and a SURPRISE you won't see coming! War rages around the Sacred Ring, where the last remnants 

of two worlds have collapsed around a black hole in a never-ending war. However, when pilot Darak 

and his rival Solila both crash on a desolate planet, these two enemies must find a way to escape 

together. But are they alone on this strange planet? And what dark forces await that threaten the 

en#re universe? CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL276651) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY231775 

DF TMNT USAGI YOJIMBO WHEREWHEN #1 AMAZING CON EXC (C: 0-1-2 

A FURYCOMIX / COMICXPOSURE EXCLUSIVE!!! CLASSIC TMNT RETURN OF THE SHREDDER HOMAGE 

COVER! The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles pursue the evil cyborg genius Dr. WhereWhen through a 

#me portal...and emerge in feudal Japan! There, they encounter Usagi Yojimbo, 20 years into the 

samurai's future but decades aQer the arrival of Dr. WhereWhen...who has already carved himself a 

fiefdom using mechanized clockwork samurai robots...with the inten#on of conquering both the past 

and current #melines! (STL276652) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

FAIRSQUARE COMICS LLC 



 

MAY231776 

BEYONDTOPIA LEGENDS TP 

(W) Bryan Valenza, Henry Barajas (A) Sami Basri & Various (CA) Stephen Segovia 

When the past is the future. Where unknown myths and legends are discovered. Witness the birth of 

the Mys#c Universe! here comes BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS 

From the mind of Indonesian visual ar#st Bryan Valenza (Marvel, Image,…) BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS 

is an anthology series blending a variety of folklores, heroes and legends all reimagined for American 

and interna#onal audiences with a unique flavor. Horror, magic, social jus#ce warriors, fantasy, sci-

fi… There's something for everyone in the Mys#c Universe. 

Co-spearheaded by Award-Winning La#nX author Henry Barajas (HELM GREYCASTLE, LA VOZ DE 

M.A.Y.O.: TATA RAMBO, BATMAN: URBAN LEGENDS), the anthology brings together the best ar#sts 

from Indonesia and the world, including Sami Basri (HARLEY QUINN, GREEN LANTERN), Garrie 

Gastonny (ODYSSEY) and many more! (STL259501) 

SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $29.90 

 

MAY231777 

IMMORTAL ASCENSION #1 (OF 2) CVR A ROSSI 

(W) David Chisa (A/CA) Kris#an Rossi 

What if an Elektra type of character was thrown in an arcade game figh#ng style adventure? She'd be 

the GodKiller! Gear up for an epic tale of redemp#on and combat!  

Meet Rose, once known as the GodKiller, a fierce warrior who's seen it all - from brutal beatdowns to 

painful punishments. Now seeking peace and solitude, she's about to face her biggest challenge yet! 

As a master of the art of combat, she'll need to level up and rescue her students from the monstrous 

Hell Ghouls gang. 

 

The comic debut of American writer, cinematographer and musician David Chisa, with art and color 

by Argen#ne storyteller Kris#an Rossi (IDW, Marvel, DC Comics), Immortal Ascension will take 

readers on a wild ride, with ac#on-packed scenes that will have them buNon mashing for more! This 

the ul#mate beat them up for comic book collectors!  

 

With covers by Kris#an Rossi and fan favorite ar#st Bella Rachlin (over 146K followers on Instagram!) 

(STL275004) 

6.6x10.2, 52pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231778 



IMMORTAL ASCENSION #1 (OF 2) CVR B RACHLIN 

(W) David Chisa (A) Kris#an Rossi (CA) Bella Rachlin 

What if an Elektra type of character was thrown in an arcade game figh#ng style adventure? She'd be 

the GodKiller! Gear up for an epic tale of redemp#on and combat!  

Meet Rose, once known as the GodKiller, a fierce warrior who's seen it all - from brutal beatdowns to 

painful punishments. Now seeking peace and solitude, she's about to face her biggest challenge yet! 

As a master of the art of combat, she'll need to level up and rescue her students from the monstrous 

Hell Ghouls gang. 

 

The comic debut of American writer, cinematographer and musician David Chisa, with art and color 

by Argen#ne storyteller Kris#an Rossi (IDW, Marvel, DC Comics), Immortal Ascension will take 

readers on a wild ride, with ac#on-packed scenes that will have them buNon mashing for more! This 

the ul#mate beat them up for comic book collectors!  

 

With covers by Kris#an Rossi and fan favorite ar#st Bella Rachlin (over 146K followers on Instagram!) 

(STL275007) 

6.6x10.2, 52pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231779 

FAR SOUTH THE GREAT UNION SCORE CVR A BERGARA (MR) 

(W) Rodolfo Santullo (A) Leandro Fernandez (CA) Ma#as Bergara 

Whatever the hell happens in the Far South stays in Far South! Montoya's bar has seen it all. 

Everyone who lives in the area frequents it, and those who don't, won't take long to do so. 

Everyone's a regular: scoundrels, pros#tutes, thieves, truckers, bandits. There's wine and grappa to 

last for ages. Darkness is the only color you see there. So when the Police is looking for a culprit, they 

know where to knock first.  

 

The hardboiled brutal land of the Mobsters and Gauchos con#nues to unfold, as bestselling 

interna#onal author Rodolfo Santullo and THE OLD GUARD superstar ar#st Leandro Fernandez 

present a new set of blood-soaked Noir tales, a must-read for fans of griNy crime fic#on. 

 

Featuring covers by revered ar#sts Eduardo Risso (100 Bullets) and Ma#as Bergara (Step by Bloody 

Step) 

 (STL275008) 

MATURE THEMES 

7.5x10, 52pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 



 

MAY231780 

FAR SOUTH THE GREAT UNION SCORE CVR B RISSO (MR) 

(W) Rodolfo Santullo (A) Leandro Fernandez (CA) Eduardo Risso 

Whatever the hell happens in the Far South stays in Far South! Montoya's bar has seen it all. 

Everyone who lives in the area frequents it, and those who don't, won't take long to do so. 

Everyone's a regular: scoundrels, pros#tutes, thieves, truckers, bandits. There's wine and grappa to 

last for ages. Darkness is the only color you see there. So when the Police is looking for a culprit, they 

know where to knock first.  

 

The hardboiled brutal land of the Mobsters and Gauchos con#nues to unfold, as bestselling 

interna#onal author Rodolfo Santullo and THE OLD GUARD superstar ar#st Leandro Fernandez 

present a new set of blood-soaked Noir tales, a must-read for fans of griNy crime fic#on. 

 

Featuring covers by revered ar#sts Eduardo Risso (100 Bullets) and Ma#as Bergara (Step by Bloody 

Step) 

 (STL275011) 

MATURE THEMES 

7.5x10, 52pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS 

 

MAY231781 

PROOF THAT THE DEVIL LOVES YOU HC 

(W/A/CA) Gilbert Hernandez 

Proof That the Devil Loves You is the latest in a series of graphic novels featuring Gilbert Hernandez’s 

character Fritz, a B-movie actress (and half-sister to his iconic Love and Rockets character, Luba) 

whose hourglass figure has earned her a cult following. While Gilbert oQen explores Fritz’s troubled 

life off-screen in Love and Rockets, for years he has also been “adap#ng” her exploita#on films in 

various forms, including a series of standalone graphic novels that include Chance in Hell, The 

Troublemakers, Garden of the Flesh, Maria M., and Hypnotwist/Scarlet By Starlight. (STL263128) 

NOTE: This item may be available through other retail outlets before shipping to comic book specialty 

shops. 

HC, 6x9, 96pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231782 



O/A BLUBBER HC (A) 

For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

HC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231783 

MARIA M HC COMPLETE ED (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Gilbert Hernandez 

This crime thriller tells the story of Maria M., whose life south of the border is a tale of sex, drugs, 

violence, and power. She later marries a drug kingpin, whose son learns Maria’s secret, leading to a 

violent gangland bloodbath. Maria M. collects 2013’s Maria M. Book One and the never-before-

published Book Two for the first #me. Long#me Love & Rockets readers will recognize a metatwist: 

Maria M. doubles as a “biopic” of the mother of Hernandez’s most 

beloved character: Luba from Love and Rockets! (STL041712) (JUN191733) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 6x9, 270pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231784 

HERNANDEZ HYPNOTWIST HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Gilbert Hernandez 

Collects (and expands!) the graphic novellas "Hypnotwist" and "Scarlet by Starlight" from Love and 

Rockets: New Stories in a handsome "Double Feature" package.  

In the Eisner Award-winning wordless comic (silent movie?) "Hypnotwist," Hernandez's B-movie star 

Fritz plays a character who doesn't seem to be going anywhere, un#l she puts on a pair of gliNery 

pumps. Her wanderings become increasingly surreal as she confronts motherhood, alcoholism, a 

sinister smiley face, cruelty, and her worst fate: "Killer" cameos! Includes 16 pages of previously 

unpublished, addi#onal material. "Scarlet by Starlight" is a B movie that's Star Trek meets Heart of 

Darkness. "Scien#sts," or colonizers, are doing research, surrounded by "primi#ve" fauna they 

affec#onately nickname or treat like pests. Fritz plays Scarlet, a peaceful, catlike humanoid with a 

mate and children. When she becomes infatuated with one of the scien#sts, the fragile web of 

rela#onships explodes into violence and death, calling into ques#on who the "advanced, civilized" 

creatures really are. 

The two graphic novellas that comprise the book will be published together with two covers, so the 

two stories each end in the middle of the book (with the one you're not reading being upside down). 

This very cool, handsome "Double Feature" package will be an essen#al item for Love and Rockets 

comple#sts! (STL167239) (NOV201316) (C: 0-1-2) 



HC, 5.5x8, 104pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231785 

RED ROOM CRYPTO KILLAZ #3 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Ed Piskor 

Did you know that Thomas Edison invented the Red Room? His first two films, Monkeyshines 1 and 2, 

are well-known in certain circles, but there is a lost 3rd film, reputed to contain footage of Jack the 

Ripper's final act! Filmmaker Q Tuturro takes readers on a tour through the history of snuff films, 

from Buñuel's Un Chien Andalou, to Lee Harvey Oswald's assassina#on, to Can- nibal Holocaust, to 

the Japanese Guinea Pig films and beyond. But when QT obtains a copy of Edison's lost film, his 

collec#ng days may soon be over. (STL276593) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231786 

OKINAWA GN 

(W/A/CA) Susumu Higa 

A peaceful kingdom un#l its annexa#on by the Japan in the 19th century, Okinawa was the site of the 

most destruc#ve land baNle of the Pacific War. Today, the archipelago is Japan's poorest prefecture 

and unwilling host to 75% of all US military bases in Japan. Okinawa brings together two collec#ons 

of inter- twined stories by the island's pre-eminent mangaka, Susumu Higa, which reflect on this 

difficult history and pull together tradi#onal Okinawan spirituality, the modern-day reali#es of the 

con#nuing US military occupa#on, and the senselessness of the War. (STL074510) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXVII #10 (OCT178208) 

SC, 5x7, 544pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231787 

ALISON HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Lizzy Stewart 

Alison tells the story of a young Bri#sh painter who seizes upon the opportunity to escape from her 

quiet life in Dorset to the thrumming art scene of late-1970s London. But the vehicle for her escape 

is an older man whose reputa#on as an ar#st and philanderer casts a shadow which will follow Alison 

for years. Combining immaculate prose and stunning artwork, Alison is a complex love and coming-

of-age story, as well as a medita#on on female friendship and empowerment, class and patriarchy, 

the cre- a#ve process and the thorny world of fine art. (STL223911) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 8x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 



 

MAY231788 

ITS NOT WHAT YOU THOUGHT IT WOULD BE HC 

(W/A) Lizzy Stewart 

In her graphic novel debut, Lizzy Stewart chronicles the lives of two close friends from adolescence to 

adulthood. In a series of interconnected vigneNes, Stewart charges ordinary, slice-of-life moments 

with a quiet intensity, revealing the complex natures of her characters as life nudges them in 

direc#ons that they never could have expected un#l finally, in their thir#es, they hardly recognize the 

women they have become. (STL178548) (APR211666) 

HC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231789 

CHIP N DALE RESCUE RANGERS COUNT ROQUEFORT CASE HC (C: 1-1-2 

(W/A)  Various 

Chip 'n Dale Rescue Rangers, TaleSpin, Darkwing Duck, DuckTales, and Adventures of the Gummi 

Bears return with more classic comics based on beloved TV cartoons from The Disney AQernoon 

package! This volume includes "The Count Roquefort Case," featuring the villainous Fat Cat, "The 

Curse of Flabbergé" with Scrooge McDuck and Launchpad McQuack, plus "The KiNy Kat Kaper" and 

"Cat in a Hot Tin Suit," where Darkwing Duck baNles the world's greatest criminal mind... Fluffy! Plus 

TaleSpin, the Gummi Bears and more! (STL263120) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

HC, 8x11, 208pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231790 

DARKWING DUCK JUST US JUSTICE DUCKS HC 

(W) Cody Weiss, Bobbi J. G. Weiss (A) John Blair Moore & Various 

Here's where the fun begins: A new series featuring awesome 1980s and 1990s comics based on the 

classic Disney AQernoon TV cartoons! From the pages of Disney Adventures and its Gen-X sister 

magazines come much-requested feature-length thrillers such as "Just Us Jus#ce Ducks" and "The 

Legend of the Chaos God" plus more! (STL178546) (APR211663) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

HC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231791 

LIFE & TIMES OF SCROOGE MCDUCK HC DRAGON OF GLASGOW (C: 0-1- 

(W) Joris Chamberlain (A) Fabrizio Petrossi 



Return to Uncle Scrooge's epic past in this all-new stand-alone Disney graphic novel full of thrills and 

chills in the long-ago coal mines of Scotland! Decades before becoming Donald Duck's tough tycoon 

uncle, Scrooge McDuck lived a childhood of struggle-and adventure! An all-new saga set in the world 

of Don Rosa's Life and Times of Scrooge McDuck series, "The Dragon of Glasgow" forges a new trail 

with thrills and chills rendered in a modern, anima#on-inspired style. (STL263132) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 10x13, 56pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231792 

DONALD DUCK & UNCLE SCROOGE WORLD OF DRAGONLORDS HC 

(W) Byron Erickson (A) Giorgio Cavazzano 

"Help us, Huey, Louie, and Dewey! You're Morgworld's only hope!" A feature-length fantasy epic pits 

Donald, Scrooge, and the gang against a deadly troll kingdom! 

Donald, Uncle Scrooge, and their nephews are locked in a Duckburg family feud when an 

interdimensional doorway appears… and takes them to Morgworld, a medieval realm where trolls 

rule, humans are serfs, and dragons beasts of burden! Can our squabbling Ducks bring jus#ce to this 

land of swords and sorcery? 

Giorgio Cavazzano (Donald Duck: The ForgeVul Hero), among Italy's most celebrated comics ar#sts, 

brings his outrageous energy, emo#ve characters, and wild "techno" style to a feature-length 21st-

century Disney fantasy tale, filled with fire-breathing frenzy by beloved writer/editor Byron Erickson 

("A Mickey Mystery")! 

Fly on dragonback to the fortress city of Toom! Meet way-out wizard Hintermann, bold warrior 

Brendon, boy prisoner Jute, and three blazing dragons… Smoky, Sniffles, and SpiVire! It's up to 

Donald, Scrooge, and the boys to rescue these ragtag rebels — don your armor and get ready! 

(STL200504) (AUG211767) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

HC, 8x11, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231793 

STARSEEDS HC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Charles Glaubitz 

Charles Glaubitz's Starseeds fantasy/adventure series is an epic work of cosmological brilliance, 

combining metaphysics, mythology, archetypes, religion, and spirituality with comics, conspiracy, 

herme#c ideas, alchemy, and science. A visually arres#ng marvel of psychedelia art and ideas, via a 

story of epic conflict in tune with the works of Jack Kirby and Gary Panter, with a heavy dose of 

Robert Anton Wilson and Robert Shea's Illuminatus! trilogy mixed in. (STL263130) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAY231794 



STARSEEDS HC VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Charles Glaubitz 

Light travels through space and brings a prophecy of the awakening of the Crystal Sigil. At the same 

#me, the secret society of Illumina# steals from the four elements to create a new fiQh element that 

has the power to become any object of desire. The ensuing epic baNle pits the warrior-like Starseed 

Children — who are the end result of the evolu#on of revolu#on within our system of gene#cs, 

philosophy, science, and art — against the Illumina# and their masters, the Annunaki, and the 

coming of the black darkness. Mul#media ar#st Charles Glaubitz delivers his first graphic novel, a 

work of mythical, pictorial, illustra#ve, and cosmological components, while combining elements of 

myth, religion, and spirituality with comics, herme#c ideas, alchemy and science. Starseeds fits 

perfectly in conversa#on with ar#sts such as MaNhew Barney, Trenton Doyle Hancock, Gary Panter, 

Marcel Dzama, and Ernesto Caivano — in other words, work that is epic, mythological, fantas#cal, 

enigma#c, and visually arres#ng. Printed in a beau#ful two-color process. (STL025456) (NOV161566) 

HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231795 

STARSEEDS HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Charles Glaubitz 

Jack Kirby meets Ram Dass in this epic comics mythology. 

Mul#media ar#st Charles Glaubitz delivers the sequel to 2017’s acclaimed Starseeds, a work of 

pictorial, illustra#ve, and cosmological components, while combining elements of myth, religion, and 

spirituality with comics, herme#c ideas, alchemy and science. 

AQer receiving the message in the water infused with the crystal sigil, Renato shares what has been 

prophesied. Indigo is infected by a black darkness that will soon overtake his soul. The Illumina#s 

regroup and set forth a new plan. We are introduced to new characters, such as “The Rainbow 

Twins.” The prophecy of the seven Starseeds comes to pass and a new being is created that will face 

off with the coming Black Darkness of the Lizard King. Renato recounts the story of the Big Bang and 

the birth of the four cosmic god forces that govern and shape our universe. 

Starseeds is an epic journey, by turns fantas#cal, mythological, and visually arres#ng. (STL098901) 

(NOV181772) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 240pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231796 

ALL ONE LIFE TP 

(W/A/CA) Jon Strongbow 

All One Life is a series of 29 stunningly imagina#ve 3D images that juxtapose SeaNle's past and 

present, indica#ng what we have lost by destroying the tribal na#ons. Strongbow also showcases 

endangered and ex#nct species: a whale swims through the city, dinosaurs roam the streets, 



reminding us that many creatures have had their day, and we may have had ours. All One Life is a 

series of stunning images chronicling the transforma#on of SeaNle that is both imagina#vely fanciful 

and profoundly elegiac. (STL263117) 

SC, 8x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231797 

BUILDINGS ARE BARKING DIANE NOOMIN MEMORIAM 

(W/A/CA) Bill Griffith 

The Buildings Are Barking is Bill Griffith's tender, poe#c, deeply felt comics tribute to his wife, life-

long partner, muse, copy editor, and fellow cartoonist Diane Noomin. "I'm s#ll unable to accept her 

death. I relive all 49 of our years together every day. How could anyone so alive, so funny, so lovely, 

be gone? Who am I without her?" Griffith summons all of his comics-making exper#se in order to 

bring his beloved Diane back to life in a remarkable act of mourning and memory. (STL276592) 

24pgs, B&W SRP: $7.00 

 

FANGORIA PUBLISHING LLC 

 

MAY231798 

FANGORIA VOL 2 #20 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  Various (A/CA)  VARIOUS 

Fangoria is a quarterly magazine covering the horror film genre since 1979. Fangoria relaunched in 

October 2018 as a quarterly collec#ble with in-depth interview with filmmakers, as well as 

retrospec#ves and columns by those in the horror film business. (STL273609) (C: 0-1-0) 

Magazine, SC, 100pgs, FC SRP: $19.79 

 

FANTACO ENTERPRISES INC. 

 

MAY231799 

DR KORVUS CHILDREN OF ABYSS #3 (OF 4) 

(W) Eric Stanway, Jeff Bonivert (A) Jeff Bonivert (CA) Jeff Bonivert, Jim Whi#ng 

As the aNacks increase throughout London, Dr. Korvus, Plato and Wilson struggle to find an answer 

to the crisis. The vic#ms of these assaults are now transforming into huge, misshapen parodies of the 

human form, bent on murder and destruc#on. Dr. Korvus takes his aNack on the offensive, baNling 

the things on the girders of the half-built Tower Bridge. But he's running out of #me. Cernunnos will 

soon rise and obliterate the en#re populace of the city. Based on the steampunk, supernatural 

detec#ve novels by writer Eric Stanway. (STL273620) 



32pgs, B&W (3 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231800 

WEIRD #4 (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Johnny Bruck 

This 1966 issue, originally published as Vol. 2 No. 1, Irving Fass' Eerie Publica#ons con#nues delving 

into the terrible with Tiger. Tiger, Nightmare Island, They Couldn't Die, Beast of Bagdad, Three in a 

Grace, Jury of Corpses. This issue marks the first issue using Johnny Bruck's cover art from Perry 

Rodan magazine. This facsimile con#nues FantaCo's lovingly restored and printed on top quality gloss 

paper facsimile edi#ons. The issue is solid, pre-code horror comics that go right onto the back cover. 

There are no ads. (STL273621) (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, SC, 8x11, 48pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

FIRST SECOND BOOKS 

 

MAY231801 

EERIE TALES FROM THE SCHOOL OF SCREAMS GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Graham Annable 

Box Trolls director Graham Annable pens a hair-raising graphic novel collec#ng five original scary 

stories for middle-grade readers. School is tough. School is scary. School is eerie. No one knows this 

beNer than Davis and Emily. But they're not scared of school because of tough tests or merciless vice 

principals. They're scared because their teacher wants her students to present the class with the 

spookiest, most chilling stories they can think of. From the twisted mind of Graham Annable comes 

five horrifying stories that will scare your skeleton right out of your skin. Are you ready to stare down 

"The Face in the Forest"? Do you think you can handle the truth behind "The Village that Vanished?" 

(STL272516) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 368pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY231802 

EERIE TALES FROM THE SCHOOL OF SCREAMS HC GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Graham Annable 

Box Trolls director Graham Annable pens a hair-raising graphic novel collec#ng five original scary 

stories for middle-grade readers. School is tough. School is scary. School is eerie. No one knows this 

beNer than Davis and Emily. But they're not scared of school because of tough tests or merciless vice 

principals. They're scared because their teacher wants her students to present the class with the 

spookiest, most chilling stories they can think of. From the twisted mind of Graham Annable comes 



five horrifying stories that will scare your skeleton right out of your skin. Are you ready to stare down 

"The Face in the Forest"? Do you think you can handle the truth behind "The Village that Vanished?" 

(STL272519) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 368pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

MAY231803 

HE MAN EFFECT HOW AMERICAN TOYMAKERS SOLD YOUR CHILDHOOD HC  

(W/A/CA) Box Brown 

Brian "Box" Brown brings history and culture to life through his comics. In his next graphic novel, he 

unravels how marke#ng that targeted children in the 1980s has shaped adults in the present. 

Powered by the advent of television and super-charged by the deregula#on era of the 1980s, media 

companies and toy manufacturers joined forces to dominate the psyches of American children. But 

what are the consequences when a developing brain is saturated with the same kind of marke#ng 

bombardment found in Red Scare propaganda? In The He-Man Effect, Brown shows us how 

corporate manipula#on brought muscular, accessory-stuffed ac#on figures to dizzying heights, 

bringing beloved brands like He-Man, Transformers, My LiNle Pony, and even Mickey Mouse himself 

into the spotlight. (STL272508) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 6x9, 272pgs, B&W SRP: $26.99 

 

MAY231804 

HOMICIDE GN PART 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Philippe Squarzoni, David Simon (A/CA) Philippe Squarzoni 

Homicide, the celebrated true crime-book from the creator of HBO's The Wire, is reenvisioned in this 

first volume of a griNy, cinema#c graphic novel duology. In 1988, journalist David Simon was given 

unprecedented access to the Bal#more Police Department's homicide unit. Over the next twelve 

months, he shadowed detec#ves as they took on a slew of killings in a city where killings were 

common. Only the most heinous cases stood out-chief amongst them, the rape and murder of 

eleven-year-old Latonya Wallace. Originally published in 1991, Simon's Homicide became the basis 

for the acclaimed television show Homicide: Life on the Streets and inspired HBO's The Wire. Now, 

this true-crime classic is reimagined as a griNy two-part graphic novel series. (STL272542) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 320pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231805 

SNOT GOBLINS AND OTHER TASTELESS TALES GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Rob Kutner (A) David DeGrand 

This middle grade graphic novel anthology tells funny and scary stories with a generous helping of 

gross-out humor. Mucus monsters! Rock-and-rollin' trolls! All-powerful roYng cat-mummies! What 

would you do if your boogers tried to take over the world? What if teen-girl ghosts unleashed an 



army of pooping cockroaches on you? You've got a front-row seat to see kids (and trolls, and 

vampires) just like you taking on the grossest challenges in the world! So hold your nose, grab your 

stomach, and get ready for the World's Most Repulsive Storyteller(TM) to send five tales of 

disgus#ngly hilarious horror right into your eye-holes. You won't know whether to split your sides 

laughing, hurl chunks, or both! (STL272538) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY231806 

SNOT GOBLINS AND OTHER TASTELESS TALES HC GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Rob Kutner (A) David DeGrand 

This middle grade graphic novel anthology tells funny and scary stories with a generous helping of 

gross-out humor. 

 

Mucus monsters! Rock-and-rollin’ trolls! All-powerful roYng cat-mummies! What would YOU do if 

your boogers tried to take over the world? What if teen-girl ghosts unleashed an army of pooping 

cockroaches on you? 

 

You’ve got a front-row seat to see kids (and trolls, and vampires) just like you taking on the GROSSEST 

challenges IN THE WORLD! 

 

So hold your nose, grab your stomach, and get ready for the World’s Most Repulsive Storyteller(TM) 

to send five tales of disgus#ngly hilarious horror right into your eye-holes. You won’t know whether 

to split your sides laughing, hurl chunks, or both! 

 

CAN YOU HANDLE THE GROSS? (STL272540) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

FLOATING WORLD COMICS 

 

MAY231807 

SANTOS SISTERS #5 (MR) 

(W) MARC KOPRINAROV,  Greg & Fake (A)  GREG & FAK 

There is panic in the air and terror on the streets of Las Brisas, but for the Santos Sisters, it's just 

another day. Find out how they put the kibosh on an organized auto theQ ring, in the drama#c 

conclusion of "Dude where's my car?" Printed in full-color on newsprint! (STL272876) 



MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.00 

 

GEMSTONE PUBLISHING 

 

MAY231808 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 52 WINTER SOLDIER 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  Various (CA) Butch Guice 

The 52nd annual edi#on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide turns the spotlight onto the 

expansive history of the medium with an all-new feature on The Yellow Kid, as well as 100th 

anniversary features on EC Comics founder William M. Gaines and the one and only Stan Lee, as well 

as a look at the history of James Buchanan Barnes - alias Bucky, a.k.a. The Winter Soldier. Of course, 

that's in addi#on to all the new prices, market reports, and more from the book that's been the Bible 

of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians for more than five decades! This year 

features covers of The Winter Soldier by Butch Guice and EC Horror Hosts by Aaron Lopres#! 

(STL223602) (APR221511) 

SC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $34.95 

 

MAY231809 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG HC VOL 52 WINTER SOLDIER 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  Various (CA) Butch Guice 

The 52nd annual edi#on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide turns the spotlight onto the 

expansive history of the medium with an all-new feature on The Yellow Kid, as well as 100th 

anniversary features on EC Comics founder William M. Gaines and the one and only Stan Lee, as well 

as a look at the history of James Buchanan Barnes - alias Bucky, a.k.a. The Winter Soldier. Of course, 

that's in addi#on to all the new prices, market reports, and more from the book that's been the Bible 

of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians for more than five decades! This year 

features covers of The Winter Soldier by Butch Guice and EC Horror Hosts by Aaron Lopres#! 

(STL225940) (APR221512) 

HC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $44.95 

 

MAY231810 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 52 EC HORROR 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  Various (CA) Aaron Lopres# 

The 52nd annual edi#on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide turns the spotlight onto the 

expansive history of the medium with an all-new feature on The Yellow Kid, as well as 100th 

anniversary features on EC Comics founder William M. Gaines and the one and only Stan Lee, as well 



as a look at the history of James Buchanan Barnes - alias Bucky, a.k.a. The Winter Soldier. Of course, 

that's in addi#on to all the new prices, market reports, and more from the book that's been the Bible 

of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians for more than five decades! This year 

features covers of The Winter Soldier by Butch Guice and EC Horror Hosts by Aaron Lopfes#! 

(STL225944) (APR221515) 

SC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $34.95 

 

MAY231811 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG HC VOL 52 EC HORROR 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  Various (CA) Aaron Lopres# 

The 52nd annual edi#on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide turns the spotlight onto the 

expansive history of the medium with an all-new feature on The Yellow Kid, as well as 100th 

anniversary features on EC Comics founder William M. Gaines and the one and only Stan Lee, as well 

as a look at the history of James Buchanan Barnes - alias Bucky, a.k.a. The Winter Soldier. Of course, 

that's in addi#on to all the new prices, market reports, and more from the book that's been the Bible 

of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians for more than five decades! This year 

features covers of The Winter Soldier by Butch Guice and EC Horror Hosts by Aaron Lopres#! 

(STL225945) (APR221516) 

HC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $44.95 

 

MAY231812 

OVERSTREET AT 50 SC 5 DECADES OVERSTREET CBPG 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Joe Jusko 

The 50-year history of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide is documented and celebrated in this 

lush history of book collectors and dealers alike have called "The Bible" of the comic book industry. 

Veteran collectors, historians, dealers, and Bob Overstreet himself detail the story of the Guide's 

early days and its importance to the vibrant comic book market that exists today. Includes vintage 

concept art, ad materials, a cover gallery spanning five decades,the complete Overstreet Hall of 

Fame, and more. (STL147146) (MAR201883) 

SC, 7x10, 320pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAY231813 

OVERSTREET GUIDE SC COLLECTING MOVIE POSTERS 

Collectors have trusted the Overstreet name for 45 years, and now Gemstone Publishing's new "How 

To" series expands further with a trip to the cinema in The Overstreet Guide to Collec#ng Movie 

Posters. From beginner steps in purchasing, displaying, storing and grading your movie posters, to 

advanced insight in how to collect by stars, directors, series and genre, and from iden#fying different 

standard types of movie posters to evalua#ng the stars and film proper#es with long term mass 



appeal, the guide book also spotlights great poster ar#sts from Drew Struzan and Jack Davis to Saul 

Bass and Robert McGinnis. (STK684073) (AUG151520) 

SC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY231814 

OVERSTREET PRICE GUIDE TO STAR WARS COLLECTIBLES SC 

(W) Amanda Sheriff, Robert M. Overstreet 

Since the first film debuted in 1977, Star Wars has dominated the collec#ng landscape like no other 

franchise. With record prices set in the world of ac#on figures, and the spirited pursuit of movie 

posters, comic books, video games, novels and other niches showing no end in sight, the team 

behind The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide has turned its aNen#on to The Overstreet Price Guide 

To Star Wars Collec#bles. In addi#on to detailed pricing, this volume will be packed with insights and 

collec#ng #ps from experienced enthusiasts, dealers and more! (STL085181) (SEP181814) 

SC, 7x10, 418pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

GOLDEN BOOKS 

 

MAY231815 

DISNEY HAUNTED MANSION BIG GOLDEN BOOK (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Lauren Clauss (A) Glen Brogan 

It's easy to get into the Haunted Mansion... but can you find your way out? Join the Ghost Host and 

search your way through all the creep-tas#c rooms of Disney Parks' Haunted Mansion\emdash- from 

the ominous Séance Room to the ghoulish party in the Grand Hall to the aYc, which holds many 

scary secrets. This special oversized edi#on of the LiNle Golden Book is not only a great way to 

showcase the gorgeous retro-style art, but it's also perfect for lap #me and bed#me readings. 

Including the iconic gold-foil spine and a reproduc#on of the iconic sign created by Disney Legend 

Marty Sklar before the ride's opening, this is great for fans and collectors of all ages! (STL273606) (C: 

0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 8x11, 24pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

MAY231816 

FUNKO GOONIES LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Arie Kaplan 

"Hey, you guys!" The Goonies LiNle Golden Book is based on the classic film that features those 

adventure-seeking Goonies as lovable Funko POP! figures! Follow Mikey and the other Goonies as 

they race to find the pirate treasure that will help them save their beloved Goon Docks in this 

delighVul retelling of the beloved classic movie The Goonies. Illustrated in the quirky and loveable 



Funko POP! art style, this collectable LiNle Golden Book will delight kids ages 2 to 5—and their 

parents—with its light-hearted reimagining of one of the funniest films of all #me! (STL273605) (C: 0-

1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

GRAPHITTI DESIGNS 

 

MAY231817 

O/A SANDMAN GALLERY ED HC (MR) 

THE SANDMAN GALLERY EDITION: FEATURING THE ART OF SAM KIETH, P. CRAIG RUSSELL & MORE 

The original art that brought to comics life the wri#ngs of Neil Gaiman are collected together in THE 

SANDMAN Gallery Edi#on. 

In addi#on to artwork by Sam Kieth from THE SANDMAN #1 and P. Craig Russell’s THE SANDMAN: 

THE DREAM HUNTERS includes pages from THE SANDMAN #2-75, the six-page story “Death: A 

Winter’s Tale” of the premiere talents in comics. 

This 272 page, 13” x 20” deluxe, Smythesewn hardcover volume is printed at 200 line-screen on 

heavy paper-stock replica#ng the original art experience. Never before has artwork by so many 

different top talents in comics been seen in this format. (STL213711) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 272pgs, B&W SRP: $175.00 

 

MAY231818 

O/A BATMAN DARK KNIGHT RETURNS GALLERY ED HC 

(A) Frank Miller 

Commemorate the 30th anniversary of one of the most defining works in comics history with the 

BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS – FRANK MILLER Gallery Edi#on. Sourced from the original art 

that has been scanned from collectors worldwide, this is the collec#on we’ve all been wai#ng for. 

Featured within the hardcovers of this Smythe-sewn edi#on is Miller’s artwork from DKR #1-4, 

scanned in full color from the original black-and-white pages. Also included are the covers, related 

art and previously unpublished pieces showcasing Miller’s artwork as never seen before.  

GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi#ons replicate the look, feel and aYtude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with museum-

quality reproduc#ons that are obtainable nowhere else.  

Though we were unable to locate every original from this story, we are pleased to present to fans 

everywhere the best presenta#on of the artwork from this historic series ever seen. This is your only 

opportunity to see the artwork that truly changed Batman forever. (STL213714) 

HC, 216pgs, FC SRP: $175.00 



 

MAY231819 

O/A FRANK MILLERS RONIN GALLERY ED HC 

(W/A/CA) Frank Miller 

GraphiY Designs proudly presents FRANK MILLER’S RONIN GALLERY EDITION, featuring the story and 

art by Frank Miller that forever changed the world of graphic storytelling. Miller’s evolu#onary 

stepping-stone between Daredevil and BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS comes alive in this 

oversize format that it so richly deserves. This is the content that the Gallery Edi#on format was 

made for. 

GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi#ons replicate the look, feel and aYtude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original-size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with museum-quality 

reproduc#ons that are obtainable nowhere else. FRANK MILLER’S RONIN features Miller’s art as 

you’ve never seen it before, scanned from the original art. This all-inclusive volume contains the 

covers, interior pages and gatefolds from RONIN #1-6, first published more than thirty years ago. The 

power and innova#on of Miller’s artwork shine through for all to see in this actual-size presenta#on 

of this pivotal work. Brilliant. (STL213712) 

HC, 328pgs, FC SRP: $195.00 

 

MAY231820 

O/A SANDMAN OVERTURE GALLERY EDITION 

(W) Neil Gaiman (A) J. H. Williams, J. H. Williams 

The complete SANDMAN: OVERTURE saga, scanned from J.H. Williams' original art, is the centerpiece 

for this large-format, Smythe-sewn hardcover edi#on. The numerous double-page spreads can be 

seen as never before and with minimal guNer interference, thanks to the lay-flat feature of these 

books. Measuring 12" by 17", this deluxe volume is printed in high resolu#on at 200 lines per inch on 

heavy paper stock to closely approximate the look and feel of the original art boards. Limited to 2000 

copies. Advance solicita#on for May release. All prior orders have been canceled. (STL213719) 

HC, 230pgs, FC SRP: $150.00 

 

MAY231821 

O/A GIRL POWER AMANDA CONNER GALLERY EDITION HC 

(W) Jus#n Gray & Various (A/CA) Amanda Conner 

Amanda Conner’s amazing artwork showcasing some of DC’s most iconic female characters is 

collected together for the first #me in the large, deluxe-format GIRL POWER: AMANDA CONNER 

GALLERY EDITION. Sourced from the original art, this collec#on reflects the incredible diversity and 

power of Conner’s style. Contained between the oversized covers of this Smythe-sewn edi#on are 

high-resolu#on scans of Amanda’s art boards for POWER GIRL #1, 7, 8 and 9, DC’S WEDNESDAY 



COMICS Supergirl feature and the complete BEFORE WATCHMAN: SILK SPECTRE saga, as well as an 

assortment of cover art from these series. 

GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi#ons strive to replicate the look, feel and aYtude of the artwork. Every 

page is reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with 

museum-quality reproduc#ons that are unobtainable from any other source. 

See for yourself why Conner’s fan-favorite work con#nues to grow in popularity with this larger-than-

life presenta#on! 

Measuring 12” by 17”, this deluxe Smythe-sewn volume features Conner’s work printed in high 

defini#on at 200 lines per inch on heavy paper stock to closely approximate the look and feel of the 

original art boards. (STL213715) 

HC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 

MAY231822 

TERRY MOORE STRANGERS IN PARADISE GALLERY EDITION (C: 1-0-0) 

Celebrate the 25th Anniversary of SIP with this presenta#on of Moore's art that spans the en#re 

Eisner Award-winning series. The evolu#on of Terry together with Francine, Katchoo, David, and all of 

the other characters that inhabit the SIP world is captured in this 248-page, large-format, hardcover 

edi#on. The artwork contained in this Smythe-sewn deluxe edi#on is framed by the original 20-page 

version of the very first SIP story and SIP #90, the series' 2007 finale. Included between these 

"bookends" is a representa#onal page from each of the 105 issues published between issues #1 and 

#90 as well as covers and miscellaneous SIP art from the last 25 years. (STL077446) (FEB180963) (C: 

1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland. 

HC, 12x17, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 

MAY231823 

O/A LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN GALLERY ED HC (MR) 

As the Victorian era draws to a close, Allan Quatermain, Captain Nemo, Hawley Griffin, Dr. Henry 

Jekyll, Mr. Edward Hyde and Mina Murray have been gathered together to save their na#on. Now, 

the original adventures of this group have been collected and sourced from the original art for the 

first #me ever in THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN: KEVIN O’NEILL GALLERY EDITION. 

This Smythe-sewn hardcover edi#on includes all of Kevin O’Neill’s artwork from the original six-issue 

THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN miniseries Vol. I, scanned in full color from the 

original art boards. Also included are the covers and various League artwork that showcase Kevin’s 

incredible craQsmanship. 

GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi#ons replicate the look, feel and aYtude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with museum-

quality reproduc#ons that are obtainable nowhere else. 

THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN: KEVIN O’NEILL GALLERY EDITION captures the 

intricate art of Kevin’s artwork as never seen before. His collabora#on with writer Alan Moore 



resulted in a #meless tale set in an era in desperate need of champions. A more enjoyable 

presenta#on of this fine tale has never before been seen. 

Each high-quality, Smythe-sewn hardcover book captures every detail of the art at actual-size, and is 

printed at 200 lines-per-inch screen on a rich, heavy paper stock. Replica#ng the original art 

experience is our goal. GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi#on are the next best thing to holding the 

original art in your hands—and easier on the wallet, too! (STL213713) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 

MAY231824 

O/A BATMAN KELLEY JONES GALLERY ED HC 

(A) Kelley Jones 

GraphiY Designs proudly launches their new, large-format hardcover book series with BATMAN: 

KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION. For the first #me ever, Dark Knight fans and collectors will have the 

opportunity to see and own museum-quality reproduc#ons of memorable Batman art...as it was 

originally conceived by the ar#st. 

Printed in color from high-resolu#on scans of the actual original art, this first entry in GraphiY 

Designs’ new Gallery Edi#ons line replicates the look, feel and aYtude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock, capturing the artwork stray pencil marks, whiteout, 

coffee stains and all! The pages are alive with all of the subtle#es and nuances one would expect 

from BATMAN: KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION is the first in a series of deluxe, hardcover books 

from GraphiY Designs that faithfully reproduces the original art from select, key DC Comics series. 

This inaugural volume contains the covers and interior pages from BATMAN #515 through #525, 

minus the interior of issue #520, which Kelley did not draw. These stories are 

WriNen by Doug Moench, with most pages inked by John BeaNy. GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi#ons 

reproduce the look, feel and aYtude of the original art as it was Access to original art is an absolute 

must for the originally created by the ar#st. Though it appears to be printed in black and white, the 

contents of remains in the hands of the ar#sts, most stories have these books are sourced from high-

resolu#on, full- color scans taken directly from the artwork. Each high-quality, Smythe-sewn 

hardcover book captures every detail of the art at actual-size, and are printed at 200 line-screen on a 

rich, heavy paper stock. Replica#ng the original art experience is our goal. Our Gallery Edi#ons are 

the next best thing to holding the original art in your hands and easier success of future Gallery 

Edi#ons. Though some art been split up and scaNered to fans and collectors across the world. 

Knowing that we have our work cut out for us, GraphiY Designs’ approach is both pragma#c and 

prac#cal while retaining our focus to produce the best, most defini#ve edi#ons ever. We at GraphiY 

Designs pledge to always do our best to pack each Gallery Edi#on with the best source material 

available. With the help of the comics fan and collector community, we’re confident you’ll be very 

pleased with the books we produce. (STL213703) 

HC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 



MAY231825 

O/A DEADMAN KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION HC 

(W) Mike Baron (A/CA) Kelley Jones 

The unmistakable art of Kelley Jones sets the mood for two gothic thrillers in the new DEADMAN: 

KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION. Collec#ng Jones’ artwork from DEADMAN: LOVE AFTER DEATH #1-2 

and DEADMAN: EXORCISM #1-2, this Smythe-sewn hardcover edi#on is sourced from the original 

boards and showcases the boldly drama#c line art that established Jones’ crea#ve style prior to his 

work on Batman and other DC characters. Both tales were wriNen by Mike Baron and first published 

in 1989 and 1992.  

GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi#ons replicate the look, feel and aYtude of the original artwork. Every 

page is reproduced at full board size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with 

museum-quality reproduc#ons that are unobtainable from any other source. 

Aerialist Boston Brand comes to (aQer)life as never before in these graceful, moody pages. 

Experience the glory of Kelley Jones’ legendary DEADMAN artwork here in all its haun#ng beauty! 

(STL213717) 

HC, 228pgs, B&W SRP: $125.00 

 

MAY231826 

O/A BATMAN SECRETS SAM KIETH GALLERY ED HC 

(A) Sam Kieth 

Sam Kieth’s unforgeNable depic#on of the Dark Knight fills the pages on the new BATMAN: 

SECRETS—SAM KIETH GALLERY EDITION. Focusing on Kieth’s artwork from the 124-page BATMAN: 

SECRETS series, this large-format, Smythe-sewn hardcover edi#on is sourced from and captures the 

look and feel of the original boards. Rounding out this 248- page presenta#on is the complete art 

from BATMAN: CONFIDENTIAL #40, BATMAN/LOBO #1, Kieth’s eight-page story from BATMAN #38 

and an extensive gallery sec#on containing covers and pages from SCRATCH, ARKHAM ASYLUM: 

MADNESS and BATMAN: THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS.  

GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi#ons replicate the look, feel and aYtude of the original artwork. Every 

page is reproduced at full board size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with 

museum-quality reproduc#ons that are unobtainable from any other source. 

Containing samples of Kieth’s art from his early days (1992) to the present (2015), this book gives the 

fan, collector and art student a never-before-seen overview of his incredible work. (STL213718) 

HC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 

GRAPHIX 

 

MAY231827 



DOG MAN WITH LOVE OFFICIAL COLORING BOOK (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Dav Pilkey 

Hooray, Dog Man fans! Now you can create art alongside Dav Pilkey in the first ever official Dog Man 

coloring book. Hang out with Dog Man, Petey, Li'l Petey, Chief, and other favorite characters as you 

visit some of the most beloved scenes from Dav's acclaimed graphic novel series. Featuring over 100 

panels, this thoughVully arranged, heartwarming, and riotously funny coloring book story will draw 

in Dog Man fans of all ages. (STL273073) (C: 0-1-0) 

Coloring Book, SC, 8x10, 80pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231828 

DRAGON PRINCE GN VOL 02 BLOODMOON HUNTRESS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Nicole Andelfinger (A) Felia Hanakata 

Every Moonshadow elf child knows the scary stories of the Bloodmoon Huntress, the evil sorceress 

who steals your blood on the night of the Harvest Moon. Everyone also knows those legends aren't 

true. But for young Rayla, whose parents recently leQ her behind to fulfill their duty as members of 

the elite Dragonguard, this autumn is scarier than most. Her guardians, Runaan and Ethari, are s#ll 

geYng the hang of the whole paren#ng thing, and no one will tell Rayla what Runaan does for a 

living. She spends most of her #me exploring the forest outside the Silvergrove. When Rayla 

discovers a young Skywing elf in danger just hours before the Harvest Moon will rise, the scary 

stories become real. Can she stop the Huntress before the moon reaches its zenith? (STL273060) (C: 

0-1-0) NOTE: This item may be available through other retail outlets before shipping to comic book 

specialty shops. 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231829 

DRAGON PRINCE GN VOL 03 PUZZLE HOUSE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Peter Wartman (A) Felia Hanakata 

Learning magic is no easy thing, even for young Claudia. Despite a bit of help from a book of spells 

created by Kpp'Ar, her father's former mentor, it's all she can do to keep things from blowing up in 

her face—oQen with spectacularly messy results. But a spell book isn't the only thing that Kpp'Ar leQ 

behind when he suddenly and mysteriously vanished. In his wake stands the Puzzle House, a bizarre 

tower full of magical traps, tricks, contrap#ons, and—what else—puzzles. Claudia is sure that the old 

mage leQ a giQ for her and her brother, Soren, somewhere deep within its walls, and she is 

determined to find out exactly what it is. Can Claudia and Soren uncover all the mysteries hidden 

within the Puzzle House? (STL273066) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231830 



GOOD NEIGHBORS GN TRILOGY SC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Holly Black (A/CA) Ted Naifeh 

From the amazing imagina#on of bestselling author Holly Black and acclaimed illustrator Ted Naifeh, 

a mysterious and wonderful faerie saga, for the first #me in one volume. Rue Silver's mother has 

disappeared... and her father has been arrested, suspected of killing her. But it's not as 

straighVorward as that. Because Rue is a faerie, like her mother was. And her father didn't kill her 

mother — instead, he broke a promise to Rue's faerie king grandfather, which caused Rue's mother 

to be flung back to the faerie world. Now Rue must go to save her — and defeat a dark faerie that 

threatens our very mortal world. (STL273058) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 368pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY231831 

HEARTSTOPPER GN 1-4 BOX SET (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Alice Oseman 

Boy meets boy. Boys become friends. Boys fall in love. A four-book box set of Alice Oseman's New 

York Times-bestselling Heartstopper series. Now streaming on NeVlix! Shy and soQhearted Charlie 

Spring sits next to rugby player Nick Nelson in class one morning. A warm and in#mate friendship 

follows, and that soon develops into something more for Charlie, who doesn't think he has a chance. 

But Nick is struggling with feelings of his own, and as the two grow closer and take on the ups and 

downs of high school, they come to understand the surprising and delighVul ways in which love 

works. Each paperback volume features beau#ful two-color artwork. (STL273057) (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 1376pgs, FC SRP: $59.96 

 

MAY231832 

STARS IN THEIR EYES GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jessica Walton (A)  Aska 

Maisie is on her way to Fancon! She's looking forward to mee#ng her idol, Kara Bufano, the ac#on 

hero from her favorite TV show, who has a lower-leg amputa#on, just like Maisie. But when Maisie 

and her mom arrive at the conven#on center, she is stopped in her tracks by Ollie, a cute volunteer 

working the show. They are kind, charming, and geek out about nerd culture just as much as Maisie 

does. And as the day wears on, Maisie no#ces feelings for Ollie that she's never had before. Is this 

what it feels like to fall in love? Perfect for fans of Heartstopper and Laura Dean Keeps Breaking Up 

with Me, this graphic novel debut is a fresh, one-of-a-kind story that celebrates the excitement of 

mee#ng someone special for the first #me. (STL273070) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY231833 



STARS IN THEIR EYES HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jessica Walton (A)  Aska 

Maisie is on her way to Fancon! She's looking forward to mee#ng her idol, Kara Bufano, the ac#on 

hero from her favorite TV show, who has a lower-leg amputa#on, just like Maisie. But when Maisie 

and her mom arrive at the conven#on center, she is stopped in her tracks by Ollie, a cute volunteer 

working the show. They are kind, charming, and geek out about nerd culture just as much as Maisie 

does. And as the day wears on, Maisie no#ces feelings for Ollie that she's never had before. Is this 

what it feels like to fall in love? Perfect for fans of Heartstopper and Laura Dean Keeps Breaking Up 

with Me, this graphic novel debut is a fresh, one-of-a-kind story that celebrates the excitement of 

mee#ng someone special for the first #me. (STL273071) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

HARPER ALLEY 

 

MAY231834 

FIREBIRD GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  Sunmi 

Caroline Kim is feeling the weight of sophomore year. When she starts tutoring infamous senior 

Kimberly Park-Ocampo—a charisma#c lesbian, friend to rich kids and punks alike—Caroline is 

flustered... but intrigued. Their friendship kindles and before they know it, the two are sneaking out 

for late-night drives, bonding beneath the stars over music, dreams, and a shared desire of geYng 

away from it all. A connec#on begins to smolder... but will feelings of guilt and the moun#ng 

pressure of life outside of these adventures ex#nguish their spark before it catches fire? (STL272796) 

(C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 320pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

MAY231835 

FRONTERA GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Julio Anta (A/CA) Jacoby Salcedo 

As long as he remembers to stay smart and keep his eyes open, Mateo knows that he can survive the 

trek across the Sonoran Desert that will take him from Mexico to the United States. That is un#l he's 

caught by the Border Patrol only moments aQer sneaking across the fence in the dead of night. 

Escaping their clutches comes at a price, and lost in the desert without a guide or water, Mateo is ill-

prepared for the unforgiving heat that is sure to arrive come sunrise. With the odds stacked against 

him, his one chance at survival may be puYng his trust in something, or rather someone, that he 

isn't even sure exists. If you'd asked him if ghosts were real before he found himself face-to-face with 

one, Mateo wouldn't have even considered it. But now, confronted with the nearly undeniable 

presence of Guillermo, he's having second thoughts. As his journey stretches on, Mateo will have to 

decide exactly what and who he's willing to sacrifice to find home. (STL272794) (C: 0-1-0) 



SC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

MAY231836 

FRONTERA HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Julio Anta (A/CA) Jacoby Salcedo 

 

 

A debut young adult graphic novel that combines social commentary with a touch of magical realism, 

Frontera is a supernatural borderland odyssey that follows Mateo as he makes the dangerous 

journey back home to America through the Sonoran Desert with the help of a new friend, a ghost 

named Guillermo. 

 

As long as he remembers to stay smart and keep his eyes open, Mateo knows that he can survive the 

trek across the Sonoran Desert that will take him from Mexico to the United States. That is un#l he’s 

caught by the Border Patrol only moments aQer sneaking across the fence in the dead of night. 

 

Escaping their clutches comes at a price, and lost in the desert without a guide or water, Mateo is ill-

prepared for the unforgiving heat that is sure to arrive come sunrise. With the odds stacked against 

him, his one chance at survival may be puYng his trust in something, or rather someone, that he 

isn’t even sure exists. 

 

If you’d asked him if ghosts were real before he found himself face-to-face with one, Mateo wouldn’t 

have even considered it. But now, confronted with the nearly undeniable presence of Guillermo, he’s 

having second thoughts. Having spent his aQerlife guiding migrants to safety, Guillermo knows things 

about the Sonoran Desert far beyond what could be explained by a mere hallucina#on. But even as 

Mateo forms an uneasy partnership with Guillermo, survival is s#ll uncertain. 

 

The Sonoran Desert, with its hos#le temperatures and inhabitants, is teeming with danger as the 

Border Patrol, rogue mili#as, and animals prowl its deadly terrain. As his journey stretches on, Mateo 

will have to decide exactly what and who he’s willing to sacrifice to find home. (STL272795) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $26.99 

 

MAY231837 

PEA BEE & JAY YR GN BIG BULLY (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Brian "SmiNy" Smith 



The three bes#es are searching for treasure when a great big pumpkin storms over and bullies Jay 

into giving up his very shiny pebble—not cool, Pumpkin. But when they band together to prove that 

being big doesn't mean you get to push others around, the trio discovers that Pumpkin's got some 

extra-large issues of her own. Can Pea, Bee, & Jay get to the real root of the problem and bring the 

farm back to solid ground? (STL272793) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

HERMES PRESS 

 

MAY231838 

DARK SHADOWS COLORING BOOK (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Samantha Lomuscio 

Climb into the wayback machine to 1966 during the original run of Dark Shadows, the 

groundbreaking gothic romance featuring Barnabas Collins, a 200 years old vampire together with 

werewolves, ghosts, zombies, #me travel, and everything that goes bump in the night. Hermes Press 

has now created a classic coloring book that has the look, feel and content of a collec#ble created at 

the #me of the original show.  88 pages of all new classic coloring book art featuring all of the series' 

best loved episodes and its most important characters including: Barnabas, Angelique, Quin#n, 

Maggie Evans, JoseNe DuPres, Victoria Winters, Laura Collins, Rogers Collins, Carolyn Stoddard, 

Elizabeth Collins Stoddard, and many, many more! Artwork by Samantha Lomuscio. (STL273094) (C: 

0-1-2) 

Coloring Book, SC, 7x11, 88pgs, PC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231839 

JOHNNY HAZARD DAILIES HC VOL 10 1959- 1961 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Frank Robbins 

Frank Robbins' masterpiece, one of the all-#me greatest ac#on/adventure newspaper comic strips, 

Johnny Hazard, returns with Volume ten of the series! Con#nues the adventures of Johnny Hazard 

picking up the storyline where Volume Nine leQ off. See more trend-seYng artwork by comics legend 

Frank Robbins in one of the most important adventure strips ever to grace newspapers. Reproduced 

en#rely from original King Features press proofs. (STL273092) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 10x6, 240pgs, PC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY231840 

PHANTOM COMP DAILIES HC VOL 29 1980 - 1982 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Lee Falk (A) Seymour Sy Barry 



Referred to by comic strip historian Maurice Horn as the "granddaddy of all costumed superheroes," 

The Phantom was created in 1936 by Lee Falk. This exci#ng volume con#nues the Sy Barry Years! 

Reprinted in all its black and white glory, journey with Hermes Press as we bring you four complete 

con#nui#es drawn by Sy himself which con#nue adventures of The Phantom, Diana, and his two 

children:  "Gooroo's Jungle," "The Hostages," "The Phantom's Vaca#on," and "The Return of 

Gooroo's Mob."  Strips from this issue are taken directly from King Feature's proofs. Included in the 

volume is a comprehensive essay and documentary materials. (STL273093) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 12x9, 272pgs, PC SRP: $60.00 

 

HORRORHOUND LTD 

 

MAY231841 

O/A THE ART OF HORRORHOUND 

An all-new HorrorHound special one-shot spotlights the Art of Horror! The issue kicks off with a 

guide to the most impressive art galleries across the world, both physical and online. The issue digs 

into the history of the Alterna#ve Movie Poster scene, as well as studios like Mondo, BoNleneck 

Gallery, and HCG, plus the ar#sts who make up the AMP movement. Addi#onally, this special 

includes a guide to movie poster artbooks, both theatrical and alterna#ve posters, as well as the 

ar#sts who developed all of these stunning pieces of work. From Drew Struzan and John Alvin to 

Jason Edmiston and Gary Pullin. Plus addi#onal ar#cles focused on the world of art and horror. 

(STL273700) 

Magazine, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.00 

 

HUMANOIDS 

 

MAY231842 

EIGHT LIMBS GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Giulia Lalli (CA) Dan Panosian 

Joanna, a  re#red Muay Thai champion, takes in a troubled foster teen and decides to train her… un#l 

the teen lands herself in a dangerous situa#on and Joanna must re-enter the ring to fight for her new 

family! From writer Stephanie Phillips (Grim, Harley Quinn) and ar#st Giulia Lalli comes a story of 

found family and choosing to fight. (STL275192) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7.6x10.2, 120pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231843 

INCAL HC NEW PTG (MR) 

(W) Alejandro Jodorowsky (A/CA)  Moebius 



New edi#on of the bestselling Sci-Fi masterpiece by Mœbius and Jodorowsky, which recounts the 

trials and tribula#ons of lowly detec#ve John Difool as he searches for the precious and coveted 

Incal. Foreword by Brian Michael Bendis. (STK648998) (JUL141295) NOTE: Not Available in India. 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 8x11, 316pgs, FC SRP: $44.95 

 

MAY231844 

O/A INCAL PSYCHOVERSE HC (MR) 

(W) Mark Russell (A) Yanick PaqueNe 

With Alejandro Jodorowsky and Mœbius' The Incal set to be a major mo#on picture from acclaimed 

director Taika Wai##, now is the #me to explore the brand new shocking and explosive prequel to 

the legendary and best-selling Incal saga, prepare. Prepare to enter...the Psychoverse. 

AaA realm made of pure poten#al and possibility known as the Psychoverse has declared war on all 

material reality, and the only ones who can save it are the deadly Metabaron, the swashbuckling Kill 

Wol{ead, and the bumbling detec#ve John DifFool (STL244336) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231845 

O/A INCAL THE DYING STAR HC (MR) 

(W) Dan WaNers (A/CA) Jon Davis-Hunt 

Things are not going well for Commander Kaimann. Luz, the love of his life, is dead, his home of 

Tortuga destroyed, his crew ghostly appari#ons, and his crocodilian muta#on taking over more and 

more of his body, Commander Kaimann is figh#ng for his life on mul#ple fronts. Just when it seems 

like despair may overtake him, a chance encounter with a strange violin connects him to Aurora, a 

woman living in a future where she is staring down almost certain destruc#on. 

 

With his passions renewed, Kaimann hatches a bold plan to find a cure for his muta#on and a future 

with his newfound love. However, Kaimann's past is catching up with him, and Aurora's future faces 

imminent doom from an approaching hos#le fleet. Two #melines #ck towards tragedy, and only an 

act of pure love can save them! (STL266296) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231846 

MARILYNS MONSTERS GN (MR) 



(W/A/CA) Tommy Redolfi 

The famous Hollywood Hills. A strange, twisted forest filled with freaks and broken down trailers. In 

this dark world, movie stars are born in the shadows. Determined to become the greatest one of all, 

shy Norma Jean Baker (Marilyn Monroe) comes to this ghost-town with hopes and dreams. 

Unfortunately, she'll have to face all kinds of monsters to reach her ul#mate goal. (STL091672) 

(JUL181976) NOTE: Not Available in India. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x11, 248pgs, FC SRP: $29.95 

 

MAY231847 

O/A BARBARELLA TP (MR) 

(W) Jean-Claude Forest, Kelly Sue DeConnick (A) Jean-Claude Forest 

The #meless sci-fi series now available in soQ cover! 

Follow this iconic, intersteller babe as she fights to save mankind in this psychedelic, six#es, sci-fi 

masterpiece.  

In Book 1, Barbarella’s spaceship breaks down, she finds herself trapped on the planet Lythion. 

There, she has a series of adventurous, and bawdy, encounters with a variety of strange beings, from 

robots to angels. 

In Book 2, "Wrath of the Minute-Eater," Barbarella’s traveling Circus Delirium enters another 

dimension, led by the mysterious and alluring aquaman, Narval, whose machina#ons catapult 

Barbarella & Co. into a complex baNle for the planet Spectra. (STL157211) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x10, 152pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

MAY231848 

O/A LUGOSI RISE & FALL OF HOLLYWOODS DRACULA HC 

(W/A) Koren Shadmi 

The cri#cally-acclaimed biography chronicling the tumultuous personal and professional life of horror 

icon Bela Lugosi.  

 

"Poignant…. Shadmi smoothly blends characteriza#on with chiaroscuro to perfectly spotlight Lugosi's 

uncanny magne#sm. On the screen-and in this fine portrait-his legacy lasts." -PUBLISHERS WEEKLY 

(Starred Review) 

 

"Haun#ng… Shadmi's deeply absorbing and moving biography will appeal to Dracula afficionados of 

all ages." -NEW YORK JOURNAL OF BOOKS 



 

LUGOSI, the tragic life story of one of horror's most iconic film stars, tells of a young Hungarian 

ac#vist forced to flee his homeland aQer the failed Communist revolu#on in 1919. Reinven#ng 

himself in the U.S., first on stage and then in movies, he landed the unforgeNable role of Count 

Dracula in what would become a series of classic feature films. From that point forward, Lugosi's 

stardom would be assured...but with interna#onal fame came setbacks and addic#ons that gradually 

whiNled his reputa#on from icon to has-been. LUGOSI details the actor's fall from grace and an 

enduring legacy that con#nues to this day. (STL252043) 

HC, 168pgs, 2C SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231849 

O/A STORYBOARDING FOR WIM WENDERS HC 

(W/A/CA) Stephane Lemardele 

In 2014, storyboard ar#st Stéphane Lemardelé began work with legendary filmmaker Wim Wenders 

(Paris, Texas; Wings of Desire) on his newest project, the emo#onal Every Thing Will Be Fine. The 

opening scenes Stéphane worked on would become some of the most renowned of the film, but it 

was the rela#onship he built with Wenders that would truly change him. 

 

Through this graphic novel memoir, Stéphane captures not only the produc#on of this film but 

moments of ar#s#c reflec#on from Wim himself as he ponders the trajectory of his career and 

evolu#on as an ar#st, and the use of film as a tool to examine our own humanity. 

 

This book is a rare peek behind the curtain for all fans of cinema, featuring actual storyboards from 

the produc#on. (STL255934) 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

HYPERION BOOKS 

 

MAY231850 

ART OF COLORING NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS SC (C: 1-1-0) 

Just in #me for the cult classic film's 30th anniversary comes a revised 2nd edi#on of Art of 

Coloring: Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas! This refreshed interior features re-inked art 

throughout that make the whimsically macabre artwork, paNerns, and designs inspired by Halloween 

Town and its many inhabitants even easier to color in. And with imagery of beloved characters like 

Jack Skellington, Sally, Zero, and more, this #tle is sure to help fans both new and old relive their 

favorite film moments. (STL273512) (C: 1-1-0) 

Coloring Book, SC, 8x11, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 



 

ILLUSTRATION MAGAZINE 

 

MAY231851 

ILLUSTRATION MAGAZINE #81 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Various (A)  VARIOUS & Various (CA) John Held Jr 

On the cover and inside we feature the work of John Held, Jr., the legendary cartoonist/illustrator of 

the Jazz Age, best known for his depic#ons of the Flapper era of the 1920s. Next up, we feature the 

work of Howard Chandler Christy, known today for his "Christy Girl" (the successor to the "Gibson 

Girl") and for his iconic WWI military recruitment and Liberty Loan posters. In 1938, Time magazine 

called him "the most commercially successful U.S. ar#st." Book reviews, exhibi#ons and events, and 

more round out the issue! (STL273612) (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, 8x11, 80pgs, FC SRP: $15.00 

 

IMAGINE AND WONDER 

 

MAY231852 

WE SURVIVED THE HOLOCAUST BLUMA & FELIX GOLDBERG STORY GN (C 

(W) Frank Baker (A) Tim Ogline 

During Adolf Hitler's rule over Germany, there were over 40,000 Nazi concentra#on, labor, and death 

camps built with the intent of erasing an en#re popula#on of Jews, Sin#, and Roma, as well as "other 

examples of impure races." Bluma Tishgarten and Felix Goldberg were both young Polish Jews caught 

up in the Holocaust, Hitler's rise to power, the rise of an#semi#sm, and more. Yet they survived. 

Bluma and Felix's miraculous story of survival, combined with the rise of na#onalism and fascism, 

leading to the extermina#on of millions of human beings, is also a cau#onary tale, a dangerous 

history that, if we do not heed the warning signs, could very well be repeated. (STL273039) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231853 

WE SURVIVED THE HOLOCAUST BLUMA & FELIX GOLDBERG STORY HC GN 

(W) Frank Baker (A) Tim Ogline 

During Adolf Hitler's rule over Germany, there were over 40,000 Nazi concentra#on, labor, and death 

camps built with the intent of erasing an en#re popula#on of Jews, Sin#, and Roma, as well as "other 

examples of impure races." Bluma Tishgarten and Felix Goldberg were both young Polish Jews caught 

up in the Holocaust, Hitler's rise to power, the rise of an#semi#sm, and more. Yet they survived. 

Bluma and Felix's miraculous story of survival, combined with the rise of na#onalism and fascism, 



leading to the extermina#on of millions of human beings, is also a cau#onary tale-a dangerous 

history that, if we do not heed the warning signs, could very well be repeated. (STL273040) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 7x10, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

INSIGHT EDITIONS 

 

MAY231854 

DC SUPER VILLAINS OFFICIAL COLORING BOOK (C: 0-1-0) 

Bring some of most exci#ng scenes and dastardly characters to life in this official coloring book 

featuring the iconic villains of the DC universe! (STL272867) (C: 0-1-0) 

Coloring Book, SC, 8x11, 64pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231855 

HOCUS POCUS OFFICIAL COOKBOOK (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Elena Craig, S.T. Bende 

Celebrate All Hallow's Eve with over 50 dishes inspired by the spellbinding world of Hocus Pocus! 

Featuring terrifyingly tasty mains, appe#zers, and desserts, this family-friendly cookbook includes a 

creepy roster of recipes that fans will love, including Ring of Salt Pretzels, Witch's Broom Donuts, and 

more! Featuring full-color photography, comprehensive nutri#onal informa#on, and helpful #ps and 

tricks, Hocus Pocus: The Official Cookbook is the essen#al guide to cooking like a Sanderson sister! 

(STL272651) (C: 0-1-0) 

Cookbook, HC, 8x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY231856 

SUPERNATURAL OFFICIAL COCKTAIL BOOK (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) James Asmus, Adam Carbonell 

Inspired by the iconic heroes, monsters, and small-town locales of the beloved television series 

Supernatural, this collec#on of diabolically delicious cocktails takes readers on a road trip alongside 

Sam and Dean Winchester. Featuring a collec#on of hunter-approved liba#ons, this official book 

includes seventy recipes for delicious, handcraQed cocktails and a curated selec#on of tasteful bar 

bites to pair with the beverages. With drinks inspired by everyone from the Winchester Brothers and 

Cas#el to Bobby Singer, Jack, Lucifer, and more, Supernatural: The Official Cocktail Book includes 

step-by-step instruc#ons, #ps on how to craQ the perfect cocktail, and beau#ful full-color 

photography. (STL272652) (C: 0-1-0) 

Cookbook, HC, 7x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 



INVADER COMICS 

 

MAY231857 

UNKNOWN CALLER GN (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) K.I. Miller (A) Marco Perugini 

Years aQer a tragic accident, a man returns to his  hometown seeking revenge. Is he driven by ghosts 

or simply the voices in his own head? From the mind of Kevin Miller, creator of Recall, with art by 

Marco Perugini and leNers by Keith Gleason, Unknown Caller blurs the line between reality and 

psychosis. Just because it's happening in your head, doesn't mean it's not real. (STL273616) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 84pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

IRON CIRCUS COMICS 

 

MAY231858 

LACKADAISY GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Tracy J. Butler 

It's 1927 and Prohibi#on is in full effect in St. Louis. Organized crime has risen to meet the relentless 

demand for illicit alcohol. Bootleggers, gangsters, and might-makes-right rule dominate the city's 

underworld, fueled by the patrons of speakeasies — speakeasies like Lackadaisy. Hidden under the 

unassuming LiNle Daisy Cafe and run by the widowed and strong-willed Mitzi May, Lackadaisy holds 

its own in a rough-and-ready world, where you're either holding the gun or taking the bullet. But will 

tenacity, class, and a liNle bit of crazy be enough to ensure the survival of Mitzi and her gang? A 

keepsake collected edi#on of the cult classic, Eisner Award-nominated webcomic! (STL229290) (C: 0-

1-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #5 (MAY221584) 

SC, 9x10, 100pgs, 2C SRP: $20.00 

 

JY 

 

MAY231859 

WITCH GN PART X 100 LADIES VS GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Disney 

Lady Kimikal has arrived to avenge her sisters and fulfill their plan of ruling the world! With Will 

taken hostage and the girls’ powers scrambled, the situa#on seems bleak...How will W.I.T.C.H. get out 



of this crisis?! (STL274628) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: AVAIL: US, UST, CAN, UK, New Zealand, India, Pakistan, 

Singapore, the Philippines, and South Africa. 

SC, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY231860 

WITCH PT 1 TWELVE PORTALS GN VOL 01 (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A/CA)  Disney 

Twelve portals have opened between Earth and the dark world of Metamoor, weaking the mys#c veil 

that separates the two and protects humanity from an evil that threatens to consume it. Five girls 

have been chosen as Guardians to stand against this menace. GiQed with powers over the elements, 

Will, Irma, Taranee, Cornelia, and Hay Lin step into their new roles and together become the force for 

good known as W.I.T.C.H.! (STL120946) (JAN199016) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: AVAIL: US, UST, CAN, UK, New 

Zealand, India, Pakistan, Singapore, the Philippines, and South Africa. 

SC, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY231861 

WITCH PT 1 TWELVE PORTALS GN VOL 02 (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A/CA)  Disney 

The new Guardians con#nue their mission to close the twelve portals to Metamoor that threaten 

their world. When the predic#on that they will be betrayed by someone close to them comes to 

pass, though, can the W.I.T.C.H. girls pull together, or will they come apart at the seams...? 

(STL126864) (MAR198759) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: AVAIL: US, UST, CAN, UK, New Zealand, India, Pakistan, 

Singapore, the Philippines, and South Africa. 

SC, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY231862 

WITCH PT 1 TWELVE PORTALS GN VOL 03 (CURR PTG) (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A/CA)  Disney 

The final confronta#on is at hand, and the girls must find a way to take down the evil Prince Phobos 

and reclaim the crown of Meridian! Who will emerge victorious in the showdown between light and 

darkness?? (STL138888) (JUL198332) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: AVAIL: US, UST, CAN, UK, New Zealand, India, 

Pakistan, Singapore, the Philippines, and South Africa. 

SC, 6x8, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

KEENSPOT ENTERTAINMENT 

 



MAY231863 

REBEL GRRRLS #1 CVR A ROBERT AHMAD 

(W) Danny Harrell (A/CA) Robert Ahmad 

Cursed with the power to resurrect the dead through music, three girls from rural Alabama set out to 

tour dive bars, basements and county fairs throughout the south. If making it as an all-girl punk band 

wasn't difficult enough, these cursed souls are pursued by a ghoul, disguised as a record execu#ve, 

who has been tasked with using them to resurrect enough of the dead to overthrow the living. 

Despite the forces of hell pa#ently awai#ng its #me to rise, these riot grrrls are intent to prove that 

they're no sellouts, and that they can make their mark on their own. Will it be revolu#on, girl style… 

or Armageddon? (STL273544) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231864 

REBEL GRRRLS #1 CVR B FRANCESCA FANTINI 

(W) Danny Harrell (A) Robert Ahmad (CA) Francesca Fan#ni 

Cursed with the power to resurrect the dead through music, three girls from rural Alabama set out to 

tour dive bars, basements and county fairs throughout the south. If making it as an all-girl punk band 

wasn't difficult enough, these cursed souls are pursued by a ghoul, disguised as a record execu#ve, 

who has been tasked with using them to resurrect enough of the dead to overthrow the living. 

Despite the forces of hell pa#ently awai#ng its #me to rise, these riot grrrls are intent to prove that 

they're no sellouts, and that they can make their mark on their own. Will it be revolu#on, girl style… 

or Armageddon? (STL273545) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231865 

REBEL GRRRLS #1 CVR C BRIANNA JUNE 

(W) Danny Harrell (A) Robert Ahmad (CA) Brianna June 

Cursed with the power to resurrect the dead through music, three girls from rural Alabama set out to 

tour dive bars, basements and county fairs throughout the south. If making it as an all-girl punk band 

wasn't difficult enough, these cursed souls are pursued by a ghoul, disguised as a record execu#ve, 

who has been tasked with using them to resurrect enough of the dead to overthrow the living. 

Despite the forces of hell pa#ently awai#ng its #me to rise, these riot grrrls are intent to prove that 

they're no sellouts, and that they can make their mark on their own. Will it be revolu#on, girl style… 

or Armageddon? (STL273546) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231866 



REBEL GRRRLS #1 CVR D RICH WOODALL 

(W) Danny Harrell (A) Robert Ahmad (CA) Rich Woodall 

Cursed with the power to resurrect the dead through music, three girls from rural Alabama set out to 

tour dive bars, basements and county fairs throughout the south. If making it as an all-girl punk band 

wasn't difficult enough, these cursed souls are pursued by a ghoul, disguised as a record execu#ve, 

who has been tasked with using them to resurrect enough of the dead to overthrow the living. 

Despite the forces of hell pa#ently awai#ng its #me to rise, these riot grrrls are intent to prove that 

they're no sellouts, and that they can make their mark on their own. Will it be revolu#on, girl style… 

or Armageddon? (STL273547) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231867 

REBEL GRRRLS #1 CVR E BECKA KINZIE 

(W) Danny Harrell (A) Robert Ahmad (CA) Becka Kinzie 

Cursed with the power to resurrect the dead through music, three girls from rural Alabama set out to 

tour dive bars, basements and county fairs throughout the south. If making it as an all-girl punk band 

wasn't difficult enough, these cursed souls are pursued by a ghoul, disguised as a record execu#ve, 

who has been tasked with using them to resurrect enough of the dead to overthrow the living. 

Despite the forces of hell pa#ently awai#ng its #me to rise, these riot grrrls are intent to prove that 

they're no sellouts, and that they can make their mark on their own. Will it be revolu#on, girl style… 

or Armageddon? (STL273548) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231868 

REBEL GRRRLS #1 CVR F DANNY HARRELL 

(W) Danny Harrell (A) Robert Ahmad (CA) Danny Harrell 

Cursed with the power to resurrect the dead through music, three girls from rural Alabama set out to 

tour dive bars, basements and county fairs throughout the south. If making it as an all-girl punk band 

wasn't difficult enough, these cursed souls are pursued by a ghoul, disguised as a record execu#ve, 

who has been tasked with using them to resurrect enough of the dead to overthrow the living. 

Despite the forces of hell pa#ently awai#ng its #me to rise, these riot grrrls are intent to prove that 

they're no sellouts, and that they can make their mark on their own. Will it be revolu#on, girl style… 

or Armageddon? (STL273549) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231869 

REBEL GRRRLS #1 CVR G DONGARRA / HARRELL 



(W) Danny Harrell (A) Robert Ahmad (CA) Danny Harrell, Troy Dongarra 

Cursed with the power to resurrect the dead through music, three girls from rural Alabama set out to 

tour dive bars, basements and county fairs throughout the south. If making it as an all-girl punk band 

wasn't difficult enough, these cursed souls are pursued by a ghoul, disguised as a record execu#ve, 

who has been tasked with using them to resurrect enough of the dead to overthrow the living. 

Despite the forces of hell pa#ently awai#ng its #me to rise, these riot grrrls are intent to prove that 

they're no sellouts, and that they can make their mark on their own. Will it be revolu#on, girl style… 

or Armageddon? (STL273550) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231870 

REBEL GRRRLS #1 CVR H DANIEL LANSDOWN 

(W) Danny Harrell (A) Robert Ahmad (CA) Daniel Lansdown 

Cursed with the power to resurrect the dead through music, three girls from rural Alabama set out to 

tour dive bars, basements and county fairs throughout the south. If making it as an all-girl punk band 

wasn't difficult enough, these cursed souls are pursued by a ghoul, disguised as a record execu#ve, 

who has been tasked with using them to resurrect enough of the dead to overthrow the living. 

Despite the forces of hell pa#ently awai#ng its #me to rise, these riot grrrls are intent to prove that 

they're no sellouts, and that they can make their mark on their own. Will it be revolu#on, girl style… 

or Armageddon? (STL273551) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231871 

REBEL GRRRLS #1 CVR I WHITE BLANK SKETCH 

(W) Danny Harrell (A) Robert Ahmad (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

Cursed with the power to resurrect the dead through music, three girls from rural Alabama set out to 

tour dive bars, basements and county fairs throughout the south. If making it as an all-girl punk band 

wasn't difficult enough, these cursed souls are pursued by a ghoul, disguised as a record execu#ve, 

who has been tasked with using them to resurrect enough of the dead to overthrow the living. 

Despite the forces of hell pa#ently awai#ng its #me to rise, these riot grrrls are intent to prove that 

they're no sellouts, and that they can make their mark on their own. Will it be revolu#on, girl style… 

or Armageddon? (STL273552) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231872 

REBEL GRRRLS #1 CVR J ROBERT AHMAD VIRGIN HOLOFOIL 

(W) Danny Harrell (A/CA) Robert Ahmad 



Cursed with the power to resurrect the dead through music, three girls from rural Alabama set out to 

tour dive bars, basements and county fairs throughout the south. If making it as an all-girl punk band 

wasn't difficult enough, these cursed souls are pursued by a ghoul, disguised as a record execu#ve, 

who has been tasked with using them to resurrect enough of the dead to overthrow the living. 

Despite the forces of hell pa#ently awai#ng its #me to rise, these riot grrrls are intent to prove that 

they're no sellouts, and that they can make their mark on their own. Will it be revolu#on, girl style… 

or Armageddon? (STL273553) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231873 

REBEL GRRRLS #1 CVR K RICH WOODALL VIRGIN HOLOFOIL 

(W) Danny Harrell (A) Robert Ahmad (CA) Rich Woodall 

Cursed with the power to resurrect the dead through music, three girls from rural Alabama set out to 

tour dive bars, basements and county fairs throughout the south. If making it as an all-girl punk band 

wasn't difficult enough, these cursed souls are pursued by a ghoul, disguised as a record execu#ve, 

who has been tasked with using them to resurrect enough of the dead to overthrow the living. 

Despite the forces of hell pa#ently awai#ng its #me to rise, these riot grrrls are intent to prove that 

they're no sellouts, and that they can make their mark on their own. Will it be revolu#on, girl style… 

or Armageddon? (STL273554) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231876 

TOY #3 CVR A GANDOLPHO 

(W) BreN Murphy (A/CA) Wilson Gandolpho 

Roar!!! Look out! It's a dinosaur! What have Toy, Croc, and Wrench goNen themselves into this #me? 

Find out in this Jurassic issue of Toy, the all-ages humor comic from the crazy creators of Sumerian's 

Paranormal Hitmen! (STL273540) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231877 

TOY #3 CVR B J HAMMOND 

(W) BreN Murphy (A) Wilson Gandolpho (CA) J Hammond 

Roar!!! Look out! It's a dinosaur! What have Toy, Croc, and Wrench goNen themselves into this #me? 

Find out in this Jurassic issue of Toy, the all-ages humor comic from the crazy creators of Sumerian's 

Paranormal Hitmen! (STL273541) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 



MAY231878 

TOY #3 CVR C MICHAEL ADAMS 

(W) BreN Murphy (A) Wilson Gandolpho (CA) Michael Adams 

Roar!!! Look out! It's a dinosaur! What have Toy, Croc, and Wrench goNen themselves into this #me? 

Find out in this Jurassic issue of Toy, the all-ages humor comic from the crazy creators of Sumerian's 

Paranormal Hitmen! (STL273542) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231879 

TOY #3 CVR D GANDOLPHO VIRGIN HOLOFOIL 

(W) BreN Murphy (A/CA) Wilson Gandolpho 

Roar!!! Look out! It's a dinosaur! What have Toy, Croc, and Wrench goNen themselves into this #me? 

Find out in this Jurassic issue of Toy, the all-ages humor comic from the crazy creators of Sumerian's 

Paranormal Hitmen! (STL273543) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

LEGENDARY COMICS 

 

MAY231880 

WITCHES OF SILVERLAKE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Simon Cur#s (A) Stephanie Son 

Elliot Green has had a rough year. His dad died, he had to move across the country, and now he's 

about to start high school in one of LA's most pres#gious private schools, where his mom has 

accepted the posi#on of Vice Principal. He's quickly taken in by the school's outcasts: the scholarship 

kids; the queer kids; and the ones who just don't really fit in with the glossy trust fund babies of 

SJTBA. They quickly let him in on their liNle secret… they are witches. Elliot joins them in their world 

among the crystal stores and occult shops of Silverlake and ends up joining his new friends' coven. 

During one of their magical experiments, they accidentally release a bloodthirsty demon that starts 

murdering their classmates and teachers. Elliot and his coven realize that the fun and games of 

playing with crystals and candles is over, that magic is powerful, real, and that it might be more 

dangerous than they'd ever imagined. (STL272211) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

LEV GLEASON 

 

MAY231881 



CANUCK BEYOND TP SEASON 01 GILDED WORLD (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Adrien Benson (A/CA) Esteban Calvi 

Collec#ng the debut season (issues #1-4) if Canuck Beyond! AQer being flung through an 

interdimensional portal known as the Shimmer, Captain Canuck finds himself stranded upon an alien 

world. Upon discovery by a band of rebels, Canuck learns that an upstart dictator now holds the 

planet under his control. Canuck joins them in a fight to restore freedom to their world. Betrayal and 

old foes clash with Canuck forcing him and his compatriots into even more precarious and powerful 

places. With the power of the shimmer at their back, Tom will bring what the planet needed even 

more—hope. (STL194357) (C: 0-1-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXI #9 (SEP211614) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

LEV GLEASON - COMIC HOUSE 

 

MAY231882 

FANTOMAH SEASON 2 #4 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Ray Fawkes (A) Soo Lee (CA) Djibril MorisseNe-Phan 

Paz has hit the road without a plan or a des#na#on, but she can't resist Fantomah's need to defend-

or avenge-the unprotected. Dr. Des#ne, a paranormal detec#ve with a strange set of powers of his 

own, and Rugged, his bodyguard, are hot on Paz's trail. Trying to evade Dr. Des#ne has put Paz on 

another mystery archer's radar. Will Paz and Fantomah's needs line up? Will Des#ne and Rugged be 

Paz's saviour or her ul#mate undoing in this ac#on packed season finale issue? (STL273619) (C: 0-0-1) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

COMIC HOUSE ARCHIVES 

 

MAY231883 

FREELANCE SEASON 2 #2 (OF 5) 

(W) Andrew Wheeler (A) Juan Samu (CA) Vaneda Vireak 

Freelance, aka Lance Valiant and his companions, John Cabot and Tasha Kolchak are fresh off their 

latest job of dealing jus#ce to Apollyon, it comes to their aNen#on that there are more and more 

fac#ons working to harness the energies of the mysterious RiQ. What's more, someone seems to be 

very familiar with Freelance. Does this mystery figure have answers about who or what Freelance is 

and will Freelance, John and Tasha catch up to this RiQ rider? (STL273618) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $5.99 

 



LITERATI PRESS 

 

MAY231884 

BLACK JACK DEMON #6 

(W/A/CA) Nick Hermes 

With Mary's help, Silas and Dorothy discover puzzling wri#ngs and strange rooms in the mine. 

Derring and the Mills are determined to do whatever they can to stop the three, and they might just 

have the key to figuring out the mine's secrets. (STL273054) 

7x10, 30pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231885 

SILENCE #4 (OF 5) 

(W/A/CA) Devin KraQ 

Dinah and the Heart of Gold face destruc#on at the hands of an undersea leviathan, but music 

proves to be the key to escape. AQer a much needed meal, the crew sail on into the maelstrom, 

making a startling discovery-they've somehow made their way back to the seaport of Anthem, and it 

appears the lost men of the town have returned home. (STL273055) 

7x10, 28pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $5.99 

 

LITTLE BEE BOOKS INC. 

 

MAY231886 

ALWAYS HUMAN GN VOL 02 LOVE & GRAVITY (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Ari W. North 

Suna# and Austen are back in the final volume of their inspira#onal love story. Suna# and Austen's 

rela#onship is growing stronger by the day in this near-future, soQ sci-fi graphic novel. Austen is 

working hard to overcome the limita#ons of Egan's Syndrome, a very rare condi#on that rejects body 

modifica#ons, which is making school difficult. But while Austen is forced to confront her plans for 

the future, Suna# receives a once-in-a-life#me job opportunity... on Saturn's moon, Enceladus! Will 

Austen find her way? And will Suna# leave Austen when she needs her most to follow her own 

dreams of space explora#on? First serialized on the popular app and website WebToon, Always 

Human is now reformaNed for a print edi#on in partnership with GLAAD. (STL272212) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY231887 



ALWAYS HUMAN HC GN VOL 02 LOVE & GRAVITY (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Ari W. North 

Book 2 of the mega-popular webcomic series, Always Human. Love and Gravity is the finale of Ari 

North's heartwarming coming-of-age story about love, the future, and char#ng your own path. 

 

Suna# and Austen are back in the final volume of their inspira#onal love story. First serialized on the 

popular app and website WebToon, Always Human is now reformaNed for a print edi#on in 

partnership with GLAAD. Suna# and Austen's rela#onship is growing stronger by the day in this near-

future, soQ sci-fi graphic novel. Austen is working hard to overcome the limita#ons of Egan's 

Syndrome, a very rare condi#on that rejects body modifica#ons, which is making school difficult. But 

while Austen is forced to confront her plans for the future, Suna# receives a once-in-a-life#me job 

opportunity. . . on Saturn's moon, Enceladus! Will Austen find her way? And will Suna# leave Austen 

when she needs her most to follow her own dreams of space explora#on? The wonderful ending to 

this story celebrates the complexity and beauty of what makes us human. (STL272213) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

LITTLE BROWN INK 

 

MAY231888 

BUZZING GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Samuel SaYn (A/CA) Rye Hickman 

Isaac Itkin can't get away from his thoughts. As a lonely twelve-year-old kid with Obsessive 

Compulsive Disorder (OCD), everything from studying to looking in the mirror becomes a baNle 

between him and a swarm of unhelpful thoughts. The strict therapy his mother insists on doesn't 

seem to be working, but when a group of friends invites him to join their aQer-school role-playing 

game, the thoughts feel a liNle less loud, and the world feels a liNle brighter. But Isaac's therapist 

says that exposure to games can have nega#ve effects on kids with OCD, and when his grades slip, his 

helicopter mother won't let him play anymore. Now Isaac needs to find a way to prove to himself, to 

his mother, and to the world that the way to quiet the noise in his head may have been inside him all 

along. (STL273089) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231889 

BUZZING HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Samuel SaYn (A/CA) Rye Hickman 

A moving middle grade graphic novel about friendship, belonging, and learning to love yourself 

despite the voices in your head. 



 

Isaac Itkin can’t get away from his thoughts. 

  

As a lonely twelve-year-old kid with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD), everything from studying 

to looking in the mirror becomes a baNle between him and a swarm of unhelpful thoughts. 

  

The strict therapy his mother insists on doesn’t seem to be working, but when a group of friends 

invites him to join their aQer-school role-playing game, the thoughts feel a liNle less loud, and the 

world feels a liNle brighter. 

  

But Isaac’s therapist says that exposure to games can have nega#ve effects on kids with OCD, and 

when his grades slip, his helicopter mother won’t let him play anymore. Now Isaac needs to find a 

way to prove to himself, to his mother, and to the world that the way to quiet the noise in his head 

may have been inside him all along. (STL273090) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

LIVING THE LINE 

 

MAY231890 

HOUSE ON FIRE TP 

(W/A/CA) MaN BaNaglia 

Is she sick, or is it the world itself? House on Fire, the debut graphic novel by writer/ar#st MaN 

BaNaglia, teases out the difference in a personal-poli#cal cruise through a fallen world, where fear is 

ra#onal and obedience your only refuge. BaNaglia depicts the near-future landscape of House on Fire 

with wild two-color brushwork reminiscent of the great Paul Pope, and a minimalist wri#ng style that 

evokes and ques#ons rather than lectures. (STL251719) (JAN231695) 

SC, 100pgs, PC SRP: $16.00 

 

MAY231891 

STRANGE DEATH OF ALEX RAYMOND HC 

(W/A) Dave Sim, Carson Grubaugh (CA) Dave Sim 

Legendary creator Dave Sim is renowned world-wide for his groundbreaking Cerebus the Aardvark. 

Now, in The Strange Death of Alex Raymond, Sim brings to life the history of comics' greatest 

creators, using their own techniques. Equal parts Understanding Comics and From Hell, Strange 

Death is a head-on collision of ink drawing and spiritual intrigue, pulp comics and movies, history and 

fic#on. The story traces the lives and techniques of Alex Raymond (Flash Gordon, Rip Kirby), Stan 



Drake (Juliet Jones), Hal Foster (Prince Valiant), and more, dissec#ng their techniques through 

recrea#ons of their artwork, and highligh#ng the metatextual resonances that bind them together. 

(STL191916) (MAY211557) 

HC, 8x12, 326pgs, PC SRP: $40.00 

 

MAY231892 

O/A THE EXILE HC (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Erik Kriek 

AQer seven years of exile, baNle-hardened Hallstein Thordsson returns home to Iceland, only to find 

that old wounds haven't healed. A remarkable decades-spanning epic, Erik Kriek's The Exile is equal 

parts ac#on "Western" and family drama, with a surprising story of violence and consequences at its 

core. Kriek is a decorated illustrator known for his work on In the Pines (2015) and Gutsman. This is 

his debut graphic novel. (STL241248) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

LOCUS MAGAZINE 

 

MAY231893 

LOCUS MAGAZINE #749 VOL 90 NO 6 (C: 0-1-1) 

In June, Locus offers our quarterly forthcoming books lis#ngs from both the US and UK covering June 

2023 to March 2024; plus reviews of new and upcoming book releases from our award-winning 

roster of reviewers; the latest genre news; interviews; conven#on coverage; our monthly lis#ng of 

new US and UK book releases; and much more. (STL273878) (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, 60pgs, FC SRP: $12.50 

 

MAY231894 

LOCUS MAGAZINE #750 VOL 91 NO 1 (C: 0-1-1) 

The July issue of Locus includes the Locus Awards Winners and the results of the Locus Poll, 

interviews, commentary from Cory Doctorow, extensive book reviews, industry news, people notes, 

our monthly lis#ng of US and UK books published that month; and much more. (STL273879) (C: 0-1-

1) 

Magazine, 60pgs, FC SRP: $12.50 

 

MAD CAVE STUDIOS 



 

MAY231895 

UNDER THE INFLUENCE #1 (OF 5) 

(W) Eliot Rahal (A/CA) Stefano Simeone 

(New Series) A teenage sociopath, Paul Kozac, has accidentally created an internet cult called The 

Hot Dog Party. When a prank turns deadly, the F.B.I. sends in an undercover agent, Cara Cole, to 

inves#gate and infiltrate their ranks. Now Cara baNles against real stakes, fake news, and memes in a 

character-driven story about power structures and the communi#es you build. This is a story about 

"Click to follow" cul#sm during the age of social media (STL273276) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231896 

YOUVE BEEN CANCELLED #2 (OF 4) CVR A CASTANIERO (MR) 

(W) Curt Pires (A/CA) Kevin Castaniero 

Roland Endo is cancelled, and as the number one canceller in the world, the bounty on his head is 

enormous. Now on the run from other cancellers, Roland has to stay alive long enough to find out 

why he's been targeted for death. (STL273270) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231897 

JOHN TIFFANY GN (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Dan Panosian, Stephen Desberg (A/CA) Dan Panosian 

John Tiffany is one of the best bounty hunters in the world. Given his precarious line of work, he has 

found that he can only truly trust four people: Pastor Lovejoy, an unorthodox priest; Wan Chao, an 

underworld geek; Dorothy, his conserva#ve teammate; and Magdalena, a sex worker he has foolishly 

fallen in love with. But it seems that one of them has turned against him and now he's the one with a 

bounty on his head. It's a race against #me as he tries to survive being a high-priced target and find 

out which of his confidantes is the traitor. (STL273272) (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231898 

MONOMYTH #3 (OF 6) 

(W) David Hazan (A/CA) Cecillia Lo Valvo 



Our heroes are assailed by monsters from within…but what dark secrets could the Chimera be 

hiding? Every element of a story has its purpose. Some deaths are known, but others are just a page 

away. 

 

Monomyth is an all-new mini-series from the mind of David Hazan (NoYngham). (STL273268) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231899 

DONT SPIT IN THE WIND #4 (OF 4) 

(W/A/CA) Stefano Cardoselli 

This may well be the final countdown for humanity as a mutated monster stalks across what is leQ of 

the decimated Earth and a cult of trash worshippers prepare for the end #mes. Travis, his fellow 

garbage men, and the love of his life, Cassandra, are the last line of defense…but will they be 

enough? And is the Earth worth trying to defend? (STL273264) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231900 

EXORCISTS NEVER DIE #4 (OF 6) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA) Sebas#an Piriz 

Greed is a gilded dragon...and it's staring two baNered and bloodied combat exorcists right in the 

eye. Its first aNack is an offer! AQer all, Syd and Ellen deserve a prize for their 

accomplishments. They deserve praise for figh#ng deeper into the Hellscraper than any exorcists 

ever have. But sadly, be it prize or praise, there's not enough for both of them. And Greed's giQ 

comes with a price - a life#me as part of its gilded gallery, its treasure 

hoard of fallen warriors living perfect fantasies of the mind as their bodies are chromed and coveted. 

Only by rejec#ng everything they've ever asked for can our heroes exorcise Greed...and even if they 

do, can they survive the demonic sin's par#ng giQ? (STL273265) (C: 0-1-0) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231901 

HUNT KILL REPEAT #5 (OF 6) 

(W) Mark London (A) Francesco Archidiacono, Marc Deering (CA) Ryan Kincaid 

Out of op#ons Artemis and Hephaestus made their way to Hermes' apartment only to find him on 

the verge of death thanks to their brother Apollo. Now, Artemis will come face to face with an old 

friend who has been cursed for centuries in hopes that her friend will support the fight against Zeus… 



 

Hunt. Kill. Repeat. is an all-new original series by Mark London (BaNlecats, Knights of the Golden 

Sun) with art by the dynamic Francesco Archidiacono, colors by all-star Lee Loughridge (Deadly Class, 

The Good Asian) and covers by Ryan Kincaid. (STL273266) 

32pgs, FC (5 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231902 

LEGACY OF VIOLENCE #7 (OF 12) (MR) 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Andrea MuY 

AQer the devasta#ng events that forced Monica to take the life of one of her own, true mo#ves begin 

to come to light. Meanwhile, Nick is dealing with nightmares surrounding the ominous photo from 

his grandfather's past… 

 

A Legacy of Violence is 12 issue maxi-series by masters of horror Cullen Bunn and Andrea MuY, with 

leNers by Rus Wooton. (STL273267) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (7 of 12) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231903 

TALES FROM NOTTINGHAM #6 (OF 6) (MR) 

(W) Magdalene Visaggio (A) Victor Santos 

In 1194, aQer the paradigm-shiQing twists of NoYngham Vol. 2, Everard Blackthorne finds himself 

dragged back home and into the clutches of England's nobility and the plots and schemes he thought 

he'd leQ behind for good. Never-before-seen mysteries confront Everard Blackthorne, the Sheriff of 

NoYngham, culmina#ng in an inves#ga#on that will lead directly into the climac#c events of 

NoYngham Vol. 3. (STL273269) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (6 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY231904 

NATURES LABYRINTH TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Zac Thompson (A) Bayleigh Underwood (CA) Filya Bratukhin 

In the middle of the ocean lies a remote island complex lined with traps and an ever-changing 

landscape. Created by a mysterious man known only as "Ahab", the island was designed to test the 

wills of the world's most notorious criminals. In a baNle royale style game, eight violent felons will 



fight for survival and to the death over the course of three days of relentless ac#on. The winner 

receives a wealth or riches and complete anonymity, but at the cost of keeping their silence about 

the island's existence. What Ahab doesn't know is that someone is on to him. Someone has 

infiltrated his island with the inten#on of revealing the truth about this twisted game.  

 

Nature's Labyrinth collects issues 1 - 6 by writer Zac Thompson (Yondu, The Brother of All Men, 

Undone by Blood) and Bayleigh Underwood (It Took Luke, The Sixth Borough). (STL273271) (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MANUSCRIPT PRESS 

 

MAY231905 

ALLEY OOP IN THE LAND OF THE GIANTS TP (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A/CA) Dave Graue 

160 pages of full-color Alley Oop! Reprin#ng all the Sunday comic strips from 1982-1984 in 

"remastered" color. Featuring mul#ple storylines: Alley Oop discovers the Cursed Crystal, rescues the 

beau#ful Lana of the Lake, fights the savage Yorkles, visits the land of giants, encounters Mango, Lord 

of the Jungle-and more! (STL273604) (C: 0-0-1) 

SC, 160pgs, FC (23 of 49) SRP: $34.99 

 

MAY231906 

ALLEY OOP VERSUS THE BLACK KNIGHT TP (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A/CA) Dave Graue 

Alley Oop becomes a World War One flying ace! But he must look out for the blazing guns of… the 

Black Knight! Addi#onal storylines include:  the Great Melonball Tournament, The New Moovian 

Congress, and, if that weren't enough-the return of Draculina! (STL273603) (C: 0-0-1) 

SC, 110pgs, B&W (48 of 49) SRP: $19.99 

 

MARVEL PRESS 

 

MAY231907 

MARVEL BEGINNINGS SPIDERMANS SPOOKY HALLOWEEN BOARD BOOK (C: 

(W) Steve Behling (A/CA) Jay FosgiN 



Go trick-or-trea#ng with Spider-Man in this touch-and-feel board book! Marvel's Spider-Man is here 

in a new, kid-friendly art style to take your child on a spooky and sensory Halloween adventure. Kids 

will explore the feel of waxy of pumpkins, crinkly candy wrappers, furry costumes, and more. The 

compact size of this board book is perfect for #ny hands, encouraging self-guided sensory 

explora#on! (STL274128) (C: 0-1-0) 

Board Book, HC, 7x7, 10pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY231908 

THOR QUEST HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jackson Lanzing, Collin Kelly (A) Billy Yong 

Thor, mighty thunder god. Loki, trickster without equal. But once, they were kids. And like all kids, 

they needed... a babysiNer! What? No one tells Thor what to do! Not even Sif, trained as a warrior 

from birth! Not even Fandral, Thor's best friend, who sees all of Thor's flaws! To prove that he can 

take care of himself, Thor decides to go on a Thor Quest. Along for the ride are a secre#ve Loki, a 

loyal Fandral, and an annoyed Sif—who has beNer things to do than watch Thor. They will tackle sea 

serpents, robot dinosaurs, and—most horribly of all—their own mistakes. Filled with art, comics 

panels, and wild and hilarious twists, this first book in the new Thor Quest series will keep you 

flipping its pages and laughing out loud. (STL274126) (C: 0-1-0) 

Ac#vity & more, HC, 5x8, 240pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

NON-SPORT UPDATE 

 

MAY231909 

NON SPORT UPDATE VOL 34 #4 AUG/SEP 23 (C: 0-1-1) 

Every issue of Non-Sport Update magazine brings trading card collectors news on the latest in non-

sport and entertainment cards (Star Wars, Marvel, Star Trek etc.). Feature stories are devoted to new 

releases and the classic trading cards of the 50s and 60s. Non-Sport Update's big 32-page price guide 

provides current values for thousands of the most popular non-sport series. (STL273602) (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, 72pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

ONI PRESS INC. 

 

MAY231910 

RICK AND MORTY HEART OF RICKNESS #1 (OF 4) CVR A LITTLE (MR) 

(W) Michael Moreci (A) Priscilla Tramontano (CA) Troy LiNle 



AQer Summer blows his cover, Rick flees a shady deal with space mobsters and ends up stranded 

with the kids on a planet mysteriously devoid of any technology they could use to repair the ship. 

When they’re intercepted by savage, furry loincloth-wearing versions of themselves, they discover 

technology has been forcibly removed from this society, along with their hopes for an easy escape. 

Will it be enough for Rick to find a way off planet, or does he also have to prove who’s the Rickest 

Rick of them all? (STL275565) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231911 

RICK AND MORTY HEART OF RICKNESS #1 (OF 4) CVR B LUCE (MR) 

(W) Michael Moreci (A) Priscilla Tramontano (CA) Ed Luce 

AQer Summer blows his cover, Rick flees a shady deal with space mobsters and ends up stranded 

with the kids on a planet mysteriously devoid of any technology they could use to repair the ship. 

When they’re intercepted by savage, furry loincloth-wearing versions of themselves, they discover 

technology has been forcibly removed from this society, along with their hopes for an easy escape. 

Will it be enough for Rick to find a way off planet, or does he also have to prove who’s the Rickest 

Rick of them all? (STL275678) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231913 

RICK AND MORTY #7 (NEW ARC) CVR A STRESING (MR) 

(W) Alex Firer (A) Andrew Dalhouse & Various (CA) Fred Stresing 

Despite saving the world from near catastrophe and doing away with hyper tech bro Glug Vronsky, 

Rick and Morty aren't out of the woods just yet! The Goldenfolds, Noelle, and a host of weird gods 

have escaped An# Hala, and they seem kinda mad at Rick for sending them there. Can Noelle truly 

forgive Rick and Morty?! Will the Goldenfolds take over the world?! Are we asking too many 

ques#ons?! Plus: A extra-added bonus story by Harvey Award nominee Rafer Roberts (Archer & 

Armstrong)! 

 

PLUS: An extra-added bonus story by Harvey Award nominee Rafer Roberts (Archer & Armstrong)! 

 

The all-new ongoing series con#nues! (STL275200) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 



 

MAY231914 

RICK AND MORTY #7 (NEW ARC) CVR B ELLERBY (MR) 

(W) Alex Firer (A) Andrew Dalhouse & Various (CA) Marc Ellerby 

Despite saving the world from near catastrophe and doing away with hyper tech bro Glug Vronsky, 

Rick and Morty aren't out of the woods just yet! The Goldenfolds, Noelle, and a host of weird gods 

have escaped An# Hala, and they seem kinda mad at Rick for sending them there. Can Noelle truly 

forgive Rick and Morty?! Will the Goldenfolds take over the world?! Are we asking too many 

ques#ons?! Plus: A extra-added bonus story by Harvey Award nominee Rafer Roberts (Archer & 

Armstrong)! 

 

PLUS: An extra-added bonus story by Harvey Award nominee Rafer Roberts (Archer & Armstrong)! 

 

The all-new ongoing series con#nues! (STL275201) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231915 

RICK AND MORTY #7 (NEW ARC) CVR C FRIDOLF & WILEY (MR) 

(W) Alex Firer (A) Andrew Dalhouse & Various (CA) Derek Fridolfs, M. Cody Wiley 

Despite saving the world from near catastrophe and doing away with hyper tech bro Glug Vronsky, 

Rick and Morty aren't out of the woods just yet! The Goldenfolds, Noelle, and a host of weird gods 

have escaped An# Hala, and they seem kinda mad at Rick for sending them there. Can Noelle truly 

forgive Rick and Morty?! Will the Goldenfolds take over the world?! Are we asking too many 

ques#ons?! Plus: A extra-added bonus story by Harvey Award nominee Rafer Roberts (Archer & 

Armstrong)! 

 

PLUS: An extra-added bonus story by Harvey Award nominee Rafer Roberts (Archer & Armstrong)! 

 

The all-new ongoing series con#nues! (STL275243) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231918 



XINO #2 CVR A LESNIEWSKI 

(W) Chris Condon & Various (A) Nick CagneY & Various (CA) MaN Lesniewski 

Meta-download #002 commence: Eisner-winning master cartoonist David Lapham (Stray Bullets) and 

co-writer Maria Lapham force our collec#ve psyche into unrecognizable new dimensions in another 

thrilling installment of the mind-altering, sci-fi-bending anthology XINO! Award-winning and 

bestselling author Alex Segura (Secret Iden#ty) and Zander Cannon (Kaijumax) embark on an 

intergalac#c journey of revenge; up-and-coming creators Hagai Palevsky and illustrator Carson Thorn 

invert the work-life balance of corporate America; François Vigneault (Titan) and Artyom Trakhanov 

(First Knife) deliver bleeding-edge technology to Paleolithic man; and Alissa Sallah (Weeaboo) brings 

all-too-human nature to the barren landscape of Mars . . . Giddyup! (STL275202) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231919 

XINO #2 CVR B STOKOE 

(W) Chris Condon & Various (A) Nick CagneY & Various (CA) James Stokoe 

Meta-download #002 commence: Eisner-winning master cartoonist David Lapham (Stray Bullets) and 

co-writer Maria Lapham force our collec#ve psyche into unrecognizable new dimensions in another 

thrilling installment of the mind-altering, scifi-bending anthology XINO! Award-winning and 

bestselling author Alex Segura (Secret Iden#ty) and Zander Cannon (Kaijumax) embark on an 

intergalac#c journey of revenge; up-and-coming creators Hagai Palevsky and illustrator Carson Thorn 

invert the work-life balance of corporate America; François Vigneault (Titan) and Artyom Trakhanov 

(First Knife) deliver bleeding-edge technology to Paleolithic man; and Alissa Sallah (Weeaboo) brings 

all-too-human nature to the barren landscape of Mars . . . Giddy up! (STL275203) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231920 

XINO #2 CVR C CAGNETTI 

(W) Melissa Flores & Various (A) Nick CagneY & Various (CA) Nick CagneY 

Meta-download #002 commence: Eisner-winning master cartoonist David Lapham (Stray Bullets) and 

co-writer Maria Lapham force our collec#ve psyche into unrecognizable new dimensions in another 

thrilling installment of the mind-altering, scifi-bending anthology XINO! Award-winning and 

bestselling author Alex Segura (Secret Iden#ty) and Zander Cannon (Kaijumax) embark on an 

intergalac#c journey of revenge; up-and-coming creators Hagai Palevsky and illustrator Carson Thorn 

invert the work-life balance of corporate America; François Vigneault (Titan) and Artyom Trakhanov 

(First Knife) deliver bleeding-edge technology to Paleolithic man; and Alissa Sallah (Weeaboo) brings 

all-too-human nature to the barren landscape of Mars . . . Giddy up! (STL275204) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 



MAY231923 

LAMENTATION #3 CVR A PAQUETTE (MR) 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Arjuna Susini (CA) Yanick PaqueNe, Dan Brown 

In the terrifying conclusion to Cullen Bunn and Arjuna Susini's tale of gothic horror, the cast of 

Razide's Lament finally takes the stage, hoping their performance will release them from the haunted 

Requiem Theatre. But when the audience arrives and mysterious Prince Razide is unmasked, they 

learn this premiere may cost much more than their freedom. 

 

The Haun#ng of Hill House meets The Phantom of the Opera in this dizzying horror mystery by 

acclaimed writer of nightmares Cullen Bunn (Harrow County, The Empty Man, The Sixth Gun) and 

illustrator Arjuna Susini (Made Men, Forever Forward). (STL275197) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAY231924 

LAMENTATION #3 CVR B HOUSE (MR) 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Arjuna Susini (CA) Maan House 

In the terrifying conclusion to Cullen Bunn and Arjuna Susini's tale of gothic horror, the cast of 

Razide's Lament finally takes the stage, hoping their performance will release them from the haunted 

Requiem Theatre. But when the audience arrives and mysterious Prince Razide is unmasked, they 

learn this premiere may cost much more than their freedom. 

 

The Haun#ng of Hill House meets The Phantom of the Opera in this dizzying horror mystery by 

acclaimed writer of nightmares Cullen Bunn (Harrow County, The Empty Man, The Sixth Gun) and 

illustrator Arjuna Susini (Made Men, Forever Forward). (STL275198) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAY231926 

O/A PINK LEMONADE TP (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Nick CagneY (A) Nick CagneY, Don Simpson (CA) Nick CagneY 

Mysterious past! Colorful costume! Altruis#c outlook! Zippy motorcycle! And one very overac#ve 

imagina#on! Meet PINK LEMONADE—the new hero on the scene! She dreams of doing big things, 

but ul#mately, she'll seNle for just helping where she can. But when Pink Lemonade accidentally 

crashes into the set of the next Rex Radical blockbuster, she'll take an unexpected leap into the 



spotlight...and will soon find herself confronted by a series of increasingly threatening 

doppelgängers, extraterrestrial fanboys, and nefarious corporate machina#ons. 

 

Collec#ng PINK LEMONADE #1-6 in one complete volume. (STL262508) (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231927 

RICK AND MORTY VS CTHULHU TP (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A/CA) Troy LiNle 

When their home is infested by eldritch terror, Rick Sanchez and the Smith family traverse a 

LovecraQian hellscape to track down and defeat the big guy himself: CTHULHU. 

On their journey through Arkham and the realms beyond, they're waylaid by literary monstrosi#es 

and the characters obsessed with them—figh#ng off hordes of fish-people, finding and losing love, 

baNling sen#ent cosmic color, and taking potshots at ol' HP along the way. (STL275680) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231928 

ACTION JOURNALISM TP 

(W) Eric Skillman (A) Miklos Felvideki & Various (CA) Miklos Felvideki 

Ac#on Journalism’s favorite intrepid reporter, Kate Kelly, is New Arcadia’s most trusted source for 

hard-hiYng news. Always on the hunt for the next exclusive scoop, Kate and her trusty team 

infiltrate alien fleets, mad-scien#st conven#ons, and fantasy kingdoms, all in search of the biggest 

stories the universe has to offer. But excitement seems to follow Kate everywhere as she keeps 

winding up in the middle of the story, risking it all to save the day!   (STL251831) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $21.99 

 

MAY231929 

UTOWN GN 

(W/A/CA) Caroline Breault 

Utown is the story of a seedy neighborhood that a cast of misfits call home. Samuel is a twenty-four-

year-old self-described aspiring ar#st (but mostly a video store clerk) who’s doing his best to avoid 

adulthood. When gentrifica#on shows up at his doorstep, he must face the fact that the town he 

grew up in is no longer his safe haven–and that he’s not ready to leave just yet. With no money and 



few op#ons, it’s #me for him to step up and prove his worth as a serious ar#st or keep on repea#ng 

old, toxic behaviors. (STL271789) 

224pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231930 

MIKA AND THE HOWLER HC 

(W) Agata Loth-Igaciuk, Berenika Kolomycka (A) Berenika Kolomycka,  Crank! (CA) Berenika 

Kolomycka 

Meet Mika! Mika is a young explorer who faces familiar-yet-not-fully known objects and obstacles 

around her house. Today’s newest challenge? The "howler" that roams her living room and hallways 

sucking up dust bunnies and even her socks! But the howler isn’t as dangerous as it appears, and 

young Mika is soon brave enough to face it. The first in the series of books for the youngest comics 

readers, enjoy the sweet, simple, and delighVul Mika and the Howler. (STL271790) 

HC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

PANINI PUBLISHING LTD 

 

MAY231932 

DOCTOR WHO MAGAZINE #593 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS 

Doctor Who Magazine celebrates the series' 60th anniversary year with another packed issue 

featuring the latest news, reviews, interviews, features, rare photos and much, much more! DWM is 

packed with exclusive content including revealing interviews, behind-the-scenes info and unique 

insights into the world's longest-running science-fic#on program. (STL273689) (C: 0-1-2) 

Magazine, 8x11, 76pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

PAPERCUTZ 

 

MAY231933 

FUZZY BASEBALL GN VOL 05 BASEBALLOWEEN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) John Steven Gurney 

The Fernwood Fuzzies get the rare opportunity to play an extra game aQer their baseball season 

ends. So rare in fact that this team only competes once a year… on Halloween night! Things get a bit 

spookier when Count Flappula and the Graveyard Ghastlies have their own frightening style of 

baseball and their own brand of bats (the animals, of course!). Are the Fuzzies ready to face their 

fears and put on a brave furry face to play ball? It's a spooky tale with America's favorite pas#me by 



beloved Children's book illustrator John Steven Gurney of A to Z Mysteries and Bailey School Kids! 

(STL273086) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY231934 

FUZZY BASEBALL HC GN VOL 05 BASEBALLOWEEN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) John Steven Gurney 

The Fernwood Fuzzies get the rare opportunity to play an extra game aQer their baseball season 

ends. So rare in fact that this team only competes once a year… on Halloween night! Things get a bit 

spookier when Count Flappula and the Graveyard Ghastlies have their own frightening style of 

baseball and their own brand of bats (the animals, of course!). Are the Fuzzies ready to face their 

fears and put on a brave furry face to play ball? It's a spooky tale with America's favorite pas#me by 

beloved Children's book illustrator John Steven Gurney of A to Z Mysteries and Bailey School Kids! 

(STL273087) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 56pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231935 

LOUD HOUSE SC VOL 18 SISTER RESISTER (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  Loud House Crea#ve Team 

Behold the long-awaited answers to some of the biggest ques#ons surrounding the Loud family! 

Lola's favorite color is… Pink?! Leni's favorite color is… Zebra?! Lincoln's top two favorite comic 

characters are Muscle Fish and Ace Savvy?! All these groundbreaking revela#ons and side-spliYng 

laughs and more served up by Lincoln Loud and his ten sisters, Lori, Leni, Luna, Luan, Lynn, Lucy, Lisa, 

Lola, Lana, and Lila and all their friends in the latest installment of the comics anthology based on the 

hit Nickelodeon animated series. (STL264600) (C: 0-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and UK. 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #3 (MAR231773) 

SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY231936 

LOUD HOUSE HC VOL 18 SISTER RESISTER (C: 1-1-0) 

(W/A)  Loud House Crea#ve Team 

Behold the long-awaited answers to some of the biggest ques#ons surrounding the Loud family! 

Lola's favorite color is… Pink?! Leni's favorite color is… Zebra?! Lincoln's top two favorite comic 

characters are Muscle Fish and Ace Savvy?! All these groundbreaking revela#ons and side-spliYng 

laughs and more served up by Lincoln Loud and his ten sisters, Lori, Leni, Luna, Luan, Lynn, Lucy, Lisa, 

Lola, Lana, and Lila and all their friends in the latest installment of the comics anthology based on the 



hit Nickelodeon animated series. Featuring stories by the Loud House crea#ve team. (STL264599) (C: 

1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and UK. 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #3 (MAR231774) 

HC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231937 

SMURFS 3IN1 GN VOL 09 GAMBLING SMURFS (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Peyo 

In this SmurQas#c compendium of Smurf graphic novels, we have: "The Gambling Smurfs" where we 

see the consequences of what happens aQer the Smurfs try their liNle blue hands at games of 

chance. Then, in "Smurf Salad," the Smurfs have been unhappy with their meals lately as Chef Smurf 

keeps serving them up skimpy meals with a side of disappointment. When Chef Smurf suggests Papa 

Smurf to inves#gate the state of Farmer Smurf's crops, they discover the root of the issue: the 

vegetables are wilted and stunted. Finally, in "Forever SmurfeNe," life begins to imitate art aQer 

SmurfeNe dons a red cape and meets a sorcerer in wolf's clothing—Gargamel! Plus, four more Smurf-

tas#c stories featuring everyone's favorite blue bombshell. (STL273083) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

PHOENIX STUDIOS 

 

MAY231938 

PIMP KILLER GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ghezal Omar (A/CA) Ayhan Hayrula 

Got pimp problems? Then LA Jones is your woman. She's made a nice liNle 

business for herself over the last few years: hun#ng down pimps. Following the 

murder of a young woman in Reno, she turns her aNen#on to Luciano "Lucky" 

Strykes, a low-life pimp hiding out in Hollywood. Lucky is notorious for 

torturing women who try to flee him, and LA is more than willing to dish out her 

own brand of jus#ce, making this a match made in vengeance. (STL273877) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 60pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

PIE INTERNATIONAL 

 

MAY231939 



O/A GODZILLA HISTORY OF FORMATIVE ARTS 1954-2016 BI-LINGUAL ED ( 

(W) Osamu Kishikawa 

From its first cinema#c release as Godzilla in 1954 to its latest incarna#on as Shin Godzilla in 2016, 

this book offers a massive collec#on of rare, never-before-seen s#ll photos from the movies and 

behind-the-scenes studio snapshots in chronological order (excluding the Hollywood series). 

Bilingual explanatory text is included in each chapter to guide readers in understanding the history of 

Godzilla episode by episode. Sophis#cated design by the designers of many of PIE Interna#onal's 

Japanese art books (including Wagashi, Hell in Japanese Art and others) makes this book not only 

gorgeous but also the ul#mate must-have collector's item for hardcore Godzilla fans. (STL230771) (C: 

1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Reference Book, SC, 8x12, 528pgs, FC SRP: $99.00 

 

PLAID STALLIONS PRESS 

 

MAY231940 

TOY VENTURE MAGAZINE #11 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Brian Heiler & Various (A) Brian Heiler (CA) Chris Franklin 

The print toy magazine is back! Toy-Ventures features Tonka Steel Monsters, Mego Planet of the 

Apes, Basement of Horror, Leicester Toy shop, BaNlestar Galac#ca and knock offs! (STL273653) (C: 0-

1-1) 

Magazine, 44pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

PS ARTBOOKS 

 

MAY231941 

PRE CODE CLASSIC ADVENTURE COMICS HC VOL 07 JOHNNY DYNAMITE  

(A)  Various & Various 

Johnny Dynamite, created by Pete Morisi, was a hard-boiled private detec#ve, known as "The Wild 

Man from Chicago." Good friends with the D.A. but readily accepted by the underworld—he smoked 

cigareNes constantly, cursed frequently and had a bad habit of geYng shot and beaten by his 

enemies. But always gave as good as he got; he was an experience and persistent detec#ve taking his 

cases very personally and killed many of his early foes, claiming they were reaching for a weapon. 

Myra Benz, who had shot him in the eye, was brazenly killed without any true jus#fica#on beyond his 

own sense of jus#ce. Collects Dynamite #1-5 (May 1953-January 1954). (STL273535) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $52.99 

 



MAY231942 

PRE CODE CLASSIC ADVENTURE COMICS SLIPCASE ED VOL 07 (C: 0-1 

(A) Don Heck, Pete Morisi 

DYNAMITE : Comic Media (1953 Series) Issues #1 - #5 May 1953 - January 1954 

 Johnny Dynamite created by Pete Morisi was a hard-boiled private detec#ve, known as "The Wild 

Man from Chicago." Good friends with the D.A. but readily accepted by the underworld - he smoked 

cigareNes constantly, cursed frequently and had a bad habit of geYng shot and beaten by his 

enemies. But always gave as good as he got - he was an experience and persistent detec#ve taking 

his cases very personally and killed many of his early foes, claiming they were reaching for a weapon. 

Myra Benz, who had shot him in the eye, was brazenly killed without any true jus#fica#on beyond his 

own sense of jus#ce.  

The other main ar#st across Comic Media #tles was Don Heck, who in 1955 would be recruited by 

Stan Lee to Atlas Comics, later to become Marvel Comics. Where he became one of the architects of 

what became known as 'The Marvel Age of Comics,' along with Jack Kirby, Steve Ditko and Dick 

Ayers.  

So combined Pete and Don make this 1950's five-comic set, today's winner but be warned, stock is 

limited! You beNer get your money ready, they'll be going fast - and you do not need Johnny on your 

tail! (STL273536) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $62.99 

 

MAY231943 

PRE CODE CLASSIC WEIRD TERROR SOFTEE VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Don Heck & Various 

Hey, it's all here, culture-lovers; walking dead folks (loads of 'em) some of them even spor#ng their 

heads- witches, ghosts, werewolves and enough vampires to go into the second-hand dentures 

business! Every now and again you come across a bevy of four-color frights that seems to have been 

created just for you. Collects Weird Terror #6-10 (July 1953-March 1954). (STL273513) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAY231944 

PS ARTBOOK MILITARY COMICS SOFTEE VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Bob Powell & Various 

The fourth volume in this popular con#nuing series. Collects Quality Comics' Military Comics #13-16. 

(STL273531) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 272pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 



MAY231945 

PS ARTBOOK NIGHTMARE MAGAZINE #5 (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Tom SuNon & Various (CA) Boris Vallejo 

Skywald's Nightmare con#nues with issue #5, dated August 1971. A black-and-white comic magazine 

absolutely packed full of horror and suspense! And featuring a fantas#c cover by Boris Vallejo plus 

the combined talents of Harold Shull, Ralph Reese, Carlos Garzon, Rich Buckler, Tom SuNon, Jack 

Katz,Serg Moren, and Doug Wildey. And all reproduced here completely like the original comic 

magazine. (STL273537) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 68pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

MAY231946 

PS ARTBOOK PLASTIC MAN SOFTEE VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Jack Cole 

Featuring art by the great Jack Cole, firmly loca#ng Plas#c Man in the humor super hero genre. 

Collects Quality Comics' Plas#c Man #9-12. (STL273532) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 208pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAY231947 

PS ARTBOOKS WEB OF EVIL COMIC FACSMILE #3 MAR 1953 (C: 0-1-0 

(A) Jack Cole 

Another iconic 36-page facsimile comic book reprinted to match the quality when first produced in 

1953. (STL273517) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x10, 36pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY231948 

PS ARTBOOKS WEB OF EVIL COMIC FACSMILE #4 MAY 1953 (C: 0-1-0 

(A) Jack Cole, Chuck Cuidera 

Synopsis: : WEB OF EVIL MAY 1953. Issue 4 

Another iconic 36 page Facsimile Comic Book reprinted to match the quality when first produced in 

1953. (STL273519) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x10, 36pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY231949 



PS ARTBOOKS WEB OF EVIL COMIC FACSMILE #5 JULY 1953 (C: 0-1- 

(A) Jack Cole, Chuck Cuidera 

Synopsis: : WEB OF EVIL JULY 1953. Issue 5 

Another iconic 36 page Facsimile Comic Book reprinted to match the quality when first produced in 

1953. (STL273520) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x10, 36pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY231950 

SILVER AGE CLASSICS CAVE GIRL SOFTEE (C: 0-1-2) 

(A)  Iger Shop & Various 

AQer losing her parents when they were aNacked by the savage Balu na#ves, Carol London escaped 

death when an eagle carried her away to the Dawn Lands, a valley hidden in #me by the mountains 

known as the Barriers of the Moon! She was raised by wolves, becoming the pack leader aQer KaNu 

dies! With her ability to talk to the animals and her skill in using a bow, spear and knife learned from 

watching the Hairy Men, a group of Neanderthals who lived in the Dawn Lands she became Cave 

Girl, only then having to fight off the aNen#ons of the Neanderthal king Pood and the Hairy Men! 

Collects Cave Girl #11-14 (1953-1954) and Africa #1 (1955). (STL273530) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAY231951 

SILVER AGE CLASSICS GORGO SOFTEE VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Joe Gill (A) Dick Giordano & Various (CA) Steve Ditko 

Previously released as a hardcover. AQer a seaquake, a huge lizard-like creature walked out of the 

ocean, things became more complicated when it was discovered the monster, dubbed Gorgo, was 

really just a youngster and its 200 foot tall mother was coming for him. AQer a pitched baNle with 

the Bri#sh army, Gorga's mother, Ogra, was able to free her child and they both went lumbering back 

to the sea. That, however, was not the last the world heard of Gorgo. Having found a taste for the 

land, the young monster began to make regular visits there! Collects Gorgo #11-15 (February-

October 1963). (STL273521) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAY231952 

SILVER AGE CLASSICS KONGA HC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Joe Gill (A) Steve Ditko & Various 

More colossal Konga ac#on pencilled by the late, great comic book giant himself, Steve Ditko! 

Including "The Monster Hunter" — but just who is hun#ng who? "The Master Plan" — aliens aNack 



the earth but come face to face with Konga who destroys them! And "The Evil Eye" — Soviet 

scien#sts get control over Konga?! Sounds like a poten#al diploma#c incident to me, but I'll let you 

be the judge of that! Collects Konga #11-15 (March-November 1963). (STL273514) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $52.99 

 

MAY231953 

SILVER AGE CLASSICS KONGA SLIPCASE ED HC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Joe Gill (A) Steve Ditko & Various 

Synopsis: CHARLTON: 1960 SERIES: ISSUES #11 - #15 March 1963 - November 1963 

 

More colossal KONGA ac#on pencilled by the late, great comic book giant himself - Mr. Steve 

Ditko.Including 'The Monster Hunter' -  but just who is hun#ng who? 'The Master Plan' - aliens aNack 

the earth but come face to face with Konga who destroys them! And 'The Evil Eye' - Soviet scien#sts 

get control over Konga?! Sounds like a poten#al diploma#c incident to me, but I'll let you be the 

judge of that - stocks are limited so don't miss your chance to own a piece of the ac#on - grab your 

copy today!   

All reproduced completely from cover to cover - just like the original comics! (STL273515) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $62.99 

 

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS YOUNG READE 

 

MAY231954 

5 SCARIER STORIES FOR A DARK KNIGHT HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) MaNhew Cody (A) JeanneNe Arroyo 

Batman is back with five more ghostly adventures filled with thrills and chills in this all-new 

illustrated collec#on of spooky tales from the dark corners of Gotham City! Gotham City, the home of 

Batman, is filled with long shadows, sinister characters, and mysterious goings on. This hardcover 

illustrated chapter book is a collec#on of scary short stories featuring some of Batman's strangest 

adventures that end with wild twist and turns—some funny, some spooky, and some maddeningly 

frightening! Boys and girls ages 6 to 9 will love this illustrated chapter book of these strange stories 

featuring Batman. (STL273473) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Illustrated Chapter Book, HC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY231955 

MARSHMALLOW MARTIANS GN EARTH SCHOOL (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Deanna Kent (A) Neil Hooson 



Lunchboxes, recess, and gym—oh my! Without G.L.O.W., their Galac#c Learning Online Whiz (which 

is a fancy way of saying "computer"), the Marshmallow Mar#ans don't know where to turn for 

informa#on. So they have to go to where all the cool kids learn—earthling school. This hilarious 

companion to Marshmallow Mar#ans: Show and Smell will make kids look at life on Earth through 

fresh (googly) eyes. This silly graphic chapter book with its ensemble of lovable mar#ans will have 

kids ages 5-8 laughing out loud while gaining confidence in reading. (STL273474) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 72pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

MAY231956 

PACEY PACKER GN VOL 02 HORN SLAYER (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) J C Phillipps 

Pacey and Slasher the Unicorn are back! And this #me it's personal in this laugh-out-loud graphic 

novel series! The last #me Pacey Packer was in Rundalyn, the world of unicorns, she sliced the horn 

off of Arkane, the Evil Apha Unicorn, and took away his power. Ki-Ahhhh! Take That, Bad Guys! Now 

the unicorns and other creatures under Arkane's rule call her... The Horn Slayer! Pacey may be a 

legend in the world of unicorns, but she didn't finish the job. With Slasher's help, can she use the 

power of the unicorn horn to rescue the statue kids and escape the fury of the Great (but seriously 

hornless and now seriously mad at her) Arkane?! (STL273472) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, 2C SRP: $7.99 

 

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS 

 

MAY231957 

STAR WARS HC NOVEL INQUISITOR RISE OF RED BLADE (C: 1-1-0) 

(W) Delilah S Dawson 

When the Jedi Order falls, the Inquisitors rise.. From the aQermath of Order 66 comes a new group 

of former Jedi, each with their own reason to serve the Empire under Darth Vader. Among them is 

Iskat, who survived the destruc#on of her old Order to claim a new des#ny in the Force. Iskat joins 

the Inquisitors in the hope of uncovering her hidden past that the Jedi refused to share with her. 

(STL273475) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Novel, HC, 6x9, 304pgs SRP: $29.99 

 

REBELLION / 2000AD 

 

MAY231958 

MEGA CITY MAX (ONE-SHOT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 



(W/A) Hannah Templer & Various (CA) Pris Bampoh 

This summer, get ready for a new one-shot comic set in the future dystopian world of Mega-City 

One, home of Judge Dredd. Ideal for young adults and teenage readers, this stand-alone collec#on of 

stories is ready to pick up and read—with no knowledge of the 2000 AD universe needed to enjoy. 

Fast paced, ac#on packed and hilarious, these stories feature updated versions of 2000 AD characters 

like Harlem Heroes, De Marco P.I., Devlin Waugh and Walter the Wobot, plus brand new characters! 

(STL273241) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, 48pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY231959 

2000 AD MARCH PROG PACK (JULY 2023 SHIPPING) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA) Tom Foster 

Incredible SF ac#on from the Eisner-nominated UK anthology! New comedy-horror series "Portals & 

Black Goo" starts, showing the perils of food delivery to the supernatural residents of south London. 

Plus, Hershey returns for her final solo arc in the second half of "The Cold in the Bones," The Out 

Book III reaches its finale, things get stranger in Azimuth, and Judge Dredd faces off against former 

Judge Kyle Asher in "A Fallen Man"! (STL273221) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Pack, 144pgs, FC SRP: $21.99 

 

MAY231960 

JUDGE DREDD MEGAZINE #458 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA) Steve Aus#n 

More ac#on and adventure in the future-shocked world of Judge Dredd! The lawman's aQer a serial 

killer in "Road Rage," Death Metal Planet reaches its climax, plus there's more thrilling drama in 

Lawless, Dreadnoughts, and Spector, the next chapters of Anderson, Psi-Div by MaN Smith and Carl 

Critchlow and Johnny Red by Garth Ennis and Keith Burns, interviews, features and much more! 

(STL273223) (C: 0-1-2) 

Magazine, 128pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

MAY231961 

JUDGE DREDD DARKEST JUDGE TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kenneth Neimand & Various (A) Kei Zama & Various (CA) Cliff Robinson 

The latest Judge Dredd epic, featuring zombies infec#ng the whole 2000 AD mul#verse. All of your 

favourite characters have been turned in to zombies, in this fast-paced standalone horror story! 



What if at the end of Judge Dredd: Judgement Day a different strategy was used in order to stop the 

zombie invasion? Instead of Judge Dredd execu#ng Sabbat the Necromagus this plan involves 

dropping dimension-bombs to shiQ the whole zombie horde into a different reality. This means 

disaster for all the other characters published in the pages of 2000 AD as the zombies infect 

everyone from Rogue Trooper to Sinister Dexter, from Ace Trucking to The V.C.'s. There is now a 

whole mul#verse of zombies that need killing, and only a few heroes leQ to take care of business! 

(STL273243) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x11, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.00 

 

MAY231962 

BATTLE ACTION #3 (OF 5) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Garth Ennis, John Wagner (A) Keith Burns, Dan Cornwell (CA) Keith Burns 

BaNle Ac#on returns with an all-new, five-issue mini-series of thrilling tales! Garth Ennis and John 

Higgins take a break from war stories to bring you a brutal tale set in 1981, featuring Dredger 

tracking down kidnappers and delivering jus#ce in his own unique way. And Major Eazy makes a 

comeback in a brand-new story wriNen by Rob Williams, as Eazy must ensure that his soldiers survive 

the BaNle of El Alamein, drawn by Henry Flint. (STL273222) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY231963 

CLASH OF THE GUARDS TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Alan Hebden (A) Cam Kennedy, Ron Tiner (CA) Cam Kennedy 

Clash By name, clash by nature! Italy, 1943. The United States Army have sent Captain Brad Clash to 

join a Bri#sh platoon in order to learn from their experiences of figh#ng in WWII. A former 

Hollywood stuntman and speedway driver, Clash is a man of ac#on who likes to tackle the enemy 

head on. All guts and glory, he uses his superior driving skills and American-made weapons, like the 

Winchester trench Gun, to keep the German Army at bay. This collec#on also features several one-

off BaNle strips illustrated by the legendary Cam Kennedy. (STL273244) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8x11, 96pgs, FC SRP: $25.00 

 

MAY231964 

JERRY SIEGEL SYNDICATE OF CRIME VS CROOK FROM SPACE TP (C: 0 

(W) Jerry Siegel (A/CA) Reg Bunn 

He's the undisputed king of crime! The Spider is an amazing mastermind with a stunning array of 

weaponry and a vast network of villainous henchmen! Now the underworld is figh#ng back and have 



sent a strange assassin known as The Exterminator to lure the spider into a trap! But one baNle isn't 

enough for this arachnid adventurer—when a shape shiQing crook from another planet arrives on 

Earth, the Spider must stop the alien from plundering the planet and toppling him from power! 

(STL273245) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 8x11, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $24.00 

 

MAY231965 

MONSTER FUN HORROR HOLIDAY SPECIAL (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Simon Furman & Various (A) P. J. Holden & Various (CA) Derek Fridolfs 

School's out and so is the sun! It's #me to pick up the Monster Fun Horror Holiday Special! Grab 

some shade and catch up with your favourite monsters as they embark on some holiday high jinks! 

From water parks to deep space laughs, all your favourite strips including Kid Kong, The Leopard from 

Lime Street, Steel Commando, Witch Vs Warlock, Gums, Hell's Angel, Hire A Horror and Martha's 

Monster Make-Up are bringing the heat! (STL273232) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $6.50 

 

RED 5 COMICS 

 

MAY231966 

PROMETHEUS IN CHAINS #2 CVR A LES LINDON (MR) (C: 0-0-2) 

(W) Richard Davis (A) Jordan Direnzo (CA) Les Lindon Garner 

The third nightmare from Rich Davis (Cult of Dracula). Victor tries desperately to s#tch his life and his 

love back together. (STL272873) (C: 0-0-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.95 

 

MAY231967 

PROMETHEUS IN CHAINS #2 CVR B LES LINDON GARNER (MR) (C: 0-0 

(W) Richard Davis (A) Jordan Direnzo (CA) Les Lindon Garner 

: The third nightmare from Rich Davis (Cult of Dracula). Victor tries desperately to s#tch his life and 

his love back together (STL272874) (C: 0-0-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.95 

 



MAY231968 

WE ARE SCARLET TWILIGHT #3 (C: 0-0-2) 

(W/A) Benjamin W. Morse 

Captain Lancet and his Maxie Mili#a are trapped by the Scarlet Twilight vampire cult that dominates 

the world, and Cap's quest to free the world from the vampire curse that afflicts himself seems 

doomed! To make maNers worse, their leader, Madame Satanika, has learned his true iden#ty (a 

small clue—it's definitely someone you know of!). Check out #3 to see whether our heroes can 

escape Scarlet Twilight—and if Captain Lancet is really the true blue American hero we've come to 

know! (STL272875) (C: 0-0-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.95 

 

ROCKY POND BOOKS 

 

MAY231969 

I AM WONDER WOMAN YR HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Brad Meltzer 

This fic#onal biography of Wonder Woman is the exci#ng new addi#on to the Stories Change the 

World series from Brad Meltzer and Christopher Eliopoulos. This picture book is the perfect way to 

introduce young readers to Princess Diana of Themyscira, from her beginning on the island na#on of 

Themyscira to her becoming Wonder Woman on Earth, armed with her Lasso of Truth and 

indestruc#ble bracelets. The Stories Change the World series retells beloved, iconic fic#onal tales of 

heroism, providing a lively and fun first version of the myth and why it's inspira#onal, and serving as 

a fantas#c stepping stone to get young readers interested in nonfic#on biographies. (STL273477) (C: 

0-1-0) 

Illustrated Biography, HC, 8x8, 40pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

SCHOLASTIC INC. 

 

MAY231970 

BABY SITTERS CLUB COLORING BOOK (C: 0-1-0) 

(A) Fran Brylewska 

This official Baby-siNers Club coloring book features more than 90 images to color! Fill in portraits of 

Kristy, Mary Anne, Claudia, Stacey, Dawn, Jessi, Mallory, and their friends, families, and clients. Color 

in paNerned pages full of objects familiar to any baby-siNer, such as toys, pacifiers, Kid-Kits, and 

more. Each page features beau#ful artwork ready to be designed by you! (STL272218) (C: 0-1-0) 

Coloring Book, SC, 8x11, 96pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 



 

MAY231971 

EPIC TALES CAPT UNDERPANTS MARAUDING MONSTERS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Meredith Rusu 

No one loves Halloween more than George Beard and Harold Hutchins. Join the two best friends and 

their superhero pal, Captain Underpants, in this terrifying and totally funny two-story collec#on! 

First, George and Harold go teeth-to-teeth against a ghost den#st when their spooky campfire story 

comes to life! Then, George and Harold have to face a terrifying T.P. mummy aQer their most epic 

prank ever goes down the drain. Can Captain Underpants flush away these vile villains so George and 

Harold can live to prank another day? (STL272222) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 80pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY231972 

HARRY POTTER MAGICAL GAMES COLORING BOOK (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jenna Ballard (A) Violet Tobacco 

This official Harry PoNer coloring book features over 90 images to color! From portraits of Harry and 

his friends and iconic movie quotes to paNerned pages of familiar objects. It's magic at play as you 

color in scenes of your favorite games and sports from the wizarding world, like the Triwizard 

Tournament, wizard chess, and Quidditch! Each page features beau#ful artwork ready to be 

decorated by you! (STL272221) (C: 0-1-0) 

Coloring Book, SC, 8x11, 96pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY231973 

MARVEL ROCKET & GROOT STORYBOOK LITTLE GROOT BIG FEELING (C: 

(W) Klara Valdez (A) Wendy Tan 

I am Groot can mean many things. I AM GROOOOOOT means that Groot is angry that he has to clean 

his room. I AM GROOT!! means that he's happy to be hanging out with the other guardians. I am 

Grooooot means that Groot is scared. Where did his friends go? It's up to Groot to save the day in 

this original story! Featuring adorable illustra#ons, this storybook will explore Groot's emo#ons and 

the best ways to cope when things get a liNle out of hand. Includes a s#cker sheet. (STL273068) (C: 0-

1-0) 

Storybook, SC, 6x9, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY231974 

POKEMON SCARLET & VIOLET PALDEA REGION HANDBOOK (C: 0-1-0) 



New Pokémon are coming! Meet all the Pokémon of the brand-new Paldea region featured in the 

new Scarlet and Violet video games! Every amazing Pokémon of this new genera#on is included in 

this comprehensive handbook. You'll discover stats and facts about them all, from the new first 

partners Spriga#to, Fuecoco, and Quaxly, to classic favorites like Pikachu. It's everything you ever 

wanted to know about the Pokémon of this all-new region! Includes pull-out poster! (STL273067) (C: 

0-1-0) 

Reference Book, SC, 6x9, 244pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

SCOUT COMICS 

 

MAY231975 

ACTION TANK GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Mike Barry 

A boy races across the Solar System, pilo#ng a beat-up spaceship and accompanied by his fascina#ng 

new friends. Forced to crash-land on Neptune, he's soon dodging lightning cannons, racing 

hovercraQs, and trying to outsmart a bunch of super-aggressive guys with buckets on their heads, all 

in the hope of making it back to Earth in #me for his Mom's spagheY carbonara. The second epic 

chapter in the cri#cally acclaimed Ac#on Tank series, this is a fast-moving, galaxy-spanning adventure 

about discovery, friendship, and what you're really capable of. (STL273104) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 256pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY231976 

BANSHEES #4 (OF 5) 

(W) Dave Dwonch, Jessica Balboni (A) Riccardo Facinni (CA) Tim Daniel 

Emily has joined the sisterhood of ghosts that were murdered by The Lion, an almost supernatural 

killer who stalked their college campus for years. Can she convince them to escape their dormitory 

purgatory and seek jus#ce? Sure, but not before a liNle house party! (STL273105) 

24pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231977 

BY THE HORNS DARK EARTH #11 

(W) Markisan Naso (A/CA) Jason Muhr 

Haru leads an assault on Yun Ma's forces in the Middle Fields as they aNempt to destroy the 

Augernaut. An ocean away in an undersea cavern, Elodie and her friends fight for their lives against a 

horde of creatures blocking their path to pure magic. (STL273107) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAY231978 

CHARM CITY #1 CVR A PETRUS 

(W) Josh Eiserike (A) ScoN Van Domelen (CA) Hugo Petrus 

The Bal#more police are baffled when a Ravens cheerleader is found floa#ng in the Inner Harbor 

with an arcane symbol carved onto her corpse. And only Alyssia Singer, music blogger at the 

Bal#more Sun, knows what it means: that a serial killer is targe#ng Bal#more's underground witching 

community. Alyssia—an excommunicated witch who no longer uses magic—must decide: take the 

case and confront her estranged family and long buried demons… or risk more bodies piling up… 

(STL273120) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231979 

CHARM CITY #1 CVR B VAN DOMELEN 

(W) Josh Eiserike (A/CA) ScoN Van Domelen 

The Bal#more police are baffled when a Ravens cheerleader is found floa#ng in the Inner Harbor 

with an arcane symbol carved onto her corpse. And only Alyssia Singer, music blogger at the 

Bal#more Sun, knows what it means: that a serial killer is targe#ng Bal#more's underground witching 

community. Alyssia-an excommunicated witch who no longer uses magic-must decide: take the case 

and confront her estranged family and long buried demons… or risk more bodies piling up… 

(STL273122) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231981 

COUNT DANTE #2 (OF 6) 

(W) J C Barbour (A/CA) Wes Watson 

Having finally opened his dream dojo, Keehan gins up publicity through a series of increasingly 

dangerous mar#al arts exhibi#ons. But while it does aNract students, it also brings our hero to the 

aNen#on of a rival dojo's dangerous sensei—Haruki Endo, the dreaded Pit Viper. (STL273108) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231982 

DEATH COMES FOR TOYMAKER #1 CVR A BORCADO 

(W) Dakota Brown (A) Ryan Cody (CA) Joe Borcado 

A Non-Stop #tle ! Death comes for us all. But for Gil the Toymaker, the visit is a real tragedy. Every 

year, the holiday giQ giver is forced to do the work of Death, carrying a list of ready-to-harvest souls 



alongside his naughty list and nice list. As the Toymaker reflects on the rela#onship he's had with 

Death for several millennia, an associate reveals a scheme that may just put an end to Death's 

contract (and, perhaps, Death himself). (STL273248) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231984 

ETERNUS TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Don Handfield, Anastazja Davis (A) Karl Moline, Marco Del Forno (CA) Rob Prior 

From creators Andy Serkis and Andrew Levitas! 360 CE. The great god Zeus is long dead, brutally 

murdered in his own temple some thirty years prior. Heracles, Zeus's son and champion, spends his 

days drunk and depressed as the old gods struggle to stay alive aQer decades of Chris#an disrup#on. 

When Athena's Temple is sacked by a mysterious Centurion looking for a powerful relic that once 

belonged to Zeus, the old gods are convinced they have found Zeus's killer. Now the mighty Heracles 

must sober up long enough to keep the lone witness, a 9-year-old blind priestess, alive long enough 

to iden#fy the killer and finally find jus#ce for his dead father. (STL273109) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231985 

JUNCTION JONES #4 

(W) TC Pescatore (A/CA) Luciano Cruzado 

Now that all has been revealed by Corduroy Caramel, Mister Nibs and Junc#on Jones are leQ (once 

again) with a single terrible op#on if they want to stay alive; breach a Fissure Point Facility located at 

the heart of Junc#on Town, commandeer a Jaunt Room and u#lize the Time Dislocator Coin.The 

plan? Hit up the only Dealer leQ in Junc#on they can trust, procure a couple counterfeit janitor's 

badges and sneak in under the radar. To accomplish this they'll need to take a trip into the 

INbetween: a derelict schism between Junc#on and the skid row alleys of Earth. Easy-peasy, right? 

But something smells downright fishy… and if anybody can smell fishy it'd be Mr. Nibs (because he's 

a cat). (STL273110) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231986 

KITSUNE #5 (OF 6) 

(W) Luca Frigerio (A/CA) Emanuele Ercolani 

The rebellion threatens to destroy the power of the Daimyo. In addi#on, it is rumored that the 

Emperor himself is mobilizing his forces. No one knows who the leader of the revolu#on is, only his 

name: The Firefly King. Kitsunichi, s#ll suffering from wounds he suffered at the hands of his son, 

must now face an assault on the Daimyo's Palace. (STL273111) 



32pgs, FC (5 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231987 

MIDNIGHT WESTERN THEATRE WITCH TRIAL #1 CVR A JULIANNE GRIEP 

(W) Louis Southard (A) Butch K. Mapa (CA) Julianne Griepp 

Midnight Western Theatre returns in this daring prequel to the original series! Before the Woman in 

Black, there was only Ortensia Thomas: a young girl in a wild west filled with threats both 

supernatural and all too human. With a new cast of characters and her blackclad des#ny looming 

over her, witness Ortensia like you've never seen her before! (STL273112) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231989 

MIRACLE KINGDOM #3 

(W) Michael David McCarthy (A/CA)  Alonso Molina Gonzales 

Billions and billions served! Our angelic auditor Winston Donovan breaks the fourth wall to take 

televangelist Lester Benny beyond the boundaries of the comic panels in an effort to unmask the 

truth behind Lester's improbable miracles. However, Winston's audit of Lester's healing powers leads 

to an unseNling revela#on. Meanwhile in Las Vegas, the seeds of seismic events take root as an 

underground group of unnatural beings who call themselves The Misshapen seek out giQed people 

that exhibit tremendous luck at the casino tables. While their mo#ves are unclear, we can bet the 

devil is in the details. (STL273113) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231990 

MR EASTA #1 LEGENDARY ED 

(W/A/CA) Kit Wallis 

The gloriously demented mind of Kit Wallis brings the galac#c adventures of the third best assassin in 

the universe to Scout Comics! Incredible, kine#cally charged artwork blasts the blood, mayhem and 

quirky humor directly through your brain like a high-caliber bullet. In this issue, it's Elvis night at an 

interstellar backwater bar, but with all due respect to the King, that doesn't stop Mr. Easta. With the 

help of Frank, his teleporta#on parasite, who can also transform into any handheld weapon 

imaginable, it's business as usual. This new "Legendary Edi#on" format measures 11" x 17". 

(STL273253) 

11x17, 32pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231991 



OSWALD & STAR CHASER #4 (OF 6) 

(W) Tommy Kulik, Tyler Villano Maron (A/CA) Tom Hoskisson 

To save the Star Lands, Oswald needs to find... an ice book? Danger lurks behind every corner on Toh 

Yci, the planet of scienteers! Oswald and the Star-Chaser need to be on guard if they want to evade 

the watchful third eye of King FEK, with danger and secrets infes#ng this twisted planet. Oh, and 

watch out for cloud sharks! (STL273114) 

24pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231992 

SNOW WHITE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE #5 (OF 5) 

(W) Brenton Lengel (A) Luciano Vecchio (CA) Adam Bryce Thomas 

You've got to hand it to him, The Woodsman knows how to use his head...but maybe he should try 

bait that is a bit less "severed" and not quite so much of a "twisted, unliving mockery of God and 

nature." In other news, Rapunzel tries babysiYng, Prince Charming picks a fight he can't win, and 

Snow White keeps her nose in a book like a nerd. All the while The Wolf is at their door! Unless 

things go exactly right, no one will live to see the dawn! (STL273115) 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231993 

SPACE OUTLAW #1 (OF 3) CVR A MARCO FONTANILI 

(W/A/CA) Marco Fontanili 

The most dangerous criminal in the solar system—the F-24K prisoner—has escaped from the 

Maximum Security Prison on Mars. Upon fleeing the facility, he manages to reach planet Earth, 

where he is intent on resuming his criminal exploits. The prison's wardens, however, send the 

deadliest of their robots to stop the dangerous villain. (STL273257) 

48pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $6.99 

 

MAY231995 

STABBITY BUNNY TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Richard Rivera (A) Dwayne Biddix 

Stabbity Bunny is an heirloom, passed from mother to daughter, that becomes the protector of 

Grace, the newest liNle girl to hold him. There is a supernatural force that has been hun#ng and 

killing their family for almost a century and the final confronta#on is near. Grace is kidnapped and 

though she is a resourceful girl, trained in survival, it is the unexpected interven#on of her plush 

bunny, Stabbity, that ul#mately saves her. This is just the first move on the endgame planned by the 

foe that either wants to completely wipe out their bloodline or recruit them. The Lee family has a 



secret place in the tapestry of our world's des#ny and the evil en#ty wants to control that power or 

destroy them. (STL273256) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 198pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY231996 

TALES OF VULCANIA #2 

(W) Marco Daeron Ventura (A/CA) MaNeo Leoni 

The unconscious and injured Sydna has been rescued by a mysterious man who gathers the dead 

from the streets of the capital. In her feverish state, she is tortured with nightmares of her trauma#c 

childhood and other awful events from Vulcania's past. We learn how she obtained her deadly sword 

and what she plans to do to exact her revenge. But Sydna isn't the only one who is haunted by 

ghosts… (STL273116) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY231997 

THIRD WAVE 99 TP 

(W) James Haick Iii (A)  louis XIII 

The story behind the controversial late 1990's Florida surf brand begins here! Third Wave 99 follows 

surf shop owners Rob Cutler and Jack Reed, along with hotheaded teenager MaN Hurley. This 

popular surf shop doubles as a support group that helps troubled individuals use surfing as a 

replacement for other nega#ve and self-destruc#ve habits. MaN's temper has not only hampered his 

promising college baseball career but also acts as a catalyst for events that ul#mately cause the 

brand to disappear en#rely. Collec#ng all four issues! (STL273263) 

SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY231998 

TRAKOVI #1 (OF 5) CVR A DAVE THOMAS 

(W/A) Adriean Koleric (CA) Dave Thomas 

A Slovenian thug in Edmonton, Canada, tries to put his criminal past behind him, but there are those 

who know where the bodies are buried who refuse to allow the dead to rest in peace… (STL273259) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232000 

WILD COSMOS #1 CVR A CHUN LO 

(W) Cur#s Clow (A) Mauro Mandalari (CA) Chun Lo 



Captain Cooper and his crew struggle to stay afloat in The Wild Cosmos. But aQer finding a derelict 

space sta#on they have a chance at a big score. The Captain makes the call, they're going aQer the 

dangerous loot… And he'll have to live with the consequences of that choice. (STL273261) 

26pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232002 

MALL TP NFT COMMON COMIC TAG (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Don Handfield, James Haick (A) Rafael Loureiro 

Making digital comics collec#ble! Now individually numbered (1000), Polygon energy efficent NFT 

Comic Tag! This collec#ble card also contains a EPUB NFT of the en#re The Mall series (Chapters 1-6)! 

Suburban Florida, 1985. The Quarterback, the Princess and the Geek all find out they're related when 

their real father, a low-level Florida crime boss, dies at the hands of the mafia and leaves them each 

a store inside the local mall. The catch is, the stores are fronts for the mob, and the teens must 

decide whether to break bad or try to go legit, all while trying to navigate all the high stakes John 

Hughes-type high school drama of the 1980s. (STL273252) (C: 0-1-1) 

Comic tag, 7x10, 166pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232003 

SOURCE TP NFT COMMON COMIC TAG (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Don Handfield, Joshua Malkin (A) Leno Carvalho 

Making digital comics collec#ble! Now individually numbered (1000), Polygon energy efficent NFT 

Comic Tag! This collec#ble card also contains a EPUB NFT of the en#re The Source series (Chapters 1-

4)! BenneN Miller, a high school teacher in East St. Louis, s#ll lives with his grandmother. One day 

BenneN is approached aQer his class by a mysterious old woman, Ms. Putnam, who tells him that 

magic is real... and he's the one prophesied to return it to humanity. The only problem... it's been 

outlawed for thousands of years by the ancient Few, a powerful sect who hoard it to prolong their 

own lives... and will stop at nothing to keep it secret! (STL273254) (C: 0-1-1) 

Comic tag, 7x10, 138pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232004 

STABBITY BUNNY TP VOL 01 NFT COMMON COMIC TAG (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Richard Rivera (A) Dwayne Biddix 

Making digital comics collec#ble! Now individually numbered (1000), Polygon energy efficent NFT 

Comic Tag! This collec#ble card also contains a EPUB NFT of the en#re Stabbity Bunny Volume One 

(Chapters 1-6)! Grace Lee, an excep#onal seven-year-old, is targeted by the ancient evil that has 

plagued her family for a century. While on a school field trip, plush rabbit in tow, she is kidnapped. 

The liNle girl is in deadly danger, but her plight awakens an unexpected protector, Stabbity Bunny, 

and the "bad man" is never seen again. Amanda Lee, a former mercenary turned children's book 



author, calls Magdalena, Grace's grandmother and prac##oner of gypsy magic, for help. The last 

stand against their supernatural foe and his minions has begun. (STL273255) (C: 0-1-1) 

Comic tag, 3x4, 176pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

SCOUT COMICS- CHISPA 

 

MAY232006 

BLACK DEMON TALES #2 (OF 3) 

(W) David Bowles (A) Armando M. Zanker (CA) Diego Mar#ni 

CHISPA. When Mexican naval researcher Bella Gonzalez is wounded in an aNack by a massive shark, 

she dedicates herself to destroying it. But can science eradicate something as ancient and 

supernatural as the Black Demon? Black Demon Tales is an anthology based on the lore of real 

Mexican fishermen blended with Indigenous beliefs. Now a major mo#on picture! (STL273106) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

SCRATCH COMICS 

 

MAY232007 

CLAUDIA CHRISTAINS DARK LEGACIES #1 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Chris McAuley, Claudia Chris#an (A) Staz Johnson (CA) Ben Oliver 

The Expanse meets the Terminator meet Blade Runner in this hard hiYng ac#on sci-fi thriller created 

by Babylon 5 actor Claudia Chris#an. At this point in #me Earth is emerging from a dystopian past, 

moving from a brutal governmental regime to democracy. Commander Jessica Steele finds herself 

caught in a web of intrigue as the legacies of the totalitarian past surround her. Dark secrets are 

uncovered and all hell is let loose in this all ac#on blockbuster, with pulse pounding art by 2000AD, 

DC Comics and Marvel Comics ar#st Staz Johnson. We meet a vengeful cyborg, secre#ve scien#sts 

and good old fashioned heroes in this first issue, ending in a character reveal that'll make picking up 

issue #2 a no brainer. (STL273558) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

SCREAM HORROR MAGAZINE 

 

MAY232008 

SCREAM MAGAZINE #79 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 



Blood, guts, gore and more! Scream Magazine covers horror in all forms, whether film, TV, book, 

game or comic. If you're aQer zombies, werewolves, ghosts, ghouls and vampires (the proper kind 

mind you, no sparkly one's here, thank you!), this is the place to find them. Each issue takes a well-

wriNen, informa#ve approach to covering its favourite subject, including insighVul ar#cles, reviews, 

previews, interviews with horror's biggest names and several behind the scenes features and set-

reports of some of horror cinema past and present greats. (STL273293) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, 100pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

SECRET ACRES 

 

MAY232009 

MOTEL UNIVERSE HC GN VOL 03 (OF 3) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Joakim Drescher 

Final volume in the trilogy! The Skins, a slave race once hunted for their pelts, have turned the tables 

on their masters, the Jeffs, making for the hoNest reality show in Depression Land. Meanwhile, the 

Skins' home planet of Epidermis is ravaged by infla#on, a Neuro drug epidemic, and an all-controlling 

hyper conglomerate, the Shackler Corpora#on. Sounds like another uprising may be in order! 

(STL273295) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 8x10, 176pgs, FC (3 of 3) SRP: $23.95 

 

SIGMA COMICS 

 

MAY232010 

HERE COMES CALICO #3 (OF 8) (MR) 

(W) H.H. German (A) Javier Orabich (CA)  Garnabiel 

The CALICO removes someone's leg and is rewarded with a #p on an illegal dog-figh#ng ring. The 

Ringleader is a real piece of work. The CALICO must roll up his sleeves. That's never good. When you 

buy Sigma Comics, you support the fight against animal abuse. (STL272991) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (3 of 8) SRP: $2.99 

 

SILVER SPROCKET 

 

MAY232011 



GROG THE FROG BOOK OF TAURUS GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Alba B G (A)  Davilorium 

Every summer, Grog the Frog forgets to celebrate the most important magic ritual of the year: the 

Perseids harvest. But this year will be different. The eternally grumpy wizard will travel to forsaken 

mys#cal mountains and complete the magical rites. Unless, of course, a case of mistaken iden##es 

means that he becomes embroiled in a duel with his cosmic rival. Will Grog be able to put order in 

chaos and fulfill his purpose? Or wait, perhaps Grog would prefer chaos? He's supposed to be the 

lord of chaos, isn't he? Either way, it will be epic! Drama, love, magic, a delivery guy who can fly, a 

weird snake, a bald centaur who rents cars… it all awaits Grog in this hilarious graphic novel! All hail 

Grog! (STL272223) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x9, 64pgs, FC SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232012 

O/A BE KIND MY NEIGHBOR GN (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Yugo Limbo 

A psychedelic horror, a whirlwind romance! It begins when cursed troubadour Wegg waltzes into his 

next podunk and meets Mr. Neighbor, a sweet man made of cloth. Amidst a slew of cult killings and 

surreal drama, their romance grows—un#l figures from Wegg's past reappear to claim him once 

more. (STL233305) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 496pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY232013 

O/A GIRL IN THE WORLD GN 2ND ED (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Caroline Cash 

Caroline Cash's celebrated debut is back in print! What's everyone doing later? Some crea#vely 

named Facebook events? Haircuts and happy meals? This clever and gorgeous graphic novel proves 

that there is nothing cooler than cool girls, showcasing a par#cularly chao#c ride-along with one 

group of friends for 24 hours. (STL181238) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x9, 64pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

MAY232014 

PINKY & PEPPER FOREVER GN 

(W/A) eddy Atoms 



AQer Pinky's lethal performance art piece, her devoted girlfriend Pepper follows her into death, only 

to find that in Hell, Pinky is... thriving?! Pinky & Pepper Forever is a dark comedy full of furry fun and 

gay Catholic guilt. Follow these two puppygirls' rela#onship and artwork on Earth and in their new 

life along the River Styx. (STL079424) (MAR181903) 

SC, 6x8, 60pgs, FC SRP: $12.00 

 

SIMON SPOTLIGHT 

 

MAY232015 

TRANSFORMERS EARTHSPARK OFFICIAL GUIDEBOOK SC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Ryder Windham 

Transformers: EarthSpark is a new show from Hasbro and Nickelodeon about the first Earth-born 

Transformers, now airing! Welcome to Witwicky, the new home of the Malto family. The Malto 

siblings, Robbie and Mo, are less than thrilled to have uprooted their lives un#l they start to uncover 

the secrets just below the surface of this town in the middle of nowhere, including the first 

Transformers robots ever born on Earth! Robbie and Mo introduce readers to their world filled with 

Autobots, Decep#cons, and the never-before-seen Terran Transformers—and their work with a 

secret government agency called GHOST to try and save the world! This guidebook to all things 

Transformers: EarthSpark comes with a double-sided pull-out poster! (STL272205) (C: 0-1-1) 

Reference Book, SC, 6x9, 112pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

SOARING PENGUIN PRESS 

 

MAY232016 

SALMONELLA SMORGASBORD GN (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Mark Stafford 

A compila#on of comics, art and graphics by the cartoonist Mark Stafford, collec#ng his small press 

books, magazine strips, anthology contribu#ons and previously unpublished works under two covers 

for the first #me. Salmonella Smorgasbord will also contain a heQy selec#on of Mark's illustra#on 

work, as well as theatre posters, record covers, beer labels and t-shirt designs, cartoons, 

collabora#ons and other flights of fancy. From the rare and unforgeNable to the obscure and 

inexcusable, if he rendered it it will all be here. Apart from the stuff he leQ out. (STL273557) (C: 0-1-

1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 256pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

SOURCE POINT PRESS 



 

MAY232017 

ZOMBICIDE DAY ONE TP (MR) 

(W) Luca Enoch, Stefano VieY (A) Alessio Moroni, Marco Itri (CA) Luca Bulgheroni, Tarek Mountran 

The dead are returning to life to devour the living! In an instant the world was plunged into chaos. 

No one could have predicted it. No one except Ned. They though he was crazy, but now he's 

vindicated. He has a safe shelter, fully stocked with everything he needs to survive and just wai#ng to 

welcome him and his group of friends. That is, if they can even reach it. There's a city full of zombies 

to cross. Ammo is scarce, supplies too. They must move slowly and silently to avoid no#ce. But when 

the horde catches on, they'll have to strike fast and hard if they hope to survive. (STL275080) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY232018 

HOPE VOL 2 #3 (OF 4) (MR) 

(W) Dirk Manning (A/CA) Sally ScoN 

Young Anna has been separated from both her parents since the accident that revealed her mother 

to be Hope and leQ her father in a coma. Now that her father — who, unbeknownst to everyone, is 

The Final Boss — is awake, he's requested to see her. What does this mean for Anna… and Hope? 

(STL275034) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232019 

COVER OF DARKNESS REVELATIONS (MR) 

(W) George Michail, Chris Cam (A) Joshua Werner, Rags Morales (CA) Rags Morales 

Legendary ar#st Rags Morales (Iden#ty Crisis, Ac#on Comics) joins the Cover of Darkness universe. 

Uncover the secret origins of the first Viking Werewolf illustrated by, Source Point Press E-I-C, Joshua 

Werner. Classic Horror meets Greek Mythology in this anthology collec#ng 3 gruesome tales, 

featuring the twisted, reimagined, beginnings of the Minotaur, Medusa, and Werewolves. 

(STL275046) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232020 



HACK SLASH VS SEANCE ROOM (MR) 

(W) Ben Goldsmith (A/CA) Dus#n Irvin 

Cassie Hack and Vlad guest star in this issue where Harry puts his true and tried style of mental 

torment up against Cassie's good old fashioned cut-off-heads-first-and-ask-ques#ons-later style. The 

world of horror will never be the same, perhaps even Cassie and Vlad will come out of the Séance 

Room changed? (STL275082) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232021 

ARN ANDERSON MY LIFE AS THE ENFORCER GN 

(W) Dirk Manning (A/CA) Colm Griffin, Shawn Daley 

Your favorite professional wrestler's favorite professional wrestler is most likely Arn Anderson! Find 

out how this legendary performer went from being raised by his grandparents in rural Georgia to 

founding "The Four Horsemen" and beyond! You'll laugh, you'll cry, and you'll feel the impact of the 

first ever spinebuster as you're taken through Arn's journey that forever changed the worlds of 

wrestling and pop culture alike! (STL275076) 

SC, 132pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY232022 

THE LAST WITCH HAMMER PREMIUM ASHCAN (MR) 

(W) GarreN Gunn (A/CA) Sajad Shah 

In the last moon of the year 2275, a Great War was fought between vampires and witches over the 

divine right to rule the known world. With all hope seemingly lost, Queen Arcadia enacts a prophe#c 

ritual to hide away a weapon that holds the power to save her kind and finally dethrone the 

villainous Crimson Empress once and for all. 

A weapon referred to as The Last Witch Hammer. (STL275074) 

MATURE THEMES 

16pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232023 

MURDER BY MAIL #2 CVR A (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Joshua Werner 

In Murder By Mail, a fully interac#ve role-playing experience, you are taking on the role of a Private 

Inves#gator in Cleaver County and are presented with evidence from an unsolved murder case. 



Through the interviews you conduct, your examina#on of the documents and evidence on hand, the 

favors you call in, and your own wits and aNen#on to detail, you can discover the iden#ty of the killer 

and put the case to rest. When a serial killer stalking the city of Bridgewater strikes again, the 

homicide detec#ves on the case, at their wits' end, call you in to consult. What is this killer's strange 

link to lunar cycles and why does there appear to be no mo#ve? When you discover that the police 

are hiding a link between the vic#ms, a new secret side of Bridgewater unravels before you… Can you 

iden#fy the killer before they strike again? (STL275035) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232024 

MURDER BY MAIL #2 CVR B (MR) 

(W/A) Joshua Werner (CA) Joshua Werner, Lyx Lyon 

In Murder By Mail, a fully interac#ve role-playing experience, you are taking on the role of a Private 

Inves#gator in Cleaver County and are presented with evidence from an unsolved murder case. 

Through the interviews you conduct, your examina#on of the documents and evidence on hand, the 

favors you call in, and your own wits and aNen#on to detail, you can discover the iden#ty of the killer 

and put the case to rest. 

 

When a serial killer stalking the city of Bridgewater strikes again, the homicide detec#ves on the 

case, at their wits' end, call you in to consult. What is this killer's strange link to lunar cycles and why 

does there appear to be no mo#ve? When you discover that the police are hiding a link between the 

vic#ms, a new secret side of Bridgewater unravels before you… Can you iden#fy the killer before they 

strike again? (STL275036) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232025 

CURSE OF CLEAVER COUNTY #5 CVR A WALLIS (MR) 

(W) GarreN Gunn (A/CA) Kit Wallis 

Despite the warnings of Jason Keller, Jenny heads to the Port Harlow Docks looking for answers 

regarding the iden#ty of the monster who's stalking her family. But instead of answers, what awaits 

her and her friends is a deep well of heartache and misery. This issue: A Showdown! (STL275029) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232026 



CURSE OF CLEAVER COUNTY #5 CVR B BROWNE (MR) 

(W) GarreN Gunn (A/CA) Kit Wallis 

Despite the warnings of Jason Keller, Jenny heads to the Port Harlow Docks looking for answers 

regarding the iden#ty of the monster who's stalking her family. But instead of answers, what awaits 

her and her friends is a deep well of heartache and misery. 

This issue: A Showdown! (STL275030) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232028 

FRANKLIN AND GHOST #4 (OF 8) CVR A YAK & NUGENT (MR) 

(W) GarreN Gunn (A) Nic Touris (CA) Stan Yak, Robert Nugent 

Delilah's mysterious connec#on to Franklin and Ghost is revealed. This Issue's 

Theme: Not-So-Happy Memories! (STL275032) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232029 

FRANKLIN AND GHOST #4 (OF 8) CVR B ODDLING (MR) 

(W) GarreN Gunn (A) Nic Touris (CA) Angela Oddling 

Delilah's mysterious connec#on to Franklin and Ghost is revealed. This Issue's 

Theme: Not-So-Happy Memories! (STL275033) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

SQP ART BOOKS 

 

MAY232030 

O/A BOMBSHELLS SC (MR) 

(A)  Various (CA) Dave Dunstan 

From the naughty nose-art girls of WW2 to the hell-bent hellions of modern combat, Bombshells! 

contains mega-tons of magnificent warrior maidens, with ar#sts like Pelaez, Mitch Byrd, Pedro 



Cuevas, J.L. Czerniawski, and a mighty baNalion of others! Oh, you'll stand at full aNen#on even while 

seated, this band of sisters are so hot! Tennnnn HUT! Cover art by Dave Dunstan. (STK388287) NOTE: 

Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

MATURE THEMES 

Art Book, SC, 8x11, 64pgs, B&W SRP: $9.95 

 

MAY232031 

O/A WET & WILD GALLERY GIRLS BOOK (MR) 

(W/A/CA)  Various 

It's girls galore — just add water! Featuring art by the likes of Byrd, Maraschi, Cirulli, Perez, LeBlanc, 

and many more, this latest Gallery Girl collec#on goes from bathtub to ocean in search of moist fun! 

(STK397847) 

MATURE THEMES 

Art Book, SC, 8x11, 64pgs, B&W SRP: $9.95 

 

STORM KING PRODUCTIONS, INC 

 

MAY232032 

JOHN CARPENTERS NIGHT TERRORS USHER DOWN TP (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Jason Henderson (A) Greg ScoN (CA) Dennis Calero 

A young psychic joins a government expedi#on to explore the most legendary haunted house of all 

#me, the fabled House of Usher. The house is real, frozen in #me below ground—but what the 

explorers find there is demonic, alive, and may well have called them for its own dark purposes. 

Writer Jason Henderson along with ar#st Greg ScoN and colorist Felipe Sobreiro take you 

underground in Usher Down, the seventh story in Storm King Comics' anthology series, John 

Carpenter's Night Terrors. (STL263141) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $21.99 

 

MAY232033 

JOHN CARPENTERS TALES FOR HALLOWEENIGHT BROOKLYN TALES TP (M 

(W)  Tieri, Frank (A/CA) Cat Staggs 

For the last five years, comic legend Frank Tieri has been offering up tales of monsters, both human 

and supernatural, creeping in the streets of Brooklyn. As it turns out, these big city beas#es, whether 

ghosts, vampires, wendigoes or simply human beings bent on revenge, have been responsible for 



events as widespread as the Coney Island fire of 1911, the '77 NY blackout, and even the 

Revolu#onary War's BaNle of Brooklyn. The "truth" behind all these events is not what the public 

thinks it is. But thankfully, Tieri is here to set the record straight. This covers his stories from John 

Carpenter's Tales for A HalloweeNight volumes 4 through 8. As an added bonus to the collec#on, 

Tieri has wriNen a sixth story, to #e these events and characters together. All six stories are illustrated 

to perfec#on by his frequent collaborator Cat Staggs. You'll never look at New York the same way 

again. (STL263142) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

STRANGER COMICS 

 

MAY232034 

TALES OF ASUNDA #2 CVR A ILLUMINATI 

(W) Sebas#an A. Jones (A) Arianna Pisani, MaNeo Illumina# (CA) MaNeo Illumina# 

Elven prince Waso lost his mother at the hands of humans, so when his father adopted Dusu, a 

human boy, Waso was understandably filled with resentment. And now Dusu competes with him for 

the affec#ons of Uun-Sil, but perhaps their struggle will open the door to understanding between the 

brothers. (STL273154) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232035 

TALES OF ASUNDA #2 CVR B MACK 

(W) Sebas#an A. Jones (A) Arianna Pisani, MaNeo Illumina# (CA) David Mack 

Elven prince Waso lost his mother at the hands of humans, so when his father adopted Dusu, a 

human boy, Waso was understandably filled with resentment. And now Dusu competes with him for 

the affec#ons of Uun-Sil, but perhaps their struggle will open the door to understanding between the 

brothers. (STL273155) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232038 

O/A DUSU PATH OF THE ANCIENT TP 

(W) Sebas#an A. Jones, Christopher Garner (A/CA) James C. Webster 

Dusu has been raised among the Galemren Wild Elves in the heart of the Ugoma Jungle, a world in 

which he does not belong. But Dusu is not en#rely human either. He is on the Path to something 



more… for within him resides the spirit and the power of the cougar. Collects issues #1-4 of Dusu: 

Path of the Ancient, the first volume in the series. (STL058731) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

SUMERIAN COMICS 

 

MAY232039 

CHILDREN OF THE COMET #1 (OF 5) CVR A KIKOT WRAPAROUND (MR) 

(W) Damian Connelly (A/CA) Gabriel Kikot 

A new series set in the world of You Promised Me Darkness and Follow Me Into The Darkness! Ten 

years aQer the events of Follow, Sage and the children of the comet live prosperously in New 

Kolosimo. But one day before the birthday of Miracle, the daughter of Sage and Daversa, new threats 

appear and the children of the comet must go into ac#on again. Satanists, psychedelic dimensions, 

chihuahuas that shoot laser beams from their eyes, a deadly villain who wakes up aQer many years 

of being asleep and many other oddi#es. Welcome back to Kolosimo, where everything is weird. 

(STL273522) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, B&W (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232040 

CHILDREN OF THE COMET #1 (OF 5) CVR B CONNELLY (MR) 

(W) Damian Connelly (A) Gabriel Kikot (CA) Damian Connelly 

Damian Connelly Acid Trip cover (STL273523) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, B&W (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232041 

CHILDREN OF THE COMET #1 (OF 5) CVR C HOUSE (MR) 

(W) Damian Connelly (A) Gabriel Kikot (CA) Maan House 

Maan House cover (STL273524) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, B&W (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY232042 

CHILDREN OF THE COMET #1 (OF 5) CVR D KIKOT (MR) 

(W) Damian Connelly (A/CA) Gabriel Kikot 

Gabriel Kikot 'Sage' cover (STL273526) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, B&W (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232045 

CHILDREN OF THE COMET #1 (OF 5) CVR G CONNELLY LTD SKETCH (M 

(W) Damian Connelly (A) Gabriel Kikot (CA) Damian Connelly 

2,000 LTD copy sketch cover (STL273529) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, B&W (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232046 

FEEDER #3 CVR A KNICKREHM (MR) 

(W) Mark Bertolini (A/CA) Darryl Knickrehm 

AQer turning on his boss and deciding to protect the girl he was hired to kill, former ac#on star Lee 

Kidd is on the run from hired guns coming for his head. But it's not like in the movies, and Kidd is well 

past his prime. Can he possibly come out on top? Don't ever count out Lee Kidd! (STL273485) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232047 

FEEDER #3 CVR B RUMMEL (MR) 

(W) Mark Bertolini (A) Darryl Knickrehm (CA) Ande Rummel 

AQer turning on his boss and deciding to protect the girl he was hired to kill, former ac#on star Lee 

Kidd is on the run from hired guns coming for his head. But it's not like in the movies, and Kidd is well 

past his prime. Can he possibly come out on top? Don't ever count out Lee Kidd! (STL273496) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY232048 

POPSCARS #5 (OF 6) CVR A GUILLEN (MR) 

(W) Pat O'Malley (A/CA) San# Guillen 

Harry gets his moment in the spotlight to publicly shame his ex-partner, while Pinky uses the 

opportunity to pick off Harry's "Freak Team" one by one as she sets up for her own horrific finale! 

(STL273486) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232049 

POPSCARS #5 (OF 6) CVR B DANI (MR) 

(W) Pat O'Malley (A) San# Guillen (CA)  Dani 

Harry gets his moment in the spotlight to publicly shame his ex-partner, while Pinky uses the 

opportunity to pick off Harry's "Freak Team" one by one as she sets up for her own horrific finale! 

(STL273487) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232050 

POPSCARS #5 (OF 6) CVR C SLOMINSKI (MR) 

(W) Pat O'Malley (A) San# Guillen (CA) Jean Diaz 

Harry gets his moment in the spotlight to publicly shame his ex-partner, while Pinky uses the 

opportunity to pick off Harry's "Freak Team" one by one as she sets up for her own horrific finale! 

(STL273488) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232051 

SOKO #4 (OF 4) CVR A TOMASELLI (MR) 

(W) Vanja Miskovic, Steve Ekstrom (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Francesco Tomaselli 

Two friends are torn apart by corrup#on and murder aQer a daring raid reveals a decep#on from 

within the police department that leads to unexpected death. Bestselling crime novelist Alex Segura 

says SOKO's final issue is "a fearless thriller that refuses to pull any punches! Not for the meek of 

heart. (STL273489) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232053 

SOKO #4 (OF 4) CVR C FUSO CONNECTING LTD VAR (MR) 

(W) Vanja Miskovic, Steve Ekstrom (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Antonio Fuso, Steve Ekstrom 

Two friends are torn apart by corrup#on and murder aQer a daring raid reveals a decep#on from 

within the police department that leads to unexpected death. Best-Selling crime novelist, Alex 

Segura, says SOKO's final issue is "a fearless thriller that refuses to pull any punches! Not for the 

meek of heart. (STL273491) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232054 

THE PINK ELEPHANT #2 (OF 3) CVR A CHIN (MR) 

(W) E&E Plissken (A/CA) Benson Chin 

From the writers of Heavy Metal Drummer, The Purple Oblivion, and The Firstborns. AQer an evening 

of acid trips, hijinks, and more, a group of teens has learned that the night has only begun. The 

creepy old woman they met earlier makes a surprise appearance at the cabin and sends Laura into a 

state of panic. Will the rest of the teens believe her, or will they just chalk it up to her acid trip? It's 

not too late for them to survive the Pink Elephant. (STL273492) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232055 

THE PINK ELEPHANT #2 (OF 3) CVR B CHIN (MR) 

(W) E&E Plissken (A/CA) Benson Chin 

From the writers of Heavy Metal Drummer, The Purple Oblivion, and The Firstborns. AQer an evening 

of acid trips, hijinks, and more, a group of teens has learned that the night has only begun. The 

creepy old woman they met earlier makes a surprise appearance at the cabin and sends Laura into a 

state of panic. Will the rest of the teens believe her, or will they just chalk it up to her acid trip? It's 

not too late for them to survive the Pink Elephant. (STL273493) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 



T PUB 

 

MAY232056 

THEORY TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-0-2) 

(W) Neil Gibson & Various (A) Amrit Birdi & Various (CA) Abigail Harding 

The Theory is the story about an astroarchaeologist working to save our future, and a #me traveller 

striving to fix our past. With a lot of mystery, The Theory is composed of short powerful stories that 

combine into an overarching saga across space and #me. (STL273588) (C: 0-0-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

MAY232057 

TWISTED DARK GN (NEW PTG) VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-0-2) 

(W) Neil Gibson (A) Atula Siriwardane & Various (CA) Leonardo Gonzalez 

Twisted Dark is the hit comic book detailing the darker side of humanity. Seemingly unconnected 

people from around the world reveal the dark side of their characters in shocking stories with twist 

endings. Gradually their ac#on and decisions connect all the characters in the build up to a shaNering 

conclusion. (STL273590) (C: 0-0-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 189pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

MAY232058 

TWISTED DARK GN (NEW PTG) VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-0-2) 

(W) Neil Gibson (A) Atula Siriwardane & Various (CA) Leonardo Gonzalez 

Twisted Dark is the hit comic book detailing the darker side of humanity. Seemingly unconnected 

people from around the world reveal the dark side of their characters in shocking stories with twist 

endings. Gradually their ac#on and decisions connect all the characters in the build up to a shaNering 

conclusion. (STL273591) (C: 0-0-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

TASCHEN AMERICA L.L.C. 

 

MAY232059 



MASTERPIECES OF FANTASY ART TASCHEN 40TH ANNIV ED HC (C: 0-1 

(A) Michael Whelan & Various 

Fantasy art, that colorful blend of myth, muscle and sexy maidens, took off in 1923 with the launch 

of Weird Tales magazine, was reinvigorated in the 1960s with The Lord of the Rings, Conan the 

Barbarian paperbacks with Frank FrazeNa covers, and the late '60s emergence of fantasy psychedelia. 

It went big in the '70s with the role-playing game Dungeons & Dragons, the brilliant French magazine 

Métal Hurlant, and the first Star Wars film. The number of ac#ve ar#sts peaked in that decade, but a 

new genera#on of fans discovered the genre through fantasy trading card games in the '90s, leading 

to a massive interest in the art form today. Fans line up at Comic-Cons to meet Boris Vallejo, Rodney 

MaNhews, Greg Hildebrandt, Michael Whelan, and Philippe Druillet, and memorialize dead icons HR 

Giger, Jeffrey Catherine Jones, and FrazeNa. This book features original pain#ngs, contextualized by 

preparatory sketches, sculptures, calendars, magazines, and paperback books, for an immersive dive 

into this dynamic, fanciful genre. InsighVul bios go beyond Wikipedia to give a more accurate and 

eye-opening look into the life of each ar#st. This collec#on will reign as the most exquisite and 

informa#ve guide to this popular subject for years to come. (STL273051) (C: 0-1-1) 

Art Book, HC, 6x9, 512pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

MAY232060 

MICK ROCK RISE OF DAVID BOWIE 1972-1973 HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Mick Rock 

In 1972, David Bowie released his groundbreaking album The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the 

Spiders from Mars. With it landed Bowie's Stardust alter ego: a gliNer-clad, mascara-eyed, sexually 

ambiguous persona who kicked down the boundaries between male and female, straight and gay, 

fact and fic#on into one shiQing and sparkling phenomenon of '70s self-expression. Together, Ziggy 

the album and Ziggy the stage spectacular propelled the soQly spoken Londoner into one of the 

world's biggest stars. A key passenger on this glam trip into the stratosphere was fellow Londoner 

and photographer Mick Rock. Rock bonded with Bowie ar#s#cally and personally, immersed himself 

in the singer's inner circle, and, between 1972 and 1973, worked as the singer's photographer and 

videographer. This collec#on brings together spectacular stage shots, iconic photo shoots, as well as 

in#mate backstage portraits. Through the aloof and approachable, the playful and serious, the 

candid and the contrived, the result is a passionate tribute to a brilliant and inspira#onal ar#st whose 

crea#ve vision will never be forgoNen. (STL273052) (C: 0-1-1) 

Art Book, HC, 9x12, 300pgs, FC SRP: $70.00 

 

MAY232061 

FANTASTIC WORLD OF FRANK FRAZETTA HC 

(A/CA) Frank FrazeNa 

Frank FrazeNa has reigned as the undisputed lord of fantasy art for 50 years, his fame only growing in 

the 10 years since his death. With his pain#ngs now breaking auc#on records, he's long overdue for 

this ul#mate monograph. Born in 1928, FrazeNa claimed to only make art when there was nothing 



beNer to do — he preferred playing baseball — yet began his professional career in comics at age 16. 

Strip work led him to the infamous EC Comics, then to oils for Tarzan and Conan pulp covers. He 

redefined fantasy heroes as more massive, more menacing, more testosterone-fueled than anything 

seen before. As counterbalance he created a new breed of women, as nude as censorship allowed, 

with pixie faces and mul#parous bodies: thick thighed, heavy buNocked, breasts can#levered out to 

there, yet s#ll, with their soQ bellies and hints of cellulite, believably real. Add in the ac#on, the 

creatures, the twilit worlds of haun#ng shadow and FrazeNa's art is addic#ve as potato chips. This 

monograph is the biggest and most complete ever produced on the ar#st, done in collabora#on with 

the FrazeNa family and with top collectors. (STL243421) (SEP222030) 

Art Book, HC, 11x16, 472pgs, FC SRP: $200.00 

 

MAY232062 

O/A HISTORY OF EC COMICS DLX HC 

(W) Grant Geissman (A) Harvey Kurtzman & Various 

In 1947, Bill Gaines inherited EC Comics, a new venture founded by his legendary father M. C. Gaines. 

Over the next eight years, Bill Gaines and a “who’s who” of the era including Al Feldstein, Harvey 

Kurtzman, and Wally Wood would reinvent the very no#on of the comic book with #tles like Tales 

from the Crypt, Crime SuspenStories, Weird Science, and MAD. TASCHEN presents the full, 

fascina#ng story of this fabled company, wriNen and designed by EC-expert Grant Geissman. 

(STL164897) 

Comics History, HC, 12x16, 592pgs, FC SRP: $200.00 

 

10 TON PRESS 

 

MAY232063 

CHARLEY & HUMPHREY #4 

(W) Jus#n Sane (A) John Hageman (CA) Mark Bode 

When Charley's racehorse cousin Gallopin' Goldie is injured in a fall, the boys must saddle up for a 

day at the track to compete against a group of the meanest mudders in town. (STL273623) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232064 

ROCK & ROLL BIOGRAPHIES KING DIAMOND 

(W) Michael Aushenker (A) Mats Engsten, Victor Moya (CA) Victor Moya & Various 

The band was formed in 1985 by vocalist King Diamond, guitarist Michael Denner, and bassist Timi 

Hansen. The three had recently departed from the group Mercyful Fate, which fell apart due to 

musical differences between King Diamond and guitarist Hank Shermann.  Choosing the name "King 



Diamond" he quickly rounded out the line-up of the King Diamond band. King Diamond has 

influenced groups such as Metallica, Slayer and Lamb of God to name a few. (STL273622) 

28pgs, B&W SRP: $3.50 

 

3D TOTAL PUBLISHING 

 

MAY232066 

CHARACTER DESIGN QUARTERLY 25 SC (C: 1-1-1) 

Character Design Quarterly (CDQ) is a lively, crea#ve magazine bringing inspira#on, expert insights, 

and leading techniques from professional illustrators, ar#sts, and character art enthusiasts 

worldwide. Each issue provides detailed tutorials on crea#ng diverse characters, enabling you to 

explore the processes and decision making that go into crea#ng amazing characters. Learn new ways 

to develop your own ideas, and discover from the ar#sts what it is like to work for prolific anima#on 

studios such as Disney, Warner Bros., and DreamWorks. (STL273329) (C: 1-1-1) 

Magazine, SC, 8x11, 104pgs, PC SRP: $16.00 

 

MAY232067 

WORLD OF GUWEIZ HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(A) Gu Zheng Wei 

Following on from his first book, Guweiz: The Art of Gu Zheng Wei, the ar#st now takes us deeper 

into his world of absorbing manga-style art, discussing the storytelling in his work and his evolu#on 

as an ar#st. Fans will discover new insights into the ar#st's crea#ve processes, with in-depth step-by-

step tutorials and discussions around working full-#me as a freelance ar#st. Guweiz will talk about 

how he has grown and changed as an ar#st since his first Art of book, offering a rare opportunity for 

readers to see a famous ar#st's progression documented across the years in beau#ful keepsake 

books. (STL273468) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: This item may be available through other retail outlets before 

shipping to comic book specialty shops. 

Art Book, HC, 9x12, 152pgs, PC SRP: $50.00 

 

TKO STUDIOS LLC 

 

MAY232068 

O/A SACRED LAMB GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tim Seeley (A/CA) Jelena Dordevic 

Online celebrity Kellyn West, who just recently dispatched "her" own stalker-slash-serial killer Clay 

Coogan on a live stream, finds herself the newest resident of a secluded town known as Sacred 



Lamb. This is where the government hides "endemic vic#ms" under witness protec#on in hopes of 

preven#ng innocents from being murdered when, inevitably, psycho slashers return from the dead. 

But when the body count starts rising inside the barbed wire fences, Kellyn must team up with the 

original survivor girl, known only as "The BabysiNer," to rally the E.V.s and withstand an army of 

slashers at their door, seemingly back from the dead, and definitely back for blood. (STL272172) (C: 

0-1-2) 

SC, 7.2x11.2, 168pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY232069 

O/A WITCHES OF WORLD WAR II GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Paul Cornell (A/CA) Valeria Burzo 

In the darkest hours of World War II, Doreen Valiente (then known as Doreen Dominy), an expert on 

Bri#sh folklore and the occult, is approached by Bri#sh intelligence at Bletchley Park who tell her 

they know she's a witch... and that's how she can best serve her country. Together with the "most 

evil man in the world," a hard-nosed white witch, the grizzled founder of Wicca, and a professional 

exorcist and con man, Valiente will travel deep into the heart of Nazi-occupied Europe and gamble 

her life, her belief, and her powers on a mission to help capture Rudolf Hess, second in command to 

Adolf Hitler himself. (STL272176) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Germany. 

SC, 7.2x11.2, 168pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

TOHAN CORPORATION 

 

MAY232070 

HOBBY JAPAN AUGUST 2023 (C: 1-1-2) 

Hobby Japan, the magazine that specializes in model kit building and customizing in Japan, is 

generally recognized as the No.1 magazine of the hobby industry. A wide variety of ar#cles features 

each month, including the montly "How to Build..." feature, which shows readers how to build and 

customize the latest and greatest Gundam kits from Bandai! As a leading magazine in the industry, 

Hobby Japan listens to its readers and offers the the hoNest informa#on on the market! Japanese 

Text. (STL272818) (C: 1-1-2) 

Magazine, 400pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAY232071 

MEGAMI AUGUST 2023 (C: 1-1-2) 

Megami is Japan's top anime magazine! Focusing on bishoujo characters from anime and video 

games, Megami features tons of free giveaways, as well as full-color artwork and posters! Includes 

telephone cards, punch-out "character stands," s#ckers, and much more! Japanese Text. (STL272819) 

(C: 1-1-2) 



Magazine, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAY232072 

NEWTYPE AUGUST 2023 (C: 1-1-2) 

Newtype is the top source for all your anime and manga needs! It features all of the latest news on 

anime, manga, music, and games. Includes toy and model reviews, interviews with directors and 

actors, and columns by industry experts. Japanese Text. (STL272820) (C: 1-1-2) 

Magazine, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

TOON BOOKS 

 

MAY232073 

CATERPILLARS WHAT WILL I BE BOARD GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Kevin McCloskey 

Is it a worm? Is it a snake? No! It's a caterpillar... and it's on its way to one of the most magical 

transforma#ons in the insect world, from a crawling diges#ve tube to a fluNering glasswing, luna 

moth, or monarch on its journey across thousands-of-miles. In the latest addi#on to Kevin 

McCloskey's beloved Giggle and Learn series, young readers will explore how caterpillars morph into 

the many different moths and buNerflies that help pollinate our world. Growing up is scary, but 

caterpillars can lead the way! (STL273478) (C: 0-1-0) 

Board Book, HC, 9x6, 36pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

TOR BOOKS 

 

MAY232074 

ROBERT JORDAN EYE OF THE WORLD TP VOL 05 NEW PTG (NOTE PRICE 

(W) Chuck Dixon, Robert Jordan (A/CA) Marcio Fiorito, Francis Nuguit 

Now in paperback: the fiQh volume of the New York Times-bestselling graphic novel adapta#on of 

Robert Jordan's classic, interna#onal bestseller. Separated by aNacks by their enemies, Rand al'Thor 

and his companions make their way to Caemlyn, where they hope to be reunited. But their roads 

have grown increasingly dangerous. Lan, Moiraine, and Nynaeve rescue Perrin and Egwene from the 

Whitecloaks. Unfortunately, five traveling together aNract more aNen#on than two or three traveling 

on their own. (STL272548) 

SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $21.99 

 



MAY232075 

ROBERT JORDAN EYE OF THE WORLD TP VOL 06 NEW PTG (NOTE PRICE 

(W) Chuck Dixon, Robert Jordan (A) Andie Tong 

The conclusion to Chuck Dixon's wonderful graphic novel adapta#on of the first Wheel of Time. Rand 

al'Thor and his companions—his old friends from Emond's Field; the brave warrior Lan Mandragoran; 

and Moiraine, the mysterious and powerful Aes Sedai—search for the Eye of the World. When the 

group reaches the realm of the Green Man, they believe themselves safe. But two of the Forsaken 

are wai#ng for them, ready to aNack and to guide their dark lord, Ba'alzamon, to the ones he has 

been seeking! But not un#l the final moments are they sure which of them the Dark One intends to 

claim... and whether that one is strong enough to fight back and survive. (STL272549) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $21.99 

 

TOYCOLLECTR 

 

MAY232076 

TOYCOLLECTR MAGAZINE #6 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

TOYCOLLECTR is the return of the print-based, collector-focused toy magazine offering behind the 

curtain deep dives into the world of collec#ble ac#on figures past and present. Old stuff! New stuff! 

All good stuff! This issue features a 2023 San Diego Comic Con preview… and a ton of stuff we can't 

talk about yet! (STL272860) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, 8x11, 80pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

TRENDS INTL 

 

MAY232077 

AVATAR THE LAST AIRBENDER 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274012) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within US; no US territories. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232078 

AVENGERS 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274034) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 



 

MAY232079 

AVENGERS OVERSIZED ED 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274037) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 11x17, 24pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232080 

BATMAN 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274013) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232081 

BLACK PANTHER 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274035) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232082 

DEADPOOL 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274014) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232083 

DISNEY CLASSIC POSTERS OVERSIZED 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1- 

 (STL274038) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 11x17, 24pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232084 

GODZILLA CLASSIC 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274042) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 



MAY232085 

JUSTICE LEAGUE CLASSIC 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-0 

 (STL274036) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within US; no US territories. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232086 

MARVEL COMICS 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274015) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232087 

MARVEL GROOT 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274041) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232088 

MARVEL HER OES 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274016) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232089 

MARVEL HEROES VS VILLAINS 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274039) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 11x17, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232090 

RICK AND MORTY 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274032) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232091 



SPIDER-MAN 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274017) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232092 

STAR WARS BOOK OF BOBA FETT 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274040) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232093 

STAR WARS MANDALORIAN 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274018) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232094 

STAR WARS MANDALORIAN THE CHILD 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1 

 (STL274019) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232095 

VENOM 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274020) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232096 

WOMEN OF MARVEL 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274021) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232097 

WONDER WOMAN 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 



 (STL274033) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

TWOMORROWS PUBLISHING 

 

MAY232099 

CHILLINGLY WEIRD ART OF MATT FOX HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Roger Hill (A) MaN Fox 

MaN Fox (1906-1988) first gained notoriety for his jarring cover pain#ngs on the pulp magazine 

Weird Tales from 1943 to 1951. His almost primi#ve ar#stry encompassed ghouls, demons, and 

grotesqueries of all types, evoking a disquie#ng horror vibe that no one since has ever matched. Fox 

suffered with chronic pain throughout his life, and that anguish permeated his classic 1950s cover 

illustra#ons and his lone story for Chilling Tales, puYng them at the top of all pre-code horror comic 

enthusiasts' want lists. Comic art historian Roger Hill tells Fox's life story, through an informa#ve 

biographical essay, augmented with an insighVul introduc#on by From the Tomb editor Peter 

Normanton. This full-color hardcover also showcases his Weird Tales covers and interior illustra#ons, 

and a special Atlas Comics gallery with examples of his inking over Gil Kane, Larry Lieber, and others. 

(STL263154) (C: 0-1-2) 

Art Book, HC, 8x11, 128pgs, FC SRP: $29.95 

 

MAY232100 

WORKING WITH DITKO SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jack C. Harris (A) Steve Ditko (CA) Steve Ditki 

Working With Ditko takes a unique and nostalgic journey through comics’ Bronze Age, as editor and 

writer Jack C. Harris recalls his numerous collabora#ons with legendary comics master Steve Ditko! It 

features never-before-seen preliminary sketches and pencil art from Harris’ tenure working with 

Ditko on The Creeper, Shade the Changing Man, the Odd Man, the Demon, Wonder Woman, Legion 

of Super-Heroes, The Fly, and even Ditko’s unused redesign for Batman! Plus, it documents their 

work on numerous independent proper#es, and offers glimpses of original characters from Ditko’s 

drawing board that have never been viewed by even his most avid fans! This illustrated volume is a 

once-in-a-life#me chance to experience the crea#ve comic book process by one of the industry’s 

most revered creators, as seen through the eyes of one of his most frequent collaborators! 

(STL274150) (C: 0-1-2) 

Reference Book, SC, 8x11, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.95 

 

MAY232101 

AMERICAN COMIC BOOK CHRONICLES HC 1940-44 



It was a #me when America's entry into World War II was presaged by the arrival of such patrio#c 

do-gooders as Will Eisner's Uncle Sam, Harry Shorten and Irv Novick's The Shield, and Joe Simon and 

Jack Kirby's Captain America. It was when teenage culture found expression in a fumbling red-haired 

high school student named Archie Andrews. But most of all, the first five years of the 1940s was the 

age of the "packagers" when studios headed by men like Harry A. Chesler, Will Eisner, and Jerry Iger 

churned out material for a plethora of new comic book companies that published the en#re gamut 

of genres, from funny animal stories to crime tales to jungle sagas to science-fic#on adventures. 

(STL113728) (FEB192024) 

Comics History, HC, 8x11, 288pgs, FC SRP: $44.95 

 

MAY232102 

COLLECTED JACK KIRBY SC VOL 06 

(W) John Morrow (A/CA) Jack Kirby 

As Jack Kirby con#nues to garner worldwide acclaim as comics' greatest creator, this trade paperback 

reprints issues #23-26 of The Jack Kirby Collector. Included are issues spotligh#ng Jack's "Greatest 

BaNles," "Gods," and a special issue spotligh#ng Kirby's Golden Age work with Joe Simon, from co-

crea#ng Captain America to pioneering Romance comics and beyond! There are interviews with 

Kirby, plus new interviews with Denny O'Neil, Jim Shooter, John Severin, and Walter Simonson! Plus, 

see a complete ten-page unpublished Kirby story, and his awe-inspiring original pencils to Fantas#c 

Four #49 (from the first appearance of the Silver Surfer)! (STK360982) (JUN084280) 

Comics History, SC, 8x11, 288pgs, B&W SRP: $29.95 

 

MAY232103 

COMIC BOOK ARTIST BULLPEN TP 

Comic Book Ar#st Bullpen collects all seven issues of the liNle-seen labor of love fanzine published in 

the early 2000s by Jon B. Cooke (editor of Comic Book Creator magazine). Featured are in-depth 

interviews with some of comics' major league players, including George Tuska, Fred Hembeck, Terry 

BeaNy, and Frank Bolle—and an amazing all-star tribute to Silver Age great Jack Abel by the Marvel 

Comics Bullpen and others. That previously unpublished all-comics Abel apprecia#on includes strips 

by Joe Kubert, Walter Simonson, Kyle Baker, Marie Severin, Gray Morrow, Alan Weiss, Sergio 

Aragonés, Mort Todd, Dick Ayers, and many more! Plus a new bonus feature on Jack Kirby's unknown 

1960s baseball card art, and a 16-page full-color sec#on, all behind a Jack Kirby cover! (STL193485) 

(JUN211879) 

Comics History, SC, 8x11, 176pgs, PC SRP: $24.95 

 

MAY232104 

HERO A GO GO SC 

Welcome to the Camp Age, when spies liked their wars cold and their women warm, good guys beat 

bad guys with a pun and a punch, and Batman shook a mean cape. Hero-A-Go-Go celebrates the 



camp craze of the Swinging Six#es, when just about everyone — the teens of Riverdale, an ant and a 

squirrel, even the President of the United States — was a super-hero or a secret agent. Michael Eury 

takes you through that coolest cultural phenomenon with this lively collec#on of nostalgic essays, 

histories, and theme song lyrics of classic 1960s characters like Captain Ac#on, Herbie the Fat Fury, 

Captain Nice, Atom Ant, Scooter, ACG's Nemesis, Dell's super-Frankenstein and Dracula, the "split!" 

Captain Marvel, and others! (STL031673) (JAN172100) 

Comics History, SC, 8x11, 272pgs, FC SRP: $36.95 

 

MAY232105 

MODERN MASTERS SC VOL 26 FRAZER IRVING 

(W) Eric Nolen-Weathington (A/CA) Frazer Irving 

From his earliest work in Britain's 2000AD to his contribu#ons with Wildstorm, Dark Horse, and 

Marvel Comics, and finally to his recent Batman work for DC Comics, Frazer Irving has been one of 

comics' top ar#sts of the moody and the macabre. When not performing with his London-based 

band, this true Modern Master is hard at work redefining and challenging the boundaries of comic 

art with his innova#ve digital techniques and style. Irving's career is profiled through an exhaus#ve 

interview with the ar#st, where he outlines his crea#ve process, and presents reams of rare and 

unseen art, including a gallery of commissioned pieces, and a full-color gallery of his work. 

(STK440236) (MAY111225) 

Art Book, SC, 8x11, 120pgs, PC SRP: $15.95 

 

MAY232106 

QUALITY COMPANION SC 

(W) Mike Kooiman (A) Louis K. Fine (CA) Dick Giordano 

The Quality Companion provides a dedicated look at the prolific Golden Age publisher which 

spawned a treasure trove of beau#ful art and classic characters, including the "Freedom Fighters" — 

Uncle Sam, Phantom Lady, Black Condor, The Ray, Human Bomb, and Doll Man — as well as Plas#c 

Man, the Blackhawks, and others. The volume also covers the characters' revival from the 1970s up 

through the current versions of the characters at DC Comics. (STK440234) (AUG111218) 

Comics History, SC, 8x11, 288pgs, PC SRP: $31.95 

 

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF MISSISSIPPI 

 

MAY232107 

JACK KENT: THE WIT, WHIMSY, AND WISDOM OF A COMIC STORYTELLER 

(W) Paul V Allen (A) Jack Kent 



Jack Kent (1920–1985) had two dis#nct and successful careers: newspaper cartoonist and author of 

children’s books. For each of these he drew upon different aspects of his personality and life 

experiences. From 1950 to 1965 he wrote and drew King Aroo, a na#onally syndicated comic strip 

beloved by fans for its combina#on of absurdity, fantasy, wordplay, and wit. In 1968, he published his 

first children’s book, Just Only John, and began a career in kids’ books that would result in over sixty 

published works, among them such classics as The Fat Cat and There’s No Such Thing as a Dragon. 

Jack Kent: The Wit, Whimsy, and Wisdom of a Comic Storyteller illuminates how Kent’s life 

experiences informed his art and his storytelling in both King Aroo and his children’s books. Paul V. 

Allen draws from archival research, brand-new interviews, and in-depth examina#ons of Kent’s work. 

(STL272204) (C: 0-1-1) 

Comic Journalism, SC, 6x9, 160pgs SRP: $25.00 

 

VALIANT ENTERTAINMENT LLC 

 

MAY232108 

X-O MANOWAR UNCONQUERED #5 CVR A SHARP (MR) 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A/CA) Liam Sharp 

Sedi#on, murder, and intrigue permeate the Novus Romanus as X-O Manowar con#nues to fight for 

his freedom! Even with the might of the Shanhara armor, X-O Manowar and his limited allies are in 

for the fight of their lives. (STL275099) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232109 

X-O MANOWAR UNCONQUERED #5 CVR B MALAVIA (MR) 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Liam Sharp (CA) Nimit Malavia 

Sedi#on, murder, and intrigue permeate the Novus Romanus as X-O Manowar con#nues to fight for 

his freedom! Even with the might of the Shanhara armor, X-O Manowar and his limited allies are in 

for the fight of their lives. (STL275100) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232111 

ARCHER & ARMSTRONG TP VOL 01 MICHELANGELO CODE (NEW PTG) 

(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Clayton Henry, Pere Perez (CA) Mico Suayan 



It’s history in the breaking! An all-new prin#ng of the sold-out first volume of the series named one 

of the best comics of the year by Bloody Disgus#ng, Inside Pulse, and Comic Book Resources!  

 

AQer years of medita#on and training, 18-year-old Obadiah Archer has been dispatched to New York 

City to carry out the sacred mission of his family’s sect — locate and kill the fun-loving, hard-drinking 

immortal known as Armstrong! But as this naive teenage assassin stalks his prey, he’ll soon find that 

both hunter and hunted are just pawns in a centuriesold conspiracy that stretches from the 

catacombs beneath Wall Street to the heights of the Himalayas. And Archer & Armstrong will have to 

work together if the future is to stand any chance of surviving the past’s greatest threat! 

 

From the New York Times best-selling crea#ve team of writer Fred Van Lente (IVAR, TIMEWALKER) 

and Clayton Henry (HARBINGER WARS), this volume collects Archer & Armstrong #1-4! (STK524358) 

(JAN131309) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232112 

DELINQUENTS TP 

(W) James Asmus, Fred Van Lente (A)  Kano (CA) Paolo Rivera 

Quantum and Woody are the world’s worst superhero team. Archer & Armstrong are a mismatched 

pair of conspiracy-bus#ng adventurers. When a mysterious force collides these ill-suited and 

irresponsible “heroes” for a cross-country race through the darkest corners of American mythology, 

all hell is bound to break loose. Can two busted pairs become four of a kind in #me to defeat the 

Hobo King, save the day, and make it back home in #me for happy hour? Let’s hope so...’cause these 

guys make a really, really bad team. (And you don’t even want to know about the goat.) 

 

It’s an all-new superhero joyride from fan-favorite writers James Asmus (Quantum and Woody) and 

Fred Van Lente (Archer & Armstrong) and heat-seeking ar#st Kano (Quantum and Woody, Immortal 

Iron Fist), colliding Quantum and Woody and Archer & Armstrong for the world’s most disastrous 

team-up adventure! Collec#ng The Delinquents #1–4. (STK659186) (DEC141725) 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY232113 

PRIEST & BRIGHTS QUANTUM & WOODY TP VOL 01 KLANG 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) MD Bright & Various (CA) MD Bright, Greg Adams 

The complete collected adventures of the original world’s worst superhero team — now in trade 

paperback! Re-presen#ng the seminal series from legendary creators Christopher Priest (Black 

Panther, Deadpool) and MD Bright (Green Lantern, Iron Man) one volume at #me, discover the 



groundbreaking series that Kotaku calls “one of the funniest superhero comics ever” with an all-new 

edi#on collec#ng Quantum and Woody’s origin and disastrous early adventures! 

 

Some#mes the best friends make the worst partners. Once inseparable, childhood friends Eric 

Henderson and Woody Van Chelton haven’t seen each other in years. Reunited by the mysterious 

deaths of their research scien#st fathers, the unlikely duo find themselves stuck together all over 

again when a catastrophic lab accident transforms their bodies into pure energy — energy that will 

completely dissipate if they don’t “klang!” their control bands together every 24-hours! Now, armed 

with an array of high-tech gadgets...and two horribly mismatched personali#es...and a goat for a 

sidekick...this pair of misfits has decided to set the world straight as the world’s worst superhero 

team, Quantum and Woody...if they can manage to quit figh#ng each other first! 

 

Collec#ng Quantum and Woody (1997) #0–7, plus rarely seen materials and extras from Quantum 

and Woody:The Director’s Cut TP (STK672885) (APR151788) 

SC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232114 

QUANTUM & WOODY (2017) TP VOL 01 KISS KISS KLANG KLANG 

(W) Daniel Kibblesmith (A)  Kano, Francis Portela (CA) Julian To#no Tedesco 

THE WORLD'S WORST SUPERHERO TEAM RETURNS IN AN EXPLOSIVE NEW ONGOING SERIES! 

Some#mes...you embrace your des#ny. And some#mes...you and your troublemaking adopted 

brother find yourselves trapped in a scien#fic lab explosion that grants you $@&%-ing awesome 

superpowers. As a result of their accident, Eric and Woody Henderson - aka Quantum and Woody - 

must "klang" their wristbands together every 24 hours or both dissipate into nothingness. Which 

makes superhero-ing preNy awkward when you're not on speaking terms at the moment. See, Eric 

has been keeping a preNy big secret: He knows who Woody's birth father really is...and where he's 

been hiding all these years. 

With great power comes great sibling rivalry! This summer, you'll believe two men and one goat can 

split a one bedroom apartment and s#ll be a credible threat to evil and injus#ce everywhere when 

QUANTUM AND WOODY make headlines and take names! Star#ng right here, deeply alarming and 

untrustworthy writer Daniel Kibblesmith (The Late Show with Stephen Colbert) and eye-popping 

ar#st Kano (Daredevil) give the Valiant Universe the adjec#ve-worthy superheroes it deserves: 

QUANTUM AND WOODY! (STL077732) (APR181868) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232115 

A&A ADV OF ARCHER & ARMSTRONG TP VOL 01 IN THE BAG 

(W/A) Rafer Roberts (CA) David Lafuente 



GET SMASHED...OR BE SMASHED! 

 

Archer is about to set off on his most dangerous mission yet - a quest into the mys#c reaches of 

Armstrong’s boNomless satchel to liberate his friend and comrade from the clutches of the mad god 

Bacchus! 

 

Imprisoned in Armstrong’s satchel for centuries, Bacchus now commands a legion of monsters, 

goblins and golems bent on escaping back into the world of man and enac#ng revenge on their 

captor... Can Archer single-handedly combat the godly embodiment of intoxica#on himself - and 

rescue his best buddy - without becoming lost amongst Armstrong’s endless repository of bizarre 

ar#facts and historical oddi#es in the process? 

 

Collec#ng A&A: THE ADVENTURES OF ARCHER & ARMSTRONG #1–4. (STL011895) (JUN161896) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232116 

O/A FAITH DLX ED HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jody Houser & Various (A) Francis Portela & Various (CA) Marguerite Sauvage 

Faith begins! 

Orphaned at a young age, Faith Herbert - a psionically giQed "psiot" discovered by the 

Harbinger Founda#on - has always aspired to greatness. But now this once-ordinary teenager is 

taking control of her des#ny and becoming the hard-hiYng hero she's always known she can be - 

complete with a mild-mannered secret iden#ty, unsuspec#ng colleagues, and a day job as a reporter 

that rou#nely throws her into harm's way! She'll tackle every obstacle in her path with confidence - 

robots, aliens, monsters... and even her very first super-villain arch-nemesis bent on snuffing her out 

once and for all! 

Breakout writer Jody Houser (Star Wars: Rogue One) is joined by acclaimed ar#sts Francis Portela 

(QUANTUM AND WOODY!), Pere Pérez (ARCHER & ARMSTRONG), Meghan Hetrick (Red Thorn), Joe 

Eisma (Morning Glories), Marguerite Sauvage (DC Comics Bombshells) and more, to launch Valiant's 

high-flying heroine into her first solo adventure here in the first oversized, deluxe hardcover volume 

of the series named one of the year's best by Vox, Uproxx, Comic Book Resources, the American 

Library Associa#on, and many, many more!  

Collec#ng FAITH (LIMITED SERIES) #1-4, FAITH (ONGOING SERIES) #1-8, HARBINGER: FAITH #0 from 

Joshua Dysart (Harbinger) and ar#st Robert Gill (BOOK OF DEATH), A&A: THE ADVENTURES OF 

ARCHER & ARMSTRONG #5 from writer Rafer Roberts (HARBINGER RENEGADE) and ar#st Mike 

Norton (QUANTUM AND WOODY), along with more than 20 pages of rarely seen art and extras. 

(STL087769) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 368pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 



 

VAULT COMICS 

 

MAY232117 

UNNATURAL ORDER #1 CVR A RODRIGUES 

(W) Chris Yost (A/CA) Val Rodrigues 

Chris Yost, co-creator of X-23, writer of hundreds of X-men issues and films and shows like Thor: 

Ragnarok and The Mandalorian, returns to comic books with Val Rodrigues to weave together Dark 

Fantasy and ac#on-packed SciFi in UNNATURAL ORDER! 

 

AQer the fall of the Britons and the Roman invasion of Hibernia, the cap#ve known only as the Druid 

is released, sending a darkness across the world…an age of horrors, of fire and entrails. As the 

innocent burn in the Wicker fields, those who would resist learn of the existence of a man who even 

the Druid fears. For it is this prisoner, a soldier from a different #me, who alone knows the Druid’s 

secret: this is not how the world is supposed to be. (STL275713) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232118 

UNNATURAL ORDER #1 CVR B HIXSON 

(W) Chris Yost (A) Val Rodrigues (CA) Joshua Hixson 

Chris Yost, co-creator of X-23, writer of hundreds of X-men issues and films and shows like Thor: 

Ragnarok and The Mandalorian, returns to comic books with Val Rodrigues to weave together Dark 

Fantasy and ac#on-packed SciFi in UNNATURAL ORDER! 

 

AQer the fall of the Britons and the Roman invasion of Hibernia, the cap#ve known only as the Druid 

is released, sending a darkness across the world…an age of horrors, of fire and entrails. As the 

innocent burn in the Wicker fields, those who would resist learn of the existence of a man who even 

the Druid fears. For it is this prisoner, a soldier from a different #me, who alone knows the Druid’s 

secret: this is not how the world is supposed to be. (STL275715) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232123 

MONEY SHOT COMES AGAIN #3 CVR A LAGACE (MR) 

(W) Tim Seeley (A/CA) Gisele Lagace 



The XXX-plorers are trapped on the body of a dead space god with demented tech billionaire Hannah 

Dorsch! Can they escape to complete their mission, or will they be forced to accept an indecent 

proposal? Meanwhile, Cherry Popstar tests her power. (STL275696) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232124 

MONEY SHOT COMES AGAIN #3 CVR B SEELEY (MR) 

(W) Tim Seeley (A) Gisele Lagace (CA) Tim Seeley 

The XXX-plorers are trapped on the body of a dead space god with demented tech billionaire Hannah 

Dorsch! Can they escape to complete their mission, or will they be forced to accept an indecent 

proposal? Meanwhile, Cherry Popstar tests her power. (STL275697) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232125 

MONEY SHOT COMES AGAIN #3 CVR C POLYBAG PATRIDGE (MR) (C: 1- 

(W) Tim Seeley (A) Gisele Lagace (CA) Skylar Patridge 

The XXX-plorers are trapped on the body of a dead space god with demented tech billionaire Hannah 

Dorsch! Can they escape to complete their mission, or will they be forced to accept an indecent 

proposal? Meanwhile, Cherry Popstar tests her power. (STL275698) (C: 1-0-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY232126 

QUEEN OF SWORDS BARBARIC STORY #3 CVR A HOWELL (MR) 

(W) Michael Moreci (A/CA) Corin Howell 

Serra confronts her wicked sister, while Deadheart and Ka make a final stand (exci#ng Ga’Bar the 

sword so much his hilt swells), and Soren’s past and future entwine…in this epic end of the arc to 

QUEEN OF SWORDS, the stand-alone adventure burs#ng from the world of BARBARIC! (STL275693) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232127 



QUEEN OF SWORDS BARBARIC STORY #3 CVR B GOODEN (MR) 

(W) Michael Moreci (A) Corin Howell (CA) Nathan Gooden 

Serra confronts her wicked sister, while Deadheart and Ka make a final stand (exci#ng Ga’Bar the 

sword so much his hilt swells), and Soren’s past and future entwine…in this epic end of the arc to 

QUEEN OF SWORDS, the stand-alone adventure burs#ng from the world of BARBARIC! (STL275694) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232128 

QUEEN OF SWORDS BARBARIC STORY #3 CVR C LEIZ POLYBAG (MR) 

(W) Michael Moreci (A) Corin Howell (CA) Leila Leiz 

Serra confronts her wicked sister, while Deadheart and Ka make a final stand (exci#ng Ga’Bar the 

sword so much his hilt swells), and Soren’s past and future entwine…in this epic end of the arc to 

QUEEN OF SWORDS, the stand-alone adventure burs#ng from the world of BARBARIC! (STL275695) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 40pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY232129 

DOOR TO DOOR NIGHT BY NIGHT #7 CVR A CANTIRINO 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Sally Can#rino 

Welcome to the sales team, Johnny Rad! Hope you like murderous man-beasts in the night! As a 

would-be hairband rockstar joins the crew, strange stories of monsters in the woods begin to surface. 

What happens, though, when monsters aren't exactly as they seem? What happens when our team 

encounters the monster that other monsters fear? (STL275683) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232130 

DOOR TO DOOR NIGHT BY NIGHT #7 CVR B HURTT 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Sally Can#rino (CA) Brian HurN 

Welcome to the sales team, Johnny Rad! Hope you like murderous man-beasts in the night! As a 

would-be hairband rockstar joins the crew, strange stories of monsters in the woods begin to surface. 

What happens, though, when monsters aren't exactly as they seem? What happens when our team 

encounters the monster that other monsters fear? (STL275685) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAY232131 

END AFTER END #9 CVR A SUNANDO 

(W) Tim Daniel, David Andry (A) Sunando C (CA)  Sunando C 

The end of the End. All the players are in place, good versus evil, light versus darkness. The Olc sends 

his forces against our heroes in their final stand. The Catha and her Salvia start the ceremony to 

summon the Bluire de Slánaitheoir, the great hero who can defeat the Olc, but they won’t be able to 

complete it unless they possess all the relic pieces. A perfect #me for someone with a piece to make 

his play for power. (STL275689) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232132 

END AFTER END #9 CVR B KANGAS 

(W) Tim Daniel, David Andry (A) Sunando C (CA) Liana Kangas 

The end of the End. All the players are in place, good versus evil, light versus darkness. The Olc sends 

his forces against our heroes in their final stand. The Catha and her Salvia start the ceremony to 

summon the Bluire de Slánaitheoir, the great hero who can defeat the Olc, but they won’t be able to 

complete it unless they possess all the relic pieces. A perfect #me for someone with a piece to make 

his play for power. (STL275690) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232133 

GODFELL #5 CVR A HENNESSY 

(W) Christopher Sebela (A/CA) Ben Hennessy 

Zanzi and Neth have reached the heart of God, where the fight for control of the divine corpse is on 

the brink of full-blown war. With Zanzi’s former army on one side and her former enemies on the 

other, she and Neth must step into the conflict, stop the deranged cul#sts hot in pursuit, and aNempt 

to access the Elysian Fields of God’s brain. (STL275691) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232134 

GODFELL #5 CVR B GOODEN 

(W) Christopher Sebela (A) Ben Hennessy (CA) Nathan Gooden 

Zanzi and Neth have reached the heart of God, where the fight for control of the divine corpse is on 

the brink of full-blown war. With Zanzi’s former army on one side and her former enemies on the 



other, she and Neth must step into the conflict, stop the deranged cul#sts hot in pursuit, and aNempt 

to access the Elysian Fields of God’s brain. (STL275692) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232135 

NASTY #4 CVR A CAHOON 

(W) John Lees (A) George Kambadais, Adam Cahoon (CA) Adam Cahoon 

Produc#on on the Glasgow remake of House of Creeping Flesh is well underway, with the local 

supermarket transformed into a house of horrors for makeshiQ night shoots. But underneath the 

gory prosthe#cs and wooden line delivery, a very real threat is taking ever more concrete shape, 

growing harder for Thumper and his friends to control. (STL275699) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232136 

NASTY #4 CVR B CANTIRINO 

(W) John Lees (A) George Kambadais, Adam Cahoon (CA) Sally Can#rino 

Produc#on on the Glasgow remake of House of Creeping Flesh is well underway, with the local 

supermarket transformed into a house of horrors for makeshiQ night shoots. But underneath the 

gory prosthe#cs and wooden line delivery, a very real threat is taking ever more concrete shape, 

growing harder for Thumper and his friends to control. (STL275700) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

VISI8 ENTERTAINMENT 

 

MAY232137 

CHANGELINGS #6 (OF 7) 

(W) Kevin VanHook (A/CA) Rahmat Handoko, Sak# Yuwono 

Arga is wounded and terribly weakened from being biNen by one of Durjana's creatures. Durjana has 

traded bodies with Uma and plots to get the rest of the powerful totems so she can raise the city of 

Atlan#s where the prophecies say she will bring about the dark #mes. Meanwhile, Uma learns more 

about the spirit plane where she has been trapped. (STL272959) 

32pgs, FC (6 of 7) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232138 



KARA GUARDIAN OF REALMS #6 (OF 11) 

(W) Triandhika Anjani (A/CA) Triandhika Anjani, Fairuz Athoriq 

The Oscillator is just beyond Mr. Scarecrow's village! But unfortunately, the scarecrow villagers have 

mysteriously turned aggressive. AQer struggling past them to get to the Oscillator, more aggressive 

creatures come charging towards the group! Quinn decides to take maNers into his own hands. 

(STL272960) 

32pgs, FC (6 of 11) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232139 

O/A CHANGELINGS #1 (OF 7) CVR A HANDOKO & YUWONO 

(W) Kevin VanHook (A/CA) Rahmat Handoko, Sak# Yuwono 

Changelings tells the story of a demon named Arga who must match wits and strength against 

Durjana, a human raised by spirits in a dark and desolate world. In this first issue, Durjana sends a 

giant Kaiju to aNack the city of Jakarta, Indonesia and Arga must travel there to stop its swath of 

destruc#on. (STL254996) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 7) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232140 

O/A KARA GUARDIAN OF REALMS #1 (OF 11) 

(W) Triandhika Anjani (A/CA) Triandhika Anjani, Fairuz Athoriq 

Kara, the young Guardian of the Unseen Realm, goes on her duty to care for the creatures in the 

land, when she accidentally meets a lonely fennec cat called Luna whose life is being threatened by a 

giant beast. Kara saves Luna with her magic flute, and decides to take Luna in with her, not knowing 

that two #me travelers from the future have just arrived in her realm. (STL254997) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 11) SRP: $3.99 

 

WAKE ENTERTAINMENT 

 

MAY232141 

ASCENCIA #21 (MR) 

(W) John Dolmayan (A) Tony Parker (CA) John Dolmayan 

Sebas#an awakens in a strange place. The death toll rises as Dr. Assadourian gambles on a long-shot 

plan that just may save humankind. Deeming Bethany to no longer be a safe haven Sheriff, Benson 

leads the group to a secluded safe house. (STL273575) 

MATURE THEMES 



24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

WARRANT PUBLISHING COMPANY 

 

MAY232142 

SHUDDER #12 (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA) Vic Prezio 

Shudder revives the iconic Warren illustrated horror magazines of the 60's and 70's by replica#ng 

Warren's early page layouts and publishing new, classic styled work by original Warren ar#sts, writers 

and editors. Each issue is a highly collec#ble instant classic! (STL272812) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, SC, 8x11, 52pgs, B&W SRP: $6.99 

 

WHATNOT PUBLISHING 

 

MAY232143 

CRASHDOWN #1 (OF 3) CVR A TEMPLESMITH (MR) 

(W) Tom Garcia, Ryan Sargeant (A/CA) Ben Templesmith 

Cover by series ar#st Ben Templesmith, known for his work with IDW, Image, Oni Press, Dark Horse, 

and more. 

 

Tom Garcia and Ryan Sargeant, the hosts of the Comic Tom 101 YouTube Channel with over 12 

million views, team up with legendary horror ar#st BEN TEMPLESMITH (30 Days of Night) for this 

three-issue story of suspense and survival. 

 

Equal parts Lost and Alien, with a LovecraQian twist, Crashdown delivers a dark vision of our world's 

final days.  

 

The Earth is dead. Humanity's last hope is the distant planet EMPYREAN and the ship full of colonists 

ready to repopulate our civiliza#on. But what happens when their new home doesn't want them 

there and it fights back? (STL274637) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY232144 

CRASHDOWN #1 (OF 3) CVR B MACK (MR) 

(W) Tom Garcia, Ryan Sargeant (A) Ben Templesmith (CA) David Mack 

David Mack, known for his work on Marvel's Daredevil, Jessica Jones, and for co-crea#ng their series 

Echo, delivers a cover in his signature style to this all-new series from Whatnot Publishing. 

 

Tom Garcia and Ryan Sargeant, the hosts of the Comic Tom 101 YouTube Channel with over 12 

million views, team up with legendary horror ar#st BEN TEMPLESMITH (30 Days of Night) for this 

three-issue story of suspense and survival. 

 

Equal parts Lost and Alien, with a LovecraQian twist, Crashdown delivers a dark vision of our world's 

final days.  

 

The Earth is dead. Humanity's last hope is the distant planet EMPYREAN and the ship full of colonists 

ready to repopulate our civiliza#on. But what happens when their new home doesn't want them 

there and it fights back? (STL274638) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232145 

CRASHDOWN #1 (OF 3) CVR C PARSONS (MR) 

(W) Tom Garcia, Ryan Sargeant (A) Ben Templesmith (CA) Casey Parsons 

Cover by Canadian comic ar#st Casey Parsons who has worked for many publishers including Marvel 

Comics, Upper Deck, Image Comics, Scout Comics, AQerShock, Source Point Press and more. 

 

Tom Garcia and Ryan Sargeant, the hosts of the Comic Tom 101 YouTube Channel with over 12 

million views, team up with legendary horror ar#st BEN TEMPLESMITH (30 Days of Night) for this 

three-issue story of suspense and survival. 

 

Equal parts Lost and Alien, with a LovecraQian twist, Crashdown delivers a dark vision of our world's 

final days.  

 

The Earth is dead. Humanity's last hope is the distant planet EMPYREAN and the ship full of colonists 

ready to repopulate our civiliza#on. But what happens when their new home doesn't want them 

there and it fights back? (STL274639) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232146 

CRASHDOWN #1 (OF 3) CVR D DESJARDINS (MR) 

(W) Tom Garcia, Ryan Sargeant (A) Ben Templesmith (CA) Johnny Desjardins 

Cover ar#st Johnny Desjardins (Johnny D) has primarily worked for Dynamite Entertainment. His art 

has appeared on Red Sonja, Robocop, and Kato and The Green Hornet: Blood Ties. 

 

Tom Garcia and Ryan Sargeant, the hosts of the Comic Tom 101 YouTube Channel with over 12 

million views, team up with legendary horror ar#st BEN TEMPLESMITH (30 Days of Night) for this 

three-issue story of suspense and survival. 

 

Equal parts Lost and Alien, with a LovecraQian twist, Crashdown delivers a dark vision of our world's 

final days.  

 

The Earth is dead. Humanity's last hope is the distant planet EMPYREAN and the ship full of colonists 

ready to repopulate our civiliza#on. But what happens when their new home doesn't want them 

there and it fights back? (STL274641) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232147 

CRASHDOWN #1 (OF 3) CVR E CALERO VIDEO GAME HOMAGE (MR) 

(W) Tom Garcia, Ryan Sargeant (A) Ben Templesmith (CA) Michael Calero, Trevor Richardson 

Michael Calero and Trevor Richardson, the ar#sts behind Alpha Betas and many of Whatnot 

Publishing's video game homage variants, bring you this tribute to an all-#me favorite among 

gamers, METROID. 

 

Tom Garcia and Ryan Sargeant, the hosts of the Comic Tom 101 YouTube Channel with over 12 

million views, team up with legendary horror ar#st BEN TEMPLESMITH (30 Days of Night) for this 

three-issue story of suspense and survival. 

 

Equal parts Lost and Alien, with a LovecraQian twist, Crashdown delivers a dark vision of our world's 

final days.  



 

The Earth is dead. Humanity's last hope is the distant planet EMPYREAN and the ship full of colonists 

ready to repopulate our civiliza#on. But what happens when their new home doesn't want them 

there and it fights back? (STL274642) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232148 

CRASHDOWN #1 (OF 3) CVR F MAHFOOD (MR) 

(W) Tom Garcia, Ryan Sargeant (A) Ben Templesmith (CA) Jim Mahfood 

Fan-favorite illustrator Jim Mahfood (Grrl Scouts, Fortnite) contributes his unique style to the world 

of Crashdown. 

 

Tom Garcia and Ryan Sargeant, the hosts of the Comic Tom 101 YouTube Channel with over 12 

million views, team up with legendary horror ar#st BEN TEMPLESMITH (30 Days of Night) for this 

three-issue story of suspense and survival. 

 

Equal parts Lost and Alien, with a LovecraQian twist, Crashdown delivers a dark vision of our world's 

final days.  

 

The Earth is dead. Humanity's last hope is the distant planet EMPYREAN and the ship full of colonists 

ready to repopulate our civiliza#on. But what happens when their new home doesn't want them 

there and it fights back? (STL274646) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232149 

CRASHDOWN #1 (OF 3) CVR G KENT EVENT HORIZON HOMAGE (MR) 

(W) Tom Garcia, Ryan Sargeant (A) Ben Templesmith (CA) Tony Kent 

Tony Kent con#nues his series of throwback homage variants with this tribute to the horror cult 

classic Event Horizon. 

 

Tom Garcia and Ryan Sargeant, the hosts of the Comic Tom 101 YouTube Channel with over 12 

million views, team up with legendary horror ar#st BEN TEMPLESMITH (30 Days of Night) for this 

three-issue story of suspense and survival. 



 

Equal parts Lost and Alien, with a LovecraQian twist, Crashdown delivers a dark vision of our world's 

final days.  

 

The Earth is dead. Humanity's last hope is the distant planet EMPYREAN and the ship full of colonists 

ready to repopulate our civiliza#on. But what happens when their new home doesn't want them 

there and it fights back? (STL274647) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232155 

CRASHDOWN #1 (OF 3) CVR M TEMPLESMITH VIRGIN (MR) 

(W) Tom Garcia, Ryan Sargeant (A/CA) Ben Templesmith 

Ben Templesmith's main cover in a special upside down virgin variant. 

 

Tom Garcia and Ryan Sargeant, the hosts of the Comic Tom 101 YouTube Channel with over 12 

million views, team up with legendary horror ar#st BEN TEMPLESMITH (30 Days of Night) for this 

three-issue story of suspense and survival. 

 

Equal parts Lost and Alien, with a LovecraQian twist, Crashdown delivers a dark vision of our world's 

final days.  

 

The Earth is dead. Humanity's last hope is the distant planet EMPYREAN and the ship full of colonists 

ready to repopulate our civiliza#on. But what happens when their new home doesn't want them 

there and it fights back? (STL275760) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232156 

NINJA FUNK TP (MR) 

(W)  JPG, Steve SchuiN (A/CA) Alex Riegel 

The breakout hit of 2022 has been collected in an epic 128 page trade paperback featuring addi#onal 

bonus content and never before seen art. 

 



Guardians of the Galaxy meets Borderlands as a motley crew of electronic musicians fights to restore 

their dying planet. Frequency-Bending Warrior DJs. Cyborg Housecats. The Broken Rhythm of the 

Universe. Ninja Funk is an epic hero's journey like you've never seen before! 

 

Wielding frequencies like a kind of magic, Lazerwolf, JPG McFly, and Wolfgang the Cat face off against 

the forces of B.A.D. Music to bring True Harmony back to their world. In a fun, high stakes adventure 

weaved together with downloadable face-mel#ng beats, Ninja Funk follows a ragtag band of misfits 

as they aNempt to save a universe that's off-key. 

 

Collects issues #1-4 of Ninja Funk (STL274652) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY232157 

NORTH VALLEY GRIMOIRE #3 (OF 6) CVR A MENHEERE (MR) 

(W) Blake NorthcoN (A) Giuseppe Cafaro (CA) Dennis Menheere 

Cover art by Dennis Menheere, known for his groundbreaking work as both the cover ar#st and 

interior ar#st on Etheres, a dark fantasy exploring the aQerlife (Source Point Press). 

 

SPYCRAFT MEETS SPELLCRAFT in North Valley: a slick, James Bond-style adventure fused with the 

supernatural suspense of The Magicians. 

 

When Calista visits her mother in prison, she makes a shocking discovery about the grimoire ... and 

as Agent Malek scrambles to cover his tracks, he learns there could be another double-agent inside 

of FATHER Division. (STL274561) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232158 

NORTH VALLEY GRIMOIRE #3 (OF 6) CVR B ROCKWELL (MR) 

(W) Blake NorthcoN (A) Giuseppe Cafaro (CA) Johnny Rockwell 

Art by Everglade Angels (Scout Comics) cover ar#st Johnny Rockwell. 

 



SPYCRAFT MEETS SPELLCRAFT in North Valley: a slick, James Bond-style adventure fused with the 

supernatural suspense of The Magicians. 

 

When Calista visits her mother in prison, she makes a shocking discovery about the grimoire ... and 

as Agent Malek scrambles to cover his tracks, he learns there could be another double-agent inside 

of FATHER Division. (STL274562) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232159 

NORTH VALLEY GRIMOIRE #3 (OF 6) CVR C PULP FICTION HOMAGE (M 

(W) Blake NorthcoN (A/CA) Giuseppe Cafaro 

Series ar#st Giuseppe Cafaro con#nues his series of film homage variants with this tribute to Quen#n 

Taran#no's Pulp Fic#on. 

 

SPYCRAFT MEETS SPELLCRAFT in North Valley: a slick, James Bond-style adventure fused with the 

supernatural suspense of The Magicians. 

 

When Calista visits her mother in prison, she makes a shocking discovery about the grimoire ... and 

as Agent Malek scrambles to cover his tracks, he learns there could be another double-agent inside 

of FATHER Division. (STL275744) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232160 

NORTH VALLEY GRIMOIRE #3 (OF 6) CVR D MENHEERE RETRO (MR) 

(W) Blake NorthcoN (A) Giuseppe Cafaro (CA) Dennis Menheere 

Dennis Menheere's main cover presented with a retro style trade dress to capture the old school 

James Bond vibes that inspired North Valley Grimoire. 

 

SPYCRAFT MEETS SPELLCRAFT in North Valley: a slick, James Bond-style adventure fused with the 

supernatural suspense of The Magicians. 

 



When Calista visits her mother in prison, she makes a shocking discovery about the grimoire ... and 

as Agent Malek scrambles to cover his tracks, he learns there could be another double-agent inside 

of FATHER Division. (STL275745) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232161 

ASTROBOTS #5 (OF 5) CVR A KNOTT 

(W) Simon Furman (A) Hector Trunnec (CA) Phillip KnoN 

Cover by Philip KnoN, known for his work on IDW's Transformers: Last Bot Standing. 

 

Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's 

Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal ar#st Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-

Masterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.  

  

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are - 

ASTROBOTS. 

  

With the opposing forces on Colony World-1 drawn into their final baNle, the human colonists are 

caught in the middle. As Apollo and Atlas face off, the epic showdown will decide the fates for two 

great civiliza#ons and perhaps the galaxy as a whole. No maNer the outcome, nothing will ever be 

the same again. (STL274557) 

24pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232162 

ASTROBOTS #5 (OF 5) CVR B BURCHAM (MR) 

(W) Simon Furman (A) Hector Trunnec (CA) Josh Burcham 

Series ar#st on the ongoing series Transformers: Beast Wars, and the cover ar#st on many other 

Transformers #tles, Josh Burcham brings his experience to this newest addi#on to the mecha genre. 

 

Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's 

Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal ar#st Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-

Masterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.  

  



Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are - 

ASTROBOTS. 

 

With the opposing forces on Colony World-1 drawn into their final baNle, the human colonists are 

caught in the middle. As Apollo and Atlas face off, the epic showdown will decide the fates for two 

great civiliza#ons and perhaps the galaxy as a whole. No maNer the outcome, nothing will ever be 

the same again. (STL274558) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232163 

ASTROBOTS #5 (OF 5) CVR C ARGUS ACTION FIGURE (MR) 

(W) Simon Furman (A) Hector Trunnec (CA) Aaron Thomas 

Astrobots toy designer Aaron Thomas offers this highly rendered variant cover featuring the 

upcoming Argus  

figure in ac#on! 

 

Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's 

Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal ar#st Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-

Masterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.  

  

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are - 

ASTROBOTS. 

 

With the opposing forces on Colony World-1 drawn into their final baNle, the human colonists are 

caught in the middle. As Apollo and Atlas face off, the epic showdown will decide the fates for two 

great civiliza#ons and perhaps the galaxy as a whole. No maNer the outcome, nothing will ever be 

the same again. (STL275740) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232164 

ASTROBOTS #5 (OF 5) CVR D KNOTT VIRGIN VAR 

(W) Simon Furman (A) Hector Trunnec (CA) Phillip KnoN 

Philip KnoN's main cover offered as a virgin variant. 



 

Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's 

Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal ar#st Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-

Masterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.  

  

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are - 

ASTROBOTS. 

  

With the opposing forces on Colony World-1 drawn into their final baNle, the human colonists are 

caught in the middle. As Apollo and Atlas face off, the epic showdown will decide the fates for two 

great civiliza#ons and perhaps the galaxy as a whole. No maNer the outcome, nothing will ever be 

the same again. (STL275741) 

24pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232165 

LIQUID KILL #6 (OF 6) CVR A KNOTT (MR) 

(W) Max Hoven, Aaron Crow (A) Gabriel Iumazark (CA) Phillip KnoN 

Cover by Philip KnoN, known for his work on IDW's Transformers: Last Bot Standing. 

 

LIQUID KILL follows sadist-slaughtering vigilantes as they encounter pure evil in a blood-soaked 

cyberpunk future (à la GHOST IN THE SHELL meets JOHN WICK) wriNen by the creators of the 

cri#cally-acclaimed series IT EATS WHAT FEEDS IT and ar#st Gabriel Iumazark (Boom! Studios).  

 

As Kai and Lucero draw closer to Sylla, and witness truly horrifying sights, the others baNle the 

Witch's subjects, puYng their lives on the line. 

 

Has the Liquid Army finally found an adversary greater than them? Will they be able to free their 

leader? (STL274559) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (6 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232166 

LIQUID KILL #6 (OF 6) CVR B IUMAZARK (MR) 

(W) Max Hoven, Aaron Crow (A/CA) Gabriel Iumazark 



Cover by series ar#st Gabriel Iumazark. 

 

LIQUID KILL follows sadist-slaughtering vigilantes as they encounter pure evil in a blood-soaked 

cyberpunk future (à la GHOST IN THE SHELL meets JOHN WICK) wriNen by the creators of the 

cri#cally-acclaimed series IT EATS WHAT FEEDS IT and ar#st Gabriel Iumazark (Boom! Studios).  

 

As Kai and Lucero draw closer to Sylla, and witness truly horrifying sights, the others baNle the 

Witch's subjects, puYng their lives on the line. 

 

Has the Liquid Army finally found an adversary greater than them? Will they be able to free their 

leader? (STL274560) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (6 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232167 

LIQUID KILL #6 (OF 6) CVR C CALERO KILL BILL HOMAGE (MR) 

(W) Max Hoven, Aaron Crow (A) Gabriel Iumazark (CA) Michael Calero, Trevor Richardson 

Quested creator and Whatnot Publishing co-founder Michael Calero delivers an homage to the iconic 

poster art from Kill Bill. 

 

LIQUID KILL follows sadist-slaughtering vigilantes as they encounter pure evil in a blood-soaked 

cyberpunk future (à la GHOST IN THE SHELL meets JOHN WICK) wriNen by the creators of the 

cri#cally-acclaimed series IT EATS WHAT FEEDS IT and ar#st Gabriel Iumazark (Boom! Studios).  

 

As Kai and Lucero draw closer to Sylla, and witness truly horrifying sights, the others baNle the 

Witch's subjects, puYng their lives on the line. 

 

Has the Liquid Army finally found an adversary greater than them? Will they be able to free their 

leader? (STL275742) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (6 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232168 

LIQUID KILL #6 (OF 6) CVR D KNOTT VIRGIN (MR) 



(W) Max Hoven, Aaron Crow (A) Gabriel Iumazark (CA) Phillip KnoN 

Philip KnoN's main cover offered as a virgin variant. 

 

LIQUID KILL follows sadist-slaughtering vigilantes as they encounter pure evil in a blood-soaked 

cyberpunk future (à la GHOST IN THE SHELL meets JOHN WICK) wriNen by the creators of the 

cri#cally-acclaimed series IT EATS WHAT FEEDS IT and ar#st Gabriel Iumazark (Boom! Studios).  

 

As Kai and Lucero draw closer to Sylla, and witness truly horrifying sights, the others baNle the 

Witch's subjects, puYng their lives on the line. 

 

Has the Liquid Army finally found an adversary greater than them? Will they be able to free their 

leader? (STL275743) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (6 of 6) SRP: $9.99 

 

WEBTOON UNSCROLLED 

 

MAY232169 

CURSED PRINCESS CLUB GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  LambCat 

Just because you're cursed doesn't mean you're not special. Meet Gwendolyn—living proof that 

princesses don't always have it all. Although she lives in a castle and her father is the King, 

Gwendolyn isn't like a fairy-tale princess and isn't conven#onally aNrac#ve. But one night, she 

accidentally stumbles upon the twisted world of the Cursed Princess Club, and her life will never be 

the same. Low self esteem isn't just for girls! Meet the Princels—princes who have shunned society 

not because of curses (although one has to wonder…) but because of their own insecuri#es about 

their physical appearance and their inabili#es to find roman#c partners. And then we have Prince 

Frederick, who starts to worry if he even deserves Gwen. Plus, you too can learn to be as preNy as a 

Cursed Princess! (STL272501) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 352pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

MAY232170 

CURSED PRINCESS CLUB HC GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  LambCat 

Just because you’re cursed doesn’t mean you’re not special. 



 

Meet Gwendolyn—living proof that princesses don’t always have it all. Although she lives in a castle 

and her father is the King, Gwendolyn isn’t like a fairy-tale princess and isn’t conven#onally 

aNrac#ve. But one night, she accidentally stumbles upon the twisted world of the Cursed Princess 

Club, and her life will never be the same. Hexed and cast out, the ladies of the club are just the 

people Gwendolyn needs to show her that just because she doesn’t “fit the mold” does not mean 

she’s any less of a princess. 

 

In this second book of the series, we learn low self esteem isn’t just for girls! Meet the Princels—

princes who have shunned society not because of curses (although one has to wonder…) but 

because of their own insecuri#es about their physical appearance and their inabili#es to find 

roman#c partners. And then we have Prince Frederick, who starts to worry if he even deserves 

Gwen. Plus, you too can learn to be as preNy as a Cursed Princess! (STL272503) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 352pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY232171 

DOOM BREAKER GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Blue-Deep 

Zephyr is the last human figh#ng evil in a world abandoned by the gods. AQer being slain by Tartarus, 

the Demon Lord, all of humanity seems lost. However, much to the sinister amusement of the gods, 

Zephyr is reincarnated to save humanity and avenge those he loves. Can Zephyr finally have his 

revenge against Tartarus and save the woman he loves, or is he doomed to repeat the past? 

(STL272557) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 304pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

Z2 COMICS 

 

MAY232172 

ETERNAL BLUE SPIRITBOX GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jim Krueger (A) Amilcar Pinna (CA) Jus#n Cherry 

Eva is a popular painter on the verge of unbelievable acclaim and success, but her inability to 

reconcile the public percep#on of who she is, versus her actual self, allows the Spiritbox to transport 

her to a surreal world, where she finds herself trapped in the realm where all our false shadows 

become real and dangerous. (STL247712) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #10 (OCT222057) 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 



 

MAY232173 

HALESTORM HYDE MANOR HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Winner Twins (A) Sara Scalia (CA) Alison Sampson 

Celebra#ng the 10th anniversary of the 2012 EP Hello, It's Mz Hyde and its ensuing LP, The Strange 

Case Of…, the Hyde Manor graphic novel depicts the members of Halestorm encountering sinister 

doppelgangers of themselves. Within the decrepit halls of Hyde Manor, mirror reflec#ons 

independently talk back and photographs transform to reveal sordid prophecies, leading the band to 

slowly succumb to madness while recording a new album. The tale creaks and twists with doom-

filled revela#ons, perfectly #ed to Halestorm's scorching discography. (STL247711) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #10 (OCT222058) 

HC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

ZENESCOPE ENTERTAINMENT INC 

 

MAY232174 

TALES OF TERROR QUARTERLY NECRONOMICON CVR A CACAU 

(W) Dave Franchini & Various (CA) Caio Cacau 

 

72 Pages of Content! 

 

Henry LovecraQ, descendent of the notorious horror author, must journey with Spencer Holmes to 

find the most ancient and evil tome in the history of mankind-the Necronomicon. Believed to contain 

horrific eldrich magic, this book is also sought by another-a sinister and powerful being who will stop 

at nothing to aNain his prize. (STL275054) 

72pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY232175 

TALES OF TERROR QUARTERLY NECRONOMICON CVR B TARRAGONA 

(W) Dave Franchini & Various (CA) Jordi Tarragona 

 

72 Pages of Content! 

 



Henry LovecraQ, descendent of the notorious horror author, must journey with Spencer Holmes to 

find the most ancient and evil tome in the history of mankind-the Necronomicon. Believed to contain 

horrific eldrich magic, this book is also sought by another-a sinister and powerful being who will stop 

at nothing to aNain his prize. (STL275055) 

72pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY232176 

TALES OF TERROR QUARTERLY NECRONOMICON CVR C NOE 

(W) Dave Franchini & Various (CA) Ignacio Noe 

 

72 Pages of Content! 

 

Henry LovecraQ, descendent of the notorious horror author, must journey with Spencer Holmes to 

find the most ancient and evil tome in the history of mankind-the Necronomicon. Believed to contain 

horrific eldrich magic, this book is also sought by another-a sinister and powerful being who will stop 

at nothing to aNain his prize. (STL275057) 

72pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY232177 

OZ KINGDOM OF LOST #1 (OF 3) CVR A GEEBO VIGONTE 

(W) David Wohl (CA) Greebo Vigonte 

32 Pages of content! 

 

Dorothy and her team must venture far from the Emerald City in search of the missing Tin Man. 

What they uncover along the way will unlock mysteries that have been hidden from the ci#zens of Oz 

for genera#ons and will change everything they believe about the so-called Wonderful Land they call 

home. (STL275066) 

40pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232178 

OZ KINGDOM OF LOST #1 (OF 3) CVR B JORDI TARRAGONA 

(W) David Wohl (CA) Jordi Tarragona 

Synopsis  

32 Pages of content! 



 

Dorothy and her team must venture far from the Emerald City in search of the missing Tin Man. 

What they uncover along the way will unlock mysteries that have been hidden from the ci#zens of Oz 

for genera#ons and will change everything they believe about the so-called Wonderful Land they call 

home. (STL275067) 

40pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232179 

OZ KINGDOM OF LOST #1 (OF 3) CVR C JOSH BURNS 

(W) David Wohl (CA) Josh Burns 

Synopsis  

32 Pages of content! 

 

Dorothy and her team must venture far from the Emerald City in search of the missing Tin Man. 

What they uncover along the way will unlock mysteries that have been hidden from the ci#zens of Oz 

for genera#ons and will change everything they believe about the so-called Wonderful Land they call 

home. (STL275068) 

40pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232180 

OZ KINGDOM OF LOST #1 (OF 3) CVR D IGNACIO NOE 

(W) David Wohl (CA) Ignacio Noe 

Synopsis  

32 Pages of content! 

 

Dorothy and her team must venture far from the Emerald City in search of the missing Tin Man. 

What they uncover along the way will unlock mysteries that have been hidden from the ci#zens of Oz 

for genera#ons and will change everything they believe about the so-called Wonderful Land they call 

home. (STL275069) 

40pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232181 

BELLE ANCIENT INSTINCTS CVR A CAIO CACAU 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Caio Cacau 



Synopsis 32 Pages of Content! 

 

Belle "Anabelle" DiMarco is a hunter of beasts and protector of our world from threats unknown to 

the general masses-a covenant made by her family genera#ons long ago. But when one of the 

world's most ancient creatures, already familiar with the taste of Belle's bloodline, gets a hold of her 

scent there will  be no stopping the carnage leQ behind in its path to the hero. (STL275062) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232182 

BELLE ANCIENT INSTINCTS CVR B VITORINO 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Igor Vitorino 

32 Pages of Content! 

 

Belle "Anabelle" DiMarco is a hunter of beasts and protector of our world from threats unknown to 

the general masses-a covenant made by her family genera#ons long ago. But when one of the 

world's most ancient creatures, already familiar with the taste of Belle's bloodline, gets a hold of her 

scent there will  be no stopping the carnage leQ behind in its path to the hero. (STL275060) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232183 

BELLE ANCIENT INSTINCTS CVR C IGOR LOMOV 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Igor Lomov 

Synopsis 32 Pages of Content! 

 

Belle "Anabelle" DiMarco is a hunter of beasts and protector of our world from threats unknown to 

the general masses-a covenant made by her family genera#ons long ago. But when one of the 

world's most ancient creatures, already familiar with the taste of Belle's bloodline, gets a hold of her 

scent there will  be no stopping the carnage leQ behind in its path to the hero. (STL275063) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232184 

BELLE ANCIENT INSTINCTS CVR D KEITH GARVEY 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Keith Garvey 

Synopsis 32 Pages of Content! 



 

Belle "Anabelle" DiMarco is a hunter of beasts and protector of our world from threats unknown to 

the general masses-a covenant made by her family genera#ons long ago. But when one of the 

world's most ancient creatures, already familiar with the taste of Belle's bloodline, gets a hold of her 

scent there will  be no stopping the carnage leQ behind in its path to the hero. (STL275064) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232185 

VAN HELSING HORROR BENEATH CVR A BARRIONUEVO 

(W) Pat Shand (CA) Al Barrionuevo 

32-page story! 

 

 Liesel Van Helsing has spent the beNer part of her life hun#ng all types of monsters that have 

threatened the lives of innocents and the people she loved. But when a long-dormant evil returns 

from within someone she holds dear, Liesel must decide whether her faith in her friends outweighs 

her duty to the world. Guest starring Julie Jekyll! (STL275070) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232186 

VAN HELSING HORROR BENEATH CVR B JULIUS ABRERA 

(W) Pat Shand (CA) Julius Abrera 

32-page story! 

 

 Liesel Van Helsing has spent the beNer part of her life hun#ng all types of monsters that have 

threatened the lives of innocents and the people she loved. But when a long-dormant evil returns 

from within someone she holds dear, Liesel must decide whether her faith in her friends outweighs 

her duty to the world. Guest starring Julie Jekyll! (STL275071) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232187 

VAN HELSING HORROR BENEATH CVR C RON LEARY JR 

(W) Pat Shand (CA) Ron Leary Jr. 

32-page story! 

 



 Liesel Van Helsing has spent the beNer part of her life hun#ng all types of monsters that have 

threatened the lives of innocents and the people she loved. But when a long-dormant evil returns 

from within someone she holds dear, Liesel must decide whether her faith in her friends outweighs 

her duty to the world. Guest starring Julie Jekyll! (STL275072) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232188 

VAN HELSING HORROR BENEATH CVR D DERLIS SANTACRUZ 

(W) Pat Shand (CA) Derlis Santa Cruz 

32-page story! 

 

 Liesel Van Helsing has spent the beNer part of her life hun#ng all types of monsters that have 

threatened the lives of innocents and the people she loved. But when a long-dormant evil returns 

from within someone she holds dear, Liesel must decide whether her faith in her friends outweighs 

her duty to the world. Guest starring Julie Jekyll! (STL275073) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232189 

GFT PRESENTS SWIMSUIT ED 2023 ONE SHOT CVR A REYES 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Alfredo Reyes 

 

Just in #me for summer, comes the Grimm Fairy Tales 2023 Swimsuit Special! 

  

Get ready to check out all of your favorite Grimm Universe heroines and villainesses, soaking up the 

sun while wearing the season's hoNest swimsuit fashions! Many of the industry's top ar#sts 

contribute gorgeous pin-ups of the Grimm Universes' most popular female characters in this 

stunning collec#on. 

  

Also includes a never before published Grimm Fairy Tales short story! (STL275077) 

7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232190 

GFT PRESENTS SWIMSUIT ED 2023 ONE SHOT CVR B VITORINO 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Igor Vitorino 



 

Just in #me for summer, comes the Grimm Fairy Tales 2023 Swimsuit Special! 

  

Get ready to check out all of your favorite Grimm Universe heroines and villainesses, soaking up the 

sun while wearing the season's hoNest swimsuit fashions! Many of the industry's top ar#sts 

contribute gorgeous pin-ups of the Grimm Universes' most popular female characters in this 

stunning collec#on. 

  

Also includes a never before published Grimm Fairy Tales short story! (STL275078) 

7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232191 

GFT PRESENTS SWIMSUIT ED 2023 ONE SHOT CVR C JOSH BURNS 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Josh Burns 

 

Just in #me for summer, comes the Grimm Fairy Tales 2023 Swimsuit Special! 

  

Get ready to check out all of your favorite Grimm Universe heroines and villainesses, soaking up the 

sun while wearing the season's hoNest swimsuit fashions! Many of the industry's top ar#sts 

contribute gorgeous pin-ups of the Grimm Universes' most popular female characters in this 

stunning collec#on. 

  

Also includes a never before published Grimm Fairy Tales short story! (STL275079) 

7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232192 

GFT PRESENTS SWIMSUIT ED 2023 ONE SHOT CVR D CARDYGRADE 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) J Cardygrade 

 

Just in #me for summer, comes the Grimm Fairy Tales 2023 Swimsuit Special! 

  

Get ready to check out all of your favorite Grimm Universe heroines and villainesses, soaking up the 

sun while wearing the season's hoNest swimsuit fashions! Many of the industry's top ar#sts 



contribute gorgeous pin-ups of the Grimm Universes' most popular female characters in this 

stunning collec#on. 

  

Also includes a never before published Grimm Fairy Tales short story! (STL275081) 

7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232193 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #74 CVR A VITORINO 

(W) Dave Franchini & Various (CA) Igor Vitorino 

AQer being reunited with her allies, Skye "Snow White" Mathers-Guardian of the Nexus-has 

discovered the truth of the evil that has been lurking beneath our world since before the birth of 

mankind. What comes next is the true test of the human race against horrors too ancient to fully 

comprehend-and humanity's fate lies in her hands! (STL275083) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232194 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #74 CVR B OTERO 

(W) Dave Franchini & Various (CA) Allan Otero 

AQer being reunited with her allies, Skye "Snow White" Mathers-Guardian of the Nexus-has 

discovered the truth of the evil that has been lurking beneath our world since before the birth of 

mankind. What comes next is the true test of the human race against horrors too ancient to fully 

comprehend-and humanity's fate lies in her hands! (STL275084) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232195 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #74 CVR C SONIA MATAS 

(W) Dave Franchini & Various (CA) Sonia Matas 

AQer being reunited with her allies, Skye "Snow White" Mathers-Guardian of the Nexus-has 

discovered the truth of the evil that has been lurking beneath our world since before the birth of 

mankind. What comes next is the true test of the human race against horrors too ancient to fully 

comprehend-and humanity's fate lies in her hands! (STL275085) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232196 



GRIMM FAIRY TALES #74 CVR D TRISTAN THOMPSON 

(W) Dave Franchini & Various (CA) Tristan Thompson 

AQer being reunited with her allies, Skye "Snow White" Mathers-Guardian of the Nexus-has 

discovered the truth of the evil that has been lurking beneath our world since before the birth of 

mankind. What comes next is the true test of the human race against horrors too ancient to fully 

comprehend-and humanity's fate lies in her hands! (STL275086) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232201 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES ADULT COLORING BOOK VOL 01 

(A)  Various (CA) Jamie Tyndall 

Grimm Fairy Tales’ coloring book for adults packs hours of great art to be filled with your 

imagina#on! Join in on the adventure and fill lines of the world’s most recognizable characters. From 

Red Riding Hood to Cinderella, the LiNle Mermaid to Robyn Hood, Oz to Wonderland. Relive your 

childhood of coloring and fairy tales all in one unique book! Let your brain focus on crea#ng great 

pieces of artwork while relieving stress. Test your coloring skills by collabora#ng with some of the 

best ar#sts in the comic book industry today! This volume includes artwork by J. ScoN Campbell, 

Jamie Tyndall, Eric Basaldua, and more! (STK689821) (OCT151871) 

SC, 8x11, 96pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY232202 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES ADULT COLORING BOOK VOL 02 

Returning with even more magnificent images, the Grimm Fairy Tales Adult Coloring Book Volume 2 

gives you more of the artwork that you love! Bring your own unique ar#s#c vision to life with this 

collec#on of over 40 beau#fully illustrated pages that includes cover art from Zenescope's most 

popular comic books. Enter into the world of your favorite fairy tales and fables, including Sleeping 

Beauty Snow White, Cinderella, Red Riding Hood, Jasmine, Robyn Hood, and many more! 

Featuring artwork from the comic book industry's top ar#sts, you can showcase your skills and 

become an art legend, alongside the fantas#c talents of Paul Green, J ScoN Campbell, Mike Krome, 

Jamie Tyndall, and more. (STL073433) (APR181912) 

SC, 8x11, 96pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY232203 

O/A GRIMM FAIRY TALES ADULT COLORING BOOK VOL 03 

(A)  VARIOUS (CA) Paul Green 

Join in the coloring phenomenon that is the GRIMM FAIRY TALES ADULT COLORING BOOK line, now 

introducing VOLUME THREE with all-new never released coloring pages!  



Let your imagina#on run wild as you bring your own unique ar#s#c vision to life with this collec#on 

of over 40 gorgeously illustrated pages that includes new and amazing cover art from Zenescope's 

most popular comic books as well as newly designed coloring pages only found in this book! 

Color your own masterpiece today! 

Also, don't miss your chance to add your crea#ve flare to these other Coloring Books; Grimm Fairy 

Tales volume 1 & volume 2, Different Seasons, Alice in Wonderland, Myths & Legends and Legacy! 

(STL231412) 

SC, 8x11, 96pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY232204 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES ADULT COLORING BOOK BELLE 

Take your own ar#s#c vision to a whole other level with the newest edi#on to the Grimm Fairy Tales 

coloring book line… BELLE! Now with the power of your own imagina#on and love for coloring, you 

can bring to life the first chapters of the newest comic book hit series, BELLE THE BEAST HUNTER. 

Descended from a bloodline of beast hunters, Belle is on the biggest chase of her life. Inheri#ng her 

mother's legacy, she will need to use all her survival skills to make it through this adventure alive. 

Read the story while becoming a part of the crea#ve journey, as you take on the task of coloring 

Comic Book Superstar Bong Dazo's artwork! (STL085164) (JUN182127) 

SC, 96pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY232205 

WONDERLAND BOARD GAME 

(W) Chris Cote 

Now you can experience Wonderland in a way no one has ever experienced before. The Wonderland 

series is one of the most popular comic book series Zenescope publishes and the company is proud 

to unveil the Wonderland Board Game. Experience a vibrant, twisted world, full of surprises, right in 

your living room! You can choose to play as one of your favorite characters including Calie, the Mad 

HaNer, Brandon, the Queen of Hearts, the White Knight and more! (STK465235) (APR121345 

Item SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY232206 

O/A TAROT GAME OF SOULS (MR) 

(W) Joe Brusha (A) Alan Quah & Various 

TAROT: a Game of Souls is a Trick Taking card game. BaNle your opponents in a game of skill and luck 

to see who can claim the most souls for Keres, the goddess of Death. 

This card game is based on Coup d'Etat, first played in the dungeons of France over two centuries 

ago! 



Game Includes : 

36 Playing Cards, 60 Tokens, Soul Hunter & Thief of Souls Board, Rule Book 

3-4 players. Teen. 50 mins (STL179325) 

MATURE THEMES 

FC SRP: $24.99 

 

SUPPLIES 

 

IRONGUARD 

 

MAY232207 

O/A IRONGUARD 9 POCKET PAGE 25 COUNT PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

You're gonna need a bigger binder! For the ul#mate collector or the well-prepared retailer, it's a box 

of 100 or 250 9-pocket pages, sized for standard collector cards. Need a quick refill? Top off your card 

binder with a package of 25 9-pocket pages, with clear or black backs. Fill your binder to overflowing 

with pages to put your whole card collec#on on display! 25-counts are packaged in a hanging bag; 

100- and 250-counts are packaged in a full-color counter display, because we roll like that. 

(STL230307) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY232208 

O/A IRONGUARD 9 POCKET PAGE 25 COUNT BLACK PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

You're gonna need a bigger binder! For the ul#mate collector or the well-prepared retailer, it's a box 

of 100 or 250 9-pocket pages, sized for standard collector cards. Need a quick refill? Top off your card 

binder with a package of 25 9-pocket pages, with clear or black backs. Fill your binder to overflowing 

with pages to put your whole card collec#on on display! 25-counts are packaged in a hanging bag; 

100- and 250-counts are packaged in a full-color counter display, because we roll like that. 

(STL230313) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232209 

O/A IRONGUARD 9 POCKET PAGE 100 COUNT DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2) 

You're gonna need a bigger binder! For the ul#mate collector or the well-prepared retailer, it's a box 

of 100 or 250 9-pocket pages, sized for standard collector cards. Need a quick refill? Top off your card 

binder with a package of 25 9-pocket pages, with clear or black backs. Fill your binder to overflowing 

with pages to put your whole card collec#on on display! 25-counts are packaged in a hanging bag; 



100- and 250-counts are packaged in a full-color counter display, because we roll like that. 

(STL230304) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY232210 

O/A IRONGUARD 9 POCKET PAGE 250 COUNT DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2) 

You're gonna need a bigger binder! For the ul#mate collector or the well-prepared retailer, it's a box 

of 100 or 250 9-pocket pages, sized for standard collector cards. Need a quick refill? Top off your card 

binder with a package of 25 9-pocket pages, with clear or black backs. Fill your binder to overflowing 

with pages to put your whole card collec#on on display! 25-counts are packaged in a hanging bag; 

100- and 250-counts are packaged in a full-color counter display, because we roll like that. 

(STL230315) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $60.00 

 

MAY232211 

O/A IRONGUARD 9 POCKET DELUXE PORTFOLIO BLACK (C: 1-1-2) 

No binder? No problem! Put your most collec#ble of cards in this "cardfolio," a bound set of 20 non-

removable 9-pocket pages. Designed for standard collector cards, it is sleak and portable, and is sure 

to class up any card collec#on. Feel like a high-powered execu#ve, but instead of a killer presenta#on 

you have a killer deck on tap! (STL230316) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232212 

O/A IRONGUARD 9 POCKET DELUXE PORTFOLIO BLUE (C: 1-1-2) 

No binder? No problem! Put your most collec#ble of cards in this "cardfolio," a bound set of 20 non-

removable 9-pocket pages. Designed for standard collector cards, it is sleak and portable, and is sure 

to class up any card collec#on. Feel like a high-powered execu#ve, but instead of a killer presenta#on 

you have a killer deck on tap! (STL230319) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232213 

O/A IRONGUARD BOARD GAME SLEEVES 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for 

future genera#ons, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose 

from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect 

Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230327) (C: 1-1-2 



Item SRP: $2.50 

 

MAY232214 

O/A IRONGUARD BOARD GAME SLEEVES MINI 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for 

future genera#ons, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose 

from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect 

Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230328) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $2.00 

 

MAY232215 

O/A IRONGUARD BOARD GAME SLEEVES EU 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for 

future genera#ons, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose 

from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect 

Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230329) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $2.50 

 

MAY232216 

O/A IRONGUARD BOARD GAME SLEEVES EU MINI 100 PACK (C: 1-1- 

Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for 

future genera#ons, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose 

from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect 

Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230330) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $2.00 

 

MAY232217 

O/A IRONGUARD TAROT CARD SLEEVES 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for 

future genera#ons, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose 

from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect 

Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230331) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232218 



O/A IRONGUARD CARD SLEEVES BLACK 50CT (C: 1-1-2) 

Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These maNe card sleeves feature various colors of 

opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package 

of 50. (STL230344) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232219 

O/A IRONGUARD CARD SLEEVES GREEN 50CT (C: 1-1-2) 

Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These maNe card sleeves feature various colors of 

opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package 

of 50. (STL230334) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232220 

O/A IRONGUARD CARD SLEEVES GREY 50CT (C: 1-1-2) 

Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These maNe card sleeves feature various colors of 

opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package 

of 50. (STL230332) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232221 

O/A IRONGUARD CARD SLEEVES PURPLE 50CT (C: 1-1-2) 

Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These maNe card sleeves feature various colors of 

opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package 

of 50. (STL230336) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232222 

O/A IRONGUARD CARD SLEEVES RED 50CT (C: 1-1-2) 

Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These maNe card sleeves feature various colors of 

opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package 

of 50. (STL230335) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 



MAY232223 

O/A IRONGUARD CARD SLEEVES YELLOW 50CT (C: 1-1-2) 

Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These maNe card sleeves feature various colors of 

opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package 

of 50. (STL230333) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232224 

O/A IRONGUARD MAGNA ARMOR 35PT MAGNETIC HOLDER (C: 1-1-2) 

Magnets are the future, and the future is now! Embrace the wonder of magnets and protect the 

jewels of your card collec#on with these high-quality one-touch cardholders! Designed for thicker 

2.5" by 3.5" cards, these 55 pt card holders feature UV protec#on and simple magne#c closures. No 

screwdriver required! Perfect for high-value cards! Labeled for individual sale, there are 25 card 

holders in every display, and four displays in every case. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215481) 

(C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $62.50 

 

MAY232225 

O/A IRONGUARD MAGNA ARMOUR 35PT MAGNETIC HOLDER (C: 1-1-2) 

Magnets are the future, and the future is now! Embrace the wonder of magnets and protect the 

jewels of your card collec#on with these high-quality one-touch cardholders! Designed for regular-

thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 35 pt card holders feature UV protec#on and simple magne#c 

closures. No screwdriver required! Perfect for high-value cards! Labeled for individual sale, there are 

25 card holders in every display, and four displays in every case. An Ironguard Supplies product! 

(STL215480) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $62.50 

 

MAY232226 

O/A IRONGUARD PENNY SLEEVES STANDARD 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

A penny for your thoughts? Because we think your cards need to be protected at all #mes. Our 

penny sleeves do the job and are an incredibly affordable way to maintain the value of your 

collec#on. Choose from standard size or graded card size. Sold in packs of 100, which is one of our 

favorite numbers. (STL230325) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $1.99 

 

MAY232227 



O/A IRONGUARD PENNY SLEEVES GRADED 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

A penny for your thoughts? Because we think your cards need to be protected at all #mes. Our 

penny sleeves do the job and are an incredibly affordable way to maintain the value of your 

collec#on. Choose from standard size or graded card size. Sold in packs of 100, which is one of our 

favorite numbers. (STL230326) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232228 

O/A IRONGUARD PENNY SLEEVES SMALL LIP 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Toploaders and semi-rigid card sleeves are a great way to protect your cards, but geYng the cards in 

and out? THAT's tough. That's why we've developed new "Easy Slide" penny sleeves that are 

designed to go INSIDE an outer layer of protec#on. They have a longer lip, so geYng them in and out 

is easy, like the name! Choose from slal lip for geYng out of toploaders and large lip for geYng out of 

semi-rigid cardholders. Sold in bags of 100, because 101 seemed like overkill. (STL230351) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $1.99 

 

MAY232229 

O/A IRONGUARD PENNY SLEEVES LARGE LIP 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Toploaders and semi-rigid card sleeves are a great way to protect your cards, but geYng the cards in 

and out? THAT's tough. That's why we've developed new "Easy Slide" penny sleeves that are 

designed to go INSIDE an outer layer of protec#on. They have a longer lip, so geYng them in and out 

is easy, like the name! Choose from slal lip for geYng out of toploaders and large lip for geYng out of 

semi-rigid cardholders. Sold in bags of 100, because 101 seemed like overkill. (STL230353) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $1.99 

 

MAY232230 

O/A IRONGUARD TEAM SET BAGS 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Trying to get the team back together? Keep 'em cozy in our Team Set bags which can hold up to 30 

standard-sized cards comfortably. (Don't ask us how we know they're comfortable.) With these bags, 

keeping track of teams, players, and subsets is easy-peasy. Sold in bags of 100, so you can be the 

General Manager of your own league! (STL253645) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $2.99 

 

MAY232231 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL PACK (C: 1-1-2) 



They may be made of cardboard, but to you they're as good as gold. Whether your thing is collec#ng, 

trading or gaming, you want your cards to be safe so you can con#nue to enjoy them for years to 

come. Protect your cardboard gold with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for trading, 

storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, 

these 35pt card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, each 

with a UPC S#cker. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215472) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

MAY232232 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT FULL CASE (BOX OF 40 PACKS)  

They may be made of cardboard, but to you they're as good as gold. Whether your thing is collec#ng, 

trading or gaming, you want your cards to be safe so you can con#nue to enjoy them for years to 

come. Protect your cardboard gold with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for trading, 

storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, 

these 35pt card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, each 

with a UPC S#cker. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215456) (C: 1-1-2)PI  

 

MAY232233 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 55PT RETAIL PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

They may be made of cardboard, but to you they're as good as gold. Whether your thing is collec#ng, 

trading or gaming, you want your cards to be safe so you can con#nue to enjoy them for years to 

come. Protect your cardboard gold with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for trading, 

storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Designed for thicker 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 55pt 

card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, each with a full-

color insert. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215477) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232234 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 75PT RETAIL PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Magnets are the future, and the future is now! Embrace the wonder of magnets and protect the 

jewels of your card collec#on with these high-quality one-touch cardholders! Designed for thicker 2 

1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 55pt card holders feature UV protec#on and simple magne#c closures. 

No screwdriver required! Perfect for high-value cards! Labeled for individual sale, there are 25 card 

holders in every display, and four displays in every case. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215478) 

(C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY232235 



O/A IRONGUARD SEMI-RIGID CARD SLEEVES RETAIL PACK (C: 1-1- 

Not every card can get graded, but every card can be protected! Whether your hobby is sports cards, 

entertainment cards or CCGs, protect your favorite cards with these semi-rigid card holders! 

Designed for 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these card holders are made of clear vinyl, and feature a 1/2 

inch lip. Perfect for long-term storage! 200 card holders per display, bundled in packs of 50. Four 

displays per case. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215479) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY232236 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL BLACK PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

When you're facing down a goblin horde and all that stands between you and total annihila#on are 

60 cards and a six-pack of energy drinks, you're gonna need some protec#on. For your cards, we 

mean. Protect your deck with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for light skirmishes, 

protracted baNles and long-term crypt storage. Now featuring a black border, to signify your 

allegiance to the Dark Lord! Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 35pt card 

holders are made of rigid, dragon-scale-quality PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, 

each with a UPC s#cker. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215473) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232237 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL YELLOW PACK (C: 1-1-2 

Cuddly is great for a creature, but not so good for cards. When your deck is made up of super-cute 

monsters with super-powers, you may have to resist the urge to give them a squeeze. Luckily, there's 

Ironguard. Protect your cards with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for dueling, storage and 

catching them all. Now featuring a yellow border, to show that you are ready to throw down against 

the very best! Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 35pt card holders are 

made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, each with a full-color insert. An 

Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215474) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232238 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL NUMBERED PACK (C: 1-1 

You're at first and ten, the bases are loaded, and there's ten seconds leQ on the clock. Do you steal, 

blitz, or go for a three-pointer? Whatever you decide, you need to know all your bases are covered, 

and for that you need Ironguard. Protect your most valuable players with these collector-quality 

toploaders, perfect for trading, storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Now featuring a 

"Numbered Card" label, to iden#fy the rarest of the rare! Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 

1/2" cards, these 35pt card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 

25, each with a full-color insert. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215476) (C: 1-1-2 



Item SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232239 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL ROOKIE PACK (C: 1-1-2 

You're at first and ten, the bases are loaded, and there's ten seconds leQ on the clock. Do you steal, 

blitz, or go for a three-pointer? Whatever you decide, you need to know all your bases are covered, 

and for that you need Ironguard. Protect your most valuable players with these collector-quality 

toploaders, perfect for trading, storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Now featuring a "Rookie 

Card" label, to iden#fy your top prospects! Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, 

these 35 pt card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, each 

with a UPC s#cker. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215475) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232240 

O/A IRONGUARD DECK PROTECTOR BOX (C: 1-1-2) 

All hands off deck! Keep your card deck out of your sweaty miNs by puYng it in one of these opaque 

deck cases! Holds 100 cards. (STL230348) (C: 1-1-2)PI  

 

COMICARE 

 

MAY232241 

COMICCARE GOLDEN PE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 3 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 8" x 10 3/4" (STL251926) (SUP000107) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $9.00 

 

MAY232242 

COMICARE SILVER PE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics! 



* 100% virgin material 

* 3 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 7 1/8" X 10 1/2" (STL251925) (SUP000106) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $8.00 

 

MAY232243 

COMICARE CURRENT PE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 3 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 6 7/8" X 10 1/2" (STL251923) (SUP000105) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $8.00 

 

MAY232244 

COMICARE MAGAZINE PE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 3 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 8 3/4" x 10 3/4" (STL251927) (SUP000108) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $11.00 

 

MAY232245 

COMICARE TREASURY SIZE PE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2 

The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics! 

•    100% virgin material 



•    3 mil. thick 

•    Resealable pre-counted bags of 100 

•    Sold in packs of 100 (STL251946) (SUP000199) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232246 

COMICARE GOLDEN BOARDS (PACK OF 50) (C: 1-1-2) 

These all-white boards are designed specifically to fit snugly inside ComicCare bags! 

* 24 mil thick 

* Sold in packs of 50 

* 7 1/2" x 10 1/2" (STL252191) (SUP000119) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $7.25 

 

MAY232247 

COMICARE MAGAZINE BOARDS (PACK OF 50) 

These all-white boards are designed specifically to fit snugly inside ComicCare bags! 

* 24 mil thick 

* Sold in packs of 50 

* 8 1/2" x 11" (STL252190) (SUP000117 

Item SRP: $7.75 

 

MAY232248 

COMICARE CURRENT BOARDS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

These all-white boards are designed specifically to fit snugly inside ComicCare bags! 

* 24 mil thick 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 6 3/4" x 10 1/2" (STL252188) (SUP000115) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $13.50 

 

MAY232249 

COMICARE SILVER BOARDS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 



These all-white boards are designed specifically to fit snugly inside ComicCare bags! 

* 24 mil thick 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 7" x 10 1/2" (STL252189) (SUP000116) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $14.50 

 

MAY232250 

COMICARE GOLDEN PP BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

Lighter than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 8 x 10 3/4" (STL251949) (SUP000111) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY232251 

COMICARE SILVER PP BAGS (PACK OF 100) 

Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping 

your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 7 1/8" x 10 1/2" (STL251948) (SUP000110 

Item SRP: $7.50 

 

MAY232252 

COMICARE CURRENT PP BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping 

your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 



* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 6 7/8" x 10 1/2" (STL251947) (SUP000109) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $7.50 

 

MAY232253 

COMICARE MAGAZINE PP BAGS (PACK OF 100) 

Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping 

your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 8 3/4" x 11" (STL251950) (SUP000112 

Item SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232254 

COMICARE GOLDEN PP RESEALABLE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1 

Lighter than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap is resealable 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 8 x 10 3/4" (STL251958) (SUP000953) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $9.49 

 

MAY232255 

COMICARE SILVER PP RESEALABLE BAGS (PACK OF 100) 

Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping 

your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 



* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap is resealable 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 7 1/8" x 10 1/2" (STL251956) (SUP000952 

Item SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY232256 

COMICARE CURRENT PP RESEALABLE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C:  

Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping 

your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap is resealable 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 6 7/8" x 10 1/2" (STL251955) (SUP000951) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $8.99 

 

MAY232257 

COMICARE MAGAZINE PP RESEALABLE BAGS (PACK OF 100) 

Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping 

your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap is resealable 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 8 3/4" x 11" (STL251959) (SUP000954 

Item SRP: $12.00 

 

MAY232258 

COMICARE SHORT COMIC BOX (PACK OF 10) (C: 1-1-2) 

These durable, double-walled "oyster white" boxes come in three sizes - perfect for any collector's 

needs. 



* Boxes feature double-walled boNoms with single-walled box lids 

* Holds 150 comics 

* Sold in quan##es of 10 

* 13 1/8" x 7 3/8" x 10 5/8" (STL252193) (SUP000124) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $60.00 

 

MAY232259 

COMICARE LONG COMIC BOX (PACK OF 10) 

These durable, double-walled "oyster white" boxes come in three sizes - perfect for any collector's 

needs. 

* Boxes feature double-walled boNoms with single-walled box lids 

* Holds 300 comics 

* Sold in quan##es of 10 

* 26 1/16" x 7 1/2" x 10 7/16" (STL252192) (SUP000123 

Item SRP: $75.00 

 

MAY232260 

COMICARE MAGAZINE STORAGE BOX (PACK OF 10) 

These durable, double-walled "oyster white" boxes come in three sizes - perfect for any collector's 

needs. 

* Boxes feature double-walled boNoms with single-walled box lids 

* Holds 150 magazines 

* Sold in quan##es of 10 

* 15" x 8 15/16" x 11 1/2" (STL252194) (SUP000125 

Item SRP: $65.00 

 

MANGA 

 

DIGITAL MANGA DISTRIBUTION 

 

MAY232261 

AT THE FLOWER CAPITAL HANA NO MIYAKO DE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 



(W/A/CA) Rihito Takarai 

Motoharu, second child and successor of the Tsujimura clinic, has always held his childhood friend, 

Akira Hazumi, close to his heart. Unfortunately, when Motoharu realized his affec#ons towards Akira 

were more than just simply friendship, and confessed, their rela#onship became strained. Unable to 

reciprocate Motoharu's feelings, Akira turned him down, and they slowly grew apart from one 

another. Despite the ongoing tension between them, Motoharu s#ll decides to enroll in the same 

university and department as Akira. However, it's not easy geYng over the pain of being rejected, 

and Motoharu soon finds himself visi#ng Geishas in the middle of the night, in a desperate aNempt 

to forget everything that happened. (STL274985) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 190pgs, B&W SRP: $15.95 

 

SUBLIME 

 

MAY232262 

FINDER DELUXE ED GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Ayano Yamane 

AQer their big showdown with the Russian mob, Asami and Akihito find themselves injured and once 

again separated, and it takes six long months of recupera#ng and searching before Asami is able to 

locate Akihito. As expected, the two have a passionate reunion…un#l Akihito pulls out a knife and 

aNempts to kill Asami! 

 

For mature audiences. (STL263193) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 202pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY232263 

WORLDS GREATEST FIRST LOVE GN VOL 16 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Shungiku Nakamura 

Manga editor Ritsu Onodera believes his high school friend Nao took care of him aQer he collapsed 

due to exhaus#on while working for Marukawa Publishing's Emerald shojo magazine. But he 

discovers it was actually Masamune Takano, his boss-and first love!-who nursed him back to health. 

Ritsu decides that he's finally going to tell Takano how he feels, but first he has to explain to Nao, 

who has already confessed his own love for Ritsu, that he and Nao can't live together anymore. Will 

Ritsu be able to go through with it and finally confess to Takano?! 

 

For mature audiences. (STL263265) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 5x7, 186pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

UDON ENTERTAINMENT INC 

 

MAY232264 

2023 STREET FIGHTER SWIMSUIT SPECIAL #1 CVR A REIQ 

(W)  Udon (A)  Various (CA)  Reiq 

The World Warriors return for another fun-filled summer swimwear spectacular! Fan favorites like 

Chun-Li, Cammy, and Juri are joined by Street Fighter 6 newcomers including supermodel judoka 

Manon, graffi# ninja Kimberly, and wrestling behemoth Marisa! (STL274987) Scheduled to ship in 

July 2023. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232265 

2023 STREET FIGHTER SWIMSUIT SPECIAL #1 CVR B NORASUKO 

(W)  Udon (A)  Various (CA)  Norasuko 

The World Warriors return for another fun-filled summer swimwear spectacular! Fan favorites like 

Chun-Li, Cammy, and Juri are joined by Street Fighter 6 newcomers including supermodel judoka 

Manon, graffi# ninja Kimberly, and wrestling behemoth Marisa! (STL274989) Scheduled to ship in 

July 2023. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232266 

2023 STREET FIGHTER SWIMSUIT SPECIAL #1 CVR C BLANK SKETCH 

(W)  Udon (A)  Various (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

The World Warriors return for another fun-filled summer swimwear spectacular! Fan favorites like 

Chun-Li, Cammy, and Juri are joined by Street Fighter 6 newcomers including supermodel judoka 

Manon, graffi# ninja Kimberly, and wrestling behemoth Marisa! (STL274990) Scheduled to ship in 

July 2023. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232268 

ELDEN RING OFFICIAL ART BOOK HC VOL 02 (MR) (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A/CA)  FromSoQware 



Return to the Lands Between… reunite the fractured world… reforge the Elden Ring! The two-volume 

Elden Ring: Official Art Book contains a plethora of artworks from the game's 'Lands Between' and its 

inhabitants in stunning oversized hardcover edi#ons. Volume II includes stunning art of the foes 

great and small that threaten to end the player's journey, the weapons used to slay them, and even a 

list of the many items found within the game… very useful for dedicated fans! 

 

This translated English art book contains the same content found in the Japanese edi#on. 

(STL262251) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 

Territories, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the U.K. 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 8x11, 384pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY232269 

ELDEN RING OFFICIAL ART BOOK HC VOL 01 (MR) (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A/CA)  FromSoQware 

Return to the Lands Between… reunite the fractured world… reforge the Elden Ring! The two-volume 

Elden Ring: Official Art Book contains a plethora of artworks from the game's 'Lands Between' and its 

inhabitants in stunning oversized hardcover edi#ons. Volume I features key art from the game's 

opening movie, concept and development art of the large open-world and claustrophobic dungeons, 

and the game's many characters and armors. 

 

This translated English art book contains the same content found in the Japanese edi#on. 

(STL262250) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 

Territories, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the U.K. 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 8x11, 432pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY232270 

RECORD OF LODOSS WAR CROWN COVENANT GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ryo Mizuno (A/CA) Atsushi Suzumi 

A new era of adventure has begun in the fabled world of RECORD OF LODOSS WAR! Warfare has 

returned, as King Diaz of Flaim launches an invasion across the isle of Lodoss. The "Eternal Maiden", 

Deedlit, has joined Prince Lyle on his quest for peace and jus#ce. Will Lyle become the new "Knight 

of Lodoss"? (STL256036) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 



MAY232271 

PERSONA 4 ARENA GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Atlus (A/CA) Aiya Kyu 

The casts of PERSONA 3 and PERSONA 4 collide! The P-1 Grand Prix reaches its climax! Though it hurt 

them to fight against their friends, both physically and emo#onally, the Inves#ga#on Team slowly 

gets closer to the truth. What shocking secrets are hidden in the stolen Labrys' past?! And how will 

the P-1 Grand Prix end?! (STL256033) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAY232272 

DARK SOULS DESIGN WORKS HC VOL 01 

(W) M. Kirie Hayashi 

Showcasing the grim and chilling artwork behind the fan-favorite Dark Souls game in a gorgeous 

hardcover collec#on. Dark Souls: Design Works features key visuals, concept art, character & monster 

designs, rough sketches, and an exclusive interview with the game's creators. (STK617769) Available 

Now! (AUG131470) 

HC, 9x12, 128pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY232273 

DARK SOULS II DESIGN WORKS HC VOL 02 

Collec#ng the dark and haun#ng artwork behind the cri#cally-acclaimed Dark Souls II in a pres#gious 

hardcover tome. Dark Souls II: Design Works features armor and weapon designs, character 

concepts, creatures, loca#ons, rough sketches, an exclusive interview with the game's creators, and 

more! (STK681222) Available Now! (AUG151751) 

HC, 9x12, 240pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY232274 

DARK SOULS III DESIGN WORKS HC VOL 03 

Collec#ng the griNy and hair-raising artwork behind the cri#cally-acclaimed DARK SOULS III in a 

pres#gious hardcover tome. DARK SOULS III: DESIGN WORKS features armor and weapon designs, 

character concepts, enemies, bosses, environments, DLC artwork, and more! (STL083715) Available 

Now! (JUN182173) 

336pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

VIZ MEDIA LLC 



 

MAY232275 

WAY OF THE HOUSEHUSBAND GANGSTERS GUIDE HOUSEKEEPING HC (C:  

(W) Laurie Ulster, Victoria Rosenthal 

Everyone, from busy office workers and aspiring homemakers to the fiercest members of the yakuza, 

can gain important life skills from The Way of the Househusband: The Gangster's Guide to 

Housekeeping! 

 

Learn the housekeeping secrets of the legendary gangster, Tatsu, with this prac#cal and humorous 

book inspired by the popular manga series The Way of the Househusband. This detailed guide 

includes cleaning tricks to leave your home sparkling, secrets for finding cuNhroat deals, schemes for 

mastering your territory, keys to caring for your gang, and much more. Within these pages you will 

also find 25 delicious recipes that will sa#sfy any voracious gangster. 

 

Follow these #ps and apply the determina#on of the Immortal Dragon to cooking, cleaning, 

shopping, and craQing to discover the path to housekeeping success! 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263264) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6.5x8.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY232276 

LIKE A BUTTERFLY GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Suu Morishita 

AQer Kawasumi rescues her from an unwelcome admirer, Suiren finds herself cap#vated by him. 

However, Suiren is too shy to speak to anyone, much less this reserved karate boy. What's more, 

Suiren isn't the only one interested in Kawasumi. Will a class trip offer the opportunity to reveal her 

feelings before it's too late? 

 

For teen audiences. (STL263216) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232277 

ROMANTIC KILLER GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Wataru Momose (A)  Aruko 



Thanks to Riri's magic, Anzu is stuck spending her days fending off hot guys. But now an ugly specter 

from Kazuki's past reappears, and even Anzu herself is put in physical danger! 

 

For teen audiences. (STL263246) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY232278 

MY LOVE MIX UP GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Wataru Hinekure (A)  Aruko 

At the end of summer break, Aoki and Ida go watch a fireworks show. Aoki's heart is set fluNering as 

Ida abruptly shows more interest in romance! When their school cultural fes#val comes along, 

there's even a chance for their parents to meet?! 

 

For teen audiences. (STL263230) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232279 

HOW DO WE RELATIONSHIP GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Tamifull 

Shy Miwa has always dreamed of finding love, but living in small-town Japan made finding the right 

match difficult-especially since she likes girls! Even going away to college didn't seem to help, un#l 

one day her outgoing classmate Saeko suggests they might as well start da#ng each other since it's 

not like either of them has other op#ons. 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263202) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232280 

WOLF GIRL BLACK PRINCE GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Ayuko HaNa 

Erika's heart is afluNer aQer seeing a new side of Kyoya. But if she confesses her love to him, she risks 

destroying everything they've built. Plus, she has no idea if Kyoya feels the same way. One thing for 

certain, though-his sadis#c side remains in top form! 

 



For older teen audiences. (STL263272) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232281 

VAMPIRE KNIGHT MEMORIES GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Matsuri Hino 

The queen of the vampires and a human prince-two people who were never meant to meet-have 

reunited ten years later. Now Ai and Taro must weave together a world that has fallen apart… 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263270) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232282 

KIRBY MANGA MANIA GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Hirokazu Hikawa 

Whet your appe#te for more wacky adventures with Kirby and friends! What in Dream Land could 

cause Kirby to refuse all food? Will he get his appe#te back when Adeleine makes rice balls to share? 

And there's no telling what'll happen with King Dedede and Poppy in their own zany capers! 

 

For adult audiences. (STL263210) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232283 

MARVEL COMICS MANGA TRIBUTE HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Marvel 

Experience a fresh take on the Marvel Universe with this collec#on of stunning illustra#ons from over 

twenty excep#onal Japanese ar#sts, including Yasuhiro Nightow, Akira Himekawa, Peach Momoko, 

Yusuke Murata, and Yoshitaka Amano. 

 

Marvel Comics: A Manga Tribute explores Marvel's rich and enduring legacy as a pop-culture 

phenomenon by paying homage to its most iconic characters and beloved stories. The book features 



a range of unique artwork, collected for the first #me, celebra#ng characters from across the 

mul#verse. A must-have for fans of Marvel Comics and Japanese art alike! 

 

For all audiences. (STL263221) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 9x12, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY232284 

DISNEY TWISTED WONDERLAND MANGA GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yana Toboso (A) Sumire Kowono 

Yu is whisked away by a magic mirror to Night Raven College, an arcane academy in the world of 

Twisted Wonderland. Stranded un#l he can find a way home, Yu is allowed to stay on campus despite 

having no magic of his own. But when his new friends land him in trouble with the headmaster, his 

future at the school looks bleak. 

 

Now Yu's only hope of avoiding expulsion hinges on a pair of argumenta#ve freshmen and a fire-

breathing monster cat … 

 

For teen audiences. (STL275992) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 6x9, 198pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY232285 

DEVILS CANDY GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Bikkuri,  Rem 

Pandora's run-in with Scarlet Crown agents Strazio and Pia exposes Kazu and their new friends to the 

dangerous daemon crime world that runs the town. Just as Kazu's scien#fic prowess helps Milo 

escape the grip of criminal life, mob leader Tremolo rears his horned head toward Yahgie and 

challenges him to a rock-off! Pandora, Kazu, and the usual Hemlock Academy crew band together 

with Yahgie and his devil guitar, Mark Stevenson, for a heavy metal performance of epic propor#ons! 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263188) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY232286 

BLUE BOX GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W/A) Kouji Miura 

Coming to the fireworks fes#val with Hina has Taiki's emo#ons swirling, and that's before he bumps 

into a wandering Chinatsu. Together, they help a liNle girl reunite with her mother, but how will Taiki 

deal with his muddled feelings when he returns to Hina's side? 

 

For teen audiences. (STL263173) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232287 

ELUSIVE SAMURAI GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yusei Matsui 

With Shinano under intense surveillance by enemy spies, Yorishige has sent Tokiyuki to Kyo, the 

capital city of Japan, to stay un#l things cool down. Accompanied by his uncle, Hojo Yasuie, Tokiyuki 

must learn all he can about his enemy's inten#ons. Entranced by the sights and sounds of the city-

and the flashy hostess of a gambling den-Tokiyuki discovers even more about his own ability to get 

people on his side. Surrounded by Ashikaga Takauji's intrigues in Kyo, he'll need all the allies he can 

get! 

 

For teen audiences. (STL263261) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232288 

KUBO WONT LET ME BE INVISIBLE GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Nene Yukimori 

Summer vaca#on is looking up for Shiraishi when he and his friends make plans to hang out. Of 

course, they all have to pass their end-of-term exams first… Then, Shiraishi gets an invita#on from 

Kubo's sister to work at a Kubo family beach shack. Sand, sea, and swimsuits, oh my! 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263215) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232289 

SOICHI JUNJI ITO STORY COLL HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Junji Ito 



Soichi, the unhinged second son of the Tsujii family, chews nails and makes them claNer and clack as 

he spouts horrific curses to bring about the most bizarre happenings. Whether it's summer holidays 

or a birthday party, Soichi can turn any occasion into a nightmare in a heartbeat. What is the terrible 

secret of his origin? Meanwhile, tormented by his liNle brother's never-ending pranks, older brother 

Koichi has a soundproof room built. But why does it have a series of four doors? And then there's the 

strange phenomenon surrounding the handmade casket their grandfather leQ behind. What on 

earth-or hell-has the family seen there? 

 

Ten tales that celebrate the sinister and hilarious world of Junji Ito's favorite an#hero, Soichi! 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263256) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6X9, 416pgs, B&W SRP: $25.00 

 

MAY232290 

DR STONE GN VOL 26 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Riichiro Inagaki (A)  Boichi 

Senku has reached that final fron#er his own father once traversed-outer space! Unfortunately, the 

moon mission runs into a sudden, unexpected crisis. Who or what is Why-Man's true iden#ty? And 

what fate awaits humanity? The science-powered adventure comes to its drama#c conclusion! 

 

For teen audiences. (STL263190) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232291 

ONE PIECE GN VOL 103 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Eiichiro Oda 

With Zolo and Sanji's fights having concluded in victory, Luffy and Kaido's rematch starts to really 

heat up. But that's not all that's boiling up on the baNlefield, as Big Mom prepares to finish off Law 

and Kid! 

 

For teen audiences. (STL263235) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 232pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232292 



DARK GATHERING GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kenichi Kondo 

Hun#ng ghosts with Yayoi might give Keitaro a chance to liQ the curse afflic#ng both him and his 

childhood friend Eiko, but is he willing to dive back into the world of the supernatural to do it? Of 

course, that ques#on might not even maNer when a cursed video causes his chance at a peaceful 

university orienta#on to go up in flames! 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263185) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232293 

RECORD OF RAGNAROK GN VOL 07 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shinya Umemura, Takumi Fukui (A)  Azychika 

Humanity's most notorious murderer, Jack the Ripper, has proved to be an unexpectedly clever and 

difficult opponent for the heroic Heracles. Their baNle through the dark streets of 19th century 

London takes more than a few surprising turns, un#l Jack actually manages to sever Heracles' arm! 

The watching crowd is stunned and outraged-how can this be? Heracles realizes he really needs to 

pull out all the stops to win, but Brunhilde's twisted champion has more tricks up his sleeves… 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263244) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY232294 

TISTA GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tatsuya Endo 

Tista's ac#vi#es as the grim reaper of New York City have drawn the aNen#on of the FBI. Agent Snow 

makes contact with Arty and begins to inves#gate. Meanwhile, Tista con#nues to bury her emo#ons 

in order to complete her deadly missions. But when the organiza#on she serves issues a par#cularly 

cruel order, can she carry it out? 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263266) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 



MAY232295 

HELCK GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Nanaki Nanao 

Crossing a ruined wasteland, Helck and Vermilio are aNacked by the Warrior of Darkness! Helck 

displays his true heroic power as he clashes with the strongest foe he's faced yet. But Helck's 

overwhelming strength causes Vermilio to doubt him once again, so he reveals his past-and the 

reason he wants to destroy all humans. 

 

For teen audiences. (STL263201) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232296 

SERAPH OF END VAMPIRE REIGN GN VOL 27 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Takaya Kagami (A) Yamato Yamamoto, Daisuke Furuya 

On the way to Guren's safehouse to finally get the details on his true plan, Yuichiro drops a 

bombshell of a ques#on on him: "Did you kill my family?" Guren hesitates to answer, and Yuichiro, 

wan#ng a clear response no maNer what, challenges him to a fight. As the two baNle, Guren comes 

to realize Yuichiro's growth, while Yuichiro is reminded of Guren's strength. 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263250) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232297 

MORIARTY THE PATRIOT GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ryosuke Takeuchi (A) Hikaru Miyoshi 

Charles Augustus Milverton, the coldhearted King of Blackmail, knows Mary's dark secret, and he's 

using it to destroy any hope she had of marrying Watson! Wan#ng to save his best friend from the 

clutches of the deranged Milverton, who ruins innocent lives for fun, Sherlock decides to face the 

man head-on! Will London's greatest devil finally face judgment?! 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263227) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232298 



CHAINSAW MAN BUDDY STORIES GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tatsuki Fujimoto, Sakaku Hishikawa 

Power lives out her favorite anime by becoming a genius detec#ve-or so she wants her "audience" to 

believe! Denji is along for the ride as her assistant for an inves#ga#on into disappearances at a 

mountain hotel. Other stories center on Quanxi and Kishibe's rela#onship nine years aQer they met, 

Himeno and Aki's first assignment together, and Denji, Power, and Aki's dream trip to Enoshima. 

 

For teen audiences. (STL263179) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 

MAY232299 

DANDADAN GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yukinobu Tatsu 

The banana-stealing Serpoians are back! And they've trapped Okarun, Momo, and Aira in a void to 

have another go at stealing their reproduc#ve organs. The subsequent baNle causes the powers of 

the Acroba#c Silky dwelling within Aira to awaken, and she temporarily joins forces with Momo and 

Okarun. But will they be any match for their opponents aQer the aliens merge with their minions to 

form an even greater being?! 

 

For mature audiences. (STL263183) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 218pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232300 

FLY ME TO THE MOON GN VOL 18 

(W/A) Kenjiro Hata 

Married life means taking on new challenges. Nasa and Tsukasa struggle to unlock the legacy that 

Tokiko leQ them-and things only get more complicated when Tokiko's daughter shows up with an 

unexpected giQ. Nasa takes his life in his hands by signing up for driving lessons, then tests fate again 

by trying to talk Tsukasa into some extra-close cuddling. And if you, the reader, want an adventure of 

your own, you can try the curry recipe included in this very volume! 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263195) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 



MAY232301 

MAO GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Rumiko Takahashi 

Exorcise your des#ny in an era-spanning supernatural adventure from manga legend Rumiko 

Takahashi! 

When Nanoka is transported back in #me to a supernatural early 20th century, she gets recruited by 

aloof exorcist Mao. What thread of fate connects them? Together, they seek answers...and kick some 

demon buN along the way! 

Our friends ponder if past abuse explains or jus#fies bad behavior in the present. A baNle against 

Renji and Mei raises another conundrum—is Nanoka’s sword, Akanemaru, an asset or a liability? 

Then, two thieves are pulled into a mysterious bag by a disembodied hand! Is it the last body part 

Natsuna has been searching for? Plus, the return of Byoki the cat demon… (STL263220) Scheduled to 

ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232302 

BOYS ABYSS GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Ryo Minenami 

Reiji's teacher Shiba and old friend Gen are both determined to prevent him from killing himself, but 

their mo#ves aren't pure and their methods are dubious. Meanwhile, his true friend Chako 

obsessively pursues the writer she hero worships, while pop idol Nagi schemes to keep her hooks in 

Reiji. 

 

For mature audiences. (STL263175) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY232303 

KAIJU NO 8 GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Naoya Matsumoto 

Kaiju No. 9 shows up to steal the power of Kaiju No. 2, wielded by Isao Shinomiya, director general of 

the Defense Force. At the end of the deadly baNle, Isao manages to get No. 9 on the ropes, but he 

ends up exhaus#ng all of his strength, allowing the kaiju to steal No. 2's power. With Isao defeated, 

No. 9 fuses with the director general and takes on Ka�a, Kikoru, and Narumi! Will they be able to 

defeat No. 9 and save their fearless leader?! 

 



For teen audiences. (STL263208) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232304 

UNDEAD UNLUCK GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yoshifumi Tozuka 

A surprise aNack by Unruin leaves Fuuko on the brink of death. Luckily, due to the addi#on of UMA 

Ghost, the concept of death is rewriNen, saving Fuuko from permanent demise. But her soul is stolen 

by Ghost and Unruin, promp#ng Andy to leave the Union and embark on a new quest to rescue her. 

What lies in store for him on the road ahead? 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263268) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAY232305 

CASE CLOSED GN VOL 87 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Gosho Aoyama 

A sweet dessert ou#ng turns biNer when the Junior Detec#ve League gets between two rival 

bloggers. Both women will go to extremes to drive traffic to their sites, but is one of them desperate 

enough to kill? Like and subscribe to find out! 

 

Then travel back in #me to the day Jimmy and Rachel first met! At Cherry Blossom Preschool, the 

future friends-and more-get off to a shaky start, as Rachel is less than impressed by Jimmy's 

precocious deduc#ons. But when their teacher starts ac#ng suspiciously, play#me is over. Time for 

Jimmy to get to the boNom of this pre-K predicament! 

 

For older teen audiences. (STL263177) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

YEN PRESS 

 

MAY232306 

I DONT KNOW WHICH IS LOVE GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Oku Tamamushi 



With high school gradua#on approaching, Mei Soraike tries to confess her love to her best friend for 

whom she had long harbored a secret crush…only for her hopes to be crushed. But a liNle heartbreak 

is fine—because she’ll absolutely, definitely, without a doubt get a girlfriend in college! And no 

sooner does Mei set her resolve than poten#al prospects start sidling up to her one by one…?! 

(STL274584) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232307 

AFTER WE GAZED AT STARRY SKY GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Bisco Kida 

It all started with a job. When wheelchair-bound Subaru Miyazawa decides to visit the planetarium 

aQer finishing its brochure design, he unexpectedly bumps into Togo Awase, the photographer 

involved in the project. Although he'd admired his work, he never thought he'd see the man 

himself—or that Togo would go so far as to carry Subaru down the steps to view the starry night sky 

up close. Subaru could only hope they would meet again... (STL274573) Scheduled to ship in August 

2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232308 

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO MONSTER GIRLS GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Suzu Akeko 

In the world of monsters, where scaring and tormen#ng humans is a way of life, even monster girls 

need to pass their classes, graduate and get a job! Enter Class Z: a bunch of failures more likely to be 

frightened and bullied themselves. Can this rag-tag group of underdogs become successful full-

fledged monsters? (STL274617) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232309 

I DONT NEED A HAPPY ENDING GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Mikanuji 

From office workers to high schoolers to a mistress and her maid, dive into a collec#on of girls love 

stories from the author of Assorted Entanglements! Mikanuji delivers a tantalizing mix of sweet and 



spicy in this anthology—including a brand-new epilogue for her short story “I Don’t Need a Happy 

Ending”! (STL274585) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232310 

WITCHES MARRIAGE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  studio HEADLINE 

Opening the Door of Truth is the ul#mate goal for many a witch. Gathering enough power to do so is 

no easy feat however, and a popular method is entering into a “Witches’ Marriage,” a contractual 

bond that generates more power the closer they grow. Melissa is one such witch—but is her heart 

truly immune to the adorable Tanya as she claims? (STL274623) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 

0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232311 

CUCKOOS THREE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Cassandra Jean,  Mosskat 

Murry Summerfield, relentlessly decent son of the farmstead, meets Jacob Durris, charming but 

troubled new neighbor. When he discovers why Jacob has moved out to the countryside, Murry has 

his hands full keeping his friend happy and dealing with his own blossoming feelings. (STL274578) 

Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAY232312 

SECOND CHANCE NOBLE DAUGHTER SETS TO CONQUER EMPEROR GN VOL  

(W) Sarasa Nagase (A) Anko Yuzu, Mitsuya Fuji 

Although Jill’s engagement to the Crown Prince should have guaranteed her a happy life, she is 

instead sentenced to death by her very fiancé! However, moments before her death, she is sent back 

in #me to the party that determined her fate. In a desperate bid to avoid her doom, she proposes to 

the man behind her, but that man turns out to be none other than an enemy from a neighboring 

country, the Dragon Emperor, Hades! (STL274622) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 



MAY232313 

KILLING SLIMES 300 YEARS SPIN OFF DRAGON ACADEMY GN VOL 01 ( 

(W) Kisetsu Morita (A)  Hitsujibako,  Benio 

Laika has seNled into the role of a rather prim young lady at the House in the Highlands—but was 

she always that way? Or was she more of a hot-blooded dragon...as red as her scales? In the second 

spinoff of the Killing Slimes series, the school days of Azusa’s oldest companion will be revealed! 

(STL274593) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232314 

TOUGE ONI PRIMAL GODS ANCIENT TIMES GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2 

(W/A) Kenji Tsurubuchi 

In the ancient kingdom of Yamato, between the era of the gods and that of men, there was a #me 

when the two coexisted. Miyo is chosen to serve as a human sacrifice to her village's god, Kippuuson-

no-Mikoto, but she's not ready to die! Can Ozuno, a monk with the special ability to speak one-on-

one with the gods, save her life? (STL274624) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 170pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232315 

GAME OF FAMILIA FAMILY SENKI GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mikoto Yamaguchi (A)  D.P. 

AQer his father's remarriage, high school student Sasae Hatsushima moves in with his three new 

step-sisters. That's all well and good, un#l the whole family is summoned to another world! Will they 

be able to band together and survive in a brutal, unforgiving land? (STL274581) Scheduled to ship in 

August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232316 

PANDORA SEVEN GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yuta Kayashima 

Her life turned upside down by "Pandora's Box," Lia Fron#er travels to the mechanical forest in the 

hope of finding a ray of light in the darkness. But only anger and resentment—stemming from 

human deceit—await her there. And before Lia can even begin to exonerate herself, the humans in 



hun#ng her leave devasta#on in their wake. What can she even do in the face of such overwhelming 

hos#lity? (STL274600) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232317 

MIERUKO CHAN ANTHOLOGY COMIC GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tomoki Izumi 

The creepy, the crawly, the grotesque—the daily lives of Miko and friends when ghostly monsters 

lurk around every corner! The official comic anthology, brought to you by a variety of guest ar#sts! 

(STL274597) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232318 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AKIRA TAKASUKIS CONJECTURE GN VOL 01 (MR 

(W) Mikage Sawamura (A) Toji Aio 

Naoya Fukamachi is a university student whose ability to infallibly detect lies has leQ him friendless 

and isolated. When a paper of his piques the interest of his folklore studies professor Akira Takatsuki, 

a handsome and eccentric man, he soon finds himself dragged into Akira’s research. Now, as the 

assistant in charge of common sense, he must help his professor interpret an array of unexplainable 

phenomena… (STL274574) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232319 

PUELLA MAGI MADOKA MAGICA MOVIE REBELLION COMP OMNIBUS ED TP 

(W) Magica Quartet (A)  Hanokage 

With Madoka Kaname's sacrifice, the hopeless cycle that once bound every magical girl to a terrible 

fate was broken at last. Or was it...? All does not seem right with the world, and as Homura pulls at 

the loose threads of the girls' new reality, is it possible that an even darker des#ny looms ahead? 

Revisit the complete manga adapta#on of Puella Magi Madoka Magica: The Movie -Rebellion- in this 

deluxe omnibus edi#on! (STL274601) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 432pgs, B&W SRP: $24.00 



 

MAY232320 

WHAT THIS WORLD IS MADE OF GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Shin Yamamoto 

The Nakata brothers are geYng closer to finding out the secret of the World-encroachment app, 

"Six," that pays them when they destroy monsters that appear in reality. (STL274629) Scheduled to 

ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232321 

SUNBEAMS IN SKY GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Monika Kaname 

Himari and Mio have traded places during the school fes#val—but what will Himari do when 

someone recognizes her? Meanwhile, aQer hearing a rumor that a confession at the aQer party will 

lead to romance, Mio decides to tell Asaka how she feels… (STL274610) Scheduled to ship in August 

2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232322 

OSHI NO KO GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Aka Akasaka (A) Mengo Yokoyari 

Now aNending in a high school with a program for aspiring performers, Ruby sees her classmates 

already nabbing roles and starts to feel the pressure: It's #me to start her idol career! Meanwhile, 

Aqua lands a spot in a reality show. What does it mean to be "real" in the entertainment world, 

where lies are like weapons? (STL274569) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232323 

HONEY LEMON SODA GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Mayu Murata 

When Uka meets Kai's ex-girlfriend Serina and sees how different they are, she completely loses 

confidence. But can a few words from Kai inspire her not to give up? (STL274583) Scheduled to ship 

in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 



 

MAY232324 

STUDIO APT GOOD LIGHTING ANGEL INCLUDED GN VOL 03 

(W/A)  Matoba 

Shintaro recuses a girl from a pack of unsavory guys—but it turns out she’s an edgy teen with an 

overac#ve imagina#on who keeps claiming she's a vampire! Not wan#ng to get too involved, 

Shintaro hurries home. Unfortunately, an uninvited guest shows up at his apartment… (STL274609) 

Scheduled to ship in August 2023. 

SC, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232325 

YOKOHAMA STATION SF GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yuba Isukari (A) Tatsuyuki Tanaka 

Hiroto has finally found Keiha Nijo, the leader of the Dodger Alliance, able to evade the sta#on's 

automa#c turns#les by falsifying her loca#on data. Will her story finally shed some light on the 

history of Yokohama Sta#on's propaga#on? (STL274630) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232326 

DOOMSDAY WITH MY DOG GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yu Ishihara 

The world is more interes#ng from the point of view of a dog. The third installment of the leisurely 

life at the end of the world with Haru the shiba inu and his odd master. (STL274579) Scheduled to 

ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 120pgs, FC SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232327 

IM QUITTING HEROING GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Quantum (A) Nori Kazato 

Leo has defended humanity for three thousand years as the world's strongest hero, but the humans 

have finally renounced him, and he’s quit his job for good. Now free of his past burdens, Leo plans to 

hand the philosopher’s stone over to the Demon Queen as a show of good faith—but liNle does he 

know it will be the cause of a terrible conflict… (STL274588) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-

1-2) 



SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232328 

DEMON SWORD MASTER OF EXCALIBUR ACADEMY GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0 

(W) Yu Shimizu (A) Asuka Keigen 

AQer a tough baNle, Leonis has managed to protect the Seventh Assault Garden from the aNack by 

the Archsage, Arakael. Soon, he gets wind of the Imperial princess’s visit to Excalibur Academy and 

aNempts to make her acquaintance…but meanwhile, in the shadows, the fearsome scheme of the 

“demon sword wielders” is beginning to take shape. (STL274615) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232329 

TSUBAKI-CHOU LONLEY PLANET GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Mika Yamamori 

Summer vaca#on arrives with Fumi’s heart s#ll in turmoil. Despite this, she accompanies Akatsuki 

and his editor Gorou on a trip to Kyoto—but when Gorou suddenly has to leave, Fumi winds up alone 

with the object of her affec#ons! (STL274626) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232330 

MONSTABOO GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yuuya Takahashi (A)  Tali 

Academy Game mastermind, Gaku Saitou, has fallen for Maruka. His forbidden love transforms him 

into a Groan-Up befiYng of his true nature…and sends him on a rampage destroying everyone and 

everything standing in his way. Can the students stop him before Maruka falls into his clutches? Or 

will they have no choice but to face despair? Find out in this epic final volume. (STL274598) 

Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232331 

LET THIS GRIEVING SOUL RETIRE GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W)  Tsukikage (A) Rai Hebino,  Chyko 

The White Wolf's Den is revealed as the site of the Tower of Akasha's wicked experiments! Sitri, the 

Grieving Souls' alchemist, races to the scene to take the reins of the inves#ga#on, but what awaits 

her there? (STL274595) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232332 

DURARARA RE DOLLARS ARC GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ryohgo Narita (A)  Aogiri 

Dotachin has been hospitalized aQer a hit-and-run, but Izaya insists he had nothing to do with it, or 

with Ryuugamine and Kida. Meanwhile, Celty's head has been leQ in Ikebukuro and winds up on live 

TV! (STL274580) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232333 

IN THE LAND OF LEADALE GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Ceez (A) Dashio Tsukimi 

Traveling as a guard for Elineh's caravan, Cayna visits the northern kingdom of Helshper. There, she 

stops by the Sakaiya shop to deliver a leNer Mai-Mai had entrusted to her…and comes face-to-face 

with her grandson—an elf named Caerick! But then a casual comment of his manages to incur 

Cayna’s wrath, and all hell breaks loose!? (STL274590) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232334 

MAID I HIRED RECENTLY IS MYSTERIOUS GN VOL 06 (MR) (C: 0-1-2 

(W/A) Wakame Konbu 

Yuuri's having trouble with his classmates at school, and their skiing training camp couldn’t have 

come at a worse #me. Although he tells Lilith he’ll be fine, Lilith can’t help but worry about her 

young master—will he really be okay out there all by himself? (STL274619) Scheduled to ship in 

August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 



MAY232335 

REIGN OF THE SEVEN SPELLBLADES GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Bokuto Uno (A) Sakae Esuno 

The stage is set—a three-on-three group duel of Stacy, Fay, and Joseph against Chela, Nanao, and 

Oliver. In a clash of fate and resolve, the baNle to determine the strongest first-year reaches its 

climax! (STL274602) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232336 

YOWAMUSHI PEDAL GN VOL 23 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Wataru Watanabe 

Carrying the pride of his team on his shoulders, Hakone’s captain, Izumida races against Kyoto 

Fushimi’s immeasurably strong subs#tute, Kishigami Komari! But an unexpected obstacle stands 

between the racers and the rapidly approaching sprint line—just who will take the victory!? 

(STL274632) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 400pgs, B&W SRP: $24.00 

 

MAY232337 

BEHEMOTH S RANKED MONSTER CAT ELF GIRL PET GN VOL 07 (MR) (C 

(W) Nozomi Ginyoku, Taro Shinonome (A) Mitsuki Yano 

Aria and the gang have defeated evil the Earl of Gladstone, and put an end to Leis’s sad chain of 

revenge. They even felled the undead dragon! Now it's #me to reap the rewards: an enthusias#c 

welcome into the city they saved, a promo#on to A-rank, and a well-earned rest! But soon enough, a 

new request heralds the start of a new adventure…! (STL274587) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232338 

INTERSPECIES REVIEWERS GN VOL 08 (A) (C: 1-1-2) 

 Scheduled to ship in August 2023.For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS 

Adult supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 5x7.5, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 



 

MAY232339 

IS WRONG PICK UP GIRLS DUNGEON SWORD ORATORIA GN VOL 20 (MR) 

(W) Fujino Omori (A) Takashi Yagi 

Intelligent monsters, the Evils, the Hes#a Familia and Aiz's Loki Familia. Head of the laNer, Finn alone 

is calm amid the chaos. In this clash of wills, what path will Finn take? Unwilling to abandon her an#-

monster philosophy, Aiz moves to stop Bell, but she finds her path blocked... The baNle with the 

mysterious gale swordsman begins! (STL274592) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232340 

CERTAIN MAGICAL INDEX GN VOL 27 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kazuma Kamachi (A) Chuya Kogino 

In the wake of Acqua’s assault, Touma and Index find themselves on a plane to England. But as Index 

eagerly awaits her inflight meal, the plane is taken over by a mysterious hijacker! Can the pair resolve 

the situa#on, and will Index ever get her food? (STL274571) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-

1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232341 

SLASHER MAIDENS GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tetsuya Tashiro 

As the academy students baNle to stop the Ultra Reincarna#on Party, Funabashi faces Kurashiki in 

baNle once more. And the headmistress, having caught wind of the powerful adversary lurking in the 

shadows, sends Asuma and his team of elite maidens to the Na#onal Diet Building to deal with the 

crazed cult’s leader… (STL274605) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232342 

TALES OF WEDDING RINGS GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Maybe 



Satou and his party finally face off against the Abyss King, and Hime and the Ring Princesses put up 

quite a fight. But when Satou is consumed in the Abyss King's darkness, is all hope lost? (STL274612) 

Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232343 

SAGA OF TANYA EVIL GN VOL 20 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Carlo Zen (A) Chika Tojo 

AQer the Empire suffers a Dunkirk-like defeat at the hands of the François Republic, it seems like 

Imperial HQ doesn't even care. Tanya heads back, determined to get to the boNom of the situa#on—

but what awaits her in the capital? (STL274621) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAY232344 

TRINITY SEVEN 7 MAGICIANS GN VOL 28 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Akinari Nao (A) Kenji Saito 

With the Demon Lord Castle now in his possession, Arata makes his way to the Heavenly Library to 

meet Lilith. Meanwhile, Lilith finds herself face to face with the mother she thought she'd lost…! 

(STL274625) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

YEN ON 

 

MAY232345 

KUNON SORCERER CAN SEE THROUGH LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 01 (MR) (C 

(W) Umikaze Minamino (A)  Laruha 

Kunon was born blind and aims to be the first person ever to use water magic to create new eyes for 

himself. AQer five months of study, he has already surpassed his teacher, and con#nues to grow his 

talents. Not only can his magic help him sense the color, but he can also use it to make handy items 

and even conjure a whole cat! Word of his skills and ingenuity soon reach the court and earn him a 

spot as disciple to the most powerful magician in the land. But is his ul#mate goal even aNainable? 

(STL274594) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232346 

SENTENCED TO BRAVE PUNISHMENT LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 01 (C: 0-1- 

(W) Rocket Shokai 

Heroism—a punishment for only the worst criminals. Those sentenced to the fate of a hero are 

forced to fight at the front lines against the demon king’s army—and if they die, all they can expect is 

to be revived and con#nue the baNle. But when their leader, convicted of killing a goddess, meets 

another goddess himself, the contract they forge may be enough to change the world… (STL274604) 

Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232347 

BRIDE OF BARRIER MASTER LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2 

(W)  Kureha 

Hana agreed to marry Saku, the head of her family's main branch, when he discovered her hidden 

powers—but only temporarily, and for plenty of compensa#on. When the #me comes, however, 

Saku is reluctant to dissolve their union, and Hana's not sure if her protests are sincere anymore. 

Meanwhile, several dangerous talismans go missing. Who could have taken them, and why? 

(STL274575) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232348 

PRINCESS CONVENIENT PLOT DEVICES SC NOVEL VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Mamecyoro (A) Mitsuya Fuji 

AQer coming face-to-face with her most haun#ng memories and staining her bodyguard Klifford's 

uniform with tears and snot, Princess Octavia barely has #me to collect herself before she's dragged 

into an an#-royalist plot! Even worse, her brother's lover Sil, who she accompanied to the ball, has 

gone missing. She'll have to trust her masked poten#al (fake) boyfriend Rust—a notorious opponent 

of the crown—to guide them to where Sil is, but what will they find when they reach him? 

(STL274620) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232349 

YOUR FORMA LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Mareho Kikuishi (A) Tsubata Nozaki 

Harold and Echika may have brought their latest case to a close, but the developer of the AI who 

facilitated E’s campaign against Interpol is nowhere to be found. To ascertain the iden#ty of this 

enigma#c individual, the pair request the aid of their friend Bigga, now a formal consultant with the 

Electrocrime Inves#ga#on Bureau. Yet even her help isn’t enough to give them a lead. Meanwhile, a 

series of spree killings against Amicus begin to unfold, and the modus operandi bears an eerie 

resemblance to the murder of Harold’s mentor... (STL274631) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 

0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232350 

LIAR LIAR LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Haruki Kuou (A)  konomi 

The Academy—a school the size of an island where students compete for ranks. Not only did Hiroto 

Shinohara pass the most rigorous exam in the country with top marks to transfer there, but he 

defeated last year's reigning champ on his very first day, catapul#ng him to the rank of Seven Star in 

record #me. ...Except he didn’t. The truth is, he screwed up big #me, and now he has to maintain his 

posi#on there no maNer what. It's a liar's world, aQer all! (STL274596) Scheduled to ship in August 

2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232351 

SASAKI & MIYANO SECOND YEARS SC NOVEL VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shou Harusono (A) Kotoko Hachijo 

Time for another peek into the details of Sasaki and Miyano’s lives as second-year students! Miyano's 

class is geYng ready to go on a big field trip. Plus, there's plenty of excitement with Sasaki as White 

Day approaches. What other precious moments await these two? (STL274603) Scheduled to ship in 

August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232352 

HOLLOW REGALIA LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Gakuto Mikumo (A)  Miyuu 



Bound by his contract with Galerie Berith to hunt dragons, Yahiro heads to the Fortress City of 

Yokohama, which is under the control of the Guild—a neutral organiza#on that acts as an 

intermediary between private military companies. There, he finds the swamp dragon medium Nina 

Himekawa and her Lazarus, Hisaki Minato, wai#ng for him. Then, Waon Iroha is invited to collab with 

a streamer backed by a European enterprise named Gibeah. Although she is ini#ally overjoyed at this 

news, things quickly become complicated when she realizes the corpora#on is connected to the 

Japanese Council for Independence, who mean to take their country back...by any means necessary. 

(STL274582) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232353 

CHEAT SKILL WORLD BECAME UNRIVALED REAL NOVEL VOL 03 (MR) (C 

(W)  Miku (A) Rein Kuwashima 

Next level up—become “god’s” pupil! Yuuya Tenjou has obtained all kinds of powerful skills and 

abili#es and con#nues to live his new lifestyle in both the other world and his home world. In the 

Weald, he comes across a "divine beast" rabbit! "I'll train you. In exchange, teach me how to use 

[magic]." He becomes the pupil of the unrivaled rabbit, and at the same #me becomes a teacher to a 

divine beast. Back in his world, the Ousei Academy Sports Day begins but paparazzi aiming to get full 

coverage of Yuuya show up! Yuuya carelessly ends things with a single hit, sending the school into an 

uproar. (STL274586) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232354 

DETECTIVE IS ALREADY DEAD NOVEL SC VOL 06 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  nigozyu (A)  Umibozu 

Siesta and Kimihiko’s first mee#ng did not take place during that fateful plane jacking, but rather four 

years earlier. During that #me, the federal government tasked Siesta with loca#ng a spy in Japan, 

where she happened upon her future assistant. The secret of why the great detec#ve took Kimihiko 

under her wing is finally revealed in this prequel! (STL274616) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 

0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232355 

MAGICAL REVOLUTION PRINCESS GENIUS NOVEL SC VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2 



(W) Piero Karasu (A) Yuri Kisaragi 

There’s one thing Anis can't go without if she wants to run a magical academy—magicite. 

Fortunately, an untamed region to the east is teeming with this vital resource, so she and Euphie 

decide to journey there on airbikes to stock up. Wait, doesn’t this sound like a honeymoon?! 

(STL274618) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232356 

VILLAINESS TAMING THE FINAL BOSS NOVEL SC VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sarasa Nagase (A) Mai Murasaki 

With Claude's transforma#on into a dragon, it seems his fate is all but sealed. As the world around 

them shiQs toward what the heroine Amelia claims is its true des#ny, what's our favorite villainess 

supposed to do? Can Aileen overcome fate and protect her beloved husband? (STL274589) 

Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232357 

COMBATANTS WILL BE DISPATCHED LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 07 (C: 0-1- 

(W) Natsume Akatsuki (A) Kakao Lanthanum 

When the most powerful boss of the Kisaragi organiza#on arrives on Second Earth, can Six and Alice 

keep the scandal they’ve caused under wraps? (STL274576) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-

1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232358 

ASTERISK WAR LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 17 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yuu Miyazaki (A)  Okiura 

As Julis faces off against Orphelia in the final Lindvolus match, Ayato takes on Madiath behind the 

scenes. The Golden Bough Alliance has been sowing the seeds of chaos in Asterisk, but Claudia and 

the others are hot on their tracks. It's #me to decide the final victor—and when all is said and done, 

will Ayato be able to face his precious friends, including Julis? The heroes of Asterisk come together 

one last #me in this final volume! (STL274614) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232359 



ACCEL WORLD LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 26 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Reki Kawahara 

The Deity of Demise, Tezcatlipoca, brings chaos to the Accelerated World and shocks Haruyuki into 

withdrawing from Nega Nebulous. AQer leaving Kuroyukihime and conceding to the White King, 

Haruyuki visits Eternal Girls' Academy, where seven powerful enemies and a special trial await him. 

Could this spell a turning point for Haruyuki and Kurohime, now that they're no longer connected by 

the Black Legion? (STL274572) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232360 

CROSS DRESSING VILLAINESS CECILIA SYLVIE SC NOVEL VOL 05 (C: 

(W) Hiroro Akizakura (A)  Dangmill 

Now that Cecilia Sylvie has cleared the last major event of the da#ng-sim she was reborn into, the 

end of her trials and tribula#ons are in sight. Ini#ally, the last three months of the game’s narra#ve 

seem to be going off without a hitch…un#l her alter-ego Cecil receives an invita#on to the homeland 

of Prince Janis’s brother, Roland! Just how will Cecilia get through an event that never happened in 

the original game? (STL274577) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232361 

SPY CLASSROOM LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 06 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Takemachi (A)  Tomari 

Lamplight infiltrates the Fend Commonwealth in search of answers about the deaths of some of their 

fellow spies. But as Sybilla pushes herself to complete the inves#ga#on, she meets unexpected 

resistance from the leader of Belias, a powerful counterintelligence organiza#on. Can Lamplight 

avenge their fallen countrymen? (STL274608) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232362 

THAT TIME I REINCARNATED SLIME LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 16 (C: 0-1 

(W)  Fuse (A) Mitz Vah 

Rimuru has emerged victorious in the war against the Eastern Empire, but between the ul#mate skill 

Michael taking over Ludora’s body and the mys#c lord Feldway lurking behind the scenes, he s#ll has 

a lot leQ on his plate. Meanwhile, the fight at the labyrinth—conducted while Rimuru was busy with 

his own climac#c baNle—revealed some serious flaws in the monster na#on’s defenses. Now that 



things are calmer, it’s #me for our favorite demon slime to address some major infrastructure issues 

with his team… (STL274613) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 304pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232363 

SPICE AND WOLF LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 24 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Isuna Hasekura 

Chasing aQer their daughter who set off on the grand adventure of a life#me, the wisewolf and her 

ex-merchant husband have embarked on a liNle journey of their own. They've saved a town from the 

pits of endless debt but a new challenge is on the horizon. This #me, a primeval forest is in danger 

and Lawrence may be the only one who can save it from disappearing forever! (STL274607) 

Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 232pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAY232364 

SWORD ART ONLINE NOVEL SC VOL 27 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Reki Kawahara 

AQer two hundred years, Kirito is finally reunited with Selka, Ronie and Tiese, but the girls are 

shocked to see Eolyne, who bears a striking resemblance to their fallen comrade. Then, with no #me 

to process their feelings, the three Integrity Knights are thrown into baNle alongside Eolyne and the 

Integrity Pilots. The old defenders of the Underworld join the new as the next chapter of the Unital 

Ring arc commences! (STL274611) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

IZE PRESS 

 

MAY232365 

NOT SEW WICKED STEPMOM GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Iru (A)  Mo9Rang 

Once upon a #me, there was a lovely young princess who suffered under her cruel stepmother…that 

is, un#l a children’s clothing designer is reborn as the evil stepmother! All the new Queen Abigail 

Friedkin wants to do is dote on the adorable Princess Blanche and give her the happy childhood she 

deserves. The problem is, the previous Abigail has garnered a reputa#on for being extremely jealous 

and materialis#c—and to top it off, her smile is the stuff of children’s nightmares! Will Abigail be able 

to convince her stepdaughter that she might not be so wicked aQer all? (STL274599) Scheduled to 

ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 6x9, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

MAY232366 

A BUSINESS PROPOSAL GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Perilla,  Haehwa (A)  NARAK 

On a roman#c evening date with the young, rich, and unbelievably handsome Taemu, Hari is the 

envy of all women...but liNle do they know—it’s all fake! She has been trapped into playing the part 

of his girlfriend to appease his meddlesome grandfather, all the while desperately trying to hide the 

fact that she is actually an employee at his company! How long can she keep up this nerve-wracking 

double life? (STL274570) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 336pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

MAY232367 

VILLIANS ARE DESTINED TO DIE GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Gwon Gyeoeul (A)  Suol 

The Hunt is on! Penelope heads off to the small-game area in hopes of hun#ng down a present to 

increase Eckles’s affec#on...only to miss every single shot she takes at the animals that appear. Just 

as all seems to be in vain, Penelope wanders across a silver fox, and knows it’s the perfect giQ. The 

only problem? She’s chased it straight into the dangerous big-game zone! (STL274627) Scheduled to 

ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 272pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

MAY232368 

SOLO LEVELING GN VOL 07 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Chugong (A)  DUBU 

The Jeju Island raid is underway, and the elite team of Korean hunters has finally come face-to-face 

with the ant queen! Soon, Jeju Island would be theirs to reclaim from the magic beasts aQer four 

long years—or so they thought. LiNle did they know that her strongest soldier would be unlike any 

magic beast they’d ever fought before! (STL274606) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 312pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

ADAMS MEDIA 

 



MAY232369 

MY MANGA COLLECTION TRACKER SC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Vernieda Vergara 

Rate and record your favorite manga as well as track your progress and make notes with this must-

have journal perfect for manga readers everywhere. My Manga Collec#on is a tracker and reading 

journal created for manga fans to record the details of their favorite series and keep track of their 

progress. Inside, you'll find easy-to-use templates for each series you're reading with space to review 

each volume as you read and make a note of what you read so you can easily pick up where you leQ 

off. Each template ends with a series of thoughVul ques#ons to get you thinking about your reading, 

and help you decide what to read next. It's everything you need to keep up with your god-#er 

favorites, your trash reads, and everything in between. (STL272215) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. 

(C: 0-1-1) 

Reference, SC, 7x9, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

DENPA BOOKS 

 

MAY232370 

GAMBLING APOCALYPSE KAIJI GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Nobuyuki Fukumoto 

AQer surviving Tonegawa's dastardly schemes set outside of the hotel tower, Kaiji was let inside the 

building for what may be one last chance to pay off his debts. But while his last two tests were 

par#ally physical and emo#onal, this new game is a test of wills. E-Card is a simple card game but 

when played against someone who says he can read minds, it may be an impossible game to win at 

consistently! Kaiji has gone too far now, so he'll literally put his body on the line as payback! 

(STL273299) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x8, 608pgs, B&W SRP: $21.95 

 

MAY232371 

HEAVENLY DELUSION GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Masakazu Ishiguro 

Kiriko has finally found Robin. But the reunion is not all smiles. Actually it is nothing but trauma as 

the two realize that this is a rela#onship shared between three people and one of them has no 

current say in this reunion. (STL273298) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x8, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

801 MEDIA INC 



 

MAY232372 

O/A BOYFRIEND IN HEAT GN (NEW PTG) (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, 

& UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $16.95 

 

PROJECT H 

 

MAY232373 

FETISHISMS IMMORAL GN (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (JUN131121) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $17.95 

 

MAY232374 

IDOLHOUSE GN (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (MAY131130) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $17.95 

 

EigoMANGA 

 

MAY232375 

OLDMAN GN VOL 04 (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Chang Sheng 



A beau#ful queen rules her country with an iron fist. Unmarried and without an heir, she adopts 

orphans as a way to prove that even commoners can reign as kings. Yet, as the years progress, she 

shows no sign of aging. Only one man knows the dark secret to her eternal youth: Oldman, a 

bearded magician the queen has locked in her darkest dungeon. One night, Oldman steps through 

the bars of his prison and disappears before the queen's very eyes. Enraged, she sends her army 

aQer him in a desperate campaign to keep her secret hidden. The queen personally leads her army to 

pursue Oldman and his companions. She sees them as a serious threat to her reign and their 

defiance is an act of war. Oldman is #red of running, he and his comrades have devised a plan to 

defeat the queen once and for all; but it must come at a sacrifice. (STL272224) Scheduled to ship in 

July 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $10.95 

 

FAKKU 

 

MAY232376 

BOOTYHOLIC GN (A) (C: 1-1-1) 

For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x9, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $19.95 

 

MAY232377 

DAY IN DAY OUT GN (A) (C: 1-1-1) 

For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x9, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $19.95 

 

MAY232378 

HEAD TO HEAD SHOWDOWN GN (A) (C: 1-1-1) 

For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $19.95 

 



MAY232379 

HOT HONEY ECSTASY GN (A) (C: 1-1-1) 

For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $19.95 

 

MAY232380 

JUICY TITS GN (A) (C: 1-1-1) 

 Scheduled to ship in July 2023.For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 

supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 7x8, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $24.95 

 

MAY232381 

MONOPOLIZE GN (A) (C: 1-1-1) 

For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $19.95 

 

MAY232382 

OTAKU IN 2200 A.D PART 1 GN (A) (C: 1-1-1) 

 Scheduled to ship in July 2023.For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 

supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, PC SRP: $19.95 

 

J-NOVEL CLUB 

 

MAY232383 



ASCENDANCE OF A BOOKWORM L NOVEL PART 4 VOL 7 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Miya Kazuki (A) Suzuka Quof, You Shiina 

AQer fain#ng at a tea party for bookworms, Rozemyne is forced to return to Ehrenfest. She reunites 

with her lower-city associates and seNles in for some long-awaited reading #me in the temple... but 

as peaceful as these cold winter days may seem, a revela#on in the bible means they might be 

numbered! Rozemyne's second year at the Royal Academy draws to a close with interroga#ons, 

inves#ga#ons, and a resolute appren#ce. She also aNends the Interduchy Tournament for the first 

#me, but a grave development causes more trouble than anyone could have expected! Can she and 

Ferdinand survive the chaos that emerges so soon before the gradua#on ceremony? (STL273033) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 400pgs, PC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY232384 

FULL METAL PANIC SHORT STORIES COLL ED HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Shouji Gatou (A/CA)  Shikidouji 

The adventures con#nue in a new collec#on of hilarious side stories, now available for the first #me 

in English! Intriguing One-Man Band? Sagara Sousuke is an average Japanese high school student—

totally not a war-addled military geek who mistakes love leNers for bombs. He drives Chidori Kaname 

crazy, but even though he's agreed to date another girl, she just can't leave him alone! Unflinching 

Two-Out Inning? Sagara Sousuke is at it again, from turning a turf war into a hostage situa#on to 

sending a rugby team through boot camp. Meanwhile, he's growing closer with Chidori Kaname. 

Even when it looks like he might strike out, he never stops swinging! Unpolished Three-Ring Circus? 

Sagara Sousuke is here to yet again solve any problems that might befall Jindai High. With Chidori 

Kaname by his side, he'll seek out the truth behind a haunted hospital and lay a trap for a ponytail-

obsessed villain, along with other misadventures! (STL273031) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-

1-1) 

Light Novel, HC, 6x9, 575pgs, PC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAY232385 

INFINITE DENDROGRAM OMNIBUS GN VOL 05 (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Sakon Kaidou (A) Kami Imai 

The City of Duels remains under aNack, and Gideon's peace has been shaNered by the malicious 

machina#ons of Giga Professor Franklin! Marie moves in hot pursuit of her target but is stopped by 

the King of Orchestras as he forces her to put her trump card into play.  As Ray and his companions 

push through their trials, an old ally—the Magingear pilot Hugo Lesseps—stands in their way with his 

Embryo's icy powers. And who knows what else the Giga Professor has up his sleeve... Containes the 

full Volume 9 & 10: A City Under Siege. (STL273035) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

SC, 360pgs, PC SRP: $22.99 



 

MAY232386 

SEIREI GENSOUKI SPIRIT CHRONICLES GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Yuri Shibamura, Futago Minaduki (A) Futago Minaduki 

Rio's journey to Yagumo takes him and La#fa deeper into the forest—and its denizens aren't happy 

to see them! Can La#fa convince the Spirit Folk's warriors of Rio's innocence and forge a new bond? 

And what of Haruto's spirit s#ll slumbering within Rio? (STL273034) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. 

(C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 168pgs, PC SRP: $15.99 

 

J-NOVEL HEART 

 

MAY232387 

TEARMOON EMPIRE GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Nozomu Mochitsuki (A) Mizu Morino 

As the flames of revolu#on scour the Tearmoon Empire, its ever-selfish princess, Mia Luna Tearmoon, 

meets her doom by way of public beheading... only to wake up in the past as her twelve-year-old 

self! It's #me to shape up, recruit some allies, and exploit her knowledge of the future to save her 

empire! Is she up to the task? No, not even slightly! But it's her only choice if she hopes to spare 

herself from yet another gruesome end at the blade of the guillo#ne! (STL273032) Scheduled to ship 

in July 2023. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 5x7, 208pgs, PC SRP: $15.99 

 

KODANSHA COMICS 

 

MAY232388 

THAT TIME I REINCARNATED SLIME TRINITY GN VOL 09 (MR) (C: 1- 

(W)  Fuse, Tae Tono (A) Mitz Vah (CA) Tae Tono 

The new spinoff manga to the hit fantasy isekai series, developed by original creator Fuse! Against 

the odds, the liNle slime Rimiru has established his magical kingdom for all monsters, called Tempest, 

and it's thriving. But three visitors, Phos the fox girl, Stella the dragon girl, and Frey the winged girl, 

come to pay Tempest a visit, they're stunned at just how quickly it's developed. (STL274124) 

Scheduled to ship in December 2024. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Australia, Singapore or the 

Philippines. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 



 

NETCOMICS 

 

MAY232389 

FIRST NIGHT WITH DUKE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hwang DoTo Teava (A/CA)  Msg 

One morning, a girl wakes up and discovers she'd been transported into a romance novel as Lady 

Ripley, a count's daughter, and a minor character. She decides to kick back and enjoy a life of luxury 

in the novel's background to the fullest! But then she goes to a party and makes a huge mistake. The 

last thing she remembers is when she started drinking… And when she came to her senses, she was 

in bed with the stone-hearted main character, Duke Zeronis d'Inglid! (STL271509) Scheduled to ship 

in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 296pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

MAY232390 

FIRST NIGHT WITH DUKE GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hwang DoTo Teava (A/CA)  Msg 

Nothing is going the way it did in the novel. Ripley has to do whatever it takes to get out of marrying 

the obsessive main character! She tries to trick Zeronis into thinking she's gravely injured. But now 

that she's lying in bed pretending to be hurt, it makes her feel bad to see how worried he is about 

her. She never thought he'd be so concerned. (STL271510) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-

2) 

SC, 296pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

MAY232391 

FIRST NIGHT WITH DUKE GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hwang DoTo Teava (A/CA)  Msg 

A stalker is harassing Etoile, so to help her out, Ripley devises Opera#on Fake Boyfriend. She figured 

if they pretended that Etoile and Wright were a couple, they could chase off the stalker, and it would 

also be a chance to bring the two of them together for real… But why the heck is Zeronis here 

instead of Wright? Together, Zeronis and Etoile look just like characters from a fairy tale. And even 

though she knows they're just ac#ng, she can't bear to see them as a couple. (STL271511) Scheduled 

to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 296pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

ONE PEACE BOOKS 



 

MAY232392 

CAPTAIN CORINTH GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Atsuhiko Itoh (A) Tomomasa Takuma 

Just when space-wrecked Alan Corinth has fully adjusted to life on his new planet, a pair of gorgeous 

twin girls suddenly appear in front of him, delivering news that shocks him to his core! Meanwhile, 

though Cleria is secretly falling for Alan, when a rival for his posi#on at her side appears, she’s forced 

to recall her dire circum-stances. Later, once Alan knows that the fate of the whole planet Ares is on 

the line, he makes a bold decision for the sake of this planet and its people. (STL272225) Scheduled 

to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

MAY232393 

REPRISE OF THE SPEAR HERO GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Aneko Yusagi 

Naofumi and his friends managed to minimize the damage from the Melromarc wave. But their 

enjoyment of the celebratory banquet is interrupted when Itsuki picks a fight with Naofumi. With the 

release of his slaves on the line, a duel between shield and bow begins! (STL272226) Scheduled to 

ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 5x7, 152pgs, B&W SRP: $11.95 

 

PIE INTERNATIONAL 

 

MAY232394 

ART OF THE WONDERLAND SC (C: 1-1-1) 

(A) Ilya Kuvshinov 

Keiichi Hara meets Ilya Kuvshinov in the most an#cipated anime film of the year. 

The Wonderland is a Japanese anime film based on a novel wriNen in 1981. Directed by Keiichi Hara, 

the award-winning director who is most notable for the  Crayon Shin-chan anime series, The 

Worderland features visual design, including character design, was done by Ilya Kuvshinov. This book 

is the defini#ve design material book collec#ng character profiles, rough sketches, and sample 

designs such as background, buildings, animals, machines and props, giving you a detailed behind-

the-scenes look at the visual development artworks of this anima#on. (STL273075) Scheduled to ship 

in July 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Art Book, SC, 7x10, 220pgs, FC SRP: $29.95 

 



MAY232395 

SOLEIL ILLUSTRATION LOOK BOOK SC (C: 1-1-1) 

(A)  TANAKA 

The illustrator Tanaka's second art book is finally out! This illustra#on collec#on is based on the 

concept of the Look Book. Designed and bound like a fashion magazine, this book stylishly showcases 

Tanaka's characteris#c fashion-focused worldview. Star#ng with Tanaka's new work "Sunflower 

(SOLEIL)," this book introduces the illustra#ons thema#cally through 10 mo#fs including "flowers," 

"seasons," and more. This special collec#on is full of cute and pop dress collec#ons for boys and girls, 

covering all styles from classic to street aYre. (STL273082) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-

1) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Art Book, SC, 7x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY232396 

VICTORIAN FANTASY COLLECTION KUROIMORI COLORING BOOK (C: 1-1 

(A)  Kuroimori 

This coloring book features girls living in a victorian fantasy world by illustrator Kuroimori, who is 

popular for his fantasy, adventure, and retro-futuris#c work. This #tle contains 31 paNerns focusing 

on the beau#ful constella#ons twinkling in the night sky, along with rooms and elegant costumes 

with a steampunk atmosphere. 

Each coloring page comes with cut-out lines so that the pages can be detached and used. In addi#on, 

at the end of the book, you will find color samples of five works, including the cover illustra#on, as 

well as #ps on how to color in using colored pencils and markers. (STL273079) Scheduled to ship in 

August 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Coloring Book, SC, 9x9, 80pgs, PC SRP: $25.00 

 

SATURDAY AM 

 

MAY232397 

UNDERGROUND GN VOL 01 FIGHT CLUB (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) J R De Bard 

Karim Yun, a biracial taekwondo fighter, pits his skills against New York's most brutal underground 

mar#al ar#sts. Seeking revenge against the violent gang who aNacked him and ended his Olympic 

dreams, he's determined to baNle every colorful combatant in his path. His only obstacle is the 

illness brought about by the violent aNack, which could kill Karim if he becomes too reckless—

serving as his conscience is his nurse, who is trying to push him into changing his lifestyle but is 

learning more about the danger and the allure of secret mixed mar#al arts contests. Created by black 

belt mar#al ar#st JR De Bard, this sports manga provides a detailed look into the world of 

underground fight clubs. (STL272438) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x8, 224pgs, PC SRP: $13.99 

 

SCHOLASTIC INC. 

 

MAY232398 

ONE PIECE OFFICIAL COLORING BOOK (C: 0-1-0) 

Color in over dozens of pages of anime and manga designs in this deluxe coloring book based on One 

Piece, one of the most popular anime series of all #me! Set sail for the Grand Line! It's #me to color 

in your favorite characters and scenes from the hit manga. From Luffy and Nami to Big Mom and 

Kaido, there are over 90 pages of black-and-white art that manga and anime fans will love to color. 

Dive beneath the waves to Fishman Island, brave the bizzare weather of Punk Hazard, have yourself a 

sweet treat on Whole Cake Island. The world of One Piece is yours to bring to life like never before! 

(STL273072) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-0) 

Coloring Book, SC, 8x11, 96pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

TOKYO POP - DISNEY MANGA 

 

MAY232399 

O/A DISNEY MANGA STITCH & SAMURAI COMP COLLECTION TP (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Hiroto Wada 

While fleeing the Galac#c Federa#on, S#tch's spaceship malfunc#ons and he makes an emergency 

landing... not in Hawaii, but in sengoku-era Japan! Discovered by the brutal warlord Lord Yamato and 

his clan, S#tch's incomparable cuteness is no match for the baNle-weary samurai, who decides to 

bring the "blue tanuki" home with him. Will S#tch's love of chaos turn into a formidable advantage 

for the samurai's influence? Or will his cute and fluffy form disarm the noble lord's stern façade? 

(STL268157) Available Now! (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in North America. 

SC, 5x8, 564pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232400 

DISNEY MANGA STITCH & SAMURAI COMP COLLECTION HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Hiroto Wada 

While fleeing the Galac#c Federa#on, S#tch's spaceship malfunc#ons and he makes an emergency 

landing... not in Hawaii, but in sengoku-era Japan! Discovered by the brutal warlord Lord Yamato and 

his clan, S#tch's incomparable cuteness is no match for the baNle-weary samurai, who decides to 

bring the "blue tanuki" home with him. Will S#tch's love of chaos turn into a formidable advantage 



for the samurai's influence? Or will his cute and fluffy form disarm the noble lord's stern façade 

PRODUCT FEATURES   ·This deluxe collector's edi#on combines the en#re S#tch and the Samurai 

series into one book!   ·Exclusive laminated hardcover with unreleased artwork.PRODUCT DETAILS   

·5" x 7.5"   ·560 B&W pages and 4 color pages   ·Genre: Comedy / Fantasy   ·Reads Right to LeQ 

(STL268158) Scheduled to ship in September 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in North America. 

HC, 5x8, 564pgs, B&W SRP: $21.99 

 

MAY232401 

NBX BATTLE FOR PUMPKIN KING #4 (OF 5) CVR A (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Shaun McLaughlin & Various (A) Deborah Allo 

How did Jack Skellington become the Pumpkin King? Explore Jack and Oogie Boogie's early days in 

Halloween Town and learn how their inseparable friendship turns sour as they baNle to become the 

next Pumpkin King. Discover the mastermind who's pulling the strings, and relive the fantas#c world 

of The Nightmare Before Christmas in this new manga-inspired story! (STL273300) Scheduled to ship 

in July 2023. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in North America. 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232402 

NBX BATTLE FOR PUMPKIN KING #4 (OF 5) CVR B B&W VIRGIN (C: 1 

(W) Shaun McLaughlin & Various (A) Deborah Allo 

How did Jack Skellington become the Pumpkin King? 

Explore Jack and Oogie Boogie's early days in Halloween Town and learn how their inseparable 

friendship turns sour as they baNle to become the next Pumpkin King. Discover the mastermind 

who's pulling the strings, and relive the fantas#c world of The Nightmare Before Christmas in this 

new manga-inspired adapta#on! (STL273301) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Available only in North America. 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAY232403 

NBX BATTLE FOR PUMPKIN KING TP (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Dan Conner (A) Dj Milky & Various 

Jack Skellington is the undisputed Pumpkin King of Halloween Town. But it wasn't always that way! 

Years ago, Jack and Oogie Boogie were close friends. Both eager to prove themselves, they poured all 

their passion into their fantas#cal projects to earn their righVul place as the scariest duo in town. But 

there could only be one Pumpkin King! What could have happened to turn two best friends into such 

biNer rivals? Collects the four-issue mini-series. (STL273944) Scheduled to ship in September 2023. 

(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in North America. 



SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY232404 

DISNEY MANGA NIGHTMARE CHRISTMAS ZEROS JOURNEY TP VOL 01 (C: 

(W) Dj Milky (A) Kei Ishiyama & Various 

Jack Skellington is the undisputed Pumpkin King of Halloween Town and crea#ve genius behind the 

most spook-tacular scares. Beside him through every great new creepy concept is his ever-faithful 

ghost pup, Zero. But panic descends on Halloween Town when a clumsy mistake leads to Zero going 

missing! Finding himself lost in a curious land of baked goods, hand-wrapped presents, decorated 

trees and joyful caroling, Zero must traverse the unfamiliar world of Christmas Town to find his way 

home! And with Halloween plans on hold while Jack mounts a search, will they be reunited in #me to 

save both holidays? (STL088088) Available Now! (JUL182329) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in North 

America. 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY232405 

DISNEY MANGA NIGHTMARE XMAS ZEROS JOURNEY ULT ED TP (C: 1-0- 

(W/A/CA) Dj Milky 

Jack Skellington is the undisputed Pumpkin King of Halloween Town and crea#ve genius behind the 

most spooktacular scares. Beside him through every great new creepy concept is his ever-faithful 

ghost pup, Zero. Finding himself lost in a curious land of baked goods, hand-wrapped presents, 

decorated trees, and joyful caroling, Zero must traverse the unfamiliar world of Christmas Town to 

find his way home! This deluxe collectors' edi#on combines the en#re Zero's Journey series into one 

volume in a tradi#onal manga format! (STL162833) Available Now! (JUL201637) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Available only in North America. 

SC, 5x7, 416pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232406 

DISNEY MANGA NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS GN ED (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A) Jun Asuka 

Jack Skellington is the Pumpkin King, the ruler of Halloween Town and master of all things creepy and 

spooky. But he's #red of his life in the shadows and longs for something new. When he accidentally 

stumbles upon Christmas Town, he decides this is the perfect chance to try his hand at a brand new 

holiday and is convinced he'll have the world yelling "Scary Christmas"! With the young patchwork 

doll Sally trying to dissuade him and the evil Oogie Boogie wai#ng in the wings to take over 

Halloween Town in Jack's absence, he'd beNer hurry if he wants to get his plan in place by December 

25th! (STL048563) Available Now! (JUN172022) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in North America. 

SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 



 

TOKYOPOP 

 

MAY232407 

GENTLE NOBLES VACATION RECOMMENDATION VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Misaki,  Momochi (A)  Sando 

Lizel, the gentle noble from another world, generally spends his #me relentlessly pursuing his 

hobbies and challenging himself inside labyrinths alongside his party. This #me, Lizel, Gil, and Eleven 

stumble upon an arm wrestling contest for a prize that Lizel desperately wants: a new book. Will he 

be able to convince Single Stroke Gil to enter the contest for him? And later, when a sudden horde of 

monsters appears near Marcade, Lizel no#ces that this isn't any ordinary invasion: these monsters 

are strategizing and targe#ng certain areas of the city. Will C-Rank Lizel be able to convince the fellow 

Adventurers defending Marcade to change their strategy in the face of such an abnormal invasion? 

(STL273927) Scheduled to ship in September 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY232408 

SENGOKU YOUKO GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Satoshi Mizukami 

The world is divided into two fac#ons: humans and monsters called katawara. Despite being a 

katawara, Tama loves humans and vows to protect them from evil, even if it means figh#ng her own 

kind. Her stepbrother Jinka, however, hates humans, despite mostly being one. The siblings are 

joined by a swordsman-in-training named Shinsuke and a human-katawara experiment named 

Shakugan. AQer angering the Dangaishuu, a group of spiritual warriors experimen#ng on humans to 

turn them into katawara, Jinka is being pursued by their four beast leaders. Will he be able to stop all 

four powerful leaders and keep his new companions safe? (STL273308) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAY232409 

RESIDENT EVIL INFINITE DARKNESS BEGINNING TP (MR) (C: 1-0-2) 

(W) Keith R. A. DeCandido (A/CA) Carmelo Zagaria, Valen#na Cuomo 

Based on the 2021 animated series featured on NeVlix, Resident Evil: Infinite Darkness, this exci#ng 

graphic novel #e-in features an all-new original story from the world of Resident Evil. This prequel 

features fan-favorite character Leon in an ac#on-packed new story! (STL252102) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2023. (C: 1-0-2) NOTE: Not available in China or Japan. 

MATURE THEMES 



RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #11 (NOV222270) 

B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY232410 

O/A GUARDIAN OF FUKUSHIMA GN 

(W) Fabien Grolleau (A) Ewen Blain 

It was March 11, 2011 when a massive earthquake triggered a devasta#ng tsunami, which, in turn, 

destroyed the core three reactors of the Fukushima nuclear power plant in Japan.  This tragedy cost 

almost 20,000 lives and devastated countless more, including Naoto Matsumura, a farmer evacuated 

from the deadly radia#on zone.Unwilling to abandon his beloved animals, Naoto chooses to return 

home to his farm — and to fight for the beauty of life. This important graphic novel from France 

alludes to Japanese legends as an ode to Mother Nature, and human resilience. (STL248042) 

Available Now! 

SC, 7x10, 160pgs SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232411 

O/A PEREMOHA VICTORY FOR UKRAINE GN 

(W/A)  Various 

Victory for Ukraine is a collec#on of short comic stories created by Ukrainian ar#sts during the first 

weeks of the Russian invasion, channeling all their emo#ons - their anger, courage dreams, and 

despair into one goal, one manifesta#on of their na#on's fight for survival! The war comes to readers 

(for ages 12+) in nine stories that humanize the conflict in Ukraine in a unique and emo#onally 

las#ng way with a focus on the heroism of the Ukrainian people and military in the face of 

overwhelming forces. Witness the struggles of brave defenders in ci#es like Kyiv, Mariupol, Kherson, 

and Snake Island, and how the uNer insanity and irony of the war is told from the standpoint of a 

looted Ukrainian washing machine, and a humble farm tractor that wants to steal Russian tanks. 

(STL244579) Available Now! 

SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

TOKYOPOP - LOVE X LOVE 

 

MAY232412 

CONFESSIONS OF SHY BAKER GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Masamoi Ito 

Toshimitsu Yamamura lives together happily with his boyfriend of many years, Gonta Tsubakisaka, 

but in his everyday life Toshimitsu isn't really... "out." AQer his vehemently progressive employee had 

the idea to list their real estate business as LGBTQ+ friendly, Toshimitsu has been very anxious about 



accidentally ou#ng himself, and he oQen channels his anxiety into baking incredible treats for his 

carb-conscious boyfriend. With the love of his boyfriend and his love of baking, maybe Toshimitsu 

will steadily become more comfortable being his authen#c self! (STL273312) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAY232413 

FUTARIBEYA MANGA GN VOL 10 ROOM FOR TWO (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Yukiko 

Sakurako and Kasumi have been roommates since the first year of high school. They share 

everything, even a bed! Follow the heartwarming, hilarious daily life of two roommates in this 

adorable four-panel style comic! (STL273303) Scheduled to ship in September 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY232414 

WE CANT DO JUST PLAIN LOVE VOL 02 (A) (C: 1-1-2) 

 Scheduled to ship in September 2023.For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the 

PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, 

Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAY232415 

OUR NOT SO LONELY PLANET TRAVEL GUIDE GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1 

(W/A/CA) Mone Sorai 

Super serious Asahi Suzumura and laidback, easygoing Mitsuki Sayama might seem like an odd 

couple, but they made a deal; they'll vaca#on around the world and when they get back to Japan, 

they'll get married. As they travel from country to country, the different people, cultures and cuisine 

they encounter begin to bring them closer together. AQer all they're not just learning about the 

world, but about themselves, too. (STL273926) Scheduled to ship in September 2023. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAY232416 

FANGS GN VOL 01 (A) (C: 1-0-0) 



 Available Now!For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (MAR211784) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, and 

Indonesia. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY232417 

FANGS GN VOL 02 (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (MAY222147) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, and 

Indonesia. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 5x8, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY232418 

HYPERVENTILATION GN (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (JUN222362) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

MAY232419 

ON OR OFF GN VOL 01 (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (MAY222150) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, and 

Indonesia. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232420 

O/A ON OR OFF GN VOL 02 (A) (C: 1-0-0) 



 Available Now!For more informa#on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, 

& UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 5x7, 304pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

TOKYOPOP - NOIR CAESAR 

 

MAY232421 

ARMS OF THE DRAGON VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Marcus Kwabena, John Lawrence (A) Chris Krady 

Not everyone chooses the streets. Some#mes, when everything is taken away, it's all that's leQ. The 

slums of Shindjin have long since been the champion of poverty. Violence and extor#on are 

commonplace, where one's fate can literally be determined by a roll of the dice. A place where the 

fallout of these ac#ons fall onto the shoulders of children. Shou and Jun are two such children, torn 

from the comfort of the lives they knew and thrust into an environment where organized crime is 

law. With nowhere to turn, they're forced to become the very thing that ruined their lives. 

(STL273959) Scheduled to ship in September 2023. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

5x7, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

TEN SPEED PRESS 

 

MAY232422 

BEST OF POP MANGA COLORING BOOK (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Camilla D'Errico 

In Best of Pop Manga Coloring Book, you'll find magical mermaids, curious creatures, dazzling 

dragons, and adorable anime-inspired characters all drawn in Camilla d'Errico's signature Pop 

Surrealism style. Featuring 80 of the best pieces from Camilla's previous four coloring books, you can 

revisit and reimagine favorite characters as well as bring your own ar#s#c flair to those new to you. 

Select illustra#ons feature mesmerizing paNerned backgrounds for even more coloring fun! Printed 

in black-and-white on non-bleed paper, this is the perfect pop manga playground for your crea#vity 

to run wild. (STL273506) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-0) 

Coloring Book, SC, 10x10, 80pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

VERTICAL COMICS 



 

MAY232423 

TWILIGHT OUT OF FOCUS GN VOL 02 AFTERIMAGES (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Nisioisin (A) Oh Great 

Jin Kikuchihara, third-year director, main actor, and president of the film club, and second-year 

director Giichi Ichikawa see eye-to-eye on very liNle. Jin is flashy, flirty, and focused on keeping 

everyone happy, while Giichi expects the best from himself and others, and will compromise nothing 

to see his vision through. Constantly at each other’s necks, the two can hardly stand to be in the 

same club. But what will happen when family trouble forces them to live in the same room? Will 

their shared interests bring them closer as friends, push them further apart as rivals, or something 

else en#rely? (STL273505) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 234pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

TRENDS INTL 

 

MAY232424 

ATTACK ON TITAN 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274029) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232425 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU NO YAIBA 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274030) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, 

Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232426 

DRAGONBALL Z 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274023) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 



MAY232427 

HAIKYU 2023 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274024) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, 

Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232428 

HATSUNE MIKU 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274025) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, 

Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232429 

HUNTER X HUNTER 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274026) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, 

Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232430 

JUJUTSU KAISEN 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274027) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, 

Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232431 

MY HERO ACADEMIA 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL274028) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, 

Canada, and Mexico. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232432 

NARUTO SHIPPUDEB 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 



 (STL274022) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAY232433 

STAR WARS MANGA MADNESS 16 MONTH 2024 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1- 

 (STL274031) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MERCHANDISE 

 

DIAMOND SELECT TOYS 

 

MAY232434 

COBRA KAI BOBBLEHEAD ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Say yes to Cobra Kai! Get the valued opinions of senseis Daniel La 

Russo and John Kreese with these nodding, spring-loaded bobble heads! With oversized heads on 

springs, these approximately 7-inch figures feature detailed sculp#ng and paint applica#on, and are 

made out of high-quality resin. Each comes packaged in a full-color window box. Sculpted by Rocco 

Tartamella! (STL276726) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) 

Bobblehead SRP: $159.96 

 

MAY232435 

GREEN HORNET DLX VALET KATO AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Jus#ce is served! OuViNed in his white valet jacket, Kato is no less 

deadly an opponent, as depicted in this approximately 7-inch, 1/10 scale ac#on figure. Featuring 

over 16 points of ar#cula#on as well as mul#ple weapons and interchangeable parts, this Kato figure 

features the likeness of actor Bruce Lee and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by 

Yuri Timg, sculpted by Chris Dahlberg! (STL276678) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY232436 

RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK LEGENDS 3D INDIANA JONES 1/2 SCALE B 



Call him Doctor Jones! Dr. Henry Jones, Jr. wears his iconic hat and leather jacket in this 1/2 scale 

resin bust. Measuring approximately 10 inches tall atop a golden pillar with a coiled whip at its base, 

this detailed portrait is limited to only 1000 pieces, and comes packaged in a full-color box with a 

numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. (STL276761) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Bust SRP: $200.00 

 

MAY232437 

INDIANA JONES GOLDEN IDOL BANK (C: 1-1-2) 

Throw me the idol! The iconic golden idol from the beginning or Raiders of the Lost Ark is back, in 

vinyl bank form! Measuring approximately 8 inches tall, this realis#c bank is made of high-quality 

vinyl, with a coin slot on the back and a removable plug on the boNom. Giant boulder not included! 

It comes packaged in a full-color window box. (STL276768) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New 

Zealand. 

Bank SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY232438 

RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK DLX GALLERY ESCAPE W/IDOL PVC STATUE 

Run for your life, Indiana! In this all-new Gallery Diorama, Doctor Jones sprints past launching 

arrows, idol in hand, racing against #me as the tunnel caves in behind him. Standing approximately 

10 inches tall, this sculpture is made of high-quality PVC and comes packaged in a full-color window 

box. (STL276772) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, 

EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Statue SRP: $80.00 

 

MAY232439 

INDIANA JONES TEMPLE OF DOOM DLX GALLERY ROPE BRIDGE PVC STA 

Everybody hold on! Indiana Jones has a plan, and you aren't gonna like it! Depic#ng Indy, machete in 

hand, as he crosses the rope bridge in Temple of Doom, this approximately 11 inch Gallery Diorama 

is made of high-quality PVC and comes packaged in a full-color window box. It features detailes 

sculp#ng and paint applica#ons. (STL276776) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST 

- Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Statue SRP: $80.00 

 

MAY232440 

INDIANA JONES RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK INDY BUST (C: 1-1-2) 



Adventure has a name, and it's Indiana Jones! Now, the legendary archaeologist swings into the 

Gentle Giant LTD world with a realis#c 1/6 Scale Mini-Bust! Measuring approximately 6 inches tall, 

torch and whip in hand, this highly detailed bust is limited to only 3000 pieces and comes packaged 

in a full-color box with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. (STL276778) Scheduled to ship in 

August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, 

Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Bust SRP: $130.00 

 

MAY232441 

INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST CRUSADE DR JONES SR BUST (C: 1-1- 

Like son, like father! Now, the original Henry Jones journeys into the Gentle Giant LTD world with a 

realis#c 1/6 Scale Mini-Bust! Measuring approsimately 6 inches tall, this highly detailed bust is 

limited to only 3000 pieces and comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer#ficate of 

authen#city. (STL276785) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, 

Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Bust SRP: $130.00 

 

MAY232442 

INDIANA JONES RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARC INDY JUMBO FIGURE (C:  

He's a blast from the past! This all-new figure of Indiana Jones is based on his 1982 Kenner 

appearance, but at a whopping 12-inch scale! With pouch and pistol, this fully accurate reproduc#on 

features 7 points of ar#cula#on, and comes packaged on a retro-style resealable blistercard with a 

vintage-style cardback. (STL276787) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in 

US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Figure SRP: $80.00 

 

MAY232443 

INDIANA JONES PREMIER COLLECTION TREASURES STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

It belongs in a museum! The saga of Indiana Jones is captured in this approximately 11-inch tall resin 

sculpture of the archaeologist-adventurer. With a whip in one hand, and three different display 

op#ons for the second hand -- golden idol, Sankara stone and Holy Grail -- this 1/7 scale statue is the 

ul#mate tribute to the hero of civiliza#ons past and present. Limited to only 3000 pieces, it comes 

packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. (STL276791) Scheduled to 

ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, 

Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Statue SRP: $200.00 

 

MAY232444 



GAME OF THRONES GALLERY JON SNOW PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! It's an all-new product line from Diamond Select Toys, based on the 

hit HBO series Game Of Thrones! In this inaugural sculpture, Jon Snow crouches, sword at the ready, 

as his injured direwolf Ghost looks on. Both are in their Season 8 appearances, and this piece 

measures 10 inches to the #p of Jon's sword. It comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed 

by Nelson X. Asencio, sculpted by Ed Trujillo. (STL276737) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available in US, UST, Canada, La#n America, and EMEA. 

Statue SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY232445 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS ANIMATED GALLERY VENGER PVC STATUE (C: 1- 

A Diamond Select Toys release! One of the great animated villains is now the first Gallery Diorama 

based on Dungeons & Dragons! Venger, he of the one horn, is now a 10-inch Gallery Diorama from 

DST, based on his appearance in the 1980s D&D animated series. Made from high-quality PVC, this 

sculpture comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Eamon O'Donoghue, sculpted by 

Alejandro Pereira Ezcurra! (STL276734) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa). 

Statue SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY232446 

MARVEL SELECT CLASSIC CAPTAIN AMERICA AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! ANen-shun! Diamond Select Toys is making Captain America great 

with a great new ac#on figure of the First Avenger! Based on classic Captain America artwork of the 

1980s and 1990s, this 1/10 scale, approximately 7-inch-tall ac#on figure features 16 points of 

ar#cula#on as well as mul#ple interchangeable parts and accessories, including heads, hands, shields 

and more! This figure comes in display-ready Select packaging, with side-panel artwork for shelf 

reference. Designed by Eamon O'Donoghue and sculpted by Chris Dahlberg!. (STL276751) Scheduled 

to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & 

Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY232447 

MARVEL GALLERY HAWKEYE DISNEY PLUS KINGPIN PVC STATUE (C: 1- 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The Kingpin has arrived! This 10-inch Gallery Diorama of Vincent 

D'Onofrio as TV's Kingpin is based on his appearance in the Hawkeye TV series. Wearing his white 

suit, black shirt and carrying his diamond-headed cane, The Kingpin stands amidst the wreckage of 

his fight with Kate Bishop. Measuring approximately 10 inches tall, this sculpture is made out of high-

quality PVC and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Nelson X. Asencio, sculpted 



by Rocco Tartamella! (STL276750) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Statue SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY232448 

SW MANDALORIAN PREMIER COLL DIN DJARIN W/SPEEDER BIKE STATUE 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! This is the big one! At 9 inches tall and over a foot long, this 1/7 scale 

statue of Din Djarin astride a speeder bike is the crown jewel in any Mandalorian statue collec#on. 

With Grogu hanging out of a pouch on the back of the bike, and one of Din's feet touching the 

ground to pivot his aNack, this statue is limited to only 1000 pieces and comes packaged with a 

numbered cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box. (STL276752) Scheduled to ship in August 

2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, 

Australia, & New Zealand. 

Statue SRP: $200.00 

 

MAY232449 

SW MILESTONES EP4 STORMTROOPER LUKE STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! Shut down all the trash compactors on the deten#on level! Luke may be 

a liNle short for a stormtrooper, but he's just the right size for the Star Wars Milestones collec#on. At 

approximately 12 inches tall, this statue of Luke in his stolen Stormtrooper armor will fit right in with 

your other 1/6 scale collec#bles. It includes interchangeable helmeted and unhelmeted heads, is 

limited to only 1000 pieces and comes packaged with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-

color box. (STL232670) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, 

EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Statue SRP: $250.00 

 

MAY232450 

METAKESHI MARVEL MINI LUNCHBOX SER1 BMB DIS (C: 1-1-2) 

How about a liNle lunch? Make school (or your work desk) fun again with these #ny 2.5-inch metal 

lunchboxes, depic#ng classic Marvel comics covers featuring Captain America, Iron Man, Spider-Man 

and more! Plus, each lunchbox contains a real pencil eraser! These blind-boxed collec#bles come in 

ten different designs, with one of each in every 10-piece pop-up display. A Toy Sapiens product! 

(STL276755) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, 

Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY232451 



METAKESHI MARVEL INF SAGA MINI LUNCHBOX SER2 BMB DIS ( 

Lunch#me just got epic! Make school (or your work desk) fun again with these #ny 2.5-inch metal 

lunchboxes, depic#ng artwork from across the en#re Infinity Saga, featuring the Avengers, Guardians 

of the Galaxy, Captain Marvel and more! Plus, each lunchbox contains a real pencil eraser! These 

blind-boxed collec#bles come in ten different designs, with one of each in every 10-piece pop-up 

display. A Toy Sapiens product! (STL276773) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY232452 

METAKESHI SPIDER-MAN NWH MINI LUNCHBOX SER3 BMB DIS (C 

With great power comes cool collec#bles! Make school (or your work desk) fun again with these #ny 

2.5-inch metal lunchboxes, depic#ng artwork inspired by the epic adventure, Spider-Man: No Way 

Home, including the heroes, the villains, and the lawyers! Plus, each lunchbox contains a real pencil 

eraser! These blind-boxed collec#bles come in ten different designs, with one of each in every 10-

piece pop-up display. A Toy Sapiens product! (STL276777) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & 

Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY232453 

METAKESHI SW SKYWALKER SAGA MINI LUNCHBOX SER4 BMB DIS 

Lunch#me strikes back! Make school (or your work desk) fun again with these #ny 2.5-inch metal 

lunchboxes, depic#ng poster artwork from across the en#re Skywalker Saga, including the Original 

Trilogy, the prequels, and the sequels! Plus, each lunchbox contains a real pencil eraser! These blind-

boxed collec#bles come in ten different designs, with one of each in every 10-piece pop-up display. A 

Toy Sapiens product! (STL276779) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in 

US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Collec#ble SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY232454 

METAKESHI SW MANDALORIAN MINI LUNCHBOX SER5 BMB DIS (C 

Your mission has never been this cute! Make school (or your work desk) fun again with these #ny 

2.5-inch metal lunchboxes, depic#ng imagery from the hit DIsney+ series THe Mandalorian, including 

DIn Djarin, Grogu and more! Plus, each lunchbox contains a real pencil eraser! These blind-boxed 

collec#bles come in ten different designs, with one of each in every 10-piece pop-up display. A Toy 

Sapiens product! (STL276780) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, 

Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 



Collec#ble SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY232455 

METAKESHI BLACK PANTHER MINI LUNCHBOX SER6 BMB DIS (C: 

Wakanda Forever! Make school (or your work desk) fun again with these #ny 2.5-inch metal 

lunchboxes, depic#ng artwork starring Marvel's Wakandan hero, the Black Panther! Plus, each 

lunchbox contains a real pencil eraser! These blind-boxed collec#bles come in ten different designs, 

with one of each in every 10-piece pop-up display. A Toy Sapiens product! (STL276775) Scheduled to 

ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & 

Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $7.99 

 

MAY232456 

PORCELAIN SHIELD COLL CPT AMERICA COMIC BMB DIS (C: 1- 

When Captain America throws his mighty shield, you just goNa collect them all! This collec#on of 

approximately 4-inch diameter shields spans the en#rety of Cap's comic book career, from the war 

years to his Venomized present! Each porcelain shield comes blind boxed, in an 8-piece pop-up 

display, with one each of eight different styles to collect. A Toy Sapiens product! (STL276781) 

Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232457 

PORCELAIN SHIELD COLL CPT AMERICA INF SAGA BMB DIS (C: 

We can do this all day! This collec#on of approximately 4-inch diameter shields represents Captain 

America's favorite weapon from the Infinity Saga, from its unpainted beginnings to its baNle-ravaged 

finish! Each porcelain shield comes blind boxed, in an 8-piece pop-up display, with one each of eight 

different styles to collect. A Toy Sapiens product! (STL276786) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & 

Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232458 

SUPER CLEAR AVENGERS BY GURIHIRU STARTER PK BMB DIS (C 

There are three ways to collect Super Clear! One, as a 6-inch acrylic trading card! Two, as a standing 

2.5-inch acrylic figure! Three, as a hanging acrylic keychain! No maNer how you collect them, there 

are 18 dynamically illustrated Avengers and villains to choose from, and they come blind-bagged in a 



pop-up display of 18. A Toy Sapiens product! (STL276788) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & 

Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY232459 

SUPER CLEAR SPIDER-MAN BY GURIHIRU BOOSTER PK BMB DIS  

There are three ways to collect Super Clear! One, as a 6-inch acrylic trading card! Two, as a standing 

2.5-inch acrylic figure! Three, as a hanging acrylic keychain! No maNer how you collect them, there 

are 6 dynamically illustrated Spider-heroes and Spider-Villains to choose from, and they come blind-

bagged in a pop-up display of six. A Toy Sapiens product! (STL276789) Scheduled to ship in August 

2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China 

(China, HK & Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY232460 

MARVEL SPIDER-MAN HEROIC HANDS (C: 1-1-2) 

Give that hero a hand! The newest "wave" in collec#bles, Heroic Hands capture the miNs of the most 

famous heroes and turn them into collec#bles for your shelf! These actual-size sculptures of Spider-

Man's, Iron Man's and Deadpool's hands each stand approximately 7 inches tall and come packaged 

in a full-color box. A Toy Sapiens product! (STL276796) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $150.00 

 

MAY232461 

MARVEL SPIDER-MAN BLACK COSTUME HEROIC HANDS (C: 1-1-2 

Give that hero a hand! The newest "wave" in collec#bles, Heroic Hands capture the miNs of the most 

famous heroes and turn them into collec#bles for your shelf! These actual-size sculptures of Spider-

Man's, Iron Man's and Deadpool's hands each stand approximately 7 inches tall and come packaged 

in a full-color box. A Toy Sapiens product! (STL276799) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $150.00 

 

MAY232462 

MARVEL IRON MAN HEROIC HANDS (C: 1-1-2) 

Give that hero a hand! The newest "wave" in collec#bles, Heroic Hands capture the miNs of the most 

famous heroes and turn them into collec#bles for your shelf! These actual-size sculptures of Spider-



Man's, Iron Man's and Deadpool's hands each stand approximately 7 inches tall and come packaged 

in a full-color box. A Toy Sapiens product! (STL276802) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $150.00 

 

MAY232463 

MARVEL IRON MAN GREY ARMOR HEROIC HANDS (C: 1-1-2) 

Give that hero a hand! The newest "wave" in collec#bles, Heroic Hands capture the miNs of the most 

famous heroes and turn them into collec#bles for your shelf! These actual-size sculptures of Spider-

Man's, Iron Man's and Deadpool's hands each stand approximately 7 inches tall and come packaged 

in a full-color box. A Toy Sapiens product! (STL276803) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $150.00 

 

MAY232464 

MARVEL DEADPOOL HEROIC HANDS (C: 1-1-2) 

Give that hero a hand! The newest "wave" in collec#bles, Heroic Hands capture the miNs of the most 

famous heroes and turn them into collec#bles for your shelf! These actual-size sculptures of Spider-

Man's, Iron Man's and Deadpool's hands each stand approximately 7 inches tall and come packaged 

in a full-color box. A Toy Sapiens product! (STL276805) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $150.00 

 

MAY232465 

MARVEL DEADPOOL INVERSE COSTUME HEROIC HANDS (C: 1-1-2 

Give that hero a hand! The newest "wave" in collec#bles, Heroic Hands capture the miNs of the most 

famous heroes and turn them into collec#bles for your shelf! These actual-size sculptures of Spider-

Man's, Iron Man's and Deadpool's hands each stand approximately 7 inches tall and come packaged 

in a full-color box. A Toy Sapiens product! (STL276807) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Collec#ble SRP: $150.00 

 

MAY232466 

MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE SUE STORM STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! Now you see her, now you don't! Sue Storm, the Fantas#c Four's Invisible 

Woman, shiQs from visible to invisible in this all-new animated-style statue, based on the Marvel 

cover artwork of SkoYe Young. Featuring art-accurate paint applica#ons and clear resin to simulate 



her powers, this statue stands approximately 4 inches tall and comes packaged in a full-color box 

with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. Limited to 3000 pieces. Sculpted by Casen Barnard! 

(STL276746) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, 

Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Statue SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY232467 

SW LEGENDS 3D ATTACK OF THE CLONES JANGO FETT 1/2 SCALE BUST 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! Jango FeN was a legend on Kamino, and now he's a Legend in 3D! The 

helmet that launched a thousand starships, Jango FeN was the gene#c basis for the en#re clone 

army, as well as the great Boba FeN, making him an integral part of the Star Wars saga. Pay tribute to 

the OG Mandalorian with this 10-inch, ½ scale resin bust. It is limited to only 1000 pieces and comes 

packaged with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box. (STL276753) Scheduled to 

ship in August 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, 

Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Bust SRP: $200.00 

 

MAY232468 

O/A STAR WARS THE MANDALORIAN W/CHILD PREMIER COLLECTION STATUE  

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! The most dynamic duo in modern television, Din Djarin and Grogu, team 

up for this all-new Premier Collec#on Statue from Gentle Giant Ltd.! Measuring approximately 10 

inches tall, this 1/7 scale statue depicts the Mandalorian with Grogu in his travelling pouch, and 

features detailed sculp#ng and paint applica#ons. Limited to only 3000 pieces, it comes packaged 

with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box. Sculpted by the ar#sans at Gentle 

Giant Ltd.! (STL210034) Available Now! (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. 

Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Statue SRP: $200.00 

 

MAY232469 

O/A STAR WARS LEGENDS IN 3D ANH TUSKEN RAIDER 1/2 SCALE BUST (C: 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! They’re legends on Tatooine, and now a Tusken Raider is the next Legend 

in 3D! This approximately 10-inch, half-scale bust depicts one of the sand people in his tradi#onal 

garb, with a rifle slung on his back, atop a base fashioned aQer a gaderfffii s#ck. Limited to only 1,000 

pieces, each highly detailed bust is hand-painted and comes packaged in a full color box with a hand-

numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. (STL225381) Available Now! (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, 

Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Bust SRP: $200.00 

 



MAY232470 

O/A STAR WARS REBELS HERA AND CHOPPER BUST (C: 1-1-1) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Two more members of the Ghost crew have arrived, in the form of this 

all-new mini-bust two-pack! Pilot Hera and droid Chopper come together in one box, making this set 

doubly important for your Rebels (and Star Wars!) collec#on. Measuring approximately 6 inches and 

4 inches, respec#vely, Hera and Chopper are sculpted in the animated style, and feature detailed 

sculp#ng and paint applica#ons. Limited to only 3000 pieces, this set comes packaged with a 

numbered cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box. (STL219384) Available Now! (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 

DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Bust SRP: $120.00 

 

MAY232471 

O/A STAR WARS MANDALORIAN SEASON 2 BO-KATAN BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! For Mandalore! Mandalorian freedom fighter Bo Katan Kryze joins the 

1/6 scale mini-bust line with this all-new release based on the second season of The Mandalorian! 

Limited to only 3000 pieces, this detailed resin bust comes packaged in a full-color window box with 

a hand-numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. Sculpted by Eduardo Trujillo! (STL216525) Available 

Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, 

Australia, & New Zealand. 

Bust SRP: $120.00 

 

MAY232472 

O/A STAR WARS CLONE WARS CAD BANE 1/6 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! The cowboy of the Star Wars Universe is ready for his close-up! This 1/6 

scale resin mini-bust takes a realis#c take on the Clone Wars character, showing him wielding both of 

his pistols as he peers out from under the wide brim of his hat. This 6-inch bust comes packaged in a 

full-color box, and is limited to an edi#on of 3000. It comes packaged with a numbered cer#ficate of 

authen#city. (STL229041) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. 

Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Bust SRP: $120.00 

 

MAY232473 

O/A STAR WARS CLONE WARS WRECKER 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

From Diamond Select Toys. A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! The bruiser of the Bad Batch is here! 

Wrecker, the biggest, strongest and loudest member of Clone Force 99, is now the latest animated-

style 1/7 scale mini-bust from Gentle Giant Ltd. Measuring approximately 7 inches tall, this exclusive 

resin mini-bust shows Wrecker without his helmet, is limited to only 3,000 pieces and comes 

packaged in a full-color window box with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. Designed by Barry 



Bradfield, sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL195364) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, 

Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Bust SRP: $99.99 

 

MAY232474 

O/A STAR WARS BOOK OF BOBA FETT BOBA FETT 1/6 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Boba FeN is back, with an all new show - The Book of Boba FeN - and 

now he's back as a 1/6 Scale Mini-Bust! This approximately 6-inch, 1/6-scale bust depicts Boba FeN 

as he appeared on his new Disney+ series, with new costume details and a high level of sculp#ng and 

paint applica#on. Limited to only 3,000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color box with a hand-

numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. Designed by Chris Sears, sculpted by the talented team at 

Gentle Giant Ltd.! (STL219383) Available Now! (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, 

Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Bust SRP: $120.00 

 

MAY232475 

O/A STAR WARS A NEW HOPE BLUE SNAGGLETOOTH 1/6 SCALE BUST (C: 1- 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Only available in the Sears Can#na Adventure Set, Blue Snaggletooth was 

somewhat of a rarity for vintage ac#on figure collectors. Now, he’s the newest 1/6 Scale Bust in the 

Star Wars line! His real name a mystery, this approximately 5-inch bust shows the Snivvian with his 

blaster drawn, and is limited to only 2000 pieces. It comes packaged in a full-color box with a 

numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. Designed by Leo Silva, sculpted by our own in-house team of 

professional ar#sts! (STL203097) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, 

Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Bust SRP: $120.00 

 

FUNKO 

 

MAY232476 

POP MOVIES THE FLASH BATMAN UNMASKED PX VIN FIG (C: 1-1-1) 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive. Worlds collide in DC's The Flash when Barry Allen uses his 

superpowers to travel back in #me, and finds himself in a real mul#verse of trouble! Now, the 

Batman from an alternate reality joins your collec#on as a PREVIEWS Exclusive POP! Vinyl figure. 

Featured here without his cowl, the caped crusader is decked out in a new Batsuit inspired by classic 

designs. This PREVIEWS Exclusive POP! Vinyl figure measures about 4" tall and comes packaged in a 

collector-friendly window box, perfect for display in any DC Mul#verse collec#on! (STL227722)  

(4552/66377) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $14.99 



 

MAY232477 

POP MOVIES THE FLASH BARRY ALLEN PROTOTYPE SUIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Barry Allen, the Fastest Man Alive, returns to theaters this summer in the eagerly 

an#cipated film, The Flash! Figh#ng alongside heroes from another reality, including Supergirl and an 

alternate Batman, the Flash seeks to save the world from a horrible fate created by his own mistake. 

These POP! vinyl figures are ready to rush into ac#on and fight alongside your favorite heroes! 

Defend your The Flash collec#on by bringing this DC hero in his homemade, prototype suit into your 

home, as well as figures of his allies. Each figure stands about 4" tall. Window box packaging. 

(STL230119)  (4552/65596) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232478 

POP MOVIES THE FLASH BARRY ALLEN RED SUIT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Barry Allen is ready to rush into ac#on and fight alongside your favorite heroes! 

Defend your The Flash collec#on by bringing this DC hero in his modified suit into your home. Vinyl 

figure is approximately 3.65-inches tall. (STL230118)  (4552/65595) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232479 

POP MOVIES THE FLASH BATMAN ARMOR SUIT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Batman is stepping out of the shadows to fight alongside your favorite heroes! 

Defend your The Flash collec#on by bringing this DC hero into your home. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4-inches tall. (STL230124)  (4552/65601) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232480 

POP MOVIES THE FLASH DARK FLASH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Dark Flash is ready to rush into ac#on and fight any foes in his path! Expand your 

The Flash collec#on by bringing this DC character into your home. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.9-

inches tall. (STL230121)  (4552/65598) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 



MAY232481 

POP MOVIES THE FLASH GENERAL ZOD VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! General Zod is looking to take over your The Flash collec#on. Assemble the heroes 

in your DC set and prepare for baNle with this otherworldly villain. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.85-

inches tall. (STL230127)  (4552/65594) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232482 

POP MOVIES THE FLASH IRIS WEST VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Iris West will leave no stones unturned as she takes her place alongside your 

favorite heroes! Expand your The Flash collec#on by bringing this DC inves#gator into your home. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4.2-inches tall. (STL230123)  (4552/65600) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232483 

POP MOVIES THE FLASH WONDER WOMAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Wonder Woman is ready to leap into ac#on and fight alongside your favorite 

heroes! Defend your The Flash collec#on by bringing this DC hero into your home. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.8-inches tall. (STL230126)  (4552/65593) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232484 

POP MOMENT THE FLASH THE FLASH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-1) 

From Funko. Pop! The Flash is rushing into ac#on to save these babies in peril. Expand your The Flash 

collec#on by bringing this heroic POP! Moment from the new film into your home. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 6 1/8" tall. (STL230005)  (4552/65942) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $34.99 

 

MAY232485 

POP RIDE SUPER DLX THE FLASH BATMAN BATWING VIN FIG (C: 1-1- 

From Funko. POP! Batman in Batwing is flying from the shadows to fight alongside your favorite 

heroes! Defend your The Flash collec#on by bringing this Deluxe POP! Ride into your home. Vinyl 



figure is approximately 5 1/4" tall. (STL230007)  (4552/65603) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

MAY232486 

O/A POP GAMES GOTHAM KNIGHTS BATGIRL VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Darkness has fallen over Gotham following Batman's death, and it's up to you to 

assemble the Gotham Knights. Enlist the help of Batgirl, Nightwing, Red Hood, and Robin to help 

uncover the evil of The Court of Owls in your DC collec#on. Each figure stands 3 3/4" tall. Window 

box packaging. (STL189946) Available Now!  (4552/57421) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232487 

O/A POP GAMES GOTHAM KNIGHTS NIGHTWING VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Darkness has fallen over Gotham following Batman's passing, and it's up to you to 

assemble the Gotham Knights. Enlist the help of Pop! Nightwing to help uncover The Court of Owls in 

your DC collec#on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.32-inches tall. (STL189947) Available Now!  

(4552/57422) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232488 

O/A POP GAMES GOTHAM KNIGHTS RED HOOD VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Darkness has fallen over Gotham following Batman's passing, and it's up to you to 

assemble the Gotham Knights. Enlist the help of Pop! Red Hood to help uncover The Court of Owls in 

your DC collec#on. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.82-inches tall. (STL189943) Available Now!  

(4552/57419) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232489 

O/A POP GAMES GOTHAM KNIGHTS ROBIN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Darkness has fallen over Gotham following Batman's passing, and it's up to you to 

assemble the Gotham Knights. Enlist the help of Pop! Robin to help uncover The Court of Owls in 

your DC collec#on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.23-inches tall. (STL189945) Available Now!  

(4552/57420) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 



 

MAY232490 

POP GAMES POKEMON ARCANINE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your dream of becoming a Trainer is not out of reach! Catch the newest POP! figures to 

add to your Pokémon collec#on today! Each POP! figure measures about 4" tall and comes packaged 

in a window box. (STL237006)  (4552/62272) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232491 

POP GAMES POKEMON GLACEON VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your dream of becoming a Trainer is not out of reach! Catch the newest Pop! Figures to 

add to your Pokémon collec#on today! Each Pop! figure measures about 4" tall and comes packaged 

in a window box. (STL237007)  (4552/62270) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232492 

POP GAMES POKEMON SCORBUNNY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your dream of becoming a Trainer is not out of reach! Catch the newest Pop! Figures to 

add to your Pokémon collec#on today! Each Pop! figure measures about 4" tall and comes packaged 

in a window box. (STL237008)  (4552/62271) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232493 

POP MOVIES COCAINE BEAR- BEAR W/LEG(BD) (MR) (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. POP! Bear has gone wild! Snatching a leg from a hiker wasn't enough for this blood-

covered creature; now, he's looking to track down his next meal in your Cocaine Bear collec#on! 

Vinyl figure is approximately 2 7/8" tall. Window box packaging. Note: This product is for 18+ 

audiences only. (STL268864)  (4552/77188) (C: 1-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232494 



POCKET POP BORUTO BORUTO UZUMAKI KEYCHAIN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Naruto’s son, Boruto, is determined to become a shinobi like his master, Sasuke. Boruto, 

the son of the legendary ninja Naruto, joins Funko's Pocket POP! keychain line with this new keychain 

based on the anime Boruto -Naruto Next Genera#ons-! The 1 1/2" tall plas#c dangler recreates the 

character into Funko's beloved style. Window box packaging. (STL243197)  (4552/61390) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Keychain SRP: $4.99 

 

MAY232495 

POP STAR WARS PRIDE 2023 BB-8 VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. The astromech droids of the Star Wars galaxy celebrate LGBTQIA+ inclusion and 

diversity with these new Pride-themed Funko POP! figures for 2023! R2-D2 and BB-8 come with a 

Pride flag-inspired color scheme and a display base. Window box packaging. (STL253246)  

(4552/72019) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232496 

POP STAR WARS PRIDE 2023 R2-D2 VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. The astromech droids of the Star Wars galaxy celebrate LGBTQIA+ inclusion and 

diversity with these new Pride-themed Funko POP! figures for 2023! R2-D2 and BB-8 come with a 

Pride flag-inspired color scheme and a display base. Window box packaging. (STL253247)  

(4552/72021) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #7 (JUL229688) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232497 

POP BOOKS THE LITTLE PRINCE THE PRINCE VINYL FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. "If you please — draw me a sheep..." With these words, the LiNle Prince introduced 

himself to the narrator of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry's beloved illustrated novella, The LiNle Prince. 

This traveler from Asteroid B-612, who is on a mission across the cosmos to save his beloved rose, 

journeys into your Funko collec#on with this new POP! Books vinyl figure. "Eyes are blind. One must 

look with the heart." Window box packaging. (STL202971)  (4552/59267) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232498 



POP FOODIES HOSTESS CUPCAKES VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add a liNle sweetness to your Funko collec#on with these new POP! Foodies Hostess 

vinyl figures! Each POP! figure measures about 4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. 

(STL253200)  (4552/70753) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232499 

POP FOODIES HOSTESS DING DONGS VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add a liNle sweetness to your Funko collec#on with these new Pop! Foodies Hostess 

Vinyl figures! Each Pop! figure measures about 4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. 

(STL253202)  (4552/70754) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232500 

POP FOODIES HOSTESS HOHOS VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add a liNle sweetness to your Funko collec#on with these new Pop! Foodies Hostess 

Vinyl figures! Each Pop! figure measures about 4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. 

(STL253203)  (4552/70755) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232501 

POP FOODIES HOSTESS TWINKIES VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add a liNle sweetness to your Funko collec#on with these new Pop! Foodies Hostess 

Vinyl figures! Each Pop! figure measures about 4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. 

(STL253206)  (4552/70756) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232502 

POP ROCKS DURAN DURAN WILD BOYS ANDY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Duran Duran, groundbreaking English New Wave band of the 1980s and subject of an 

early Neil Gaiman book, come to your Funko collec#on with this set of figures inspired by the band's 

memorable and award-winning music video for 1984's hit song "The Wild Boys" off the Arena album. 

One of the most expensive music videos made to that #me, "The Wild Boys" was shot by Russell 

Mulcahy (The Highlander) and featured the band in a hallucinogenic, post-apocalyp#c world rules by 

the machines. Each figure stands approximately 4" tall. Window box packaging. (STL265623)  

(4552/64051) (C: 1-1-2) 



Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232503 

POP ROCKS DURAN DURAN WILD BOYS JOHN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Duran Duran, groundbreaking English New Wave band of the 1980s and subject of an 

early Neil Gaiman book, come to your Funko collec#on with this set of figures inspired by the band's 

memorable and award-winning music video for 1984's hit song "The Wild Boys" off the Arena album. 

One of the most expensive music videos made to that #me, "The Wild Boys" was shot by Russell 

Mulcahy (The Highlander) and featured the band in a hallucinogenic, post-apocalyp#c world rules by 

the machines. Each figure stands approximately 4" tall. Window box packaging. (STL265624)  

(4552/64052) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232504 

POP ROCKS DURAN DURAN WILD BOYS NICK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Duran Duran, groundbreaking English New Wave band of the 1980s and subject of an 

early Neil Gaiman book, come to your Funko collec#on with this set of figures inspired by the band's 

memorable and award-winning music video for 1984's hit song "The Wild Boys" off the Arena album. 

One of the most expensive music videos made to that #me, "The Wild Boys" was shot by Russell 

Mulcahy (The Highlander) and featured the band in a hallucinogenic, post-apocalyp#c world rules by 

the machines. Each figure stands approximately 4" tall. Window box packaging. (STL265625)  

(4552/64053) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232505 

POP ROCKS DURAN DURAN WILD BOYS ROGER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Duran Duran, groundbreaking English New Wave band of the 1980s and subject of an 

early Neil Gaiman book, come to your Funko collec#on with this set of figures inspired by the band's 

memorable and award-winning music video for 1984's hit song "The Wild Boys" off the Arena album. 

One of the most expensive music videos made to that #me, "The Wild Boys" was shot by Russell 

Mulcahy (The Highlander) and featured the band in a hallucinogenic, post-apocalyp#c world rules by 

the machines. Each figure stands approximately 4" tall. Window box packaging. (STL265626)  

(4552/64054) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232506 

POP ROCKS DURAN DURAN WILD BOYS SIMON VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



From Funko. Duran Duran, groundbreaking English New Wave band of the 1980s and subject of an 

early Neil Gaiman book, come to your Funko collec#on with this set of figures inspired by the band's 

memorable and award-winning music video for 1984's hit song "The Wild Boys" off the Arena album. 

One of the most expensive music videos made to that #me, "The Wild Boys" was shot by Russell 

Mulcahy (The Highlander) and featured the band in a hallucinogenic, post-apocalyp#c world rules by 

the machines. Each figure stands approximately 4" tall. Window box packaging. (STL265627)  

(4552/64055) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232507 

O/A POP ROCKS ELVIS PRESLEY PHAROAH SUIT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Elvis Presley's iconic Las Vegas shows of early 1973 debuted one of his most iconic looks 

— the white "Pharaoh jumpsuit." Seen on the sleeve of his 1975 Today album, this look of the 

rock'n'roll pioneer comes to Funko's POP! figure line with this new 3 3/4" tall figure! Featuring 

Funko's beloved style, add Elvis' iconic look to your collec#on today! Window box packaging. 

(STL222539) Available Now!  (4552/64050) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY232508 

VINYL GOLD MACHINE GUN KELLY 5IN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Funko Gold features form factor collec#bles that focus on iconic musicians and star 

athletes! This 5" figure of Machine Gun Kelly comes packaged in a collector friendly window box, 

perfect for display! (STL199915)  (4552/59489) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $10.99 

 

MAY232509 

VINYL SODA MARVEL WHAT IF CAPTAIN CARTER W/CHASE VINYL FIGUR 

From Funko. Refresh your Funko collec#on with Vinyl SODA! Included inside the soda cans are 4 1/4" 

tall vinyl figures of Captain Carter and Kahhori from Marvel Studios' animated series What If...? and a 

matching collec#ble disc. Plus, each SODA design features a limited chase version to hunt! Note: 

Chase figures are packed randomly and cannot be guaranteed with purchase. (STL248919)  

(4552/68836) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK. 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY232510 



VINYL SODA MARVEL WHAT IF KAHHORI W/CHASE VINYL FIG (C: 1-1- 

From Funko. Refresh your Funko collec#on with Vinyl SODA! Included inside this soda cans is a 4 1/4" 

tall vinyl figure and collec#ble disc. Plus, each SODA design features a limited chase version to hunt! 

Note: Chase figures are packed randomly and cannot be guaranteed with purchase. (STL248917)  

(4552/68834) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK. 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY232511 

VINYL SODA RAYA & THE LAST DRAGON RAYA W/ CHASE VIN FIG (C:  

From Funko. Refresh your Funko collec#on with Vinyl SODA! Included inside this soda can is a 4 1/4" 

tall vinyl figure of Raya from Disney's Raya and the Last Dragon and a collec#ble disc. Plus, each 

SODA design features a limited chase version to hunt! Please Note: Chase figures are packed 

randomly and cannot be guaranteed with purchase. (STL228769)  (4552/66033) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $13.99 

 

MAY232512 

VINYL SODA SW DARTH MAUL W/ CHASE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Refresh your Funko collec#on with Vinyl SODA! Included inside this soda can is a 4 1/4" 

tall vinyl figure of Sith appren#ce and crime lord Darth Maul from the Star Wars saga. Plus, each 

SODA design features a limited chase version to hunt! Please Note: Chase figures are packed 

randomly and cannot be guaranteed with purchase. (STL268376)  (4552/67088) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $13.99 

 

MAY232513 

VINYL SODA SZM2 DARLA W/ CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Say the word and get ready for baNle with the Funko SODA Shazam! Family! Marvel at 

the fantas#c powers of ancient heroes and gods with the Shazam!: Fury of the Gods collec#on from 

Funko. There's also a 1-in-6 chance of finding the young, unpowered version of the character inside! 

Vinyl figures are approximately 3 3/4" and 3 3/8" tall. Chase variants are shipped at random. 

Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed. (STL253359)  (4552/72261) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY232514 

VINYL SODA SZM2 EUGENE W/ CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



From Funko. Say the word and get ready for baNle with Funko SODA Eugene Choi. Assemble the 

Shazam! Family in your Shazam!: Fury of the Gods collec#on with Funko SODA Eugene Choi and 

summon the fantas#c powers of ancient heroes! There's a chance you may find the chase of Young 

Eugene Choi. Vinyl figures are approximately 3.95 and 3.5-inches tall. Chase variants are shipped at 

random. Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed. (STL253363)  (4552/72264) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY232515 

VINYL SODA SZM2 FREDDIE W/ CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Say the word and get ready for baNle with Funko SODA Freddie Freeman. Assemble the 

Shazam! Family in your Shazam!: Fury of the Gods collec#on with Funko SODA Freddie Freeman and 

summon the fantas#c powers of ancient heroes! There’s a 1 in 6 chance you may find the chase of 

Young Freddie Freeman. Vinyl figures are approximately 3.9 and 3.6-inches tall. Chase variants are 

shipped at random. Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed. (STL253360)  (4552/72262) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY232516 

VINYL SODA SZM2 MARY W/ CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Say the word and get ready for baNle with Funko SODA Mary Bromfield. Assemble the 

Shazam! Family in your Shazam!: Fury of the Gods collec#on with Funko SODA Mary Bromfield and 

summon the fantas#c powers of ancient heroes! There's a chance you may find the chase of Young 

Mary Bromfield. Vinyl figures are approximately 3.75 and 3.45-inches tall. Chase variants are shipped 

at random. Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed. (STL253361)  (4552/72263) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAY232517 

VINYL SODA SZM2 SHAZAM W/ CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Say the word and get ready to fly with Funko SODA Shazam!. Lead the Shazam! Family 

in your Shazam!: Fury of the Gods collec#on with Billy Batson and summon the fantas#c powers of 

ancient heroes! There’s a 1 in 6 chance you may find the chase of Shazam! as Young Billy Batson. 

Vinyl figures are approximately 3.9 and 3.55-inches tall. Chase variants are shipped at random. 

Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed. (STL253358)  (4552/72260) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 



KOTOBUKIYA 

 

MAY232518 

MY HERO ACADEMIA SHOTA AIZAWA ARTFX J STATUE (C: 1-1-2 

From Kotobukiya. From the hit anime My Hero Academia, Shota Aizawa, a Pro Hero who teaches at 

U.A. High School, is joining Kotobukiya's lineup as a scale figure! He comes to life in a figh#ng stance 

while dynamically manipula#ng his binding cloth. Pay close aNen#on to the sculpt in this ac#on-

packed pose. By swapping out the bangs part, he can also be displayed without his goggles. 

(STL267028) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (4898/PV069) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, 

but with Mexico allowed. 

Model Kit Accessory SRP: $199.99 

 

MAY232519 

TRANSFORMERS BUMBLEBEE BISHOUJO STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. Introducing the third addi#on to the new series featuring a collabora#on between 

Hasbro, Takara Tomy, and Kotobukiya! The statue was made into the Bishoujo style by Shunya 

Yamashita based on the first ever, core series that is s#ll beloved to this very day, Transformers! Third 

in the series comes one who loves peace, the Autobot Bumblebee. Bumblebee's robot mode color 

scheme is recreated through the yellow hoodie with horns and the inner light blue ouVit and belt! A 

perfect ouVit for the cute and pe#te Bumblebee. Be sure to also check out the designs of the hems 

of the arm covers and shorts that were integrated in the mold for the body! The base is designed 

with the Autobot logo in metallic paint. Roll out! (STL268132) Scheduled to ship in October 2023.  

(4898/SV344) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue SRP: $149.99 

 

MAY232520 

METAL GEAR SOLID METAL GEAR REX BLACK VER MDL KIT (C:  

From Kotobukiya. From Konami's worldwide hit series Metal Gear comes a plas#c model kit of the 

nuclear-armed bipedal tank Metal Gear Rex from Metal Gear Solid in a black version as an original 

modeling feature! The sculpt remains as is, with the color scheme changed to black to allow for easy 

pain#ng as an original feature for this model. New decals, such as cau#on marks that add detail to 

the model and marking decals that allow for the original Rex to be recreated, are included. A total of 

four figures are included: Solid Snake, a Cyborg Ninja figure in the standard standing pose, a 

damaged version of Cyborg Ninja to recreate the famous scene where he is crushed by Rex's feet, 

and Liquid Snake. A special base designed aQer the hangar from the series is also included. Please 

note: The included figures are unpainted. (STL268139) Scheduled to ship in September 2023.  

(4898/KP305X) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Model Kit SRP: $99.99 

 



MAY232521 

MAJESTIC PRINCE RED FIVE NORMAL ED MDL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. Red Five, the mecha piloted by Izuru Hitachi in Majes#c Prince, is now available as 

a model kit! The kit recreates the mecha's dis#nct form and ac#on features, allowing users to 

experience the series in real life. The dis#nc#ve coloring is recreated as much as possible using parts 

separa#on and color-coded s#ckers. A HEP Cannon, two Beam Cannons, and two Arm Sword 

Counters are included as the dedicated weapons. Full Burst Mode can be recreated by replacing 

various parts, such as the head and back wings. A stand is included that allows the model to be 

displayed in a floa#ng pose. (STL268141) Scheduled to ship in September 2023.  (4898/KP396X) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Model Kit SRP: $74.99 

 

MAY232522 

IDOLMASTER CG MAYU SAKUMA OFF STAGE PVC STATUE (C: 1-1 

From Kotobukiya. This new project showcases idols in their true off-stage mode-a sight that can 

normally only be seen by a producer! From the popular mobile game and spinoff anime, The 

Idolm@ster Cinderella Girls, Mayu Sakuma is the fiQh in the lineup for this new "-off stage-" project! 

This figure brings her to life, perfectly capturing the scene from the "[ThoughVul Present] Mayu 

Sakuma" episode, where she was with the producer on Valen#ne's Day in Sendai. The charms from 

the original work are faithfully recreated, as she holds a present for her beloved producer in both 

hands with her coat and skirt fluNering in the wind, gazing directly this way. The snow piled up near 

her feet even allows fans to experience the season. This figure showcases an idol with her producer 

on a normal day. (STL268822) Scheduled to ship in September 2023.  (4898/PV043) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue SRP: $179.99 

 

ANIME 

 

MAY232523 

GUNDAM 00 PILOTS CAST T/S SM (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273198) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM509S) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232524 

GUNDAM 00 PILOTS CAST T/S MED (C: 1-1-2) 



From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273200) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM509M) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232525 

GUNDAM 00 PILOTS CAST T/S LG (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273201) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM509L) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232526 

GUNDAM 00 PILOTS CAST T/S XL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273203) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM509XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232527 

GUNDAM 00 PILOTS CAST T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273204) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM509XXL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $21.99 

 

MAY232528 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM GOLD RX78-2 GUNDAM T/S SM (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273205) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM516S) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232529 



MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM GOLD RX78-2 GUNDAM T/S MED (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273206) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM516M) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232530 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM GOLD RX78-2 GUNDAM T/S LG (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273209) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM516L) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232531 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM GOLD RX78-2 GUNDAM T/S XL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273210) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM516XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232532 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM GOLD RX78-2 GUNDAM T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273212) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM516XXL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $21.99 

 

MAY232533 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM RX78-2 GUNDAM T/S SM (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273183) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM507S) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 



MAY232534 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM RX78-2 GUNDAM T/S MED (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273185) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM507M) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232535 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM RX78-2 GUNDAM T/S LG (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273186) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM507L) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232536 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM RX78-2 GUNDAM T/S XL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273187) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM507XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232537 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM RX78-2 GUNDAM T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273197) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM507XXL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $21.99 

 

MAY232538 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM SPACE COVER T/S SM (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273231) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM513S) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 



 

MAY232539 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM SPACE COVER T/S MED (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Mobile Suit Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! 

Available in sizes S-XXL. (STL273233) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM513M) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: This item may be available through other retail outlets before shipping to comic book specialty 

shops. NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232540 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM SPACE COVER T/S LG (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Mobile Suit Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! 

Available in sizes S-XXL. (STL273234) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM513L) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232541 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM SPACE COVER T/S XL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Mobile Suit Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! 

Available in sizes S-XXL. (STL273235) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM513XL) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232542 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM SPACE COVER T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Mobile Suit Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! 

Available in sizes S-XXL. (STL273236) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM513XXL) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $21.99 

 

MAY232543 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM THE ORIGINAL ZAKU II T/S SM (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273225) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM505S) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 



T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232544 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM THE ORIGINAL ZAKU II T/S MED (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Mobile Suit Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! 

Available in sizes S-XXL. (STL273226) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM505M) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232545 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM THE ORIGINAL ZAKU II T/S LG (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Mobile Suit Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! 

Available in sizes S-XXL. (STL273228) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM505L) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232546 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM THE ORIGINAL ZAKU II T/S XL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Mobile Suit Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! 

Available in sizes S-XXL. (STL273229) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM505XL) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232547 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM THE ORIGINAL ZAKU II T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Mobile Suit Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! 

Available in sizes S-XXL. (STL273230) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM505XXL) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $21.99 

 

MAY232548 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM UNICORN DESTROY MODE T/S SM (C: 1-1-2) 



From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273237) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM512S) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232549 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM UNICORN DESTROY MODE T/S MED (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Mobile Suit Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! 

Available in sizes S-XXL. (STL273238) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM512M) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232550 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM UNICORN DESTROY MODE T/S LG (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Mobile Suit Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! 

Available in sizes S-XXL. (STL273239) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM512L) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232551 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM UNICORN DESTROY MODE T/S XL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Mobile Suit Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! 

Available in sizes S-XXL. (STL273240) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM512XL) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232552 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM UNICORN DESTROY MODE T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Mobile Suit Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! 

Available in sizes S-XXL. (STL273242) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM512XXL) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $21.99 

 

MAY232553 



MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM WING HEERO YUY & WING GUNDAM T/S SM (C: 1 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273213) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM506S) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232554 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM WING HEERO YUY & WING GUNDAM T/S MED (C:  

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273214) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM506M) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232555 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM WING HEERO YUY & WING GUNDAM T/S LG (C: 1 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273215) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM506L) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232556 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM WING HEERO YUY & WING GUNDAM T/S XL (C: 1 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273218) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM506XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232557 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM WING HEERO YUY & WING GUNDAM T/S XXL (C:  

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273219) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM506XXL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $21.99 

 



MAY232558 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM WING PROFILE T/S SM (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273160) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM519S) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232559 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM WING PROFILE T/S MED (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273168) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM519M) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232560 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM WING PROFILE T/S LG (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273179) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM519L) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232561 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM WING PROFILE T/S XL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273181) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM519XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232562 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM WING PROFILE T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2) 

From American Classics. Wear your love of Gundam with this comfortable unisex tee! Available in 

sizes S-XXL. (STL273182) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.  (6733/GNDM519XXL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

T-Shirt SRP: $21.99 



 

JURASSIC PARK 

 

MAY232563 

NANOSCENE HWR JURASSIC GATE W/2 NANO DIE-CAST VEH (C:  

From Jada Toys. Celebrate the 30th anniversary of Jurassic Park with this Nano Hollywood Rides 

Nano Scene, featuring two 1 5/8" nano scale vehicles from the film: a Jeep Wrangler and a Ford 

Explorer. This beau#fully sculpted diorama is craQed with incredible aNen#on to detail, capturing the 

iconic scene at the Jurassic Park gate. Assemble the dinosaurs and plants around the gate to recreate 

the quintessen#al moment of the film or make your own prehistoric adventures. (STL270462) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2023.  (2085/34244) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Diorama SRP: $29.99 

 

TRANSFORMERS 

 

MAY232564 

TRANSFORMERS GL ED MATRIX OF LEADERSHIP BOOKENDS (C: 1 

From Icon Heroes. Icon Heroes presents the Transformers Matrix of Leadership Bookend, Golden 

Lagoon exclusive edi#on! Inspired by the Transformers episode "The Golden Lagoon" where 

Autobots and Decep#cons are protected in electrum coa#ng aQer dipping into a golden lagoon, the 

Matrix of Leadership Bookend measures approximately 6.2" H x 8.4" W x 4" D.  Split them apart to 

hold and display your books, Blu-Ray Discs, DVDs, and more! Till all are one! (STL272879) Scheduled 

to ship in May 2023.  (1624) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan. 

Office Supply SRP: PI  

 

GAMES & PUZZLES 

 

GREEN RONIN PUBLISHING 

 

MAY232565 

O/A MODERN AGE RPG BASIC RULEBOOK HC 

(W) MaNhew Dawkins & Various 

Modern Age is a roleplaying game that lets you have exci#ng adventures in any era from the 

Industrial Revolu#on to the near future. The game can handle everything from two-fisted ac#on to 

urban fantasy to weird conspiracies. The Basic Rulebook includes a new, classless implementa#on of 



the AGE system, 20 levels of advancement, an innova#ve stunt system, psychic and magic powers, 

rules for chases, player and GM advice, and an introductory adventure so you can hit the ground 

running. Op#ons let you tune the rules for grim and griNy stories, high adventure, or something in 

between. Enter the Modern AGE! 

 (STL055253) 

Sourcebook, HC, 8x11, 144pgs, FC SRP: $34.95 

 

MAY232566 

O/A MODERN AGE RPG COMPANION HC 

Mar#al arts duels. Superpowers. Gadgets. Conspiracies. The Modern AGE Companion adds new rules 

for these elements and more, giving you the tools to customize the Modern AGE Roleplaying Game 

to fit countless campaigns! Explore new backgrounds, professions, talents and other op#ons to 

customize character crea#on for your campaign. Build your own stunts to suit different genres and 

environments. Master systems for everything from figh#ng styles to horror. New rules for 

extraordinary powers, technologies, and organiza#ons, genre inspira#ons and campaign design tailor 

the game for players and Game Masters. (STL125026) 

Sourcebook, HC, 8x11, 128pgs, FC SRP: $32.95 

 

MAY232567 

O/A MODERN AGE RPG ENEMIES & ALLIES HC 

(W) Malcolm Sheppard & Various 

You can't tell stories without characters and that's where Enemies & Allies comes in. This sourcebook 

for the Modern AGE RPG is the Game Master's one stop shop for NPCs and creatures, covering 

genres such as modern fantasy, horror, near future SF, technothrillers, and crime dramas. It also 

includes rules to help you develop your own creatures and NPCs from scratch and modify those from 

other Modern AGE resources. The book also includes new game systems for Heat (how much 

unwanted aNen#on characters are aNrac#ng), geoman#c places of power, and more. (STL125027) 

Sourcebook, HC, 8x11, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $32.95 

 

MAY232568 

O/A MODERN AGE RPG MASTERY GUIDE HC 

(W)  Various 

Master Modern AGE as a player or Game Master with advanced techniques and new rules. Unlike 

tradi#onal "Game Master Guides," this expansion to the core Modern AGE rules provides advice for 

both players and Game Masters, ranging from instruc#on on storytelling and character portrayal to 

deep dives into the rules of Modern AGE. That includes new game systems, such as alternate 

character crea#on, and official rules updates to the Modern AGE Basic Rulebook. Take your game to 

the next level with the Modern AGE Mastery Guide! (STL204573) 



Sourcebook, HC, 128pgsSRP: $32.95 

 

MAY232569 

O/A MODERN AGE RPG GAME MASTERS KIT 

The Modern AGE Game Master's Kit is the key accessory for your Modern AGE campaign. It features 

a three-panel hardback screen that puts cri#cal game informa#on in front of you, and hides the 

adversaries and surprises your game's heroes will face. It also includes 6 quick reference cards that 

put stunts and ac#ons at your finger#ps, and a combat tracker that you can write on with wet or dry 

erase markers. (STL080416) 

Game Accessory SRP: $19.95 

 

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT 

 

MAY232570 

YU GI OH TCG DUELIST NEXUS BOOSTER DIS (24CT) (C: 0-1-2) 

Rev it up again, and enter the Duelist Nexus with this Summer's core booster set! Take your Synchro 

Summoning strategies to a whole new universe of speed with new cards inspired by Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D's, 

including the mighty Crimson Dragon from the anime series, now brought to life as an actual Synchro 

Monster! Make sure to pick up Assault Synchron from BaNles of Legend: Monstrous Revenge so you 

can get a rolling start on this high-speed strategy! Hot summer knights return! Three years aQer they 

first appeared in Rise of the Duelist, the epic saga of the fiery Infernoble Knights con#nues in Duelist 

Nexus! It's not just medieval history that's coming to life in Duelist Nexus either! Natural history hits 

back with new Dinosaur cards including a new type of Grenosaurus, plus Evolsaurs that can evolve 

into a mighty Rank 6 Evolzar! The complete Duelist Nexus booster set contains 100 new cards. 

(STL275052) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Pack, FC SRP: $4.49 

 

PAIZO INC 

 

MAY232571 

PATHFINDER ADV PATH SKY KINGS TOMB (P2) VOL 01 (OF 3) 

(W) John Compton & Various 

Invited to a pres#gious storytelling fes#val in Highhelm, the greatest dwarven city, a clan's eclec#c 

guests explore every corner of the metropolis to build their own legends. Yet when these budding 

celebri#es find a relic linked to one of dwarvenkind's greatest heroes, they're drawn into a 

mysterious ancient urban intrigue that kicks off a deadly treasure hunt. (STL263158) 

Adventure Book, SC, 96pgs, FC (1 of 3) (PZO 90193)  SRP: $26.99 



 

MAY232572 

PATHFINDER LOST OMENS ABSOLOM CITY LOST OMENS SP ED HC (C: 0 

(W)  Various 

For nearly 5,000 years, the great city of Absalom has stood at the center of the Inner Sea region's 

culture, commerce, and prophecy. Now, aQer the death of its founder-god Aroden, the 

disappearance of its lord mayor, and new aNacks from some of its greatest foes, Absalom stands at 

the crossroads of a new and uncertain des#ny! This lore-packed 400-page guide presents a 

fascina#ng locale suitable for years of Pathfinder adventures! This deluxe special edi#on is bound in 

faux leather with metallic deboss cover elements and a bound-in ribbon bookmark. (STL263160) (C: 

0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 8.5x11, 400pgs, FC (PZO 9304-SE)  SRP: $89.99 

 

MAY232573 

PATHFINDER RPG RAGE OF ELEMENTS HC (P2) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Various 

Blaze like the sun! Crash like the waves! Thunder like a rockslide! Harness the overwhelming power 

of the most primordial forces of nature with Rage of Elements, a new 224-page rules resource for the 

Pathfinder Roleplaying Game focused on the fundamental building blocks of reality itself! The 

elements are yours to control with the all-new kine#cist class, which brings one of fantasy's most 

popular hero types to Pathfinder. New elemental spells and gear provide tons of addi#onal element-

themed op#ons for all character classes, and an extensive gazeNeer provides an overview of the 

majes#c elemental planes-including two new ones: the decaying Plane of Metal and the vast and 

orderly forests of the Plane of Wood. A meaty bes#ary presen#ng scores of element-themed 

creatures helps to populate these alien landcapes-and liven up even the drabbest Material Plane 

dungeon! (STL263161) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 8.5x11, 224pgs, FC (PZO 2113)  SRP: $54.99 

 

MAY232574 

PATHFINDER RPG RAGE OF ELEMENTS SP ED HC (P2) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Various 

Blaze like the sun! Crash like the waves! Thunder like a rockslide! Harness the overwhelming power 

of the most primordial forces of nature with Rage of Elements, a new 224-page rules resource for the 

Pathfinder Roleplaying Game focused on the fundamental building blocks of reality itself! 

 

The elements are yours to control with the all-new kine#cist class, which brings one of fantasy's most 

popular hero types to Pathfinder. New elemental spells and gear provide tons of addi#onal element-

themed op#ons for all character classes, and an extensive gazeNeer provides an overview of the 



majes#c elemental planes-including two new ones: the decaying Plane of Metal and the vast and 

orderly forests of the Plane of Wood. A meaty bes#ary presen#ng scores of element-themed 

creatures helps to populate these alien landcapes-and liven up even the drabbest Material Plane 

dungeon! 

  

The gateways to elemental power stand open wide with Pathfinder Rage of Elements! 

 

This deluxe special edi#on is bound in faux leather with metallic deboss cover elements and a bound-

in ribbon bookmark. (STL263163) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 8.5x11, 224pgs, FC (PZO 2113-SE)  SRP: $74.99 

 

MAY232575 

PATHFINDER RPG RAGE OF ELEMENTS POCKET ED SC (P2) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Various 

Blaze like the sun! Crash like the waves! Thunder like a rockslide! Harness the overwhelming power 

of the most primordial forces of nature with Rage of Elements, a new 224-page rules resource for the 

Pathfinder Roleplaying Game focused on the fundamental building blocks of reality itself! 

 

The elements are yours to control with the all-new kine#cist class, which brings one of fantasy's most 

popular hero types to Pathfinder. New elemental spells and gear provide tons of addi#onal element-

themed op#ons for all character classes, and an extensive gazeNeer provides an overview of the 

majes#c elemental planes-including two new ones: the decaying Plane of Metal and the vast and 

orderly forests of the Plane of Wood. A meaty bes#ary presen#ng scores of element-themed 

creatures helps to populate these alien landcapes-and liven up even the drabbest Material Plane 

dungeon! 

  

The gateways to elemental power stand open wide with Pathfinder Rage of Elements! 

 

The pocket edi#on presents the same contents as the standard edi#on in a smaller sized soQcover 

for a lower price and beNer portability. (STL263162) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, SC, 8.5x11, 224pgs, FC (PZO 2113-PE)  SRP: $26.99 

 

MAY232576 

PATHFINDER FLIP-MAT CLASSICS URBAN TAVERN 

(W) Stephen Radney-MacFarland, Jason Engle 



Get ready for a barroom blitz! Pull up a stool at a high scale taproom on one side, or take your pick 

from a block of seedy taverns and feast halls on the other, making this durable accessory perfect for 

both danger and down#me in any tabletop fantasy campaign! This line of gaming maps provides 

ready-to-use fantasy set pieces for the busy Game Master. Full of beau#ful details, depic#ng two 

different city-based taverns, this double-sided map makes the perfect place to start your next 

adventure! Durable and lavishly detailed, these essen#al adventure set pieces are sure to bring 

excitement to your game table for years to come! Each Flip-Mat measures 24" x 30" unfolded, and 8" 

x 10" folded. (STL263159) 

Game Accessory, 18pgs, FC (PZO 31044)  SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY232577 

STARFINDER RPG SCOURED STARS ADV PATH HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Various 

A complete Starfinder campaign debuts in hardcover! With most of the Starfinder Society's agents 

trapped behind an impenetrable force field, it's up to a new genera#on of heroes to step forward 

and uncover the mystery of this interstellar prison-the mystery of the Scoured Stars! Unravel the 

threat of the merciless alien jinsuls while rebuilding an interplanetary adventuring guild and dealing 

with the emerging threat of a slumbering god-all in a day's work for a Starfinder! This expansive 

hardcover campaign weaves together twelve popular scenarios from Paizo's enormous Starfinder 

Society organized play campaign, remastering and op#mizing them for at-home play in the form of 

an exci#ng cosmos-spanning complete campaign from levels 1 to 15. The perfect introduc#on to the 

Starfinder RPG, and Starfinder's biggest adventure to date! (STL263165) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 8.5x11, 256pgs, FC (PZO 7252)  SRP: $54.99 

 

MAY232578 

STARFINDER RPG SCOURED STARS ADV PATH SP ED HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Various 

A complete Starfinder campaign debuts in hardcover! With most of the Starfinder Society's agents 

trapped behind an impenetrable force field, it's up to a new genera#on of heroes to step forward 

and uncover the mystery of this interstellar prison-the mystery of the Scoured Stars! Unravel the 

threat of the merciless alien jinsuls while rebuilding an interplanetary adventuring guild and dealing 

with the emerging threat of a slumbering god-all in a day's work for a Starfinder! 

 

This expansive 256-page hardcover campaign weaves together twelve popular scenarios from Paizo's 

enormous Starfinder Society organized play campaign, remastering and op#mizing them for at-home 

play in the form of an exci#ng cosmos-spanning complete campaign from levels 1 to 15. The perfect 

introduc#on to the Starfinder RPG, and Starfinder's biggest adventure to date! 

 



This deluxe special edi#on is bound in faux leather with metallic deboss cover elements and a bound-

in ribbon bookmark. (STL263166) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 8.5x11, 256pgs, FC (PZO 7252-SE)  SRP: $74.99 

 

MAY232579 

STARFINDER RPG FLIP-MAT GRAV TRAINS (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Damien Mammoli# 

"Nobody move, this is a heist!" Whether sailing above the skyline of a futuris#c metropolis or moving 

through the deserts of a red planet, there's always a grav-train when you need one. This double-

sided map features a futuris#c train moving through a narrow path perfect for a #mely ambush, 

while the other side has two luxury passenger trains moving side-by-side over a nighYme city. 

Starfinder Flip-Mats present ready-to-use science-fantasy set pieces for the busy Game Master. With 

Starfinder Flip-Mat: Grav-Trains, there's always the chance for high ac#on while riding the rails! 

(STL263164) (C: 0-1-2) 

Game Accessory, 8x10, 18pgs, FC (PZO 7338)  SRP: $16.99 

 

MAY232580 

TALES FROM WASTES D&D 5E HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Kobold Staff 

Tales from the Wastes brings you 15 fast-paced 5th Edi#on adventures set in twisted loca#ons 

packed with memorable NPCs. (STL266747) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, HC, 8.5x11, 192pgs, FC (KOB9528)  SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY232581 

WASTES OF CHAOS D&D 5E HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Kobold Staff 

Wastes of Chaos brings you everything you need to create hard-hiYng adventures in ruined lands. 

This includes mul#ple new races, subraces, subclasses, cult, creature and more! (STL266748) (C: 0-1-

2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 8.5x11, 224pgs, FC (KOB9511)  SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY232582 

WASTES OF CHAOS D&D 5E HC LTD ED (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Kobold Staff 



Wastes of Chaos brings you everything you need to create hard-hiYng adventures in ruined lands. 

This includes mul#ple new races, subraces, subclasses, cult, creature and more! (STL266749) (C: 0-1-

2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 8.5x11, 224pgs, FC (KOB9535)  SRP: $79.99 

 

SIRIUS DICE 

 

MAY232583 

RPG DICE SET 7 SHARP DAGGER (C: 0-1-2) 

Add excitement to your game with this ultra premium sharp edge dice set. These nice dice are hand 

polished and sharp-edged with a flash of iridecent daggers with each roll! Each Sharp Dice set comes 

packaged in a plas#c tube with a lid. (STL272451) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Dice Set, FC (SDZ0014-03)  SRP: $35.00 

 

MAY232584 

RPG DICE SET 7 SHARP FRUIT (C: 0-1-2) 

Add excitement to your game with this ultra premium sharp edge dice set. These nice dice are hand 

polished and sharp-edged with a fruit jubilee inside every die! Each Sharp Dice set comes packaged 

in a plas#c tube with a lid. (STL272441) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Dice Set, FC (SDZ 0014-02)  SRP: $35.00 

 

ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL 

 

MAY232585 

D&D MIMIC GAMER BOOK BAG (C: 0-1-2) 

WARNING! This Bag has got bite! This officially licensed bag for Dungeons & Dragons features a 

water-resistant faux-canvas exterior, embroidered accents including eyes, lock and teeth, zipper with 

removable purple Mimic Tongue, and space for four D&D books and a secured space for a standard 

17" gaming laptop. (STL274066) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Gaming Bag, FC (UPI 19789)  SRP: PI  

 

MAY232586 

POKEMON TCG ALOLA ALCOVE CLICK DECK BOX (C: 0-1-2) 



Collect, store, and personalize with the Alcove Click for Pokemon! The Alcove Click comes with four 

themed badges featuring LiNen, Popplio, Rowlet, and Mimikyu. This Deck Box holds up to 100 

standard size trading cards double-sleeved in Ultra PRO Deck Protector sleeves, features a strong 

magne#c closure, and has dual thumb notches for easy access to your deck. Personalize your Alcove 

Click by popping on your favorite magne#c badges and replacing them with other badges. Badges 

have a 1.5 in. diameter. (STL274072) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Storage, FC (UPI 16125)  SRP: PI  

 

MAY232587 

POKEMON TCG JOHTO ALCOVE CLICK DECK BOX (C: 0-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna#onal. Collect, store, and personalize with the Alcove Click for Pokemon! The 

Alcove Click comes with four themed badges featuring Cyndaquil, Totodile, Chikorita, and Togepi. 

This Deck Box holds up to 100 standard size trading cards double-sleeved in Ultra PRO Deck Protector 

sleeves, features a strong magne#c closure, and has dual thumb notches for easy access to your 

deck. Personalize your Alcove Click by popping on your favorite magne#c badges and replacing them 

with other badges. Badges have a 1.5 in. diameter. (STL274070) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories. 

Card Storage, FC (UPI 16124)  SRP: PI  

 

MAY232588 

POKEMON TCG KALOS ALCOVE CLICK DECK BOX (C: 0-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna#onal. Collect, store, and personalize with the Alcove Click for Pokemon! The 

Alcove Click comes with four themed badges featuring Fennekin, Froakie, Chespin, and Dedenne. 

This Deck Box holds up to 100 standard size trading cards double-sleeved in Ultra PRO Deck Protector 

sleeves, features a strong magne#c closure, and has dual thumb notches for easy access to your 

deck. Personalize your Alcove Click by popping on your favorite magne#c badges and replacing them 

with other badges. Badges have a 1.5 in. diameter. (STL274073) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories. 

Card Storage, FC (UPI 16126)  SRP: PI  

 

VAN RYDER GAMES, LLC 

 

MAY232589 

FINAL GIRL CORE BOX (C: 0-1-2) 

Playing on a famous horror movie trope, Final Girl is a solitaire-only game that puts the player in the 

shoes of a female protagonist who must kill the slasher if she wants to survive. The Core Box, when 

combined with one of our Feature Film Boxes, has everything you need to play the game. Each 

Feature Film Box features a unique Killer and iconic Loca#on, and the more Feature Films you have, 



the more killer/loca#on combina#ons you can experience! In game terms, Final Girl shares 

similari#es with Hostage Nego#ator, but with some key differences that change it up, including a 

game board to track loca#ons and character movement. You can choose from mul#ple characters 

when picking someone to play and mul#ple killers when picking someone to play against. Killers and 

loca#ons each have their own specific terror cards that will be shuffled together to create a unique 

experience with various combina#ons of scenarios for you to play! Requires any Final Girl Feature 

Film to play. (STL270488) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Game (VRG FG000)  SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232590 

FINAL GIRL A KNOCK AT DOOR FEATURE FILM EXP (C: 0-1-2) 

Nothing like a reunion at the quiet and secluded Wingard CoNage. Everyone is having a great #me. 

The booze is flowing and the party has begun. Then comes a knock at the door. A quick glance 

around the room tells you everyone who's supposed to be here already is... You approach the door 

and slowly open it, peeking around the edge of the door. No one is there. But someone was... the 

ques#on is, who? What horror game would be complete without a home invasion? The Intruders are 

here. Face not one, not two, but THREE killers. You thought one was hard, but you're really going to 

have to stay on your toes against these murderous menaces. Wingard CoNage offers a new challenge 

with unique events and a new craQing mechanism that lets you take ordinary items and turn them 

into epic weapons. S#ck with that knife or scrounge up some wood and nails to craQ The Obliterator? 

It will be up to you, just make the call before it is too late! Requires Final Girl Core Box to play. 

(STL270501) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Game (VRG FG008)  SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232591 

FINAL GIRL INTO THE VOID FEATURE FILM EXP (C: 0-1-2) 

Deep space. You and the rest of the crew of the USCSS KONRAD find yourself in deep sh... er ... space 

when you no#ce something scurries across the floor and into the ven#la#on shaQ. Can you destroy it 

before it morphs into something much bigger and much deadlier? Or will the Evomorph harvest the 

bodies of the en#re crew? It's kill or be killed in when you're being hunted in space! The Evomorph 

will evolve over the course of the game and features a "vanishing" mechanic where it will disappear 

into the ven#la#on shaQs only to return when you least expect it or perhaps if you plan it right, into a 

well-laid ambush! The USCSS KONRAD spaceship introduces keycards that can be used to access 

different parts of the ship. Will you kill your foe the old-fashioned way? Self-destruct the ship and 

escape? Or perhaps you'll try to airlock the killer into the void! Requires Final Girl Core Box to play. 

(STL270493) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. (VRG FG006) 

Item SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232592 

FINAL GIRL MADNESS IN DARK FEATURE FILM EXP (C: 0-1-2) 



No maNer where you go in Wolfe Asylum, noises and voices always seem to echo. It is par#cularly 

frightening when one of the residents cackles or a group of them cheer during a game of them cheer 

during a game of bingo in the common room. Those noises are nothing, however, compared to the 

blood-curdling shrieks of terror generated by the evil brand of medical "care" the Rachet Lady is 

giving the asylum's residents and staff. What do you do when the maniacs come? The Ratchet Lady is 

in a mood. She's performing her own brand of therapy on the vic#ms, turning them into bloodthirsty 

maniacs. You'll have to decide if you want to try to calm them down or kill them before they can kill 

you. But the only way to really stop them will be to put down the Ratchet Lady herself. Requires Final 

Girl Core Box to play. (STL270503) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Game (VRG FG010)  SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232593 

FINAL GIRL ONCE UPON A FULL MOON FEATURE FILM EXP (C: 0-1-2) 

Over the river and through the woods to grandmother's house you go. Never mind the growling, it 

must be your imagina#on, just keep skipping and singing. You stop in your tracks as a big, bad wolf 

leaps onto the path in front of you. Its eyes glow red and drool drips from its fangs as it stands on the 

path between you and your des#na#on... Grandma will have to wait. Not every story ends happily 

ever aQer. This isn't the Big Bad Wolf you imagined as a child. Featuring "hunt"�  and "slay" modes, 

the killer will take different ac#ons depending on what mode it is in, making for yet another unique 

challenge for you to tackle! Storybook Woods features a unique layout with a river running through 

the land. Requires Final Girl Core Box to play. (STL270502) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US 

and territories. 

Card Game (VRG FG009)  SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY232594 

FINAL GIRL PANIC AT STATION 2891 FEATURE FILM EXP (C: 0-1-2) 

The arc#c Sta#on 2891 features new unique challenges. Anyone who stays outside too long risks 

succumbing to frostbite, but the only escape is via the helicopter traveling to and from the sta#on 

from the Arc#c airport. Will you try to save your comrades against all odds, or look out for numero 

uno and use them to buy yourself #me? Requires Final Girl Core Box to play. (STL270499) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Game (VRG FG007)  SRP: $19.99 

 

WIZARDS OF THE COAST 

 

MAY232595 

MTG TCG LORD OF THE RINGS DRAFT BOOSTER DIS (36CT) (C: 



Journey with familiar favorites on a whole new adventure, there and back again, filled with valor, 

courage, and second breakfast with Magic the Gathering: The Lord of Rings: Tales of Middle-earth. In 

The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-earth, you'll have the chance to join the Fellowship in 

adventures filled with valor, courage, and second breakfast. Play your favorite moments of the third 

age, or turn Middle-earth on its head and surrender to the tempta#on of the Precious. Either way; 

Middle-earth is in your hands. Ready to draQ with friends? Need more sealed-deck pools to play 

with? DraQ Boosters are the tried-and-true way to play Magic just by opening new cards. Even beNer, 

each DraQ Booster display comes with a Realms and Relics Box Topper card! Case contains 36 packs. 

(STL270439) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Pack (WOC D15190000)  SRP: PI  

 

MAY232596 

MTG TCG LORD OF THE RINGS SET BOOSTER DIS (30CT) (C: 0 

The Lord of the Rings has come to Magic: The Gathering, and it's #me to take familiar favourites on a 

whole new journey there and back again. In the upcoming set The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-

earth™, you'll have the chance to join the Fellowship in adventures filled with valour, courage, and 

second breakfast. Play your favourite moments of the third age, or turn Middle-earth on its head and 

surrender to the tempta#on of the Precious. Either way; Middle-earth is in your hands. S 

The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-earth Set Booster Box contains 30 The Lord of the Rings: Tales 

of Middle-earth Set Boosters and 1 Tradi#onal Foil Box Topper card. Each Set Booster contains 12 

Magic cards, 1 Art Card, and 1 token/ad card, Helper card, or card from "The List" (a special card from 

Magic's history—found in 25% of packs).  

Every pack includes a combina#on of 1-4 card(s) of rarity Rare or higher and 3-7 Uncommon, 3-7 

Common, and 1 Land cards. A Tradi#onal Foil Land replaces the basic land in 20% of Set Boosters and 

a Foil-Stamped Signature Art Card replaces the Art Card in 10% of Set Boosters. A Tradi#onal Foil 

Borderless Mythic Rare card can be found in <1% of boosters." (STL270443) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Pack (WOC D15230000)  SRP: PI  

 

MAY232597 

MTG TCG LORD OF THE RINGS JUMPSTART BOOSTER DIS (18CT) 

The Lord of the Rings has come to Magic: The Gathering, and it's #me to take familiar favourites on a 

whole new journey there and back again. In the upcoming set The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-

earth™, you'll have the chance to join the Fellowship in adventures filled with valour, courage, and 

second breakfast. Play your favourite moments of the third age, or turn Middle-earth on its head and 

surrender to the tempta#on of the Precious. Either way; Middle-earth is in your hands. S 

The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-earth Jumpstart Boosters contain 20 Magic cards (including all 

the lands you need to play). In every pack, you'll find 2 Rare cards (1 Rare card designed for 

Jumpstart boosters and 1 Rare or Mythic Rare from the main set), and 2 Land cards with a shining 

Tradi#onal Foil treatment. 



If you're looking to maximize your mashups, The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-earth Jumpstart 

Boosters can be combined with packs from any other Jumpstart product." (STL270457) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Pack (WOC D15270000)  SRP: PI  

 

MAY232598 

MTG TCG LORD OF THE RINGS COLL BOOSTER DIS (12CT) (C:  

The Lord of the Rings has come to Magic: The Gathering, and it's #me to take familiar favourites on a 

whole new journey there and back again. In the upcoming set The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-

earth™, you'll have the chance to join the Fellowship in adventures filled with valour, courage, and 

second breakfast. Play your favourite moments of the third age, or turn Middle-earth on its head and 

surrender to the tempta#on of the Precious. Either way; Middle-earth is in your hands. S 

In secret, Sauron forged a booster—one far more powerful than those owned by Elf, Dwarf, or Man. 

In this Collector Booster, Sauron sealed away the most incredible cards to grace Middle-earth: foils, 

Showcase cards, Borderless cards, and more. Who knows what these cards could do in the wrong 

hands? At least with you, we know they'll look great. 

The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-earth Collector Booster Box contains 12 The Lord of the Rings: 

Tales of Middle-earth Collector Boosters and 1 Tradi#onal Foil Box Topper card. Each Collector 

Booster contains 15 Magic: The Gathering cards and 1 Tradi#onal Foil double-sided token, with a 

combina#on of 5-7 cards of rarity Rare or higher and 3-5 Uncommon, 3-6 Common, and 1 Land 

cards. Every pack contains a total of 8-10 Tradi#onal Foil cards." (STL270448) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Pack (WOC D15240000)  SRP: PI  

 

MAY232599 

MTG TCG LORD OF THE RINGS BUNDLE (C: 0-1-2) 

The Lord of the Rings has come to Magic: The Gathering, and it's #me to take familiar favourites on a 

whole new journey there and back again. In the upcoming set The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-

earth™, you'll have the chance to join the Fellowship in adventures filled with valour, courage, and 

second breakfast. Play your favourite moments of the third age, or turn Middle-earth on its head and 

surrender to the tempta#on of the Precious. Either way; Middle-earth is in your hands. S 

The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-earth Bundle contains 8 The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-

earth Set Boosters—the best boosters to open just for fun—plus other The Lord of the Rings-themed 

goodies, with 4 Tradi#onal Foil alternate-art cards, 40 basic land cards (20 Tradi#onal Foils and 20 

nonfoils), 1 oversized Spindown for life counter, 1 card storage box, and 2 reference cards. 

Each Set Booster contains 12 Magic cards, 1 Art Card, and 1 token/ad card, Helper card, or card from 

"The List" (a special card from Magic's history—found in 25% of packs), with a combina#on of 1-4 

card(s) of rarity Rare or higher and 3-7 Uncommon, 3-7 Common, and 1 Land cards. A Tradi#onal Foil 

Land replaces the basic land in 20% of Set Boosters and a Foil-Stamped Signature Art Card replaces 



the Art Card in 10% of Set Boosters. A Tradi#onal Foil Borderless Mythic Rare card can be found in 

<1% of boosters." (STL270461) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Bundle (WOC D15300000)  SRP: PI  

 

MAY232600 

MTG TCG LORD OF THE RINGS BUNDLE GIFT ED (C: 0-1-2) 

The Lord of the Rings has come to Magic: The Gathering, and it's #me to take familiar favourites on a 

whole new journey there and back again. In the upcoming set The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-

earth™, you'll have the chance to join the Fellowship in adventures filled with valour, courage, and 

second breakfast. Play your favourite moments of the third age, or turn Middle-earth on its head and 

surrender to the tempta#on of the Precious. Either way; Middle-earth is in your hands. S 

The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-earth GiQ Edi#on is the perfect present for fans of Magic and 

The Lord of the Rings alike. This box is jam-packed with goodies, including a Collector Booster filled 

with Rare cards, special alternate-border cards, and more. It's sure to bring a smile to any fan—

especially if that fan is you. 

The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-earth GiQ Bundle contains 8 The Lord of the Rings: Tales of 

Middle-earth Set Boosters, 1 The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-earth Collector Booster, 40 basic 

lands (20 Tradi#onal Foils and 20 nonfoils), 4 Tradi#onal Foil alternate-art cards, 1 exclusive oversized 

Spindown life counter, 1 foil card storage box, and 2 reference cards.  

The Collector Booster contains 15 Magic: The Gathering cards and 1 Tradi#onal Foil double-sided 

token, including 5-7 cards of rarity Rare or higher. Every pack contains a total of 8-10 Tradi#onal Foil 

cards. 

Each Set Booster contains 12 Magic cards, 1 Art Card, and 1 token/ad card, Helper card, or card from 

"The List" (a special card from Magic's history—found in 25% of packs). Every pack contains at least 1 

Tradi#onal Foil card and a total of 1-4 card(s) of rarity Rare or higher." (STL270463) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Bundle (WOC D15360000)  SRP: PI  

 

MAY232601 

MTG TCG LORD OF THE RINGS COMMANDER DECK CARTON (C: 0- 

The Lord of the Rings has come to Magic: The Gathering, and it's #me to take familiar favourites on a 

whole new journey there and back again. In the upcoming set The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-

earth™, you'll have the chance to join the Fellowship in adventures filled with valour, courage, and 

second breakfast. Play your favourite moments of the third age, or turn Middle-earth on its head and 

surrender to the tempta#on of the Precious. Either way; Middle-earth is in your hands. S 

This The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-earth Commander Deck set includes 1 ready-to-play deck 

of 100 Magic cards (2 Tradi#onal Foil Legendary Creature cards, 98 nonfoil cards), a 2-card Collector 

Booster Sample Pack (contains 1 Tradi#onal Foil or nonfoil special treatment card of rarity Rare or 

higher and 1 Tradi#onal Foil special treatment Common or Uncommon card), 1 foil-etched Display 



Commander (a thick cardstock copy of the commander card with foil etched into the card's border 

and art), 10 double-sided tokens, 1 Helper card, 1 deck box (can hold 100 sleeved cards), 1 Life 

Wheel, 1 strategy insert, and 1 reference card." (STL270454) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories. 

Deck (WOC D15250000)  SRP: PI  

 

MAY232602 

MTG TCG LORD OF THE RINGS STARTER KIT CARTON (C: 0-1-2 

The Lord of the Rings has come to Magic: The Gathering, and it's #me to take familiar favourites on a 

whole new journey there and back again. In the upcoming set The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-

earth™, you'll have the chance to join the Fellowship in adventures filled with valour, courage, and 

second breakfast. Play your favourite moments of the third age, or turn Middle-earth on its head and 

surrender to the tempta#on of the Precious. Either way; Middle-earth is in your hands. S 

Gear up for your first games with two The Lord of the Rings-themed decks. Each deck contains 1 

Mythic Rare card with a shiny Tradi#onal Foil treatment and 4 Rare cards, plus codes to unlock them 

both online on Magic: The Gathering Arena. The interac#ve online tutorial will take you through all 

the basics, and then the forces of Middle-earth will be yours to command! 

The Lord of the Rings has come to Magic: The Gathering, and it's #me to take familiar favourites on a 

whole new journey there and back again. In the upcoming set The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-

earth™, you'll have the chance to join the Fellowship in adventures filled with valour, courage, and 

second breakfast. Play your favourite moments of the third age, or turn Middle-earth on its head and 

surrender to the tempta#on of the Precious. Either way; Middle-earth is in your hands.  

The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-earth Starter Kit contains 2 ready-to-play 60-card decks (Lands 

included), 4 double-sided tokens (2 with each deck), 2 deck boxes, 1 how-to-play guide booklet, 2 

double-sided reference cards (Turn Order/ANacking & Blocking), and 2 code cards for two people to 

unlock both decks and play online in Magic: The Gathering Arena, a digital plaVorm available on 

desktop and on the mobile app." (STL270459) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Deck (WOC D15290000)  SRP: PI  

 

WIZKIDS/MAY232603 

AMERICANA BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2) 

Pack your bag and grab your journal, it's #me to trek through 1930s American wilderness! Wander 

the rural landscape and discover opportuni#es and threats unknown: friend and foe, cute and 

dangerous wildlife, and the mysteries of unexplored terrain, ominous abandoned buildings, and even 

the supernatural. You'll look back at these experiences and grow from them, gaining new skills, as 

well as inspira#on from the lands you've visited. You'll record these memories in your journal as a 

testament to your grand adventure, un#l next #me! (STL274068) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 

items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries. 

Board Game, FC (WZK 87585)  SRP: $39.99 



 

MAY232604 

D&D REPLICAS REALMS MIMIC CHEST LIFE SIZED FIGURE (C:  

It`s every adventurer`s rite of passage to encounter a Mimic in combatyou can have one with you in 

the room while you play! This life-sized Mimic chest is 20" tall and made from soQ foam that`s 

painted to show off each eye and tooth, not to men#on that long tongue! This replica creature is 

incredibly lifelike and stands mid-lunge toward its next vic#m! This iconic Dungeons & Dragons 

creature is ready to be displayed in a place of honor whether that is amongst the aisles of your game 

shop or ready to greet your players as they enter your game room! Images not final. Note: This 

product qualifies for STANDARD SHIPPING. There are NO oversized shipping fees on this product. 

(STL270424) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New 

Zealand & select countries. 

Statue, FC (WZK 68514)  SRP: PI  

 

MERCHANDISE NOW AVAILABLE 

 

DC HEROES 

 

OCT218706 

BATMAN 1989 DAH-032 DYNAMIC 8-CTION HEROES JOKER AF 

From Beast Kingdom. A cult classic, 1989 saw the unleashing of Tim Burton's Batman to moviegoers 

who were un#l then only used to the camp 1960's television shows. A new dark and otherworldly 

take on the character introduced fans to a new arch-nemesis in Jack Nicholson's Joker! Beast 

Kingdom proudly enters the world of Tim Burton's Batman with the release of a highly ar#culated 

DAH-032 Batman 1989 Joker. An ac#on figure ready for the ul#mate in posing possibili#es with its 20 

points of ar#cula#on, the Joker's grin is on full display with two replaceable head sculpts. Featuring a 

full body suit made of real fabric, a set of seven replaceable hands, plus some of the Joker's most 

iconic accessories, such as the flag pistol, megaphone, dentures and more. (STL219136) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (DAH-032) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $131.90 

 

FEB229298 

BATMAN 2022 100% & 400% BEA 2PK 

From Medicon Toy. Batman has had a wide variety of unforgeNable designs and costumes, and now 

joins your collec#on as a BE@RBRICK based on his appearance in the The 2022 film The Batman! 

Collect Batman in 1000% Scale (approximately 27 1/2" tall) or a 100% scale (2 3/4" tall) and 400% 



scale (11" tall) two-pack! (STL232367) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (STL232367) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $209.99 

 

FEB229299 

BATMAN 2022 1000% BEA 

From Medicon Toy. Batman has had a wide variety of unforgeNable designs and costumes, and now 

joins your collec#on as a BE@RBRICK based on his appearance in the The 2022 film The Batman! 

Collect Batman in 1000% Scale (Approximately 27.5" tall) or a 100% scale (2 3/4" tall) and 400% scale 

(11" tall) two-pack! (STL232368) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STL232368) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $839.99 

 

MAY228601 

BATMAN ANIMATED BATMAN REDUX 1/6 SCALE COLLECTIBLE FIG REG (NET) 

From Mondo Tees. Batman returns! Based on the seminal Batman: The Animated Series, this new 

version of this previously sold-out figure comes with Glow-in-the-Dark eyes, a new B:TAS-accurate 

paint applica#on, and revised sculpt giving the figure more height. Featuring over 30 points of 

ar#cula#on and a TON of accessories, this Batman B:TAS 1/6th scale figure is a love leNer to one of 

the most influen#al shows of all #me! Accessories include: 3 Glow-in-the-Dark portraits, Bruce 

Wayne Portrait, H.A.R.D.A.C. Portrait, Folded Cowl, two batarangs, Gas Mask, Goggles, Spray canister, 

Grapple Hook, Extended Grapple Hook, Binoculars, Bat Star, Figure Stand, and 9 interchangeable 

hands. (STL242550) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (MT-1913) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $220.00 

 

MAY228602 

BATMAN ANIMATED JOKER 1/6 SCALE COLLECTIBLE FIG REGULAR (NET) 

From Mondo Tees. Arguably one of the most Iconic villains of all #me, from one of the best animated 

shows of all #me, the Joker is joining Mondo's Batman: The Animated Series 1/6th scale figure line! 

This figure features over 30 points of ar#cula#on, 4 different portraits, and a slew of iconic 

accessories. This Joker figure captures the spirit and look of the ever-influen#al B:TAS, and is going to 

be a great part of any fan's collec#on. Accessories include: Regular Portrait, Smug Portrait, Laughing 

Portrait, Sad Portrait, Smiling Fish x2, 12 interchangeable hands, Joker Bomb, Joker Dynamite stack, 

Joker Card, Ice Pick, and a Figure Stand. (STL242547) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (MT-235A) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $225.00 

 



FEB229300 

BATMAN DARK KNIGHT RISES 100% & 400% BEA 2PK 

From Medicon Toy. Batman has had a wide variety of unforgeNable designs and costumes, and now 

joins your collec#on as a BE@RBRICK based on his appearance in the The Dark Knight Rises! Collect 

Batman in 1000% Scale (approximately 27 1/2" tall) or a 100% scale (2 3/4" tall) and 400% scale (11" 

tall) two-pack! (STL232365) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STL232365) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $184.99 

 

FEB229301 

BATMAN DARK KNIGHT RISES 1000% BEA 

From Medicon Toy. Batman has had a wide variety of unforgeNable designs and costumes, and now 

joins your collec#on as a BE@RBRICK based on his appearance in the The Dark Knight Rises! Collect 

Batman in 1000% Scale (Approximately 27.5" tall) or a 100% scale (2 3/4" tall) and 400% scale (11" 

tall) two-pack! (STL232366) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STL232366) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $814.99 

 

MAY218831 

BATMAN HUSH HARLEY QUINN MAFEX AF 

From Medicom Toy. As seen in the popular DC Comics graphic novel Batman: Hush by Jeph Loeb and 

Jim Lee, Harley Quinn joins the MaFEX line of figures from Medicom! Spor#ng her iconic red and 

black suit, this fully ar#culated figure stands about 6" tall. She includes 3 swappable head sculpts, 

plus spring shoes and mallet accessories! Display stand included. (STL201843) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL201843) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Product SRP: $124.99 

 

JUL218825 

DC COMICS BATMAN HUSH STEALTH JUMPER BATMAN MAFEX AF 

From Medicom Toy. From the classic Batman: Hush storyline by Jeph Loeb and Jim Lee, Stealth 

Jumper Batman joins the MAFEX line from Medicom. Batman wears his stealth jumper's equipment 

and suit with a real fabric cape and stands about 6 1/4" tall. Comes with a movable figure stand. 

(STL209365) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL209365) NOTE: 

Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $124.99 

 



JAN218772 

BIRDS OF PREY HARLEY QUINN OVERALLS VER MAFEX AF 

From Medicom Toy. Harley Quinn, wearing her golden overalls from the film Birds of Prey, is now a 

MAFEX figure! With a high level of detail and ar#cula#on, you can recreate almost any scene from 

the film. She stands about 6" tall and includes 2 interchangeable head parts, accessories like her 

mallet and roller skates, and a figure of her pet Hyena, Blues! (STL188437) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL188437) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $124.99 

 

MAR229625 

DC COMICS HARLEY QUINN KALA PVC STATUE (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. Harley Quinn, vibrant and manic as always, springs to life in this impressive 1/6-

scale and 12" release. Sculpted by Hiroki Hayashi, Harley Quinn wields her famous baseball bat, 

themed leather Jacker zipper ouVit, and mismatched shoes. This version of Ms. Quinn will fill any 

fans need for a comic book accurate, yet realis#c portrayal of this classic DC villain. (STL238074) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (KL001) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $199.99 

 

MAY229568 

DC DIRECT 7IN FLASH WV AF W/COMIC ASST (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. These Incredibly detailed 7" scale figures based off the DC Mul#verse 

are designed with Ultra Ar#cula#on with up to 22 moving parts for full range of posing and play. 

Based on the exclusive included comic designed by McFarlane Toys, each figure includes a character 

specific accessory and a base, and comes packaged in DC direct themed window box packaging with 

Included collec#ble comic and collec#ble art card! Collect Barry Allen Flash, Atom, Captain Cold, and 

Heat Wave! (STL244557) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (15905) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY229562 

DC DIRECT 7IN INJUSTICE 2 AF W/COMIC WV1 ASST (NET) 

 (STL244549) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (15915-WV1) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY229563 



DC DIRECT 7IN INJUSTICE 2 AF W/COMIC WV2 ASST (NET) 

 (STL244624) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (15915-WV2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY229557 

DC DIRECT WV2 FLASHPOINT BATMAN 3IN AF W/COMIC CS (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. McFarlane Toys Page Punchers brings to market the ul#mate ac#on 

pack of an iconic comic book with a 3" scale ac#on figure. Packaged with a single-issue comic, the 

fully ar#culated figures are expertly detailed and faithfully channel the character designs from 2D 

illustra#on into 3D figural form! Each DC Comics Page Punchers is based on the included comic and 

features 5 points of ar#cula#on to Punch and Kick!  (STL244544) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (15848) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $9.99 

 

JUN219588 

DC MULTIVERSE BATMOBEAST VEHICLE CS (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. The Batmobeast is based on its look from the Dark Nights: Death Metal 

comic book. This incredibly detailed large vehicle measures about 17-inches long and 11 1/4-inches 

tall. The DC Mul#verse Batmobeast Vehicle is designed to fit all McFarlane Toys DC Mul#verse 7-inch 

scale figures and features rolling wheels. A collec#ble art card with vehicle photography on the front 

and a character biography on the back is included. (STL206377) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (15706) NOTE: Available only in the United States, US territories, 

Canada, and UK. 

Product SRP: $79.99 

 

FEB228521 

POP HEROES DC HOLIDAY AQUAMAN GB VIN FIG 

From Funko. Bring some geeky sweetness to your holiday display with your favorite DC heroes! These 

Holiday POP! Vinyl figures from Funko feature your favorite DC heroes as gingerbread cookies that 

are cute enough to eat! Each figure stands under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly 

window box. (Note: Figures are not intended for human consump#on.) (STL230098) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (64321) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

FEB228522 



POP HEROES DC HOLIDAY BATMAN GB VIN FIG 

From Funko. Bring some geeky sweetness to your holiday display with your favorite DC heroes! These 

Holiday Pop! Vinyl figures from Funko feature your favorite DC heroes as gingerbread cookies that 

are cute enough to eat! Each Pop! figure stands under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-

friendly window box. (STL230099) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(64325) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

FEB228523 

POP HEROES DC HOLIDAY FLASH GB VIN FIG 

From Funko. Bring some geeky sweetness to your holiday display with your favorite DC heroes! These 

Holiday Pop! Vinyl figures from Funko feature your favorite DC heroes as gingerbread cookies that 

are cute enough to eat! Each Pop! figure stands under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-

friendly window box. (STL230100) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(64323) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

FEB228524 

POP HEROES DC HOLIDAY SUPERMAN GB VIN FIG 

From Funko. Bring some geeky sweetness to your holiday display with your favorite DC heroes! These 

Holiday Pop! Vinyl figures from Funko feature your favorite DC heroes as gingerbread cookies that 

are cute enough to eat! Each Pop! figure stands under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-

friendly window box. (STL230101) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(64322) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

FEB228525 

POP HEROES DC HOLIDAY WONDER WOMAN GB VIN FIG 

From Funko. Bring some geeky sweetness to your holiday display with your favorite DC heroes! These 

Holiday Pop! Vinyl figures from Funko feature your favorite DC heroes as gingerbread cookies that 

are cute enough to eat! Each Pop! figure stands under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-

friendly window box. (STL230102) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(64324) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

NOV208972 

POP MOVIES SUICIDE SQUAD 2021 BLOODSPORT VIN FIG 



From Funko. Trekking through a jungle teeming with militant adversaries and guerrilla forces at every 

turn, the Squad is on a search-and-destroy mission in the 2021 film The Suicide Squad! Now you can 

add these super-villain members of the Squad to your collec#on with this series of POP! Vinyl 

Figures! Each figure stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL187772) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (56009) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

JUN219091 

RETURN OF SUPERMAN CYBORG SUPERMAN MAFEX AF 

From MEDICOM Toy. Based on the classic Return of Superman storyline, Henry "Hank" Henshaw joins 

the MAFEX line of figures by MEDICOM! This MAFEX Cyborg Superman is highly detailed and features 

a high level of ar#cula#on for ac#ng out all of your favorite scenes! He features a wired fabric cape, 

mul#ple hands, blaster hand, and blast effect parts! (STL205985) Item has been previously solicited 

in New to Order. Available Now! (STL205985) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK 

and Ireland. 

Product SRP: $124.99 

 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU 

 

JAN228369 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU GIYU TOMIOKA NENDOROID SWACCHAO AF 

From Good Smile Company. Giyu Tomioka, Kyojuro Rengoku, and Shinobu Kocho from Demon Slayer: 

Kimetsu no Yaiba is joining the new Nendoroid Swacchao! series! Nendoroid Swacchao! figures 

feature a Nendoroid siYng in a chair, making it easy to display them on desks, shelves or areas #ght 

on space! The figures can even be displayed on the edges of your desk or shelf, so enjoy collec#ng 

and displaying them everywhere! (STL227454) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (G12793) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, 

Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

AUG218916 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU GIYU TOMIOKA SP PLUSH 40PC ASST 

From SEGA. Arriving from SEGA are these cute lay-down plush featuring your favorite demon slayers 

from the popular anime series Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba! Giyu Tomioka joins the series of 

cuddly, 15" long plush! (STL213798) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (115-1058180) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.00 



 

DEC219605 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU GIYU TOMIOKA SPM FIG 

From SEGA. From Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, SEGA presents Giyu Tomioka as a Super Premium 

figure. The water Hashira is posed ready to aNack and stands about 5 1/2" tall.  (STL226551) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-1058450) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 

OCT218546 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU HIKKAKE INOSUKE V1 PVC FIG 3PC SET 

From Furyu. These sets of 3 chibi-style figures feature the short-tempered hashira, Inosuke, and 

everyone's favorite crybaby hashira Zenitsu, from the widely popular Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no 

Yaiba! Each hikkake figure sits about 4" tall and is posed atop a display box. (STL218606) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (AMU-SHP0574) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $67.99 

 

OCT218548 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU INOSUKE HASHIBIRA HOLD FIG 

From Furyu. A new line up in the Hold Figure line of 3" figures by FuRyu is here! Collect Tanjiro, 

Nezuko, Zenitsu, and Inosuke from Demon Slayer as adorable, chibi-style figures. Sold separately. 

(STL218603) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (AMU-SHP0568) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $22.99 

 

FEB228358 

DEMON SLAYER INOSUKE HASHIBIRA TOONIZE FIG NORMAL COLOR VER 

From Furyu. Your favorite characters from Demon Slayer have been Toonized! Collect Inosuke 

Hashibira as an adorable 5 1/2" tall stylized figure! (STL230807) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (AMU-SHP0607) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

JAN228370 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU KYOJURO RENGOKU NENDOROID SWACCHAO AF 



From Good Smile Company. Kyojuro Rengoku from Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba is joining the 

new Nendoroid Swacchao! series! Nendoroid Swacchao! figures feature a Nendoroid siYng in a 

chair, making it easy to display them on desks, shelves or areas #ght on space! The figures can even 

be displayed on the edges of your desk or shelf, so enjoy collec#ng and displaying them everywhere! 

(STL227456) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G12794) NOTE: 

Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

AUG218917 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU MITSURI KANROJI PERCHING PM STATUE 

From SEGA. Sega presents a brand new perching statue of Love Hashira Mitsuri Kanroji enjoying 

some onigiri! This perching figure features a siYng pose that allows you to display her on the edge of 

any desk or shelf easily. She measures about 6" from the top of her head to the boNom of her feet 

and comes packaged in a closed printed box. (STL213804) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (115-1058178) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

OCT218596 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU NESOBERI G HIMEJIMA SP PLUSH 20PC ASST (NET) 

From SEGA. Gyomei Himejima joins the NESOBERI SP Plush collec#on from SEGA in two unique 

designs. (STL218820) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-

1059261) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $13.50 

 

OCT218597 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU NESOBERI TENGEN UZUI SP PLUSH 40PC ASST 

From SEGA. Tengen Uzui joins the NESOBERI SP Plush collec#on from SEGA in two unique designs. 

(STL218821) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-1059262) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $27.00 

 

FEB228056 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU Q-POSKET OBANAI IGURO FIG 

From Banpresto. From Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Obanai Iguro joins your collec#on as an 

adorable Q-Posket! Each Q-Posket figure stands about 5 1/2" tall and comes in a printed box. 

(STL229832) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (18832) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Product SRP: $25.99 

 

DEC219289 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU Q-POSKET SABITO FIG A 

From Banpresto. From Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Banpresto presents a new Q Posket figure of 

Sabito! Each Q Posket figure stands about 5 1/2" tall and comes packaged in a closed box. Collect 

Sabito in two color varia#ons! (STL225468) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (18719) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

JAN228371 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU SHINOBU KOCHO NENDOROID SWACCHAO AF 

From Good Smile Company. Shinobu Kocho from Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba is joining the new 

Nendoroid Swacchao! series! Nendoroid Swacchao! figures feature a Nendoroid siYng in a chair, 

making it easy to display them on desks, shelves or areas #ght on space! The figures can even be 

displayed on the edges of your desk or shelf, so enjoy collec#ng and displaying them everywhere! 

(STL227457) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G12795) NOTE: 

Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

DEC219606 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU TENGEN UZUI PM PERCHING FIG 

From SEGA. This perching figure of Tengen Uzui from Demon Slayer features a siYng pose that allows 

you to display her on the edge of any desk or shelf easily. He measures about 6" from the top of her 

head to the boNom of her feet and comes packaged in a closed printed box. (STL226556) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-1060068) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 

FEB229078 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU V24 AOI KANZAKI FIG 

From Banpresto. Aoi Kanzaki (6" tall) of the Demon Slayer Corps and powerful swordsman Sakonji 

Urokodaki (6 3/4" tall) join your figure collec#on with these non-scale PVC figures. (STL231993) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (18924) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $27.99 



 

FEB229079 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU V24 SAKONJI UROKODAKI FIG 

From Banpresto. Powerful swordsman Sakonji Urokodaki joins your figure collec#on in this 6.7" tall 

non-scale PVC figure. (STL231994) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(18925) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $27.99 

 

OCT218550 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU ZENITSU AGATSUMA HOLD FIG 

From Furyu. A new line up in the Hold Figure line of 3" figures by FuRyu is here! Collect Tanjiro, 

Nezuko, Zenitsu, and Inosuke from Demon Slayer as adorable, chibi style figures. Sold separately. 

(STL218602) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (AMU-SHP0567) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $22.99 

 

FEB228124 

DEMON SLAYER TENGEN IS HERE NEZUKO KAMADO ICHIBAN FIG (NET) 

From Bandai Spirits Ichibansho. Bandai Spirits Ichibansho is proud to announce their newest release: 

Tengen Uzui Is Here- Nezuko Kamado! This statue is expertly craQed and me#culously sculpted 

standing at approximately 3.9" tall. (STL230235) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (BAS60201) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $45.00 

 

FEB228125 

DEMON SLAYER TENGEN IS HERE TANJIRO KAMADO ICHIBAN FIG (NET) 

From Bandai Spirits Ichibansho. Bandai Spirits Ichibansho is proud to announce their newest release: 

Tengen Uzui Is Here- Tanjiro Kamado! This statue is expertly craQed and me#culously sculpted 

standing at approximately 5.5" tall.  (STL230227) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (BAS60198) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $50.00 

 

FEB228126 

DEMON SLAYER TENGEN IS HERE TENGEN UZUI 2 ICHIBAN FIG (NET) 



From Bandai Spirits Ichibansho. Bandai Spirits Ichibansho is proud to announce their newest release: 

Tengen Uzui Is Here- Tengen Uzui! This statue is expertly craQed and me#culously sculpted standing 

at approximately 5.9" tall. (STL230229) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (BAS60199) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

DISNEY 

 

APR228954 

DISNEY AVATAR 7IN AF WV2 ASST (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. These 7-Inch scale figures from Disney's Avatar are designed with Ultra 

Ar#cula#on with up to 22 moving parts for full range of posing and play! Featuring special blacklight-

ac#vated biolumniescence, plus premium sculpt and deco, each includes accesories and collector 

stand showcased in Avatar Movie window box packaging. (STL240149) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (16305) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

APR228958 

DISNEY AVATAR MEGA BANSHEE A2 TBD D5 CS (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Similar to the Banshee with its sleek body and colorful wings, the 

Skimwing is Pandora’s large flying fish. It possesses menacing, needle-like teeth and a long snout 

allowing it to scoop smaller fish out of the water while in mo#on. Fully ar#culated with an incredibly 

high level of detail, this Mega Skimwing can be posed to swim or fly as seen in the film Avatar: The 

Way of Water and works with 7-inch Na’vi figures as riders. It also features an ar#culated jaw, 

poseable wired tail, bioluminescent effect when placed under black light, and special collector stand 

to display your incredible Skimwing! (STL240178) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (16323) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

APR228959 

DISNEY AVATAR MEGA FIG A2 AMP SUIT V2 ASST (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. (STL240179) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (16318) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $39.99 

 

APR228960 



DISNEY AVATAR MEGA FIG A2 TBD D4 CS (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. The RDA CET-OPS Crabsuit acts as a one-manned, hard-suit submarine 

that has the ability to swim through the Pandoran ocean in submarine mode, but also transform to 

deploy legs and arms and crawl on the ocean floor! This Mega Figure is fully ar#culated with 22 

points of ar#cula#on and features highly detailed sculpt and deco. (STL240180) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (16319) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Product SRP: $39.99 

 

APR228963 

DISNEY AVATAR WOP BOX SET A2 FINAL BATTLE CS (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Relive the epic fight for Jake Sully's life at the Link Shack site with this 

iconic set. Ney#ri wearing her Oma#kaya warpaint and carrying her father's bow, rides the majes#c 

Thanator into baNle against Colonel Miles Quaritch and his powerful AMP suit. Ney#ri figure is 2.5" 

with 6 points of ar#cula#on and Thanator comes with 8 points of ar#cula#on. The Miles Quaritch 

figure wears the breather mask, is 1.25" with 4 points of ar#cula#on. This set features a 

Bioluminescent effect when placed under black light and comes showcased in Avatar Movie window 

box packaging. (STL240184) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(16406) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $39.99 

 

APR228949 

DISNEY AVATAR WOP LRG DLX CRT/VHC A2 ASST (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Make waves with Ney#ri and her all-new Avatar: The Way of Water 

Banshee, Ride into baNle against the RDA with Jake atop the powerful Skimwing, follow Tonowari as 

he bravely leads his clan atop a powerful Skimwing, or set sail in the formidable RDA Sea Wasp with 

these large deluxe playsets from McFarlane's Toys! Featuring incredible ar#cula#on, special world-

builder stands, bioluminescent effect and more, these incredible playsets will put you in the certer of 

the Avatar ac#on. Sold separately. (STL240201) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (16400) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

APR228945 

DISNEY AVATAR WOP MED DLX CRT/VHC A2 ASST (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Get ready to embark on all new adventures on Pandora with these 

playsets from McFarlane's Toys! Traverse the Pandoran ocean with Jake and Ney#ri's teenage son, 

Neteyam, along with the new Pandoran sea creature - the Ilu, defend the RDA against all 

environmental threats with the AMP Suit and RDA driver, and assist in both above and underwater 

opera#ons with the RDA CET-OPS Crabsuit! Each set includes an ar#culated minifigure and various 



accessories. Sold separately. (STL240191) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (16380) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $14.99 

 

APR228961 

DISNEY AVATAR WOP MED DLX PANDORA WORLD A2 TBD D11 CS (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Set sail to the remarkable marine habitat of Pandora. The Metkayina 

Reef is the idyllic island home of the Metkayina Clan, one of the Na’vi sea cultures. With epic scenes 

and elements from the film, you can create your own world and relive your favorite moments with 

this World of Pandora set featuring the vibrant sea life of the Metkayina Reef and built-in blacklight 

bioluminescence. This set features 2.5-inch Ronal and Tonowari ac#on figures with 6 points of 

ar#cula#on. (STL240181) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (16409) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $39.99 

 

APR228941 

DISNEY AVATAR WOP MT BANSHEE A2 ASST (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Build out your very own rookery of Banshees with these figures from 

McFarlane's Toys! Each Banshees features highly detailed sculpt and deco, 5 points of playable 

ar#cula#on, a bendable body, plus a collector stand. (STL240188) Item has been previously solicited 

in New to Order. Available Now! (16360) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $9.99 

 

APR228962 

DISNEY AVATAR WOP RC CREATURE 14 IN AKULA CS (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Bring home your own life-like remote-controlled Akula! The Akula 

swims through the water with the highly realis#c agile movement and control of a real shark. It 

features 2.4 GHZ full func#on remote control allowing for forward, backward, leQ, and right 

movement, two auto teaching modes, variable speed controllers for subtle life-like movements, 

baNery run #me up to 40 minutes per use, and glow-in-the-dark feature. (STL240182) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (16411) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Product SRP: $39.99 

 

FEB229944 

POP MOVIES AVATAR MILES QUARITCH VIN FIG 



From Funko. Revisit the world of Pandora with this all new wave of Pop! figures from Funko! Each 

Pop! vinyl figure stands about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. 

(STL233783) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (65644) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

AUG218486 

CARS LIGHTNING MCQUEEN 1000% BEA 

From MEDICOM Toy. Medicom celebrates the Disney·Pixard blockbuster film Cars with a new 

Be@rbrick of Lightning McQueen in 1000% scale (28")! (STL212459) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL212459) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $1,094.99 

 

" 

 

APR218039 

DISNEY ULTIMATES WV2 ALICE IN WONDERLAND ALICE AF (NET) 

Celebrate the long history of Disney with four new figures from Super7's Disney ULTIMATES! 

collec#on! Alice, the #tle character of Alice in Wonderland, comes loaded with addi#onal parts and 

accessories, such as her pet kiNen Dinah and a miniaturized Alice, ready to reenact mul#ple scenes 

from the classic movie, such as the classic tea party with the Mad HaNer, who comes with a soQ 

goods coat, alternate heads and hands, and addi#onal iconic accessories. In Fantasia's segment #tled 

"Dance of the Hours," Hyacinth Hippo is the leader of the day#me dancers and comes with a soQ 

goods tutu. Just as handsome as his reward posters, Robin Hood is ready to win the love of Main 

Marian, either as himself or in a disguise that would fool his own mother! This 7" highly-ar#culated, 

made-to-order figures will be essen#al addi#ons to your Disney collec#on!  (STL196324) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (DE-WLANW02-ALC-) NOTE: No countries 

actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

APR218040 

DISNEY ULTIMATES WV2 ALICE IN WONDERLAND MAD HATTER AF (NET) 

From Super7. Just as he appears in Disney’s Alice in Wonderland, the Mad HaNer ULTIMATES! deluxe 

ac#on figure has everything you need to throw an amazing tea party! This 7" highly-ar#culated, 

made-to-order Mad HaNer figure comes with a soQ goods coat, alternate heads and hands, and 

addi#onal iconic accessories so you can celebrate 70 years of Disney’s Alice in Wonderland, and your 

unbirthday too. (STL196327) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (DE-

WLANW02-MHT-) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 



Product SRP: $55.00 

 

APR218041 

DISNEY ULTIMATES WV2 FANTASIA HYACINTH HIPPO AF (NET) 

From Super7. Hyacinth Hippo is a dancing hippopotamus featured in Disney's 1940 classic, Fantasia! 

She appears in the segment #tled Dance of the Hours and is the leader of the day#me dancers. Let 

her dance her way into your collec#on! This 7" highly-ar#culated, made-to-order figure comes with a 

soQ goods tutu, alternate heads and hands, and addi#onal iconic accessories. (STL196331) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (DE-FANTW02-HYH-) NOTE: No countries 

actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

APR218042 

DISNEY ULTIMATES WV2 ROBIN HOOD ROBIN HOOD STORK COSTUME AF (NET) 

From Super7. He’s so handsome, just like his reward posters! This Robin Hood ULTIMATES! figure 

allows us to relive the classic 1970 film, Disney’s Robin Hood, with the ability to be displayed as 

Robin Hood himself, or in a disguise that could fool his own mother! He’s ready to win that golden 

arrow and the heart of Maid Marian! This 7" highly-ar#culated, made-to-order figure comes with a 

soQ goods tunic, alternate heads and hands, and addi#onal iconic accessories. (STL196329) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (DE-HOODW02-RSC-) NOTE: No countries 

actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

FEB218815 

DISNEY WALL-E EVE 1000% BEA 

From Medicom Toy. Everyone's favorite liNle trash compac#ng robot and his best friend Eve can now 

join your Be@rbrick collec#on! Collect each robot in a 400% (11") size or as a 1000% (27 1/2") figure! 

(STL191346) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL191346) NOTE: 

Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $814.99 

 

FEB228382 

HOCUS POCUS TOONY TERROR WINIFRED SANDERSON 6IN AF 

From NECA. The witches are back and there’s going to be hell to pay! From Disney’s irreverent 

comedy classic, Winifred Sanderson joins NECA’s Toony Terrors line! Bring the fun of Saturday 

morning cartoons to your collec#on with this stylized 6” scale ac#on figure. Comes in blister card 



packaging with a bonus cutout backdrop. (STL230841) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (55031) NOTE: Available only within US; no US territories. 

Product SRP: $17.99 

 

DEC219113 

LILO & STITCH DAH-053 DYNAMIC 8-CTION HEROES STITCH AF 

From Beast Kingdom. Get ready for a new addi#on to the Dynamic 8c#on Heroes series! S#tch, the 

mischievous protagonist of Disney's Lilo &S#tch, is here with twelve movable joints, interchangeable 

faces, interchangeable hands, and a variety of S#tch-related accessories. These features let fans play 

with S#tch and dress him as they please, whether it's wearing his handsome sunglasses, ea#ng ice 

cream, or playing his ukulele and singing. Fans who love S#tch surely won't want to miss this one! 

(STL224643) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (DAH-053) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $79.90 

 

FEB228406 

SLEEPING BEAUTY AURORA NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Company. From the world-famous Disney film Sleeping Beauty comes a Nendoroid 

of Aurora. She comes with three interchangeable face plates including a smiling face, a sleeping face 

and a somewhat suspicious face! A pinched dress skirt part that can be interchanged with her 

standard dress skirt part is included for recrea#ng the moment it begins to turn blue! She also comes 

with a loom an a rose that she can be posed holding. A paper craQ bed that she can be displayed 

sleeping in is included as well. (STL230998) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (G12833) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $84.99 

 

JUL218856 

TOY STORY WOODY B&W VER 1000% BEA 

From MEDICOM Toy. Whether you're a collector of designer toys, or you just love anthropomorphic 

bears, this Toy Story-inspired 1000% scale Be@rbrick of Woody stands 28" tall. (STL209600) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL209600) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $814.99 

 

JAN229133 

WINNIE THE POOH LARGE VINYL PIGGY BANK 

From Beast Kingdom. Just as Winnie The Pooh enjoys saving his honey, so can his fans now when 

saving money! Bit by bit, we save to reach our goals! Disney's classic Winnie The Pooh, is ready with 



Beast Kingdom to start helping kids and adults alike to save their money, whilst also looking very 

cute! The VPB-011 Winnie The Pooh Large Piggy Bank is a high quality, large figure that doubles as 

your very own home bank. The wonderfully cute decora#on and piggy bank is ready to adorn your 

desk and start saving for you as well! (STL229395) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (VPB-011) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $88.99 

 

JUJUTSU KAISEN 

 

DEC219252 

JUJUTSU KAISEN ADVERGE MOTION 2 10PC MINI FIG DIS (NET) 

From Bandai Shokugan. Jujutsu Kaisen Adverge Mo#on returns with Volume 2! Featuring chibi style 

characters from Jujutsu Kaisen in ac#on poses from the anime measuring approx. 2.17" tall. Lineup 

includes: Yuji Itadori, Kenjin Nanami, Satoru Gojo, Suguru Geto, Jogo, Mahito, and Sukuna. Seven 

characters to collect! Each character includes a stand to support their ac#on pose. (STL225237) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (BAN70035) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $8.00 

 

FEB228071 

JUJUTSU KAISEN JUKON NO KATA SUKUNA FIG 

From Banpresto. From the popular anime Jujutsu Kaisen comes a new wave of prize figures from 

Banpresto! This non-scale PVC figure of Sukuna stands about 6" tall. (STL229837) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (18842) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 

DEC219365 

JUJUTSU KAISEN KENTO NANAMI NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Company. From the anime series Jujutsu Kaisen comes a Nendoroid of Kento 

Nanami! He comes with three face plates including a standard face, a combat face and a smiling face. 

Op#onal parts include his knife, a 7:3 effect part, his smartphone and a casse-croûte sandwich, 

Kento's favorite. Addi#onally, highlight s#ckers are included to make his glasses look as though light 

is reflec#ng off of them. Interchangeable parts to display him loosening his #e are included as well. 

Be sure to add him to your collec#on and display him with other Nendoroids from Jujutsu Kaisen! 

(STL225732) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G12776) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $69.99 



 

FEB228072 

JUJUTSU KAISEN KING OF ARTIST THE MEGUMI FUSHIGURO FIG 

From Banpresto. Megumi Fushiguro from the hit anime series Jujutsu Kaisen gets a new figure, this 

#me in the King of Ar#st line! Megumi stands about 8 1/4" tall and includes a base for display.  

(STL229839) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (18759) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 

OCT218559 

JUJUTSU KAISEN MAKI ZENIN NOODLE STOP FIG 

From Furyu. Maki Zenin is your new favorite noodle stopper! Use this palm sized figure to hold down 

you noodle tops and make perfect cup noodles every #me. (STL218598) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (AMU-SHP0562) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

FEB229096 

JUJUTSU KAISEN MAXIMATIC YUJI ITADORI FIG 

 From Banpresto.Yuji Itadori from Jujutsu Kaisen joins the Maxima#c line of figures from Banpresto! 

This dynamic figure measures about 7" tall. (STL231997) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (18880) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $27.99 

 

FEB229098 

JUJUTSU KAISEN PANDA FIG 

From Banpresto. From the popular anime Jujutsu Kaisen comes a new figure of Panda! This non-scale 

PVC figure stands about 6 3/4" tall.  (STL232000) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (18931) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $27.99 

 

FEB228361 

JUJUTSU KAISEN SATORU GOJO NOODLE STOP FIG ENDING VER 

From Furyu. Satoru Gojo and Yuji Itadori from Jujutsu Kaisen join your collec#on as all-new noodle 

stoppers! Use these palm-sized figures of the jujutsu sorcerers to hold down you noodle tops and 



make perfect cup noodles every #me! (STL230791) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (AMU-SHP0589) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

DEC219614 

JUJUTSU KAISEN SATORU GOJO PM PERCHING FIG 

From SEGA. This perching figure of Satoru Gojo from Jujutsu Kaisen features a siYng pose that allows 

you to display her on the edge of any desk or shelf easily. He measures about 6" from the top of her 

head to the boNom of her feet and comes packaged in a closed printed box. (STL226554) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-1059027) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 

SEP218129 

JUJUTSU KAISEN SATORU GOJO SPM FIG 

From SEGA. From pppular anime series Jujutsu Kaisen, Satoru Gojo joins the SPM figure line from 

SEGA. This 8" figure features magic effects made from translucent materials to stand out in any 

collec#on! (STL215320) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-

1058463) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.00 

 

FEB229218 

JUJUTSU KAISEN SUKUNA NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Company. "Know your place, fool." From the anime series Jujutsu Kaisen comes a 

Nendoroid of Sukuna! He comes with three face plates including a standard face, a sneering face and 

a crazed face. Op#onal parts include a Malevolent Shrine illustra#on sheet and a cow skull. 

(STL232125) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G12817) NOTE: 

Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $69.99 

 

NOV218808 

JUJUTSU KAISEN YUJI ITADORI PM PERCHING FIG 

From Sega. Yuji Itadori is the main protagonist of the hit manga series, Jujutsu Kaisen from the 

Weekly Shonen Jump magazines. Before becoming a shaman, Yuji is well known as the "Tiger of 

Middle School" but his life changed when he became a host for Sukuna, the undisputed demon King 

of Curses. (STL221735) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-

1060055) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Product SRP: $26.99 

 

MARVEL HEROES 

 

DEC219395 

DCD 40TH MARVEL COMIC WHITE ARMOR DR DOOM PX BUST 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Call him Doom! Wearing his white robes as seen in the hit Marvel 

crossover Secret Wars, this approximately 6-inch mini-bust of Doom wields translucent blue energy 

as he prepares to cast a spell, or perhaps unleash a blast from his high-tech gauntlets. This bust of 

the Fantas#c Four foe is limited to only 1000 pieces, and comes packaged with a cer#ficate of 

authen#city in a full-color box. Designed by Nelson Asencio, sculpted by Juan Pitluk! (STL225737) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the US, 

Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $99.00 

 

OCT192544 

MARVEL ANIMATED BLACK PANTHER STATUE (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The Black Panther sinks his claws into a giant ball of yarn in the 

newest animated-style Marvel statue! Based on the variant cover to Black Panther Vol. 6 #1, with art 

by SkoYe Young, this approximately 4-inch statue comes packaged in a full-color box with a 

cer#ficate of authen#city. Sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios! (STL139763) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $39.99 

 

FEB222113 

MARVEL ANIMATED FALCON STATUE 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Sam Wilson strikes! Soaring out of the variant cover artwork of Marvel 

Comics, this SkoYe-Young-designed statue of the Falcon features art-accurate sculp#ng and painted 

details. Measuring approximately 5 inches tall, this super-adorable superhero is limited to only 3000 

pieces, and comes packaged with a hand-numbered cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box. 

Sculpted by Casen Barnard! (STL222265) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China 

(China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

APR222235 



MARVEL ANIMATED LOKI STATUE 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! The Trickster God has been de-aged in comics before, but not like this! 

Captured in the Young Marvel style by ar#st SkoYe Young, this approximately 4-inch resin statue of 

the smooth-talking Asgardian, Loki, features comic-accurate paint applica#ons and is limited to only 

3,000 pieces. It comes packaged with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box. 

Sculpted by Casen Barnard! (STL229028) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China 

(China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

NOV212079 

MARVEL ANIMATED MIGHTY THOR STATUE 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! With the world wai#ng to see how the new Thor will look and what she'll 

do in Thor: Love and Thunder, Gentle Giant Ltd. is going back to her childhood for a new animated-

style statue! Based on the variant cover artwork of SkoYe Young, this approximately 5-inch resin 

statue of a cute young Jane Foster Thor features detailed sculp#ng and paint applica#ons and is 

limited to 3000 pieces. It comes packaged with a cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box. 

Sculpted by Casen Barnard. (STL213532) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China 

(China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $60.00 

 

MAR222298 

MARVEL ANIMATED WINTER SOLDIER STATUE 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! You can’t run from your past, but the Winter Soldier is gonna try, in this 

all-new animated-style statue based on the artwork of SkoYe Young! Bucky Barnes sprints off one of 

Marvel’s popular Young Marvel variant covers and into your collec#on as an approximately 4-inch 

resin statue atop a black pedestal base. It features art-accurate paint applica#ons and is limited to 

only 3000 pieces. IT comes packaged in a full-color box. Sculpted by Casen Barnard! (STL225271) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the US, 

Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

JAN202454 

MARVEL ANIMATED X-MEN JEAN GREY 1/7 SCALE BUST (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The groundbreaking animated-style line of X-Men busts con#nues 

with the X-Men's resident redhead, Jean Grey! Looking like she just stepped off the screen from the 

hit cartoon, Jean focuses her telepathic abili#es in this 6-inch resin bust, featuring detailed sculp#ng 

and anima#on-inspired paint details. Limited to only 3,000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color 



window box with a cer#ficate of authen#city. Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Paul Harding. 

(STL149565) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available 

only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY222201 

MARVEL ANIMATED X-MEN JUBILEE 1/7 SCALE BUST 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The X-Men’s resident sparkler is ready to take center stage in the X-

Men Animated mini-bust line! Based on her appearance in the popular 1990s animated series, 

Jubila#on Lee wears her trademark yellow coat and sets off some fireworks in this approximately 6-

inch resin mini-bust. Limited to only 3000 pieces, she comes packaged with a numbered cer#ficate of 

authen#city in a full-color box. Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL232910) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (84540) NOTE: Available only in 

the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $90.00 

 

MAY222202 

MARVEL ANIMATED X-MEN PROFESSOR X DLX 1/7 SCALE BUST 

A Diamond Select Toys release! To me, my X-Men! The man who put the X in X-Men, Professor 

Charles Xavier, is now the newest 1/7 scale bust based on X-Men The Animated Series! Captured 

using his telepathic powers from the comfort of his famous yellow hoverchair, Professor X measures 

approximately 6 inches tall and features cartoon-accurate paint applica#ons. He is limited to only 

3000 pieces and comes packaged with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box. 

Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL232911) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (84557) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, 

Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $120.00 

 

NOV201956 

MARVEL ANIMATED X-MEN ROGUE 1/7 SCALE BUST (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Mutant pride, shugah! Southern belle Rogue enters the fray as the 

newest bust based on X-Men: The Animated Series! Capturing the cartoon's costume and colors, this 

approximately 6-inch tall, 1/7 scale bust sits on a grey pedestal and is in scale to the rest of the X-

Men. Includes a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box. Limited to 3,000 pieces. 

Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Paul Harding. (STL174259) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $59.99 



 

NOV212077 

MARVEL ANIMATED X-MEN STORM 1/7 SCALE BUST 

A Diamond Select Toys release! By the Goddess! The hit X-Men: The Animated Series line of mini-

busts con#nues with the highly requested Storm! The weather-manipula#ng mutant wears her 

trademark white suit and holds a ball of lightning in her hand in this 1/7 scale, approximately 6-inch 

mini-bust. Limited to only 3000 pieces, it features detailed sculp#ng and cartoon-accurate paint 

applica#ons, and comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. 

Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL213534) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $89.99 

 

JAN192550 

MARVEL GALLERY COMIC CARNAGE PVC FIGURE (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Let the carnage commence! This 9-inch PVC Diorama marks the 

arrival of psychopath Kletus Cassady into the Marvel Gallery line, as he swings an axe-shaped hand 

atop a rocky outcropping. Designed by Caesar and sculpted by Alterton, this sculpture is made of 

high-grade plas#c, features detailed paint applica#ons, and comes packaged in a full-color window 

box. The perfect companion to our Venom PVC! (STL111780) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & 

Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

AUG222402 

MARVEL GALLERY COMIC DOCTOR OCTOPUS PVC STATUE 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The next member of the Sinister Six has arrived! Joining Green 

Goblin, Kraven and the Vulture, the newly revealed Doctor Octopus is now up for pre-order! Standing 

approximately 10 inches tall, this detailed sculpture is made of high-quality PVC and comes packaged 

in a full-color window box. Designed by Caesar, sculpted by Alterton. (STL242944) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (84752) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, 

Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

JAN221991 

MARVEL GALLERY COMIC GREEN GOBLIN DLX PVC STATUE 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Release the Goblin! Spider-Man foe the Green Goblin soars out of a 

cloud of smoke on his Goblin Glider, preparing to hurl a pair of pumpkin bombs at the web-slinger! 



This all-new Gallery Diorama is made of high-quality PVC, and features detailed sculp#ng and paint 

applica#ons. Plus, it features a hole in the back so you can mount it on the wall! The perfect 

companion to your Pumpkin Bombs Spider-Man diorama! Designed by Caesar, sculpted by Alterton. 

(STL219377) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available 

only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $125.00 

 

JUL222482 

MARVEL GALLERY COMIC KRAVEN THE HUNTER PVC STATE 

A Diamond Select Toys release! It's #me to hunt the most dangerous game! Sergei Kravinoff, a.k.a. 

Kraven the Hunter, stalks his way into the Marvel Gallery Diorama line, and he's targe#ng Spider-

Man! This approximately 10" PVC sculpture depicts Kraven, spear in hand, as he crouches among the 

bamboo, and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Caesar, sculpted by Alterton! 

(STL239200) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (84773) NOTE: 

Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

JUN222431 

MARVEL GALLERY COMIC VULTURE PVC STATUE 

A Diamond Select Toys release! From the skies he strikes! The Vulture, Adrian Toomes, aNempts a 

high-al#tude escape in the newest Marvel Gallery Diorama from DST! Based on his comic 

appearance, the Vulture displays his full wingspan as he struggles to free himself from Spider-Man's 

webs. This approximately 10-inch PVC Diorama features detailed sculp#ng and ar#cula#on, and 

comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Caesar, sculpted by Alterton! (STL236256) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (84751) NOTE: Available only in 

the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY228321 

MARVEL GROOT FEATURE PLUSH CS (NET) 

From MaNel Toys. Your favorite sen#ent tree from Guardians of the Galaxy is now an adorable plush! 

This Marvel Groot Feature Plush can move and make sounds. Groot measures approximately 11" tall. 

(STL241788) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (HJM23) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $37.99 

 

SEP212196 



MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION COMIC BISHOP STATUE (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! From a grim and distant future comes the X-Man out of #me – 

Bishop! Formerly of Xavier’s Security Enforcers, Bishop is now the latest statue in the Marvel Premier 

Collec#on. Wielding a blaster and gathering up a charge in his other hand, the energy-absorbing 

mutant stands approximately 12 inches tall. This comic-based statue is limited to only 3000 pieces, 

and comes packaged with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box. Designed by Joe 

Allard, sculpted by Alejandro Pereira Ezcurra! (STL207223) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater 

China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $250.00 

 

MAY212112 

MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION COMIC COLOSSUS STATUE (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The X-Men's resident strongman takes on a mutant-hun#ng Sen#nel 

in this, the newest installment in the Marvel Premier Collec#on! Measuring approximately 16 inches 

tall, Piotr Raspu#n holds a robot torso over his head in this piece featuring detailed sculp#ng and 

paint applica#ons. Limited to only 3,000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color box with a 

numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. Designed by Shawn Knapp, and sculpted by Alejandro Ezcurra! 

(STL191868) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available 

only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $350.00 

 

JUL212512 

MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION COMIC CYCLOPS STATUE (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Don't fire un#l you see the reds of their eyes! The first-ever Marvel 

Premier Collec#on statue of the X-Men's stalwart Cyclops, it shows ScoN Summers in his classic 

costume, unleashing a crimson op#c blast. Measuring approximately 11 inches tall and featuring 

detailed sculp#ng and paint applica#ons, it is limited to only 2000 pieces and comes packaged with a 

cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box. Designed by Clayburn Moore, sculpted by Alejandro 

Pereira! (STL198989) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: 

Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $175.00 

 

DEC192342 

MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION JUGGERNAUT STATUE (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Nothing can stop the Juggernaut! The X-Men's most unstoppable foe 

is captured mid-charge in this approximately 11-inch resin statue. Featuring detailed sculp#ng and 

paint applica#ons, this sculpture is limited to an edi#on of only 3,000 pieces and comes packaged 

with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. Designed by Nelson X. Asencio, sculpted by Sam 



Greenwell.  (STL145715) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: 

Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $250.00 

 

NOV218750 

MARVEL BLACK PANTHER SENTINEL FIGHTING ARMOR AF (NET) 

From Sen#nel. "What if… Tony Stark integrates each of the Avengers' superpower into an armor?" 

Captain America is the third figure and Black Panther the seventh figure of the Figh#ng Armor series! 

In this innova#ve series, the human body will be covered in a "suit" while each joint point is carefully 

designed in pursuit of ar#cula#on as close as possible to that of a true human body. Die-cast is used 

in various parts to reproduce sense of heaviness. The product includes the iconic spear as weapon 

and newly made hand parts with sharp claws. An adjustable display stand is also included for aerial 

poses. (STL221690) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (SEN51408) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $100.00 

 

NOV218749 

MARVEL CAPTAIN AMERICA SENTINEL FIGHTING ARMOR AF (NET) 

From Sen#nel. "What if… Tony Stark integrates each of the Avengers' superpower into an armor?" 

Mitsunari Otenfu handles design and rearrangement while Hiroyuki Komatsubara manages 

prototype making and project direc#on. Captain America comes as the third character of a whole 

new ac#on figure series ""Figh#ng Armor"" by Sen#nel! In this innova#ve series, the human body 

will be covered in a "suit" while each joint point is carefully designed in pursuit of ar#cula#on as 

close as possible to that of a true human body. Die-cast is used in various parts to reproduce sense of 

heaviness and clear parts are used in eyes and chest for high-end feeling. The shield can be handheld 

or equipped on the back. An adjustable display stand is also included for aerial poses. (STL221692) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (SEN51389) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $90.00 

 

JAN228043 

MARVEL WAR MACHINE SENTINEL FIGHTING ARMOR AF (NET) 

From Sen#nel. War Machine" comes as the eighth item of "Figh#ng Armor" series! In this innova#ve 

series, the human body will be covered in a "suit" while each joint point is carefully designed in 

pursuit of ar#cula#on as close as possible to that of a true human body. Die-cast is used in various 

parts to reproduce sense of heaviness. In addi#on to the massive heavy armor on the legs, the arm 

and the back are equipped with machine gun and missile launcher respec#vely. An adjustable display 

stand is also included for aerial poses. (STL226984) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (SEN51409) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Product SRP: $100.00 

 

DEC219599 

POP JUMBO GALACTUS W/SURFER PX BLK LT 10IN FIG CHASE VARIANT 

 (STL226565) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $45.99 

 

JUN228142 

POP MARVEL SPIDER-MAN NO WAY HOME MJ W/ BOX VIN FIG 

From Funko. Universes collide in your collec#on with an all new collec#on of Pop! Vinyl figures from 

Marvel's Spider-Man: No Way Home! Featuring a triple threat of Spideys, they're joined by fearsome 

villians from mul#ple universes, plus a liNle bit of magic for a spectacular, universe-shaNering 

adventure. Each Pop! figure stands just under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly 

window box, perfect for display in any Spider-Man collec#on! (STL245816) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (67609) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

FEB229964 

POP RIDE SUPDLX MARVEL BLACK PANTHER WF NAMOR W/ORCA VIN FIG 

From Funko. New adventures and faces await as you return to the Kingdom of Wakanda. POP! 

Namor with Orca is ready to conquer Wakanda as part of your Marvel collec#on. Collect this POP! 

Rides figure to complete your set from Marvel Studios' Black Panther: Wakanda Forever. Vinyl 

bobblehead is approximately 6 1/2" tall. (STL233390) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (66721) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

JAN219514 

POP WHAT IF S2 ZOMBIE HUNTER SPIDEY VINYL FIG 

From Funko. What If...? is an animated offering on Disney+ that offers a new look at the MCU. 

Instead of telling stories that take place within the expansive universe, the series will imagine what 

would have happened if certain MCU events played out differently! Now you can collect the next 

wave of What If...? characters with these Pop! Vinyl figures! Each standard-sized Pop! figure stands 

about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL189747) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (57380) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 



Product SRP: $11.99 

 

APR228869 

TIN TITANS MARVEL DAREDEVIL PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONTAINER 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Keep your snacks safe on your walk through 

Hell's Kitchen with this PREVIEWS Exclusive Daredevil illustrated #n tote! Featuring dynamic artwork 

by John Romita Jr. from Frank Miller's Daredevil: The Man Without Fear, this stylish lunchbox also 

includes a fully illustrated 10oz retro-styled beverage container/soup cup. Don't miss out on adding 

this lunchbox to your Daredevil collec#on today! Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash 

only. (STL240732) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (LBX-MU-

DRDV) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

JUN228726 

TIN TITANS MARVEL GALACTUS PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONTAINER 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! If you have a planet-sized hunger, look no 

further than the PREVIEWS Exclusive Galactus metal lunchbox! Showcasing some classic interior 

artwork by Jack Kirby from The Origin of Galactus, originally presented in the 1983 Super Villian 

Classics #1, on the front and back, the sides feature iconic panels of the cosmic en#ty's many 

appearances! Silver Surfer features on the fully illustrated 10oz retro-styled beverage container/soup 

cup along with panels from the legendary 1966 Fantas#c Four story arc The Coming of Galactus. 

Don't miss out on adding this lunchbox to your Marvel collec#on today! Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 

6.75" x 4". Hand wash only.  (STL247126) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (LBX-MU-GLTS) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

FEB229255 

TIN TITANS MARVEL GHOST RIDER PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONTAINER 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Ride with Johnny Blaze in this retro-inspired #n 

tote! Featuring cover art from the classic 1973 comic, Ghost Rider speeds into your collec#on in this 

illustrated lunchbox from Surreal Entertainment. With Interior artwork on the sides and a fully 

illustrated 10oz beverage container/soup cup, this lunchbox is a must for any Ghost Rider collec#on! 

Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL232116) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (LBX-MU-GSTR) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

JUN228727 



TIN TITANS MARVEL SPIDER-MAN PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONTAINER 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Your lunch will pack a real punch in this 

PREVIEWS Exclusive Spider-Man illustrated metal lunchbox! Covered in classic Todd McFarlane 

artwork, this stylish lunchbox features the milestone covers of Spider-Man #300 on the back, and 

Spider-Man #301 on the front, with interior panels of both issues embellishing the sides. A fully 

illustrated 10oz retro-styled beverage container/soup cup highligh#ng the friendly neighborhood 

web-slinger is included. Don't miss out on adding this lunchbox to your Spider-Man collec#on today! 

Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL247124) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (LBX-MU-SMTM) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL228752 

TIN TITANS MARVEL VENOM PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONTAINER 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Lethal protector of your lunch, Venom, looms 

above the city of San Francisco in an all new PREVIEWS Exclusive illustrated #n lunchbox! Featuring 

cover artwork by Mark Bagley from the 1993 Marvel Comics' Venom: Lethal Protector #2 on the front 

and classic Marvel Trading Card art and info on the sides, this stylish lunchbox also includes a 10oz 

retro-styled beverage container/soup cup with Spidey and the Symbiote teaming up to bust the 

baddies. Don't miss out on adding this lunchbox to your Venom collec#on today! Lunchbox measures 

7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL251197) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

APR228870 

TIN TITANS MARVEL WOLVERINE PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONTAINER 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! It may not be made of Adaman#um, but your 

snacks are sure to stay protected in this PREVIEWS Exclusive Wolverine illustrated #n tote! Covered 

with classic artwork, the front of the lunchbox shows off Wolverine as he appears on Card #2 of Jim 

Lee's 1992 X-Men Trading Card Set, and the sides feature comic panels with the mutant's iconic 

SNIKT sound effect! This stylish lunchbox also includes a fully illustrated 10oz retro-styled beverage 

container/soup cup featuring art from Jim Lee's cover of Wolverine #27 (1990). Don't miss out on 

adding this lunchbox to your X-Men collec#on today! Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand 

wash only. (STL240733) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (LBX-MU-

WLVR) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

MY HERO ACADEMIA 

 



DEC219314 

MY HERO ACADEMIA AGE OF HEROES ALL MIGHT SPECIAL FIG 

From Banpresto. From My Hero Academia comes an Age Of Heroes figure of All Might in a speical 

gold version! All Might stands approximately 8" tall. (STL225652) Item has been previously solicited 

in New to Order. Available Now! (18734) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

FEB229105 

MY HERO ACADEMIA AGE OF HEROES LEMILLION SPECIAL FIG 

From Banpresto. Standing at 7" tall, this impressive Special Statue of Toogata Mirio, also known as 

Lemillion, stands tall with his cape flying in the wind! (STL232047) Item has been previously solicited 

in New to Order. Available Now! (18958) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $34.99 

 

FEB228078 

MY HERO ACADEMIA AMAZING HEROES V18 HITOSHI SHINSO FIG 

From Banpresto. From My Hero Academia comes an Amazing Heroes figure of the Hitoshi Shinso! 

This PVC figure stands approximately 5" tall. (STL229841) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (18847) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 

NOV218703 

MY HERO ACADEMIA BRAVEGRAPH 1 V3 KATSUKI BAKUGO FIG 

From Banpresto. Katsuki Bakugo, also known as Kacchan by his childhood friends, is the 

deuterogamist of My Hero Academia. He is a student training to become a Pro Hero at U.A. High 

School. His Hero costume is composed of a fiNed black sleeveless V-neck tank top with an orange X 

with the top half borders his shirt collar. (STL221349) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (18535) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

DEC219316 

MY HERO ACADEMIA BREAK TIME COLL V1 IZUKU MIDORIYA FIG 

From Banpresto. From My Hero Academia, Izuku Midoriya joins the Break Time figure line from 

Banpresto! Midoriya relaxes between baNles in this figure that stands approximately 4" tall. 

(STL225647) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (18732) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Product SRP: $24.99 

 

FEB228079 

MY HERO ACADEMIA BREAK TIME COLL V2 KATSUKI BAKUGO FIG 

From Banpresto. From My Hero Academia, Katsuki Bakugo relaxes between baNles in this Break Time 

figure that measures approximately 4 1/4" tall. (STL229840) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (18846) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 

FEB229420 

MY HERO ACADEMIA BUST UP HEROES 3 FIG 8PC BMB DS 

From F-Toys. Show off your love of My Hero Academia with this set of eight Bust Up Heroes, 

including some of your favorite characters from the show. Each character comes in a full color 

version as well as a bronzed version and stands about three inches tall. (STL232561) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (FT60632) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, 

US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $9.99 

 

AUG218760 

MY HERO ACADEMIA IZUKU MIDORIYA 1/4 PVC FIG 

From Takara Tomy. From the popular anime series My Hero Academia comes a 1/4th scale figure of 

the main character Izuku Midoriya! He's been faithfully captured in figure form in a dynamic ac#on 

pose that looks impressive from any angle. The figure is 1/4-scale and approximately 13 3/4" in 

height. Be sure to add him to your collec#on! (STL213371) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (TY92413) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $454.99 

 

DEC219525 

MY HERO ACADEMIA WV4 ENDEAVOR 5IN AF CS (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. These fun pint sized 5" scale toys based on the Anime My Hero 

Academia are designed with ar#cula#on for standard ac#on figure movement! Comes showcased in 

My Hero Academia themed blister card packaging. (STL225675) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (10981) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $9.99 

 

DEC219526 



MY HERO ACADEMIA WV4 MIRIO TOGATA 5IN AF CS (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. These fun pint sized 5" scale toys based on the Anime My Hero 

Academia are designed with ar#cula#on for standard ac#on figure movement! Comes showcased in 

My Hero Academia themed blister card packaging. (STL225678) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (10982) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $9.99 

 

DEC219527 

MY HERO ACADEMIA WV4 SHOTO TODOROKI S3 VAR 5IN AF CS (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. These fun pint sized 5" scale toys based on the Anime My Hero 

Academia are designed with ar#cula#on for standard ac#on figure movement! Shoto Todoroki is 

featured in his Season 3 UA Gym Uniform and comes showcased in My Hero Academia themed 

blister card packaging. (STL225680) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (10983) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $9.99 

 

JUN228126 

POP DELUXE MY HERO ACADEMIA DABI HIDEOUT FS VIN FIG 

From Funko. Assemble the League of Villains for your My Hero Academia collec#on with this 

exclusive, Specialty Series, Deluxe Pop! Dabi in Hideout. Build a scene by collec#ng the en#re set of 

your favorite villains in the hideout. Vinyl figure is approximately 6-inches tall.  (STL245934) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (68630) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

NARUTO 

 

DEC219488 

GEM SER NARUTO SHIPPUDEN NARUTO UZUMAKI SAGE MODE PVC FIG 

From Megahouse. Joining the G.E.M. Series from MegaHouse is Naruto Uzamaki from the Naruto: 

Shippuden anime series. Naruto has received an amazing paint applica#on and is seen in Sage Mode. 

(STL226347) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (832819) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $224.99 

 

MAR229095 



NARUTO SHIPPUDEN GAARA NENDOROID AF RERUN (NET) 

From Good Smile Company. The composed look of Gaara aQer becoming the FiQh Kazekage has been 

faithfully converted into Nendoroid size! His iconic sand gourd has the liNle cracks and markings all 

faithfully included on the design. The opening of the sand gourd has sand parts which can be 

connected in order to display Gaara making use of his sand manipula#on techniques. The texture of 

the effect parts has been carefully tuned for a sandy appearance.Two large sand parts are included 

which can be placed around other Nendoroids to recreate Gaara's "Sand Coffin" technique that 

immobilizes his opponents! The same sand parts can also be used to create a sand barrier in front of 

Gaara to recreate his Ul#mate Defense! A special stand in included which allows the sand wall to be 

displayed higher! (STL236694) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(G12922) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $54.99 

 

FEB228082 

NARUTO SHIPPUDEN GRANDISTA KAKASHI MANGA DIM FIG 

From Banpresto. Kakashi returns to The Naruto Shippuden Grandista line from Banpresto in a new 

Manga Dimensions color variant! This incredible figure stands about 11 3/8" tall. (STL229973) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (18663) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $67.99 

 

DEC218189 

NARUTO SHIPPUDEN HE WHO BEARS SASUKE UCHIHA S.H.FIGUARTS AF (NET) 

From Tamashii Na#ons. Sasuke Uchiha, as seen in Naruto: Shippuden, rejoins S.H.Figuarts with all 

new joint technology! The set includes three op#onal expressions, five pairs of op#onal hands, 

Sword, Scabbard, Half-drawn sword, and Chidori effect. (STL223103) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (BAS63450) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $60.00 

 

MAR229096 

NARUTO SHIPPUDEN HINATA NENDOROID AF RERUN (NET) 

From Good Smile Company. Hinata Hyuga is the next character to join the Nendoroid series! Her cute 

appearance has been shrunk down into Nendoroid propor#ons looking just as cute as ever, with her 

impressive curves also faithfully preserved on the design! Hinata's long hairstyle from the Shippuden 

series has been captured on the Nendoroid, with the front of her hair cleanly cut just above the 

eyebrows. The back of the hair has been sculpted with a bit of a floa#ng appearance in order to 

easily pose her in more dynamic combat scenes! Hinata's signature Gentle Fist figh#ng style has been 

captured on the Nendoroid, with the posi#on of each of her fingers captured in #ny detail! She 



comes with these interchangable hand parts to display her ready for combat whenever necessary! 

(STL236695) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G12923) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $54.99 

 

DEC219317 

NARUTO SHIPPUDEN Q-POSKET NARUTO UZUMAKI FIG A 

From Banpresto. From Naruto: Shippuden, Banpresto presents a new Q Posket figure of Naruto! Each 

Q Posket figure stands about 5 1/2" tall and comes packaged in a closed box. Collect Naruto and 

Sasuke, both in two color varia#ons! (STL225439) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (18707) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

DEC219319 

NARUTO SHIPPUDEN Q-POSKET SASUKE UCHIHA FIG A 

From Banpresto. From Naruto: Shippuden, Banpresto presents a new Q Posket figure of Sasuke! Each 

Q Posket figure stands about 5 1/2" tall and comes packaged in a closed box. Collect Sasuke in two 

color varia#ons! (STL225444) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(18709) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

FEB229912 

POP ANIMATION NARUTO EIGHT GATES GAI VIN FIG 

From Funko. The characters of Naruto return to Funko POP! with a whole new series of figures in 

Funko's fan-favorite style! Each figure stands roughly 3 3/4" tall. Choose from Eight Gates Gai, Izumo, 

Kiba with Akamaru, Kotetsu Hagane, Might Guy, and Sage Madara Uchiha. Window box packaging. 

(STL233757) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (50675) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

STAR WARS 

 

JUN228172 

POP STAR WARS VALENTINES S3 BB-8 VIN FIG 

From Funko. Make any Valen#nes Day a liNle sweeter with these cosmically cute Pop! Vinyl 

bobblehead figures! Featuring a perfectly pink paint job and heart-shaped boxes these 4" figures are 



ready to spread the love to a galaxy far far away. Window box packaging. (STL245875) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (67611) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

JUN228174 

POP STAR WARS VALENTINES S3 LEIA VIN FIG 

From Funko. Make any Valen#nes Day a liNle sweeter with these cosmically cute Pop! Vinyl 

bobblehead figures! Featuring a perfectly pink paint job and heart-shaped boxes these 4" figures are 

ready to spread the love to a galaxy far far away. Window box packaging. (STL245877) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (67613) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

JUN228175 

POP STAR WARS VALENTINES S3 REY VIN FIG 

From Funko. Make any Valen#nes Day a liNle sweeter with these cosmically cute Pop! Vinyl 

bobblehead figures! Featuring a perfectly pink paint job and heart-shaped boxes these 4" figures are 

ready to spread the love to a galaxy far far away. Window box packaging. (STL245878) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (67614) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

JAN221988 

STAR WARS BOOK OF BOBA FETT BOBA FETT 1/6 SCALE BUST 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Boba FeN is back, with an all new show - The Book of Boba FeN - and 

now he's back as a 1/6 Scale Mini-Bust! This approximately 6-inch, 1/6-scale bust depicts Boba FeN 

as he appeared on his new Disney+ series, with new costume details and a high level of sculp#ng and 

paint applica#on. Limited to only 3,000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color box with a hand-

numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. Designed by Chris Sears, sculpted by the talented team at 

Gentle Giant Ltd.! (STL219383) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) 

NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New 

Zealand. 

Product SRP: $120.00 

 

NOV201951 

STAR WARS COMIC DR APHRA 1/6 SCALE BUST (O/A) 



A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! The Doctor is in! Cunning rogue and Darth Vader colleague Dr. Aphra 

joins the Star Wars mini-bust line with her blaster at the ready! Capturing the character as she 

appears in the pages of Marvel Comics, this 1/6 scale, approximately 7-inch mini-bust features 

detailed sculp#ng and paint applica#ons. It is limited to 1,500 pieces and comes packaged with a 

numbered cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box.  (STL174294) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, 

Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Product SRP: $99.00 

 

AUG212427 

STAR WARS MILESTONES A NEW HOPE BEN KENOBI 1/6 SCALE STATUE (O/A) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Relive the magic of A New Hope with this all-new statue of Obi-Wan 

Kenobi in his Episode 4 look! Captured during his baNle with Darth Vader aboard the Death Star, with 

his lightsaber energized, this approximately 12-inch statue features detailed sculp#ng and paint 

applica#ons, and is limited to only 2000 pieces. It comes packaged in a full-color box with a 

numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. Designed by Elliot Fernandez, sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios! 

(STL203098) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: DST - Avail 

in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Product SRP: $250.00 

 

MAY212118 

STAR WARS MILESTONES REVENGE OF THE SITH OBI WAN STATUE 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! BaNle Droids beware! Obi-Wan Kenobi wields his lightsaber in defense of 

the Republic in this all-new 1/6 scale statue. Measuring approximately 12 inches tall, this Milestones 

sculpture features sliced-up baNle droid parts on its base, and shows Obi-Wan striking a figh#ng 

stance. Limited to only 1,000 pieces, and featuring detailed sculp#ng and paint applica#ons, it comes 

packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. Designed by Joe Allard and 

sculpted by Gentle Giant Ltd.! (STL191872) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! ( ) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, 

Australia, & New Zealand. 

Product SRP: $250.00 

 

JUL212514 

STAR WARS MILESTONES ROTJ LUKE SKYWALKER 1/6 SCALE STATUE (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Luke Skywalker is back in Black, and he's the newest Milestones 

statue! Measuring approximately 12 inches tall, Luke wears his famous all-black ouVit from Return of 

the Jedi, including one black glove, and holds his green-bladed lightsaber. This statue is limited to 

only 2000 pieces, features detailed sculp#ng and paint applica#ons, and comes packaged in a full-

color box with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. Designed by the Silva Bros. and sculpted by 



Gentle Giant Studios! (STL199008) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! ( ) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & 

New Zealand. 

Product SRP: $250.00 

 

AUG212428 

STAR WARS REBELS DARTH VADER DLX 1/7TH SCALE BUST 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. Release! Rebels beware! This all-new bust of Darth Vader, Dark Lord of the Sith, 

captures him as he appeared in the Rebels animated series, with his red-#nted lenses and red 

lightsaber ac#vated. This deluxe 6-inch bust is limited to only 3,000 pieces, and comes packaged in a 

full-color window box with a numbered cer#ficate of authen#city. Designed by Barry Bradfield, 

sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL203093) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! ( ) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & 

New Zealand. 

Product SRP: $125.00 

 

JAN221987 

STAR WARS REBELS HERA AND CHOPPER BUST 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Two more members of the Ghost crew have arrived, in the form of this 

all-new mini-bust two-pack! Pilot Hera and droid Chopper come together in one box, making this set 

doubly important for your Rebels (and Star Wars!) collec#on. Measuring approximately 6 inches and 

4 inches, respec#vely, Hera and Chopper are sculpted in the animated style, and feature detailed 

sculp#ng and paint applica#ons. Limited to only 3000 pieces, this set comes packaged with a 

numbered cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box. (STL219384) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, 

Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand. 

Product SRP: $120.00 

 

JUL201908 

STAR WARS REBELS SABINE WREN 1/6 SCALE BUST 

A Diamond Select Toys Release! The Ghost's resident Mandalorian and the inspira#onal tagger of 

Star Wars: Rebels, Sabine Wren is the next animated character to join Gentle Giant Ltd.'s 1/6 scale 

bust line! Sculpted in a realis#c style, with detailed sculp#ng and paint applica#ons, it includes 

helmeted and unhelmeted heads, as well as four interchangeable arms. Limited to only 3,000 pieces, 

it comes packaged with a cer#ficate of authen#city in a full-color box. Designed and sculpted by 

Gentle Giant Ltd. (STL163033) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) 

NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New 

Zealand. 

Product SRP: $120.00 



 

JAN228861 

STAR WARS VISIONS THE RONIN ARTFX STATUE (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. Star Wars: Visions, an anthology of animated short films celebrates Star Wars 

through the lens of the world's best anime creators and storytellers. The Duel, an animated short by 

studio Kamikaze Douga, cap#vates audiences with groundbreaking visuals and intense ac#on. 

Masterfully sculpted in 1/7-scale the Ronin stands in a stoic pose brandishing a lightsaber aglow with 

vibrant red from the imbedded Kyber Crystal. Every detail from the Ronin's character design has been 

painstakingly replicated down to the prosthe#c jaw support, his arsenal of two lightsabers and 

blaster and the billowing robes of his aYre, which were designed to resemble those of a kimono in 

Japanese culture. (STL228695) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(SW196) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $249.99 

 

ANIME 

 

FEB228053 

ATTACK ON TITAN FINAL SEASON LEVI SPECIAL FIG 

From Banpresto. From ANack on Titan: The Final Season comes a Special Statue of Levi that stands 

about 6 1/4" tall. (STL229813) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(18813) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 

DEC219540 

ASSAULT SUITS LEYNOS AS-5E3 LEYNOS PLAYER TYPE 1/35 MDL KIT 

From Plum PMOA. From the 1990s classic Sega Megadrive side scroller, comes a new ultra-detailed 

snap-fit kit of the player's mecha suit from Plum! This accurately designed and detailed kit comes 

molded in color but includes a pain#ng guide for customiza#on. Includes a 12.7mm Gatling gun arm 

and a display base. (STL226460) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(PM38178) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $114.99 

 

NOV218834 

BLUE ARCHIVE TSUBAKI KASUGA 1/7 PVC FIG (MR) 

From AnigiQ. From the game Blue Archives comes a figure of Tsubaki Kasuga, the president of the 

E#queNe Training Society at Hyakkiyako Alliance Academy! Looking as cute as ever in 1/7-scale, she 

wields her sub-machine gun and riot shield, ready to defend Hyakkiyako with all her might. 



(STL221793) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL221793) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $309.99 

 

NOV218801 

DANGERS IN MY HEART ANNA YAMADA PM FIG 

From Sega. Anna Yamada is a main character in the manga series, The Dangers in My Heart. Anna 

Yamada is considered one of the most popular girls in her class and happens to be the target of 

Kyotaro Ichikawa's revenge plot. (STL221731) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (115-1060040) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

APR228226 

DARLING IN THE FRANXX POP UP PARADE ZERO TWO PVC FIG 

From Good Smile Company. From the anime series DARLING in the FRANXX comes a POP UP PARADE 

figure of Zero Two! Zero Two has been captured in figure form reaching her hand out to her darling. 

(STL239017) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G94557) NOTE: 

Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

OCT218759 

DATE A BULLET TOKISAKI KURUMI GUNNE 1/7 PVC FIG (NET) 

From Taito. The protagonist of the spinoff series Date A Bullet, Kurumi Tokisaki, is now available as a 

1/7-scale figure, as part of the Taito Spiritale line, depicted in her "Gunner" version. Kurumi is ready 

to take aim while dual wielding her Flintlock pistol and musket. (STL219123) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL219123) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Product SRP: $269.99 

 

FEB228371 

DATE A LIVE KURUMI TOKISAKI CASUAL WEAR SWEET LOLITA 1/7 PVC 

From Hobby Stock. From Date A Live comes a new 1/7-scale figure of Kurumi Tokisaki whose ouVit is 

changed from the black Gothic Lolita dress to a lovely pink-toned "Sweet Lolita" dress! The dress, 

which emphasizes cuteness even more than Gothic Lolita, brings out a different kind of charm. 

(STL230854) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (HS197672) NOTE: 

Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 



Product SRP: $259.99 

 

OCT218526 

DETECTIVE IS ALREADY DEAD SIESTA NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Company. From the anime series The Detec#ve is Already Dead comes a Nendoroid 

of the self-proclaimed Great Detec#ve, Siesta! The Nendoroid comes with three face plates—an 

angelic smiling face, a thinking face and a determined face. She also comes with her musket and a 

special bullet made from her blood as op#onal parts. (STL218635) Item has been previously solicited 

in New to Order. Available Now! (G12712) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, 

Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $74.99 

 

FEB228061 

DRAGON BALL MATCH MAKERS PICCOLO DAIMAOH FIG 

From Banpresto. Piccolo and Son Goku (Childhood) join the Dragon Ball Match Makers line with 

these expertly sculpted non-ar#culated figures from Banpresto! The Piccolo figure (3 7/8" tall) 

recreates a dynamic aNack pose, while the Son Goku figure (3 1/8" tall) displays an athle#c post. 

Each figure comes with a display stand. (STL229846) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (18853) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 

NOV218673 

DBZ SOLID EDGE WORKS V5 SUPER SAIYAN 2 SON GOHAN FIG 

From Banpresto. From the popular anime, Dragon Ball Z, comes Son Gohan in his Super Saiyan 2 

form. He is the elder son of Son Goku and the older brother of Goten. Unlike his father, Gohan lacks a 

passion for figh#ng and prefers to do so only when the need to defend his loved ones arises. 

(STL221364) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (18620) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

NOV218036 

ENJOU GENMU TAN DAI-YU DAI YUU ILL BY SAKURADAMA 1/6 PVC FIG (MR) 

From Alphamax. Based on an original illustra#on by popular ar#st Tony Taka, comes a color varia#on 

of Dai-Yu! This figure comes with two facial expressions, and the costume can be changed in two 

ways: a long skirt and a mini skirt! She can also be displayed holding colorful folding fans. This 1/6-

scale figure stands a stunning 11" tall. (STL219543) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 



Product SRP: $309.00 

 

NOV218805 

EVANGELION 3.0 + 1.0 MARI MAKINAMI LAST MISSION SPM FIG 

From Sega. ~Last Mission Ac#vate Color~ Mari Makinami Illustrious is from the popular anime series, 

Evangelion. Out of all the pilots, she is the only one who admits that she genuinely enjoys pilo#ng. 

Her repeated comments suggest that she enjoys the smell of LCL. Despite her inexperience, she is 

shown to be an expert pilot on the level of Asuka, if not higher. (STL221732) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-1060064) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

SEP218127 

EVANGELION THRICE UPON VIGNETTEUM MARI MAKINAMI SPM FIG 

From SEGA. From Evangelion 3.0+1.0 Thrice Upon a Time comes a new Sega Prize figure featuring 

Mari Makinami! Mari sits atop a pile of rubble in her iconic pink plugsuit in this 7" tall figure. Be sure 

to add her to your collec#on! (STL215318) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (115-1058449) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.00 

 

NOV218492 

FENG QI LUO YANG BAILI HONGYI NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Arts Shanghai. From the Chinese drama series Feng Qi Luo Yang comes Nendoroids 

of the Queen's bodyguard Wu Siyue and the wise and eloquent nobleman Baili Hongyi! Baili comes 

with three face plates including a standard expression, a sa#sfied expression and a blushing 

expression. Op#onal parts include a leNer, a Kongming lock puzzle and a food evalua#on board he 

uses when cri#quing dishes. Wu comes with three face plates including a standard expression, a 

serious expression and a smug expression. Op#onal parts include her hibiscus emblem and both a 

sheathed and unsheathed version of her sword. (STL220654) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (GAS12743) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, 

Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $99.99 

 

NOV218493 

FENG QI LUO YANG WU SIYUE NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Arts Shanghai. From the Chinese drama series Feng Qi Luo Yang comes a 

Nendoroid of Wu Siyue, the daughter of a warrior family and the Queen's bodyguard! She comes 



with three face plates including a standard expression, a serious expression and a smug expression. 

Op#onal parts include her hibiscus emblem and both a sheathed and unsheathed version of her 

sword. (STL220655) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (GAS12742) 

NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $99.99 

 

DEC219368 

FRAME ARMS GIRL ARSIA PLASTIC MDL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. Arsia, who was the poster child and cover illustra#on from Shimada Humikane's 

ART WORKS II, is now a charming plas#c model kit by Kotobukiya! She sports everything great that 

Frame Arms Girl figures boast, but with added flair! She comes with three pre-printed faces; right-

gazing, smiling, and laughing. You can choose to forego building her with the hat, if you wish, and 

mul#ple arm parts can be made for a variety of unique display op#ons. Her gunstock can be 

extended with the use of interchangeable parts, her scabbard can sheath her sword, and decals are 

also included. Of course, she's equipped with Kotobukiya's usual 3mm connec#on points so feel free 

to combine her with other Kotobukiya plamo. Order her for your collec#on today! (STL225740) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (FG101) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but 

with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $54.99 

 

JAN228877 

FRAME ARMS GIRL INNOCENTIA RACER & NOSERU RACING SPECS KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. A collabora#on between Kotobukiya's original Frame Arms Girl series and the 

stylish robot series MaruNoys! Featuring a sporty color theme, this set product contains a Noseru 

with newly-sculpted parts and Frame Arms Girl Innocen#a in a racer style. Three types of pre-printed 

face parts are included along with two styles of bangs and two hairstyles to change up her look. In 

addi#on, this kit includes a range of ears to choose from, including cat ears, mecha cat ears, mecha 

fox ears, two types of mecha dog ears, and mecha accessories.The model kit includes five sets of PVC 

hand parts in skin tone and dark gray which are compa#ble with the other hand parts within the 

Frame Arms Girl series, along with decals for the eyes and other markings. (STL229024) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (FG146) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with 

Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $71.99 

 

JAN228094 

GRADIUS VIC VIPER GRADIUS 2P COLOR PLASTIC 1/144 MDL KIT 

From Plum PMOA. From the classic arcade shooter! Measures approximately 5 7/8" long when 

assembled. Decals and display base included. (STL227233) Item has been previously solicited in New 



to Order. Available Now! (PM38458) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, 

Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $74.99 

 

NOV218666 

GUNDAM 10TH ANN FW GUNDAM CONVERGE 02 10PC MINI FIG DIS (NET) 

From Bandai Shokugan. The celebra#on of the 10th Anniversary of Gundam Converge con#nues. FW 

Gundam Converge 10th Anniversary # Selec#on is a lineup of first #me releases and reissues of fan 

requested Mobile Suits. Each mobile suit stands approximately 2 1/4" tall and includes accessory 

parts and a stand. Set Version Includes All 6 Mobile Suits. Lineup: GP01FB, Acguy, Zaku III Kai, Zaku III 

Kai (Psycho), Gundam Heavyarms Kai (Ew), and Gundam. (STL221516) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (BAN62832) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $8.00 

 

DEC218594 

CHAR VOCAL SER 01 HATSUNE MIKU NENDOROID AF MIKU EXPO 2021 

From Good Smile Company. From Character Vocal Series 01: Hatsune Miku comes a Nendoroid of 

Hatsune Miku in her ouVit from the HATSUNE MIKU EXPO 2021 Online main visual illustra#on! 

Illustrator ryota's globe-themed ouVit design for Miku has been faithfully captured in Nendoroid 

form. She comes with three face plates including a standard face, a blushing face and an adorable 

smiling face with closed eyes. A microphone and globe that she can be posed holding are included as 

op#onal parts. (STL223865) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(G12759) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and 

Peru. 

Product SRP: $104.99 

 

JAN229039 

HATSUNE MIKU GT PROJECT RACING MIKU 2022 NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Racing. A Nendoroid of the official character of the 2022 Hatsune Miku GT Project! 

This year's design by popular illustrator neco features a spacesuit style ouVit! She comes with two 

face plates including an energe#c smiling face and a cool and composed standard face. Op#onal 

parts include a flag, a microphone and a Nendoroid car for her to ride in! Cheer for the team once 

again this year! (STL229267) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(GR12823) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and 

Peru. 

Product SRP: $89.99 

 



OCT218555 

HATSUNE MIKU LOVE SAILOR NOODLE STOP FIG 

From Furyu. Hatsune Miku returns as an all new noodle stopper! Use this palm sized figure of the 

cute virtual idol to hold down you noodle tops and make perfect cup noodles every #me. 

(STL218600) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (AMU-SHP0564) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

DEC219611 

HATSUNE MIKU PROJECT DIVA MEGA39S CATCH THE WAVE FIG 

From SEGA. The all new FiGURiZM line debuts with a highly detailed Hatsune Miku as seen in Project 

DIVA MEGA39's Catch the Wave ouVit! Standing at just under 10" tall, this colorful Miku is a perfect 

addi#on to any collec#on. (STL226546) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (115-1061237) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 

NOV218806 

HATSUNE MIKU SER HATSUNE MIKU CHRISTMAS 2020 SPM FIG 

From Sega. Hatsune Miku, codenamed CV01, is considered the most popular and well known 

VOCALOID, and the first to become a pop idol. The name of the character comes from merging the 

Japanese words for first (hatsun), sound (ne), and future (miku), thus meaning "the first sound of the 

future, referring to her posi#on as the first member of Crypton's Character Vocal Series. (STL221737) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-1061799) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

DEC219126 

HOLOLIVE PRODUCTION OOZORA SUBARU NENDOROID AF 

From MAX Factory. From the popular VTuber group hololive produc#on comes a Nendoroid of 

Oozora Subaru! She comes with three face plates including a standard face, an intensely focused face 

and her "girly Subaru" face that went completely viral! Op#onal parts include a miniature figure of 

the mascot-like Subarudo Duck, a sausage on a fork, a text plate of her first tweet and a text plate of 

her "I'm a girl too, you know." tweet. Be sure to add the energe#c idol Oozora Subaru to your 

collec#on! (STL224629) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (M06810) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $104.99 

 



OCT218181 

HOLOLIVE PRODUCTION SAKURA MIKO NENDOROID AF 

From MAX Factory. From the popular VTuber group hololive produc#on comes a Nendoroid of the 

elite shrine maiden Sakura Miko! She comes with three face plates including a standard expression, a 

surprised expression and an angry expression. Op#onal parts include her pet shikigami Kintoki, a 35P 

miniature figure, a bucket of lava that fans will surely recognize and a pair of sunglasses! She also 

comes with an interchangeably baby body part to create her holobaby appearance! (STL217281) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (M6793) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $109.99 

 

DEC218844 

HOLOLIVE PRODUCTION URUHA RUSHIA NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Company. From the popular VTuber group hololive produc#on comes a Nendoroid 

of Hololive 3rd genera#on VTuber Uruha Rushia! She comes with three face plates including a 

standard face, a yandere face and an angry face. Op#onal parts include a Fandead miniature figure, a 

Piyoko miniature figure and a kitchen knife that you can display her holding to bring out her yandere 

side. She also comes with a desk part that can be broken in half so you can pose her punching her 

desk! Be sure to add her to your collec#on! (STL223894) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (G12758) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $79.99 

 

MAR229143 

HOLOLIVE POP UP PARADE HOUSHOU MARINE PVC FIG (NET) 

From Good Smile Company. From the popular VTuber group hololive produc#on comes a POP UP 

PARADE figure of the Captain of the Houshou Pirates, Houshou Marine! Stay tuned for more POP UP 

PARADE figures of hololive members coming soon! Be sure to add her to your collec#on! Each POP 

UP PARADE figure stands about 7-8" tall. (STL236774) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (G94539) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $54.99 

 

JAN228905 

HOLOLIVE PRODUCTION POP UP PARADE SAKURA MIKO PVC FIG 

From Max Factory. From the popular VTuber group hololive produc#on comes a POP UP PARADE 

figure of the elite shrine maiden Sakura Miko! The figure is based on an illustra#on by Ordan and 

perfectly captures Mikochi's charm! Each POP UP PARADE figure typically stands around 7-8" in 

height. (STL229188) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (M04328) 

NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 



Product SRP: $59.99 

 

AUG218681 

HONEYSTRAP SHIMAMURA CHARLOTTE 1/7 PVC FIG 

From 774Inc. Based on Virtual YouTuber Shimamura CharloNe's likeness, this member of HoneyStrap 

is ready to join your collec#on as a 1/7-scale figure! Sculpted wearing her signature ouVit, she 

measures around 9" tall and comes with a base for display. (STL212893) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL212893) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $299.99 

 

OCT218246 

IDOLMASTER CG KAREN HOJO OFF STAGE PVC STATUE (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. From the popular mobile game and spinoff anime, The Idolmaster Cinderella Girls, 

Karen Hojo is the third in the lineup in the "off stage" project from Kotobukiya! This special figure 

brings Karen to life as shown in the Glimmering Moment: Karen Hojo episode, which features a 

conversa#on between Karen and the producer on a day off. The base at her feet is inspired by the 

observa#on deck on the hill that she visited with her producer to enjoy the panoramic night view. 

This figure showcases an idol with her producer on a normal day. (STL217785) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PP946) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with 

Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $189.99 

 

JUL219515 

JOURNEY OF ELAINA ELAINA SUMMER DRESS 1/7 PVC FIG 

From FuRyu. From Wandering Witch: The Journey of Elaina, sculptor Riku Kurokawa and Furyu bring 

Elaina to life in 1/7-scale! SiYng sideways on her broom, the three support poles make Elaina look 

like she's really flying! The Ashen Witch is dressed in her classic witch's robe with her bag at her side. 

(STL210688) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (FR95704) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $359.99 

 

JUL219516 

MACROSS F VF-25F MESSIAH RANKA LEE PLASTIC MODEL KIT 

From Aoshima. Fans of Macross Fron#er will definitely want to get their hands on this brand new kit, 

featuring the character Ranka Lee who has become a VF girl for the very first #me in the series. 

Ranka Lee comes with the VF-25F Messiah, the very ship Alto Saotome pilots within the series, which 



can be rearranged and reconstructed into a handy baNle suit and more. Numerous parts and 

accessory pieces, combined with mul#ple points of ar#cula#on, allow for this kit to recreate a 

number of iconic and dynamic poses for the ul#mate display. Don't miss out on adding this fun kit to 

your own collec#on today, so be sure to order now! Display base is not included. (STL210704) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (AO05722) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $124.99 

 

MAY228003 

MAZINGER Z GX-105 MAZINGER Z KAKUMEI SHINKA CHOGOKIN AF (NET) 

From Tamashii Na#ons. Celebra#ng the 50th anniversary of the debut of Mazinger Z on television 

comes this totally revised and re-sculpted edi#on of the Soul of Chogokin Mazinger Z. Elbows open 

to reveal firing mechanisms, and swappable parts let you re-create "rocket punch" scenes. Re-

engineered thigh and knee joints allow for natural posability. Also includes stomach missile and Jet 

Scrander op#ons.Includes: Hover Pilder, Missile Punch stomach op#on, Missile Punch warheads (x3), 

Jet Scrander, Jet Scrander belt, Op#onal hands, Explanatory instruc#on booklet (STL240952) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (BAS61018) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $125.00 

 

JAN228874 

METAL SKIN PANIC MADOX-01 MODEROID MADOX-01 MDL KIT 

From Good Smile Company. From Metal Skin Panic MADOX-01 comes the very first plas#c model of 

the Slave Trooper MADOX-01! The head hatch and back unit can be opened and closed, and a 35mm 

auto cannon and Gatling gun are included. An#-tank missiles and a 12.7mm cannon can be equipped 

on the right arm, and both claw and finger hand parts can be used. Its hover mode can be recreated 

with the use of interchangeable parts. Armor and joint parts are separated by color on different 

runners, allowing the mecha to look great when simply put together! (STL229018) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G15930) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, 

US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $99.99 

 

SEP218453 

MR LOVE QUEENS CHOICE LUCIEN TIME FLOWS NENDOROID DOLL AF 

From Good Smile Arts Shanghai. From the popular smartphone game Mr Love: Queen's Choice 

comes a Nendoroid Doll of Lucien! Nendoroid Dolls feature the same Nendoroid heads, but an 

alternate doll-like body that is highly ar#culated and can easily be dressed-up into different ouVits 

while s#ll remaining a palm-sized ac#on figure! Be sure to add him to your collec#on! Set also 

includes: barefoot parts, paper lantern, coat, changshan, pants, short boots (with magnets in soles), 



socks, glasses (with chain), interchangeable hand parts, and a magne#c base with an ar#culated 

stand. (STL216716) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (GAS12697) 

NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $124.99 

 

APR228121 

MSG 00 REVEALED CHRONICLE GUNDAM DEVISE EXIA METAL BUILD (NET) 

From Tamashii Na#ons. Featuring new design work by Mobile Suit Gundam 00 series designer 

Kanetake Ebikawa, this set includes a GN Raster Sword and GN Devise Backpack. The pack is 

compa#ble with op#onal accessories that will be sold in the future. Set contains: Op#onal antenna 

(flexible), Waist latch parts (L/R), GN Drive, GN Sword clip, GN Sword parts, GN Shield x2, GN Short 

Blade, GN Long Blade, GN Beam Dagger x2, GN Beam Saber x2, GN Beam Saber Grip x2, Rear armor, 

Backpack, Proto GN Buster Sword, GN Condenser, Op#on hands for backpack x2, Astraea Joint L/R, 

Display joint parts, Stand, Support rod, and Secondary support rod (STL238778) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (BAS63482) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Product SRP: $240.00 

 

DEC218600 

MUV LUV ALT DUTY EF-2000 TYPHOON CERBERUS BATTALION MDL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. The European Union's flagship third-genera#on mech, the EF-2000 Typhoon, 

comes with its characteris#c Mk-57 Company Support Cannon, which can be deployed without parts 

replacement with its bipod; the mech's wide range of movement makes it possible to even 

reproduce the prone posture for long-distance shoo#ng! The drum magazine can be replaced on the 

leQ and right, and by exchanging the back parts, it can also be used on the Shiranui Type 2 (sold 

separately). The kit is molded in color and par#ally painted, so you can achieve a result very similar 

to the box art by assembly; decals are also included! It comes with the Mk-57 Company Support 

Cannon, two GWS-9 Assault Gunsd, and two BWS-8 Flugelberte. It's also compa#ble with various 

flying bases (not included) for in-flight display. (STL223854) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (KP207R) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

FEB228015 

MUV LUV ALT F-22A RAPTOR EMD PHASE2 MDL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. From Muv-Luv Alterna#ve Total Eclipse, the 65th Combat Training BaNalion 

Infini#es version of F-22A Raptor EMD Phase2, finally joins Kotobukiya's plas#c model kit lineup! As 

the unit's markings are recreated with decals in this mul#-color kit, users can recreate a finish that is 

close to F-22A Raptor EMD Phase2 by just assembling the model. 4 AMWS-21 Combat Systems are 

included, which make up the unit's main Assault Cannon system. 2 CIWS-1B Combat Knives are also 



included. This model is also compa#ble with all types of flying bases, sold separately. (STL229696) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (KP263R) NOTE: Same as Deny 

233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

DEC218601 

MUV LUV ALT SHIRANUI 2ND PHASE3 YUYA BRIDGES KI MDL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. The Shiranui 2nd Phase Yuya Bridges Custom from Muv-Luv Alterna#ve Total 

Eclipse returns to Kotobukiya's 1/144-scale model-kit lineup! The 1/144-scale Muv-Luv model kit 

series has fewer parts and higher posability than the non-scale series, and can be enjoyed with 

confidence even by new modelers! The Type II is equipped with its 74 Type close-quarters combat 

longsword, the 87 Type assault gun, the 74 Type movable armament carrier, and an interchangeable 

face part. The Hinomaru paNern and XFJ-01a markings on its shoulders are already painted. It can 

also be used with various flying bases (not included) for airborne ac#on. (STL223856) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (KP264R) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with 

Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $34.99 

 

FEB228016 

MUV LUV ALT TE F-15 ACTV ACTIVE EAGLE PLASTIC MDL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. From Muv-Luv Alterna#ve Total Eclipse, 1/144 F-15 ACTV Ac#ve Eagle, piloted by 

Tarisa Manandal and Valerio Giacosa, finally joins Kotobukiya's plas#c model kit lineup! While based 

on the F-15 series, a majority of the parts have been newly sculpted. 2 AMWS-21 Combat Systems 

and 2 CIWS-1A Close Combat Knives are included. The back of the unit is also equipped with 

thrusters. Users can finally recreate Argos Test Flight from the series! (STL229698) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (KP271R) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with 

Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $39.99 

 

FEB228017 

MUV-LUV ALT TOTAL ECLIPSE SHIRANUI 2ND YUYA BRIDGES MDL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. From Muv-Luv Alterna#ve Total Eclipse, Shiranui Second Yuya Bridges Ki, the TSF 

piloted by protagonist and Second Lieutenant Yuya Bridges, rejoins Kotobukiya's plas#c model lineup 

with an updated form as a NON-scale model kit! The monotone color scheme is recreated on the 

model, leaving a striking impression. Decals for the shoulder markings are also included. The 

markings for this model are included as decals. This model is also compa#ble with all types of flying 

bases, sold separately, so users can recreate a variety of dynamic poses. (STL229694) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (KP675) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with 

Mexico allowed. 



Product SRP: $64.99 

 

DEC218831 

ONE PIECE DUEL MEMORIES CROCODILE ICHIBAN FIG (NET) 

From Tamashii Na#ons. Bandai Spirits Ichibansho is proud to announce their newest release: Duel 

Memories Crocodile! This statue is expertly craQed and me#culously sculpted and stands 

approximately 3.0" tall. Be sure to collect this and enhance your display with other incredible 

Ichibansho figures!  (STL223882) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(BAS63612) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $95.00 

 

FEB229116 

ONE PIECE GRANDISTA NERO TRAFALGAR LAW FIG 

From Banpresto. Trafalgar Law joins the Grandista Nero line in this imposing statue that stands 

almost 11 1/2" tall! (STL232033) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(18777) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $44.99 

 

DEC219491 

ONE PIECE LOOK UP SERIES TRAFALGAR LAW PVC FIG 

From MegaHouse. Tony Tony Chopper and Trafalgar Law from One Piece join the Look Up figure line! 

These sweet liNle figures feature an adorable design and an appealing upliQed gaze, and they have a 

joint in their neck so the angle of their heads can be adjusted. You'll smile every #me you see them! 

(STL226339) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (833069) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $44.99 

 

MAR229416 

ONE PIECE PORTRAIT OF PIRATES WA-MAX YAMATO FIG 

From MegaHouse. From MegaHouse's Portrait of Pirates Wa-Maximum series of figures from One 

Piece's Wano Country arc comes a long-awaited figure of Yamato! The daughter of Kaidou of the 

Four Emperors stands at 10 5/8" figh#ng for her country with her beau#ful long hair fluNering in the 

breeze as she holds her giant club Takeru behind her back and smiles bravely. Like all Maximum 

figures, she features high quality sculp#ng and paintwork to faithfully capture her look from the 

anime down to the different textures of her ouVit and club, making her a sight to behold at any 

angle. (STL237517) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (716300) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Product SRP: $384.99 

 

NOV218842 

ONMYOJI SUZUKA GOZEN 1/4 PVC FIG 

From AniMester. Designed and produced by Chinese manufacturer Animester, here comes the 1/4-

scale figurine of Suzuka Gozen, character of social game Onmyoji. This stunningly detailed figure 

stands at just under 17" tall. (STL221738) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (STL221738) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $984.99 

 

JAN228563 

PLA ACT 07 SANADA MASAYUKI VER NON-SCALE PLASTIC MDL KIT 

From Plum PMOA. P.M. Office A's Masayuki version of the Sanada mecha from their Pla Act lineup is 

about 5" tall aQer assembly. He features mul#ple op#ons for the crest on his helmet, and lots of 

weapons too! Molded in black, dark brown, white and pale gold plas#c. (STL227690) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PM38193) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, 

US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

SEP218573 

POP ANIMATION HUNTERXHUNTER BISCUIT VIN FIG 

From Funko. Join the Double-Star Stone Hunter to help clear Greed Island. Pop! Biscuit Kreuger 

(Bisky) from Hunter X Hunter might look sweet and innocent, but she would make for a powerful 

addi#on to your collec#on, along with Kite and Netero. Each vinyl figure is 3 3/4" tall. (STL216142) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (61377) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

SEP218575 

POP ANIMATION HUNTERXHUNTER KITE W/ SCYTHE VIN FIG 

From Funko. Help Kite defeat the Chimera Frog with the Hunter X Hunter POP! Kite with Scythe. Add 

master weapon specialist Pop! Kite to your Anima#on collec#on, as well as Biscuit and Netero, to 

round out your Hunter team. Vinyl figure is 4 14" tall. (STL216144) Item has been previously solicited 

in New to Order. Available Now! (61378) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 



SEP218574 

POP ANIMATION HUNTERXHUNTER NETERO VIN FIG 

From Funko. Test your strength and train with Pop! Netero, Head of the Exam Commission in Hunter 

X Hunter. Pop! Netero, the most powerful Nen user, awakens his abili#es as a lotus flower rises below 

him. Add him to your Anima#on collec#on to ensure high marks on the next Hunter Exam. Vinyl 

figure is 4.75-inches tall. (STL216143) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (61379) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

SEP218581 

POP MOVIE MOMENT HUNTERXHUNTER KOMUGI VS MERUEM VIN FIG 

From Funko. Play another round of Gungi with POP! Meruem and Komugi with this Hunter X Hunter 

POP! Moment. This figure is a strategic way to add your collec#on—and let the games begin. Vinyl 

figures are aNached to a base that is approximately 7 1/4" long. Vinyl figures are 4" tall. (STL216689) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (61380) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $34.99 

 

JAN229049 

PRETTY GUARD SAILOR MOON LOOK UP SER SAILOR CHIBI MOON PVC 

From MegaHouse. The Sailor Scouts joins join the Look Up figure line! These sweet liNle figures 

feature an adorable design and an appealing upliQed gaze, and they have a joint in their neck so the 

angle of their heads can be adjusted. You'll smile every #me you see them! (STL229223) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (833373) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

JAN229050 

PRETTY GUARD SAILOR MOON LOOK UP SER SAILOR MOON PVC FIG 

From MegaHouse. The Sailor Scouts joins join the Look Up figure line! These sweet liNle figures 

feature an adorable design and an appealing upliQed gaze, and they have a joint in their neck so the 

angle of their heads can be adjusted. You'll smile every #me you see them! (STL229222) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (833366) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

FEB229125 



PRETTY GUARD SAILOR MOON Q-POSKET PRINCESS JUPITER FIG A 

From Banpresto. From PreNy Guardian Sailor Moon Eternal the Movie comes a Q-Posket figure of 

Princess Jupiter in an elegant dress! Each Q-Posket figure stands about 5 1/2" tall and comes in a 

printed box. Available in two color varia#ons! (STL232008) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (18939) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $27.99 

 

AUG218727 

PRETTY GUARDIAN SAILOR MOON FLUFFY PUFFY LUNA FIG VER B 

From Banpresto. Usagi's black guardian cat Luna joins the Fluffy Puffy line in these flocked figures 

from Banpresto! Each figure stands about 2" tall and comes in a closed illustrated box. (STL213253) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (18385) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

NOV218722 

PRETTY GUARDIAN SAILOR MOON SOFVIMATES LUNA FIG 

From Banpresto. Luna is a major suppor#ve character in the anime series PreNy Guardian Sailor 

Moon. Luna is a small black cat that once lived on the moon with Artemis as advisors to Queen 

Serenity at the Moon Kingdom. When the Moon Princess and her Sailor Guardians were reincarnated 

on Earth, Luna was instructed to find them and raise them to become Sailor Guardians. (STL221361) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (18619) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

NOV218810 

QUINTESSENTIAL QUINTUPLETS 2 ICHIKA NAKANO PM FIG 

From Sega. First sister Ichika, second sister Nino, and #mid third sister Miku Nakano of Quintessen#al 

Quintuplets series are ready for the beach in these summery PM figures from SEGA! This non-scale 

figure stands about 7 1/2" tall. (STL221727) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (115-1060083) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

DEC219601 

QUINTESSENTIAL QUINTUPLETS 2 ITSUKI NAKANO PM FIG 



From SEGA. From the Quintessen#al Quintuplets 2 comes summery Premium figures of fourth sister 

Yotsuba Nanako and fiQh sister Itsuki Nanako from SEGA! These non-scale figures stand about 7 3/4" 

tall. (STL226539) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-1061248) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 

NOV218811 

QUINTESSENTIAL QUINTUPLETS 2 MIKU NAKANO PM FIG 

From Sega. Timid third sister Miku Nakano from Quintessen#al Quintuplets is ready for the beach in 

this summery PM figure from SEGA! This non-scale figure stands about 7.5" tall. (STL221729) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-1060085) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

NOV218812 

QUINTESSENTIAL QUINTUPLETS 2 NINO NAKANO PM FIG 

From Sega. Second sister Nino Nakano from Quintessen#al Quintuplets is ready for the beach in this 

summery PM figure from SEGA! This non-scale figure stands about 7.5" tall. (STL221728) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-1060084) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

NOV218813 

QUINTESSENTIAL QUINTUPLETS 2 NINO NAKANO SPM FIG SISTER VER 

From Sega. Second sister Nino Nakano from Quintessen#al Quintuplets joins the SPM series! Seen 

dressed in a nun's habit, this non-scale figure stands just over 8" tall. (STL221730) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-1060043) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

DEC219603 

QUINTESSENTIAL QUINTUPLETS 2 YOTSUBA NAKANO PM FIG 

From SEGA. From the Quintessen#al Quintuplets 2 comes a summery Premium figure of Yotsuba 

Nanako from SEGA! This non-scale figure of the fourth sister stands about 7.8" tall. (STL226535) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-1061247) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 



Product SRP: $25.99 

 

JAN228007 

RENT A GIRLFRIEND SUMI SAKURASAWA PVC STATUE (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. From the anime Rent-A-Girlfriend, the shy and hard-working Sumi Sakurasawa is 

coming to life as a 1/7-scale figure! The figure is based on a memorable date visual that shows Sumi 

gazing upwards with a bashful expression. Delicate details such as her hair and wrinkles in her ouVit 

were perfectly sculpted, and extra care was also taken to recreate even the base that she is siYng 

on. The Sumi figure itself is also designed to be displayable on any flat surface. (STL226617) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PP986) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with 

Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $119.99 

 

SEP218132 

RE ZERO STARTING LIFE BEATRICE THUNDER GOD SPM FIG 

From SEGA. From Re:ZERO -Star#ng Life in Another World- comes an SPM Figure of Beatrice! This 

figure includes a base and stands about 6.3" tall. (STL215310) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (115-1058446) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.00 

 

FEB228096 

RE ZERO STARTING LIFE CELESTIAL VIVI RAM FIG 

From Banpresto. Ram brings some celes#al beauty to your collec#on in this PVC figure standing 

about 7" tall. She has pink hair which she wears parted on the right, and s#ll has a full horn, which 

grants her magical power. (STL229805) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (18809) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 

DEC219625 

RE ZERO STARTING LIFE EMILIA GREAT SPIRIT PUCK SPM FIG 

From SEGA. From Re:ZERO Star#ng Life in Another World comes a new SEGA Premium Figure of 

Emilia! Featured in a cute Puck-inspired hoodie, her ouVit is complete with paw pad slippers! this 

purr-fect Emilia stands just over 8" tall. (STL226540) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (115-1060797) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 



NOV218814 

RE ZERO STARTING LIFE RAM GREAT SPIRIT SPM FIG 

From Sega. Ram from the popular anime series, re:Zero - Star#ng Life in Another World returns to 

the SPM figure line wearing a cute cat-themed hoodie! (STL221734) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-1060075) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

OCT218574 

RE ZERO STARRING LIFE REM SUMMER VACATION SSS FIG 

From Furyu. Summer is here in the SSS collec#on from Furyu! This summery Rem figure stands about 

8" tall. (STL218595) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (AMU-

SHP0558) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

MAY218985 

RE ZERO STARTING LIFE REM NEON CITY 1/7 PVC FIG 

From Estream. From Re:ZERO -Star#ng Life in Another World- comes a new ESTREAM set of figures 

featuring Rem and Ram in futuris#c streetwear! Their modern ouVits featuring translucent goggles 

and cropped jackets are sculpted and painted to perfec#on. Neon lights, street signs, and concrete 

surround Rem and Ram on their diorama bases that you can display together to set a nighYme city 

scene! Each figure measures about 10" tall in 1/7 scale. Rem and Ram sold separately. (STL202194) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL202194) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $689.99 

 

JAN229085 

RIOBOT BLASTER TEKKAMAN BLADE 1/12 SCALE ACTION FIGURE (NET) 

From 1000 Toys. From the 1992 animated show Tekkaman Blade, Blaster Tekkaman Blade, joins the 

RIOBOT toy line! This item features the use of diecast metal for certain parts as well as extendable 

joints, giving it great ar#cula#on for posing the dynamic ac#on shots from the show. The sculpt 

design is based on the design artwork and character depic#on from the show, making this a very 

sleek looking Blaster Tekkaman Blade. (STL229333) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland. 

Product SRP: $195.00 

 

OCT218745 



RISING OF SHIELD HERO SEASON 2 MELTY NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Company. From the popular anime series The Rising of the Shield Hero Season 2 

comes a Nendoroid of the Second Princess of Melromarc, Melty! She comes with three face plates 

including a standard expression, an angry expression perfect for combat scenes and an emo#onal 

expression from when her and Naofumi parted ways. Op#onal parts include a magic circle effect 

sheet and an illustra#on plate featuring Filo in her Filolial form, allowing you to recreate intense 

combat scenes and scenes of her playing with Filo alike! (STL219060) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G12731) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, 

Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $74.99 

 

FEB228351 

SAILOR MOON MEGA CAT SAILOR MEWN 2 MINI FIG 8PC BMB DS (NET) 

From MegaHouse. Introducing Sailor Mewn Vol 2 in the Mega Cat Project. Enjoy cute cats dressed up 

as Sailor Moon characters! Note in each box all 6 cats can be found with 2 repeats at random! 

(STL230775) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (MGH83333) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.00 

 

FEB228097 

SHAMAN KING HAO V2 FIG 

From Banpresto. From the Shaman King anime comes a figure of Hao! Featured here without his 

cloak, he stands at 5 1/2" tall.  (STL229817) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (18818) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $25.99 

 

NOV218518 

SOUSAI SHOJO TEIEN KOYOMI TAKANASHI SCHOOL DREAM MDL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. Koyomi Takanashi from the Sousai Shojo Teien series takes the stage in a new 

Dreaming Style model with a color scheme full of character! This kit is a cool color variant with a 

deep sapphire blue as its base. The face parts and stripes on the ribbon are pre-painted, so fans can 

delight in a finished product that is faithful to the character design by simply assembling the model. 

This is a limited edi#on item and is only available in limited quan##es from select retailers. 

(STL220698) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JK026) NOTE: Same 

as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 



FEB229247 

SOUSAI SHOJO TEIEN MADOKA YUKI SWIM STYLE MDL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. AQer appearing in a uniform, Madoka Yuki now makes a lively appearance in a 

swimsuit fit for summer. She wears a cute pink bikini with polka-dots and frills which is one of her 

favorite designs.The balance of propor#ons for this model has been renewed and rollable movement 

added to the thigh joints to enable lively beachside poses. In combina#on with the fixed arm parts 

and the 3 different types of bare feet parts (standing, toes curled, toes liQed), a wide variety of poses 

can be achieved. The specially designed body allows Madoka to sit hugging her knees, which creates 

a charming scene if she is placed on a desk. The fixed arm parts with straight elbows are designed to 

focus more on appearance so users can enjoy the beau#ful sculpt. Combine with the ar#culated arm 

parts to enjoy crea#ng a variety of poses. (STL232103) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (JK017) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $62.99 

 

APR228126 

SUPER SONICO WHITE SWIMSUIT STYLE 1/7 PVC FIG (A) 

From Wave. Wave (Dream Tech) brings an all new Sonico swimsuit figure to your collec#on, this #me 

featuring a stylish one-piece! Sonico's ample curves have been beau#fully recreated in 1/7-scale, 

bringing a 3D version of Tsuji Santa's illustra#on to your shelf. This summery, sultry Sonico stands just 

over 10" tall and includes a fuzzy decora#ve display base! (STL238771) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL238771) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $289.99 

 

DEC218278 

TINYTAN JIN NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Company. From TinyTAN comes a Nendoroid of Jin! The paintwork faithfully 

recreates his Dynamite appearance from head to toe. Nendoroid Jin comes with two face plates: a 

standard smiling expression, and wide grinning expression. For op#onal parts, he has poin#ng hand 

parts that can be used to recreate various dance poses, a mic painted in his member color, and heart-

finger hand parts! Be sure to add Jin and the rest of the TinyTAN Nendoroids to your collec#on! 

(STL223347) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G12746) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $64.99 

 

AUG218156 

FIGZERO ULTRAMAN SUIT ZERO 1/6 SCALE FIG ED (NET) 

From Threezero. Ultraman con#nues to expand from manga into anime and games, and now from 

the world of the Ultraman Suit Another Universe project, Ultraman Suit Zero is here as a 1/6-scale 



ar#culated figure standing approximately 12 3/8" tall! This fully-ar#culated figure features 44 points 

of ar#cula#on, a detailed paint applica#on, and is constructed par#ally of die-cast zinc alloy and 

other metal parts. LED light-up features are installed at the eyes and the Color Timer at the chest, 

and an original set of weapons are included. The Zero Composite Weapon System consists of 3 

blades and the Zero Defender force shield generator which can be combined with connector pieces 

to form various unique weapons! (STL211698) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (3Z01940W0) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $149.00 

 

OCT218748 

VIRTUAL ARTIST KAGURA NANA NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Company. The popular virtual ar#st Kagura Nana is now a Nendoroid! She comes 

with three face plates including a standard expression, a smiling expression and a glaring expression. 

Op#onal parts include her pet, Hanabi, two chili peppers and a text plate. (STL219041) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G12722) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Product SRP: $89.99 

 

JAN228003 

WORLDS END HAREM AKIRA TODO 1/7 PVC FIG (MR) 

From Mirai-Kojo. From World's End Harem comes a scale figure of the popular character Akira Todo 

in her school uniform! Akira's composed looks and tall, charming physique has been recreated in 

detail. In addi#on to the default smiling face, an interchangeable blushing face is included for an 

alternate display op#on. (STL226611) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (G53054) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile 

and Peru. 

Product SRP: $189.99 

 

JAN219318 

XXXHOLIC ICHIARA YUKO NON-SCALE PVC FIG 

From Emontoys. Ichihara Yuko from xxxHolic gets a beau#ful new figure from Emontoys! Reclining 

languidly on an intricately detailed wooden plaVorm, she gives you an enigma#c smile while a 

buNerfly lands on one of her delicate hands. Stylized incense smoke waQs around her, adding to the 

mysterious atmosphere! You'll love all the liNle details, such as the carvings on her plaVorm and the 

delicate lace at the top of her stockings. (STL189671) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (EM49060) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $234.99 

 



MAR228416 

YU GI OH YAMI BAKURA NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Company. From the anime series Yu-Gi-Oh! comes a Nendoroid of Yami Bakura! He 

comes with three face plates including a smiling face, an ins#ga#ng face and a face with his tongue 

s#cking out! Op#onal parts include a card, a duel disk, the Millennium Ring and the Millennium Eye, 

allowing you to create your favorite scenes from the series in Nendoroid form! (STL235186) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G12842) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $99.99 

 

COMICS 

 

AUG222394 

INVINCIBLE SERIES3 DLX ACTION FIGURE ASST 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The baNle con#nues! A third series of deluxe ac#on figures based on 

the hit Invincible animated series has arrived, and two new fighters have entered the arena! Teen 

Team member Dupli-Kate and spacefaring pugilist Allen the Alien make up Series 3, and each figure 

features mul#ple points of ar#cula#on, accessories and a display base. Each figure comes packaged 

in a full-color window box. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg! (STL242935) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (84965) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

MAY229589 

SPAWN WV4 7IN SCALE AF ASST (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. These Incredibly detailed 7" scale figure based off Todd McFarlane's 

Spawn Comic Series are designed with Ultra Ar#cula#on with up to 22 moving parts for full range of 

posing and play! Featured in Spawn themed window boxed packaging, each figure includes character 

specific accessories and a base. In wave 4, collect Nightmare Spawn, King Spider, and Plague. 

(STL244606) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (90185) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

JAN228572 

TMNT IDW COMICS LAST RONIN ARMORED ULT 7IN AF 

From NECA. From IDW Publishing's 2021 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles comic book series, The Last 

Ronin! In a future NYC far different than the one we know today, a lone surviving Turtle goes on a 

seemingly hopeless mission to obtain jus#ce for his fallen family and friends. This armored version of 



The Last Ronin ac#on figure is authen#c to the comic book depic#on and stands in 7" scale. Includes 

goggles, grappling hook, tonfa, smoke bomb, sai, katana, bo staff, nunchucks, and interchangeable 

head and hands. Comes in collector-friendly window box packaging with opening flap featuring a 

custom illustra#on. (STL227713) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(54268) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $37.99 

 

MAR228426 

TMNT MIRAGE COMICS FUGITOID 7IN AF 

From NECA. Based on the classic Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles comic books from Mirage by Kevin 

Eastman and Peter Laird! The Fugitoid ac#on figure stands approximately 5 1/2" tall, and includes 

interchangeable hands, assorted weapons that can also be used by your NECA Turtles figures, and 

more! Comes in special comic-book tribute window box packaging. (STL235209) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (54242) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $37.99 

 

MAY228879 

TMNT ULTIMATES DONATELLO MUTAGEN OOZE GLOW FIG (NET) 

From Super7. Pay tribute to the mutagen ooze that started it all with this glow-in-the-dark wave of 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles ULTIMATES! Figures, a pre-order exclusive to Super7.com! Featuring 

green glow-in-the-dark figures of Leonardo, Donatello, Raphael, and Michelangelo, these 7" scale 

highly ar#culated TMNT ULTIMATES! Mutagen Ooze figures come with interchangeable heads & 

hands as well as glow-in-the-dark weapons, accessories, and packaging detail! You'll be green with 

envy if you miss out on these made-to-order figures, so don't snooze on the ooze! (STL243275) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (UL-TMNTEXC-DON-) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $65.00 

 

MAY228881 

TMNT ULTIMATES LEONARDO MUTAGEN OOZE GLOW FIG (NET) 

From Super7. Pay tribute to the mutagen ooze that started it all with this glow-in-the-dark wave of 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles ULTIMATES! Figures, a pre-order exclusive to Super7.com! Featuring 

green glow-in-the-dark figures of Leonardo, Donatello, Raphael, and Michelangelo, these 7" scale 

highly ar#culated TMNT ULTIMATES! Mutagen Ooze figures come with interchangeable heads & 

hands as well as glow-in-the-dark weapons, accessories, and packaging detail! You'll be green with 

envy if you miss out on these made-to-order figures, so don't snooze on the ooze! (STL243278) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (UL-TMNTEXC-LEO-) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $65.00 



 

MAY228882 

TMNT ULTIMATES MICHAELANGELO MUTAGEN OOZE GLOW FIG (NET) 

From Super7. Pay tribute to the mutagen ooze that started it all with this glow-in-the-dark wave of 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles ULTIMATES! Figures, a pre-order exclusive to Super7.com! Featuring 

green glow-in-the-dark figures of Leonardo, Donatello, Raphael, and Michelangelo, these 7" scale 

highly ar#culated TMNT ULTIMATES! Mutagen Ooze figures come with interchangeable heads & 

hands as well as glow-in-the-dark weapons, accessories, and packaging detail! You'll be green with 

envy if you miss out on these made-to-order figures, so don't snooze on the ooze! (STL243279) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (UL-TMNTEXC-MIC-) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $65.00 

 

MAY228883 

TMNT ULTIMATES RAPHAEL MUTAGEN OOZE GLOW FIG (NET) 

From Super7. Pay tribute to the mutagen ooze that started it all with this glow-in-the-dark wave of 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles ULTIMATES! Figures, a pre-order exclusive to Super7.com! Featuring 

green glow-in-the-dark figures of Leonardo, Donatello, Raphael, and Michelangelo, these 7" scale 

highly ar#culated TMNT ULTIMATES! Mutagen Ooze figures come with interchangeable heads & 

hands as well as glow-in-the-dark weapons, accessories, and packaging detail! You'll be green with 

envy if you miss out on these made-to-order figures, so don't snooze on the ooze! (STL243280) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (UL-TMNTEXC-RAP-) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $65.00 

 

MOVIE/TV 

 

JAN228660 

ALF ULTIMATE 7IN AF 

From NECA. Bring home your own Alien Life Form with this Ul#mate ac#on figure ALF, everyone’s 

favorite visitor from the planet Melmac! The 80s sitcom about a cranky alien hiding in a local family’s 

garage aQer crash-landing on our planet hit all the right notes with a genera#on, and now ALF steps 

into the spotlight as NECA’s newest Ul#mate ac#on figure. Includes canned beverage, annoyed cat on 

a bun, photo frame, bowl of popcorn, loud Hawaiian shirt, sunglasses, radio, interchangeable hands 

and more! Collector-friendly window box packaging with opening front flap. (STL227908) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (45100) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $37.99 

 

OCT218810 



ANIMANIACS ULTIMATES WV1 BRAIN AF (NET) 

From Super7. They're zany to the max, so sit back and relax, you'll laugh un#l you collapse at 

Super7's Animaniacs ULTIMATES! figures! These 7" scale highly-ar#culated Animaniacs figures of the 

Warner brothers Yakko and Wakko and the Warner sister Dot, not to men#on the lab rats Pinky and 

The Brain, feature premium detail and comes with interchangeable heads and hands, and a variety of 

other accessories! (STL219391) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(UL-ANIMW01-BRN-) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

OCT218811 

ANIMANIACS ULTIMATES WV1 DOT AF (NET) 

From Super7. Presen#ng: Princess Angelina Contessa Louisa Francesca Banana Fanna Bo Besca 

Warner III, AKA: Dot! This 7" scale highly-ar#culated Animaniacs ULTIMATES! figure of Dot features 

premium detail and comes with interchangeable heads and hands, and a variety of other accessories 

from some of her most memorable episodes and gags. She's the cutest character on the show (and 

ya best not forget it, Bub!) so what's not to love? Now's #me to boingy, Boingy, BOINGY your way 

over to pre-order your Dot ULTIMATES! figure! (STL219395) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (UL-ANIMW01-DOT-) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

OCT218812 

ANIMANIACS ULTIMATES WV1 PINKY AF (NET) 

From Super7. Pinky does try to help take over the world every night, but trying to put pantyhose on a 

llama-riding monkey just chafes his liNle paws too much! This 7" scale highly-ar#culated Animaniacs 

ULTIMATES! figure of Pinky features premium detail and comes with interchangeable heads and 

hands, and a variety of other accessories, including various lab equipment and a picture of his 

girlfriend, Pharfignewton. While Pinky's love for his equine sweetheart is everlas#ng, your chance to 

get his Animaniacs ULTIMATES! figure is not! So when deciding what you're going to do tonight, 

instead of trying to take over the world, you should hatch a plot to acquire the made-to-order Pinky 

ULTIMATES! figure instead! (STL219394) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (UL-ANIMW01-PNK-) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

OCT218813 

ANIMANIACS ULTIMATES WV1 WAKKO AF (NET) 

From Super7. There's not a sandwich he wouldn't scarf, mallet he wouldn't wield, or symphonic 

masterpiece he wouldn't belch. Wakko is truly a Warner for all seasons! This 7" scale highly-

ar#culated Animaniacs ULTIMATES! figure of Wakko features premium detail and comes with 

interchangeable heads and hands, and a variety of other accessories from some of his most 



memorable episodes and gags. Now's #me to boingy, Boingy, BOINGY your way over to pre-order 

your Wakko ULTIMATES! figure! (STL219396) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (UL-ANIMW01-WAK-) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

OCT218814 

ANIMANIACS ULTIMATES WV1 YAKKO AF (NET) 

From Super7. Eldest of the Warner siblings, Yakko is the living embodiment of fast-talking puns, zany 

gags, and comic innuendo- and don't let that Milton Berle tell ya any different! This 7" scale highly-

ar#culated Animaniacs ULTIMATES figure of Yakko features premium detail and comes with 

interchangeable heads and hands, and a variety of other accessories from some of his most 

memorable episodes and gags. Now's the #me to boingy, Boingy, BOINGY your way over to pre-order 

your Yakko ULTIMATES! figure! (STL219397) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (UL-ANIMW01-YAK-) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

FEB229303 

CARE BEARS BEST FRIEND BEAR 400% BEA 

From Medicom Toy. Whether you're a collector of designer toys, or you just love anthropomorphic 

bears, you'll want to get your hands on this Care Bears Be@rbrick! This Care Bears Best Friend Bear 

design is available in a 11" tall 400% scale version, or a 1000% version that stands about 28" tall. 

(STL232363) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL232363) NOTE: 

Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $169.99 

 

AUG218484 

CARE BEARS CHEER BEAR COSTUME 1000% BEA 

From MEDICOM Toy. Whether you're a collector of designer toys, or you just love anthropomorphic 

bears, you'll want to get your hands on this Care Bears Be@rbrick! This Care Bears Cheer Bear design 

comes dressed in a fuzzy costume and is available in a 400% scale (11") and 1000% Scale (28")!  

(STL212453) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL212453) NOTE: 

Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $674.99 

 

FEB229305 

CARE BEARS SECRET BEAR 400% BEA 



From Medicom Toy. Whether you're a collector of designer toys, or you just love anthropomorphic 

bears, you'll want to get your hands on this Care Bears Be@rbrick! This Care Bears Secret Bear design 

is available in a 11" tall 400% scale version, or a 1000% version that stands about 28" tall. 

(STL232360) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL232360) NOTE: 

Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $169.99 

 

SEP218363 

COBRA KAI ALL VALLEY ACTION FIGURE BOX SET 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Revisit the fight that started it all, with this exclusive two-pack 

featuring Johnny Lawrence and Daniel LaRusso! The two karate students-turned-teachers are 

wearing their classic karate gi's, and each 7-inch figure features over 16 points of ar#cula#on. The 

pair come packaged in a folding, full-color window box. Sculpted by Rocco Tartamella and Chris 

Dahlberg, packaging design by Jack Tsai! Limited to 4000 pieces (STL216382) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $40.00 

 

MAY222198 

COBRA KAI D-FORMZ BMB DISPLAY 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Strike first! Strike hard! No mercy! The stars of Cobra Kai just got 

super-cute, in the newest assortment of D-Formz! Johnny, Daniel, Kreese, Samantha and Hawk each 

stand approximately 3 inches tall on a flat disc base, striking poses straight out the TV show! Each 

figure is blind boxed, with 12 boxes in a counter display. Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by 

Juan Pitluk! (STL232900) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (84558) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR228516 

GARGOYLES BRONX W/GOLIATH ACESSORY 7IN AF 

From NECA. He might not have wings, but the faithful four-legged Bronx is a full member of the clan 

and a fighter in his own right! This Ul#mate Bronx figure is fully ar#culated, and comes with 

interchangeable heads, meat accessory, and folded wings for NECA's Goliath ac#on figure (Goliath 

sold separately). Comes in display-friendly window box packaging with opening front flap. 

(STL235615) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (34504) NOTE: 

Available only within US; no US territories. 

Product SRP: $42.99 

 

MAR228424 



GARGOYLES DEMONA 7IN AF 

From NECA. The #me of the Gargoyles has come again! The clan's nemesis Demona joins the 

Ul#mate line in 7" scale, with a wingspan of 18 inches! The figure features full ar#cula#on, including 

on wings and tail, and comes with plenty of accessories: par#cle beam weapon, bazooka, Grimorum 

Arcanorum book that opens, and interchangeable heads and hands. Comes in display-friendly 

window box packaging with opening flap. (STL235208) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (34501) NOTE: Available only within US; no US territories. 

Product SRP: $42.99 

 

APR222232 

GARGOYLES GOLIATH 1/7 SCALE BUST 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Soaring out of your childhood Saturday mornings, the Gargoyles have 

landed at Diamond Select Toys, with a new line of 1/7 scale mini-busts! Measuring approximately 7.5 

inches tall and 9.75 inches wide, this bust of team leader Goliath is based on his cartoon appearance, 

and is limited to only 3,000 pieces. It comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer#ficate 

of authen#city. Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Varner Studios! (STL229030) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 

Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa). 

Product SRP: $120.00 

 

FEB228929 

DCD 40TH GI JOE GALLERY SNAKE EYES VARIANT PX PVC STATUE (FEB228929) 

A PREVIEWS Exclusive. A Diamond Select Toys release! Yoooo Joe! The ninja Snake Eyes returns for 

Diamond Comics' 40th Anniversary in this exclusive variant G.I. Joe Gallery Diorama! Depic#ng the 

silent warrior in his cartoon colors, sword raised alongside his pet wolf Timber, this PREVIEWS 

Exclusive Gallery Diorama statue stands approximately 10 inches tall. It comes packaged in a full-

color window box and is made of high-quality PVC. Now you know, and knowing is half the baNle! 

Limited to 3000 Pieces. (STL231906) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, 

Middle East, Africa). 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

DEC219447 

5 POINTS XL GODZILLA VS HEDORAH BOX SET (NET) 

From Mezco Toys. 5 Points XL - a colossal addi#on to the nostalgic 5 Points line with the same fan-

fueled fun, but bigger! Godzilla comes to aid humankind in the fight against Hedorah, a microscopic 

alien life-form that is feeding on Earth's pollu#on! This monstrous boxed set contains Godzilla, 

Hedorah in both Final and Flying Form, display bases, and replica buildings to create mul#ple display 



op#ons! (STL225883) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (17094) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $65.00 

 

NOV218825 

MATRIX RESURRECTIONS 100% & 400% BEA 2PK 

From MEDICOM Toy. The Matrix returns to your collec#on with all new Be@rbricks! A set of 100% 

and 400% Be@rbricks stands 2 3/4" and 11", respec#vely. The 1000% scale stands 28 1/2" tall. 

(STL221773) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL221773) NOTE: 

Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $184.99 

 

NOV218826 

MATRIX RESURRECTIONS 1000% BEA 

From MEDICOM Toy. The Matrix returns to your collec#on with all new Be@rbricks! This 1000% 

Be@rbrick stands 27.5" tall. (STL221774) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (STL221774) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $814.99 

 

MAY229374 

MEGO HATCHET VICTOR CROWLEY 8IN AF 

From Mego. Mego Corpora#on has created all your favorite characters as 8 inch ac#on figures. This 

Victor Crowley figure features real fabric clothing and full ar#cula#on. (STL244200) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (63183) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

MAY229384 

MEGO TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE 2022 LEATHERFACE 8IN AF 

 (STL244199) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (63160) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

JAN228488 



MINICO E.T. PVC STATUE 

From Iron Studios. From Steven Spielberg’s E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial comes the lovable alien as a new 

MiniCo PVC statue from Iron Studios! Captured aQer bringing a dead flower back to life, the E.T. 

MiniCo stands 5.9" tall.  (STL227580) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (UNIVET59121-MC) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $34.99 

 

AUG222399 

PACIFIC RIM DLX GIPSY DANGER AF 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Look out, kaiju, here comes Danger! The original monster-smashing 

Jaeger returns in this all-new figure from DST! Standing approximately 8.5 inches tall, and featuring 

interchangeable hands and weapons, this fully poseable ac#on figure features over 18 points of 

ar#cula#on and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed and sculpted by Big Shot Toy 

Works! (STL242954) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (82725) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $39.99 

 

JAN228769 

PEANUTS MOTOCROSS SNOOPY UDF FIG SERIES 13 

From Medicom Toy. The characters from Charles Schulz's beloved Peanuts return for a new series of 

delighVul Ultra Detail Figures. Collect Boxing Snoopy (2.75" tall), Full of Heart Snoopy (approximately 

2" long), Motocross Snoopy (approximately 5" tall), Napping Charlie Brown & Snoopy (approximately 

3.5" tall) and Pianist Snoopy (4" tall). (STL228383) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (STL228383) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $23.99 

 

JAN228770 

PEANUTS NAPPING CHARLIE BROWN & SNOOPY UDF FIG SERIES 13 

From Medicom Toy. The characters from Charles Schulz's beloved Peanuts return for a new series of 

delighVul Ultra Detail Figures. Collect Boxing Snoopy (2.75" tall), Full of Heart Snoopy (approximately 

2" long), Motocross Snoopy (approximately 5" tall), Napping Charlie Brown & Snoopy (approximately 

3.5" tall) and Pianist Snoopy (4" tall). (STL228382) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (STL228382) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $23.99 

 

JAN228771 

PEANUTS PIANIST SNOOPY UDF FIG SERIES 13 



From Medicom Toy. The characters from Charles Schulz's beloved Peanuts return for a new series of 

delighVul Ultra Detail Figures. Collect Boxing Snoopy (2.75" tall), Full of Heart Snoopy (approximately 

2" long), Motocross Snoopy (approximately 5" tall), Napping Charlie Brown & Snoopy (approximately 

3.5" tall) and Pianist Snoopy (4" tall). (STL228384) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (STL228384) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $23.99 

 

NOV218829 

SNOOPY & WOODSTOCK 1997 VCD FIG 

From MEDICOM Toy. Featuring their designs from late 90s Peanuts, friends Snoopy and Woodstock 

stand approximately 6" and 2 3/4", respec#vely, for this viny collector doll set. (STL221786) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL221786) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $124.99 

 

JAN218416 

POP MOVIES DUNE CHANI VINYL FIG 

From Funko. Just in #me for Denis Villeneuve's upcoming adapta#on of Dune, Funko presents this 

new series of Funko Pop! figures. Each Pop! figure stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes in a window 

box for display. This Chani Pop! figure is sure to bring the spice to your collec#on. (STL187982) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (56936) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR218134 

POP ANIMATION BOBS BURGERS BAND GENE VINYL FIG 

From Funko. From popular comedy animated series Bob's Burgers comes a new wave of Pop! figures 

of your favorite Burger family! Each Pop! figure stands about 4" tall and comes packaged in a window 

box. (STL193255) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (57594) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR218135 

POP ANIMATION BOBS BURGERS BAND LOUISE VINYL FIG 

From Funko. From popular comedy animated series Bob's Burgers comes a new wave of Pop! figures 

of your favorite Burger family! Each Pop! figure stands about 4" tall and comes packaged in a window 

box. (STL193256) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (57595) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Product SRP: $11.99 

 

FEB229915 

POP DELUXE HARRY POTTER HOGSMEADE BROOMSTICKS MADAM VIN FIG 

From Funko. Celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Wizarding World of Harry PoNer and 

commemorate your favorite moments in your collec#on with these Funko POP! Deluxe Harry PoNer 

Vinyl Figures! Build the rus#c Highland town of Hogsmeade with these figures. Each figure is 

approximately 4 1/2" tall and comes in window box packaging. (STL233350) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (65649) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

FEB229916 

POP DELUXE HARRY POTTER HOGSMEADE HOGS HEAD VIN FIG 

From Funko. Celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Wizarding world of Harry PoNer and 

commemorate your favorite moments in your collec#on with these Funko Pop! Deluxe Harry PoNer 

Vinyl figures! Figure is approximately 4.5" tall and comes in window box packaging. (STL233347) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (65646) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

FEB229975 

POP TOWN HARRY POTTER COS 20TH MINERVA W/ HOGWARTS VIN FIG 

From Funko. Celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Wizarding World of Harry PoNer with a new wave 

of Funko Pop! figures! Collect Pop! Town Minerva McGonagall and Hogwarts to capture the iconic 

moment in your Funko collec#on. Window box packaging. (STL233401) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (65655) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR229802 

POP TV SOUTH PARK BOYBAND CARTMAN VIN FIG 

From Funko. Book a show at the mall with your favorite South Park boy-band members. Pop! 

Boyband Cartman is looking for a fiQh member to make his dreams of becoming a boy-band star 

come true. Join Pop! Eric Cartman, dressed in his boy-band costume, and brush up on your 

synchronized dance moves. Unite all the members and put on a concert. Vinyl figure is approximately 



3.05-inches tall. (STL237857) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(65754) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR229804 

POP TV SOUTH PARK BOYBAND KYLE VIN FIG 

From Funko. Book a show at the mall with your favorite South Park boy-band members. Pop! 

Boyband Kyle believes there should be a fiQh member. Will you audi#on? Join Pop! Kyle Broflovski, 

dressed in his boy-band costume, and brush up on your synchronized dance moves. Unite all the 

members and put on a concert. Vinyl figure is approximately 3-inches tall. (STL237860) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (65756) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR229805 

POP TV SOUTH PARK BOYBAND STAN VIN FIG 

From Funko. Book a show at the mall with your favorite South Park boy-band members. Pop! 

Boyband Stan really wants to play if Randy will let him. Join Pop! Stan Marsh, dressed in his boy-band 

costume, and brush up on your synchronized dance moves. Unite all the members and put on a 

concert. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.13-inches tall. (STL237862) Item has been previously solicited 

in New to Order. Available Now! (65757) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

JUN218150 

POPEYE CLASSICS WV1 BLUTO 1/12 SCALE AF (NET) 

From Boss Fight Studio. Everyone's favorite Sailor Man and his crew are finally coming to highly 

ar#culated figure form! Drawing inspira#on from the classic Segar comic strips, these figures are sure 

to delight all the Popeye fans! These 1/12 scale figures stand between 4-6 inches depending on 

character. Bluto is ready for fist pounding ac#on! This gigan#c figure comes with a removable hat and 

alternate hands for all your play and display needs.  (STL204031) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (POP003) NOTE: Available US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, United Arab 

Emirates, India, and Argen#na.(no south africa 6/6/18) 

Product SRP: $34.99 

 

JUN218149 

POPEYE CLASSICS WV1 POPEYE THE SAILOR 1/12 SCALE AF (NET) 



From Boss Fight Studio. Everyone's favorite Sailor Man and his crew are finally coming to highly 

ar#culated figure form! Drawing inspira#on from the classic Segar comic strips, these figures are sure 

to delight all the Popeye fans! These 1/12-scale figures stand between 4-6 inches depending on 

character. Popeye comes ready for ac#on with his spinach can for power, alternate hands, removable 

hat and alternate head for all your play and display needs! (STL204028) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (POP001) NOTE: Available US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

United Arab Emirates, India, and Argen#na.(no south africa 6/6/18) 

Product SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR229058 

POWER RANGERS ANGEL GROVE HIGH SCHOOL ALUMNI PX COFFEE MUG 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Get ready to Hear the Roar with these Power 

Rangers inspired Mug from Surreal Entertainment! Featuring the Angel Grove High School crest from 

the classic Mighty Morphin' Power Rangers television series, you can boast your alumni status to the 

world with this limited edi#on mug. Or, show your love of the Angel Grove Youth Center with a mug 

featuring its logo. These PREVIEWS exclusive mug hold 11 ounces of your favorite beverage and are 

limited to only 1000 pieces! (STL236687) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (CMG-POW-AGHSF) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $15.99 

 

FEB228193 

POWER RANGERS MEGAZORD PX CAR SHADE 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Turn the windshield of your car into the cockpit 

of the mighty Megazord and keep your interior cool! This universally sized foldable car shade blocks 

out UV rays and features elas#c bands to keep the shade snug and secure when not in use. The 

PREVIEWS Exclusive Power Rangers Megazord Car Shade is limited to only 1500 pieces! (STL229862) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (CS-POW-MZGR) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $16.99 

 

SEP222421 

POWER RANGERS SERIES2 MINIMATES BOX SET 

A Diamond Select Toys release! It’s Morphin’ Time again! Series 2 of Mighty Morphin Power Rangers 

Minimates completes the team, with the Red Ranger, Black Ranger, Yellow Ranger and White Ranger! 

Each Minimate features 14 points of ar#cula#on, interchangeable parts, removable helmets and 

mul#ple heads to depict different cast members! Plus an array of weapons! (STL246579) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (84635) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and Europe. 

Product SRP: $25.00 



 

DEC219274 

POWER STARS W1 FLASH GORDON 5IN AF (NET) 

From Boss Fight Studio. Power Stars are the ac#on figures you always wanted as a kid, ready to make 

all your heroic dreams come true! These brand new 5" retro-feel ac#on figures feature seven points 

of ar#cula#on and all the nostalgia. Featuring your favorite super heroes and villains from King 

Features classic comics, including Flash Gordon, Ming the Merciless, The Phantom, and Prince Thun. 

Collect them all to bring your favorite comics to life! Figures are packaged on a blister card featuring 

brand new artwork inspired by your favorite comic characters. (STL225623) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PS0001) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $21.99 

 

DEC219275 

POWER STARS W1 MING THE MERCILESS 5IN AF (NET) 

From Boss Fight Studio. Power Stars are the ac#on figures you always wanted as a kid, ready to make 

all your heroic dreams come true! These brand new 5" retro-feel ac#on figures feature seven points 

of ar#cula#on and all the nostalgia. Featuring your favorite super heroes from King Features classic 

comics, collect them all to bring your favorite comics to life! Figures are packaged on a blister card 

featuring brand new artwork inspired by your favorite comic characters. Age 8+  (STL225636) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PS0003) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $21.99 

 

JAN229057 

RAY HARRYHAUSENS RHEDOSAURUS SOFT VINYL MODEL KIT (NET) 

From Star Ace Toys. The Star Ace Vinyl Model series has begun at last! In celebra#on of the 100th 

Anniversary of the master of movie stop mo#on anima#on, Ray Harryhausen, Star Ace is proud to 

release the Rhedosaurus, a vicious ancient creature unleashed in the modern day. Tradi#onally 

sculpted by the ar#sans of the famed creature shop of Kaibutsuya, this detailed Rhedosaurus statue 

is made from soQ vinyl and stands 12.5" tall. The Rhedosaurus comes in unpainted and unassembled 

model kit version of a black and white movie. (STL229273) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (SA9025M) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $94.99 

 

MAR228433 

REN & STIMPY ULTIMATES W1 REN AF (NET) 



From Super7. Who doesn't love the violently psycho#c Chihuahua that is Ren Hoek? Fun fact: he 

doesn't shake because he's scared or cold- he shakes because he's barely able to control his 

inexhaus#ble rage, YOU EEDIOT! This 7" scale highly ar#culated Ren & S#mpy ULTIMATES! figure of 

Ren Hoek features premium sculp#ng and decora#on, interchangeable heads & hands, as well as a 

number of detailed accessories. (STL235207) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (DE-RNSTW01-REN-) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

MAR228434 

REN & STIMPY ULTIMATES W1 STIMPY AF (NET) 

From Super7. He's as simple as a single-color Rubik's Cube, but behind his dopey feline exterior, 

S#mpy is a naïve soul with a heart of some precious metal. Not gold, of course. This 7" scale highly 

ar#culated Ren & S#mpy ULTIMATES! figure of S#mpson J. Cat features premium sculp#ng and 

decora#on, interchangeable heads & hands, as well as a number of detailed accessories.  

(STL235205) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (DE-RNSTW01-STM-) 

NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

JAN228481 

SHREK DS-096 PUSS IN BOOTS DIORAMA STAGE 6IN STATUE 

From Beast Kingdom. Beast Kingdom's presents the latest addi#on to its D-Stage series from the 

classic film Shrek. Puss in Boots will melt your heart with big watery eyes, signature hat in hand, and 

boots on his feet. The scene is completed with the Gingerbread Man and a cute Shrek plush doll, all 

displayed in me#culous detail. It is sure to conjure up many memories as soon as fans lay eyes on it. 

(STL227569) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (DS-096) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $35.99 

 

FEB229315 

SPACE PLAYERS WILE E COYOTE 100% & 400% BEA 2PK 

From Medicom Toy. Wile E. Coyote as he appears in his Space Players uniform from the Space Jam 

movies joins your collec#on as a BE@RBRICK! Collect this unique design of Wile E. in a 2-pack of 

100% (2 3/4" tall) and 400% scale (11" tall) or a 1000% version that stands about 28" tall. 

(STL232369) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL232369) NOTE: 

Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $184.99 

 

FEB229316 



SPACE PLAYERS WILE E COYOTE 1000% BEA 

From Medicom Toy. Wile E. Coyote as he appears in his space players uniform joins your collec#on as 

a BE@RBRICK! Collect this unique design of Wile E. in a 2-pack of 100% (2 3/4" tall) and 400% scale 

(11" tall) or a 1000% version that stands about 28" tall. (STL232370) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL232370) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $814.99 

 

JAN228773 

SQUID GAME FRONTMAN 100% & 400% BEA 2PK 

From Medicom Toy. Serving as the overseer of the games and controller of all the guards in the hit 

NeVlix series Squid Game, the Front Man wields absolute power as a 100% (2 3/4") & 400% (11") 

Be@rbrick. Also available, a 1000% Be@rbrick that stands 27 1/2" tall. (STL228355) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL228355) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $209.99 

 

JAN228774 

SQUID GAME FRONTMAN 1000% BEA 

From Medicom Toy. Serving as the overseer of the games and controller of all the guards in the hit 

NeVlix series Squid Game, the Front Man wields absolute power as a 100% (2.75") & 400% (11") 

Be@rbrick. (STL228356) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STL228356) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $814.99 

 

JAN228775 

SQUID GAME GUARD CIRCLE 100% & 400% BEA 2PK 

From Medicom Toy. The cryp#c Circle-masked Guard, ready to enforce rules and report to the Front 

Man in the hit NeVlix series Squid Game, enters the Be@rbrick line as 100% (2 3/4") & 400% (11") 

figures. Also available, a 1000% Be@rbrick that stands 27 1/2" tall. (STL228350) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL228350) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $209.99 

 

JAN228776 

SQUID GAME GUARD CIRCLE 1000% BEA 

From Medicom Toy. The cryp#c Circle-masked Guard, ready to enforce rules and report to the Front 

Man in the hit NeVlix series Squid Game, enters the Be@rbrick line as a 1000% (27.5") figure. 



(STL228351) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL228351) NOTE: 

Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $814.99 

 

JAN228777 

SQUID GAME GUARD SQUARE 100% & 400% BEA 2PK 

From Medicom Toy. The cryp#c Square-masked Guard, ready to enforce rules and report to the Front 

Man in the hit NeVlix series Squid Game, enters the Be@rbrick line as 100% (2 3/4") & 400% (11") 

figures. Also available, a 1000% Be@rbrick that stands 27 1/2" tall. (STL228352) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL228352) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $209.99 

 

JAN228778 

SQUID GAME GUARD SQUARE 1000% BEA 

From Medicom Toy. The cryp#c Square-masked Guard, ready to enforce rules and report to the Front 

Man in the hit NeVlix series Squid Game, enters the Be@rbrick line as a 1000% figure standing 

approximately 27.5". (STL228353) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STL228353) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $814.99 

 

JAN228779 

SQUID GAME GUARD TRIANGLE 100% & 400% BEA 2PK 

From Medicom Toy. The cryp#c Triangle-masked Guard, ready to enforce rules and report to the 

Front Man in the hit NeVlix series Squid Game, enters the Be@rbrick line as 100% (2 3/4") & 400% 

(11") figures. Also available, a 1000% Be@rbrick that stands 27 1/2" tall. (STL228348) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL228348) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $209.99 

 

JAN228780 

SQUID GAME GUARD TRIANGLE 1000% BEA 

From Medicom Toy. The cryp#cTriangle-masked Guard, ready to enforce rules and report to the Front 

Man in the hit NeVlix series Squid Game, enters the Be@rbrick line as a 1000% (27.5") figure. 

(STL228349) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL228349) NOTE: 

Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $814.99 

 



NOV218383 

STAR TREK ORIGINAL SERIES MIRROR SPOCK 1/6 SCALE AF (NET) 

From Newson Interna#onal. In celebra#on of the 55th Anniversary of Star Trek, EXO-6 is releasing 

their first 1/6-scale museum quality figure from The Original Series! EXO-6 brings you a very different 

Mr. Spock with the introduc#on of the Mirror Universe version of everyone's favorite Vulcan. The 

Spock of this world may be self-serving and corrupt, but he helps Kirk and his comrades return to 

their righVul universe for his own benefit. Standing 12" tall, every element, from his 23rd-century 

uniform to his Terran awards are authen#cally reproduced. The original portrait sculpt of Nimoy as 

Mirror Spock has an authen#c, hand-painted likeness. (STL220283) Item has been previously solicited 

in New to Order. Available Now! (EXO-01-029) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $198.00 

 

NOV218392 

STRANGER THINGS DUSTIN HENDERSON 1/6 ARTICULATED FIGURE (NET) 

From Threezero. The Stranger Things - 1/6 Dus#n Henderson collec#ble figure stands approximately 

9 1/4" tall and features a fully-ar#culated original body with 28 points of ar#cula#on and fabric 

clothing. The highly-detailed figure includes one head sculpt with an authen#c likeness to the 

character's appearance in the hit NeVlix series Stranger Things. Accessories include a watch, 

compass, headset, walkie-talkie, flashlight, potato chip container, backpack, D'Art (stage 2), and four 

pairs of interchangeable hands. (STL220253) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (3Z02800W0) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $168.00 

 

DEC218939 

TERMINATOR T-800 MAFEX AF 

From Medicom Toy. T-800 from The Terminator joins the MAFEX figure line from Medicom! This 

1/12-scale ac#on figure is fully ar#culated and comes with 3 head parts and 5 gun parts. Also 

included is a movable figure stand for all sort of dynamic posing op#ons! Add T-800 to your MAFEX 

collec#on today! (STL224338) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STL224338) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $134.99 

 

JUN228214 

THUNDERCATS ULTIMATES W6 CHEETARA TOY VERSION AF (NET) 

From Super7. Fair warning: Cheetara is back in full retro glory, so you beNer be as quick as she is if 

you don’t want the fastest ThunderCat to pass you by! This 7” scale highly ar#culated ThunderCats 

ULTIMATES! figure of Cheetara is inspired by the vintage toy line and includes mul#ple 

interchangeable heads & hands and her staff. Upgrade your childhood collec#on with the made-to-



order Cheetara and the rest of the vintage toy inspired wave of ThunderCats ULTIMATES! 

(STL245974) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (DE-THUNW06-CWK-

) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

JUN228215 

THUNDERCATS ULTIMATES W6 LION-O TOY VERSION AF (NET) 

From Super7. Lion-O, Lord of the ThunderCats, is here to roar once more to summon his fellow 

heroes and put fear in the hearts of his foes! This 7" scale highly ar#culated ThunderCats ULTIMATES! 

figure of Lion-O is inspired by the vintage toy line and includes mul#ple interchangeable heads & 

hands, a red claw shield, and the red Sword of Omens. Upgrade your childhood collec#on with the 

made-to-order Lion-O and the rest of the vintage toy inspired wave of ThunderCats ULTIMATES! 

(STL245970) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (UL-THUNW06-LIO-) 

NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

JUN228217 

THUNDERCATS ULTIMATES W6 MUMM-RA THE EVERLIVING TOY VER AF (NET) 

From Super7. Being an ancient sorcerer and demon-priest must help you age well, because Mumm-

Ra the Ever Living looks every bit as mighty as you remember from days gone by! Standing almost 9” 

tall, this highly ar#culated ThunderCats ULTIMATES! figure of Mumm-Ra the Ever Living is inspired by 

the vintage toy line and includes mul#ple interchangeable heads & hands, a removable headdress, a 

dagger, and the Sword of Plun-Darr. Upgrade your childhood collec#on with the made-to-order 

Mumm-Ra and the rest of the vintage toy inspired wave of ThunderCats ULTIMATES! (STL245973) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (DE-THUNW06-MRT-) NOTE: No 

countries actually denied. 

Product SRP: $75.00 

 

DEC218940 

WACKY RACES MUTTLEY 100% & 400% BEA 2PK 

From Medicom Toy. The Wacky Racer with the dis#nc#ve laugh joins your collec#on as a 

BE@RBRICK! Collect this unique design of MuNley in a 2-pack of 100% (2 3/4" tall) and 400% scale 

(11" tall) or a 1000% version that stands about 28" tall. (STL224329) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL224329) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $184.99 

 

OCT218154 



WALKING DEAD MAGGIE RHEE 1/6 SCALE AF (NET) 

From Threezero. Despite having lost just about everybody she has ever cared for; Maggie has always 

managed to pick herself back up. But this #me is different: the monster who took her husband is s#ll 

out there. The 1/6 Maggie Rhee collec#ble figure stands approximately 11.1" tall with a fully-

ar#culated body, mixed-medium materials, signature weathered clothing, and highly-detailed sculpt 

featuring the realis#c likeness of Maggie Rhee as portrayed by the talented Lauren Cohan in The 

Walking Dead television series! Also included are 3 Pairs of hands, plus Assault rifle, Revolver, and 

Knife accessories. (STL217230) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(3Z00396W0) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $179.00 

 

VIDEO GAMES 

 

JAN228384 

ACE COMBAT CFA-44 1/144 PLASTIC MODEL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. From the masterpiece flight shoo#ng game series, Ace Combat, CFA-44 in a 1/144 

scale now joins Kotobukiya's model kit series! Through the game's data and PROJECT ACES's 

coopera#on, this kit perfectly captures the details of CGA-44 in the game and is a snap-fit kit that 

doesn't require glue to assemble. The landing gear and weapons bays can be displayed opened or 

closed, with equippable EML and ADMM. MSL or UAV-45s can also be equipped to the hardpoints 

under the main wings. With its 1/144 scale size, you can recreate various flight forma#ons with 

previously released models or other aircraQ models while not taking up too much space in your 

collec#on. This model is pre-painted with the colors of Skin #07 Strigon from Ace Combat 7: Skies 

Unknown. (STL227436) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (KP612) 

NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $54.99 

 

JAN228385 

ACE COMBAT CFA-44 1/144 PLASTIC MODEL KIT MODELERS EDITION (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. From the masterpiece flight shoo#ng game series, ACE COMBAT, CFA-44 in a 1/144 

scale now joins Kotobukiya's model kit series! Through the game's data and PROJECT ACES's 

coopera#on, this kit perfectly captures the details of CGA-44 in the game and is a snap-fit kit that 

doesn't require glue to assemble. The included mini base also comes with an aNachment part that 

can be turned 90 degrees leQ or right and is compa#ble rolling. With its 1/144 scale size, you can 

recreate various flight forma#ons with previously released models or other aircraQ models while not 

taking up too much space in your collec#on. This model comes unpainted with a dark gray plas#c 

based on Skin #01 Osea, and is also perfect for custom paint jobs to recreate your favorite skins! 

(STL227437) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (KP613) NOTE: Same 

as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $44.99 



 

AUG229223 

APEX LEGENDS 6IN AF WV7 ASST (NET) 

From Jakks Pacific. Bring Apex Legends home with these collec#ble six inch scale ac#on figures. Pick 

your character. Round up your squad. Show everyone what Legends are made of! Choose from 

WaNson, Mirage, and Pathfinder. (STL256550) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (410814) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $22.99 

 

NOV218785 

ARKNIGHTS FROSTNOVA NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Arts Shanghai. "I... will become a member of Rhodes too..." From the popular 

smartphone game Arknights comes a Nendoroid of the Reunion Ye# Squadron commander, 

FrostNova! She comes with three face plates including a standard face, a dignified combat face and a 

smiling face for when she feels at ease. She comes with her sword, her Arts Unit and an Arts effect 

part. A spicy candy and a snow effect s#cker are also included, allowing you to create a variety of 

situa#ons in Nendoroid form. (STL221716) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (GAS12757) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, 

Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $94.99 

 

APR219096 

ARKNIGHTS HOSIGUMA HUNTING RONIN 1/7 PVC FIG 

From Furyu. From the Arknights mobile game comes a 1/7th scale figure of Hoshiguma in her 

Hun#ng Ronin form! Complete with the shield of an L.G.D. Officer joined with tradi#onal elements 

from Higashi, this figure recreates the game art beau#fully, from her shield to the clouds of smoke 

behind her. Measuring 10 5/8" to the top of her head, this stunning figure will make a great addi#on 

to any collec#on! (STL198554) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(FR95256) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $409.99 

 

JAN228530 

ARKNIGHTS SARIA NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Arts Shanghai. From the popular smartphone game Arknights comes a Nendoroid 

of the former head of security of Rhine Lab, Saria! She comes with three face plates including a 

standard face, a cool combat face and a gentle smiling face. She comes with her shield, a syringe and 

an Arts effect part. Enjoy crea#ng her skills and other scenes from the game in Nendoroid form! 



(STL227614) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (GAS12792) NOTE: 

Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $94.99 

 

JAN228698 

ASSASSINS CREED II EZIO AUDITORE NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Company. From Assassin's Creed II comes a Nendoroid of the main character, Ezio! 

The Nendoroid comes with three face plates including a face shrouded in darkness, a combat face 

and a smiling face. His Hidden Blade, the Apple of Eden, the Sword of Altaïr, a feather for his brother 

and a haystack paper craQ are all included as op#onal parts. (STL228146) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G12805) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, 

Mexico, Guatemala, Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $89.99 

 

JAN228565 

DRAGON QUEST ADVENTURE OF DAI HYUNCKEL ARTFX J STATUE (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. The immortal warrior Hyunckel from Dragon Quest The Adventure Of Dai is joining 

Kotobukiya's ARTFX J series! He is brought to life in a heroic pose, pouring his Aura of Light into his 

Demon Spear to pierce through even the toughest of enemies! In addi#on to his gliNering silver 

armor, his under-armor paint makes green and purple reflec#ons, allowing for a different shine to be 

seen at every angle in the high-quality finish of this figure. Both the standard version and an effect 

version with Bloody Scryde being unleashed are included. The standard version can also be held near 

the #p for convenient storage. His right arm and hand are also ar#culated to allow for adjustment of 

the effect according to preference. (STL227697) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (PP905) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $179.99 

 

DEC218989 

FATE GRAND ORDER CASTER MUARSAKI SHIKIBU 1/7 PVC FIG (MR) 

From Alter. Alter presents a stunning new figure from Fate/Grand Order: Caster Murasaki Shikibu! 

Her gothic style dress has an aNrac#ve finish with its gorgeous frills and pleats, as well as a sharp 

silhoueNe that accentuates the propor#ons —a perfect match to her parasol. A base is included as 

well. Caster Murasaki Shikibu stands just under 11 1/2" tall in 1/7-scale. (STL224451) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL224451) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Product SRP: $404.99 

 

AUG219343 



FFVII REMAKE PLAY ARTS KAI TIFA LOCKHART DRESS AF 

From Square Enix. Tifa, from Final Fantasy VII Remake, makes her appearance in the Play Arts Kai 

ac#on figure line, clad in her stylish dress! With me#culously recreated detail from the luxurious 

texture of her dress, the choker-style necklace, the embellishments wrapped around her waist, all 

the way to her earrings, she includes interchangeable face and hand pieces, as well as a hair 

extension to provide more movement to the figure when posing. Figure includes display stand. 

(STL215081) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL215081) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $154.99 

 

AUG219344 

FFVII REMAKE STATIC ARTS TIFA LOCKHART DRESS STATUE 

From Square Enix. Tifa, from Final Fantasy VII Remake, joins the Sta#c Arts statueNe line, clad in her 

stylish dress! See another side of this mar#al ar#st, with Tifa in more formal aYre. From the 

luxurious texture of her dress, the choker-style necklace, the embellishments wrapped around her 

waist, all the way to her earrings, the designers have me#culously recreated every detail in this 

stunning figure. (STL215084) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STL215084) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $179.99 

 

MAR229114 

FINAL FANTASY XI GOBLIN PLUSH 

From Square Enix. Avoid the rush and grab these adorable Final Fantasy XI plushes! When not 

smothering it with affec#on, you can set it down to display wherever you would like. This 100% 

Polyester fabric plush features coNon stuffing and comes packaged in a protec#ve plas#c bag. The 

Mandragora and ShantoNo are 9 1/2" tall, while the Goblin is 7 1/2" tall and features a removeable 

backpack. (STL236729) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STL236729) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $64.99 

 

DEC218344 

FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDYS TIEDYE FOXY AF 

From Funko. These animatronics from Five Nights at Freddy's will haunt your nightmares, and are 

now available in a new groovy #e-die color scheme! Each stylized Five Nights At Freddy's ac#on 

figure measures about 6" tall and comes packaged on a blister card.  (STL223251) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (64218) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 



 

AUG218281 

GENSHIN IMPACT KEQING PIERCING THUNDERBOLT 1/7 PVC FIG 

From Apex. Presen#ng a 1/7 scale PVC figurine of Keqing, a popular character from miHoYo's open-

world game Genshin Impact! Dressed in her default ouVit and holding the Lion's Roar sword in her 

right hand, the whole figurine is full of dynamism. What's more, as a pre-order bonus giQ, an acrylic 

stand will also be bundled. (STL211971) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (STL211971) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $324.99 

 

SEP218340 

GIRLS FRONTLINE SPRINGFIELD AROMATIC SILENCE 1/7 PVC AF (MR) 

From Apex. As the latest product under ARCTECH series product line, figure manufacturer APEX has 

now released this 1/8 scale ac#on figure of Springfield, character from popular social game Girls' 

Frontline, in her barista ouVit. With up to 17 well-designed ar#cula#on joints and an aboundant 

supply of op#onal parts, this ac#on figure has a wide range of ar#cula#on. The #ght skirt and apron 

are made of real cloth and the apron has wires hidden inside. The figurine also comes with an 

abundant supply of equipments and op#on parts. Besides a bar counter and a chair, there are also 

coffee cups and a set of dirpping tool for you to perform the whole process of coffee dripping with 

the ac#on figurine.  (STL216190) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STL216190) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $249.99 

 

AUG218349 

IRON SAGA SLOKAI FAIRY OF THE MOON 1/8 PVC FIG 

From Good Smile Arts Shanghai. From the popular smartphone game Iron Saga comes a scale figure 

of Slokai, the Seventh Pope of the Mechanical Va#can! Slokai has been captured in figure form in her 

Mid-Autumn Fes#val ouVit. The dynamic, flowing mo#on of her hair and ouVit have been sculpted 

to perfec#on. Translucent parts are used in various areas and are combined with elaborate paintwork 

for a gorgeous look. (STL212105) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(GAS94408) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $249.99 

 

NOV218780 

STORM COLLECTIBLES KING OF FIGHTERS 98 OROCHI 1/12 AF (NET) 

From Storm Collec#bles. An absolute existence that reigns at the top as the head of the Orochi's clan. 

The mental energy collected by Orochi Hakkesshu has been revived in this world through the body of 

Chris. A super-living body that can use the power of darkness, divine being who calls itself "Gaia's 



Will." Features 4 Pairs of Hands, The Arms Special Effect, The Blue Flame Special Effect and a Blue 

Figure Stand. (STL221802) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STM87203) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $135.00 

 

JUN218165 

KING OF GLORY DA QIAO BAIHELIANG GODDESS 1/7 PVC FIG 

From Myethos. From the popular Chinese game King of Glory comes a 1/7-scale figure of Da Qiao! 

The figure features Da Qiao in her skin based on the Baiheliang (White Crange Ridge) natual rock 

outcrop in Chongqing, China, which is now submerged in the Yangtze. The figure features design 

mo#fs based on the wild flowing water of the vast Yangtze as well as red and white colors 

reminiscent of the cranes that were the origin of the Baiheliang's name. (STL204269) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (MY92351) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Product SRP: $259.99 

 

MAR228347 

KINGDOM HEARTS 14IN LIGHT UP KEYBLADE KINGDOM KEY (MAR228347) 

From Square Enix. May your heart be your guiding key! This 14-inch handheld version of the iconic 

Kingdom Hearts Kingdom Key Keyblade is the perfect addi#on for your collec#on! Find the heart of 

any world you travel to with a keyhole shaped illumina#on light! Requires 2 AAA alkaline baNeries, 

not included. (STL234922) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STL234922) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

MAR228773 

KINGDOM HEARTS II KING MICKEY 20TH ANNIVERSARY PLUSH 

From Square Enix. To commemorate the 20th Anniversary of Kingdom Hearts, a new version of King 

Mickey joins our Series Plush line. This new version of Mickey showcased in his Kingdom Hearts II 

ouVit and features the 20th anniversary logo embroidered on the sole of his foot. Mickey also comes 

with his trunk case as seen in the game! (STL235999) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (STL235999) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $99.99 

 

DEC218200 

LUCREA PERSONA 5 THE ROYAL JOKER PVC FIG 



From Megahouse. From the Persona 5: The Royal comes a Lucrea figure of Joker! Measuring around 

9" tall, Joker can be displayed both masked and unmasked, and includes a removable gun accessory! 

(STL223047) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (833199) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $274.99 

 

MAR228513 

MEGA MAN BATTLE NETWORK MEGA MAN MDL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. From Mega Man BaNle Network, Mega Man, the protagonist and Lan Hikari's 

NetNavi, joins Kotobukiya's plas#c model kit lineup! This model fully u#lizes the technology 

cul#vated in the exis#ng Mega Man X plas#c model series to create intricate individual parts, and the 

use of CAD engineering means character's propor#ons are faithfully recreated with an impressive 

range of ar#cula#on. Mega Man needs no paint and looks great aQer just assembling the model! 

Four different face parts that express his character and familiar aNachments like the Buster, Cannon, 

and Sword, and impressive Life Sword effect parts bring various famous scenes from the anime and 

game to life! (STL235605) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (KP531) 

NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $79.99 

 

MAY229433 

RESIDENT EVIL NEMESIS STATUE (NET) 

From Numskull. Possessing vastly superior intelligence, strength and regenera#ve abili#es to its 

lesser counterparts, Nemesis from Resident Evil is a truly terrifying creature to behold. This 

remarkable high-quality statue stands at 10 7/8" tall and features Nemesis upon a cracked tarmac 

base with its infamous rocket launcher in hand and hazard tape on the ground. Display your love for 

Resident Evil with pride and add this stunning centerpiece to your collec#on! (STL244375) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (NS3591) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $119.99 

 

OCT218012 

SAMURAI SHODOWN DAH-071 DYNAMIC 8CTION JUBEI YAGYU AF 

From Beast Kingdom. Beast Kingdom is proud to release a new era in SNK video gaming figures for 

fans of high octane ac#on! Fans of Japanese Samurai and video games are no strangers to the 

famous "Jubei Yagyu," one of the main characters of the Samurai Showdown series of games and 

based on a real historical figure who served the Shogun during the Shogunate, military era of Japan! 

A fearless warrior, his dis#nc#ve one-eyed patch gave him legendary status amongst Japanese 

swordsmen of the Edo period. (STL216810) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (DAH-071) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Product SRP: $117.90 

 

NOV218781 

STORM COLLECTIBLES TEKKEN 7 DEVIL JIN 1/12 AF (NET) 

From Storm Collec#bles. Devil Jin is a demon with only ul#mate power and destruc#on on his mind. 

The result of Jin's mind and body being taken over by the devil Gene. AQer he defeated Azazel, Jin 

Kazama was apprehended by UN troops. As his unconscious body was being transported by 

helicopter, he became possessed by his devil form, ripped free from his straitjacket, tore through the 

helicopter's fuselage with a powerful beam aNack, and then escaped. IntermiNently fending off the 

UN's aNempts to recapture him, Devil Jin wandered the desert un#l he stumbled across a town in the 

Middle East. His arrival at the town's bazaar sent the civilians fleeing for their lives, turning the once 

buzzing seNlement into an abandoned husk. Features 3 Head Sculpts, 4 Pairs of Hands and 

Ar#culated Wings. (STL221801) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STM87204) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $120.00 

 

AUG229232 

WORLD OF NINTENDO 4IN AF ASST WV31 (NET) 

From Jakks Pacific. Add more of your favorite characters from the worlds of Nintendo with this new 

wave of figures in the 4" scale! Collect Penguin Mario, Lakitu, Ice Luigi, Cat Toad, and Iggy Koopa. 

(STL256553) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (413764) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

JAN219364 

XENOBLADE CHRONICLES 2 MYTHRA 1/7 PVC FIG 

From Good Smile Company. From the Nintendo Switch game Xenoblade Chronicles 2 comes a 1/7th 

scale figure of Mythra, the alternate form of the legendary blade Pyra! The highly detailed original 

design by character designer Masatsugu Saito has been faithfully converted into a figure to capture 

Mythra's powerful yet beau#ful appearance for fans to enjoy by their side! She is designed to be 

displayed together with the figure of Pyra from the same series (sold separately), display them 

together and have their swords crossing for an epic joint pose! (STL189986) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G94294) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $314.99 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

 



FEB228985 

52 TOYS PANDA ROLL DAILY LIFE SERIES2 8PC BMB DS 

From Disburst. Why is the na#onal treasure panda called "Roll"? Because aQer ea#ng and drinking, 

one of their favorite sports is rolling. The giant pandas are naive, cute, and playful. Come and watch 

its daily state! The Panda Roll Dailylife Series 2 Blind Box Vinyl Figure includes 1 randomly packaged 

flocked figure. (STL231885) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(52TO0037) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $14.99 

 

FEB228986 

52 TOYS WUHANG DAILY LIFE SERIES4 8PC BMB DS 

From Disburst. Speaking of crea#ve experience, the author said that he had wanted to paint two 

hundred cats, but because he had never raised cats in his life, so he got stuck aQer pain#ng 12 cats. 

At this #me, he met a stray cat. He took the cat home and named Wuhuang (my king). The word cat 

slave has gradually changed from a topic to a culture. Everyone has become more and more 

cherishing their pets, so everyone actually has a cat king in their heart. Look at these cu#es! 

(STL231883) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (52TO0035) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $14.99 

 

FEB229295 

53 STATIONS OF TOKAIDO-NIHONBASHI 100% & 400% BEA 2PK 

From Medicom Toy. A collabora#on with the Tokyo Na#onal Museum, this BE@RBRICK based on 

Hiroshige Utagawa's FiQy-three Sta#ons of the Tokaido is available in a 2-pack of 100% (2 3/4" tall) 

and 400% scale (11" tall) or a 1000% version that stands about 28" tall. (STL232343) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL232343) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $209.99 

 

FEB229296 

53 STATIONS OF TOKAIDO-NIHONBASHI 1000% BEA 

From Medicom Toy. A collabora#on with the Tokyo Na#onal Museum, this BE@RBRICK based on 

Hiroshige Utagawa's FiQy-three Sta#ons of the Tokaido is available in a 2-pack of 100% (2 3/4" tall) 

and 400% scale (11" tall) or a 1000% version that stands about 28" tall. (STL232346) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL232346) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Product SRP: $814.99 

 

JAN228758 



AMPLIFIER 100% & 400% BEA 2PK 

From Medicom Toy. Medicom Toy amplifies and spreads the legend of Japanese rock, Amplifier, for 

its fiQh anniversary with this set of 100% (2 3/4") and 400% (11" tall) Be@rbricks. (STL228377) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL228377) NOTE: Not available in 

Asia. 

Product SRP: $194.99 

 

DEC218853 

ANDRE THE GIANT ULTIMATES AF (NET) (RES) 

From Super7. Making his way to the ring, from Grenoble in the French Alps, weighing in at 520 lbs, 

he is the 8th Wonder Of The World: Andre The Giant! The 7'2 legend makes his way back to the 

Super7 ULTIMATES! line with this made-to-order deluxe ac#on figure! This #me, Super7 pays tribute 

to the #me Andre outlasted 19 other men in a 20-Man BaNle Royal, reminding everyone on the 

en#re roster that he was s#ll a force to be reckoned with! Standing at 8" tall and packed in a deluxe 

slipcase style box, Andre comes in the yellow trunks and boots he wore in that famed match along 

with an addi#onal head, interchangeable hands, and his signature can of beer. (STL223944) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (UL-ANDRWO2-AND-) NOTE: No countries 

actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

APR228161 

ANDY WARHOL BRILLO 100% & 400% BEA 2PK 

From MEDICOM Toy. From Medicom Toy comes this BE@RBRICK set inspired by the work of 

American ar#st, director, and producer largely responsible for the successful pop art movement, 

Andy Warhol! Collect a set of 100% (2.75") & 400% (11") sizes, or a 1000% (27.5") size! (STL238826) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL238826) NOTE: Not available 

in Asia. 

Product SRP: $279.99 

 

AUG218501 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS GRIMSWORD ULTIMATE 7IN AF 

From NECA. NECA has taken inspira#on from the classic ac#on figure releases and reinterpreted 

them for the modern collector's market, taking advantage of all of today's advances in technology 

and tooling. Grimsword and Warduke include signature accessories and comes in Ul#mate style 

packaging. (STL212463) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (52270) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $37.99 

 



APR228123 

JOYTOY 40K ULTRAMARINES REDEMPTOR DREADNOUGHT TYLEAS 1/18 F (NET) 

From Huaxi Dark Source Tech. The most elite of the Space Marine Chapters in the Imperium of Man, 

Joy Toy brings the Ultramarines from Warhammer 40k to life with this new series of 1/18-scale 

figures. Each figure includes interchangable hands and weapon accessories and stands about 

between 4" and 6" tall.  (STL238775) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (JT2757) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $199.00 

 

JAN228782 

METAL ACTION PILDER DIE CAST FIGURE SET 

From Evolu#on Toys. Mazinger Z's Hober Pilder, Jet Pilder and Brain Condor are recreated as detailed 

die-casts, each with a display stand. (STL228401) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (STL228401) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $164.99 

 

MAR229716 

POP ALBUMS DLX TLC OOOH ON THE TLC TIP VIN FIG 

From Funko. Hip hop group, TLC, is here to take the stage in your music collec#on! Jam out with Pop! 

T-Boz, Pop! Chilli, and Pop! LeQ Eye. This Deluxe Pop! Album features the three band members as 

Pop! figures and the album cover art of Oooooooohhh... On the TLC Tip.Packaged in a protec#ve 

hard case, this Deluxe Pop! Album can be hung on a wall or placed on a shelf next to your music 

collec#on. Vinyl figures are approximately 3.9 to 4.3-inches tall. Pop! figures are adhered to the base 

and backdrop to ensure display integrity. Approximate dimensions of the protec#ve case: 23.5"W x 

12.25"H x 3.75"D. Please NOTE: Pop! Deluxe Album does not include a playable vinyl record. 

(STL237888) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (65776) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

FEB229968 

POP ROCKS FLAVOR FLAV VIN FIG 

From Funko. Your Funko collec#on will be ready to rock with these new Pop! Rocks figures! Each Pop! 

figure measures just under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. 

(STL233952) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (65698) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 



FEB229969 

POP ROCKS H.E.R. VIN FIG 

From Funko. This legendary R&B ar#st is commemora#ng an iconic performance of her career. 

POPop! H.E.R. wears a sparkly, translucent purple ouVit with her signature dark shades as seen in her 

2019 Grammys performance. In her hands, H.E.R. holds a clear-bodied electric guitar. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3 3/4" tall and comes in window box packaging. (STL233954) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (65699) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

JUN228168 

POP ROCKS PANTERA 4PK VIN FIG 

From Funko. American heavy metal band, Pantera, is here to take over the stage in your music 

collec#on! Rock on with this Pop! four pack featuring Pop! Philip Anselmo, Pop! Vinnie Paul, Pop! 

Dimebag Darrell, Pop! Rex Brown. Vinyl figures are approximately 4 to 4.2-inches tall. (STL245932) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (67433) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

AUG219464 

TABLE MUSEUM ANNEX TUTANKHAMUN FIGMA AF DLX VER 

From FREEing. From the Table Museum series of figma figures based on famous works of art comes 

the Table Museum -Annex- series of figma figures based on art from around the world. The third 

entry in the series is Tutankhamun, excavated from an ancient Egyp#an tomb and said to be the 

greatest discovery in archaeological history. The golden casket and mask have been recreated in 

incredible detail. Be sure to add the mysterious ancient Egyp#an pharaoh Tutankhamun to your 

collec#on. Using the smooth yet posable joints of figma, you can create a variety of poses from the 

series. Interchangeable head part and hand parts are included. An ar#culated figma stand is included 

to display the figma in a variety of poses. (STL215228) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (F51057) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, 

Argen#na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $189.99 
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